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Preface
Nanotechnology refers to the categorization, manufacture, and management
of structures, devices, or materials that are smaller than 100 nm.
Nanomaterials have been used extensively in the biomedical, environmental,
textile, construction, and cosmetics industries. In particular, functionalized
nanomaterials (FNMs) have been intensively studied in the last several years,
and numerous methods have been developed, including covalent or noncovalent alterations. These functionalization identities offer nanomaterials with
versatile applications due to the assimilating functional groups or materials
onto their surface. Generally, FNMs have different mechanical, absorption,
optical, or electrical properties than the original nanomaterials and thus can
be used for a variety of applications. In fact, FNMs are predicted to be a
main driver of technology and business and are already involved in the
recent development of new products in major industrial sectors as this handbook discusses.
In order to cover specific industrial applications of FNMs as well as offer
readers a holistic view of FNMs currently used at industrial scale, this handbook is divided into several sections. Section 1 deals with different kinds of
FNMs for industrial use (carbon-based nanomaterials, metal-based nanomaterials, composites, biosourced nanomaterials such as biopolymers, nanocellulose, fibers, etc.). Section 2 discusses industrial-scale functionalization
strategies for nanomaterials, while Section 3 focuses on FNMs for the catalysis industry. Section 4 covers FNMs for the biomedical, pharmaceutical,
agriculture, and agri-food industries. In Section 5, FNMs for the electronics,
electrical, and energy industries are discussed. Section 6 is about utilization
of FNMs in the environmental industry. Section 7 covers FNMs in surfaces
and coatings, while Section 8 focuses on FNMs in the textiles industry.
Section 9 discusses FNMs in the cosmetics industry. Finally, Section 10 covers the FNMs uses in the aerospace, vehicle, and sports industries whereas
Section 11 describes the environmental, legal, health, and safety issues
related to FNMs.
The purpose of this handbook is to provide the most recent advancements
of FNMs in key industrial sectors. College and university graduates and
industrial professionals along with industrial scientists, industrial engineers,
nanotechnologists, materials scientists, chemists, physicists, pharmacists,
biologists, chemical engineers, etc., will find this handbook interdisciplinary
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Preface

and thorough, with its emphasis on key research and guidelines. The editor
and authors are well-known researchers, scientists, and FNM experts from
academia and industry. On behalf of Elsevier, we thank all the contributors
of this handbook. Very special thanks goes to Simon Holt (acquisitions editor) and Isabella Conti Silva (editorial project manager) at Elsevier, for their
enthusiastic support and help during this project.
Chaudhery Mustansar Hussain
Editor
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1.1

Introduction

Nanotechnology and nanoengineering are two opposite sides of a visionary
coin. On the one hand, scientific revelation, deep scientific provenance and
scientific ingenuity are the pivots of scientific research pursuit in nanotechnology and nanomaterials today. Frequent environmental disasters, global
climate change, and stringent environmental regulations are challenging the
vast scientific fabric of human civilization. In this chapter, we discuss
engineering science and technology with a focus on nanomaterials.
Nanotechnology is deeply integrated with diverse areas of science and engineering, due, in part, to evergrowing concerns about global warming and climate change. Water purification, drinking water treatment, and industrial
wastewater treatment are some of the current applications of nanotechnology.
Environmental science, chemical process engineering, and integrated water
resource management are highly stressed areas of science and engineering
[1]. The vast and varied challenges of water resource management as well as
applications of environmental engineering are discussed in this chapter, with
an emphasis on functionalized nanomaterial applications in the environmental and energy sectors. Food engineering and food technology are other
important sectors of nanomaterial science and engineering today [2].
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Nanotrends in industrial development

Today environmental engineering science, petroleum engineering, and chemical process engineering are challenging areas of science and engineering.
The authors in this volume focus on the successful applications of nanomaterials in an effort to provide more environmental protection. In particular,
environmental remediation, drinking water treatment, industrial wastewater
treatment, and integrated water resource management are covered.
Nanotechnology, nanomaterials, and functionalized nanomaterials are at
the forefront of science today. Sustainability whether it is energy, environmental, social, or economic is the biggest need of human civilization today
[1,2]. Environmental disasters, global warming, and depletion of fossil fuel
resources are key challenges that must be addressed. Nanoengineering and
nanovision are at the forefront of this research [1,2].

1.3

Potential of nanomaterials

Nanomaterials and green materials are the smart materials of the future. In this
volume, the authors focus on the ways nanotechnology is used in human society, in particular engineered nanomaterials and functionalized nanomaterials.
Nanomaterials are materials of which a single unit is sized (in at least one
dimension) between 1 and 1000 nm but usually it is 1100 nm (the usual definition of nanoscale). Materials with structure at the nanoscale have unique and important optical, electronic, and mechanical properties. Today, globally nanomaterials
are slowly being commercialized and are emerging as key technologies [1,2].
Engineered nanomaterials have been deliberately engineered and manufactured by humans to have some distinct properties. Legacy and visionary nanomaterials are those that were in commercial production prior to the
development of nanotechnology as incremental advancements over other colloidal materials. They include carbon black and titanium dioxide nanomaterials.
Incidental nanoparticles may be incidentally produced as a by-product of
mechanical and industrial processes. Sources of incidental nanoparticles include
vehicle exhausts, welding fumes, combustion fumes, and combustion processes
from domestic fuel heating and cooking. Incidental atmospheric nanoparticles
are ultrafine particles and can contribute to air pollution.
Biological systems often feature natural and functional nanomaterials.
Natural inorganic nanomaterials occur through crystal growth in the diverse
chemical conditions of the Earth’s crust. Fires are complex reactions and can
produce pigments, cement, fumed silica, etc.

1.4

What are functionalized nanomaterials?

Functionalized nanomaterials and engineered nanomaterials are nextgeneration smart materials with applications in environmental engineering,
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water purification, drinking water treatment, industrial wastewater treatment,
and biomedical engineering science. Bionanotechnology is another promising
area of science today.

1.5

The use of functionalized nanomaterials in industry

Nanomaterials and functionalized nanomaterials applications are today
replete with immense scientific and academic rigor. In this chapter, the
authors deeply elucidates the scientific needs, the scientific profundity and
the vast scientific divination in the application areas of nanomaterials, engineered nanomaterials and functionalized nanomaterials [1].

1.5.1

Food

Nanomaterials today have immense applications in the food domain. For
example, Ghodake et al. [3] discussed nanoengineered systems for biopesticides. “Green revolution” technology and engineering have resulted in
remarkable advancements in agricultural productivity by using high-yielding
varieties, chemical fertilizers, and pesticides [3]. The authors deeply discussed the current strategies of pest control including the use of pesticides
and biopesticides [3]. The authors discussed in detail the application areas
and the scientific ethics behind biopesticides, the advantages of biopesticides
over chemical pesticides, the mechanism of action of pesticides, and the formulation development of biopesticides.
Shivakumar et al. [4] discussed nanomaterials for smart food packaging.
Packaging has played a vital role in protecting food substances from various
environmental conditions in the food supply chain [4]. The authors in this
chapter describes and discusses intelligent packaging, which refers to packaging that contains an indicator either externally and internally that provides
information about the quality of food. Nanosensors, smart materials, and the
feasibility and economics of modern packaging are also discussed.
Nanomaterials are expected to revolutionize the food packaging industry due
to the enforcement of stringent environmental regulations [4].
Kadam et al. [5] described the novel approaches of nanotechnology in the
agro and food industries. This chapter deals deeply with applications of nanotechnology in agrofood production chain and the emerging opportunities [5].
Other topics discussed include packaging, food contact material, and food storage and handling. The use of nanotechnology can improve supply chain visibility, tracking and traceability, food authenticity, and also food security [5].

1.5.2

Energy and environmental sectors

The energy and environmental sectors are experiencing rapid growth due
nanotechnology applications. Vazquez et al. [6] described the use of
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nanomaterials in energy production. According to the International Energy
Outlook 2017, there will be a 28% increase in the worldwide energy demand
from 2015 to 2040 [6]. In 2015, the World Energy Council reported that
77.1% of energy consumption is covered by fossil fuel sources (oil, coal, and
gas) and 4.4% by the nuclear industry [6].
Energy sustainability and energy engineering are two opposite sides of
the visionary coin. This chapter focuses on the application of nanotechnology
in the energy production sector [6]. The areas covered are fossil fuels,
nuclear, wind turbines, fuel cells, and solar cells. Fossil fuels include oil,
coal, and natural gas, which supply more than the 80% of our energy needs.
Global wind power generation contributed about 4% of total global power
generation in 2015. One important and area of scientific research today is
fuel cells [6]. Fuel cells are used to produce electrical energy. A fuel cell is
basically an electrochemical cell that can convert the chemical energy of a
fuel into electrical energy through an electrochemical reaction on the electrode/electrolyte interface [6]. Photovoltaic solar cells are devices used for
direct conversion of solar radiation into electrical energy. There are silicon
and thin film solar cells, multijunction solar cells, organic solar cells, and
dye sensitized solar cells.
Pathakoti et al. [7] discussed nanotechnology applications in the environmental industry. Nanotechnology is the manipulation of matter on the nanoscale (1100 nm) in diverse and far-reaching fields such as chemical
process engineering, material science, electrical engineering, computer science, chemistry, and biology [7]. The authors described in detail water and
wastewater treatment and application areas such as nanoadsorbents, nanocatalysts, nanomembranes, and remediation. The nanomaterials discussed
include nanoscale zerovalent iron, bimetallic nanoparticles, semiconductor
nanoparticles, and dendrimers [7].

1.5.3

Other applications of engineered nanomaterials

Biomedical engineering, agricultural sciences, biological sciences, medical
sciences, and biotechnology are today interdependent on engineered
nanomaterials.

1.6

Current research on nanomaterials

Nanomaterials are today integrated with every branch of science and engineering. In this well researched treatise, the author deeply relates the need of
scientific vision and the scientific ingenuity in the applications of nanomaterials in energy, environment, medical applications and other domains. The
status of environment is extremely disastrous and catastrophic today. There
is no respite to environmental disasters and global climate change. Also,
industrial wastewater treatment is mesmerizing and challenging the true
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vision of global science and engineering. Here comes the vast and necessary
importance of engineered nanomaterials to human society [1,2].
Palit et al. [8] described engineered nanomaterials for industrial use
including carbon nanotubes, dendrimers, fullerenes, graphene sheets, metal
oxides, nanoarrays, and nanocrystals.
Palit [9] discussed recent advances in engineered nanomaterials in the
environment industry and did a critical review on this far-reaching scientific
domain. The author pointedly focuses on the scientific avenues toward
advancement of nanomaterials applications, the vast domain of nanotechnology and largely the success of Engineered Nanomaterials applications in
environment industry [1,9]. Nanomaterials and environmental industry are
today linked with each other by immense scientific might, determination and
vision. The authors detailed recent scientific endeavor in the field of nanotechnology. Success of science and vast engineering applications are the pillars of research and development forays in nanotechnology. These factors
are detailed in this chapter. Recent scientific endeavor in the field of nanotechnology and environmental protection/ remediation are described in minute details in this chapter [9].
Das et al. [10] discussed the characteristic features and applications of
engineered nanomaterials for water treatment and purification, carbon dioxide
sequestration, and remediation of radionuclides. The risk factors associated
with the use of nanomaterials are also discussed [10]. According to the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the
Environmental Industry is defined as “An environmental industry consists of
activities which produce goods and services to measure, prevent, limit and
minimize, or correct environmental destruction to water, air and soil, as well
as problems related to waste, noise and ecosystem” [10]. The primary objective of the environmental industry is environmental protection [10]. Chemical
process engineering and the vast and intricate areas of chemical technology
needs to be enhanced along with Environmental Industry. The research work
also dealt with characteristic features and applications of engineered nanomaterials [10]. The authors discuss nanomaterial for groundwater remediation,
nanostructured metal oxide for wastewater remediation, multifunctional nanocomposite for environmental remediation, nanomaterial-based membrane in
remediation, and nanomaterials for carbon dioxide sequestration.
Park et al. [11] discussed engineered nanomaterials for water treatment
and environmental remediation including recent developments such as applications in membrane filtration. Applications of engineered nanomaterials for
soil, aquifer, and groundwater remediation are also discussed [11].
Engineered nanomaterials have been widely used in environmental engineering science but their high aggregation tendency greatly limits the surface
mobility. Recent progress on preparation of Engineered Nanomaterials was
the reduction of the band gap and the production of environmentally friendly
materials of higher stability, reactivity and multifunctionality [11].
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1.7 Recent scientific research in the field of functionalized
nanomaterials
Functionalized nanomaterials are the smart materials of tomorrow and today
stands in the midst of deep scientific vision and scientific forbearance. The
needs of human scientific vision and scientific divination are today immense
and far-reaching. Scientific and technological validation along with vast scientific motivation are the necessity of human civilization in modern science
today. Today in the global scientific scenario, there are vast scientific intricacies which remains unanswered. Technological gaffe and scientific hiatus in
the field of environmental engineering science are devastating the global scientific firmament. Science and technology has practically no answers to heavy metal and arsenic groundwater remediation. Here comes the importance
of nanotechnology and nanoengineering.
Darwish et al. [12] discussed new solutions to environmental problems
due to high surface area (surface to volume ratio) and associated high reactivity on a scale ranging from one to few hundred nanometers that are not
observed at the microscopic level [12]. The most attractive nanomaterials for
environmental protection are derived from silica, noble metals, semiconductors, metal oxides, polymers, and carbonaceous materials [12] and their use
in remediation of contaminated wastewater, groundwater, surface water, and
soil are being investigated. Treatment techniques include, adsorption, photocatalytic degradation, nanofiltration, and sensing and monitoring of various
pollutants and contaminants [12]. However, there are some challenges that
need to be addressed including the potential impacts of nanomaterials on
human health and the ecosystem and the limited reusability and activity of
nanomaterials [12]. The authors in this treatise deeply elucidated on nanoadsorption, membranes and membrane processes, nanophotocatalysis, nanosensing, methods of nanomaterials functionalization, direct functionalization,
postsynthetic functionalization, polymers in functionalization, and nanomaterial- functional groups bonding types [12]. The other areas of research
endeavor in this treatise are functionalization and applications of silica-based
nanomaterials and the functionalization and applications of carbonaceous
nanomaterials [12]. The applications of functionalized carbonaceous nanomaterials and metal and metal compound nanomaterials are described.
Subbiah et al. [13] discussed nanoparticles and functionalization and multifunctional applications in biomedical applications. Rapid innovations in
nanomedicine, medical science, and biomedical engineering have increased
the likelihood that engineered nanomaterials will veritably come in contact
with human and environment. Nanotechnology has created strong interest in
many fields such as biomedical sciences and engineering, in particular the
development of functionalized nanoparticles [13]. In recent years a variety of
chemical methods have been developed to synthesize functionalized nanoparticles for drug delivery, cancer therapy, diagnostics, tissue engineering, and
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molecular biology, and the structurefunction relationship of these functionalized nanoparticles has been investigated [13]. Nanotechnology is the
study of functional systems at the molecular level and it is the fastest growing areas of science and engineering. Work in the field of nanotechnology
began in 1959 [13]. The theoretical capability and the basis of building
things with immense atomic precision was initially envisioned by the physicist Richard Feynman who stated that “There is plenty room at the bottom”
[13]. This visionary statement marked the start of a newer visionary era in
the field of science and engineering. Scientific vision and the vast scientific
profundity thus emerged into a newer innovative eon. Functionalization of
nanoparticles provides an effective link from materials to medicine and back
and is becoming highly indispensable to the discovery and research and
development endeavor in innovative therapeutic carriers and diagnostic tools.
This type of approach utilized various types of materials and their functionalization and connects the molecular mechanisms involved in physiology to
drug targets and other biomedical engineering applications such as imaging,
drug delivery science and tissue engineering [13].
Predoi et al. [14] discussed advances in functionalized material research.
During the last few decades, intense attention has been given by scientific
communities to the development of various nanomaterials such as inorganic,
organic, polymeric, biological, and polymer composites for diverse applications from biomedical sciences to environmental engineering. Science and
engineering of biomedical sciences are today in the path of newer scientific
regeneration and vast scientific vision [14]. Of the emerging visionary areas
of research, inorganic nanomaterials have been the most investigated as their
properties can be changed through functionalization [14]. They can be made
multifunctional with the immense ability to incorporate broad categories of
functions relevant to biomedicine, nanomedicine and environmental engineering science. The scientific vision of functionalized materials research is
thus opening a new door in the field of engineering and science. This paper
focuses on current and expected scientific research advances in the areas of
functionalized materials research [14]. The areas covered include design and
synthesis of functionalized nanomaterials, structural and morphological characterization of newly functionalized compounds, advanced functionalized
materials for biomedical and environmental engineering applications, and
functionalized materials with magnetic properties [14].
Oliviera et al. [15] discussed protein functionalized carbon nanomaterials
for biomedical applications. Since the invention of low-dimensional carbon
allotropes, there has been increased interest in using carbon nanomaterials
for biomedical science and engineering applications. Carbon nanomaterials
have been used bioimaging, chemical sensing, targeting, delivery, therapeutics, catalysis, and energy harvesting [15]. In this paper, the authors review
the surface immobilization of biomolecules, including proteins, peptides, and
enzymes, and present the recent advances in synthesis and applications of
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these conjugates [15]. In this review, the authors discuss different strategies
to the immense scientific challenges when using carbon nanomaterials as
protein carriers, explore and investigate various immobilization techniques
along with characterization methods and vastly presents recent demonstrations of employing these systems for biomedical engineering applications.
Recent scientific advances in the science of nanotechnology has provided a
wide variety of nanoscale materials, including carbon nanomaterial allotropes, which have been deeply applied in numerous applications owing to
their inherent scientific properties [15]. The use of carbon nanomaterials as
scaffolds for biomolecules enhances and increases their utilization potential,
especially in biomedical engineering applications [15]. The authors cover the
main strategies for the protein functionalization of carbon nanomaterials and
their applications, especially in biomedical engineering. The forays in science and engineering of nanotechnology are today opening up newer windows of innovation in the field of medical sciences, biomedical engineering,
and biological sciences. The authors reviewed the recent developments in the
synthesis of proteins, peptides, and enzymescarbon nanoparticle conjugates, focusing on single-walled carbon nanotubes as well as major characterization tools for studying these chemical complexes. Nanoparticle surface
immobilization of proteins and enzymes, carbon nanotubes as protein carriers, and applications of proteinsingle-walled carbon nanotubes are also
discussed [15].
Wang [16] covers functionalization and characterization of carbon-based
nanomaterials for electronics, composite, and biomedical applications.
Surface functionalization of nanomaterials to combine different materials’
properties has created unlimited possibilities in the field of nanotechnology
including functionalization of carbon nanotubes for biomedical applications,
covalent functionalization of graphene oxide for cement reinforcement, and
noncovalent functionalization of graphene for high thermal conductive adhesive [16]. Nanotechnology as an emerging technology is helping continually
improve or revolutionize many traditional technologies in diverse areas ranging from electronic packaging to energy conversion and storage, from additives to catalysis, and from sensors to drug delivery and the vast biomedical
engineering science applications. This doctoral thesis focuses on developing
flexible chemical approaches to functionalize carbon nanotubes and the functional components [16]. These functionalization approaches are divided into
covalent functionalization and noncovalent functionalization.
Palit et al. [17] discussed recent and future perspectives for nanomaterials
in environmental science. Chemical process engineering, chemical process
technology, environmental engineering science, and material science are covered. Destruction of the environment and loss of ecological biodiversity have
created increased interest in nanomaterials [1,17].
Adhikari et al. [18] discussed functionally active nanomaterials for environmental remediation including carbon nanomaterials and composites, metal
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nanoparticles, metal-oxide nanoparticles, and nanocomposites and other
nanoparticles [18]. Functionally active nanomaterials have been explored as
highly efficient adsorbents, photocatalysts, and as a sterilizer for water
resources [18]. There is also a focus on the risks of environmental nanomaterials and their synthesis via green chemistry and green nanotechnology.

1.8 The scientific vision of energy and environmental
sustainability
Human scientific progress and civilization require energy and environmental
sustainability. Today global climate change, environmental catastrophes, and
groundwater contamination are changing the face of scientific research
pursuit.
Kuhlman et al. [19] discussed the meaning of sustainability. Sustainability
as a policy concept has its vast origin and initiation in the Brundtland Report
of 1987. That document kept a balance between an improved human life and
the life’s limitations and vision. After the initial deliberations of that report,
the world witnessed immense scientific, social, economic and environmental
re-construction and revival [19]. This paper argues that this change in meaning (1) redefines the aims of welfare and environmental conservation, (2) the
risks reducing the environmental conservation concept, and (3) the vast distinction between social and economic sustainability [19]. Sustainability can
be redefined as a natural topic of study for economists and social scientists.
The Brundtland report is deeply comprehended as “development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” The author in this paper discusses the concept
of “people, planet and profit” and the future of sustainability.

1.9 Recent research in environmental protection and
industrial ecology
Industrial ecology is a relatively newer branch of science but recent advances
in this area have shown tremendous scientific potential. Today industrial
ecology, systems engineering, and human factor engineering are changing
the face of human civilization. In this chapter, the author deeply focuses on
the scientific needs, the vast scientific stance and the immense scientific
ingenuity in the applications of nanotechnology and functionalized nanomaterials to the human progress and the human scientific rigor [1].

1.10 Integrated water resource management and human
factor engineering
Systems engineering is an integral part of human factor engineering today [1].
The authors in this chapter discuss both human factor engineering and
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integrated water resource management. Global water scarcity is a challenge to
human society today [1,2022]. Groundwater remediation is integrated with
integrated water resource management [2,23,24]. This chapter discusses nanotechnology applications in water purification.

1.11 Groundwater remediation and nanotechnology
Today nanotechnology has applications in environmental engineering as well
as groundwater remediation. Arsenic groundwater contamination is an environmental disaster in many developing and developed nations around the
world [1,2,23,24], in particular in South Asia, India, and Bangladesh. Here
comes the need of nanotechnology and application areas of functionalized
nanomaterials.

1.12 Future research trends in nanotechnology and
nanomaterials
There is a huge technological and engineering hiatus in the field of application area of nanomaterials, engineered nanomaterials and functionalized
nanomaterials [1,25,26]. The health effects of nanomaterials to humans is
alarming and at the same time thought provoking. Future research should
focus on environmental remediation, groundwater remediation, and drinking
water treatment.

1.13 Conclusion and future perspectives
Environmental engineering and environmental protection are the other areas
of immense concern to human society today. Diverse areas of science and
technology such as environmental engineering, nanomaterials, engineered
nanomaterials, functionalized nanomaterials, and petroleum engineering science needs to be validated at the earliest utmost.
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2.1

Introduction

Membrane-based technology has emerged as one of the most effective
approaches for producing high-quality water from various sources including
seawater, brackish water, ground water, surface water, as well as wastewater.
The major drawback of conventional-polymeric membranes (i.e., severe surface fouling) has led to the idea of incorporating inorganic nanomaterials as
fillers into the membrane matrix for performance enhancement. In recent
years, nanomaterials have attracted much attention among researchers worldwide due to their unique ability to improve membrane properties with respect
to hydrophilicity, antifouling resistance, permeability/rejection, and adsorption capabilities [14]. Some nanomaterials also possess a broad energy
band (for photocatalytic activity), antibacterial properties, and low toxicity,
making them useful in designing new generations of membranes.
In principle, nanomaterials are described as materials that exist in one-,
two-, or three-dimensional structures whose dimensions fall within the nanometer scale (1100 nm) [5]. Nanomaterials have a very high surface-area-tovolume ratio compared to their bulk counterparts. Their abundance of active
adsorption sites makes them chemically compatible with various materials
for specific applications [6,7]. Nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), graphene oxide (GO), titanium oxide (TiO2), silicon dioxide (SiO2),
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-816787-8.00002-8
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metal-organic framework (MOF), silver (Ag), and zinc oxide (ZnO) have
been previously used to synthesize advanced functionalized membranes for
water treatment [8,9]. Despite their potential, some inherent limitations exist
when embedding nanomaterials directly into membranes. These include
severe nanomaterial agglomeration, poor compatibility with polymeric membrane, and possible nanoparticle leaching from membrane.
Mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs) are formed by incorporating nanomaterials into a polymeric matrix [10]. The purpose is to produce MMMs of a
desirable morphology with higher permeability (without compromising rejection), greater hydrophilicity, and better antifouling behaviors. Over the past
decade, numerous studies have been devoted to designing MMMs by incorporating inorganic nanomaterials into polymeric membranes for specific
applications. Past studies have demonstrated that incorporation of nanoparticles such as TiO2 [11,12], Ag [13,14], and ZnO [15] into various polymeric
membranes successfully improved their water permeability and rejection
against pollutants. Additionally, nanomaterials, particularly Ag and ZnO,
which possess excellent antimicrobial properties, could effectively destroy
bacterial cells and inhibit the growth of bacteria in water medium when they
are introduced into membrane structure [14,16].
Since discussions concerning the impact of nanomaterials on the properties of microporous membranes can be found elsewhere [17], this chapter
will specifically discuss the effects of functionalized nanomaterials (i.e.,
titanium-based nanomaterials, carbon-based nanoparticles, binary metal oxides, and MOF) on the properties of MMMs with respect to hydrophilicity,
morphology, water flux, solute rejection, antifouling, and antibacterial resistance. The potential for using functionalized nanomaterials in adsorptive
MMMs fabrication for use in the heavy-metal ion removal process as well as
the advantages and disadvantages of the use of MMMs in commercial applications will also be discussed.

2.2 Mixed-matrix membranes incorporated with carbonbased nanomaterials
Great efforts have been expended in exploring the potential of carbon-based
nanomaterials as fillers used to improve the physicochemical properties and
filtration performance of membranes. The ultimate goal of these efforts is to
positively impact the commercialization of MMMs. Single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs), multiwalled-carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), GO, and
carbon quantum dots (CQDs) are among the carbon- based nanomaterials
that have been intensively studied in membrane research development.
Carbon-based nanomaterials have received worldwide attention due to their
large-surface area, excellent mechanical strength, and high thermal stability.
They can be easily modified/functionalized to enable introduction of various
functional groups onto their surface, which ultimately favorably impacts the
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membrane filtration performance. Modification on carbon-based nanomaterials
is normally performed by chemical reaction (covalent reaction) or physical
attachment (noncovalent) to facilitate homogenous dispersion in polymer
solution by improving their compatibility with the polymeric matrices.
CQDs are zero-dimensional carbon nanomaterials with carbon cores of less
than 10 nm in size. They are primarily used to produce thin-film nanocomposite as reported elsewhere [18]. CNTs and GO are functionalized before
being used for microporous membrane fabrication. This section will discuss the
utilization of CNTs and graphene for enhancing the properties and performance of MMMs.

2.2.1

Carbon nanotubes

CNTs are a unique family of materials with one-dimensional, hollow-tube
structure and are normally produced by chemical vapor deposition method.
SWCNTs are formed by rolling one sheet of graphene into a seamless cylinder, with typical diameter of 0.82 nm. The diameters of MWCNTs range
from 5 to 20 nm with multiple sheets of graphene [19].
Fontananova et al. [20] investigated the impact of MWCNTs with different functional groups on the properties of polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)
membrane. In this study, MWCNTs were functionalized using HNO3/H2SO4,
NH3, and thionyl chloride/dibutylamine to produce OX-CNT, Am-CNT and
thionyl chloride/dibutylamine (AMD)-CNT, respectively. The functional
groups contained in the pristine and modified MWCNTs were identified
using titration methods and are summarized in Table 2.1. The pristine
MWCNTs possessed only the lactonic group. OX-CNT contained carboxylic,
phenolic, and lactonic groups. The AMD-CNTs included phenolic and lactonic groups, while the Am-CNTs contained phenolic, lactonic, and aminic
groups. The shift of D, G, and D0 bands in Raman implied PVDF as electron
donor toward π system of the aminated and amidated functionalized
TABLE 2.1 Functional groups content of the pristine and functionalized
MWCNTs [20].
MWCNT

Carboxylic
(mmol/g)

Phenolic
(mmol/g)

Lactonic
(mmol/g)

Aminic
(mmol/g)

Total
(mmol/g)

Pristine

0

0

0.86 6 0.02

0

0.86 6 0.02

OX-CNT

0.230 6 0.003

1.40 6 0.02

1.35 6 0.05

0

2.98 6 0.07

AMDCNT

0

1.83 6 0.02

0.61 6 0.06

0

2.44 6 0.08

Am-CNT

0

0.143 6 0.004

1.34 6 0.03

9.04 6 0.18

10.5 6 0.2
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MWCNTs in the MMMs. In addition to the increment of the permeation
volume from 140 to 228 L/m2 at 1 bar in a 5-h filtration test [three cycles of
water and two cycles of bovine serum albumin (BSA)], the MMMs also
exhibited greater mechanical stability as presented in Table 2.2. The AMDCNT-incorporated MMMs had the highest tensile strength and thermal stability due to resonance effect of the amidic groups. These groups had a stronger
electron donor effect than the carboxylic groups and resulted in better interaction with the PVDF. The tensile stress at break of AMD-CNT incorporated
MMMs had the highest improvement (94%) followed by OX-CNT incorporated (88%), and Am-CNT incorporated MMMs (71%) with respect to pristine PVDF membrane. There was no significant difference between the
pristine PVDF membrane and MMMs in the thermal stability test.
Ho et al. [21] fabricated MMMs incorporating GO/oxidized MWCNT
(OMWCNT) using an in situ colloidal precipitation method for palm-mill
effluent (POME) treatment. The MWCNTs were oxidized using sulfonitric
acid mixture to form a carboxylate group. The goal was to reduce agglomeration and enhance interaction with the π-conjugated multiple aromatic
regions located at the basal planes of GO. The results showed that the use of
a small amount of GO could contribute to better dispersion of the hybrid
nanomaterials in the membrane matrices. They also showed that the MMMs
made of GO/OMWCNT with a ratio of 1:9 exhibited the highest permeability (52.62 L/m2 h bar) among 16 different types of fabricated membranes. In
contrast, high dosage of GO (GO/OMWCNT ratio of 9:1) sheltered the membrane surface, blocking the water molecules from passing through the membrane, thus resulting in lower permeation flux (34.1136.83 L/m2 h bar).
Fig. 2.1 shows the 3D atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of several
MMMs. The M1c membrane with the smoothest surface experienced the
lowest flux decline during the POME filtration. In the rejection study, the
M1c membrane that contained only OMWCNTs (43.99 L/m2 h bar) exhibited
a high removal rate of total dissolved solid (TDS), phosphorus, hardness,
chemical-oxygen demand (COD), chlorine, turbidity, color, and total suspended solid (TSS) of POME. This was due to higher negative surface
charge (2 22.2 mV) and formation of smaller membrane pore size (8.09 nm
mean pore radius).
Functionalizing carboxylic CNTs by plasma treatment to produce electrically conducting poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) membrane was also performed
by Dudchenko et al. [22]. When an electrical field was applied on the membrane, the surface charge of the membrane was altered to create highelectrostatic force that effectively enhanced fouling resistance. Although the
functional groups on CNTs did not contribute to the membrane conductivity,
they improved the dispersion in the polymer matrices, thus increasing the
overall membrane negative charge. The fouling rate of PVA-CNT membrane
at 0 V toward alginic acid (AA) was reduced, recording 5 psi lower than a
commercial polysulfone (PSF) membrane (PS-35) after 100-min filtration,

TABLE 2.2 Performance of MMMs incorporated with carbon-based nanomaterials.
Membrane

Characteristics

Other findings

Reference

PVDF/DMF/LiCl

Pore size 5 B37 nm
Permeability 5 B30 L/m2 h bar
(PWF, third cycle)

Rejection (BSA) 5 98% (first cycle) and 97% (second cycle)
Tensile 5 1.7 MPa
Elongation 5 37%

[20]

PVDF/DMF/LiCl/
0.13 wt.% AMD-CNT

Pore size 5 B40 nm
Permeability 5 B52 L/m2 h bar
(PWF, third cycle)

Rejection (BSA) 5 98% (first cycle) and 95% (second cycle)
Tensile 5 3.3 MPa
Elongation 5 71%

PVDF/DMAc/PVP (M0)

Pore radius 5 7.44 nm
Contact angle 5 73.33 degrees
Charge 5a12.8 mV
Permeability 5 38.66 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 B83% (color), B1.4% (TDS), B98% (TSS), B79% (turbidity),
B70% (COD), B14% (hardness), and B4.8% (phosphorus)
Average roughness 5 38.19 nm

PVDF/DMAc/PVP/0.1 g
OMWCNT (M1c)

Pore radius 5 8.09 nm
Contact angle 5 71.77 degrees
Charge 5 2 22.2 mV
Permeability 5 43.99 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 86.3% (color), 1.5% (TDS), 100% (TSS), 81.9% (turbidity),
75.5% (COD), 21.8% (hardness), and 6.6% (phosphorus)
Average roughness 5 27.50 nm

PES/DMAc/1.5 wt.%
CNT (M-C-3)

Pore size 5 B74 nm
Contact angle 5 B82 degrees
Permeability 5 B260 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 97% (BSA)
FRR 5 59.78%
Total fouling 5 B57%
Reversible fouling 5 B17%
Irreversible fouling 5 B41%

PES/DMAc/1.5 wt.%
SLS-CNT(M-S-3)

Pore size 5 B83 nm
Contact angle 5 B70 degrees
Permeability 5 B500 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 96% (BSA)
FRR 5 89.99%
Total fouling 5 B52%
Reversible fouling 5 B41%
Irreversible fouling 5 B10%

[21]

[23]

(Continued )

TABLE 2.2 (Continued)
Membrane

Characteristics

Other findings

Reference

PSF/DMAc/PVP (M1)

Pore radius 5 12.53 nm
Contact angle 5 66.13 degrees
Permeability 5 B4.2 L/m2 h bar
(PWF), B2.1 L/m2 h bar (BSA)

FRR 5 57.14%
Rt 5 B27 3 1027 m21
Rc 5 B2 3 1027 m21
Rf 5 B15.5 3 1027 m21
Rm 5 B2.3 3 1027 m21

[24]

PSF/DMAc/PVP/
0.25 wt.% PEG-CNT
(M3)

Pore radius 5 21.27 nm
Contact angle 5 B58 degrees
Permeability 5 B17 L/m2 h bar
(PWF), B11 L/m2 h bar (BSA)

FRR 5 80.33%
Rt 5 B5.8 3 1027 m21
Rc 5 B0.8 3 1027 m21
Rf 5 B3 3 1027 m21
Rm 5 B0.8 3 1027 m21

PSF/NMP

Pore size 5 B19.5 nm
Contact angle 5 B91.5 degrees
Charge 5a0.2 mV
Permeability 5 B280 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 B96.5% (BSA)
Strength 5 B152 MPa

PSF/NMP/1.3 wt.%
GO

Pore size 5 B23 nm
Contact angle 5 B82.5 degrees
Charge 5a20 mV
Permeability 5 B430 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 B95.9% (BSA)
Strength 5 B203 MPa

Commercial PVDF

Pore size 5 41 nm
Contact angle 5 78.3 degrees
Permeability 5 171.12 kg/m2 h bar



PVDF/PVP/DMAc/
3.0 wt.% GO

Pore size 5 89 nm
Contact angle 5 60.5 degrees
Permeability 5 552.92 kg/m2 h bar



[25]

[26]

PSF, NMP

Pore size 5 2.04 nm
Contact angle 5 B65 degrees
Permeability 5 B0.8 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 52% (HA)
FRR 5 B85%
Relative flux reduction rate (RFR) 5 22%

PSF/NMP/0.6 wt.%
ZnO-GO

Pore size 5 4.09 nm
Contact angle 5 39 degrees
Permeability 5 B5 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 99% (HA)
FRR 5 B100%
RFR 5 B20%

PVDF/DMAc/PVP

Pore size 5 24 nm
Contact angle 5 92.7 degrees
Charge 5 2 10.2 mV
Permeability 5 91.26 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 64% (proteins), 63% (carbohydrates)
Reversible fouling 5 56.40%
Irreversible fouling 5 18.35%

PVDF/DMAc/PVP/
0.4 wt.% Ag/GO

Pore size 5 27 nm
Contact angle 5 81.7 degrees
Charge 5 2 20.2 mV
Permeability 5 112.3 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 81% (proteins), 82% (carbohydrates)
Reversible fouling 5 33.49%
Irreversible fouling 5 38.85%

[28]

[29]
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FIGURE 2.1 3D AFM images of (A) M0, (B) M1c, (C) M3a, and (D) M5b of membrane.
(Note: M0: without nanomaterial; M1c: 0.001 g/L of OMWCNT; M3a: 0.001 g/L of GO/
OMWCNT with ratio of 1:9 and M5b: 0.01 g/L of GO/OMWCNT with ratio of 5:5) [21].

as shown in Fig. 2.2A. The applied potential of 2 3 and 2 5 V further
reduced the final filtration pressure by 33.7% and 51.1%, respectively. A
higher fouling rate was observed in Fig. 2.2B when the membranes were
tested with synthetic wastewater (SW) containing salt. This resulted because
the Ca21 ions had caused complexation of AA, thus forming aggregates and
deposits on the membrane surface as a gel layer.
Wang et al. [23] functionalized CNTs with sodium lignosulfonate (SLS)
using a noncovalent method by grinding CNTs and SLS on a mortar and
mixing them via sonication. The functionalized CNTs (f-CNTs) were
then blended with polyethersulfone (PES) at different concentrations
(0.52.5 wt.%). Unlike many other studies showing reduced-membrane contact angle upon the incorporation of hydrophilic nanomaterials, the MMMs
(with 1.5 wt.% CNTs) fabricated by Wang et al. [23] showed a higher value
(82 degrees) than the pristine membrane (B78 degrees). This is mainly due
to severe agglomeration by CNTs on the membrane surface. Using 1.5 wt.%
f-CNTs as fillers, the resultant MMMs exhibited greater pure water flux
(about onefold higher than the pristine PES membrane) but lower rejection
for BSA filtration, owing to larger pore size that reduced the resistance of
macromolecules. The MMMs demonstrated an excellent flux recovery rate
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FIGURE 2.2 (A) Fouling of 5 g/L AA on PS-35 membrane at 0 V and PVA-CNT membranes
at 0, 23, and 25 V and (B) fouling of 2.5 g/L of SW-AA on PS-35 at 0 V and 3 g/L of SW-AA
on PVA-CNT membranes at 0, 23, and 25 V [22].

(FRR) of 89.99% and lower flux reduction in a three-cycle BSA filtration
compared to the pristine membrane. This is probably due to the formation of
a hydration layer on the membrane surface, which prevents protein adsorption. Although the SLS has antimicrobial properties, its effect on the MMMs
antimicrobial properties was insignificant in this work. The antimicrobial
effect of the MMMs was only observed when a weak electrical field was
applied on the cross-flow cell. Electron transfer and diffusion occurred rapidly in the CNTs and f-CNTs, accelerating the oxygen reduction reaction and
producing large amounts of H2O2, which is responsible for the antimicrobial
activity.
Khalid et al. [24] prepared polyethylene glycol (PEG)-functionalized
CNTs by adding PEG into carboxylic CNTs with the aid of sulfuric acid
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(H2SO4) (as a catalyst) under 5-h nitrogen atmosphere. The polar groups
reduced the Van der Waals forces between the CNTs and improved the
membrane hydrophilicity. The PSF-based MMMs with 0.25 wt.% PEGCNTs showed the highest pure water and BSA permeability with the
improvement of around 300% and 400%, respectively, compared to the pristine membrane. This membrane also showed the lowest values of fouling
resistance (Rf), membrane resistance (Rm), cake resistance (Rc), and total
resistance (Rt) among other membranes. Its FRR was recorded at 80.33%,
compared to 57.14% shown by the pristine membrane.

2.2.2

Graphene oxide

GO can be produced by modified Hummers’ method by functionalizing
graphite powder with H2SO4 and potassium permanganate (KMnO4). The
functional groups of GO consisting of epoxy, carbonyl, carboxyl, and
hydroxyl are the main factors causing the GO hydrophilic to have high negative surface charge [14]. Over the last decade, many studies have reported
the positive results of using GO for improving membrane properties, including permeation flux, rejection, antifouling, antimicrobial, and mechanical
strength.
Lee et al. [25] evaluated the self-fabricated GO-embedded membrane in a
submerged-membrane bioreactor (MBR) system. They found that even a
small amount of embedded GO could greatly affect the membrane pore
structure. The membrane pore size increased by 20% with the addition of
1.30 wt.% GO, leading to 45% water flux enhancement. By fixing permeation flux at 16 L/m2 h and aeration rate at 1.5 L/min in the MBR system,
the time taken for transmembrane pressure (TMP) to reach 50 kPa was 10 h
for the pristine PSF membrane while it took 50 h for the MMMs (embedded
with 1.30 wt.% GO) to achieve the same TMP. This implied that the MMMs
lasted five times longer than the pristine membrane.
The reliability of GO-incorporated PVDF membrane was further compared with a commercial PVDF membrane in a long-term submerged-MBR
study in the work of Zhao et al. [26]. The MMMs showed great improvement
in permeation flux and fouling propensity with 50% increment of critical
flux. The tightly bound (TB) proteins and loosely bound (LB) proteins contained in the cake layer of MMMs were only 68.2% and 52% of the commercial membrane, respectively. Moreover, the TB-polysaccharide and LBpolysaccharide content of the MMMs were five times lower than the commercial PVDF membrane. In addition, the thickness of cake layer on the
MMMs was 80 μm lower in comparison to the commercial membrane tested
under the same condition. You et al. [27] also investigated the effectiveness
of GO-incorporated membranes in removing natural organic matters (NOMs)
in treated water from a conventional water treatment plant. Results showed
that all the GO membranes with different membrane thickness showed 100%
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FIGURE 2.3 Ag nanoparticles deposited on GO [14].

removal of 5 mg/L of NOMs with no fouling observed during the 6-h filtration test.
Because GO contains an abundance of oxygen functional groups, it can
be easily functionalized with metal oxides such as ZnO, Ag, and TiO2 nanoparticles. Fig. 2.3 presents a TEM image of Ag/GO composite in which the
GO nanosheet was deposited with Ag nanoparticles. The combination of Ag
and GO exhibits the properties of both materials in a new composite. Apart
from filtration enhancement, the Ag nanoparticles improve the antibiofouling
properties of the MMMs [14]. Chung et al. [28] were the first to blend ZnOGO into PSF membrane. The MMMs with 0.6 wt.% ZnO-GO were reported
to exhibit outstanding performance in humic acid (HA) rejection (99%)
while maintaining promising water production rate. Almost 100% FRR was
achieved by MMMs due to their reduced surface roughness as confirmed by
AFM analysis. Interestingly, the study found that the use of GO in the nanocomposite preparation had reduced the dosage of ZnO nanoparticles in membrane fabrication up to five times while maintaining a similar prepreparation
performance.
There are many studies of impregnating different metal oxides into GO
for membrane filtration application, but the performance of these modified
membranes are rarely compared. For that reason, Chong et al. [29] investigated the effect of different types of modified GO (GO, Ag-GO, and ZnOGO) on the properties of MMMs in algal organic-matter filtration. All of the
fabricated MMMs showed significant improvement in terms of permeation
flux and rejections against proteins and carbohydrates compared to the pristine PVDF membrane. The differences among the MMMs were minimal.
Nonetheless, the use of Ag-GO and ZnO-GO had significant efficacy on the
antimicrobial activity toward Escherichia coli as shown in Fig. 2.4. It was
believed that the adsorption of surface oxygen on GO, and the rapid electron
transfer between the metal oxides and GO had enhanced the generation of
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FIGURE 2.4 Direct observation of Escherichia coli growth via FESEM on (A) PVDF,
(B) ZnO/GO-PVDF, (C) Ag/GO-PVDF, and (D) GO-PVDF membranes [29].

reactive oxygen species which was responsible for the antimicrobial activity
[30]. In another work, Chong et al. [31] further assessed the environmental
footprint of Ag/GO MMMs in a microalgae membrane photoreactor (AMPR)
using SimaPro (a lifecycle assessment tool). Although the fabrication process
of the MMMs showed higher impact on the environment, its application in
the AMPR outweighed its fabrication lifecycle results due to higher throughput. Thus the authors claimed that the application of the Ag/GO MMMs in
the AMPR was more sustainable in long-term operation due to the improvement of membrane permeability and reduced-membrane fouling. Table 2.2
summarizes the characteristics and performance of MMMs incorporated with
functionalized carbon-based nanomaterials for water treatment.

2.3 Mixed-matrix membranes incorporated with titaniabased nanomaterials
In this section, the potential of various functionalized titania-based nanomaterials such as TiO2, titania nanotubes (TNTs), and nanoporous TiO2 for
improving the performance of MMMs will be highlighted. Li et al. [11]
developed a novel method of preparing PES-based MMMs via the selfassembly of TiO2 around the membrane pores. The goal was to improve their
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long-term antifouling ability. These TiO2 self-assembled MMMs were
prepared by introducing tetrabutyl titanate (TBT) of TiO2 and triblock copolymer (Pluronic F127) into the PES casting solution via nonsolvent-induced,
phase-separation process. The purpose of introducing Pluronic F127, which
contains polyethylene oxide (PEO) and polypropylene oxide (PPO) units,
into the polymer matrix is to increase the membrane hydrophilicity and
fouling-resistant ability. Additionally, segments of Pluronic F127 could act
as a binding site for the growth of in situ formed TiO2, leading to a more
stable interaction between the TiO2 and the polymer matrix and subsequently
mitigating the issue of TiO2 leaching from the membrane matrix. Fig. 2.5
illustrates the self-assembly of TiO2 around the membrane pores, accompanying the synchronous formation of PES membrane during the phaseinversion process.
Li et al. [11] reported that upon addition of 2 mL of TBT and 0.5 g of
Pluronic F127 into the PES solution, substantial changes on the MMMs
microstructure were observed, whereby larger finger-like pores were formed
at the cross section and bottom surface of the MMMs. This enlargement of
macrovoids is attributed to the improved demixing process due to incorporation of Pluronic F127-bearing, hydrophilic PEO segments, and TBT containing Ti-OH groups into the casting solution [11]. This finding was further
supported by the results of contact angle in which the values of 73.6 and
61.2 degrees were obtained for the pristine and TiO2/F127/PES membranes,
respectively. Although the TiO2/F127/PES membrane demonstrated improvement in the pure water flux, its rejection performance against 1.0 g/L BSA
solution was not compromised since B96% rejection was obtained. In the
membrane fouling study, the performance of the TiO2/F127/PES MMMs
against BSA solution was found to be obviously improved with the increment of FRR. During the first cycle, the FRR of the tested membranes
increased from 62.5% to 83.9% corresponding to the pristine PES and TiO2/
F127/PES membranes, respectively. FRR increased from 51.5% to 78.5%
during the second cycle. This increase indicated that the modified membranes showed enhanced hydrophilicity, flux, and antifouling performance
over the pristine PES membrane. In a separate study done by the same group
of researchers [32], the fouling mechanism of the newly developed, selfassembled TiO2/F127/PES MMMs was investigated using sodium alginate
(SA), BSA, and HA. They reported that the MMMs exhibited a higher FRR
and less fouling after the membrane modification despite incorporation of a
lower TiO2 loading (0.45 wt.%). In the study, it was concluded that the TiO2
self-assembled structure had effectively minimized the formation of a fouling
layer on the membrane surface by inhibiting the accumulation of organic
foulants inside the membrane pores.
Although TiO2 has been found to be effective in mitigating membrane
fouling, the issues pertaining to its agglomeration and lower surface charge
properties still remain challenging. In 2018, Ayyaru and Ahn [12]

FIGURE 2.5 Scheme of the self-assembly of TiO2 around the membrane pore during the phase-inversion process [11].
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synthesized sulfonated TiO2 (STiO2) by modifying TiO2 with sulfonic acid
(SO3H) group. They hypothesized that the replacement of a hydroxyl group
with SO3H group in TiO2 might help to provide better strategies for combatting the problems. This is because the SO3H group has stronger hydrophilicity and greater negative charge. Through FTIR analysis, they affirmed
that SO3H species were successfully attached to the TiO2 surface after two
extra noticeable peaks at 1237 and 1139 cm21, which were assigned to the
S 5 O symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations, respectively, were
observed. Using the functionalized TiO2 to fabricate the MMMs, the results
showed significant changes in membrane surface roughness, porosity, and
pore size compared to the TiO2/PES MMMs. The STiO2/PES MMMs
exhibited higher water flux (650 L/m2 h) than that of TiO2/PES MMMs
(522 L/m2 h). Similarly, the STiO2/PES MMMs showed higher FRR (95.3%)
compared to the TiO2/PES MMMs (76.7%). With the addition of 1 wt.%
STiO2, the BSA rejection of TiO2/PES MMMs increased from 92% to
98.7%. This is because the STiO2 could provide higher hydrophilicity and
better water permeability and antifouling performance, as well as improved
BSA rejection due to the hydrogen bonding force and more electrostatic
repulsion properties of STiO2.
In 2017, Lee et al. [33] developed novel membrane architectures containing the fluorosilane-modified TiO2 for improving physicochemical properties
of PVDF membrane in the application of membrane distillation. In this
study, hydrophobic TiO2 was functionalized by 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane (FTES) before being used as an additive to fabricate the
polyvinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HFP) electrospun
membranes. The FTES was introduced into the TiO2 to guarantee proper dispersion and interfacial interaction between the nanomaterials and PVDF
polymer matrix as well as to improve its surface wettability. The schematic
representation of TiO2 functionalization using hydrolyzed FTES is depicted
in Fig. 2.6. The fourier transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrum of the F-TiO2
showed several bands at 1113, 1143, 1191, and 1236 cm21, referring to the
ν(CF2) and ν(CF3) bands, respectively. The bands with a lower intensity

FIGURE 2.6 Schematic representation of TiO2 functionalization using hydrolyzed FTES [33].
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at 1056 and 1210 cm21, associated with Si-O-Si were observed as evidence
of well-coated TiO2 with FTES. Upon incorporation of F-TiO2 into the dope
solution of PVDF-HFP for electrospinning, they reported that all F-TiO2/
PVDF-HFP electrospun membranes achieved higher and more stable water
flux of at least 40 L/m2 h (60 C feed and 20 C permeate) with a 7.0 wt.%
NaCl as the feed solution. These membranes also exhibited more antiwetting
property while preserving high water flux as well as higher salt rejection
(99.99%) than the pristine electrospun membrane.
In a recent study conducted by Gebru and Das [34], TiO2 was modified
using different amines [i.e., tetraethylenepentamine (TEPA), ethylenediamine
(EDA), and hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA)] before blending with cellulose acetate (CA)-dope solution to fabricate ultrafiltration (UF) membranes
for Cr(VI) ions removal. As reported elsewhere [35,36], the incorporation of
amines into the membrane matrix appeared to be effective in removing
heavy-metal ions due to their tendency to develop complex reactions
between the heavy-metal ions and the nitrogen atom within the functional
groups. The efficiency of Cr(VI) concentration, solution pH, and type of
amine on the Cr(VI)ions removal was investigated. The highest removal of
Cr(VI) ion was attained at a low feed concentration of 10 ppm at pH 3.5 due
to the availability of excess binding sites for Cr(VI) ions removal by CA/TiTEPA. The maximum removal values of the CA/U-Ti (unmodified TiO2),
CA/Ti-HMTA, CA/Ti-EDA and CA/Ti-TEPA membranes against 10 ppm of
Cr(VI) ion at pH 3.5 are 47.2%, 86.4%, 93.6%, and 99.8%, respectively.
Rather than TiO2-based nanoparticles, TNTs were utilized in several
applications because of their higher specific surface area. Sumisha et al. [37]
adopted a facile and ecofriendly method to synthesize functionalized TNTs
and used it to modify polyetherimide (PEI) membrane for improved salt
rejection. The effect of TiO2 and three types of functionalized TNTs, hydrogen trititanate nanotubes (pTNT), nitrogen-doped TiO2 nanotubes (N-TNT),
and copper ion-exchanged nanotubes (Cu-TNT) on the PEI-based MMMs
was investigated. The introduction of functionalized pTNT developed broad
finger-like macrovoids in the bottom of the MMMs and the texture of macrovoids became a sponge-like porous structure. The authors claimed that this
phenomenon is attributed to decreased interfacial stresses existing between
polymer and TNT that were tensed by forming interfacial pores due to
growth of the organic phase during the delayed demixing process.
Furthermore, extremely large pore size and higher porosity were observed
when N-TNT and Cu-TNT were incorporated into the PEI matrix. The PEI/
Cu-TNT membrane showed high water flux followed by PEI/N-TNT, PEI/
pTNT, PEI/TP, and pristine PEI membranes. This finding is perfectly
matched with the observed high hydrophilic nature of the PEI/Cu-TNT
MMMs compared to the other MMMs investigated. With respect to separation efficiency, the authors found that the membrane salt rejection rate was
increased in the order of PEI , PEI/pTNT , PEI/N-TNT , PEI/Cu-TNT.
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Several research studies have reported the effect of halloysite-clay incorporation on the TiO2 and have used such hybrid nanomaterials to prepare
MMMs for enhanced water separation [3840]. The halloysite nanotubes
(HNTs) are incorporated into TiO2 due to their excellent hydrophilicity and
larger surface area. Zeng et al. [38] attempted to synthesize novel PVDF
membranes by blending different contents of titanium-dioxide halloysite
nanotube (TiO2-HNTs) composites into the PVDF matrix. The effects of
TiO2-HNTs content on membrane performance including hydrophilicity,
rejection ratio, and antifouling properties were investigated. The standard
hydrophilic tests indicated that the hydrophilicity of membranes was significantly increased with the addition of TiO2-HNTs. The pure water flux of the
3 wt.% TiO2-HNTs/PVDF was increased by 264.8% and 35.6%, respectively, compared with the pristine PVDF and the 3 wt.% TiO2/PVDF membranes. Additionally, these TiO2-HNTs/PVDF MMMs exhibited excellent
antifouling performance, which was attributed to the hydrophobic contaminants being resisted by the improved dispersion and hydrophilicity of TiO2
via HNTs loading.
In 2017 Mishra et al. [39] modified HNTs with 3-aminopropyl
triethoxysilane (APTES) before blending them with titanium(IV) isopropoxide (TIP) solution to form TiO2-Mo.HNTs using solgel method. A novel
UF hybrid membrane (TiO2-Mo.HNTs/PVC) was prepared by blending
TiO2-Mo.HNTs of different concentrations (0, 1, 2, and 3 wt.%) with the
14 wt.% polyvinyl chloride (PVC) matrix by phase-inversion process. The
results showed that pure water flux of the hybrid UF membrane increased
consistently with increasing nanofiller concentration in the polymeric
membrane matrix. The highest pure water flux was achieved by 2 wt.%
hybrid UF membrane, recording 197.5 L/m2 h at 2 bar. This value was about
81% higher than the pristine PVC membrane (109.1 L/m2 h). However, a
marginal flux reduction was observed in the 3 wt.% hybrid UF membrane
(179.2 L/m2 h) due to lower membrane porosity formed. With respect to
BSA and HA rejections, all the hybrid UF membranes demonstrated a significant rejection of .80%. In addition, these hybrid UF membranes also
exhibited antibacterial properties in which their bacteriostasis rates were
recorded at 75%97.5% (using 3 wt.% hybrid UF membrane) after being
tested with E. coli culture.
Salimi et al. [40] further explored the compatibility between TiO2-HNTs
at different concentrations (0, 0.5, 1, and 2 wt.%) and PSF membrane for natural organic matter (NOM) removal. They discovered that the MMMs with
1 and 2 wt.% TiO2-HNTs had excellent antifouling capacity and could
achieve FRR of .80%. The increased FRR of these two MMMs, however,
was compromised by the decrease in solute rejection. This could be attributed to high loadings of TiO2-HNTs that tended to increase porosity and
enlarge pore sizes on the membrane surface, adversely deteriorating the
membrane performance.
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FIGURE 2.7 Schematic presentation for hydrogen bonds between O 5 S 5 O of PSF and
SO3H on TNTs in the MMMs [41].

To further improve the antifouling of UF membranes, Alsohaimi et al.
[41] modified PSF membrane using sulfonic acid-functionalized TNTs
(TNTs-SO3H). The TNTs-SO3H were first synthesized by performing a coupling reaction between 3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane and hydroxyl
groups on TNTs via in situ oxidation using 30 wt.% H2O2 solution. The
MMMs containing different concentrations of TNTs-SO3H (0, 1, 3, and 5 wt.
%) were then prepared from the blend solutions of PSF/TNTs-SO3H via
phase-inversion method. Fig. 2.7 shows the hydrogen bonds between
O 5 S 5 O of PSF and SO3H on TNTs in the MMMs. The FRR of the
MMMs was found to increase with increasing TNTs-SO3H concentration
during which the FRR of the MMMs with 5 wt.% TNTs-SO3H was 77.4%
90.1%, compared to 60%67.5% for the membrane, with 1 wt.% TNTsSO3H during BSA and HA solution filtration. The HA rejection efficiency of
the TNTs-SO3H MMMs was improved with increasing TNTs-SO3H concentration, which contradicted the results reported by Salimi et al. [40] on BSA
rejection. The contradictory findings can be explained by the fact that the
negatively charged HA at pH 7 tends to be better retained by the negatively
charged MMMs due to the increase in SO3H groups in the MMMs.
In 2016, Bidsorkhi et al. [42] synthesized novel UF MMMs by incorporating self-synthesized nanoporous TiO2 into the PSF matrix. The surface of
the nanoporous TiO2 was modified with a silane-based coupling agent to
guarantee its proper dispersion in the polymer. The effects of the nanoporous
TiO2 loading on the performance of MMMs were evaluated by conducting
UF filtration experiments with BSA solution. The results demonstrated that
the pure water flux of the MMMs was found to escalate with added nanoporous TiO2 loading due to an increase in porosity and the formation of larger
pore sizes of the membrane upon addition of nanoporous TiO2. The highest
pure water flux was achieved by the membrane with 2 wt.% nanoporous
TiO2, recording B260 L/m2 h at 1 bar. This flux value was 53% higher than
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the membrane with 0.5 wt.% nanoporous TiO2 (170 L/m2 h). However, the
separation efficiency of the MMMs tended to decrease with the nanoporous
TiO2 loading. The BSA rejection after 70-min filtration of the pristine membrane and the membrane, incorporated with 0.5 wt.% nanoporous TiO2, was
100%. Rejection was slightly affected (99%) for both membranes incorporated with 1 and 2 wt.% nanoporous TiO2. The differences in solute rejection
of the MMMs can be explained by the increased membrane pore size as a
result of the formation of more macrovoids and thus higher porosity when
higher loading of nanoporous TiO2 was used.

2.4 Mixed-matrix membranes incorporated with other
nanomaterials
Tannic acid is a low-cost and environmentally friendly substance which can
be extracted from plants. It consists of polyphenol with a number of o-dihydroxy and trihydroxy aromatic ring structures that make it easily adhere to
various substrates through covalent and noncovalent interactions [43].
Therefore tannic acid has been used to functionalize metals and metal oxides
to form inorganic and organic building blocks. The phenolic hydroxyl groups
contained in tannic acid could enhance the hydrophilicity of the metals and
metal oxides and at the same time improve the composite compatibility and
stability in the polymeric matrices.
Fang et al. [44] modified PES membrane by introducing different
amounts of hydrophilic iron-tannin framework (ITF) complexes (0.15a0.9 g)
into the membrane matrices. The ITF complexes were formed by the reaction
of three-galloyl groups from tannic acid with each Fe31 ion in the dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent prior to the polymers addition. All of the fabricated MMMs showed simultaneous enhancement of permeability and BSA
rejection compared to the pristine membrane even though the membrane
pore size was reduced upon incorporation of ITF complexes (see Table 2.3).
The ITF complexes were also found to be stable in the PES membranes in a
static immersion and dynamic filtration test under neutral aqueous environment. Although the release of Fe31 ions was detected at 4.25, 4.18, and
0.43 μg/cm2 at pH 2, 3, and 4, respectively, no leaching of Fe31 ions were
noticed at pH . 5, which suggests stability during typical water treatment
process with pH ranging from 5 to 8. This strategy was found to be easier,
less time-consuming, with higher permeability than the membrane surfacecoating method using ITF complexes.
MOFs could also be utilized to modify microporous membranes. They
consist of metal ions and organic ligands, forming one-, two-, or threedimensional structures. The main advantages of MOFs include good compatibility with the soft polymer matrices, high surface area, and controllable
porosity [45]. Although MOFs contain organic ligands, they possess the
characteristics of an inorganic crystal. They tend to agglomerate in the

TABLE 2.3 Performance of MMMs incorporated with various functionalized nanomaterials.
Membrane

Characteristics

Other findings

Reference

PES/DMF/PEG

Pore size 5 16.1 nm
Contact angle 5 75 degrees
Permeability 5 197.8 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 25.9% (BSA)
FRR 5 66.05% (BSA)/70.05% (HA)
Reversible fouling 5 58.42% (BSA)/
57.62% (HA)
Irreversible fouling 5 33.94% (BSA)/
29.94% (HA)

[44]

PES/DMF/PEG/0.30 wt.% ITF

Pore size 5 14.5 nm
Contact angle 5 57 degrees
Permeability 5 319.4 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 95.9% (BSA)
FRR 5 88.29% (BSA)/90.81% (HA)
Reversible fouling 5 77.1% (BSA)/
52.87% (HA)
Irreversible fouling 5 11.71 (BSA)/
9.18% (HA)

PSF/NMP/2 wt.% ZIF-8 (PSF/Z-2)

Pore size 5 59.2 nm
Contact angle 5 79.8 degrees
Permeability 5 B250 L/m2 h bar

Porosity 5 59.2%
Rejection 5 B97.5% (BSA)
FRR 5 55.9%
Irreversible fouling 5 B45%

PSF/NMP/2 wt.% hZIF-8 (PSF/hZ-2)

Pore size 5 10.11 nm
Contact angle 5 62.4 degrees
Permeability 5 597 L/m2 h bar

Porosity 5 71.4%
Rejection 5 B98.4% (BSA)
FRR 5 81.1%
Irreversible fouling 5 18.7%

PSF/NMP

Contact angle 5 77.1 degrees
Permeability 5 240 L/m2 h (0.2 MPa)

Porosity 5 63.2%
Rejection 5 B99% (BSA)
FRR 5 64.5%
Reversible fouling 5 45.7%

[46]

[47]

PSF/NMP/0.3 wt.% UiO-66-PSBMA

Contact angle 5 66.3 degrees
Permeability 5 602 L/m2 h (0.2 MPa)

Porosity 5 73.4%
Rejection 5 B98.5% (BSA)
FRR 5 72.5%
Reversible fouling 5 58.1%

PES/NMP/0.6 wt.% pure SBA-15 (SBA@PES)

Contact angle 5 64.8 degrees
Charge 5a36.6 mV
Permeability 5 B79 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 B97.5% (BSA)
Reversible fouling 5 B1.8 3 1012 m21
Irreversible
fouling 5 B1.9 3 1012 m21
Escherichia coli 5 B111 CFU/cm2

PES/NMP/0.6 wt.% silver-loaded SBA-15 (AgSBA@PES)

Contact angle 5 64.8 degrees
Charge 5a36.6 mV
Permeability 5 B81 L/m2 h bar

Rejection 5 B95.5% (BSA)
Reversible fouling 5 B2.3 3 1012 m21
Irreversible
fouling 5 B3.4 3 1012 m21
E. coli 5 , 1 CFU/cm2
Ag release 5 B7.7 μg/g (water)

PVDF/DMAc/PVP/M-phenylenediamine (MPD)/trimesoyl
chloride (TMC)

Contact angle 5 80 degrees
Initial permeability 5 B22.5 L/
m2 h bar (NOM)

Rejection 5 73.2% (NOM)

PVDF/DMAc/PVP/MPD/TMC/NH2-MCM-41

Contact angle 5 13 degrees
Initial permeability 5 B58 L/
m2 h bar (NOM)

Rejection 5 87.1% (NOM)
FRR 5 72.5%

PES/DMAc/PEG 4000

Pore size 5 26.6 nm
Contact angle 5 70.2 degrees
Permeability 5 554.2 kg/m2 h

Mean roughness 5 8.46 nm
FRR 5 39.9%

PES/DMAc/PEG 4000, 0.5 wt.% CuO-NH2

Pore size 5 39.2 nm
Contact angle 5 B62 degrees
Permeability 5 887 kg/m2 h

Mean roughness 5 6.03 nm
FRR 5 B37%

[48]

[49]

[50]
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membrane matrices, negatively affecting the membrane performance.
Therefore MOFs are normally functionalized with hydrophilic substances to
ensure homogeneous dispersion in the polymer solution.
Sun et al. [46] synthesized the zeolitic imidazolte framework-8 (ZIF-8)
and hydrophilized it with tannic acid to produce hZIF-8 as fillers for membrane fabrication. The porosity and pore size of the membranes were consistent with the thickness of the membranes as seen in Fig. 2.8 and Table 2.3.
In PSF/hZ-2 membrane (with 2 wt.% hZIF-8), the hydrophilic fillers
increased the exchange rate of solvent and nonsolvent during the phaseinversion process, leading to increased membrane porosity and pore size
while reducing skin thickness. However, at higher filler concentration, the
hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl group of hZIF-8, and the sulfonyl
and ether groups of the PSF hindered the mobility of the polymer chains,
suppressing the mass transfer of solvent and nonsolvent during membrane
formation. In a three-cycle, BSA filtration process, the PSF/Z-2 membranes
(with 2 wt.% ZIF-8) exhibited the greatest fouling tendency due to the hydrophobicity of the unfunctionalized ZIF-8. Conversely, PSF/hZ-2 membranes
demonstrated the highest FRR and the lowest irreversible fouling, resulting
from high hydrophilicity and negative charge.
Sun et al. [47] also prepared UiO-66-NH2 and UiO-66-PSBMA as fillers
for PSF membrane fabrication. The functionalization process of the fillers is
shown in Fig. 2.9. Poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (PSBMA), a zwitterionic
polymer possessing cationic and anionic groups, was grafted onto UiO-66NH2 (nonfunctionalized MOF) via atom-transfer/radical-polymerization procedure. The grafting of the hydrophilic PSBMA reduced the contact angle
and improved the filtration performance of the MMMs (see Table 2.3). The
size of water molecule was 2.8 Å while the aperture size of the MOF was
around 6.0 Å. The presence of MOFs in the membrane provided additional
paths for water to penetrate through the porous structure and tiny interspace.
The hydrophilicity of PSBMA further attracted the water molecules passing
through the pores and increased the membrane permeability as illustrated in
Fig. 2.9. The permeation flux of UiO-66-PSBMA/PSF membrane in crossflow filtration increased 2.5 and 2 times compared to pristine PSF and UiO66-NH2/PSF membranes, respectively. In the BSA rejection test, the increment of FRR and reduction of reversible and irreversible fouling indicated
that the antifouling was mainly contributed by the membrane hydrophilicity
rather than surface charge.
The introduction of mesoporous silica has shown potential for enhancing
membrane properties in terms of permeability and antifouling resistance.
Functionalization of the mesoporous silica followed by incorporation with
other materials could further enhance their properties by combining the
benefits of different materials. Diez et al. [48] prepared three types of nanomaterials (i.e., pure SBA-15 silica particles, metal-loaded SBA-15, and
amine-functionalized SBA-15) for PES-MMM fabrication. The surface free

FIGURE 2.8 The cross-sectional FESEM images of PSF (A, A1), PSF/hZ-1 (B, B1), PSF/hZ-2 (C, C1), PSF/hZ-3 (D, D1), and PSF/Z-2 (E, E1) membranes.
(Note: The numbers after hZ and Z refer to the loading (wt.%) of nanomaterials added) [46].

FIGURE 2.9 Illustration of the membrane modification processes using UiO-66-NH2 and UiO-66-PSBMA [47].
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energy, ΔGSLS, of the membranes was determined by measuring the contact
angle with water, glycerol, and diiodomethane. All of the membranes showed
hydrophilic properties with PES membranes and TriSBA@PES membranes
showing the lowest (a39.8 mJ/m2) and the highest (a20.8 mJ/m2) hydrophilicity, respectively. The MMMs showed higher permeability ( . 30% higher than
PES membrane) owing to the enhanced membrane porosity, thinner skin layer
formed, and better pore interconnectivity. The study reported that membrane
hydrophilicity and surface charge did not play significant roles in explaining
the differential antimicrobial effect. The Ag and Cu-loaded SBA-15 membranes exhibited high antimicrobial activity, with complete removal of bacterial
colonies on the membrane surface. In the stability test, the study found that the
release of Cu ions from the MMMs was high in nutrient broth (NB) medium
after immersion for 24 h, which is attributed to their interaction with organic
constituents in the NB medium. Conversely, lower release of Ag ions was
detected in the NB medium due to formation of insoluble AgCl in the NB
medium, which contained chloride.
MCM-41 is a type of mesoporous silica sieve which possesses welldefined pore size and shape. Bao et al. [49] functionalized MCM-41 with 3aminopropyltriethoxysilane to form NH2-MCM-41 (amine-functionalized
MCM-41). A layer of the NH2-MCM-41 was then grafted onto the PVDF
membrane surface (g-PVDF) via interfacial polymerization. The g-PVDF
membranes became superhydrophilic with tremendous reduction of contact
angle from 80 (c-PVDF, without NH2-MCM-41) to 13 degrees. In the filtration of NOM using dead-end cell, the initial permeation flux of the c-PVDF
membranes was recorded at around 22.5 L/m2 h bar while the c-PVDF membranes was at around 58 L/m2 h bar. After 180-min filtration, the permeation
flux dropped to around 15 and 45 L/m2 h bar for the c-PVDF and g-PVDF,
respectively. The g-PVDF membranes showed higher rejection rate and
lower flux attenuation rate during the NOM filtration. This was due to the
hydrophilic layer of NH2-MCM-41, which reduced the adsorption of NOM
on the membrane surface and also acted as a barrier that hindered the penetration of larger molecules through the membrane pores.
Nasrollahi et al. [50] also used 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane as an amino
precursor to functionalize self-synthesized CuO and ZnO nanoparticles to
form CuO-NH2 and ZnO-NH2, respectively. The amino-functionalized metal
oxides were blended with PES at different concentrations (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1,
and 2 wt.%). The contact angle of the PES membranes showed the greatest
improvement of around 18% and 14% for 2 wt.% of CuO-NH2 and ZnONH2 blended membranes, respectively, due to the presence of amine and
oxygenated-hydrophilic groups of the functionalized metal oxides. The surface roughness of the membranes was reduced with the addition of the fillers, with 0.5 wt.% of CuO-NH2 showed the smoothest surface. The
membranes were further compared with nonfunctionalized CuO and ZnO in
terms of flux and antifouling performance. All of the MMMs exhibited
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higher pure water flux than that of pristine PES membranes. In addition, the
MMMs with 1 wt.% of CuO-NH2 showed the highest FRR after 90-min
BSA filtration. This is likely related to high hydrophilicity and smooth membrane surface. The study concluded that the amino-functionalized CuO
showed greater dispersion and hydrophilicity than ZnO-NH2 which led to
better permeability and antifouling of MMMs. Table 2.3 compares the characteristics and performance of MMMs incorporated with various functionalized nanomaterials for water treatment.

2.5 Adsorptive mixed-matrix membranes for heavy-metal
removal
One of the pioneering works concerning the development of adsorptive
membranes for use in heavy-metal removal was conducted by Paul Chen’s
research group in 2011. Zirconium oxide (ZrO2) nanoparticles were embedded within PVDF flat-sheet membranes via direct-blending method for As
(V) ion removal [51]. It was reported that in addition to exhibiting excellent
pure water flux (177.6 L/m2 h at 1 psi), the zirconium oxide embedded membrane could achieve 21.5 mg/g of maximum adsorption capability against As
(V) ion during batch adsorption experiments. As a comparison, the pristine
membrane (without nanoparticle incorporation) showed negligible adsorption
capacity.
Many types of nanoparticles have been utilized to fabricate adsorptive
membranes and this detailed information can be found elsewhere [52].
Special focus will be given in this section to the surface-functionalized nanomaterials that could show better compatibility with polymeric membrane and
exhibit-enhanced adsorption capacity against heavy-metal ions.
In 2013, Shah and Murthy [53] fabricated a series of adsorptive microporous membranes by incorporating different types of surface-functionalized
MWNCTs ranging from zero to 1.0 wt.% for heavy-metal removals. Three
different functionalities were introduced onto the nanotube surface (i.e. oxidized, amide, and azide). The presence of functionalized CNTs reduced the
membrane pore sizes (from 0.1 μm in the control membrane to 2030 nm
in the modified membranes) and made them more hydrophilic. Most
importantly, it enhanced the membrane’s adsorptive nature against heavymetal ions, particularly Cr(VI) and Cu(II) ions. The results indicated that
the membranes incorporated with amide and azide-functionalized CNTs
exhibited better metal binding capacity than the membrane incorporated
with carboxylic-functionalized CNTs and control membranes. When
1 wt.% amide or azide-functionalized CNTs were embedded within the
membrane matrix, Cr(VI) and Cu(II) removal rates as high as 94.2%
94.8% and 93.1%93.9%, respectively, could be easily obtained. As a
comparison, the control membrane and the membrane incorporated with
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carboxylic-functionalized CNTs only showed B10% and 80%86% removal
rates, respectively, for both metal ions.
Using acid-functionalized MWCNTs, Masheane et al. [54] synthesized
hybrid MWCNTs by depositing Fe-Ag bimetallic nanoparticles onto the surface of CNTs and using the hybrid nanomaterials for the fabrication of
adsorptive PES membranes for Cr(VI) ion removal. The authors confirmed
the permanent embedment of Fe-Ag bimetallic nanoparticles onto the CNTs
since the detection of Fe and Ag ions in the solution (after prolonged sonication) were well below the detection limits by the analytical instrument. Upon
incorporation of hybrid MWCNTs, the resultant membrane demonstrated
high removal rates (B90%100%) for Cr(VI) ions over a wide range of pH
(210) in comparison to the poor removal rates (,10%) exhibited by the
pristine PES membrane. The enhanced membrane, surface charge property
which resulted after the addition of hybrid MWCNTs is also considered an
important technique used to assist ions removal via Donnan exclusion
mechanism.
The use of functionalized MWCNTs was also reported by Madaeni et al.
[55] wherein they embedded oxidized nanomaterials within PVDF-based
membrane followed by polyacrylicacid (PAA) surface coating for Ni(II)
removal. The mechanism of Ni(II) adsorption using oxidized MNWCTs is
illustrated in Fig. 2.10. In contrast to most of the findings that have demonstrated the positive role of nanofillers in improving membrane water flux,
the membrane incorporated with oxidized MWCNTs demonstrated the opposite result. The water flux adsorptive membrane was significantly affected,
reducing from B670 L/m2 h in the pristine membrane to B40 L/m2 h upon
addition 0.05 wt.% oxidized MWCNTs into the membrane. It was explained
that in situ polymerization of AA monomer into MWCNTs/PVDF membrane
resulted in pore filling in the inter-CNT gaps, which consequently reduced
pore void segment in membrane structure. Although the developed membrane aimed to remove Ni(II) ions from aqueous solution, its low adsorption
capability (i.e., 5.3 mg/g) was not adequate for this purpose.
Chitosan’s composition includes high contents of amine and hydroxyl
groups and is one of the polymeric materials that can be used directly for the
fabrication of adsorptive membranes for heavy-metal removal. Although
these could be used as the active sites for the sorption of metal ions, the relatively weak mechanical strength and low porosity limit water application
[56]. In order to address the issue, Ouyang et al. [57] immobilized different
quantities of carboxyl-modified MWCNTs into chitosan-based membranes in
order to improve the membrane’s mechanical properties. With increasing
carboxyl-modified MWCNTs/chitosan, the mass ratio went from zero to
12 wt.%. The tensile strength of the resultant membrane was gradually
increased from 1.16 to 2.52 MPa, owing to the strong interaction between
polymer and nanotubes via the formation of hydrogen bonds and the straininduced alignment of the CNTs in the chitosan membrane. The best
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FIGURE 2.10 Adsorptive mechanism for adsorption of oxidized MWCNTs toward Ni21 ions
[55].

performing membrane was able to achieve 126.7 mg/g adsorption rate
against U(VI), which was significantly higher compared to the pristine chitosan
membrane.
The
authors
reported
that
acidifiedethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution was an effective agent to
regenerate the U(VI)-loaded, carboxyl-modified MWCNTs/chitosan membrane. This type of membrane could be reused for up to five times with less
than 15% decrease in sorption capacity.
In addition to CNTs, another type of carbon-based nanomaterial that
could also be considered for adsorbing heavy-metal ions is GO nanosheet.
Kaleeklak et al. [58] modified PEI-based membranes using different concentrations of carboxylated GO (cGO) (0%, 0.075%, 0.15%, and 0.3%) and then
used the developed membranes to remove not only metal ions but also HA.
Through a carboxylation process, a substantial amount of COOH group
was introduced into the GO sheets, which improved the membrane hydrophilicity (by decrease in contact angle) and water flux upon incorporation. In
addition to playing a role in removing metal ions via adsorption mechanism,
the cGO was also found to enhance the membrane surface, negative-charge
property that created greater repulsion between membrane surface and metal
ion and improved removal rate. For the membrane embedded with 0.3%
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FIGURE 2.11 Pb(II) ions adsorption of PES membrane incorporated with 0.25 wt.% PANicoated GO [Initial Pb(II) ion: 200 mg/L and pH: 6] [59].

cGO, the results showed that at least 95.5% Ni(II) and 92.4% Cd(II) removal
rates could be achieved. The higher removal rate of Ni(II) ion compared to
Cd(II) is likely due to the presence of vacant d-orbitals, attributable to higher
ligand stability of Ni21.
To further improve the characteristics of GO nanosheet for toxic-metal
ion removal, Ghaemi et al. [59] performed in situ polymerization to coat the
surface of GO with polyaniline (PANi). PANi is one of the polymeric adsorbents that can efficiently remove metal ions from water. The modification of
GO nanosheet with this polymer followed by embedment into the membrane
matrix can lead to a higher heavy-metal uptake. Fig. 2.11 presents the Pb(II)
adsorption rate of PANi-GO-incorporated membranes as a function of time.
As shown, the adsorption capacity of the membrane sharply increased in the
first 2 h before the curve was gradually reduced from 2 to 5 h. Its capacity
became almost constant after 5 h due to the saturation of adsorption sites of
the membrane. The authors also confirmed that the Pb(II) adsorption onto
the membrane follows the pseudo first-order kinetics model (i.e., the sorption
only occurs on the local sites and the filling rate of the adsorption sites is
proportional to the number of vacant sites available on the adsorbent). This
sorption behavior is generally reported in other studies that focused on
adsorptive membrane development.
Daraei et al. [60] also modified the surfaces of nanomaterials using
PANi. The PANi-modified iron oxide (Fe3O4) was then incorporated into
PES membrane matrix for Cu(II) ion removal. Upon incorporation of optimum 0.1 wt.% PANi-modified Fe3O4, the resultant membranes could remove
around 85% and 75% Cu(II) ions when tested with 20 and 5 mg/L Cu(NO3)2
aqueous solution, respectively. Nevertheless, it must be noted that the equilibrium adsorption of the membrane against Cu(II) ions was extremely low
(,1.6 mg/g) and no explanation was given by the authors for the poor
adsorption capability.
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In a recent study, Koushkbaghi et al. [61] fabricated a new type of duallayer MMMs in which nanofiber incorporated with aminated Fe3O4 was
established on the top surface of asymmetric-PES membrane. The resultant
MMMs showed very promising results toward Cr(VI) and Pb(II) ions adsorption, recording 509.7 and 525.8 mg/g, respectively at optimum pH of 3 in a
binary system. By increasing the thickness of nanofiber from 10 to 30 μm,
the metal ion removal rate of membrane could be further improved but with
a reduction in water flux. The reusability of the MMMs was also demonstrated since the membrane could maintain high adsorption capability after
three sequential runs.
Another type of metal-oxide nanoparticle that can also be used for fabrication of adsorptive microporous membrane is TiO2. It is perhaps the most
widely used nanoparticle for modifying the properties of UF membranes for
water treatment process, mainly due to its hydrophilic nature and relatively
low material cost. In the work conducted by Gebru and Das [34], TiO2 was
modified using HMTA, EDA, and TEPA in an impregnation process and
then used as additive to fabricate adsorptive CA-based membranes for
enhanced removal of Cr(VI) ions. Fig. 2.12 shows the Cr(VI) removal rates
of different types of membranes as a function of filtration time. It is clearly
observed that the removal of Cr(VI) ions by the membranes is increased in
the order of CA/U-Ti , CA/Ti-HMTA , CA/Ti-EDA , CA/Ti-TEPA. This
result may be attributed to the different content and structure of the amine
groups (NH2 or NH) within the membranes. CA/Ti-TEPA membrane

FIGURE 2.12 Cr(VI) removal of CA membranes at pH 3.5 using initial ion concentration of
10 ppm at pressure of 150 kPa. (Note: U-Ti: ummodified TiO2, Ti-HMTA/-EDA/-TEPA: TiO2
modified by HMTA, EDA, and TEPA, respectively) [34].
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FIGURE 2.13 Schematic representation of ureido-functionalized PVA/silica nanofiber membranes [62].

generally exhibited better adsorption capability due to the increased active
sites that are available for Cr(VI) ions removal.
Instead of using metal-oxide nanoparticles, Zhou et al. [62] utilized nonmetal oxide (SiO2) to synthesize nanofiber membranes for Pb(II) and Cu(II)
adsorption. Fig. 2.13 illustrates the surface chemistry of the ureidofunctionalized PVA/silica nanofiber membranes. The results indicated that
the newly developed membranes possessed high brunauer-emmett-teller surface area of B460 m2/g and good Pb(II) adsorption capability of B27 mg/g.
However, the membrane capacity for adsorption of Cu(II) was rather poor
(,8 mg/g) due to the tendency to form chelating complexes with ureido
groups.
Research has also shown that functionalized clay could be introduced
into the polymeric membranes to improve not only their physicochemical
properties (structure, hydrophilicity, water flux, and antifouling resistance)
but also adsorption capability against heavy-metal ions. For instance, Hebbar
et al. [63] reported that the membrane properties with respect to porosity,
hydrophilicity, water flux, and heavy-metal adsorption capacity were
improved upon incorporation of acid-activated bentonite clay. It was also
shown that the higher the content of the clay in the membrane, the better the
membrane flux and rejection. The best results achieved by the membrane
incorporating 4 wt.% clay (determined based on the mass ratio of clay to
PEI) was 69.3%, 76.2%, and 82.5% rejection for 250 ppm of Cd(II), Ni(II),
and Cu(II) ion solutions, respectively. The authors hypothesized that both
adsorption and sieving mechanism contributed to the removal of heavy-metal
ions.
Using acid-activated montmorillonite, Mahmoudian et al. [64] fabricated a new type of MMMs, which exhibited good selectivity for the elimination of Zn(II) and Ni(II). In this work, the researchers evaluated the
membrane performance against four different types of heavy-metal ions.
However, the developed membrane only showed good removal rates for
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FIGURE 2.14 The possible mechanism of heavy-metal ions adsorbed on PDA membrane [65].

Zn(II) (up to 90%) and Ni(II) ions (75%) in comparison to the Cd(II)
(B60%) and Cu(II) (B58%) ions. The findings revealed that the selectivity
of adsorptive membrane against heavy-metal ions is strongly dependent on
the nature of the adsorbent introduced.
Other functionalized nanomaterials that have also been utilized for fabricating adsorptive membranes are polydopamine (PDA) nanoparticles [65],
HNT [66], and zeolite [49]. Fang et al. [65] deposited PDA nanoparticles
onto the walls of UF membrane internal pores, aiming to improve membrane
adsorption capacities for selective heavy-metal ions. Besides demonstrating
ascendant BSA rejection (92.9%) and good pure water flux (166 L/m2 h), the
PDA-incorporated PES membranes also showed reasonably favorable
adsorption capacities for Pb(II), Cd(II), and Cu(II), recording 20.23, 17.01,
and 10.42 mg/g, respectively. Fig. 2.14 illustrates the possible Pb(II) adsorption mechanisms of the developed membrane. The primary mechanisms
involved electrostatic attraction between the catechol group and the metal
ion, and the N atom in the NH2 groups sharing an electron pair to form a
metal complex.
Although Bao et al. [49] and Hebbar et al. [66] also attempted to fabricate adsorptive membrane for heavy-metal removal, their findings were not
very promising. The adsorption capacities for Cu(II) and Cr(VI) on the
membrane incorporating amine-functionalized MCM-41 were only 3.7 and
2.8 mg/g, respectively, as reported in the work of Bao et al. [49]. Hebbar
et al. [66] were only able to remove 34% Pb(II) and 27% Cd(II) from the
feed solution using polydopamine functionalized HNT/PEI membrane. The
findings revealed that the selection of nanomaterials is critical during
adsorptive membrane fabrication. The ideal nanomaterials should exhibit
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high adsorption capacity, large-surface area, and good compatibility with
polymeric membrane.

2.6

Conclusion and future remarks

Microporous UF membranes have been used for industrial water and wastewater treatment for more than 50 years. Over the past 10 years, we have
seen a large number of studies demonstrating the positive impacts of using
inorganic nanomaterials for improving the intrinsic properties of UF membranes made of common-polymeric materials such as PES, PSF, PVDF, and
PAN. In most cases, it was reported that upon incorporation of nanomaterials
into the membrane matrices, the trade-off effect between water permeability
and solute rejection of the membranes could be overcome. Depending on the
nature of the embedded nanomaterials, additional features such as antifouling
properties, antibacterial resistance, and adsorptive capacities were demonstrated. Despite significant progress, more research is still required. To the
best of our knowledge, no commercial MMMs are currently available for
water treatment applications. Several challenges need to be addressed before
such membranes can reach the commercialization level. These include the
long-term stability of the nanomaterials embedded within the membrane
matrices, manufacturing cost of the MMMs, and their mechanical properties.
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3.1

Introduction

Rare earth metal oxides have been used extensively in various applications
such as environmental, energy, and biomedical services due to their specific
properties such as grain size, elemental configuration, and self-organized
structures [13]. Current research focuses on cerium oxide nanostructure,
due to the low energy bandgap between Ce31 and Ce41 states in cerium
oxide along with their high oxygen mobility and high oxygen storage
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capacity [4]. These properties make them suitable for applications in various
fields, as gas sensors, optoelectronics, catalysts, fuel cells, and solid-state
electrolytes [5]. There is numerous technically projected synthesis of nanosized ceria such as heterogeneous catalysts by chemical redox reaction, thermal approach, sonochemical method, hydrothermal method, sol-gel process,
and self-assembled nanoprocesses [6]. Among these, the hydrothermal
method is widely used, because of the formation of homogenous nanopowder
as the initial product with a fine grain size [7,8]. In general, the photocatalytic efficiency increases by incorporating the heterostructures [9]. Because,
heterocomposites prepared can fine tune the electronic properties of the
photocatalyst by separating the electron-hole pairs in an efficient manner.
CeO2 with transitional metal oxide (TMO) have gained much attention
because of their attractive optical possessions and photogenerated charge carriers, which may be enhanced in the CeO2 matrix [1012]. The exceptional
nanostructure morphology and mesoporous nature of cerium with 3d transitional metal ions (TMO) allowed them to become a solar material [13].
When the transition metal ion in lower valance state than 41 is collectively
dispersed into the ceria matrix, the arrangement of atoms becomes dense and
this changes the electronic conductivity of metal ions [14,15]. However, to
enhance various properties of CeO2 nanomaterials, it is desirable to condense
the atom size and enhance the growth of the energetic superficial zone [16].
A decrease in particle size augments the electrical conductivity and sensing
and catalytic properties of nanomaterials [17]. Here a simple chemical precipitation assisted hydrothermal method without any surfactant has been a
cause of stimulation of cerium, cadmium multifaceted nanomaterials with
higher surface area and the effective claims [18,19]. This simple method is
alternative to the chemical methods with surfactant which are very costly as
well as emit hazardous byproducts which can have adverse effect on the
environment [20]. Therefore we tried to fabricate CeO2/CdO nanomaterials
with high active surface area and less particle size using cost effective hydrothermal method [21,22]. In polluted waste waters elimination of organic dye
contaminants is necessary, because of the nonbiodegradable nature of the
pollutants [23]. Toxic organic dye degradation using semiconducting materials in the existence of UV/visible light studied worldwide [24]. Convention
of herbicides, pesticides, and various synthetic dyes are widely polluting the
environment [2528].
The organic pollutant like Rhodamine-B (RhB) dye has been used in productions and in our day-to-day life and the RhB dye produces carcinogens like
aminobenzene [29]. The contamination of the physical and biological components of the earth/atmosphere system to such an extent that normal environmental processes are adversely affected [30]. Hence highly carcinogenic
organic compounds and their detoxification are critical to the situation and this
development converts existing research to preserve human health and security
[31]. Thus an efficient method to discard these organic contaminants from the
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various waste materials is needed [32]. The photocatalytic degradation (PCD)
of toxic organic dyes using catalyst such as TiO2, ZnO, CuO, CeO2, etc., in
UV/visible and xenon beams source is considered a highly effective method
[33,34]. Among the various photocatalysts, cerium oxide-containing transition metal oxides have proven to be very efficient. Rare earth/transition
metal oxide is easier to recover from aqueous systems due to its higher
molecular weight [35]. To understand the formation of heterostructured
CeO2/CdO binary metal oxide nanostructure, it is necessary to examine the
influences of the preparation conditions [36]. Since this is not dealt with
much in the literature, here we analyze the influence of preparation parameters on the synthesis of heterostructured CeO2/CdO binary metal oxide
nanostructures [37,38]. The exact mechanism of the degradation of dyes by
nanostructures is important to understand, but the pathway of decomposition
of synthetic dye during the whole process is still not clear and more investigations are needed to characterize the various properties of CeO2/CdO multilayered nanomaterials [39]. Hence, in this present work, we prepared a
binary metal oxide CeO2/CdO nanostructure with almost uniform size of
clusters by hydrothermal technique in different ratios, which were studied
for the decomposition of water source and organic dye in aqueous system
illuminated with UV/visible light [40]. Also, the synthesized nanomaterial
with small grain size and large active surface area was examined against
A549 (human lung epithelial cell).

3.1.1

Structural investigation of CeO2/CdO nanostructures

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the chemical precipitation followed hydrothermal technique synthesized CeO2, CdO, and CeO2/MO binary metal oxide
in 1:1, 2:1, and 1:2 molar ratios correspondingly is shown in Fig. 3.1A. All
the peaks can be assigned to either CeO2 or CdO phase and there are no
other new phases. This high-purity binary metal oxides reveal that the major
peaks of CeO2 has 2θ 5 28.70, 33.08, 47.51, 56.44, 59.08, 69.47, 76.70, and
79.07 degrees corresponding to the (111), (200), (220), (311), (222), (400),
(331), and (420) planes and has cubic fluorite structure in which each metal
cation is surrounded by eight oxygen atoms (space group Fm-3m JCPDS
Card No. 34-0394). CeO2 shows a dominant and high intense peak on (111)
plane, which needs high energy to form oxygen vacancies on (111) planes
than the less intense peak and they are highly stable. There was no evidence
of the presence of Ce2O3 phase. The diffraction peaks at 2θ values of 33.08,
38.43, 55.31, 65.90, and 69.28 degrees correspond to pure CdO matching the
(111), (200), (220), (311), and (222) planes with cubic structure (JCPDS
Card No. 05-0640), thus indicating the formation of CeO2/CdO nanostructure
with excellent crystalline nature. The strength and locations of the peaks are
in perfect arrangement with the literature values. The decrease in the
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FIGURE 3.1 X-ray diffraction pattern of synthesized CeO2/CdO nanostructures: (A) pure ceria
(B) Ce1/Cd1 (C) Ce2/Cd1 (D) Ce1/Cd2, and (E) pure CdO.

intensity of CdO peaks indicates that CeO2 is formed on CdO surface and
the increase in the ceria peak intensity suggests the larger crystallite sizes.
The XRD pattern of the sample shows no satellite peaks belonging to Ce
(OH)3 and hexagonal Ce2O3, thus indicating a complete conversion of the
sample into cubic fluorite ceria. The crystallite size of metal oxides was calculated using DebyeScherer’s formula D 5 0.9λ/βcosθ, where “D” is the
crystallite size, λ the wavelength of X-rays, θ, the Bragg diffraction angle,
and β, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak. The
CeO2/CdO nanostructures showed only cubic phase, which confirms the
composition of CeO2 and CdO in the heterostructure, and it is in good agreement with early reported work. To establish charge balance, extra positive
ions must be introduced into the grain surface. Therefore the CeO2 and CdO
are in the form of composites rather than as solid solution.

3.1.2

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

The Fourier transform infrared spectrum of CeO2 mixed with CdO heterostructured binary nanostructures in different ratios (1:1, 1:2, and 2:1) is shown
in Fig. 3.2A in the wavelength range of 3700400 cm21. The extensive band
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FIGURE 3.2 FTIR spectra of CeO2/CdO nanostructures: (A) Ce1/Cd1 (B) Ce2/Cd1, and
(C) Ce1/Cd2.

in the range of 3600 cm21 is due to the OH stretching of water molecules
[41]. The broad peak at 450700 cm21 is due to the characteristic stretching
of CeO bond and the frequency is reduced due to the formation of mixed
binary metal oxide [42]. The peaks at 8001500 cm21 are assigned to CdO
[23,43]. The band at low-frequency regions below 1400 cm21 corresponds to
the formation of doped CeO2/CdO nanomaterial. The absorption peaks
between 1500 and 1700 cm21 are attributed to the twisting vibration of the
adsorbed H2O molecules [44].

3.1.3

Field emission scanning electron microscopy studies

The comprehensive superficial morphology and effect of size and shape of
CeO2 mixed with CdO in different molar ratios (1:1, 1:2, and 2:1) were
examined by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) analysis.
All the synthesized samples with different molar ratios form different
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FIGURE 3.3 Morphology evolution of CeO2/CdO nanostructures: (A, B) Ce1/Cd1 (C, D) Ce2/
Cd1 (E, F) Ce1/Cd2 (G, H) pure ceria (I, J) pure CdO, and (K, L) EDX spectrum.

microstructures. Field emission scanning electron micrographs of CeO2/CdO
nanostructures at different magnifications for the prepared samples by hydrothermal method are presented in Fig. 3.3AL. Fig. 3.3G and H shows that the
FESEM images of CeO2 are highly porous material with irregular shapes.
Fig. 3.3I and J shows the surface morphology of CdO, which has agglomerated crystal phases. The FESEM images in Fig. 3.3A and B of binary metal
oxide Ce1/Cd1 nanostructure have spherical and heterogeneous phase distribution with more cavities. The particle size is in the range of 1540 nm
with good porous morphology. Fig. 3.3C and D shows that the FESEM
microstructures of Ce2/Cd1 binary metal oxide have small spherical shape
nanoparticles with aggregated morphology. The particle sizes are in the
range of 530 nm, respectively. A small variation was identified by FESEM
and XRD, since FESEM calculations are based on the difference between
the visible grain boundaries, whereas XRD calculations measure the
extended crystalline region that diffracts X-rays coherently [43]. The
FESEM images of Ce1/Cd2 binary metal oxide show that the particle is
aggregated, which is due to the excess of cadmium metal oxide shown in
Fig. 3.3E and F. The minimum changes in the particles size could be due to
the particle aggregation [45]. Due to the morphological evolution of CeO2/
CdO nano structures with different conditions. Elemental analysis was done
along with FESEM using the EDX technique. EDX analysis revealed the
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peaks of the elements in the nanostructure. This data helped to ensure that
the cerium oxide and cadmium oxide synthesized by various routes resulted
in CeO2/CdO nanostructures. The EDX spectra showed no other elements,
thus confirming the purity of the phase in the composite [46]. It is in good
agreement with the XRD analysis.

3.1.4

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy studies

The microstructures of the CeO2, CdO, and CeO2/CdO nanomaterials in different ratios (1:1 and 2:1) were analyzed by high-resolution transmission
electron microscope (HRTEM). Pure CeO2 and CdO metal oxides have an
irregular shape as shown in Fig. 3.4A and F. Fig. 3.4GJ shows the
HRTEM images of Ce2/Cd1 nanostructure and Fig. 3.4BE shows the
HRTEM images of Ce1/Cd1 nanostructure prepared by hydrothermal method,
and the selected area of electron diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 3.4E and
J. The fine particle is the aggregate of nanocrystallites and the shape is
spherical, and it reveals the polycrystalline cubic crystal structure [47,48].
Fig. 3.4C shows that the particles are more agglomerated with irregular
shape. Fig. 3.4G and H shows that the nanomaterial is monodispersed with
the spherical shape. From the HRTEM image it can be seen that the particle
diameter is in the range of 255 nm, which is consistent with XRD results
[49]. There is a slight difference in the average particle size of the samples,
which is due to the agglomeration of nanomaterials. Hence, the prepared
CeO2/CdO nanostructures have a particle size in the range of 530 nm using
the hydrothermal method [50].

3.1.5

Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy studies

The optical possessions of pure CeO2, CdO, and mixed heterostructured
CeO2/CdO metal oxide nanostructures with different ratios (1:1, 1:2, and
2:1) have been studied by UVvisible [diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
(DRS)] dimensions; the results are shown in Fig. 3.5A and B. To evaluate
the bandgap of the synthesized nanostructures, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was obtained in the wavelength ranges of 200800 nm [51]. The bandgap energy is determined by appropriately fitting the data to the shortest
transition equation, (αhν) 5 A(hνEg)n, where “v” is the frequency, “A” is a
constant, and “n” can have values 1/2, 3/2, 2, and 3 depending on the mode
of interband transition (i.e., through acceptable and direct forbidden, indirect
allowed, and indirect forbidden transitions, respectively). The bandgap of the
nanomaterials has been inferred from the altered KubelkaMunk (KM)
function plots. The reflectance data (R) stated as F(R) have been attained by
the submission of the KM algorithm. In UV, visible diffuse reflectance
absorption spectra, (F(R)hv)1/2 versus photon energy design gives indirect
bandgap and (F(R)hv)2 versus photon energy plot signifies a direct bandgap

FIGURE 3.4 HRTEM images of CeO2/CdO nanostructures: (A) pure CdO, (BE) Ce1/Cd1, (F) pure ceria, and (GJ) Ce2/Cd1.

FIGURE 3.5 DRS spectra: (A) direct bandgap for pure CeO2, CdO, Ce1/Cd1, Ce1/Cd2, and Ce2/Cd1; (B) indirect bandgap of pure CeO2, CdO, Ce1/Cd1,
Ce1/Cd2, and Ce2/Cd1 nanostructures.
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transition [52]. Both direct and indirect bandgap vitalities are originating to
be abridged with the particle size and morphology of nanomaterials, when
associated to the discrete metal oxides. Hydrothermally synthesized CeO2/
CdO nanosamples display the bandgap of 3.19, 3.15, 2.98, and 2.89 eV,
respectively. The variations in the bandgap energy are due to the different
preparation techniques, with average grain values, shape, and structural complaint in the lattice [53]. The optical possession of the absorbance of cerium
oxide/cadmium oxide in the UV region proves that it may be used as a
respectable entrant for UV absorbing materials [54]. Cadmium oxide with
cerium oxide could decrease the bandgap of cerium increasing the growth
amount of Ce41 states, subsequent to the formation of contained vigor states
that are closer to the conduction band. The peak at 400 nm confirms the fluorite cubic structure of nanostructures, revealing the quantum size effect
(QSE) of the blue shift modification in the UVvisible spectrum [55].
Hence, there is a transition of electron between the O 2p and Ce 4f states in
O22 and Ce41.

3.1.6

Micro-Raman spectroscopy

To evaluate the molecular motion of nanomaterials, Raman vibrational spectroscopy was used to classify and determine the structural symmetric of the
molecules. Raman spectroscopy helps in determining the inelastic scattering
of a monochromatic scattered light. CeO2 nanoparticles displayed a solid
intense band at 434 cm21, which represents the F2g Raman active mode of
fluorite type-like cubic structures [56,57]. The structural characterization of
the CeO2/CdO nanostructures is clearly seen in Fig. 3.6A and B, which
shows the broad band at 464 and 815 cm21 laterally with a weak absorption
peak at 300, 370, 500, 605, 734, 780, and 864 cm21. The band at 464 cm21
mostly resembles the F2g Raman active mode of cubic fluorite structure,
which proves that the synthesized nanomatrix clearly has a crystalline fluorite cubic structure [58,59]. The peaks of the ceria metal oxides occur at
higher wave number with high concentration of other metal oxides. The shift
in the peak position is due to residual stress and the presence of other M21
metal matrix. This also shows that the CeO2/CdO nanostructure has
advanced oxygen defects [60]. Hence, Raman spectroscopy is a promising
tool for the structural elucidation of CeO2/CdO nanostructures can be used to
differentiate the different phase modes.

3.1.7

Photoluminescence spectra

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of CeO2 and CeO2/CdO metal oxide
nanostructure with different molar ratios 1:1, 1:2, and 2:1 are shown in
Fig. 3.7AD, with an excited wavelength of 290 nm. The captured emission
spectra for pure CeO2 are in the range of 250 nm for the short wavelength to

FIGURE 3.6 μ-Raman spectrum of CeO2/CdO nanostructures: (A) pure ceria and (B) Ce2/Y1.

FIGURE 3.7 Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of CeO2/CdO nanostructures: (A) pure ceria, (B) Ce1/Cd1, (C) Ce2/Cd1, and (D) Ce1/Cd2.
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400 nm for the long wavelength [61]. By the addition of CdO, the emission
peaks appeared at 400450 nm in the red region spectrum with additional
changes in the broadness of the peak positions occurring at room temperature. The emission spectra of CeO2/CdO were characterized by major peaks
near 240, 260, 280, 380, 417, and 445 nm. All emission spectra showed a
prominent peak at 445 nm that was attributed to oxygen-related defects in
the CeO2/CdO at microscopy level [62]. The intensity of the emission band
at 445 nm increased with increasing CdO content in the CeO2/CdO nanostructures. The violet band around 402 nm for the CeO2 nanostructures initiates from the defect states current widely among the Ce 4f state and O 2p
valence band [63]. The two blue emissions at 417 and 445 nm are connected
to the plentiful flaws such as displacements, which is supportive for fast oxygen transference. At room temperature, electron transition results mostly
from imperfections level to O 2p level [64]. The quantum confinement effect
was pragmatic by earnings of PL spectroscopy, which stretches the nearby
subbandgap defect states and excitation spectra of the pure nanoparticles.
The superficial situations and concentration of defects can modify with the
developed circumstances, textural morphology, size, and shapes of nanocrystallites [65].

3.1.8

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies

The oxidation state of each element in the sample as well as the composition
of the surface functionalization of the Ce2/Cd1 nanostructure was examined
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The obtained XPS results show
(Fig. 3.8) that the peaks correspond to C (1s), O (1s), Cd, and Ce (3d) for
CeO2 NPs. The C (1s) signals are mainly expected due to trace quantity of

FIGURE 3.8 XPS spectrum of Ce2/Cd1 nanostructure.
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surface humidity and absorption of organic contaminants during handling.
CeO2 nanosphere has the binding energy bands at 872.66, 887.85, 906.14,
922.14, 930.52, 916.34, and 921.33 eV. These spectra were found to be fully
consistent with those reported previously [66]. The lower energy level of O
(1s) signal at 529.13 eV is attributed to O22 ions surrounded by Ce41 ions,
which corresponds to the CeO bond in CeO2. The middle energy level of
O (1s) at 533.86 eV can be ascribed to the O22 ions in the CeO bond
where Ce is present in the 3 1 state. Finally, the higher energy level of the
O (1s) signals located at 531.17 eV are due to OH on the surface and not
related to the presence of either Ce31 or Ce41.

3.1.9

Thermogravimetric analysis

Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was carried out to quantitatively analyze
the presence of impurities and the stability of the nanostructure on its surface
level. Samples were interfaced up to 850 C at a rate of 5 C min under nitrogen atmosphere and the resulting thermogram is shown in Fig. 3.9. In the
sample Ce2/Cd1 had a weight loss of 10% as observed up to 850 C. This
small reduction in the weight may be due to the removal of hydroxyl group.
The weight loss is taken in two parts. (1) The reduction in weight loss is 3%
as observed from room temperature to 200 C due to the release of physically
adsorbed water and the water of crystallization from the catalyst’s surface.
(2) A weight loss of 6% was as observed in TG curve in the temperature
range of 200 C500 C, due to solid phase transition or the removal of internal water molecule. The weight loss from 500 C to 850 C is due to the loss
of mass but is very slight. Similarly, the weight loss in the sample Ce1/Cd1

FIGURE 3.9 TG/DTA curve of CeO2/CdO nanostructures in ratios Ce1/Cd1 and Ce2/Cd1.
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is 6% as observed up to 200 C and is due to the release of more surface
water molecules. The weight loss of nearly 3% from 200 C to 500 C is due
to the removal of chemically combined water molecules. The weight loss is
less above 500 C as observed in TG curve. Both the samples are also highly
stable on further heating. This confirms that cerium oxide and cadmium
oxide are well dispersed with good average crystallite size [67,68].
The differential thermal analysis (DTA) curves of the two CeO2/CdO
nanostructures prepared in ratios 1:1 and 2:1 (Fig. 3.9) differ slightly. The
nanostructure (Ce2/Cd1) exhibited three endothermic peaks. The first peak is
in the range of 70 C100 C with the minimum value at 85 C. The second
endothermic peak is in the range of 151 214 C with its minimum value
located at 178 C. The third endothermic peak is relatively broad in the range
of 273 C362 C with its minimum at 336 C. Likewise, the sample Ce1/Cd1
exhibited three endothermic peaks. The first endothermic peak is broad and
in the range of 63 C113 C with the minimum of 85 C. The second endothermic peak is in the range of 148 C204 C with a minimum at 180 C.
The third endothermic peak is in the range of 293 C336 C with a minimum at 311 C. The weight loss is probably due to the removal of physisorbed water and interstitially combined H2O molecules. The weak peak at
400 C850 C indicates the transformation of the CeO2 and CdO oxides
phases [69]. The DTA curve did not show the exothermic peak related to
crystallization, also indicating the formation of CeO2/CdO nanostructures.

3.1.10 Photocatalytic activity
The photocatalytic activity of the binary metal oxides was evaluated by taking RhB as the model pollutant. Degradation studies were carried out at both
UV light (365 nm) and visible light irradiation. The process conditions were
optimized in terms of the following reaction variables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

effect of irradiation time on the photodegradation of RhB;
effect of pH on the photodegradation of RhB;
effect of initial concentration of RhB;
effect of catalyst dose;
reusability of catalysts; and
effect of catalyst on industrial wastewater.

3.1.11 Degradation of Rhodamine-B using CeO2/CdO
heterogeneous catalyst
In this investigation, we chose textile synthetic dye Rhodamine-B as a pollutant
due to its high stability. Decomposition was examined using UV light irradiation as shown in Fig. 3.10AD. The degradation capacity of all the samples
with the ratios 1:0, 1:1, 1:2, 2:1, and 0:1 was investigated. The absorption
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FIGURE 3.10 Effect of photocatalytic degradation for RhB dye solution in the dark and under
UV light irradiation at different time intervals: (A) spectral changes of dye with catalystH2O2
at pH 9.0, (B) spectral changes of dye with catalystH2O2 at pH 7.0, (C) spectral changes of
dye with catalystH2O2 at pH 3.0, (D) Ct/Co vs time (min) for the photodegradation of dye, and
(E) percentage of efficiency, in the presence of catalystH2O2 at pH 9.0, pH 7.0, and pH 3.0.

spectrum for decolorization of Rhodamine-B dye with and without CeO2/CdO
heterogeneous catalyst was recorded with time (t) in minutes under UV/
visible light irradiation. The absorption peaks at 554 nm were observed for
Rhodamine-B, confirming the photodegradation process [70]. The ratios
between Ct (concentration of dye at different time intervals of UV exposure) and Co (initial concentration) of the dye were plotted against the
time of UV exposure, to compare the efficiency of the degradation under
different conditions. The PCD efficiency of the different ratio samples
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shows the following order 2:1 5 1:1 . 1:0 . 1:2 . 0:1. It was observed that the
Ce2/Cd1 and Ce1/Cd1 samples exhibit the best photocatalytic activity compared
to all other samples. Both the catalysts have better specific surface area, more
reactive sites, mesoporous, higher ability toward absorption of light, and smaller size with high dispersion usually leading to better photodegradation and
these features are present in CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst [71].

3.1.12 Photocatalytic degradation of Rhodamine-B dye using
CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst (Ce2/Cd1 ratio)
The PCD activity of the CeO2/CdO nanostructures was evaluated by decomposition of Rhodamine-B (10 ppm) using 50 mg of photocatalyst. The aqueous solution of the Rhodamine-B synthetic dye was not degraded in the
absence of CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst under UV radiation. But the
degradation of Rhodamine-B synthetic dye can be achieved efficiently at
365 nm using CeO2/CdO dispersions in aqueous medium [72]. The photoreactor consists of a cylindrical glass reactor with a high-pressure mercury
400 W lamp located in the front of the vessel. The variation of Rhodamine-B
absorbance through 30 min was measured at (λmax 5 365 nm) using a UV/
visible spectrophotometer. The photocatalytic activity was examined against
the Rhodamine-B (RhB 99.95% purity). The aqueous Rhodamine-B solution
(100 mL) containing 50 mg catalyst was stirred for 30 min, kept in dark conditions to reach the adsorption/desorption equilibrium between the catalyst
and RhB molecules, then placed inside the reactor setup and subjected to
irradiation by a UV light source (λmax 5 365 nm) to induce photochemical
reaction; in this process, air was continuously bubbled into the reactor tube.
At the end, the dye solution was completely degraded with the color change
from pink color solution to colorless solution [73]. The degradation of
Rhodamine-B values were calculated as follows: the PCD efficiency (η) of
decolorization was calculated using the expression η 5 ((Co 2 Ct)/Co) 3 100,
where Co is the initial concentration of Rhodamine-B and Ct is the concentration of Rhodamine-B after time “t.” By using the above formula, the irradiation time (vs) percentage of degradation at different pH values was
plotted as shown in Fig. 3.10D.
As can be seen, the degradation percentage increases with time.
Degradation of RhB was carried out with catalyst after 210 min of irradiation
time at pH 3.0, pH 7.0, pH 9.0, and only H2O2, and the dye degradation efficiency was 45%, 48.6%, 52%, and 22.1%, respectively. The percentage of
degradation of dye was found to be less in neutral and acidic medium but
maximum at pH 9.0. Because at the basic medium the generation of hydroxide (OH) radical is favored and increases the decomposition of the dye compared to pH 7.0. The results of the PCD spectra of RhB dye evidently prove
the gradual decrease in the absorbance with increasing irradiation time,
whereas the efficiency of dye degradation was 98.2%, 95.7%, and 92% for
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RhB dye using the catalyst and H2O2 at pH 9.0, pH 7.0, and pH 3.0 in
Fig. 3.10E. The results showed that the RhB dye was degraded at 150 min of
irradiation time in basic medium whereas in neutral and acidic medium, the
dye was degraded after 240 and 270 min, respectively.
The photocatalytic activities of the synthesized heterostructured sample
depend on agitation speed, temperature, pH, and ionic strength. The generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the presence of UV light by the catalyst is higher, which is responsible for the decomposition of dyes into small
fractions [74]. The possible reason may be that in alkaline medium the
hydroxide ion is more easily oxidized to hydroxyl radicals and thus the efficiency of the decomposition of dye is logically increased at pH 9.0. Hence,
pH and H2O2 have more effects on the dye degradation. The concentration
of OH radicals in the whole system increases by the addition of H2O2 with
the heterogeneous system. H2O2 is a better electron acceptor, since it generates more OH radicals and inhibits the exciton recombination process at the
same time. When H2O2 was added to the catalyst solution in basic medium,
the maximum degradation was achieved in the first 150 min. Once degradation is completed, the next set of molecules can diffuse immediately on the
surface of the catalyst for further degradation [75]. The O2 and OH radicals
[ROS] can attack the functional group of the dye, which is attached to the
surface of the catalysts through Coulomb interactions, and degrade the dye
1
to the final products, such as CO2, NO2
3 , H2O, and H . Since RhB dye is a
cationic dye, the decomposition is higher in basic media than in acidic and
neutral media, which is related to the adsorption capacity of dyes on the surface of the catalyst.

3.1.13 Visible lightinduced decomposition of Rhodamine-B using
CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst (Ce2/Cd1)
To evaluate the photocatalytic activities of the synthesized CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst (2:1), visible light irradiation was used for the decomposition of well-known organic dye RhB. The absorbance spectrum of RhB
synthetic dye is presented in Fig. 3.11. The degradation of RhB (10 ppm)
was examined in the presence of 50 mg of catalysthydrogen peroxide by
irradiating visible light at pH 9. The absorption at 554 nm decreases evenly
for the decomposition of RhB dye. The pink RhB dye solution becoming colorless in the presence of catalyst is confirmed from the absorption spectra,
which are significantly decreased at 554 nm with increase in visible light
exposure time (min). The efficiency of the decomposition of dye was found
to be 98%, which takes place after 40 min of irradiation of visible light in the
presence of synthesized CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst. Finally, the results
clearly indicate that the synthesized CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst has
significant catalytic activity and hence this could be a beneficial photocatalyst
for the decomposition of colored dyes.
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FIGURE 3.11 Effect of photocatalytic degradation for RhB dye solution with catalystH2O2
at pH 9.0 under visible light irradiation at different time intervals.

3.1.14 Effect of pH on the photodegradation of Rhodamine-B dye
The rate of decomposition of Rhodamine-B synthetic dye was evaluated at
different pH as shown in Fig. 3.10AC. In acidic medium (pH 3), the concentration hydronium ions are higher, proving a positive charge on the surface of the catalyst, as well as a decrease in the number of active sites on the
surface of the CeO2/CdO heterogeneous binary metal oxide catalyst.
However, the substrate adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst, which directly
affects the electron transfer between the excited state dye and CeO2/CdO
heterogeneous catalyst, further influences the rate of the reaction. The
absorption of the cationic Rhodamine-B synthetic dyes in the mixture solution by CeO2/CdO catalyst becomes poor in the acid medium because of
lower concentration of active hydroxyl radicals and hence degradation of the
structure of Rhodamine-B synthetic dye into smaller nontoxic molecules is
still very slow. The rate of the decomposition process of the dye solution
was found to increase along with higher pH value because the heterostructure
binary metal oxide surfaces were predominantly negatively charged due to
the presence of hydroxyl groups. With higher pH values, the formation of
active OH species is favored, which not only improves transfer of holes to
the adsorbed hydroxyls, but also has electrostatic attractive effects between
the negatively charged CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst particles and the
operating cationic dyes [29]. Hence, we propose from our results that the surface of CeO2/CdO is negatively charged so that the Rhodamine-B synthetic
dye adsorbs on it through the ammonium groups that are positively charged.
In acidic medium
CeO2 1 CdO 1 H1 1 RhB1-CeO2 1 CdO 1 H1
1 RhB1ðElectronic repulsionÞ

ð3:1Þ
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In basic medium
CeO2 1 CdO 1 O H2 1 RhB1 -CeO2 1 CdO
1 O H2: . . . RhB1 ðelectronic attractionÞ

ð3:2Þ

3.1.15 Effect of irradiation time on the photodegradation of
Rhodamine-B dye
UV light plays a crucial role in the decomposition of Rhodamine-B synthetic
dye. The heterostructured binary metal oxide nanomaterials show outstanding PCD with increase in irradiation time. The reason behind this may be
due to excitement of valence electrons from the ground state of the metal
oxide source to the excited state by illumination of UV light source, which
leads to the formation of high energy photoelectron. These photogenerated
electrons in the conduction band and the holes in the valence band produce
hydroxyl radicals in the whole system, which leads to the decomposition of
dye by color change from pink to colorless [76]. The photodegradation efficiency of synthesized nanomaterial with different time intervals was studied
to investigate the effect of irradiation time on the photodegradation of
Rhodamine-B synthetic dye. This degradation process was carried out at
room temperature under UV light irradiation until the degradation process
completed. From the above results, we can see that Rhodamine-B synthetic
dye is decomposed, which is directly proportional to UV irradiation time as
shown in Fig. 3.10AD. When Rhodamine-B synthetic dye in the presence
CdO decorated ceria nanomaterial was irradiated with the UV light at different time intervals, a gradual change in color from pink to colorless occurs,
because the CdO decorated ceria nanomaterial decreases the electron/hole
recombination effect, improves the charge separation efficiency, and pumps
the photogenerated electron of ceria to create a ROS and thus an increase in
the degradation of pollutant [77].

3.1.16 Effect of catalyst dose on the photodegradation of
Rhodamine-B dye
To explore the effect of catalyst loading for the decomposition of RhB dye,
a series of batch experiments was carried out with catalyst CeO2/CdO heterogeneous binary metal oxide nanostructures, in which the loading of catalyst
was varied between 40 and 70 mg, and in all the cases we kept dye concentration (10 ppm) and pH 9.0 as constant. The light intensity also remains the
same. Fig. 3.12 shows that the decomposition reaction increases up to 50 mg
of catalyst in 100 mL of the dye solution due to increase in the reactive sites
on the catalyst, beyond which it shows that the degradation process is
reduced, which may be due to the scattering of light and weakening in the
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FIGURE 3.12 Effect of catalyst dose on the photodegradation of Rhodamine-B dye.

penetration of light in the solution for the reaction [78]. At higher amount of
catalyst in the dye solution, the high energetic molecules get inactive by collision with fewer energy molecules and the turbidity of the solution medium
becomes higher, which decreases the penetration of light, thereby leading to
the decrease in the rate of the reaction. Also, the photocatalyst absorbs limited light and the surface area becomes less because of the nanostructure
agglomeration at higher concentration of catalyst.

3.1.17 Effect of initial concentration of Rhodamine-B dye
PCD of RhB dye was studied for the various concentration of dye for 5, 10,
15, and 20 ppm to identify the effect of initial concentration of RhB
synthetic dye. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 3.13 in which the
efficiency of decomposition of RhB synthetic dye increases up to 98% for
10 ppm dye concentration and then decreases to 60% for the 15 ppm dye
concentration [79]. This may be due to the higher number of dye molecules
preferentially adsorbed on the surface of photocatalyst with increase in the
dye molecules, whereas the generation of ROS radicals and light irradiation
time remain constant. PCD efficiency decreases due to the fewer number of
ROS radicals for the decomposition of dye. Also, the penetration of photons
becomes poor in high concentration of dye [80]. This investigation reveals
that the maximum strength of RhB synthetic dye decomposed by a catalyst
dosage up to 10 ppm. To determine the stability of the catalyst, the reusability of the heterostructured binary metal oxide catalyst was examined by separation of the CeO2/CdO material used. The filtered catalyst was washed with
double deionized distilled water and dried at 120 C in an oven for 2 h; the
dried catalyst was then used for the further degradation of dye. In each cycle
CeO2/CdO heterostructured binary metal oxide catalyst showed only
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FIGURE 3.13 Effect of initial concentration of Rhodamine-B dye.

minimum changes in the efficiency of dye decomposition. From the result,
we found that the degradation efficiency is reduced only by 4% at the end of
the three cycles, thus indicating that the CeO2/CdO heterogeneous binary
metal oxide catalyst was highly stable.

3.1.18 Removal of Rhodamine-B from urban wastewater
To illustrate the ability of our synthesized CeO2/CdO heterogeneous nanostructure, the adequate photocatalytic effect for RhB in real wastewater was
studied. The PCD experiments were carried out in industrial wastewater by
using CeO2/CdO binary metal oxide catalyst. The industrial wastewater containing Rhodamine-B dye (100 mL) with 50 mg catalyst and H2O2 at pH 9
was placed inside the photocatalytic reactor setup and subjected to irradiation
by a UV light source (λmax 5 365 nm). The absorbance capacity was measured for industrial wastewater with increasing time intervals using a
UVvisible spectrophotometer. The absorption value of RhB was decreased
consistently (at 552 nm) due to the structural degradation of RhB molecules.
From the plot of Ct/Co versus irradiation time for the PCD of industrial
wastewater, the dye degradation efficiency in wastewater was 89% of RhB
dye, which was degraded after 150 min of irradiation time, thus indicating
that the potential use of these materials in real wastewater treatment applications. We conclude that the increase in Cd ion concentration on the crystal
lattice of CeO2 leads to the decrease in crystallite size and maximize the surface area, which is readily available for preferential adsorption of dye molecules over the catalyst surface. Therefore the dye molecules, which are
readily adsorbed in the surface of catalyst, will undergo decomposition.
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3.1.19 Mechanism of photocatalysis
Electrons and holes are created by illumination of UV light on CeO2/CdO
catalyst. The charge transportation processes of CeO2/CdO nanostructure
leads to UV light-driven photocatalytic decomposition of dye as shown in
Fig. 3.14. After absorption of UV light, the electron in the valence band of
both the binary metal oxide is energized and excited to conduction band,
thereby resulting in the separation of electron-hole pairs on the surface of the
CeO2/CdO binary metal oxide NPs. The holes in the valence band are
trapped by the H2O to form active hydroxyl radicals (_OH), which is the second strongest oxidant having an oxidation potential of 2.8 eV next to fluorine
and holes form superoxides (O2 , HO2 ) The photo excitation state of the
semiconductor generates electrons in the conduction band, which reacts with
oxygen molecule to form superoxide radical anions (O2 ). Usually the various
organic dyes undergoing the PCD under UV light irradiation is attributed to
their oxidation by the ROS, which have an ability to oxidize the organic pollutant and yielding H2O, CO2 molecules. Our results show that CeO2/CdO
binary metal oxide nanostructures act as a good heterocatalysts toward the

FIGURE 3.14 Schematic diagram of the charge separation of CeO2/CdO nanostructures
showing photogenerated electron transportation processes leading to UV light-driven photocatalytic degradation of dye.
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decomposition of RhB synthetic dye and the dye has a higher affinity toward
the synthesized photocatalyst. Therefore due to the presence of synergic
effects in between ultrafine CeO2/CdO binary metal oxide heterocatalysts
lead to the decomposition of the various polluting organics. The complete
photodegradation process can be summarized by the following reaction
steps:
CeO2 1 hν-CeO2 ðe 1 h1 Þ

ð3:3Þ

CdO 1 hν-CdOðe 1 h1 Þ

ð3:4Þ

CdOðe2 Þ 1 CeO2 -CeO2 ðe Þ

ð3:5Þ

e ðCB; CeO2 Þ 1 O2 -O2
2

ð3:6Þ


O2
2 1 H2 O-HO

ð3:7Þ

h1 ðVB CdOÞ 1 H2 O-CdO 1 H1 1 HO

ð3:8Þ

1
2
RhB 1 ðO2
2 1 h 1 HO Þ ðROSÞ-mineralized products-CO2

1 H2 O

3.2

ð3:9Þ

Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed well-dispersed cerium oxide/cadmium oxide
binary metal oxide nanostructures synthesized using the hydrothermal
method. The prepared nanostructures were characterized by various studies.
The XRD pattern showed that the cerium oxide-cadmium oxide nanostructures were of cubic phase clusters. The morphology of the binary metal oxides was found to be spherical in shape by FESEM and HRTEM analysis.
RhB dye was degraded nearly at 150 min of irradiation time in basic medium
whereas in neutral and acidic medium, the dye was degraded after 240 and
270 min. The generation of ROS in the presence of UV/visible light by the
catalyst was found to be higher, which is responsible for the decomposition
of dyes into small fractions. The possible reason is because, in alkaline
medium, the hydroxide ion is more easily oxidized to hydroxyl radicals and
thus the efficiency of the decomposition of dye is logically increased at pH
9. Hence, pH and H2O2 have more effects on dye degradation. The synthesized nanostructures can be used as an anticancer agent. The different oxidation states of metal oxides can tune the activities of the nanomaterials.
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Chapter 4

Functionalized metal-based
nanoelectrocatalysts for water
splitting
R.M.P.I. Rajakaruna and I.R. Ariyarathna
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, Auburn, AL, United States

4.1

Introduction

Fossil fuels such as petroleum and coal make up more than 80% of the
energy sources used around the world [1]. Although economical and reliable,
there are many drawbacks to relying on fossil fuel as the primary source of
energy. Fossil fuels are unsustainable and nonrenewable, and burning fossil
fuels releases gases that contribute to undesirable phenomena such as the
greenhouse effect, which leads to global warming [2]. These limitations have
generated increased interest in investigating renewable energy sources to
meet the demands for clean energy. Generating hydrogen from water splitting to be used as a source of energy has garnered attention as an economical
and sustainable source of energy [3]. Methods like water electrolysis, solar
thermochemical water splitting [4], nuclear-powered water splitting [5],
photoelectrochemical water splitting [6], natural gas steam reforming [7],
and coal gasification are used to generate hydrogen at industrial scales. Out
of these methods, solar thermochemical water splitting and nuclear-powered
water splitting require high reaction temperatures in the range of 1000 C.
Natural gas steam reforming and coal gasification release greenhouse gases.
Water electrolysis is considered a desirable method for H2 generation since
it is environmentally benign, economical, and efficient [8].
In this chapter, recent developments in heterogeneous metal-based nanofunctionalized electrocatalysts for water splitting will be examined. A brief
discussion on the basic electrochemical concepts related to electrocatalysts is
also included for the better understanding of the parameters used to evaluate
the performance of the described functionalized nanomaterial electrocatalysts.
Water electrolysis was first reported in 1789 [9]. A typical water electrolysis cell consists of an anode and a cathode immersed in an aqueous
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FIGURE 4.1 A typical scheme of a water electrolysis cell.

medium. Upon application of adequate potential between the two electrodes,
at the cathode hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) takes place while at the
anode oxygen evolution reaction (OER) occurs (see Fig. 4.1).

4.1.1

Fundamentals of water electrolysis

Half reaction at the cathode
2 H2 Oð1Þ 1 2e-H2ðgÞ 1 2 OH2
ðaqÞ
Half reaction at the anode
2 H2 Oð1Þ -O2ðgÞ 1 4 H1
ðaqÞ 1 4e
Conversion of one mole of H2O into one mole of H2 and a half mole of
O2 at standard temperature and pressure (298.15K, 1 atm) requires
1237.5 kJ/mol of standard Gibbs free energy and the standard enthalpy of
water splitting is 1286 kJ/mol [10]. Since water splitting is energetically
unfavorable, to obtain useful yields of hydrogen, catalysts can be used
(Fig. 4.2). The state-of-the-art HER catalysts are Pt based, whereas the OER
catalysts are IrO2 or RuO2 based. However, elemental Pt, Ru, and Ir are not
available abundantly and are also expensive. This limits the use of Pt-, Ru-,
and Ir-based electrocatalysts at an industrial scale [11].
Electrolysis of water requires a 1.23 V versus RHE. However, in reality a
potential higher than 1.23 V is required to drive the reaction to completion at
a reasonable rate (see Fig. 4.3) [12]. The extra voltage above 1.23 V required
to run the reaction is defined as overpotential (η) and electrocatalysts are
used to lower the η and accelerate the rate of the reaction and therefore
increase its efficiency.
Overall operational potential in water electrolysis is given by
Vop 5 1.23 V 1 ηa 1 |ηc| 1 ηu, where 1.23 V is the ohmic potential of water
splitting, ηa and |ηc| are anodic η and cathodic η respectively, and ηu is the
excess potential needed to overcome internal resistance. To obtain efficient
electrocatalytic activity, it is imperative that the OER and HER catalysts
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FIGURE 4.2 HER energetics in the absence and presence of a catalyst.

FIGURE 4.3 Representation of the currentpotential relationship for hydrogen evolution and
oxidation, and for oxygen evolution and reduction.

used at the anode and the cathode have low η so that the overall operational
potential for the system is low. To depict the relationship between η and the
steady state current density of electrocatalysts, Tafel plots can be used. For
the HER process the Tafel equation can be arranged as log( j) 5 log( j0)
(η/b), where j is the catalytic current density and j0 is the exchange current
density (η . 0.05 V). For OER the Tafel equation takes the form of log( j) 5
log( j0) 1 (η/b). The Tafel slope b and exchange current density j0 are used as
markers to evaluate performance of electrocatalysts. Smaller Tafel slopes
correspond to better performance in both OER and HER catalysts. Stability,
Faradaic efficiency, turnover frequency, η, and current density are other
parameters used to evaluate the efficiency of a catalyst [13].
A good electrocatalyst should have a high number of active sites, be
stable for extended periods of time (preferably years), be economical to scale
industrially, possess good electron transfer ability, and have a high
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electrochemically active surface area easily accessible to the reactants and a
low η with high catalytic current density, and environmentally safe [13]. To
improve the performance of an electrocatalyst one of two major methods is
used. The intrinsic activity of the electrocatalytic material could be changed
by manipulating its composition or the number of active sites could be
improved by changing the morphology of the material.

4.1.2

Functionalized nanomaterials as electrocatalysts

Compared to their bulk counterparts, nanoelectrocatalysts for water splitting
introduce increased electrochemically active surface area and reduce the catalyst loading [14]. The porosity of the nanostructures has been found useful
for electrocatalysis since it eases the mass transport of reactants. Facile diffusion of reactants and electrolyte is another advantage of utilizing nanostructures as electrocatalysts. Individual nanoparticle electrocatalysts that have
poor intrinsic electrical conductivity can be improved by incorporating them
in conducting carbon frameworks to synthesize superlattice structures.
Traditional nanoscale electrocatalysts for water splitting suffer from several
drawbacks. The high surface energies of nanoparticles (NPs) could lead to
agglomeration when a high electrical potential is applied. This is detrimental
to the catalytic efficiency as agglomeration will inevitably decrease the number of available active catalytic sites [13]. Overoxidation of the catalyst surface is another complication faced by nanoelectrocatalysts. Overoxidation
increases the internal resistance of the surface thereby increasing the excess
potential required for the reaction to proceed. This phenomenon too would
dampen the efficiency of the electrocatalyst. To overcome these obstacles
various electrode fabrication methods, which functionalize the nanoelectrocatalytic surface, have been proposed.
Some of the methods used to obtain better electrocatalytic performance
are functionalizing carbon nanomaterials with transition metal NPs to form
metal@C core-shell type compounds, and formation of 2D nanostructures,
transition metal dichalcogenides, as well as layered double hydroxides
(LDH) [13].
Electrochemical deposition, hydrothermal growth, solvothermal growth,
chemical vapor deposition, and chemical exfoliation are some techniques
used to functionalize nanomaterials for electrocatalysis [1517].

4.1.3

HER process

HER is a two-electron transfer process with AHads as the intermediate. Here,
A is an active site on the electrode surface. In acidic medium, the HER process takes place in either of the two mechanisms: Volmer step followed by
Heyrovsky step, or Volmer step followed by Tafel step.
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Volmer step:
A 1 H1 1 e-AHads
Heyrovsky step:
AHads 1 H1 1 e-H2 1 A
Tafel step:
AHads 1 AHads -H2 1 2A
Mechanism in alkaline medium
H2 O 1 e 1 A-AHads 1 OH2
AHads 1 H2 O 1 e-H2 1 A 1 OH2
AHads 1 AHads -H2 1 2A
The activation energy required for a electrocatalyst depends on the type
of the reaction interface. Since the HER process is a combination of hydrogen adsorption and desorption from the electrode surface, the strength of
the bonding between catalytic surface and hydrogen atoms needs to be at
an optimal level where it does not strongly favor one step over the other. If
the bonding between hydrogen and catalytic surface is weak, adsorption
will be inadequate, and the overall efficiency would suffer. On the other
hand, if the bonding between hydrogen and the electrocatalytic surface is
too strong, it will not desorb from the surface effectively, which would
lower the overall efficiency. This phenomenon is described by the Sabatier
principle [18]. Therefore the free energy of hydrogen adsorption of ΔGH of
the electrocatalyst needs to be considered when selecting a suitable catalyst
for HER.
The equation for Nernstian potential required for HER under standard
conditions is given by
EHER 5 E0 H2  2
H1

RT
1
3 lnðaH1 =PH2 2 Þ 5 2 0:059 3 pH; V vs NHE
F

The Nernstian potential for HER is independent of the electrolytes used
and depends on the pH of the medium. However, even though the potential
required is zero, to obtain the products an activation barrier needs to be
created [19]. Therefore in an efficient HER electrocatalyst EHER . 0 V, and
sometimes .1 V needs to be applied along with an η. Factors affecting the
performance of HER electrocatalysts include hydrogen adsorption free energy,
conductivity of the material, accessibility of the electrochemically active sites,
and morphology/structure of the electrocatalyst [13]. Out of the two half reactions, HER is kinetically more favorable than the OER process, which is considered to be the bottleneck of the water electrolysis process [3].
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4.1.4

OER process

The equation for the Nernstian potential required for OER under standard
conditions is given by
EOER 5 E0 O2  2
H2 O

RT
ða 1 PO2 =P0 Þ
3 ln H
5 1:23V 2 0:059 3 pH; V vs NHE
4F
aH2 O2

OER is a 4e process that involves overcoming a high energy barrier.
Therefore OER kinetics are sluggish in nature and require a higher η to be as
efficient as the HER process. The OER process may occur through the following mechanism. Here  denotes an active site on the surface of the
electrode.
OH2 1  -OHads 1 e
OHads 1 OH2 -Oads 1 H2 O 1 e
Oads 1 Oads -O2
A low Tafel slope and low η required to reach a certain current density
indicates better OER activity.

4.2
4.2.1

Functionalized nanoelectrocatalysts for HER
Pt-based HER catalysts

Out of all the pure metals, Pt shows the greatest exchange current density
and the lowest η for HER. Therefore it is reasonable that Pt is the most commonly used electrocatalyst for HER. Even though various more economical
HER catalysts have been proposed, they have not been able to surpass the
performance of Pt-based catalysts. To lower the cost of Pt-catalyzed water
electrolysis, Pt loading should be decreased and Pt utilization efficiency
should be increased [20]. This could be achieved by alloying Pt with firstrow transition metals such as Co, Ni, and Fe, which may also enhance the
electrocatalytic performance of Pt. In addition to the improved electronic
features, this method introduces other valuable properties to the electrocatalyst depending on the metal used for the alloying process. For example, Ni
atoms on the surface are capable of desorption of poisoning intermediates,
which is beneficial for electrocatalysis. Feng and coworkers have reported a
one-pot solvothermal synthesis for melamine-assisted PtNi nanodentrites that
can be employed as HER catalysts. The presence of melamine, defects incorporated in the structure, and the stairstepped atoms of these nanodentrites
generate a highly efficient electrocatalyst due to an accelerated interfacial
catalytic reaction. One important characteristic of this catalyst is its ability to
function in both acidic an alkaline media. In 0.5 M KOH, 45 mV applied
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potential is necessary at 10 mA/cm2. The electrocatalyst shows HER activity
in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium as well [21].
Another Ni-incorporated Pt-based electrocatalyst nanostructure that is
exceptionally efficient at HER was introduced by Huang et al. They decorated the {111} facet of PtNi NPs with NiO; the PtNiO/C was obtained via
annealing PtNi/C in air (see Fig. 4.4). In 1 M KOH, PtNiO/C displayed a
38.9 mV η at 10 mA/cm2. Formation of atomic layers of Ni(OH)2 at the
{111} of PtNiO/C improved the poor water dissociation displayed by other
Pt-based HER catalysts, and this is thought to be a major cause of the
impressive HER catalytic performance of PtNiO/C nanostructures [22].
Pt-based electrocatalysts have also been alloyed with Ag to lower Pt
loading as well as to improve catalytic activity. AgPt hollow nanostructures
have high surface-to-volume ratios in addition to abundant catalytically
active sites, which make them attractive candidates for electrocatalysts.
Synthesis of hollow Ag44Pt56 nanotube bundles with impressive HER activity in acidic media has been recently reported. These nanotube bundles are
generated in a one-pot synthesis that is environmentally benign. The presence of the two metals, Ag and Pt, leads to synergistic effects and enhances
the catalytic activity [23].
Pt loading of the HER catalysts can be also decreased by designing Pt
nanostructure-loaded carbon supports. This introduces several advantageous
traits into the electrocatalyst. First, the isolation of Pt NPs by the carbon support prevents the particle aggregation. Also, carbon supports improve electronic conductivity of the catalyst. Furthermore, the interactions between the
support and the NPs generate synergistic effects beneficial for HER catalysis.
An HER active electrocatalyst made of Pt supported on mesoporous
nitrogen-doped carbon was reported by Li and coworkers. This Pt-based catalyst requires low Pt loading of B7.20 wt%. The intrinsic activity of Pt is
enhanced by nitrogen doping as well as the high exposed active surface area.
The catalyst showed 27 mV η at 10 mA/cm2 and 20 h of catalytic activity
with negligible loss of performance [24].

FIGURE 4.4 Air annealing conversion of PtNi/C to PtNiO/C [22]. Adapted with permission
from Zhao Z, Liu H, Gao W, Xue W, Liu Z, Huang J, et al. Surface-engineered PtNi-O nanostructure with record-high performance for electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction.
J Am Chem Soc 2018;140:90469050. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.8b04770.
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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4.2.2

Nonnoble metal carbides and oxides

Mo-based electrocatalysts are pragmatic alternatives to the state-of-the-art
Pt-based HER electrocatalysts due to their availability, cost effectiveness as
well as favorable performance. The nitrogen-doped ultrathin Mo2C
nanosheets synthesized by Chen et al. is one such electrocatalyst. The MoO2
nanosheets have a thickness of B1.1 nm and the NMo2C nanosheets are of
B1.0 nm thickness. The observed HER activity of 99 mV versus RHE at
10 mA/cm2 current density is attributed to the high electrochemical area of
the 2D NMo2C nanosheets, which leads to facile diffusion between the
electrocatalyst and the electrolyte. Furthermore, the specific crystalline phase
of NMo2C nanosheets has exposed more Mo active sites making the catalyst more efficient [25].
Even though WO3 is preferable to Pt-based HER catalysts due to their
low cost, performance of most reported WO3 electrocatalysts for water splitting are inferior to Pt-based catalysts due to poor intrinsic activity. Zeng and
coworkers used liquid exfoliation to synthesize WO3 nanosheets with incorporated oxygen vacancies the inclusion of which elevates WO3 to a degenerate semiconductor with improved conductivity. These modified WO3
nanosheets display efficient HER activity with 38 mV η at 10 mA/cm2 [26].

4.2.3

Nonnoble metal dichalcagonides and phosphides

Efficient hydrodesulfurization agents such as transition metal dichalcogenides and phosphides have been explored for their HER catalytic activity due
to the similarity of the mechanisms of hydrodesulfurization and HER. Both
the processes consist of reversible surface adsorption and desorption of
hydrogen atoms. The electronegativity of the heteroatoms P and S allow for
attraction of electron density from metal atoms, creating a negatively
charged environment around the hetero atom. This negative environment is
beneficial for trapping protons during HER [27].
Transition metal phosphides are synthesized by doping the transition
metal crystal lattices with phosphorous [27]. Phosphorous doping leads to
lowered hydrogen adsorption energy at the active sites, as well as improved
hydrogen desorption from active sites. One example for an efficient transition metal phosphide HER catalyst is the mixed transition metal NiCoP
holey nanosheet, which has a low Tafel slope, 58 mV η at 1.56 V applied
potential, and 10 mA/cm2. In addition to the favorable effects of P doping,
this structure benefits from the synergistic effects between Ni and Co atoms.
The catalyst has also shown long-term durability [28].
Transition metal dichalcogenide crystals consist of layers of metal each
sandwiched between two layers of chalcogenide and bound by weak van der
Waals interactions. In the 2D layered crystal structures of MoS2, though the
edges show good electrocatalytic activity, the basal plane sites do not.
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Therefore when designing MoS2 catalysts care is taken to expose edge sites.
This is achieved by engineering various porous MoS2 nanostructures including nanosheets, nanodots, and monolayer nanosheets. Creating sulfur vacancies in the basal planes also helps optimize the active edge sites. A MoS2
nanomesh with defects distributed evenly throughout the mesh has been
found to display efficient HER catalytic activity with 160 mV η at 10 mA/cm2
current density in 0.5 M H2SO4. The defects and holes have yielded optimal
active edge sites, optimal hydrogen adsorption energy as well as good conductivity to the electrocatalyst [29].
To further improve MoS2 electrocatalytic activity, a 2D electrocatalyst
where Co(OH)2 NPs are confined in MoS2 have been synthesized in alkaline
media. These NPs exhibit excellent HER activity and stability with 89 mV η
at 10 mA/cm2 current density. The stability of the catalyst is mainly due to
the confinement of Co(OH)2 in 2D MoS2 nanosheets, which helps prevent
aggregation (Fig. 4.5) [30].
In addition to doping or alloying MoS2-based copounds, formation of
core-shell nanostructures could improve electrocatalytic performance of
MoS2. Core-shell nanostructures would minimize aggregation of the nanocomponents of the catalyst and also, the electronic interactions between the
core and shell materials could create synergistic effects. MoSe2@MoS2 coreshell nanocomposites synthesized by a two-step hydrothermal method have
been reported as an efficient HER catalyst. This core-shell structure shows
improved electrocatalytic performance compared to single MoS2 and MoSe2
the core and shell materials used [31]. Also, MoS2 hollow nanospheres
encapsulated by controllable MoS2 hollow microspheres have been

FIGURE 4.5 The effect of confining Co(OH)2 in 2D MoS2 nanosheets [30]. Adapted with permission from Luo Y, Li X, Cai X, Zou X, Kang F, Cheng H-M, et al. Two-dimensional MoS2 confined Co(OH)2 electrocatalysts for hydrogen evolution in alkaline electrolytes. ACS Nano
2018;12:45654573. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.8b00942. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society.
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synthesized and tested for HER activity. The structure allows for improved
active sites and electronic conductivity. The catalyst is stable in acidic
media, with a η of 112 mV at 10 mA/cm2 [32].

4.2.4

Other transition metal nanostructures

Surface nanostructuring enhances electrocatalytic performance by increasing the electrochemically active surface area. One complication of HER of
water electrolysis is the adhesion of air bubbles on the electrode surface.
Electrocatalysts engineered with nanostructure surfaces geared toward facilitating detachment of air bubbles have been designed. Electrodeposited
alloy NiCo nanocones grown on copper substrate have been employed as
HER electrocatalysts in 1.0 M KOH. Nanocones have nanosteps on their
surface that lead to increased active surface area compared to nanowire,
nanosheet structures. Also, these nanosteps introduce rough-edge active
sites that enhance the rate of mass transportation. Furthermore, the NiCo
alloy nanocones showed strong durability and HER activity at η 107 mV to
reach 10 mA/cm2 current density [33]. Selected examples for HER nanoelectracatalysts for water-splitting are listed in the Table 4.1.

4.3
4.3.1

OER catalysts
Noble-metal nanocatalysts

Ru NPs are one of the most active OER electrocatalysts. One major drawback of using Ru NPs as OER catalysts is their oxidation in to various
Rux . 41 cations, and dissolution in the reaction media, which considerably
shortens the lifetime of the catalyst. To slow down the dissolution of
Rux . 41, and thereby improve OER activity of the catalyst, NP surfaces with
low index facets are used. Gloag et al. successfully engineered bimetallic
NPs with 3D branches that are also faceted using fcc-Au seeds and hcp-Ru
branches. These AuRu branched NPs boast of a 1.45 V η at 10 mA/cm2 in
0.1 M HClO4. In AuRu core-shell NPs this η limits the catalytic current
density to 2.44 mA/cm2 [50].
Kundu et al. synthesized a series of interconnected nanochain networks
of Ru0 NPs at temperatures 30 C, 45 C, and 60 C, which they named
Ru-30, Ru-45, and Ru-60. These nanochain networks are synthesized without
any surfactant present. In 0.1 M NaOH, all three of the nanochain networks
show OER catalytic ability. The Ru0 atoms on the surface undergo anodization and form RuO2 during water electrolysis. This newly formed RuO2 catalyzes OER process. Ru-30, Ru-45, and Ru-60 are reported to require an η of
(308 6 2) mV to yield a current density of 10 mA/cm2 [51].

TABLE 4.1 Summary of the performance of some HER electrocatalysts.
Material

Electrolyte

η at current density

Porous NiCNT nanocone composite

1.0 M KOH

2 82 mV at 210 mA/cm2

0.5 M H2SO4

2 280 mV at 25 mA/cm

1.0 M KOH

Tafel slope
(mV/dec)

Reference

120

[34]

N/A

[35]

2 115 mV at 210 mA/cm

121

[36]

1.0 M KOH

2 75 mV at 210 mA/cm

73

[37]

Ni2(1x)Mo2xP nanowire arrays

1.0 M KOH

2

2 72 mV at 210 mA/cm

46.4

[38]

MoP@P-doped carbon NPs in CNTs

0.5 M H2SO4

2 75 mV at 210 mA/cm2

55.9

[39]

0.5 M H2SO4

2 137 mV at 210 mA/cm

69

[40]

1.0 M NaOH

2 160 mV at 210 mA/cm

92

[41]

1.0 M KOH

2 42 mV at 210 mA/cm

82

[42]

0.5 M H2SO4

2 71 mV at 210 mA/cm

53

[43]

0.5 M H2SO4

2 64 mV at 210 mA/cm

44

[44]

CoPCNT composite microparticles

0.5 M H2SO4

2 119 mV at 210 mA/cm

64

[45]

Co3Se4 nanosheets embedded on NCNT

1.0 M KOH

2 174 mV at 210 mA/cm2

73.2

[46]

0.5 M H2SO4

2 240 mV at 210 mA/cm

43.8

[46]

1.0 M KOH

2 224 mV at 210 mA/cm

88

[47]

0.5 M H2SO4

2 721 mV (vs Ag/AgCl) at 2300 mA/cm

107

[48]

1.0 M KOH

2 123 mV at 210 mA/cm

62

[49]

Mo2C on graphite oxide
CoSe2/WSe2/WO3 nanowires on carbon cloth
Ni-doped FeP NPs on TiN nanowire arrays

WP nanostructures on carbon fibers
Ni3S2NiOOH nanocomposite on Ni foam
PtNi NPs on N-doped porous nanostructure carbon
CeO2CoPC nanostructure
Co6Mo6C nanocrystals on graphene oxide

Co3Se4 nanosheets embedded on NCNT
Cobalt/nitrogen-doped carbon
FeMnO nanocubes on reduced GO nanoflakes
3D MoS2rGO@Mo nanohybrids
CNT, carbon nanotube; CF, carbon fiber; GO, graphene oxide.

2
2

2

2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
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4.3.2

Nonnoble metal nanocatalysts

Tunable electronic structure, high number of active edges, and high specific
area make 2D nanocatalysts attractive candidates for efficient electrocatalysts. The OER catalytic ability of NiPS3 nanosheets layered with graphene
was studied by Ren et al. As a result of synergistic effect these ultrathin
composites show efficient OER activity demanding only an η of 294 mV for
a catalytic current density 10 mA/cm2 [52]. Due to their excellent electrical
conductivity transition metal carbides are used as electrocatalysts. Ni/Ni3C
core/shell hierarchical nanospheres have been shown to be efficient OER catalysts with 350 mV η at 10 mA/cm2 in 0.1 M KOH solutions. This catalyst is
environment friendly and has long-term durability [53].
Yan et al. modified the active site of a Cu-based OER electrocatalyst by
metal doping. The goal of this exercise was to improve electron transfer
between the electrocatalytic active site and the electrode. They synthesized
Cu7S4 nanodisks doped with Co and determined the OER activity in alkaline
solutions. The η displayed by Co-doped Cu7S4 nanodisks was 270 mV at
10 mA/cm2. Apart from the improved electron transfer due to Co doping,
Co-induced phase transition improves OER kinetics [54].
In alkaline medium, by immobilizing Co2B and Co NPs in B- and Ndoped carbon, an electrocatalyst was synthesized that has shown OER activity at 1.53 V at 10 mA/cm2 and HER activity at 220 mV at 10 mA/cm2. The
catalyst displayed multiple synergistic effects among its components [55].
Furthermore, a composite capable of catalyzing OER in alkaline medium
was synthesized by Huang and coworkers with carbon-coated and nitrogendoped CoP particles/CNTs. The CoP NPs are derived from Co-based metal
organic frameworks. Being attached to CNT has ensured that the catalyst has
high conductivity, and the porous structure has increased active surface area,
and active sites that are exposed. These factors contribute to the low η
required to achieve 10 mA/cm2 OER catalytic current density. At 251 mV
the CNTNCCoP composite reaches 10 mA/cm2 [56].
Functionalized multiwall CNTs functionalized with nitrogen-rich emeraldine salt (ES) have been used to improve the electrocatalytic activity of magnetic maghemite (γ-Fe2O3). This stable electrocatalyst has shown efficient
OER performance in 0.1 M NaOH of 1.52 V at 10 mA/cm2. In addition,
these multiwall CNTs have proven to be durable with the catalyst being
stable even after 5000 cycles of OER [57].
Co3O4 NPs, which have high surface-to-volume ratio, have gained considerable interest as OER catalysts. However, due to high surface energy,
as is the general tendency for NPs, these Co3O4 NPs suffer from aggregation, which negatively impact catalytic activity. Moreover, poor conductivity limits the use of Co3O4 NPs as electrocatalysts. Both of these
complications could be overcome by incorporating the Co3O4 NPs in a
conductive carbon structure like graphene. Qiu et al. have used a Janus
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architecture made with graphite and graphene to stabilize Co3O4 NPs
using electrochemical activation and hydrothermal hybridization techniques. Co3O4 NPs are uniformly distributed in the architecture. The OER
activity of this catalyst is 301 mV η at 10 mA/cm2 [58]. Co3O4 porous
nanosheets with exposed {112} high-index facets and oxygen vacancies
have exhibited OER activity with 314 mV η at 10 mA/cm2. In addition,
these nanosheets have been shown to be extremely durable with little
effect on the η even after 14 h long testing. The porosity of the structure
and the high number of exposed active sites are thought to be the reasons
for the improved OER efficiency [59].
OER catalytic activity can be enhanced by surface amorphization. Chen
et al. used fluoride surface engineering to improve a cobalt oxide/oxyhydroxide OER catalyst in alkaline media. Due to the high electronegativity of fluoride, Co centers become more ionized and therefore more hydrophilic. This
improves the electron transfer abilities of the catalytic system and also facilitates optimal adsorption of the reactive species to the surface of the catalyst.
OER activity of the ultrathin nanosheets of FCoOOH/NF catalyst is
270 mV at 10 mA/cm2 in basic medium [60].
Zhao et al. reported an OER catalyst synthesized by an anion exchange
reaction where Co4Mn1 LDH nanosheets were selenated to get Mnmodulated cobalt selenide nanosheets (CoMnSe2). This catalyst has abundant
active sites, strategically engineered atomic disorder, and tuned electronic
structure. In 1.0 M KOH CoMnSe2 requires an η of 0.27 V at a catalytic current density 10 mA/cm2 [61].
Introduction of very small amounts of Au or Ag into transition-metalbased water-splitting catalysts has been found to improve their electrocatalytic ability due to the synergistic effects between the active catalytic sites and
the metal centers. This principle has been applied to nanocomposites synthesized by embedding iron cobalt sulfides in N-doped carbon, where addition
of the metallic Ag has improved its OER activity so that 37 mV less η is
required to reach 10 mA/cm2 catalytic current density compared to the nonAg loaded FeCoS/N-doped carbon nanocomposites in 1.0 M KOH. This
enhancement of OER electrocatalytic activity is attributed to the increase of
active electrochemical surface due to Ag loading [62].
Even though its availability and low toxicity along with demonstrated catalytic activity render MnO2 a desirable candidate for OER catalysis, poor conductivity and inadequate amount of exposed active sites limit its performance
as a water-splitting catalyst. The poor conductivity could be remedied by
inclusion of Al. Fe, Co, or Ni cations into MnO2-based catalysts. This technique was used to synthesize MnO2 nanosheets doped with cobalt with added
oxygen vacancies. These nanosheets were supported on carbon nanofibers
functionalized with cobalt and nitrogen. In addition to improving conductivity,
Co ions also participate in synergistic effects, which leads to improved catalytic performance. In 1 M KOH, this catalyst shows excellent durability and
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279 mV η at 10 mA/cm2 current density [63]. Selected examples for OER
nano-electracatalysts for water-splitting are listed in the Table 4.2.

4.4

Bifunctional electrocatalysts

For efficient water splitting, both HER and OER processes require catalysts.
The state-of-the-art Pt-based HER catalysts perform better in acidic media.
In contrast, metal oxides such as RuO2, which are most commonly used as
OER catalysts, are unstable in acidic media and undergo deactivation. They
have better performance in strong alkaline solutions. This mismatch of pH
for the catalysts of the two half reactions makes it difficult to design bifunctional catalysts that are efficient for the overall water-splitting process.
Bifunctional water-splitting electrocatalysts are applied as both anode and
cathode in a typical water electrolysis cell.

4.4.1

Noble metal nanocatalysts

RuO2-based electrocatalysts have been successfully used for OER catalysis
in both acidic and alkaline media. However, due to the tendency of RuO2 to
oxidize into RuO4, which dissolves in the electrolyte solution, maintaining
catalytic activity for extended periods is challenging. One-dimensional RuO2
nanorods (NR) synthesized by calcinating a carbon slurry containing Ru31
ions at 500 C have shown to retain its performance for 500 continuous
cycles. These RuO2 NRs are formed without using any stabilizers and have
OER activity in 1.0 M NaOH and good HER activity in 0.5 M H2SO4. The
1D morphology of the catalyst has rendered a high surface-to-volume ratio,
which leads to efficient electrocatalytic activity [74].

4.4.2

Nonnoble metal nanocatalysts

Ni-based compounds with metallic characteristics have gained interest for
catalysis of water splitting due to their abundant availability, cost effectiveness, as well as environmental friendliness. Since they have both proton
acceptor and hydride acceptor centers, in alkaline media nickel phosphides
are used as both HER and OER catalysts. To improve their performance, surface engineering or inclusion of other metal species is carried out. Yan and
coworkers have employed both these techniques to create vanadium-doped
oxygen plasma Ni2P nanosheets for efficient overall water splitting. This
bifunctional catalyst requires 1.56 V η to reach 10 mA/cm2 current density
when it is used as both the cathode and the anode [75]. Also, NixPy type
electrocatalysts have been employed for activating both OER and HER processes. The NixPy with the richest Ni5P4 phase at 350 C (NixPy 2 350) displayed an efficient HER catalytic activity in both acidic and alkaline media.
Furthermore, excellent overall water splitting with NixPy 2 350) yielding

TABLE 4.2 Summary of the performance of some OER electrocatalysts.
Material

Electrolyte

η at current density

Tafel slope (mV/dec)

Reference

2

CoMnSe2 nanosheets

1.0 M KOH

270 mV at 10 mA/cm

39

[61]

FeNiPs in N-doped carbon nanofiber

1.0 M KOH

300 mV at 10 mA/cm2

47

[64]

1.0 M KOH

2

70

[65]

2

61

[66]

2

35

[67]

2

90

[68]

2

159.1

[69]

2

Fe-doped Co9S8 nanomicrospheres on Ni foam
NiFeS2 NPs on graphene
Ni/Co-based nanosheet arrays
DNA@IrO2 NPs
NiCoSe2@NiO@CoNi2S4@CoS2 on Ni foam

1.0 M KOH
1.0 M KOH
0.1 M NaOH
1.0 M KOH

270 mV at 10 mA/cm

320 mV at 10 mA/cm
247 mV at 10 mA/cm

312 mV at 10 mA/cm
310 mV at 30 mA/cm

FeOOH@Ni3Si4O10(OH)2.5H2O hybrid nanospindle

1.0 M KOH

234 mV at 10 mA/cm

56

[70]

Co3ZnC/Co@N-doped carbon

1.0 M KOH

366 mV at 10 mA/cm2

81

[71]

1.0 M KOH

2

N/A

[72]

2

53

[73]

CoP/Carbon dots
Pore-rich FeP nanorods on carbon nanotube

1.0 M KOH

400 mV at 10 mA/cm
300 mV at 10 mA/cm
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10 mA/cm2 catalytic current density at 1.57 V applied potential in strongly
alkaline media has been reported [76]. A bifunctional catalyst for both HER
and OER of water splitting has been proposed using Ni8P3 carbon-coated 3D
nanosheet array. The bifunctionality is suggested to arise from high conductivity of the electrocatalyst and the high number of active sites present in the
3D nanosheet array. This catalyst is HER active in both acidic and alkaline
media. To reach a current density of 10 mA/cm2, it requires an η of 267 mV.
Development of the heterojunction of Ni8P3/NiOx creates a synergistic effect,
which leads to efficient OER activity. This 3D carbon-coated Ni8P3
nanosheet array has an overall water-splitting ability with 1.65 V η at
10 mA/cm2 [77].

4.4.3

Intermetallic nonnoble nanocatalysts

Vanadium-doped NiS2 nanosheets have been reported as highly active electrode for water splitting. Ni complexes with semiconductor properties are
known to be poor catalysts for water splitting due to their inefficiency in electron transportation. Here, doping of semiconductor NiS2 with vanadium introduces metallic characteristics to the catalyst and reconfigures the electronic
structure of NiS2 thus improving the electron transportation ability to facilitate
good catalytic efficiency. These vanadium-doped NiS2 nanosheets display
290 mV η for OER and 110 mV for HER at 10 mA/cm2 (Fig. 4.6) [78].
An OER efficient heterostructure was designed by combining NiFe2O4
NPs and LDH of NiFe on Ni foam. This heterostructure is capable of driving
1000 mA/cm2 current density at 265 mV. The HER activity of this electrocatalyst is equally impressive with current density of 750 mA/cm2 driven at
314 mV. Combination of NiFe2O4 NPs with the Ni(LDH) nanosheets

FIGURE 4.6 Illustration of overall water splitting by vanadium-doped NiS2 nanosheets [78].
Adapted with permission from Liu H, He Q, Jiang H, Lin Y, Zhang Y, Habib M, et al. Electronic
structure reconfiguration toward pyrite NiS2 via engineered heteroatom defect boosting overall
water splitting. ACS Nano 2017;11:1157411583. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.7b06501. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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improves the charge transfer ability as well as increases the electrochemically active surface area. When the heterostructure array is used as both
anode and cathode, the overall water-splitting ability is reported to be
1.535 V η at 10 mA/cm2 [79].
Electrospun cobalt NPs embedded in porous carbon nanofibers doped
with nitrogen (CoPNCNFs) have high OER activity in alkaline medium
due to the porosity of the structure as well as the strong synergistic effect
due to nitrogen doping and encapsulated metallic Co NPs. The system also
displays HER activity. Overall, when CoPNCNFs are used as the anode
and the cathode, the η required is 1.66 V to reach a catalytic current density
of 10 mA/cm2 [80].
Metallic Co and Ni active sites have low hydrogen adsorption energies.
Heterostructures of NiCoNiCoO2 embedded in carbon doped with nitrogen
are reported to be an efficient bifunctional electrocatalysts for overall water
splitting in alkaline media. This heterostructure retains its performance for at
least 50 h. The carbon encapsulation of NiCoNiCoO2 NPs have ensured
that this catalytic system is stable for extended periods of time. Also, this
bimetallic thin-film electrocatalyst benefits from the synergistic effects
between Ni and Co as well as between Ni and Ni oxide and Co and Co
oxide. When this heterostructure is used for both anode and cathode for overall water splitting 1.44 V η is required to achieve a current density of
20 mA/cm2 [81].
Another stable Ni Co intermetallic catalyst efficient in catalyzing both
HER and OER in neutral pH (1 M PBS, pH 7) is Ni0.1Co0.9P porous
nanosheets on carbon fiber paper. These nanosheets were used as both cathode and anode with B100% Faradaic efficiency where 1.89 V η was
required to reach 10 mA/cm2. A 2:1 ratio of H2:O2 was obtained from this
system [82].
An efficient catalyst for both HER and OER in alkaline media was
reported by Sun and coworkers. Nickel diselenide NPs electrodeposited on Ti
plate (NiSe2/Ti) in 1.0 M KOH behave as a stable and efficient bifunctional
catalyst with 96 mV η at 10 mA/cm2 for HER and 295 mV at 20 mA/cm2
for OER. Another advantage of this bifunctional catalyst is its low cost,
which greatly enhances the scalability of the catalyst for industrial use [83].
Moreover, by electrodepositing a Co nanosheet array, which functions as the
HER electrocatalyst, and a CoFeBO nanosheet array, which is the OER electrocatalyst, a bifunctional catalytic system was grown on Ni foam electrodes.
This system is reported to have better performance than the current state-ofthe-art Pt/C and IrO2 electrocatalysts used for water splitting at ηs greater
than 50 mV. In addition, this catalyst retains its activity over an extended
period in 1.0 M KOH. For the HER process, an η of 20 mV was required to
achieve a current density of 10 mA/cm2. This high efficiency is due to the
large number of active sites present in Co nanosheet array. For OER an η of
245 mV was required to achieve a current density of 10 mA/cm2 [84].
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Ni3S2 nanorods doped with Mo have been grown on 3D Ni foam and
tested for their overall water-splitting electrocatalytic ability. This catalyst
has high active surface area and uniform growth due its structure, as well as
high charge transfer ability. These factors lead to high electrocatalytic performance. In 1.0 M KOH, HER activity requires η of 278 and 180 mV for
OER to reach 100 mA/cm2 current density [85]. Also, CoSn2 tetragonal
nanocrystals grown on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) were synthesized by
Menezes et al. In 1 M KOH, Co from CoSn2 oxidizes and Sn is lost from the
crystal lattice. This results in highly disordered CoOx(H), which acts as a catalyst for OER. The OER process displays an η of 299 mV at 10 mA/cm2.
The catalyst also showed HER activity with current density 10 mA/cm2 at η
50 mV. For the HER process, the Co0 is the active site [86]. Selected examples for bifunctional nano-electracatalysts for water-splitting are listed in the
Table 4.3

4.5

Summary

In this chapter we discussed recent developments in metal-based nanofunctionalized electrocatalysts for HER and OER processes and for overall water
splitting. Dependence on nonrenewable fossil fuels as the primary source of
energy has led to an energy crisis as well as harmful effects on the environment. To reduce the dependence on fossil fuel as an energy source, H2 production by water electrolysis can be used. Water electrolysis is a sustainable,
scalable, and environmentally friendly process with high energy storage density to obtain H2. For efficient H2 production by water electrolysis catalysts
need to be used. Pt-based electrocatalysts for HER and RuO2 and IrO2 for
OER require very low η and show excellent activity. However, the scarcity
and cost of these catalysts as well as the issues with stability have encouraged the use of more economical noble metal-based catalysts as well as
development of earth abundant and cost-effective transition metal oxides,
carbides, sulfides, and phosphides for HER and transition metal oxides and
hydroxides and bimetallic or trimetallic compounds of Co, Ni, and Mn as
OER catalysts. However, many improvements and structural tweaks are
required to match the catalytic performance of industrially used OER and
HER catalysts.
To decrease Pt-loading, Pt-based nanostructures have been alloyed with
first row transition metals such as Fe, Co, and Ni, and also electrocatalysts
with Pt nanostructure-loaded carbon supports have been designed.
In order to improve catalytic activity of transition metal-based electrocatalysts various techniques have been employed. Poor charge transfer ability
is improved by doping and alloying with other metals. To increase the number of exposed active sites in TMDs, various porous nanostructures have
been designed. Doping transition metal nancatalysts with heteroatoms to
lower hydrogen adsorption energy at active sites. For increased active

TABLE 4.3 Summary of the performance of some bifunctional water-splitting electrocatalysts.
Material

Electrolyte

OER activity η at
current density

HER activity, η at
current density

Ni5P4 on Ni foam

1.0 M KOH

182 mV at 10 mA/cm2

64 mV at 10 mA/cm2

1.0 M KOH

2

Carbon-encapsulated NiFe NPs

274 mV at 10 mA/cm

2

Two electrode
system η10 (V)

Reference

N/A

[87]

2

1.575

[88]

2

195 mV at 10 mA/cm

S, N codoped CNT-encapsulated coreshelled CoS2@Co

1.0 M KOH

157 mV at 10 mA/cm

112 mV at 10 mA/cm

1.633

[89]

3D networked Ni2P/Ni3S2
heteronanoflake arrays on Ni foam

1.0 M KOH

210 mV at 10 mA/cm2

80 mV at 10 mA/cm2

1.45

[90]

Zeolitic imidazolate framework@LDH
on Ni foam

1.0 M KOH

318 mV at 10 mA/cm2

106 mV at 10 mA/cm2

1.59

[91]

FeCo2S4 NSAs on Ni Foam

1.0 M KOH

270 mV at 50 mA/cm2

132 mV at 10 mA/cm2

1.56

[92]

Ni3FeN/CC

1.0 M KOH

2

190 mV at 10 mA/cm

2

105 mV at 10 mA/cm

N/A

[93]

Ni1.85Fe0.15P NSAs on Ni Foam

1.0 M KOH

270 mV at 20 mA/cm2

106 mV at 10 mA/cm2

1.61

[94]

1.0 M KOH

2

2

1.54

[95]

2

1.51

[96]

1.577

[97]

1.65

[77]

PCoMoS/CC
NiCoFexP/CC
3D Ni3S2 on Ni Foam
Carbon-coated Ni8P3 NSAs

1.0 M KOH
1.0 M KOH
1.0 M KOH

260 mV at 10 mA/cm

2

275 mV at 50 mA/cm

2

242 mV at 10 mA/cm

2

267 mV at 10 mA/cm

LDH, layered double hydroxide; CC, carbon cloth; NSA, nanosheet array.

66 mV at 10 mA/cm
39 mV at 10 mA/cm

2

89 mV at 10 mA/cm

2

110 mV at 10 mA/cm
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surface area compared to nanosheets and nanowires, transition metal nanocones have been synthesized.
Nanofunctionalization allows water-splitting electrocatalysts to achieve
increased active surface area, introduce disorder and porosity to the structures, enhance electrical conductivity, gain increased stability by forgoing
polymer binders, as well as create synergistic effects by doping nanomaterials with metals. All these modifications aid the design of economical,
robust, and efficient electrocatalysts.
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5.1

Nanographene: an introduction

Nanomaterials have unique characteristics and thus have versatile applications in industries, environmental analysis, catalysis, energy, medicine,
environmental remediation, etc. [1,2]. Among various nanomaterials,
two-dimensional (2D) carbon allotrope (i.e., nanographene) have received
significant attention as metal-free and green nanomaterials.
Nanographene (carbon allotrope) is made of 2D one-atom-thick carbon
sheets. Each graphene sheet acts as a single molecule and is composed of Catoms linked in hexagonal shapes with each other and covalently bonded to
three adjacent carbon atoms. Graphene has close resemblance with carbon
nanotubes as carbon atoms are linked in hexagonal pattern, but graphene is
flat rather than cylindrical. Due to the presence of covalently bonded carbon
atoms, graphene has very good tensile strength. Since graphene has a flat
structure rather than a cylindrical one all the atoms are accessible from both
sides. Thus there is more interaction with the surrounding molecules.
Further, graphene molecules have the capability to bond with a fourth atom
because each carbon atom in a graphene sheet is bonded to only three adjacent carbon atoms. This special capability along with its great tensile
strength and high surface-to-volume ratio make it very useful among other
nanomaterials or composite materials [37].
Catalysis plays a significant role in commercialization of chemical science knowledge for material synthesis and is also widely used in environmental protection, energy, organic synthesis, etc. Due to the high cost,
toxicity, environmental issues, and low efficiency of conventional catalysts
(i.e., metal and metal oxides), there is an urgent need to replace conventional
catalysts with nonconventional ones (green and environmentally benign).
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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The unique characteristics of graphene make it attractive for development of
new metal-free green heterogeneous catalysts. This chapter gives a brief
review of the graphene chemistry and functionalization of graphene and catalytic applications with special focus on the industrial, environmental, and
health issues of graphene.

5.1.1

Interest in nanographene

Special interest in nanographene as catalyst is due to its stability and the
ability to alter/functionalize its morphology, synthetic approaches, catalytic
performance and mechanisms, etc. [8]. A brief overview of current interest
in nanoscale graphene is given in Fig. 5.1.

5.1.2

Chemistry of nanographene

Graphene is a single atomic sheet of conjugated SP2-hybridized carbon
atoms. Three atomic orbitals of carbon, namely 2s, 2px, and 2py, undergo
hybridization to form SP2 orbitals. These hybridized orbitals form covalent
sigma-bond with the neighboring three carbon atoms, with thickness 0.34 nm
and a carboncarbon bond distance 0.142 nm [5]. SP2 hybridization in

FIGURE 5.1 Nanographene: an overview.
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graphene leads to a hexagonal planar structure, referred to as “honeycomb
lattice.” The remaining 2pz orbital is oriented perpendicular (out-of-plane) to
the planar structure and forms a π-bond. These π-bonds are delocalized over
all the carbon atoms and subsequently form the π-band. The σ-bonds are
mainly responsible for the excellent toughness of the graphene lattice structure, while the π-band contributes to the electrical conductivity of graphene
[4,5,9]. Graphene is an analog of a giant aromatic polymolecule. Due to its
sheet structure, graphene has a wide open two-sided surface, which provides
a large specific surface area of B2630 m2/g [10]. Graphene has excellent
electrical (σ 5 64 mS/cm) and thermal conductivity (k 5 5 3 103 W/m/K)
making it attractive for developing new photocatalysts and electrocatalysts.
It also has high electrochemical, chemical, optical and thermal stability,
high mechanical strength (Young’s modulus, B1100 GPa), and elasticity
[1113].

5.1.3

Synthetic methods

Selection of an appropriate synthetic route for nanographene synthesis plays
an important role in tuning the characteristics/properties of nanographene for
multidimensional applications. There are a number of methods frequently
used in graphene synthesis, which may be broadly categorized as (1) topdown methods and (2) bottom-up methods [7,14,15]. The top-down method
of nanographene synthesis basically includes the exfoliation of graphite via
mechanical, thermal, chemical synthesis, electrochemical expansion, electrostatic deposition, etc. Other important top-down methods are microwave synthesis, chemical and/or thermal reduction of graphene oxide, direct
sonication of graphite, super acid dissolution, etc. On the other hand, the
bottom-up method of nanographene synthesis includes chemical vapor deposition (CVD), epitaxial growth, pyrolysis, arc discharge, electrochemical
reduction of carbon mono- and dioxide, confined self-assembly, etc. Among
the various top-down methods chemical reduction of graphene oxide is more
commonly used for large-scale and economical production of nanographene.
Overall, top-down methods have superiority over bottom-up methods with
respect to cheaper and high-quality nanographene production.

5.1.4

Characterization tools

Synthesized nanographene- and graphene-based nanocatalysts can be characterized by various advanced instrumental techniques [4,7,9] including Raman
spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction
(XRD), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), diffuse reflectance Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (DRFT-IRS), X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XRANES) analysis, X-ray absorption fine structure (XRAFS) analysis, etc. Raman spectroscopy is a quick, facile, and powerful analytical tool
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to investigate the structure, quality, quantity, and especially catalytic performance of graphene-based nanomaterials. XPS is the best technique to study
surfaces, especially the modified surface of graphene-based nanomaterials,
which is crucial for catalysis. Number of layers, crystallinity, and size of
graphene-based nanomaterials can be determined by XRD analysis.
Morphology and the presence of any defects on graphene due to doping or
preparation methods can be detected by STM. DRFTIRS is used to determine the Bronsted and Lewis acid active sites, two of the most significant
characteristics of graphene nanocatalysts.

5.1.5

Applications

Graphene and its derivatives attract a lot of attention from researchers due its
unique properties and a wide range of applications including catalysis [8],
energy storage and generation [16], sensing platforms [17], molecular imaging [18], drug delivery [19], environmental remediation [15,20], etc.

5.2

Functionalization of nanographene

In order to develop modified graphene (chemically active) from pure graphene (chemically inert), the electronic structure must be altered by tuning
the distribution of electronic states and increasing the density of states
(DOS) around the Fermi level [2123]. Functionalization of nanographene
is discussed based on the (1) nature of the materials used in functionalization, and (2) preparation methods.
In the first category, Ref. [24] provides a bottom-up account encompassing the functionalization of graphene to design nanographene and its derivatives with the highest achievable properties for their specific applications
based on material functionalization of nanographene [24]. Functionalization
of nanographene with organics, proteins, molecular linkers, etc., as soft matter and solid inorganic metals at nanoscale, semiconductors, etc., as hard
matter are the most important methods for fabricating high-performance
nanographene-based catalytic materials. Fig. 5.2 shows a schematic summary
of nanographene functionalization based on the nature of the materials used.
Method-based functionalization of nanographene is summarized in
Fig. 5.3, which includes thermal, hydrothermal, mechanical, and chemical
functionalization of nanographene [25]. Methods to prepare modified and
functionalized nanographene summarized in Fig. 5.3.

5.3 Catalytic properties and applications of functionalized
nanographene
Uses of catalysts in any chemical processes are better movement toward
sustainable world by decreasing the environmental impact of processes
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FIGURE 5.2 Schematic outline of nanographene functionalization.

FIGURE 5.3 Methods to prepare functionalized graphene-based catalysts.

involved in chemical and material sciences. Catalyzed reactions are green,
energy efficient, economical, and environment benign in comparison to noncatalyzed reactions. Thus catalysis helps to conserve natural resources.
Catalysts have a wide range of applications including organic synthesis,
pharmaceuticals, energy, sensor, oil refinery, and remediation of natural
resources (air, water, and soil), etc. Recently, graphene has gained the attention of researchers as a heterogeneous, metal-free, and green catalyst to
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FIGURE 5.4 Graphene as metal-free, green, heterogeneous catalyst and its applications.

replace conventional catalysts (metal-based homogeneous and heterogeneous
catalysts) or as supporting material for improving the performance of catalysts [5,19,2631]. High cost, toxicity, low efficiency, and environmental
impact of conventional catalyst limited its application. The unique characteristics of graphene make it a more attractive green catalyst for various
advanced catalytic processes. Fig. 5.4 gives an overview of catalytic applications of nanographene.

5.3.1

Catalytic properties

Nanographene has various advantages including high surface area, economical, electron mobility, and thermal, chemical, electrochemical, optical stabilities, etc., to synthesize new catalysts. Graphene has the highest surface area
(2600 m2/g) among other carbon allotropes. Due to its superior electron
mobility that facilitates electron transfer during the catalytic processes, nanographene imparts better catalytic performance. The high thermal, optical,
chemical, and electrochemical stabilities of graphene improve the lifetime of
graphene-based catalysts [3141]. Chemically modified graphenes (CMGs)
are the most promising catalysts for various catalytic processes (chemical,
optical, and electrochemical reactions) and are also attractive materials for
fabricating new catalysts and as support for loading catalysts of enzymes,
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oxides, metals, other carbon nanomaterials, etc. [32,33]. The future of
graphene-based catalysis is bright due to its affordability and sustainability
compared to metal-based catalysts [42]. The catalytic activities of graphenebased catalysts can be tuned by doping with hetero atoms (nitrogen, boron,
or sulfur), which provide efficient active sites and also tune the band
gaps [43].

5.3.2

Catalytic applications

Graphene-based nanomaterials have a wide range of catalytic applications,
that is, organic synthesis [42], advanced catalysis including photocatalysis
[41], electrocatalysis [44,45], carbocatalysis [46], environmental remediation
[47], etc.
Graphene-based nanocatalysts have good capability to catalyze the redox
reactions. Redox reactions are one of the fundamental reactions frequently
used in clean operating electrochemical conversion and storage technologies
such as rechargeable metal-air batteries and polymer electrolyte fuel cells.
These devices are promising components for sustainable, clean and clean
energy generate on in coming future. Same time they have some technical
and economical issues, which can be solve by using graphene-based catalysts. Graphene-based materials due to the unique tunable surface chemistry
and very high surface area are very attractive materials for electrocatalysis
community [48]. Ref. [48] gives a critical review of the importance of graphene and its derivatives in the redox reaction electrocatalysis. Graphene
couples a highly graphitic characteristics with excellent surface areas, which
are important properties for enhancing the electrochemical stability and
activity of platinum nanoparticle supported catalysts. Surface tuning of graphene either by chemical functionalization or heteroatom doping processes
provides beneficial catalyst support interactions resulting in improvement in
activity and stability. Under both acidic and alkaline conditions, the 2D
structure of graphene-based materials has shown very promising performance
as a host to support catalytically active inorganic nanoparticle catalysts [48].
Ref. [45] reviews the electrocatalytic application of graphene-based materials
as a catalyst support in low-temperature fuel cells [45]. Low-temperature
fuel cells are among the most promising technologies for efficient and reliable conversion of alcohol or hydrogen into electric energy in distributed
power generation, automotive, and portable electronic applications at large
scale. The electrocatalysts play a vital role in these devices and improve
overall reaction efficiency, cost, and durability. Using graphene sheets as a
support, the obtained metal particle size is very low in comparison to the
particle size obtained by using other carbon materials as supports. Low particle size favors the high metal loadings on graphene nanosheets (GNS). The
graphene oxide (GO) contains oxygen-containing functional groups (i.e.,
hydroxyl, carboxyl, and epoxy onto each side of the sheet), which improves
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electrocatalytic activity by functionalization of graphene, giving rise to
higher and more homogeneous metal dispersion [49,50].
Environmental degradation is one of the biggest problems the world is
facing today. With explosive increases in the human population and related
development activities our environment is being contaminated, with adverse
effects on all living things. Thus there is an urgent need to move all our
developmental/technological/scientific activities toward greener approaches
for sustainable development to protect the environment as well as life on the
earth. Graphene-based nanomaterials as novel materials for environmental
applications have gained increased attention from research communities.
Graphene-based nanomaterials may be used as building blocks for nextgeneration water treatment and desalination membranes, as adsorbent or
photocatalysts for environmental remediation, and as electrode materials
(electrocatalysts) for pollutant monitoring or removal [20]. Fig. 5.5 briefly
summarizes the various environmental applications of graphene-based nanomaterials [5169].
Graphene-based nanomaterials in combination with well-known photocatalytic materials such as TiO2 have created new possibilities in the field of
photocatalyzed environmental remediation due to their flexible structure,
large surface area, high electrical and thermal conductivities, mobility of
charge carriers at room temperature, and high chemical stability [15].
The term carbocatalyst mainly refers to catalysts containing carbon—a
nonmetal element as the active constituent. The term carbocatalysis refers to
the acceleration of chemical transformation by addition of a carbon containing organic compound as catalyst. Due to its efficiency as well as selectivity,
carbocatalysis has been increasingly studied in recent years. In the construction of complex molecular moieties, carbocatalysis may play an important
role [42,46]. Replacing transition metal-based homogeneous and

FIGURE 5.5 Application of nanographene in environmental remediation.
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heterogeneous catalysts with alternative renewable resources such as carbon
is a part of moving toward more sustainable and greener science. From a
commercial point of view, carbon-based catalysts are economical in comparison to metal catalysts due to the considerably high feedstock of carbon
materials.
Graphene-based catalysts are widely used in photocatalytic processes
including H2O splitting to generate clean and renewable energy hydrogen
(H2), selective organic transformations and degradation of environmental
pollutants [41]. Nanographene has a synergic effect and can improve the catalytic performance of metal photocatalysts in terms of better adsorption
capacity, lighter adsorption range, specific surface area, electron conductivity, etc. Similarly, graphene oxide also shows synergistic effects and can
enhance catalytic conversion in organic dyes via charge transfer across the
graphene interface to facilitate photosensitization [70]. Ref. [71] reported
nanographene as an electron-transfer medium during photocatalysis that can
store as well as transport the electrons through a stepwise electron transfer
process [71].

5.4 Industrial, environmental, and health issues of
nanographene
5.4.1

Industrial issues

According to a recent markets analysis report, the global graphene market is
expected to reach USD 278.47 million by 2020, with a growth rate of 42.8%
from 2015 to 2020 [72]. This report was based on the type of graphene (graphene oxide, graphene nanoplateletes, and others) and its applications mainly
in electronics, catalysts, energy, coating, sensors, composites, and other sectors. The commercial-scale production of graphene-based nanomaterials
aimed at industrial applications has grown significantly in recent years, especially since many companies in China have entered the market [73].
Compared with large-scale production of graphene, the use of thin graphene
sheets are very low. Almost all graphene manufacturers use these materials
in composites, energy storage, and functional coatings for electronics. China
is one of the biggest lithium-ion battery manufacturers in the world. In the
manufacturing of lithium-ion batteries, small graphene sheets are used as a
conductive additive in electrodes or as current-collector coatings.
Applications of small graphene sheets have also been extended for use as
anticorrosion and antistatic coatings, due to their unique characteristics (2D
structure, high electrical conductivity, and impermeability). Another application of small graphene is mobile phones and light-emitting diodes.
BCC Research estimates that the global graphene-based products market
was worth $1.5 million in 2015. The market is expected to grow from
$310.4 million in 2020 to $2.1 billion by 2025, with a compound annual
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growth rate (CAGR) of 46.3% [74]. This report includes an overview of the
global markets for graphene technologies and commercial applications of
graphene-based materials/products in communications, solar cells, data storage, thermal management, sensing and imaging, displays, capacitors, structural materials, and others industrial sectors. Analyses mainly consider the
global market trends, with data from 2014, estimates for 2015, and projections of compound annual growth rates (CAGRs) through 2020 and through
2025. The economic aspects of any material depends on their large-scale production and commercialization. A number of issues need to be addressed to
advance the commercial application of graphene-based nanomaterials. For
example, the cost/performance ratio of graphene is a big concern for industries deciding whether graphene can be used in their products. The cost of
graphene is a big challenge. Along with the economical challenges, improvement in techniques/processes used in synthesis of graphene are need to prepare uniform graphene sheets with requisite properties. To extent application
of graphene in other emerging fields, methods for modification, doping
methods, dispersion methods, and functionalization processes are require
improvements/advancements. Graphene is expected to find large-scale commercial utilization in the future, but no material can do everything [73].

5.4.2

Toxicity

Graphene-based nanomaterials, especially those involving cellular interactions, must first prove to be biocompatible before they can expect to reach
their full potential for various bioapplications [25]. Nanographene because of
its extraordinary and noble characteristics has attracted great interest as a
promising nanomaterial for various bioapplications ranging from the biosensing applications for a host of medical conditions to the delivery of chemotherapeutics for treatment of cancers and even for the differentiation and
imaging of stem cells [7578]. Despite the recent increase in the popularity
of graphene-based nanomaterials, there are still health and safety concerns.
Guo and Mei recently reported the toxicological effects of graphene-based
nanomaterials in mammalian cells, bacteria, and animal models [79].
Graphene and its derivatives including GO and reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) show toxic effects under both in vivo and in vitro conditions. Surface
modifications have great potential to reduce its toxic effects by altering its
interaction with living systems. Its toxicity depends on its shape, size, or surface coating, which determines the interactions with the intracellular uptake,
cell membranes, and clearance pathways. Russier et al. performed a comparative study to examine the size effect of nanographene and found that smaller particles are more cytotoxic than bigger ones and also cause apoptosis
due to the direct cellular membrane destruction [80]. Fig. 5.6 illustrates
the various health and safety concerns including biocompatibility of
graphene-based nanomaterials [81,82].
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FIGURE 5.6 Health and safety concerns of graphene-based nanomaterials.

5.4.3

Biocompatibility

Biocompatibility of nanographene is discussed in this section in terms of
lifecycle assessment (LCA). LCA is a process used to measure the environmental impacts of the processes used to fabricate new materials. LCA of graphene is used to study the effects of different nanographene synthetic
methods on the environment. Thus the EIA (environmental impact assessment) of graphene-based nanomaterials is conducted by LCA. Ref. [83]
describes the environmental impacts of synthesized nanographene via chemical and sonication methods using LCA [83], while Ref. [84] used LCA to
compare synthesized nanographene via biotechnological method (using bacteria Escherichia coli) and by chemical method (Hummers’ method) focusing
on energy consumption and environment [84]. Arvidsson et al. compared
both production routes for in-solution graphene using a cradle-to-gate LCA
focusing on potential differences in blue water footprint, energy use, ecotoxicity, and human toxicity and concluded that the blue water footprint and
energy use were approximately doubled in the chemical reduction method
compare to the ultrasonication method. While ultrasonication had the largest
human toxicity impact both methods had the same ecotoxicity impact. The
sensitivity analysis showed that solvent recovery is important to decrease
the blue water footprint of chemical reduction method and also reduce the

TABLE 5.1 Life cycle assessment (LCA) of graphene synthesis routes: chemical reduction method (CRM), ultrasonication method
(USM), and biotechnological method (BTM).
Parameters

Synthetic routes
Chemical reduction method (CRM)

Ultrasonication method (USM)

Biotechnological method (BTM)

Ecotoxicity

Less toxic than USM

Toxic

Less toxic than CRM

Physiochemical
properties

Thicker and lower the C/O ratio than
USM

Thinner graphene sheet and higher C/
O ratio

Thinner and higher C/O ratio than CRM

Human toxicity

Less toxic than USM

Toxic

—

Synthesis
procedure

Energy
requirement

1642 Wh

About 1/2 of CRM energy
requirement

5 Wh

Blue water
footprint

Double of blue water footprint
(consumption of surface- and
groundwater for a particular process/
activity) of USM

—

—

Summary

Based on various LCA parameters, CRM
is not suitable for graphene synthesis
from environmental point of view.

High recovery of solvent (diethyl
ether) observed in USM, which
lowers the combined negative
impacts of USM compared to CRM.
Thus USM is more environmentally
benign than CRM.

In regard to the less negative effects on the
marine aquatic ecotoxicity, the photochemical
ozone creation potential, global warming, etc.
biotechnological method may be considered as
green method for graphene production.
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impacts of almost all considered environmental impact categories in the
ultrasonication route. The results explore the possibility of using LCA based
mainly on information from patents and scientific articles, enabling the study
of products at early stages of technological development. Khanam et al. concluded that the Hummers’ method (chemical reduction process) has higher
energy consumption (B1642 Wh) than the energy consumption of the biotechnological reduction process (B5 Wh). The biotechnological method is a
green technique for the production of graphene, especially given the reduction in the negative effects on global warming, abiotic depletion, the photochemical ozone creation potential, and the marine aquatic ecotoxicity
potential in comparison to the chemical reduction method. Table 5.1 lists the
synthetic routes of the chemical reduction method (CRM), ultrasonication
method (USM), and biotechnological method (BTM).

5.4.4

Sustainability

As graphene is just a carbon material (thin layer of graphite), it is a natural
material and has fewer negative effects on the environment from a sustainability point of view. Graphene-based nanomaterials meet a number of needs of
modern society. For example, graphene can be used as the circular top of a
Coca Cola bottle to prevent microbial growth, as most promising material for
targeted treatment of cancer, and as building material for preparation cloths
used in bomb diffusing. However, there is little known about the toxicity of
graphene and due to its high cost it is not affordable for everyone [85].

5.5

Conclusions and future aspects

Functionalization of nanographene is of crucial importance for its catalytic
and other applications. Nanographene functionalization is based on two different approaches: the nature of the materials used and the methods of functionalization. Both the surface as well as the basal plane of nanographene
can be modified or functionalized by using soft and hard functionalization
methods. Further, catalytic applications of functionalized nanographene
include in redox processes, organic synthesis, water splitting, oxygen reduction, carbon dioxide reduction, environmental remediation, etc., as discussed
in this chapter. The industrial, economical, health, biocompatibility, and sustainability issues of nanographene were also discussed. As we know nanographene is carbon allotrope and thus has fewer negative effects on the
environment than other materials.
Currently, synthesis of active/functionalized nanographene directly from
graphite has attracted significant research interest. Therefore further research
is needed on functionalization of nanographene in order to improve its synthetic route, yields (mass production), electrical and thermal conductivity,
etc., without compromising its positive inherent properties.
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6.1

Introduction

Biocompatible nanodelivery systems and fabrication methods are becoming
increasingly important for the encapsulation and delivery of bioactive compounds and drugs. Encapsulating bioactive drugs in polymeric nanoparticles
improves their targeted and timely delivery, especially regarding less potent
drugs, which are administered through oral routes and therefore lose part of
their effects through the gastrointestinal tract [1]. The polymeric coating surrounds the bioactive drug and provides hindrance from the harmful effects of
the gastrointestinal tract. This hindrance increases when the polymer has longer chains. Synthetic polymers have longer chains than natural polymers,
and so generally provide higher encapsulation efficiencies. However, administering synthetic polymers involves risk of accumulation in tissues, which
could lead to serious side effects.
Natural polymers, on the other hand, have minimal side effects in the
human body, due to their nontoxic and edible nature. They are also abundantly available, inexpensive, and biocompatible. Depending on application,
a natural polymer to be nanoparticulated for drug delivery could be from a
plant origin (zein, kafirin, gliadin, starch, pectins, gums, etc.), or an animal
source (bovine serum albumin (BSA), ovalbumin, or gelatin). Depending on
the desired properties of the delivery systems, the particles could be proteinbased, polysaccharide-based, or a combination of both polymers. Protein
utilization is more advantageous than polysaccharides, since protein zeta
potentials can be tuned easily with pH alteration, to optimize electrostatic
attraction between the polyelectrolytes. The most common methods of delivery system fabrication are nanoprecipitation/desolvation, complex coacervation, and layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. This chapter summarizes recent
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studies on fabrication of biobased delivery systems for the delivery of
bioactives and drug compounds, as well as fundamental studies that can aid
in comprehension of the thermodynamic mechanisms of nanoparticle
formation.

6.2 Fabrication methods of biopolymer-based nanodelivery
systems
6.2.1

Nanoprecipitation/desolvation

Nanoprecipitation, also referred to as solvent displacement or desolvation, is
a simple technique wherein two miscible solvents are used to particulate the
polymer, which acts as the coating material for the delivered bioactive [2].
The solvent that the polymer is dissolved in, which is often referred to as
“the solvent” or “the good solvent,” is dropwise added to the other solution,
which is usually a “nonsolvent” or “bad solvent” for the polymer [3,4]. The
lack of polymer solubility in the nonsolvent changes the conformation of the
polymer, leading to a rapid nucleation and aggregation of the polymer molecules, and eventually to nanoparticles. The properties of the encapsulated
bioactives (i.e., hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity, solvent type, solvent-tononsolvent ratio, temperature, or pH) can be varied. These parameters play a
significant role in the size, size distribution, shape, and morphology of the
nanoparticles, as well as their ability to efficiently encapsulate bioactive
compounds.

6.2.1.1 Nanoprecipitation/desolvation of proteins
The ability to change the charge on protein molecules through pH tuning
makes proteins advantageous biomolecules for nanoparticle fabrication.
Therefore many researchers are exploring ways to fabricate protein-based
nanodelivery systems with higher encapsulation efficiencies, and better bioactive nutraceutical or drug release properties.
BSA, an animal-based protein, was nanoparticulated using the nanoprecipitation technique to encapsulate curcumin [5], which is a polyphenolic bioactive compound that has antiinflammatory, antioxidative and cancer
chemopreventative properties [6]. The effects of two nonsolvents, acetone
and ethanol, were analyzed on the nanoparticulation efficiency of BSA with
four solvent ratios: 100:0, 70:30, 50:50, and 0:100, ethanol-to-acetone. The
nanoparticulation efficiency of BSA was highest at 99.2%, when acetone
was used alone as the nonsolvent. Ethanol alone exhibited a nanoparticulation efficiency of 95%, and the mixtures of ethanol and acetone displayed
nanoparticulation efficiencies ranging between 75% and 97%. The smallest
BSA nanoparticles were fabricated when ethanol was used alone as the nonsolvent, and the largest nanoparticles were obtained with acetone solely.
The highest curcumin encapsulation efficiency was achieved when the
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FIGURE 6.1 In vitro release profiles of curcumin (A), and images of solutions (B). Reprinted
from Sadeghi R, Moosavi-Movahedi AA, Emam-jomeh Z, Kalbasi A, Razavi SH, Karimi M, et al.
The effect of different desolvating agents on BSA nanoparticle properties and encapsulation of
curcumin. J Nanopart Res 2014;16(9):2565. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1007/s11051014-2565-1 with permission from Springer Nature.

curcumin-to-BSA molar ratio was 1.5, and when ethanol was used as the
nonsolvent. Increasing the curcumin-to-BSA ratio increased the particle size
of the nanoparticles, while crosslinking the nanoparticles with glutaraldehyde
led to smaller particles and higher polydispersity index. Crosslinking also
increased the stability of the BSA nanoparticles. The curcumin release study
proved that BSA nanoparticles are able to control the release of encapsulated
curcumin, when compared to free curcumin in ethanol, or mixtures of BSA
and curcumin (Fig. 6.1).
Pristine kafirin nanoparticles, as well as kafirin/carboxymethyl chitosan
nanoparticles fabricated through nanoprecipitation method, were also used to
encapsulate curcumin, where 80% ethanol was used as the solvent and water
as the nonsolvent [7]. In the loaded samples, curcumin was added to the
kafirin solution, prior to nanoprecipitation. Further addition of carboxymethyl chitosan increased the size of the particles from 200 to 236 nm, and
the polydispersity index from 0.186 to 0.235. Introducing carboxymethyl
chitosan also increased the encapsulation efficiency from 55% to 86% and
the loading efficiency from 5% to 6%, due to additional hydrogen bonding
between the carboxylic hydroxy groups in carboxymethyl chitosan and carbonyl groups on kafirin, which led to a more stable nanoparticle formation
and higher retention of curcumin. Encapsulating curcumin in pristine kafirin,
or kafirin/carboxymethyl chitosan nanoparticles, improved its photostability
significantly, with higher stability in the latter. Additionally, the dissolution
of curcumin, both in simulated gastric fluid and in simulated intestinal fluid,
increased significantly. In another study, the same group encapsulated curcumin in kafirin nanoparticle-stabilized pickering emulsions [8]. Kafirin nanoparticles were prepared by a nanoprecipitation method using acetic acid as
the solvent and water as the nonsolvent, which were then used to
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homogenize different ratios of curcumin dissolved in vegetable oil to form
emulsions. Increasing temperature and pH yielded less stable kafirin
nanoparticle-stabilized pickering emulsions. The stability of curcumin
against UV radiation was higher when kafirin nanoparticle-stabilized emulsions were used to encapsulate curcumin, compared to bulk oil or Tween
80-stabilized emulsions, and lipid oxidation rates of kafirin nanoparticlestabilized emulsions were slower than Tween 80-stabilized emulsions.
However, kafirin nanoparticle-stabilized emulsions did not maintain stability
through gastric digestion process, due to pepsin hydrolysis.
Curcumin was also successfully encapsulated in soy protein isolate nanoparticles, fabricated with the desolvation method, where water was used as
the solvent for the protein and ethanol was the nonsolvent, containing
ethanol-soluble curcumin [9]. The use of ethanol and crosslinker concentrations had a strong impact on the particle size and zeta potential of nanoparticles. A minimum of 80% ethanol and 75% crosslinker was found necessary
to form stable nanoparticles, with a negative zeta potential of above
236 mV and particle size around 200 nm. The highest encapsulation efficiency of curcumin, 97.2%, was achieved with a curcumin-to-protein ratio of
1%, which also led to the highest amount of released curcumin: 78% over an
8 h period in PBS/Tween 20 solution (Fig. 6.2) [9].
Ovalbumin (OVA) and α-lactalbumin (α-LA) were also nanoparticulated
using the desolvation method [10]. Effects of methanol, ethanol, and acetone
as the nonsolvents were tested on the nanoparticle sizes, polydispersity
indexes, and zeta potentials of the nanoparticles. The smallest nanoparticles

FIGURE 6.2 Release profile of curcumin from soy protein isolate nanoparticles fabricated with
nanoprecipitation method. Reprinted from Teng Z, Luo Y, Wang Q. Nanoparticles synthesized
from soy protein: preparation, characterization, and application for nutraceutical encapsulation.
J Agric Food Chem 2012;60(10):271220. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1021/jf205238x
with permission from ACS.
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FIGURE 6.3 Effect of desolvating agent (a, DA) and temperature (b, T) on particle size
(c, PS), polydispersity index (d, PSI), and zeta potential (e, ZP) of α-LA (top table) and OVA
(bottom table) nanoparticles. Reprinted from Etorki AM, Gao M, Sadeghi R, Maldonado-Mejia LF,
Kokini JL. Effects of desolvating agent types, ratios, and temperature on size and nanostructure of
nanoparticles from α-lactalbumin and ovalbumin. J Food Sci 2016;81(10):E251120. Available
from: https://doi.org/10.1111/1750-3841.13447 with permission from John Wiley & Sons.

of both OVA and α-LA nanoparticles were obtained when methanol was
used as the nonsolvent, due to its shortest aliphatic chain and therefore highest polarity among the three solvents. OVA nanoparticles had diameters
ranging between 60 and 160 nm, and those of α-LA nanoparticles ranged
between 150 and 230 nm. While different ratios of solvent-to-nonsolvent did
not have a significant effect on the particle sizes of either of these proteins,
heat treatment above their denaturation temperatures generally reduced particle diameters (Fig. 6.3). Crosslinking the proteins with glutaraldehyde during
nanoparticulation increased the stability of both OVA and α-LA nanoparticles. This is due to bond formation between the amine groups of proteins
and the aldehyde group of glutaraldehyde, leading to tighter junctions and a
more stable network [11]. After 30 days of refrigeration, there was no significant change in the particle sizes or the polydispersity indexes of both OVA
and α-LA nanoparticles, indicating that OVA and α-LA are good candidates
for biopolymer-based nanodelivery systems.
Casein nanoparticles were also fabricated using nanoprecipitation techniques, to encapsulate an anticancer drug: doxorubicin [12]. Water was used as
the solvent for sodium caseinate and CaCl2 solution was used as the nonsolvent, to provide Ca1 ions. For drug encapsulation, doxorubicin was added to
the sodium caseinate solution prior to the nanoprecipitation step. Excess Ca1
ions provided by CaCl2 solution led to packing of casein molecules and
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FIGURE 6.4 (A) Cell uptake assay of casein-bound DOX and an equivalent amount of free
DOX (cell line, PANC-1). (B) Cytotoxicity assay of two concentrations of DOX in particles and
an equivalent amount of free DOX. (C) Cytotoxicity assay of blank nanoparticles,
high 5 1.4 mg/mL and low 5 0.5 mg/mL. Reprinted from Gandhi S, Roy I. Doxorubicin-loaded
casein nanoparticles for drug delivery: preparation, characterization and in vitro evaluation.
Int J Biol Macromol 2019;121:612. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijbiomac.
2018.10.005 with permission from Elsevier.

micelle formation, which then were used to encapsulate doxorubicin. Casein
formed spherical nanoparticles with diameters in the range of 100300 nm,
and a polydispersity index of 0.334. Doxorubicin release from the nanoparticles was faster in acidic pH (pH 5 1) than physiological pH (pH 5 7.4), possibly due to disintegration of casein micelles. It was concluded that these
nanoparticles are more likely to dissolve in the stomach, and would be more
suitable for delivery of targeted gastric cancer drugs. Cellular uptake of both
free doxorubicin, and doxorubicin encapsulated in casein nanoparticles, was
tested with human pancreatic carcinoma cells. Encapsulating doxorubicin in
casein nanoparticles significantly increased its cellular uptake and reduced
cancer cell viability, due to the high biocompatibility of casein with cell
structure (Fig. 6.4).
Whey protein is another dairy protein nanoparticulated with the desolvation method, using ethanol as the desolvating agent [13]. Whey protein nanoparticles were immediately diluted in solutions having pH 5 3 and pH 5 7
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after nanoprecipitation, to test their stability. While in the pH 5 7 solution,
the dairy protein aggregates disintegrated and sizes decreased below
10 nm, showing that the particles were not stable at this pH. On the other
hand, pH 5 3 did not affect particle sizes. Increase in the ethanol-to-water
volumetric ratio from 0 to 5 during nanoprecipitation, increased the particle
size from 2.9 to 35.8 nm. Increasing the temperature of freshly nanoprecipitated samples widened their particle size distributions, and increased the
average particle sizes significantly. Nanoparticles heated to 90 C exhibited
the highest particle size: 4294 nm. The same group also studied zinc incorporation into whey protein nanoparticles [14]. ZnCl2 solution was added to the
protein solution prior to desolvation. Similar to their previous study, ethanol
was used as the desolvating agent and ethanol-to-water volume ratios of 0, 1,
2, and 3 were tested. Increasing zinc concentration caused larger particle formations, especially at higher ethanol-to-water ratios. The largest particles
fabricated with 1 mM zinc exhibited average diameters of 100 nm, while 5and 10-mM zinc resulted in particles as large as 1 μm. When 10 mM zinc
was added to the protein solutions before nanoprecipitation, zinc loading to
the nanoparticles was higher than the 5 mM zinc addition. One week of storage did not significantly affect the diameter of zinc-incorporated whey protein nanoparticles.
Modified nanoprecipitation methods were developed for the fabrication
of biopolymer nanoparticles [15]. The flash nanoprecipitation technique
(FNP) is a modified version of a nanoprecipitation technique, wherein the
biopolymer dissolved in a good solvent, and the desolvating agent (nonsolvent), are injected into a mixing chamber simultaneously. This creates an
instantaneous diffusion of the good solvent into the poor solvent, leading to
instant and continuous formation of biopolymer nanoparticles [15]. For the
fabrication of zein nanoparticles with FNP technique, aqueous ethanol solution and water, with or without sodium caseinate, were used as the good solvent and the nonsolvent, respectively [16]. The effects of flow rate, zein and
ethanol concentrations, and the presence of sodium caseinate on the particle
sizes and ξ potentials were analyzed. Increasing zein solution flow rate was
found to decrease the size of the particles in both the absence and presence
of sodium caseinate, beyond which no significant difference was found
between particle sizes. In the absence of sodium caseinate, zein nanoparticle
sizes were not affected by increasing zein concentration, and remained at
about 130140 nm up to 5% (w/v). Higher zein concentration (7.5% w/v)
increased the particle size to 205 nm. In the presence of sodium caseinate,
increasing zein concentration steadily increased the particle size. This difference was attributed to the neutralizing pH of the mixture with sodium caseinate (6.46.95), which is close to the isoelectric point of zein, and therefore
eliminates the positive charges on zein molecules that usually prevent aggregation of zein in acidic environments (Fig. 6.5) [16]. The smallest zein nanoparticles were fabricated when 60% and 70% aqueous ethanol was used as
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FIGURE 6.5 The effect of sodium caseinate on the particle size of zein nanoparticles.
Positively charged zein molecules at acidic pH in the absence of sodium caseinate lead to smaller nanoparticles (left); neutralizing solution with sodium caseinate eliminates positive charges
of zein molecules, leading to aggregation and bigger nanoparticles. Reprinted from Li K-K,
Zhang X, Huang Q, Yin S-W, Yang X-Q, Wen Q-B, et al. Continuous preparation of zein colloidal particles by Flash NanoPrecipitation (FNP). J Food Eng 2014;127:103110. Available
from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jfoodeng.2013.12.001 with permission from Elsevier.

the good solvent, rather than 8090% ethanol solution, both in the absence
and presence of sodium caseinate.
Microparticles fabricated from wheat gluten proteins soluble in ethanol
(gliadins), using the nanoprecipitation technique, were loaded with urea and
analyzed for their controlled release of urea, to test their potential as
prolonged-release fertilizers [17]. Water was used as the nonsolvent and ethanol was used as the good solvent for the proteins. Gliadin microparticles,
having diameters ranging between 900 nm and 1.7 μm, released 50% of the
loaded urea during the first hour of direct contact with the aqueous medium,
which was attributed to the urea that was on the surface of the microparticles. A slow and gradual release of urea was observed until arrival at equilibrium in 12 h. Equilibrium was reached at 88% release of total urea, when the
urea concentration inside of the microparticles was equal to the urea concentration in the aqueous medium. Gliadin was also nanoparticulated using 62%
ethanol as the solvent, and aqueous solutions such as NaCl and Pluronic F68
[18]. Zeta potential of gliadin nanoparticles reached a maximum of 23 when
the pH was 5, and decreased to 225 as the pH was increased to 9. The highest zeta potential at pH 5 5 and the lowest zeta potential at pH 5 9 exhibited
the most stable gliadin nanoparticles. As the water-to-ethanol ratio increased,
the diameters of gliadin nanoparticles decreased from 340 to 235 nm.
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Increasing the mixing speed and NaCl concentration significantly increased
the particle diameters. Increasing the concentration of Pluronic F68 as a surfactant, or increasing the temperature (especially from 40 C to 60 C),
decreased the size of gliadin nanoparticles. Introduction of 2Mercaptoethanol and dithiothreitol separately, as reducing agents, also
decreased the particles sizes, with 2-Mercaptoethanol leading to smaller particles. Curcumin loading to the gliadin nanoparticles resulted in an encapsulation efficiency of 68%, with a slight increase of particle size (from 296 to
378 nm) and an elevated polydispersity index, indicating a less homogenous
particle size distribution.
Gelatin nanoparticles encapsulating fluorescein-isothiocyanate-dextran as
the model drug were fabricated, with the addition of surfactants and crosslinkers (Fig. 6.6) [19]. Among Poloxamer 407, Poloxamer 188, polysorbate 80,
polysorbate 20 and TritonX-100, only Poloxamer 407 and 188 enabled
stable nanoparticle formation, at a minimum concentration of 7%. Isopropyl
alcohol, acetone, and acetonitrile were poor nonsolvents for nanoparticle formation, but ethanol and methanol aided the formation of nanoparticles, with
mean particle sizes of 250 and 280 nm, respectively. The solvent-tononsolvent ratio was also found to have a significant effect on particle size,
especially in the higher range. Crosslinking provided a slower release profile

FIGURE 6.6 Fabrication of gelation nanoparticles using desolvation/nanoprecipitation method
with the addition of surfactant/stabilizer and crosslinker. Reprinted from Khan SA, Schneider M.
Improvement of nanoprecipitation technique for preparation of gelatin nanoparticles and potential macromolecular drug loading. Macromol Biosci 2013;13(4):455463. Available from:
https://doi.org/10.1002/mabi.201200382 with permission from John Wiley & Sons.
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of the drug from the nanoparticles, such that in the initial 120 h, only 20% of
the drug was released. With the addition of a digestive enzyme, trypsin, 80%
of the encapsulated drug was released within the hour of addition.

6.2.1.2 Nanoprecipitation/desolvation of carbohydrates
Due to their low toxicity, abundance, and high biocompatibility,
carbohydrate-based biopolymers have also been extensively studied for nanoparticulation and nanodelivery of bioactive nutraceuticals and drugs. Starch
nanoparticles were fabricated for the encapsulation of curcumin [4]. Effects
of amylopectin-to-amylose ratios were investigated using four types of corn
starch: native normal corn starch (B25% amylose), amioca starch ( . 99%
amylopectin), Hylon V (55% amylose), and Hylon VII (70% amylose).
Ethanol, methanol, and acetone were tested as nonsolvents for all the starch
types. Ethanol led to the smallest particle sizes for all types of starch, as low
as 98 nm particles, while acetone produced the largest nanoparticles, as high
as 475 nm particles. All four types of corn starch were successfully used in
fabricating nanoparticles, with normal corn starch leading to the most uniform particles (Fig. 6.7). Encapsulation of curcumin in starch nanoparticles
was proven to increase the stability of curcumin significantly.
In a similar study, different starch types with a greater variety of amylose
content (i.e., waxy corn starch [0.8%], tapioca starch [18.9%], sweet potato
starch [20.6%], normal corn starch [26.5%], potato starch [28%], pea starch
[40%] and high amylose corn starch [69.0%]) [20] were used to fabricate
nanoprecipitates. Smaller particle sizes were obtained, compared to the first
study mentioned [4], with mean particle diameters ranging between 75 and
30 nm for all types of starches. Potato starch resulted in the largest nanoparticles, and high amylose starch resulted in the smallest. The amylose content
of the starch was found to have a linear correlation with the crystallinity of
starch nanoparticles. The starch polymers, amylose and amylopectin, were
also used separately for fabrication of nanoparticles [21,22].
Chitosan, obtained from deacetylation of chitin, is a commonly nanoparticulated polysaccharide for bioactive nutraceutical and drug delivery.
Chitosan is insoluble in water, and therefore acidic aqueous solutions or
other solvents are often necessary to solubilize it [23]. Two techniques were
used to fabricate lime essential oil-loaded chitosan nanoparticles: nanoprecipitation and nanoencapsulation. For nanoprecipitation of chitosan, acetic acid
and methanol were used as the solvent and nonsolvent respectively, where
lime essential oil was dissolved in the nonsolvent. For the nanoencapsulation,
lime essential oil was dissolved in a mixture of acetone, ethanol, and
lecithin, which later was added to the chitosan solution. Average particle
size of control chitosan nanoparticles was found to be 4.7 nm, while lime
essential oil-loaded chitosan nanoparticles were 6.1 nm. Nanocapsules had
slightly larger sizes than their corresponding nanoparticles, such that control
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FIGURE 6.7 Nanoparticles fabricated using desolvation method using normal corn starch (A),
Amioca (B), Hylon V (C), and Hylon VII (D) with ethanol as the nonsolvent. Reprinted from
Sadeghi R, Daniella Z, Uzun S, Kokini J. Effects of starch composition and type of non-solvent
on the formation of starch nanoparticles and improvement of curcumin stability in aqueous
media. J Cereal Sci 2017;76:12230. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcs.2017.05.020
with permission from Elsevier.

chitosan Nanocapsules were 5.8 nm and lime oil-loaded nanocapsules were
6.1 nm in size. With the encapsulation of lime oil, zeta potential of chitosan
nanoparticles decreased from 20.2 to 10.0 mV, and nanocapsules from 61.1
to 57.0 mV due to the reduction in the number of available NH31 sites of
chitosan, as a result of interaction with lime oil. The antibacterial activities
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of nanoparticles and nanocapsules were tested on Staphylococcus aureus,
Listeria monocytogenes, Shigella dysenteriae, and Escherichia coli.
Nanoparticles fabricated with the nanoprecipitation method had a higher
antimicrobial effect on the bacteria than the nanocapsules. The highest inhibition was seen when lime oil-encapsulated chitosan nanoparticles were used
against S. dysenteriae.
Nanoprecipitated chitosan nanoparticles were also loaded with citral,
another antimicrobial compound [24]. N-(methylsulfonic acid) and acetic
acid were used as solvents and methanol and water were used as nonsolvents. Smaller chitosan nanoparticles were obtained when chitosan concentration was decreased or when nonsolvent-to-solvent ratio was increased.
Larger particles were fabricated when acetic acid was used as the solvent,
compared to N-(methylsulfonic acid), and when water was used as the nonsolvent, instead of methanol. The highest encapsulation efficiency of 88%
was reached when methanol was used as the nonsolvent and acetic acid as
the solvent. The loading capacity of the chitosan nanoparticles was 38%,
which indicates that 38% of nanoparticles were the encapsulated citral, by
weight.
Nanoprecipitation of locust bean gum was achieved by depolymerization
of the gum and solubilization of a citrate phosphate buffer, which was then
mixed with the nonsolvent isopropanol and boric acid solution. Allicin, an
antiinflammatory and antioxidant compound found in garlic, was encapsulated in locust bean gum nanoparticles, which increased the particle sizes
above 100 nm. Allicin-loaded locust bean gum nanoparticles were stable for
12 h at pH 7.4. The nanoparticles were also tested for their cellular toxicity,
after which it was concluded that allicin-loaded locust bean gum nanoparticles are safe for cells and therefore good candidates for edible drug and bioactive delivery systems.
Cellulose, another naturally abundant polysaccharide, has also been nanoprecipitated into nanoparticles for bioactive and drug delivery. Cellulose,
extracted from cotton fibers with NaOH/thiourea/urea treatment and filtration, was nanoprecipitated using NaOH/thiourea/urea mixture as the solvent
and ethanol as the nonsolvent [25]. Methylene blue was used as the model
bioactive encapsulated in the cellulose nanoparticles and was dissolved in
the NaOH/thiourea/urea solution with chitosan prior to nanoprecipitation.
Even though the cellulose particles are used as bioactive delivery systems, it
has to be noted that the solvent mixture used in this nanoprecipitation
method is considered toxic, having possible carcinogenic effects. Spherical
nanoparticles were fabricated, especially when cellulose concentration was
increased in the solution (Fig. 6.8). Increasing cellulose concentration
increased the particle size, and decreasing the solvent-to-nonsolvent ratio
decreased the particle size, significantly. The smallest particles, fabricated
with 1:60 v/v NaOH/thiourea/urea-to-ethanol ratio, had a mean particle size
of 70 nm. Encapsulation efficiency of methylene blue was highest for the

FIGURE 6.8 Cellulose fiber extracted from cotton, cellulose nanoparticles fabricated with nanoprecipitation using 0.001 w/v % (A), 0.005 w/v % (B),
0.01 w/v % (C), 0.03 w/v % (D), and 0.1 w/v % (E) cellulose. Reprinted from Chin SF, Jimmy FB, Pang SC. Size controlled fabrication of cellulose nanoparticles for drug delivery applications. J Drug Deliv Sci Technol 2018;43:2626. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jddst.2017.10.021 with permission from
Elsevier.
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smallest cellulose nanoparticles (89%), and decreased to 56% as the particle
size increased. Release kinetics of methylene blue was tested in PBS solutions under constant stirring. The smallest cellulose nanoparticles, 70 nm in
diameter, exhibited the highest release rate of 38.5%, while the largest nanoparticles showed 11.7% release of methylene blue in the first 12 h. Complete
release of methylene blue was slower, as the diameter of the cellulose nanoparticles increased.
Natural gums from different origins can be nanoparticulated alone, or
coparticulated with other polymers to form nanoparticles. Carboxymethyl/
guar gums were conanoparticulated with the assistance of ultrasonication,
where water was used as the solvent and acetone as the nonsolvent [26]. The
particles were spherical, with sizes ranging between 12 and 30 nm and a few
clusters of 70 nm. Locust bean gum nanoparticles fabricated with the nanoprecipitation method were larger then carboxymethyl/guar gum nanoparticles
[27].
Another common technique to improve nanoparticle performance and
functionality involves fabrication of a nanoparticle using a polysaccharide,
and then coating it with another polysaccharide. For example, a hydrophobic
nanoparticle can be coated with a hydrophilic polysaccharide to improve its
solubility in water. Active polysaccharides from tea, pumpkin, and balsam
pear were encapsulated in maltodextrin nanoparticles, which were fabricated
with the nanoprecipitation method to enhance their bioavailability for
absorption in the gastrointestinal tract [28]. Maltodextrin dissolved in water
was nanoprecipitated with ethanol, followed by investigation of the effects
of three emulsifiers (SDS, Span 80, and Tween 80) and variants in the
solvent-to-nonsolvent ratio. Tween 80 emulsifier yielded the highest maltodextrin nanoparticle encapsulation (85.3%), followed by Span 80 (80.2%)
and SDS (78.6%), at a ratio of 1:10 solvent-to-nonsolvent. Increasing
solvent-to-nonsolvent ratio from 1:8 to 1:10 decreased the nanoparticle sizes.
However, further increase in the solvent-to-nonsolvent ratio to 1:12 increased
the particle sizes. Maltodextrin nanoparticles fabricated with SDS and Span
80 exhibited particle sizes in the range of 40180 nm, while Tween 80
resulted in smaller nanoparticles (30140 nm), due to its longer hydrophilic
head group and higher interaction with maltodextrin. Balsam pear polysaccharide loading resulted in the largest nanoparticles, with a mean particle
size of 116 nm, followed by pumpkin polysaccharide (86 nm), and tea polysaccharide (81 nm). Polysaccharide loading increased the zeta potentials of
maltodextrin nanoparticles, resulting in higher stability. While pristine maltodextrin nanoparticles had an average zeta potential of 27.8, particles loaded
with balsam pear, pumpkin, and tea polysaccharides had zeta potentials of
220.7, 228.4, and 232.8, respectively. Tea polysaccharide-loaded maltodextrin nanoparticles had the highest loading efficiency of 72.1%.
Polysaccharide loading improved the stability of nanoparticles against an
increasing NaCl concentration, up to 500 mM. The stability of nanoparticles
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also increased against pH treatment with a polysaccharide addition. The
most stable particles against pH values 1.2 and 7.4 were tea polysaccharideloaded particles, and the least stable loaded particles were obtained with balsam pear polysaccharide loading.
Pullulan, a natural polysaccharide formed by the fungi Aureobasidium
pullulans, can also be nanoprecipitated in the form of a copolymer [29].
First, the copolymer pullulan-g-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) was synthesized
through free radical polymerization, and then nanoprecipitated using dimethylformamide as the solvent and water as the nonsolvent. The antiinflammatory
drug Indomethacin was added into pullulan-g-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
solution prior to nanoprecipitation. Pullulan-g-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
nanoparticles were also fabricated with the dialysis method and compared
with nanoprecipitated nanoparticles. Particles fabricated with the nanoprecipitation method exhibited smaller diameters than the ones fabricated with
the dialysis method. Increasing the drug-to-polymer ratio to 1:1 (w/w)
reduced the particle sizes of nanoparticles prepared with both methods. The
highest drug entrapment efficiency of 80% was achieved with 1:1 (w/w)
drug-to-polymer ratio and 10 g/L polymer concentration, which yielded
mean particle diameter of 247 nm, when particles were formed with nanoprecipitation. The particles’ polydispersity index grew with increasing
drug-to-polymer ratios. Drug in vitro % release was found to increase with
a change in drug-to-polymer ratio from 0.33:1 to 1:1 (Fig. 6.9). While complete release occurred in PBS solution at pH 5 7.4, only 60%80% release
occurred in acetate solution at pH 5 5. Increasing temperature from 25 C
to 37 C also increased % drug release (Fig. 6.9).

6.2.2

Coacervation

Particulation through complex coacervation uses the principle of ionic attraction between two polyelectrolytes that are oppositely charged. The attraction
between two polymers forms soluble or insoluble nano- or microparticles in
the solution, and often precipitates or remains as a suspension [30,31].
Weaker interactions, such as hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic interactions,
can also contribute to complex coacervation. Stability of the coacervate complex depends on the magnitude of the charge difference between the two
polyelectrolytes. It is therefore crucial to select the appropriate polyelectrolytes, the solvent, and pH conditions in coacervation for maximum attraction
between the polyelectrolytes. The interaction between polyelectrolytes is
also effective on the resulting nanoparticle structure, texture, and encapsulation efficiency [32].
Complex coacervation of biopolymers has been the focus of many leading groups. For example, Huang’s group’s focus has been mainly on understanding the mechanism of complex coacervation of many edible
polyelectrolytes (from food and agricultural sources), and investigating the

FIGURE 6.9 In vitro release profiles of indomethacin from pullulan-g-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) nanoparticles fabricated with nanoprecipitation method. (A) Release
of indomethacin from nanoparticles with different drug loading content, (B) Release of indomethacin from nanoparticles at different temperatures, (C) and (D) Release of
indomethacin from two types of nanoparticles with different drug loading contents at pH 5 and pH 7.4. Reprinted from Constantin M, Bucătariu S, Stoica I, Fundueanu G.
Smart nanoparticles based on pullulan-g-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) for controlled delivery of indomethacin. Int J Biol Macromol 2017;94:698708. Available from:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijbiomac.2016.10.064 with permission from Elsevier.
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effects of salt concentration, polyelectrolyte ratios, and protein
self-association on the coacervates [33,34]. Their recent studies include the
encapsulation and delivery of natural antioxidants in complex coacervates of
biopolymers, using the double emulsion technique [35,36]. Other groups
have also investigated the effects of these same parameters. Tirrell’s group
focused on looking at the effects of polypeptide ratio, salt concentration,
total polymer concentration, molecular weight, pH, and temperature [37].
Sample turbidity was used as the complex formation indicator, as well as
optical microscopy imaging; phase diagrams were established to distinguish
coacervate to solution boundaries. Their study confirmed the importance of
ionic strength on the complex formation, since salt can screen the charged
groups. Temperature was also found to be more effective on coacervate formation when total polymer concentration was increased. Olsen’s group
investigated complex coacervation of supercharged proteins with polyelectrolytes, using succinic anhydride treatment to explore the effects of protein
charge on coacervation [38]. Their study showed that chemically supercharging the proteins is more effective in inducing phase separation, leading to
complex coacervate formation, compared to changing the pH. This is
because coacervates were formed at lower charges, when the proteins were
supercharged.
Complex coacervation is specifically advantageous for encapsulation and
delivery of bioactives and drugs in the gastrointestinal tract, wherein the particle needs to remain stable at the low pH environment of the stomach, and
needs to disintegrate in the pH 5 6 environment of the intestinal tract.
Therefore the selection of polymers that have the highest attraction to one
another at acidic pHs need to be coupled with the collapse of that attraction
at pH 5 6. Due to their edible nature and low toxicity, natural proteins or
carbohydrate-based biopolymers are useful for coacervation. This section
summarizes examples of recent studies wherein different pairs of biopolymer
polyelectrolytes were used for coacervation.
For a successful complex coacervation, an understanding of the thermodynamic mechanism between polyelectrolytes is integral. The thermodynamics of the interaction between sodium alginate and chitosan was studied
using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) [39]. The effects of pH on the
zeta potentials, the effect of the order of addition, and molar charge ratios of
the polyelectrolytes on particle size, size distribution, and stability were
investigated. Sodium alginate had a stable negative zeta potential with varying pH, but chitosan was positively charged below pH 5 8, and negatively
charged above pH 5 8. pH 5 4 was the optimum pH value for coacervation,
since the difference in zeta potentials was highest (Fig. 6.10).
The overall enthalpy of the reaction between sodium alginate and chitosan was higher (23207 kJ/mol) when chitosan solution was added to sodium
alginate solution, than when sodium alginate solution was added into chitosan solution (21683 kJ/mol). Higher reaction enthalpy showed stronger
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FIGURE 6.10 Zeta potentials of sodium alginate and chitosan with varying pH values.
Reprinted from Yilmaz T, Maldonado L, Turasan H, Kokini J. Thermodynamic mechanism of
particulation of sodium alginate and chitosan polyelectrolyte complexes as a function of charge
ratio and order of addition. J Food Eng 2019;254:4250. Available from: https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.jfoodeng.2019.03.002 with permission of Elsevier.

FIGURE 6.11 Schematic mechanism of PEC formation as a function of the order of addition
and charge ratio. Reprinted from Yilmaz T, Maldonado L, Turasan H, Kokini J. Thermodynamic
mechanism of particulation of sodium alginate and chitosan polyelectrolyte complexes as a function of charge ratio and order of addition. J Food Eng 2019;254:4250. Available from:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jfoodeng.2019.03.002 with permission from Elsevier.

interaction between the polyelectrolytes when sodium alginate was added
into chitosan. Sodium alginate addition into chitosan also yielded a higher
entropy change, which is another indicator of a higher order of polyelectrolyte coacervation. Addition of sodium alginate into chitosan formed smaller
nanoparticles, and increasing their molar charge ratio led to a sharper transition in zeta potential and the enthalpy of reaction, than when chitosan solution was added into sodium alginate solution. The effect of molar charge
ratios in two orders of addition can be seen more clearly in Fig. 6.11. When
alginate was added into chitosan, the initial positive zeta potential
approached electrical neutrality, and the positive charge ratio decreased,
resulting in an increase in PEC sizes. When chitosan was added into alginate,
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the initial negative zeta potential approached electrical neutrality; negative
charge ratio decreased. PECs formed this way also increased in size, with
decreasing negative charge ratio. However, the particles were larger when
chitosan was added into alginate. Sodium alginate into chitosan coacervates
were more stable during storage, when molar charge ratios were below 0.85.
Chitosan into sodium alginate coacervates were stable at charge ratios below
0.67. Sodium alginate into chitosan coacervates were more stable than chitosan into sodium alginate coacervates. This study clearly shows the importance of the order of polyelectrolyte addition in coacervation.
The ITC analysis showed that when chitosan solutions were added to buffers, exothermic reactions occurred due to the protonation of the amine
groups. When sodium alginate was added to the buffer solution, endothermic
reactions occurred due to hydration of hydrogen bonds in mannuronic and
guluronic acid [39]. While both alginate into chitosan and chitosan into alginate reactions were exothermic, after saturation, alginate into chitosan
showed further endothermic reactions, due to dilution of hydrogen bonds;
chitosan into alginate exhibited an exothermic reaction, due to further protonation of amine groups.
Nanoparticles were formed from coacervation of BSA and poly-D-lysine
(PDL), and were tested for possible effects of molecular weight of PDL,
mass and molar ratios of the polyelectrolytes, salt, and crosslinker concentrations on the nanoparticles [30]. BSA had a positive charge below pH 5 5 and
a negative charge above pH 5 5. Both high molecular weight (HMW) and
low molecular weight (LMW) PDL exhibited positive zeta potential below
pH 5 11. pH 5 7 was chosen as the optimum pH to form coacervates, since
the highest zeta potential difference occurred at this pH for both pairs of
polyelectrolytes. Smallest PEC nanoparticles for both HMW PDL-BSA and
LMW PDL-BSA were formed at pH 5 7, due to the highest electrostatic
attraction. LMW PDL-BSA nanoparticles had spherical shapes, and the smallest of them were obtained at a mass ratio of 2 (BSA: PDL) and a molar ratio
of 7, with a particle diameter of 212 nm. HMW PDL-BSA nanoparticles had
nonspherical shapes, the smallest being obtained at a mass ratio of 2.5 (BSA:
PDL) and at a molar ratio of 15.6 with a particle diameter of 310 nm. In general, HMW PDL-BSA coacervates were larger in diameter than LMW PDLBSA coacervates. Addition of salt decreased particle sizes for both HMW
PDL-BSA and LMW PDL-BSA nanoparticles, and the smallest particles of
HMW PDL-BSA were fabricated at 0.4 M salt concentration, while for
LMW PDL-BSA were formed at 0.1 M. LMW PDL-BSA nanoparticles were
loaded with curcumin (the model bioactive compound). The highest encapsulation efficiency (60%), and the highest loading capacity (22 μg/mg) was
achieved at a curcumin-to-BSA ratio of 10.
Whey protein isolate (WPI) and chitosan can also form PEC nano/microparticles through complex coacervation [40]. Three types of chitosan were
studied, with varying degrees of deacetylation (83%, 94%, and 96%) and
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chitosan-to-WPI mass ratio on the coacervation yield, zeta potential, and
rheology of the coacervates. Among the three types of chitosan, 96% deacetylated chitosan generally gave the highest coacervation yield with WPI. The
highest yield was observed at a chitosan-to-WPI mass ratio of 0.2:1.
Rheological tests proved that coacervates of WPI and 96% deacetylated chitosan had the most compact and strongest internal structures. This is due to
the higher number of free 2 NH31 sites of 96% deacetylated chitosan, which
can interact more with the 2 COO2 groups of WPI, ultimately leading to a
stronger complex formation. The degree of deacetylation did not cause a statistically significant change in the zeta potential of chitosan alone. However,
when complex coacervations were formed with WPI, chitosan (83%)/WPI,
chitosan (94%)/WPI, and chitosan (96%)/WPI had zeta potentials of 26.67,
29, and 29.93, respectively. The highest zeta potential magnitude of 96%
deacetylated chitosan/WPI coacervates also explains the higher stability and
strongest internal structure of this complex. Microparticles were loaded with
garlic extract as the model drug, and the highest total bioactive retention efficiency of 61.40% was achieved with 96% deacetylated chitosan, followed by
94% (54.45% retention) and 83% (51.04% retention) deacetylated chitosan,
respectively.
WPI and chitosan complex coacervates were also fabricated to encapsulate
pure ergosterol and Agaricus bisporus L. extract [41]. Heat treating the loaded
microparticles at 55 C led to more spherical and better-defined shapes than
95 C heat treatment. Between 0.5 and 10.5 WPI-to-chitosan ratios, the 0.5
ratio exhibited higher encapsulation efficiencies in general. The optimal performance of these particles was found to be 75% microencapsulation yield,
100% encapsulation efficiency, and 12% loading with RSM.
Microparticles fabricated from gelatin and gum arabic using complex
coacervation were used to encapsulate ascorbic acid [42]. The effects of gelatin and gum arabic concentrations, wall-to-core ratios, and pH on the particle size encapsulation efficiency, stability, and release profiles of particles
were investigated. Encapsulation efficiencies ranged between 27.3% and
93.8%, depending on the gelatin, gum arabic, and ascorbic acid concentrations, the highest of which was reached with a 1:1 gelatin-to-gum arabic ratio
(7.5% w/v concentrations each) and 1:0.5 wall-to-core (w/w) ratio. The smallest particles had a mean diameter of 7.7 μm and formed with a wall-to-core
ratio of 1:0.5 and 5% gelatin and 5% gum arabic concentrations; the largest
particles had a mean dimeter of 12.4 μm, fabricated with a wall-to-core ratio
of 1:0.75 with 5% gelatin and 5% gum arabic. Loaded nanoparticles showed
higher stability during storage at 20 C, compared to pure ascorbic acid. The
nanoparticles with the highest encapsulation efficiency (93.8%) also had the
highest storage stability (Fig. 6.12). Release of ascorbic acid from microparticles was generally slower near neutral pH values (7.6). At pH 5 1 or
pH 5 12.0, the release of ascorbic acid was fastest (almost complete release
within the first 2 h).
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FIGURE 6.12 Stabilities of pure ascorbic acid and ascorbic acid encapsulated in coacervates.
Sample S8 (right-pointing triangle) has 7.5% (w/v) gelatin solution concentration, 7.5% (w/v)
gum Arabic solution concentration and 1:0.5 wall-to-core (w/w) ratio. For further information, please
see the original source. Reprinted from Rodrigues da Cruz MC, Andreotti Dagostin JL, Perussello
CA, Masson ML. Assessment of physicochemical characteristics, thermal stability and release
profile of ascorbic acid microcapsules obtained by complex coacervation. Food Hydrocoll
2019;87:7182. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foodhyd.2018.07.043 with permission
from Elsevier.

Gelatin and pectin are another pair of polyelectrolytes used for fabrication
of coacervates [43]. The zeta potentials of gelatin and two types of pectin,
high methyl and low methyl, were analyzed with changing pH in the range of
36. Both types of pectin had negative zeta potentials, with low methyl pectin having the lowest. Gelatin was positively charged below pH 4.75 and negatively charged above pH 4.75. Zeta potentials of coacervates were also
measured with varying pH and polymer ratios. Regarding gelatin-to-low
methoxyl pectin coacervates, neutrality could only be reached at gelatin-topectin ratios of 2:1 and higher, while gelatin-to-high methoxyl pectin coacervates exhibited neutral charges between pH 5 3.5 and 4.25 at all ratios. The
highest particulation yields for gelatin-to-low methoxyl pectin (65%) and
gelatin-to-high methyl pectin (67%) were achieved with 6:1 and 3:1 gelatinto-pectin ratios, respectively. Particles were loaded with cinnamaldehyde
and gelatin-to-high methoxyl pectin particles exhibited higher encapsulation
yield (93%) and encapsulation efficiency (89%), compared to low methoxyl
pectin. Encapsulation of cinnamaldehyde increased the particle size and
polydispersity index of gelatin-to-low methoxyl pectin particles more than
gelatin-to-high methyl pectin particles (Fig. 6.13). Thermogravimetric analysis showed that encapsulation in coacervates improved thermal stability of
cinnamaldehyde significantly, as evident by comparison between coacervates
and cinnamaldehyde-gelatin-pectin physical mixtures. Coacervates also
retarded the release of cinnamaldehyde more than physical mixtures in hot
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FIGURE 6.13 Microscope images of gelatin: high methyl pectin (A, B), and gelatin-to-low
methyl pectin (C, D) particles unloaded (A, C) and loaded (B, D) with cinnamaldehyde.
Reprinted from Muhoza B, Xia S, Cai J, Zhang X, Duhoranimana E, Su J. Gelatin and pectin
complex coacervates as carriers for cinnamaldehyde: effect of pectin esterification degree on
coacervate formation, and enhanced thermal stability. Food Hydrocoll 2019;87:71222.
Available from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foodhyd.2018.08.051 with permission from Elsevier.

water. Gelatin-to-high methyl pectin coacervates had the lowest cinnamaldehyde release (around 32%) in 2 h.
Thermodynamic interactions between low methoxyl pectin and sodium
caseinate during complex formation were studied using ITC, along with the
effects of pH, ionic strength, and temperature on the coacervates [44]. At
pH 5 5 and 7, there were no interactions between the polymers, evident from
almost no enthalpy change, due to their negative charges at this pH. Because
of their opposite charges at pH 5 3, an exothermic interaction occurred
between the polymers. Addition of NaCl prevented electrostatic interactions
between sodium caseinate and pectin, and a temperature change from 25 C
to 65 C increased the enthalpy change of the reaction, indicating a stronger
interaction between the polymers, possibly caused by the dissociation of low
methoxyl pectin at higher temperatures. Increasing temperature from 25 C to
65 C also decreased the entropy of reaction, which indicates the existence of
hydrophobic interactions between pectin and sodium caseinate molecules.
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In another study, high methoxyl citrus pectin was chemically modified
to produce pectins with four degrees of esterification (DE) (8.6%, 41.9%,
72.3% and unmodified [88.4%]) which were then used to form complex
coacervates with pea protein isolate [45]. As the pea protein isolate-topectin ratio was increased from 1:1 to 15:1, the pH value where complex
coacervates formed shifted to higher ranges. The optimum pea protein
isolate-to-pectin ratios for coacervate formation were found to be 8:1, 10:1,
10:1, and 15:1, for unmodified citrus pectin (with 88.4% DE), pectin with
72.3% DE, 41.9% DE, and 8.6% DE, respectively. At these optimum polymer ratios, the pH range wherein maximum interactions occurred was
3.703.85. DE was also found to be effective on the critical pH value (the
pH where the first detectable interactions between polymers occur) for complex formation: pectin with 8.9% DE began forming complexes with pea
protein isolate around pH 7.1, while for pectins with 41.9% DE and 72.3%
DE, this value was around 6.6, and around 6.4 with unmodified pectin
(88.4%). This is due to increasing the number of galacturonic acid residues
with lower percentage of DE, leading to more interaction with pea protein
isolate molecules. The rigidity of the pectin rod-shaped molecules was
affected by DE. Pectin with 8.9% DE had the most rigid molecules, evident
from intrinsic viscosity measurements; unmodified pectin exhibited the least
rigid molecules. Increasing pectin rigidity was found to increase hydrogen
bonding, and therefore the strength of interaction between pea protein isolate and pectin.
Lastly, cress seed mucilage and sodium caseinate were microparticulated
using complex coacervation, and utilized as a delivery system for curcumin
[46]. A study of the effects of pH on coacervation yield resulted in pH 5 4
as giving the highest absorbance value and coacervation yield, making it the
optimum pH value for the highest interaction between cress seed mucilage
and sodium caseinate. Increasing the mucilage-to-caseinate ratio from 1:1 to
4:1 increased the coacervation yield, but further increasing the ratio to 5:1,
decreased the yield slightly. Between spray drying and freeze drying, spray
drying was found to more effectively encapsulate curcumin in the coacervates. While increasing curcumin concentration from 10% to 30% decreased
encapsulation efficiency, regardless of drying method or biopolymer concentration, increasing the biopolymer concentration from 0.2 to 0.6 significantly
increased encapsulation efficiency—for both spray-dried and freeze-dried
particles. Encapsulation load was also similarly affected by increasing biopolymer concentration and the drying method, however, unlike encapsulation
efficiency, encapsulation load increased by increase of curcumin concentration. Release profiles of curcumin from spray-dried and freeze-dried microcapsulates showed that spray drying delayed the curcumin release more than
freeze drying. After 480 min, 80.26% of curcumin was released from freezedried particles, while 63.47% of curcumin was released from the spray-dried
particles.
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The studies summarized here indicate that coacervation is a powerful
method of polyelectrolyte biopolymer particulation that can be used as drug
and bioactive carrier systems. They also exhibit the importance of tailoring
fabrication parameters to modify, make, and design particles with the desired
properties and functionality.

6.2.3

Layer-by-layer deposition

LbL deposition is another interesting method of fabricating nanoparticles
from polyelectrolyte biopolymers. The principle of LbL deposition consists
of the formation of alternating thin layers of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes to form a layered particle [3]. These particles can be spherical or tubular, and they can be hollow, offering a great deal of flexibility. After the
deposition of the first layer of a polyelectrolyte polymer on a solid template,
another oppositely charged polyelectrolyte polymer solution is added into the
system. This catalyzes electrostatic interactions, thereby forming a second
layer of polymer that is strongly bonded to the first. One pair of polyelectrolyte layers is often referred to as a “bilayer.” This process can be repeated
until the desired number of bilayers is reached. Each polymer may also
exhibit additional properties (e.g., hydrophobicity, porosity, surface roughness, etc.), and depending on which polymer is deposited last, the functionality and properties of the particle changes. The material to be delivered can
either be encapsulated in the core of the nanoparticles, within bilayers, or
between bilayers [47].

6.2.3.1 Spherical particle formation through layer-by-layer
deposition
The LbL technique has been used in the fabrication of hollow and solid
kafirin nanoparticles [48]. Regarding the solid kafirin nanoparticles, the
nanoprecipitation method was used, with ethanol as the solvent and water as
the nonsolvent for kafirin. Hollow kafirin nanoparticles were formed by a
sacrificial template, consisting of NaCO3. First, the sacrificial cores were
prepared by adding aqueous sodium carbonate solution in ethanol, to reach a
final ethanol concentration of 70%. Kafirin in aqueous ethanol (70%) was
dropwise added to a sodium carbonate dispersion in ethanol, allowing kafirin
nanoparticles to form layers on sodium carbonate particles. These served as
nuclei for the precipitation of kafirin, and resulted in a kafirin coat surrounding the sodium carbonate particles (sacrificial template). Redispersion of this
solution in water helped sodium carbonate leach out of their kafirin coatings
and dissolve in water, resulting in hollow kafirin nanoparticles. Dextran sulfate and chitosan were used to form layers surrounding kafirin, and form a
likewise surrounding LBL particle. During this process, solid or hollow
kafirin nanoparticles were mixed with dextran sulfate solutions at pH 5 4,
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where kafirin particles have a positive zeta potential and dextran sulfate
molecules have a negative zeta potential. After the formation of the first dextran sulfate layer, the solution containing negatively charged particles was
mixed with a positively charged chitosan solution, forming a second layer on
top of the dextran sulfate. This procedure was repeated twice, to form
two bilayers on the solid and hollow kafirin nanoparticles (Fig. 6.14).

FIGURE 6.14 TEM images of hollow (A, C, E) and solid (B, D, F) kafirin nanoparticles;
unloaded (A, B), curcumin-loaded (C, D), and curcumin-loaded LbL-assembled (E, F) kafirin
nanoparticles. Reprinted from Li X, Maldonado L, Malmr M, Rouf TB, Hua Y, Kokini J.
Development of hollow kafirin-based nanoparticles fabricated through layer-by-layer assembly
as delivery vehicles for curcumin. Food Hydrocoll 2019;96:93101. Available from: https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.foodhyd.2019.04.042 with permission from Elsevier.
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Curcumin was selected as the model bioactive compound, and was added to
the kafirin ethanolic solutions for the loaded nanoparticles.
The hollow kafirin nanoparticles exhibited zeta potentials between 240
and 247 mV, indicating good particle stability. Neither the ratio of sodium
carbonate-to-kafirin, nor the presence of sodium carbonate, affected the stability of the kafirin nanoparticles. Particle diameters were not affected by the
encapsulation of curcumin; however, the addition of dextran sulfate/chitosan
bilayers increased the diameters of the kafirin nanoparticles from 6070 to
200 nm, as expected. The ratio of curcumin-to-kafirin, as well as the structure of the nanoparticles (solid or hollow), significantly affected encapsulation efficiency: the lowest encapsulation efficiency (42%) was achieved with
LbL solid kafirin nanoparticles with a curcumin-to-kafirin ratio of 1:5, and
the highest encapsulation efficiencies (9495%) were achieved with LbL
hollow nanoparticles with curcumin-to-kafirin ratios between 1:15 and 1:30.
LbL assembly of nanoparticles improved curcumin dissolution in the gastrointestinal tract, compared to native curcumin, wherein LbL hollow nanoparticles exhibited slower release kinetics compared to LbL solid kafirin
nanoparticles [48].
Solid lipid nanoparticles using LbL method were fabricated using soya
lecithin, sodium caseinate, pectin, and Compritol ATO 888, which is a glyceride [49]. The LbL nanoparticles were designed by surface response methodology. The first layer of the nanoparticles was formed by combining
lecithin with the lipid in a mixture of acetone and ethanol, where lecithin
forms a layer around the lipid molecule. The second layer surrounding core
lipid nanoparticles was fabricated by nanoprecipitating the lipid/lecithin mixture in a sodium caseinate mixture. For the third layer, an aqueous pectin
solution was added to the mixture. Effects of four different pH values (4,
4.5, 5, and 6), two pectin concentrations (45 or 60 mg), and the effect of
heat treatment (80 C) were tested (Fig. 6.15), to ensure an electrostatic interaction between pectin and sodium caseinate.
Addition of the pectin layer increased the particle sizes from 317 to
437 nm and 438 nm in low and high pectin concentrations, respectively.
A decrease in particle size was observed in both pectin concentrations,

FIGURE 6.15 Layer-by-layer assembly of solid lipid nanoparticles. Reprinted from Wang T,
Hu Q, Zhou M, Xia Y, Nieh M-P, Luo Y. Development of “all natural” layer-by-layer redispersible solid lipid nanoparticles by nano spray drying technology. Eur J Pharm Biopharm
2016;107:27385. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2016.07.022 with permission
from Elsevier.
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when pH was dropped from 6.8 (initial pH) to 6, and remained stable at
pH 5 5 and 4.5. When pH was further decreased to 4, the size of nanoparticles with low pectin concentration only increased by the addition of heat
treatment. For high concentration pectin nanoparticles, decreasing the pH to
4 increased the particle sizes, regardless of heat treatment. The zeta potentials of the nanoparticles decreased with the pH values for both pectin concentrations. Heat treatment aided the formation of more spherical
nanoparticles. The optimal conditions for fabrication of ultrafine nanoparticle
powders, with spherical particle shapes and good redispersibility, were determined as pH 5 with 80 C heat treatment, and at higher (60 mg) pectin concentration (since higher pectin concentration prevented lipid agglomeration).
The redispersed LbL-assembled solid lipid nanoparticles also exhibited good
stability.

6.2.3.2 Nanotube formation through layer-by-layer deposition
With the choice of the right template, tubular nanoparticles can be fabricated using LbL deposition [50]. Nanotubes from two biopolymers, BSA
and PDL, using a track-etched polycarbonate membrane as the templates
were fabricated. The optimum interaction pH of the polymers was determined with zeta potential measurements. At pH 5 7.4 the highest absolute
opposite charges were observed between positively charged PDL and negatively charged BSA, which is necessary for maximum attraction. To fabricate the nanotubes, positively charged PDL solution was run through the
negatively charged polycarbonate membrane to form the first outer layer
by electrostatic attraction of PDL to polycarbonate. The second layer of
nanotubes was formed by running negatively charged BSA solution after
PDL. Two and three bilayers of BSA/PDL were formed by repeating the
same steps. The polycarbonate template was then dissolved in N,Ndimethylformamide solution. Three bilayered nanotubes were the strongest, with defined nanotube structures after drying. The average wall
thickness was 61 nm (Fig. 6.16A). Curcumin was loaded to the nanotubes
in two ways: by mixing the already prepared nanotubes with curcumin
solution, or by mixing curcumin into the ethanolic BSA solution prior to
nanotube formation. For the first loading method, curcumin encapsulation
was higher when the interior wall of the nanotubes were hydrophobic with
BSA [50]. The highest encapsulation efficiency (45%) and the highest
loading capacity of (0.27 g/g) nanotubes were obtained with three
bilayered nanotubes. The second encapsulation technique only allowed
formation of two bilayers, after which the hydrophobic environment of the
interior blocked the PDL solution from passing for the third time through
the template. These nanotubes had bigger cavities than the nanotubes fabricated with the first method, and were more deformed than the three
bilayered nanotubes (Fig. 6.16B).
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FIGURE 6.16 BSA/PDL nanotubes with three bilayers (A) and BSA-curcumin/PDL nanotubes
with two bilayers (B). Reprinted from Sadeghi R, Kalbasi A, Emam-jomeh Z, Razavi SH, Kokini
J, Moosavi-Movahedi AA. Biocompatible nanotubes as potential carrier for curcumin as a model
bioactive compound. J Nanopart Res 2013;15(11):1931. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1007/
s11051-013-1931-8 with permission from Springer Nature.

Curcumin entrapment was also tested in LbL bionanotubes formed with
either chitosan (CHI) and α-lactalbumin (LAC), or BSA and κ-carrageenan
(CAR), using the same polycarbonate template technique [51]. During the
tests with CHI and LAC, the highest absolute zeta potential differences with
opposite charges occurred at pH 5 7; the same, regarding BSA and CAR,
occurred at pH 5 4. The mechanisms of interactions were analyzed with
ITC, and both were found to be exothermic and driven by coulombic interactions with an enthalpy of 20.494 kJ/g (LAC and CHI) and 26.14 kJ/g (BSA
and CAR). For both pairs of polyelectrolytes, three types of templates with
400, 600, and 800 nm pore sizes were tested. While 4 bilayers could be
deposited with a 400 nm template, 600 and 800 nm templates allowed deposition of 5 bilayers. The average wall thickness of LAC and CHI nanotubes
were 81, 97, and 118 nm fabricated with 400, 600, and 800 nm templates,
respectively (Fig. 6.17). BSA and CAR interaction resulted in thinner walled
nanotubes of 60, 67, and 76 nm with 400, 600, and 800 nm templates,
respectively (Fig. 6.17).
Atomic force microscopy imaging and force mapping revealed that BSA/
CAR nanotubes were more robust than CHI/LAC nanotubes [51]. The higher
strength of BSA/CAR nanotubes was due to their stronger interaction, evident from their larger absolute zeta potential difference and higher enthalpy
differences. Stability tests indicated that CHI/LAC nanotubes were more
stable than BSA/CAR nanotubes in PBS solution, due to a more suitable pH
for the interaction between polyelectrolytes. Curcumin loading was accomplished by mixing the dried nanotubes in curcumin buffer solutions. BSA/
CAR nanotubes exhibited higher encapsulation efficiency (46.7%) and loading capacity (0.175 mg/mg nanotube) than CHI/LAC nanotubes (36.9%
encapsulation efficiency and 0/14 mg/mg nanotube loading capacity).
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FIGURE 6.17 CHI/LAC (A, B) and BSA/CAR (C, D) nanotubes fabricated with 400 nm (A,
C) and 800 nm (B, D) pore-sized templates. Reprinted from Maldonado L, Chough S, Bonilla J,
Kim KH, Kokini J. Mechanism of fabrication and nano-mechanical properties of α-lactalbumin/
chitosan and BSA/κ-carrageenan nanotubes through layer-by-layer assembly for curcumin
encapsulation and determination of in vitro cytotoxicity. Food Hydrocoll 2019;93:293307.
Available from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foodhyd.2019.02.040 with permission from Elsevier.

The release of curcumin from nanotubes was tested with PBS solution. BSA/
CAR nanotubes showed a faster release profile than CHI/LAC nanotubes,
which is similarly due to the pH of the buffer solution (7.5), which favors
the interaction between CHI and LAC more than BSA and CAR. Therefore
BSA/CAR nanotubes experienced a “burst” release of curcumin, with almost
100% release within the first 24 h, while a near complete release occurred
after 48 h in the case of CHI/LAC nanotubes. The cytotoxicity of free and
loaded nanotubes was tested with HeLa cells. While free BSA/CAR and
CHI/LAC nanotubes did not exhibit any toxicity on HeLa cells, curcuminloaded nanotubes showed concentration-dependent toxicity on the cells,
regardless of the polyelectrolyte pairs. The highest cell viability values
reached 65% with 60 μg/mL curcumin loading.
Polycarbonate membrane templates were also used for the fabrication of
LbL human serum albumin (HSA) and polyethylenimine (PEI) nanotubes
[52]. First, positively charged PEI solution was passed through the negatively
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charged polycarbonate template, followed by negatively charged HSA
solution. The total number of bilayers deposited on the polycarbonate template was 5.5, indicating an additional layer of PEI deposition on the 5
bilayers of PEI/HSA. The average outer and inner diameters of the LbL
nanotubes were 455 and 275 nm, respectively, with an average wall thickness of 151 nm. To study the adsorption of LbL nanotubes onto DNA
(PolyA25), nanotubes were mixed with DNA solution. Due to the negative
charges of DNA chains, there occurred an electrostatic interaction between
the DNA chains and the positively charged PEI inner and outer walls of
nanotubes. As the pH was increased from 4.7 to 11, the adsorption percentage decreased from 94.8% to 87.0%, due to the decreasing positive charges
of PEI with an increase in pH. This reduction resulted in less interaction
between positively charged PEI and negatively charged DNA. The adsorption kinetics of DNA to LbL nanotubes were found to fit pseudo-second
order kinetics. The release of DNA from the LbL nanotubes were analyzed
by dissolving the complexes in phosphate buffer solutions at two pH values,
7.4 and 5.7. In the absence of NaCl, no release was observed, and increasing
NaCl concentration in the buffer solution increased the release of DNA
from the nanotubes. At pH 5 5.7, more DNA was released from the nanotubes compared to pH 5 7.4.

6.3

Conclusions

In this chapter is summarized recent studies which utilized various nanoparticulation techniques to fabricate edible and safe biobased nanodelivery
systems. Also, through the summary of fundamental studies, the chapter
has detailed the importance of understanding the mechanism of polymer
interactions and thermodynamics on the optimization of nanodelivery systems. The effects of many parameters (i.e., pH, zeta potentials, temperature, ionic strength through salt addition, order of addition, etc.) on the
size, distribution, encapsulation efficiency, and stability of the nanodelivery systems have also been covered. Collectively, these studies show that:
it is crucial to select polyelectrolyte pairs at optimum zeta potential difference for maximum attraction; choosing the optimum solvents for polyelectrolytes affects the particle size, morphology, and stability of the particles;
and the ionic strength of environment and temperature is effective on the
type of the interaction between the polyelectrolytes, leading to a more
stable system. The molecular weight of the polyelectrolytes, the mass and
charge ratios, and the order of polyelectrolyte addition were also proven to
affect significantly the reaction mechanism and bioactive encapsulation
efficiency. All these parameters should be carefully explored and studied
in detail, to fabricate and design nanodelivery systems efficiently, and
with better release profiles.
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7.1

Introduction

A variety of wastes are generated in both agriculture and marine fields
[15]. Their accumulation on this planet results in several environmental
and health difficulties [6]. Converting different wastes into value-added products, by respecting environmental demands, is an effective pathway to
reduce environmental difficulties, and improve economic sustainability of
wastes processing. This recycling approach is beneficial not only to the
environments, but also to industries, from economical point of view [6,7].
Biopolymers make up a fraction of agriculture, forestry, and marine wastes.
Biopolymers are alternatives to synthetic polymers made from petroleum,
however, their use has faced several major problems, including low degradation temperatures, poor mechanical properties, and high water vapor and gas
permeabilities [8,9]. Surface modification of biopolymers and introduction of
ionic groups, functional compounds, and fillers into biopolymers could solve
these problems [10,11]. The properties of biopolymers can be improved by
adding nanosized filler compounds to form composites. The latter materials
(biocomposites) have been fabricated using nanotechnology, in order to
improve stability of conventional polymeric matrices [12,13]. Various
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biopolymers and nanosized fillers have been used to form bionanocomposite
materials [14].
This chapter provides a review compiled from available literature on:
(1) fabrication of four biopolymer-based nanomaterials consisting of three
polysaccharides (cellulose, starch, and chitosan), and a protein (zein)
using surface modification or introducing additives, ionic groups, and
functional compounds into the polymer matrices, and (2) employing
nanoscience and nanotechnology to overcome limitations and to achieve
desirable products.

7.2

Sources, structure, and characteristics

Biopolymers (cellulose, starch, chitosan, zein) are naturally occurring materials that are available in large quantities [1420]. Renewable biopolymers
can be isolated from agricultural and forestry biomass.
Cellulose is the most available renewable polymer on the planet that we
live on. Its annual production is estimated to be over 7.5 3 1010 tons [17].
Cellulose is present in various plants as a principal component of cell walls,
microorganisms, and land and marine animals. It is widely distributed in
higher plants and annual crops. Wood (consisting of up to 50% cellulose) is
the most important raw material source for cellulose [17,21,22]. It is comprised of beta-(1, 4)-D-glucopyraonosyl units and forms a linear chain
through many inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonding [2325].
Starch occurs in many higher plants, especially cereals (grains),
legumes, and most tubers, as discrete particles called granules [2629]. It
is a principal food reserve polysaccharide and serves as the predominant
storage carbohydrate in plants—a mixture of linear and branched α-D-glucans (amylose and amylopectin). Starch granules consist of amylose and
amylopectin and usually contain small amounts of proteins and lipids [30].
The ratio of amylose to amylopectin, size, particle size distribution, shape,
appearance, and properties of starches vary considerably with sources and
species. These variations could make starches viable in several field applications [18,3133].
Next to cellulose, chitin is the second most abundant polysaccharide
found in nature. Chitin occurs naturally, as a support system in plants and
animals, hard skeleton of shellfish and marine invertebrate (i.e., crab, shrimp,
lobster, prawn, krill, clams, oysters, and squid) [3437]. It is generally isolated from crustacean shells, and is considered a cellulose derivative. The
chemical structure of chitin is similar to cellulose. The difference between
the chemical structures of cellulose and chitin, is that the 2-hydroxy groups
of cellulose have been replaced with N-acetyl groups, resulting in beta(14)-2-acetarnido-2-deoxy-D-glucopynnosic structural units (GlcNAc) [37].
Chitin is not soluble in most common organic and inorganic solvents.
Deacetlyation of chitin results in chitosan, which consists of β (1-4) linked
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TABLE 7.1 Abbreviations appeared in this chapter.
Abbreviation

Expression, term

BBB

Bloodbrain barrier

CLC

Cross-linked cellulose

CNC

Cellulose nanocrystal

CNCs

Cellulose nanocrystals

DLS

Dynamic light scattering

DNA

Deoxy nucleic acid

FDA

Food and Drug Administration

GIT

Gastrointestinal tract

MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging

NFC

Nanofibrillated cellulose

NP

Nanoparticle

NPs

Nanoparticles

O/W

Oil/water

PEG

Polyethylene glycol

SPIO

Superparamagnetic iron oxide

UV

Ultraviolet

ZCCPs

Zein/chitosan colloid particles

D-glucosamine

residues [1,7,38]. This results in an improvement in its solubility and promotes processing, thereby widening its practical applications.
Chitosans are used for both partially and completely deacetylated chitosans
[1,39]. Abbreviations and their corresponding expressions, resources, and
characteristics of biopolymers in general, and the characteristics of each
biopolymer (cellulose, starch, chitosan, and zein) are provided in
Tables 7.17.3, respectively.
Zein is the major storage protein in corn [40,41]. It consists of four components (alpha, beta, gamma, and delta) with varying peptide chains, molecular sizes, and solubilities. The most abundant protein in commercial zeins is
the alpha, which possesses complex groups of prolamines with molecular
weights of 19 and 22 kDa [42], and comprises 70%85% of the whole zein
[41,43]. Zein with a significant amount of nonpolar amino acids (about 50%
of total amino acids residues in zein), is a hydrophobic protein [43,44]. Zein
is generated as a coproduct, when corn grains are processed for food, feed,
agriculture products, and fuels [45].
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TABLE 7.2 Resources, characteristics, properties, and functions of
biopolymers (cellulose, starch, chitosan, zein).
Item

Conventional and large
sized biopolymers

Nanomaterials

Resources

Agriculture, forestry and
marine (naturally occurring
materials and available in large
quantities

The same as the conventional
biopolymer counterparts

Characteristics

Hydrophilic characters
(generally possesses
hydrophilic groups) for
cellulose, starch, and chitosan,
both hydrophilic/hydrophobic
characters for zein

At least with one dimension in
nanometer- scale (1100 nm)

Properties

Biodegradable and
biocompatible, poor water
vapor and gas barrier and
mechanical properties, filmforming

A large surface area per
volume; and at least a property
that deviates from the value of
the equivalent bulk materials
having the same composition;
superior (physical, chemical,
and thermal) properties
compared to traditional
counterparts

Functions

Biopolymers having functional
groups are able to interact with
functional compounds

Nano-carriers; nanocomposites

Applications

Food, nutrition,
pharmaceuticals, medicals,
cosmetics, health care

Food, nutrition,
pharmaceuticals, medicals,
cosmetics, health care

7.2.1

Properties and functions of biopolymers

Biopolymers (cellulose, starch, chitosan, zein) are biodegradable and biocompatible [1821,38,4648]. The biopolymers have poor water vapor,
oxygen and other gas barriers, mechanical, and thermal properties
[14,16,49]. The use of materials with barrier properties results in a shelf life
extension, by protecting food and drugs products from oxidative and microbial deteriorations [50]. Properties of biopolymers, and properties of each
biopolymer (cellulose, starch, chitosan and zein) are given in Tables 7.2 and
7.3, respectively.
Cellulose and its derivatives exhibit film- and fiber-forming properties
(Kaplan, 1998a,b) [21,48]. The linearity of cellulose makes it easy for the
molecules to produce parallel arrays and cause a high degree of crystallinity
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TABLE 7.3 Characteristics, properties, and applications of biopolymers.
Biopolymers

Characteristics and
properties

Functions and applications
of biopolymer-based
nanomaterials

Cellulose

High hydrophilic characters,
film forming, fiber forming; high
degree of crystallinity, highly
absorbent, and binding to water
properties

Nanofibers, nanopapers,
nanocomposites

Starch

High hydrophilic characters;
film forming

Nanocomposites, starch
nanocrystals can be used to
improve mechanical and barrier
properties

Chitosan

Cationic nature, film forming,
fiber forming; antibacterial and
antifungal properties

As antioxidant and
antimicrobial compounds in
food, nutrition, and medicine
sectors; as a core of
encapsulation system for
nutrient and drug releases

Zein

Amphiphilic (hydrophobic/
hydrophilic) character; film
forming, fiber forming;
antioxidant properties and oil
resistance

As a shell of encapsulation
system in nutrient and drug
releases; nanocomposite in food
coating and packaging

[23,25]. Cross-linked cellulose (CLC), a highly absorbent with disintegration
and binding properties, was used as a tablet excipient in pharmaceutics.
Starch exhibits film-forming properties, however, the film is tough and rigid
[51]. Mechanical and barrier properties of the starch films can be reinforced
and improved by adding other polymers, functional compounds, and organic or
inorganic fillers to the starch matrix [51]. Mechanical, barrier, and physicochemical properties of the starch films exhibited a great variability, depending
on the compounds added to the matrix and the processing method. The modified materials were employed in active packaging for foods and drugs [52].
Chitosan is the only cationic polysaccharide, and its cationic nature in
acidic medium is especially unique among polysaccharides. Chitosan is very
sensitive to the presence of anionic substances in its solutions [31,39,53].
Chitosan with film-forming, antibacterial and antifungal properties, and having the ability of removing of harmful heavy metal ions from polluted water
is a good and qualified candidate for food, nutrition and biomedical applications. However, its poor water vapor and gas barrier, and mechanical properties limit its uses [39,49,53,54].
Zein, having an amphiphilic (hydrophobic/hydrophilic) character, exhibits
film- and fiber-forming and antioxidant properties, and oil resistance. Fiber-
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like structures for the zeinstarch system were also observed [52]. The functions of zein nanomaterials are multiple: food or nutrient components, bioactive compounds, cores of nanoencapsulated systems, shells of encapsulated
bioactive components, carriers of delivery systems, or fractions of assembly
systems [55]. Zein as a sole material cannot be used in food packing for two
major reasons: (1) it is brittle, and (2) has no sufficient water barrier properties. A solution for these problems is the use of additives (plasticizers and
hydrophobic materials), to improve flexibility and moisture barrier properties
[43,56,57]. A possibility to increase barrier properties of zein polymers is
treatment with stable silicates (montmorillonite, hectorite, and saponite)
[43,57].

7.2.2

Properties and functions of nanomaterials

Materials with the following characteristics create novel properties and phenomena: “one dimension in nanometer-length scale (1100 nm), a large surface area, a large surface area per volume, and at least one property that
deviates from the value of the equivalent bulk materials having the same
composition” create novel properties and phenomena [13,58]. The greater
the surface area, the greater the surface area of nanoparticles (NPs) per mass
unit; greater surface area-to-volume ratio for nanomaterials yields an
enhancement in their biological activities, in comparison with bulk and
larger sized particles. NPs can be used as bioactive compounds in functional
foods [59,60]. At the nanometer level, some material properties are affected
by the laws of atomic physics, rather than behaving as traditional bulk materials do. In fact, their extremely small features size is of the same scale as
the critical size for some physical phenomena, such as light [24]. Properties
of synthetic polymers and biopolymers are closely related to their molecular
weights and sizes [6163]. Generally, the amount of raw materials with
nanosized dimensions, in comparison with larger counterparts, in a desired
application can be reduced, whereas the properties and biological activities
of nanomaterials were improved [64]. The number of particles available per
square unit of area in a nanosystem is higher than that of a micron-sized system [60,65]. Polymer nanocomposites exhibit superior physical, chemical,
and thermal properties, compared to traditional composites [24,50].
Nanoscience and nanotechnology are growing in various fields of science, technology, and engineering, and could result in significant changes in
the world in the near future. The properties of nanomaterials enhance their
performances and applications. NPs (nutrients and drugs) can enter the
human body, including vital organs such as the brain, much easier than
larger particles [64]. Different research topics including preparations, properties, characterizations and applications of nanomaterials in vitro and in vivo
are now under investigation [13,58,66].
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Safety and toxicity of biopolymer-based nanomaterials

The three polysaccharides (cellulose, starch, chitosan) are environmentally
friendly compounds, safe, and nontoxic—or exhibit low toxicity
[15,18,6769]. The toxicity of materials depends on their sizes, morphologies, and surfaces [55,62,70,71]. Toxicity is the major disadvantage of nanoscale materials for food, nutrition, medical, and healthcare applications [13].
NPs can migrate from packaging/containers to food, nutrient, and drug components [13]. Each new product prepared by nanotechnology must be examined for toxicity before marketing [64].
Cellulose-based nan-materials such as cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs)
have very low toxicity in several models (in vivo, in vitro) [71]. Starch is
nontoxic and edible [18,28,29]. It is a favored compound for oral drug delivery systems [72,73]. Chitosan is nontoxic, or exhibits a low toxicity [74,75].
Zein has been approved for oral use by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). Zein is recognized as safe for food applications [76]. However, the
toxicity of zein nanocomposites and zein-based NPs has not been investigated yet [55,56]. The toxicity of nanostarches and nanochitosans have not
yet been investigated.

7.3

Preparation of biopolymer-based nanomaterials

Hydrophilic nature of biopolymers leads to poor water vapor, oxygen, and
other gas barriers, and poor mechanical properties. Surface modification, and
introduction of ionic groups thereon, makes the surface more hydrophobic
and leads to improvements in various mechanical and barrier properties
[10,11,77]. The properties and efficiencies of the biopolymer films can be
alternatively modified via making a blend as well as a nano-composite [a
mixture of polymer and a filler (a non-sized component such as nano-clay or
nano-sized silica) [10,11,77]. In coating and packaging technology, the modification results in shelf life extensions of food, nutrients, and drugs [56,70].
Biocomposite materials have been fabricated using nanotechnology, in order
to improve stability of conventional polymeric matrices [13]. The composites
can be constructed via electrostatic interactions of oppositely charged counterparts. CNCs are produced from a variety of renewable sources, and they
can be chemically modified [78,79]. Chitosan is a suitable material to construct NPs. Because of its reactive amino groups, it is more easily chemically
modified using various ligands or antibodies [67].

7.4

Applications of biopolymer-based nanomaterials

Natural materials have been used as food, nutrient, pharmaceutics, and cosmetic compounds [80,81]. These materials can be used in agricultural practices, food coatings, and packaging to reduce environmental harms [7,82,83].
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Reinforced fillers have been used in polymer composites for a wide variety of
food, hygiene, cosmetic, and medical products [84]. The properties of natural
materials, as well as biopolymers (cellulose, starch, chitosan, and zein), can be
enhanced by adding nanosized fillers to form biocomposites [14,16,85,86].
Bionanocomposites consist of well-dispersed nanofillers (having a minimum
of one dimension within the nanometer range) into biopolymeric matrices. The
incorporation of bioactive compounds, such as vitamins, probiotics, antioxidants, or other bioactive compounds, provides a way to develop novel nutrients, drugs, and functional foods. The new materials may have physiological
advantages and could diminish the probability of diseases [55,64].

7.4.1

Cellulose

Enormous amounts of cellulose and its derivatives are consumed annually in
a wide variety of products, for example, fiber, textile, paper, and membranes
(Kaplan, 1998a,b) [21,48,87]. The hydrophilic and polar natures of cellulosic
fibers lead to two types of agglomerations: (1) that of nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) during mixing with a hydrophobic compound, and (2) irreversible
agglomeration of NFC during a drying process [10]. Cellulose has been
applied in a variety of surface modifications such as silylation [88], acetylation [89], and carboxymethylation [90], to overcome hydrophilic properties
of cellulose. The effects of various drying processes were also studied, for
the efficient use of NFC with superior properties [11]. Drying affects the
size and properties of nanofibers. The modified NFC can be also used to
improve the transparency and tensile strength of nanopapers [10,11,91].
Surface modification and conjugation with therapeutic nanomaterials
makes CNCs suitable as nanocarriers, and facilitates development of new
nanocomposites for drug delivery applications [71,78,79]. It is highly desirable to develop controllable methods for chemical or physical modification
of the CNC surface, preferably by using mild or green conditions [71].
Chemical treatments to modify the surface of cellulose are employed by the
introduction of hydrophobic moieties. Nanocellulose has been employed as a
reinforcement agent in polymer matrices. The major difficulty is to achieve a
homogeneous dispersion of nanocellulose in hydrophobic polymers [92].
Low-molecular-weight polymers, or oligomers, are adsorbed on the surface
of nanocellulose to achieve hydrophobicity. The surface modification of
nanocellulose presents several advantages, as it can enhance the interfacial
adhesion between nanocellulose and a polymer matrix, as well as the overall
performance of nanocomposites [93]. Cellulose in composite systems provides excellent physical and chemical features. This, together with environmentally friendly capabilities, make them ideal materials for long-term
practical applications. Nanocellulose (nanocrystals and NFC) with different
properties matrices is potentially useful for a large number of industrial
applications [24,84].
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Starch

Starch has been used as a drug carrier in pharmacy and as a thin film coating
layer in food and drug packaging technology, because of its biocompatibility,
biodegradability, and nontoxicity [18,28,29]. Superparamagnetic iron oxide
(SPIO) as a core, and starch as a coating layer with suitable biocompatible
properties, have been used in medicine, particularly in magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), tissue engineering, and drug delivery systems [18,60].
Starch-coated Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) exhibit
biocompatibility, and can be transported in the extracellular space and internalized in nerve cells [18]. X-ray powder diffraction was used to confirm the
magnetite phase of the SPION.
A fresh starch film made by a casting method is thermoplastic, whereas a
stored starch film is rigid, and less elastic [51]. Comparison of mechanical
properties of starch fresh films and stored films reveals that recrystallization
occurs during the storage period. The rigidity effect can be inhibited, by adding organic or inorganic fillers, functional compounds, or other polymers to
the starch matrix. Different physicochemical properties of the starch films
depend on which compound is added to the matrix, and the processing
method. Physical or chemical modification of native starch yields an increase
in its possible applications [47,94]. Starch/clay nanocomposite films with
superior barrier properties, in comparison with bulk counterparts are
suitable coating materials for food and drug coatings and packaging
applications.
Silver-coated starch exhibited antimicrobial properties. The presence of
silver particles on the starch was confirmed by UV spectra. Inhibitions
tests were performed for three types of bacteria on starch, coated by
AgNPs. The inhibition results were 25 μg/mL for Staphylococcus aureus,
and Salmonella typhi, and 12.5 μg/mL for Escherichia coli. The surfacemodified nanostarch with AgNPs shows a potential application for active
food coating and packaging [95]. The main interest of starch, in addition
to being low cost is that the raw material is relatively pure and does not
need intensive purification procedures, such as lingo-cellulosic materials
[7,50]. The reinforcing of starch nanocrystals is limited, compared to
CNCs, and a higher amount of the former is necessary to attain similar
reinforcing effects. However, other interesting properties can be obtained
from their platelet-like morphology, such as barrier properties [50]. Starch
nanocrystals create a tortuous diffusion pathway for water and oxygen
molecules to pass through. This suggests that nanostarch plays the same
role as nanoclays do, presumably due to the hydrophilic nature of starch
nanocrystals. Nanoclays have been used to improve water and gas barrier
properties [50].
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Chitosan and zein

Chitosan and its blends with other components (i.e., natural polymers, essential oils, and fillers) have been used for food protection [49]. Cationic amino
groups of chitosan can form complexes with negatively charges of drug/
deoxy nucleic acid (DNA) through strong electrostatic interactions [96].
Chitosan forms NPs through ionic gelation, and can be used in pharmaceutical preparations as a coating agent, tablet binder, gel former, in various drug
delivery systems, and mucoadhesive polymers to enhance drug permeation
and bioavailability [97]. It also exhibits potential as a nanocarrier. Chitosan
has been incorporated into a number of NPs formulations and has been critical in improving delivery of many drugs, since it exhibits better drug bioavailability, stability, and targeted delivery (at the exact site). Cytostatic
activity was also increased over a long duration.
Chitosan conjugated with different contents of folic acid was used to prepare chitosan NPs. The average particle size of NPs was between 120 and
140 nm, which is small enough to be up-taken by cancer cells via folate
receptor-mediated endocytosis [67]. The zeta potential was around 20 mV
and loading efficiency was about 60% [67]. A bioassay was performed on
chitosan conjugated with folic acid, which was loaded with indigo carmine.
The bioassay results revealed that the quantity of particles that which
adhered onto cells increased with incubation time, and the higher-conjugated
ratio of folic acid particles had a better adhesion effect. Based on the abovementioned results, a novel detection system was made to enhance the accuracy of endoscopic diagnosis for colorectal cancer [67].
Zein with positive charges is suitable for delivery of negatively charged
drugs, foods, and nutrients. The wide range of isoelectric points for zein is
an appropriate condition for delivery of different nutrients and drugs into the
body. Incorporating NPs with zein-based compounds expands their number
of possible applications. Composites of zein films [40,98], and zein nanocomposites films have been used for food packaging [56]. A layer of silica
deposited on the zein particles resulted in an improvement in their properties
[99]. Because of the several advantages of zein, in comparison with other
proteins, efforts have been made to explore the possibilities of utilizing zein
NPs for food and nutrition applications [45].
Vitamin D3 has been incorporated into zein coated with carboxymethyl
chitosan [100102]. The nanocomplex can protect the embedded compound
against heat or light-induced degradation. NPs of carboxymethyl chitosanzein mixed were prepared, and then vitamin D3 was incorporated into
the combined biopolymers [101]. A nutrient delivery system was fabricated
in chitosan NPs as hydrophilic core, and zein as a hydrophobic shell.
Selenite (a form of selenium, a key trace element for human health), was
encapsulated into zein-chitosan mixed and formed a nano delivery system
[103]. Zein-chitosan coreshell NPs with a combined hydrophilic/
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hydrophobic character had a higher encapsulation efficiency and a slower
release rate in the gastrointestinal tract, in comparison with chitosan NPs
without any zein coatings. The hydrophobic zein shell prevented chitosan
dissolution in the acidic conditions of the stomach, reduced the rate of
releasing, and prolonged the release of hydrophilic selenite. Zein/chitosan
colloid particles (ZCCPs) were shown to be effective pickering emulsifiers
[104]. The resulting emulsions were highly resistant to coalescence over a 9month storage period. Food-grade ZCCPs stabilized pickering emulsions
have potential applications as emulsifiers to prepare edible pickering emulsions. Nanosized (,100 nm) zein spheres were employed for fabrication of a
series of fish oil/water (O/W) pickering emulsions (Soltani and Madadlou,
2016). The NPs of chitosan/DNA were made and then encapsulated into zein
using a O/W emulsion technique [19]. The resulting system exhibited tunable
loading, high encapsulation efficiencies, good protection properties within
gastric conditions, and intestinal enzyme-mediated release of transfectioncompetent. The encapsulation of various compounds in zein, as well as their
coating particles with zein, has been shown to decrease the release profile
under simulated gastric conditions [19].

7.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, an effort was made to provide a review from some available
literature information on properties, functions, efficiencies, and applications
of biopolymer-based (cellulose, starch, chitosan, and zein) nanomaterials.
This chapter provided an up-to-date evaluation of the existing development
on the abovementioned biopolymer-based nanomaterials, and implication of
nanoscience and nanotechnology. Biocompatibility, biodegradability, natural
and abundant availability, and non- or low toxicity make biopolymers excellent candidates for food, nutrition, and healthcare applications (i.e., pharmaceutical and biomedical, medicine, cosmetics). The biopolymers exhibit
coating and film-forming properties. In addition, cellulose, chitosan, and zein
also exhibit fiber-forming properties.
The mechanical and barrier properties of biopolymers can be improved
by introduction of fillers, functional compounds, or other biopolymers into
the biopolymer matrix. The new products (as nanocomposites) can be used
for food, drug coating, and packaging. Use of nanomaterials in food and
drug coating and packaging results in a longer shelf life in comparison to
bulk counterparts. Biopolymer-based nanomaterials can be constructed via
electrostatic interactions of opposite charges of biopolymers and additives.
NPs as foods, nutrients, and drugs are more efficient and more active than
that of bulk counterparts, and thus can enter easier into the human organs
much easier than larger particles.
Nanoscience and technology enables fabrication of nanomaterials with
better qualities, characteristics, and functionalities, in comparison with bulk
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and larger counterparts. The efficiency, rate of delivery, and controlled
release of food, nutrition, and drug nanomaterials have been enhanced.
Chitosan and zein with positive charges are suitable for delivery of negatively charged foods, nutrients, and drugs. Nanocellulose and nanostarch can
be employed as nanofillers, also. Nanofillers show potential in certain applications to improve gas and water vapor barrier properties of other materials.

7.6

Future perspectives

Biopolymers with renewable and green resources that exhibit non- or low
toxicity and good biocompatibility are promising materials for food, nutrition, medical, and healthcare applications. Investigation in the new area of
research “biopolymer-based nanomaterials” would result in better quality of
life, and prolonged period of living. However, the toxicity of biopolymerbased nanomaterials must be examined before marketing, in order to eliminate various risks of possible diseases.
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8.1
8.1.1

Introduction: background and driving forces
Nanoparticles as novel drug delivery systems

Nanoparticles are among the novel drug delivery systems—one of the most
extensively exploited, due to their unique properties related to their size [1],
capacity of drug protection [2], and controlled drug release [3].
Nanoparticles are colloidal carriers, varying in terms of particle size between
10 and 1000 nm, being typically smaller than 200 nm [4]. Their attributes comprise controlled drug release [5] and protection [2], which is particularly important for inherently unstable drugs like therapeutic proteins and peptides [6].
Such applicability is due to their capacity to target organs and tissues, provide
drug delivery in a sustained manner without increasing the effective dose, and
improve patient compliance [7] by reducing the number of administrations, particularly regarding diseases that require chronic therapeutic regiments [8].
Parenteral nanoparticles, in particular, have been studied to deliver cancer drugs
and to treat central nervous diseases, since by attaining a size smaller than
100 nm facilitates the intracellular delivery of drugs, the accumulation in tumor
sites, and the permeation of the bloodbrain barrier (BBB) [9,10].

8.1.2

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) nanoparticles

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) polymers are biodegradable, biocompatible [11], and approved for medical use by the US Food and Drug
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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Administration (FDA), and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) [12].
They first appeared as bioresorbable sutures in the 1970s [13] paving the
way for PLGA use as biodegradable drug release systems. In the late 1980s
Astra Zeneca introduced Zoladex an implant for prostate and breast cancer
still on the market today. The implant releases goserelin, a synthetic peptide
blocker of a luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH) receptor, in a
controlled release manner, and is aimed at reducing testosterone, or estradiol
production [14]. More recently, PLGA microspheres for subcutaneous
administration were marketed as Bydureon, from Astra Zeneca, for onceweekly administration of exenatide, a glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor GLP1R agonist, targeted to treat adults with type 2 diabetes [15].
Research on PLGA has been done extensively with several patents [16]
and research papers still emerging, which illustrates that PLGA is regarded
as a very promising polymer with current pharmaceutical interest and challenges for researchers to overcome. However, modern PLGA research has
placed more emphasis on nanoparticles, rather than microparticles or macroimplants, to deliver drugs in a controlled release and targeted manner [17].

8.1.3

Structure and properties of PLGA polymers

PLGAs are aliphatic polyesters, composed of monomeric units of lactic acid
and glycolic acid that are connected by ester linkages [18]. Their chemical
structure is represented in Fig. 8.1. They are considered relatively
stable when in a dry state, but when exposed to moisture or an aqueous environment (e.g., in vivo) [13,19], the polymer chains are broken down to small
oligomers, and then to monomers, by a process of hydrolytic chain scission
[20,21]. Their final degradation products, the monomers glycolic acid and
lactic acid, are eliminated from the body through the Krebs Cycle [18].
There is extensive clinical and toxicological data to sustain the biocompatibility and biodegradability of these polymers [11].

FIGURE 8.1 Chemical structure of PLGA. “x” and “y” refer to the relative amounts of lactide
and glycolide units.
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Since lactic acid is more hydrophobic than glycolic acid, PLGA copolymers
with higher ratios of lactic acid in their composition are expected to be less
hydrophilic, leading to their slower degradation [13,22]. The chemical and
physical properties of PLGA impact the release behavior of drugs loaded in
PLGA delivery devices. It is possible to tailor the drug release profile of a
drug by the type of PLGA carrier, with the right physical chemical characteristics [23].
PLGA nomenclature is related to an important feature of their chains,
called the terminus group or end-group (Fig. 8.1). PLGA carrying free carboxylic end groups are known as “uncapped PLGA” [24]. They are more
hydrophilic and absorb more water, which leads to a higher degradation rate
when compared to the end-capped polymers [25]. End-capped PLGAs have
esterified carboxyl groups at the end of the chains [24].
The pKa of lactic and glycolic acid carboxyl groups is 3.86 and 3.83,
respectively, and at around a physiological pH 5 7.4, these groups are negatively charged [16]. Regarding uncapped PLGA, there is also a negative
charge contribution from the terminal free carboxylic end groups. The sum
of these negatively charged groups at physiological pH contribute for the
negative surface charge usually present in PLGA nanoparticles.

8.1.4

PLGA nanoparticles production techniques

There are three classical techniques, well-described in the literature, for
PLGA nanoparticle preparation [17]: nanoprecipitation (also called solvent
displacement or interfacial deposition) [26], emulsiondiffusion, and double
emulsification [27]. In the nanoprecipitation technique, PLGA is solubilized,
along with the drug and a lipophilic emulsifier (e.g., triglycerides) in a solvent (e.g., acetone), constituting the solvent phase or organic phase. This solvent phase is added dropwise to a nonsolvent phase or aqueous phase,
comprised of a PLGA nonsolvent (e.g., water) or a buffer with a surfactant,
usually poloxamer 188 [26,27]. This technique is the first option to encapsulate hydrophobic drugs in PLGA nanoparticles.
The emulsiondiffusion and double emulsification techniques allow the
incorporation of both lipophilic and hydrophilic drugs in PLGA nanoparticles. In the emulsiondiffusion technique, if the drug is hydrophobic, it is
dissolved into an organic phase together with a polymer, and an oil in an
organic solvent that is partially miscible with water (e.g., ethyl acetate).
Using this technique, three phases are required to produce nanoparticles: an
organic phase, an aqueous phase, and a dilution of both phases [2,27]. The
organic phase is emulsified under vigorous agitation into the aqueous phase,
taking advantage of the high energy rotation of an ultra-turrax.
To incorporate hydrophilic drugs, instead of hydrophobic ones, with this
technique, the inner and outer phases are swapped. The aqueous phase is the
inner phase, and contains the drug with a stabilizing agent, such as poly
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(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) or poly(vinylpirrolidone) (PVP). The organic phase is
the outer phase and is composed of PLGA and an organic solvent (e.g.,
methylene chloride or acetone) [27].
There are two types of double emulsion techniques: wateroilwater
emulsion (w/o/w) and oilwateroil emulsion (o/w/o). W/o/w allows for
higher encapsulation efficiency of hydrophilic drugs, to produce drugsloaded PLGA nanoparticles. Double emulsions are prepared in a two-step
process, using a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic surfactant to stabilize the
interface of the w/o internal emulsion, and the external interface of the oil
globules in w/o/w emulsions, respectively. The principle and solvents used
are the same as stated for single emulsions [2,27].

8.2 Active targeting by surface functionalization of PLGA
nanoparticles
As previously stated, nanoparticles are an efficient delivery system that
allows for controlled release of drugs for a prolonged period. This is especially beneficial for drugs with low therapeutic index (like cancer drugs),
with reduced half-lives (like therapeutic proteins) or with poor water solubility and stability. Notwithstanding their promising characteristics, PLGA
nanoparticles evidences some intrinsic drawbacks, which impair their role as
a novel drug delivery system/drug vector [2]. The nanoparticles’ small size
allow their accumulation in organs and tissues. A size smaller than 50 nm
can allow them to evade the reticulo-endothelial system (RES) [28]. In fact,
size determines the biological fate of nanoparticles, however, many times the
accumulation is not targeted to the desired tissue or organ where the drug
should act, resulting in adverse effects.
After intravenous administration, PLGA nanoparticles are rapidly
removed from systemic circulation due to opsonization by the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect, unless the target tissue is a tumor. In this
case, the nanoparticles tend to accumulate due to leaky vasculature [29,30].
Also, the in vivo blood circulation time of nanoparticles, and the extent
to which they are taken up by cells, are affected by various factors, especially the nanoparticles’ surface charge. PLGA nanoparticles display a negative charge at the surface due to the chemistry of their chains. A change in
surface charge to positive values is sometimes desirable to achieve PLGA
nanoparticles with better clinical responses, such as enhanced cellular uptale
and opening tight junctions. PLGA nanoparticles are not uptaken by viable
cells, and they cannot pass through the BBB, which impairs their use as a
drug carrier to the brain [31]. Apart from their small nano size, once in the
body, the fate of PLGA nanoparticles is, among other factors, determined by
surface characteristics that govern the interaction of the nanoparticles and
the biological environment [16] (i.e., body fluids, cells, proteins, and salts).
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In fact, once PLGA nanoparticles are parenterally delivered and reach the
systemic circulation, the adsorption of proteins present in the blood starts
immediately, causing the formation of the protein corona [32], which may
change the surface charge of the nanoparticles. PLGA is negatively charged
at physiological pH, and together with its hydrophobic moieties, attracts
plasma proteins, most of which are cationic at this pH. The biodistribution of
the nanoparticles is believed to be determined to a major extent by the binding of plasma proteins (opsonines) on the particles’ surfaces, making them
recognized by the immune system as antigens. This eventually leads to a
reduction of nanoparticles’ blood circulation times [33,34].
These are among the rationales behind surface functionalization of nanoparticles. By actively targeting the particles, nanoparticles could be directed
to accumulate in specific sites. Active targeting is achieved by surface functionalization of nanoparticles with recognized molecules, in order to enhance
intracellular delivery and to increase their retention in cells or tissues, which
improves their in vivo performance [16,35].
Functionalization of PLGA nanoparticles relies on the introduction of
ligands on the surface of the particle, usually taking advantage of the PLGA
carboxyl end groups [31]. These introductions can be performed by noncovalent interactions or by covalent conjugations [16,35]; the latter makes use of
chemical reactions, forming new bonds between PLGA and ligands.
Nevertheless, achieving functionalization of PLGA nanoparticles by performing conjugation reactions is not within the scope of this chapter. This chapter
deals exclusively with surface functionalization of PLGA nanoparticles by
noncovalent interactions.
Surface functionalization of PLGA nanoparticles by noncovalent interactions is particularly interesting due to their simplicity and spontaneity, allied
with the fact that these noncovalent interactions prevent ligand degradation.
This factor should be considered when the ligand is a very viable molecule,
like an antibody. Also, even PLGA is reported to suffer from transamination
and hydrolysis reactions under very mild conditions. The major reported
drawbacks associated with these noncovalent interactions are linked to their
inherent weak chemical interaction.

8.3

Noncovalent functionalization of PLGA nanoparticles

Among the strategies to make PLGA nanoparticles stealth to the RES, two
are most reliable: (1) coating with hydrophilic nonionic polymers/surfactants
[33], and (2) altering the surface charge by coating the nanoparticles with
polyelectrolytes of opposite charge [36].
As previously mention, there are two types of PLGA polymers (Fig. 8.1):
chains with a free carboxyl end group known as uncapped PLGA, and chains
terminated with alkyl ester end groups or end-capped PLGA [16]. PLGA particles allowing surface functionalization by noncovalent interactions mostly
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FIGURE 8.2 Two ways for exploiting noncovalent interactions on a PLGA polymer chain (A);
and on the surface of a PLGA nanoparticle (B). The drawings are only demonstrative.

make use of uncapped PLGA in their fabrication process [16], since by
exploiting the particles’ negative charge, it is possible to form ionic interactions between the PLGA exposed carboxylic end groups and positively
charged molecules (Fig. 8.2B). Another approach for noncovalent surface
modification relies on exploiting the hydrophobicity of both types of PLGA
chains. The hydrophobicity increases with the length of the chain [37]. This
type of surface functionalization is not as strong as the ionic one, and is performed under uncontrolled conditions that may allow loss of coating molecules during the fabrication method washing steps [16]. In general, the
adsorption of amphiphilic molecules for a specific surface modification is a
rapid and convenient method not deleterious for the ligands—if the interaction
is strong enough to resist premature desorption. Considering the physicochemical characteristics of a preformed PLGA nanoparticle, the surface carboxylate
groups of uncapped PLGA allow for covalent and electrostatic conjugation of
ligands, whereas the hydrophobicity of the PLGA matrix can be exploited for
adsorption of hydrophobic, or even amphiphilic, ligands (Fig. 8.2A).
This section provides examples of functionalization approaches that take
advantage of ligand characteristics and the right conditions to create noncovalent
interactions between a ligand and PLGA. It highlights some biological effects
in vitro and in vivo, as well as their potential for therapeutic applications.

8.3.1

PEGylated PLGA nanoparticle

PEGylation technology can improve the aqueous stability and solubility minoring aggregation by steric stabilization, decrease immunogenicity, and prolong the systemic circulation of nanoparticles or other poly(ethylene glycol)
PEG-containing products [38,39]. PEG polymers have been extensively
employed for the modification of PLGA nanoparticles.
Due to their inherent hydrophobicity and surface negative charge, PLGA
nanoparticles are recognized by the RES system and rapidly cleared from the
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blood systemic circulation time. Coating the nanoparticles with a layer of
PEG has been shown to improve their time of residence in the body [9,40].
When attached to a particle surface, PEG ether groups can bind water molecules via hydrogen bonding, introducing a highly hydrated hydrophilic coating layer around the particle, which tricks the plasma cells to recognize the
nanoparticle as only water [41].
Adding to that benefit, coating nanoparticles with a layer of PEG facilitates passive targeting of tumor tissue through EPR effect [42].
PEGylation is more often achieved by conjugating PEG to PLGA, by
using a chemical reaction prior to nanoparticle fabrication [43,44], or by
using block copolymers that already possess PEG moieties [31]. However,
regarding PLGA, this can be achieved by hydrophobic interactions using
PEG as a surfactant [16].
PLGA nanoparticles were produced and surface-coated with cationic diblock
copolymer, poly(L-lysine)poly(ethylene glycol)folate (PLLPEGFOL) by
ionic interactions in an aqueous phase, to enhance nanoparticles’ site-specific
intracellular delivery against folate receptor overexpressing cancer cells [45].
The nanoparticles showed improved cellular uptake to folate receptor overexpressing cells (KB) of human epidermal carcinoma, suggesting that they were
mainly taken up by folate receptor-mediated endocytosis. This demonstrated
an enhanced cellular uptake, achieved both by introducing a receptor ligand,
and by improving the circulation time with PEG-coated nanoparticles. Using
the same rationale, cell-specific homing moieties at the protein-repellent surface layer, have been the focus of a study to deliver docetaxel (Dtxl). Dtxlencapsulated PLGA nanoparticles formulated with poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic
acid)-block-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLGA-b-PEG) copolymer and surface
functionalized with A10 20 -fluoropyrimidine RNA aptamers were developed
to recognize the extracellular domain of the prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) [46]. In this study, 100% of mice survived after being treated
with the formulation.

8.3.2

Surfactant PLGA nanoparticles

Nonionic stabilizers/surfactants can be employed to coat PLGA nanoparticles. Due to PLGA’s hydrophobic nature, hydrophobic or amphiphilic molecules, polymers, and other substances could be adsorbed via hydrophobic
interactions. This is the principle followed by adsorbing amphiphilic molecules like surfactants, polymers, or even proteins. However, regarding the
latter, electrostatic interactions are the major determinant for complexation
with particle surfaces [16]. Surface adsorption of surfactants via hydrophobic
interactions has an impact on the stability of nanoparticle suspensions, ensuring repulsion between nanoparticles, and thus minimizing aggregation [47].
Among the most used are anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
nonionic poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [48], and nonionic polysorbates [49].
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For toxicity reasons, nonionic poloxamers and PEG [36,49] are the common
choice; they are biocompatible and EMA and FDA approved. Poloxamers
(also known as Pluronics) are amphiphilic and arranged in an ABA manner:
triblock copolymers consisting of a hydrophobic poly(propylene glycol)
(PPG) middle block and two hydrophilic PEG outer blocks. This mode of
adsorption leaves the hydrophilic PEG side-arms in a mobile state, which
extend outward from the particle surface [49,50], and (as discussed in
Section 8.3.1) the extension of PEG chains results in a coating that ensures
stealth properties, once the PEGylated nanoparticles reach the systemic
circulation.
Saturated chains of phospholipids, such as 1,2-didecanoylphosphatidylcholine (DDPC) or 1,2-dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), have been
proposed as efficient emulsifiers toward the preparation of PLGA nanospheres [16]. Another approach is the use of d-α-tocopheryl polyethylene
glycol 1000 succinate (TPGS), which offers several possible advantages over
other types of stabilizing agents. TPGS is amphiphilic and water soluble, and
is formed by conjugations of vitamin E and PEG. It is used for reversing or
preventing vitamin E deficiency, due to its good oral bioavailability, and is
also employed as a solubility and absorption enhancer as well as a vehicle
for drug delivery. Adding to these beneficial features, vitamin TPGS also
inhibits P-glycoprotein active transport carrier (P-gp), which effluxes drugs
effectively in the duodenum, avoiding accumulation and, subsequently, its
further absorption [51]. Moreover, it is a very good surfactant that is able to
stabilize particles [47].
Win and coworkers, prepared coumarin-6 loaded PLGA nanoparticles
using a modified solvent extraction/evaporation technique with a fluorescent
marker, to visualize the nanoparticles cellular uptake in colon cells, Caco-2
cell monolayers, either with PVA or TPGS as emulsifier. TPGS as
emulsifier-based nanoparticles were better internalized in the cells. The
TPGS coating of the nanoparticles insures a better cellular uptake, compared
with PVA-coated PLGA nanoparticles, making the former particles an oral
delivery alternative for anticancer drugs [52].

8.3.3

PolyelectrolytePLGA nanoparticles

The extracellular face of the cell membrane is composed of anionic phospholipids, which are responsible for the membrane’s negative charge. Although
the surface charge of PLGA nanoparticles is negative, if a polyelectrolyte
interacts with the particles’ surface, forming a positive charge coat by electrostatic interactions, cell binding to these coated particles may improve the
particles’ cell internalization rate and intracellular processing.
Chitosan is a biodegradable, biocompatible, hydrophilic polymer, positively charged at the physiological pH, that presents relatively low immunogenicity and is able to interact with anionic components (i.e., cell
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membranes and polymers, like PLGA) [31]. Chitosan has free amino groups
in its glucosamine monomeric unit with a pKa value of 6.3, which means
that at a pH lower than this pKa, its primary amino groups are protonated
and they can interact with hydroxyl groups of PLGA. Based on these desirable characteristics, chitosan can be used to coat PLGA nanoparticles and
develop targeted delivery systems.
Epirubicin (Epi)-loaded PLGA nanoparticles with (EpiPLGACSApt)
and without aptamer, (EpiPLGACS) for parenteral delivery with a particle
size of 222.7 and 183.2 nm and zeta potentials of 110.2 and 118 mV,
respectively, were produced by double emulsion/solvent evaporation [53].
The obtained nanoparticles were coated with chitosan by promoting interaction
between the negative charge of PLGA and the positively charged chitosan. The
aptamer was electrostatically attached to the surface of EpiPLGACS nanoparticle and confirmed by the increase in particle size and decrease in zeta
potential.
The in vitro cytotoxicity study, performed to assess the affinity of these
positively charged nanoparticles to the cell membranes, was successful, since
EpiPLGACSApt were internalized in the cells. Also, in vivo results in
BALB/c mice with C26 colon carcinoma presented a remarkable reduction
in tumor growth, on account of the targeting provided by the 5TR1 aptamer
attached to the CS-modified Epi-loaded PLGA nanoparticles.
In another study, chitosan was also used to change the surface charge of
PLGA to improve its interaction with negative charged nucleotides. To
improve cell internalization, DNA-loaded PLGA nanoparticles, with zeta
potential of 110 mV at pH 7.4 and size under 200 nm, were produced by a
new emulsiondiffusionevaporation technique using a PVAchitosan
blend to stabilize the final obtained nanoparticles [54]. Following the
preparation of the blank PLGA nanoparticles coated with chitosan,
nanoparticleDNA complexes were prepared by mixing the nanoparticles
with plasmid at a concentration of 10 μg/mL in 25 mM Hepes (pH 7.4),
and in deionized water (pH 6.0), at room temperature. This procedure
yielded an efficient electrostatic complexation of the negatively charged
DNA to the cationic PLGA nanospheres.

8.3.4 Cell target ligands coupled on the surface of PLGA
nanoparticles
By taking advantage of PLGA hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, a
cell target ligand can be exposed at the surface of the PLGA nanoparticles,
making the particles specific.
Lectins are molecules that recognize cells and are capable of promoting
cellular uptake of a cargo. They possess a binding affinity for glycosylated
components present in cell membranes. Once lectins are attached to the surface of nanoparticles, they can specifically target the particles to cells and
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promote their cellular uptake [55], redirecting the nanoparticle cargo.
Mannan-decorated PLGA nanoparticles were produced as vaccine carriers to
dendritic cells; the in vitro uptake cell study demonstrated that decorated
nanoparticles were twice as efficiently internalized in bone marrow-derived
dendritic cells as the nondecorated PLGA ones [56].
PLGA carboxyl end-groups can be conjugated with biotin-NH2. As biotin
has a high affinity to avidin and analogues (e.g., strepavidin), the noncovalent interaction between biotinylated PLGA particles and avidinligand conjugates can be achieved. Coupling of biotinPEGNH2 to PLGA
nanoparticles was also developed as a strategy to transform nanoparticles in
cell-recognizable ligands [57]. The same rational approach is behind the
attachment of targeting ligands like antibodies to PLGA nanoparticles [31]
and will be addressed in more detail in Section 8.3.5.
The receptors for glycoprotein transferrin are overexpressed in many
tumors. In a study, PLGA nanoparticles produced by nanoprecipitation were
coated with transferrin by adsorption. The results evidence a greater uptake
of transferrinPLGA nanoparticles by glioma cells, confirming the benefits
of specific targeting. In the same way, albumin-loaded PLGA nanoparticles
revealed a longer systemic half-life [58], following their injection in mice
and rats, proving that protein coating prevents interactions between serum
and nanoparticles.

8.3.5

Antibody-directed PLGA nanoparticles

Nanoparticles coated with proteins and antibodies can bind to cell surface
receptors, providing targeted delivery [1]. The surface of nanoparticles is
often combined with monoclonal antibodies (mAb) to improve their targeting
efficiency. mAbs can be attached to the nanoparticles either by physical
adsorption or conjugation. However, being a protein, the structure of the
mAb could be impaired due to the harsh conditions of conjugation reactions,
losing its integrity. Physical adsorption of proteins on the nanoparticle surface relies on a combination of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions,
providing some strength to the chemical interaction.
In a study by Obermajer and coworkers, anticytokeratin monoclonal IgG
was bound to the surface of PLGA nanoparticles by adsorption, with its biological activity preserved, which was demonstrated by its high binding
capacity to breast cancer cell lysates (MCF-7 and MCF-10A neoT cell lines).
The same mAb was covalently bound to the nanoparticles using 1-ethyl-3(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride as a bifunctional
reagent, but the biological activity of the mAb could not be preserved after
this conjugation reaction [59].
The affinity of proteins to PLGA depends on their isoelectric points and
media pH conditions. Under a physiological medium with pH around 7.4,
a therapeutic protein with a pI close to 7.4 will behave as uncharged,
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and therefore more capable to establish hydrophobic electrostatic interactions.
On the contrary, a protein with pI below 7.4, at physiological pH, will exhibit
positive charge and, consequently, will be more appropriate for interaction
with negative charged PLGA nanoparticles. The impact of adsorbing therapeutic proteins at the surface of PLGA nanoparticles by ionic interactions
also results in the momentarily shifting to zero of the surface charge of
PLGA, loss of electrostatic repulsion, and possible aggregation of the particles [16]. Also, one must account for the shifts in pH and ionic strength, as
well as competitive absorption of plasma proteins, after administration of the
formulation [16].

8.4

Nucleic acid-functionalized PLGA

The functionalization of the negatively charged surface of PLGA nanoparticles with nucleic acid-based ligands is mainly achieved by resorting to noncovalent chemical bonds, namely by electrostatic interactions between PLGA
and positively charged materials (polymers or lipids) used for nanoparticle
surface coating [60,61]. The surface modification is crucial for the subsequent complexation of the anionic macromolecules (i.e., the nucleic acidbased ligands), since, without this modification, the PLGA nanoparticles
surface would repell the negative nucleic acid molecules, thereby hindering
their complexation. For that purpose, cationic polymers, such as chitosan
[53,62], polyethyleneimine (PEI) [60,63,64], as well as cationic lipids, such
as 1,2-di-O-octadecenyl-3-trimethylammonium propane (DOTMA) [61],
were used as coatings in several studies concerning PLGA nanoparticles surface functionalization with nucleic acid-based ligands.
Thus far, the surface of modified PLGA nanoparticles has been electrostatically coupled with (Fig. 8.3): (1) antisense oligonucleotides—synthetic
single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides which impair RNA processing, specifically the translation, and modify the protein expression [62,65]; (2) small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs), which are noncoding RNA double-stranded
molecules with 2123 nucleotides and therapeutic activity (since siRNAs
can target messenger RNA (mRNA) upon transcription to induce specific
gene silencing) [64,66]; (3) plasmid DNA (pDNA), so-called expression vectors, are extrachromosomal circular double-stranded DNA molecules with c.
3 kb size, that encode genes through genetic engineering processes (transgenes), which, upon transport to the nucleus, will be transcribed and translated into proteins by the host cell [60,63,67]; (4) aptamers, which are
single-stranded molecules of nucleic acids (DNA or RNA) organized in tertiary conformations (helices or loops) that exhibit a selective target binding
[53,68]; (5) mRNA, which encodes an amino acid sequence conveying the
genetic information from the complementary DNA (present in the nucleus)
to the ribosome (in the cytoplasm), where the translation process, the last
step of protein synthesis, occurs [61,69]. Regarding the nucleic acids
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FIGURE 8.3 Schematic representation of the nucleic acid-based ligands hitherto conjugated
with surface modified-PLGA nanoparticles.

formerly cited, antisense oligonucleotides, siRNA, pDNA, and mRNA have
essentially a therapeutic activity, whereas aptamers, besides acting as therapeutics, also enable a direct targeted therapy, due to the selectivity to cell
specific protein or nucleic acid receptors [68]. The surface functionalization
of PLGA nanoparticles with nucleic acid-based ligands is a promising technology, endowed with high therapeutic potential. It enhances the effective
delivery of these molecules by surpassing their limitations in permeating biological membranes, notably, their negative charge, hydrophilic nature, and
short half-life, which is due to nucleic acids’ proneness to enzymatic degradation [62,68].
For instance, in a study by Taetz and coworkers, chitosan-modified
PLGA nanoparticles produced by the emulsiondiffusionevaporation technique coupled with antisense 20 -O-methylRNA, a human telomerase inhibitor sequence, demonstrated to be as effective as commonly used lipid-based
transfection
reagents
(e.g.,
N-[1-(2,3-Dioleoyloxy)
propyl]N,N,
Ntrimethylammonium methylsulfate, also known as, DOTAP) [62]. The
nanocomplexes displayed a homogeneous polydispersity, despite the increase
in particle size (175 nm), when compared to the bare PLGA nanoparticles
(135 nm). This was mainly attributed to the coating assembled in the nanoparticles’ surface. In terms of binding efficiency, the group noticed that high
concentrations of chitosan led to a higher antisense 20 -O-methyl-RNA coupling. The uptake was visualized in two human lung cancer cell lines, A549
and Calu-3, as well as in a nonneoplastic human alveolar epithelial cell line,
hAEpC. In the lung cancer cell lines, the nanocomplexes penetrate inside the
cell, being, therefore internalized after 24 and 48 h. In contrast, the nanocomplexes in the nonneoplastic hAEpC cell line were observed in the cell
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membrane and no internalization occurred after 24 and 48 h, mainly due to
the defective endocytosis machinery of these cells. The antisense 20 -Omethyl-RNA-chitosan-PLGA nanoparticles proved to exert their action effectively, thus reducing the telomerase activity and, consequently, the telomere
shortening in A549 lung cancer cells, with only a slight decrease in cell viability [62].
Wang and collaborators, similarly to Jeon and collaborators, modified
PLGA nanoparticles with PEI in order to bind therapeutic siRNA molecules
[60,64]. In their study, the Wang group coupled S1 siRNA, which targets the
open reading frame (ORF) of the hepatitis B virus (HBsAg) genome, to the
modified cationic PLGA nanoparticles, and compared two different polymeric
coatings, PEI and chitosan [64]. The PEIPLGA nanocomplexes were produced by the nanoprecipitation method, while the chitosanPLGA nanocomplexes were produced by solvent evaporation, since the nanoprecipitation
method yielded particles with larger sizes (between 500 and 800 nm). As
expected, the coating increased the particle size of the nanoparticles, when
compared to bare PLGA nanoparticles; in this case, a c. 5070 nm increase
was observed. The obtained chitosanPLGA nanocomplexes evidenced a particle size of 261 nm, a polydispersity index (PI) of 0.2, and a zeta potential of
128.7 mV. In comparison, the PEI-PLGA nanocomplexes demonstrated a
smaller particle size and PI, 200 nm and 0.1, respectively, and a superior zeta
potential, 135.9 mV. The transfection efficacy of PEIPLGA and
chitosanPLGA nanocomplexes was evaluated in a human liver cell line
(PLC/PRF/5) infected with the hepatitis B virus. A significant reduction of
HBsAg expression was noticed, however, among chitosanPLGA and
PEIPLGA nanocomplexes, the latter entailed a higher transfection efficiency, albeit the reduction in HBsAg expression was more pronounced when
lipofectamine, a typical transfection reagent, was used. Notwithstanding,
when compared to lipofectamine, the PEIPLGA and chitosanPLGA nanocomplexes were less toxic (cell viability was 92.9% after exposition to the
nanocomplexes vs 72.4% after exposition to lipofectamine) [64].
In turn, Jeon and collaborators developed PLGA nanospheres, by the
water-in-oil-in-water solvent evaporation technique, which were further
coated by PEI and complexed with the transcription factor SOX9 pDNA,
plus the core-binding factor alpha-1 (Cbfa-1) siRNA [60]. SOX9 pDNA was
determined to enhance the expression of the SOX9 transcription factor, a
protein responsible for chondrogenesis, whereas Cbfa-1 siRNA targets the
Cbfa-1 gene, which is responsible for osteogenic differentiation. Therefore
the aim of the Jeon et al. study was to enhance the protein expression of
SOX9, and silence the protein expression of Cbfa-1 in order to increase the
production of cartilage. PEIPLGA nanoparticles proved to be a more effective and less cytotoxic pDNA and siRNA transfection system than PEI itself.
Several techniques of molecular biology, namely reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR) and Western Blot, allied with
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immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence, indicated that the in vitro
(by using human mesenchymal stem cells, hMSCs cell line) and in vivo (by
using BALB/c mice subcutaneously injected with mesenchymal stem cells)
cotransfection of SOX9 pDNA and Cbfa1 siRNA promoted by the PEImodified PLGA nanoparticles enhances the expression levels of the SOX9
gene, and other genes involved in the formation of extracellular matrix
(ECM) components (e.g., collagen type IIa1, COL IIa1), as well as reduces
the expression of Cbfa-1 gene, thus promoting chondrogenic differentiation
[60].
Similarly, in Park and coworkers’ study, PEI-modified PLGA nanoparticles were coupled with pDNA-containing SOX trio transgenes (SOX5,
SOX6, and SOX9 genes) to promote the delivery of these macromolecules to
human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) and thus promote chondrogenic
differentiation and chondrogenesis [63]. To that aim, PLGA nanospheres
were produced by the water-in-oil-in-water solvent evaporation technique
and, subsequently, coated with PEI. The expression vectors pEGFPSOX5,
pEYFPSOX6, and pRedSOX9 were prepared, by recombinant genetic
engineering. The pDNAPEIPLGA nanocomplexes exhibited a particle
size of 82 nm. Western Blot demonstrated that the transfection efficiency of
the three pDNA complexed with the PEIPLGA nanospheres was greater,
when compared to lipofectamine and PEI as a gene delivery system. A quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) revealed that, in hMSCs,
the transfection of the three pDNA (pEGFPSOX5, pEYFPSOX6, and
pRedSOX9) led to a higher expression of chondrocyte-related proteins,
enhancing chondrogenesis and being therefore more effective than the transfection of single pDNA [63].
Direct targeted delivery enhances the therapeutic effects of commonly
used chemotherapeutic agents, and may be obtained by the surface functionalization of polymeric nanoparticles, constituting an innovative and promising
strategy for the treatment of cancer by reducing chemotherapy off-target
adverse effects [53]. For that purpose, Taghavi and colleagues encapsulated
an anthracycline, epirubicin (Epi), a known conventional chemotherapy
agent, in chitosan-modified PLGA nanoparticles. Subsequently, a mucin 1
(MUC1) aptamer (5TR1 aptamer) was electrostatically coupled to the
chitosanPLGA nanoparticles in order to target MUC1 receptors, which are
overexpressed in breast cancer cells (e.g., in the MCF7 cell line). The MTT
assay showed that the 5TR1 aptamerchitosanPLGA nanoparticles loaded
with Epi significantly reduced the viability in the MCF7 cells (34.2% cell
viability), while cell viability reduction in chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO
cell line), which do not overexpress MUC1 receptors, was negligible (92.4%
cell viability). In vitro, 5TR1 aptamerchitosanPLGA nanoparticles loaded
with Epi were rapidly internalized by the cancer cells. The acidic tumor
environment subsequently led to the rapid degradation of chitosan and
PLGA, stimulating the release of Epi, which caused cancer cell viability
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reduction and ultimately enhanced Epi therapeutic efficacy. Such effects
essentially occurred due to the fact that the nanocomplexes were not
absorbed by the extracellular space and healthy cells. C26 colon carcinoma cells, which overexpress MUC1 receptors, were intravenously
injected in BALB/c mice. The administration of a single dose of 5TR1
aptamerchitosanPLGA nanoparticles loaded with Epi (2 mg/kg of Epi)
in the colon cancer-bearing mice model reduced the tumor growth, in
comparison with the controls. Such output proved that the functionalization of PLGA nanoparticles with aptamers may be associated with the successful delivery of conventional chemotherapeutic agents, by enhancing
their therapeutic efficacy, and thus constituting a potential cancer therapy
approach [53].
Quite recently, a hydrid nanosystem was produced using PLGA nanoparticles as the core, and cationic lipids (DOTMA) as the shell [61]. These
nanosystems were designated as lipidpolymer hybrid nanoparticles (LPNs)
and were prepared by double-emulsion solvent evaporation [61,70]. The
LPNs were coupled with mRNA-mCherry, which encodes the mCherry fluorescent protein [61]. The mRNALNPs nanocomplexes were produced at
different mRNA-to-LNPs ratios (1:10; 1:20 and 1:30) and compared with
the same ratios of mRNAchitosanmodified PLGA nanocomplexes. The
mRNAchitosanPLGA nanocomplexes ( , 176 nm) exhibited a smaller particle size when compared to the mRNA-LNPs nanocomplexes ( , 322 nm),
although the pI of the mRNAchitosanPLGA nanocomplexes was slightly
higher ( , 0.3) than the pI of mRNALNPs nanocomplexes ( , 0.2). The zeta
potential of mRNAchitosanPLGA nanocomplexes and mRNALNPs nanocomplexes was positive, except in the mRNALNPs nanocomplexes at a ratio
of 1:10, where the zeta potential was neutral (0 mV), suggesting the instability
of the system. Nevertheless, in the bone marrow-derived murine dendritic
cell line (DC2.4 cell line), the mRNA-LNPs nanocomplexes—at a ratio of
1:10—achieved a transfection rate of c. 40%, exhibiting higher transfection efficiency and protein translation at higher w/w mRNA-to-LPNs ratios (1:20 and
1:30, c. 80%). Still, the transfection efficiency and protein translation were
higher with mRNALPNs nanocomplexes than with mRNA-chitosan-PLGA
nanocomplexes (c. 5%). The same was observed in lung cancer cells (A549
cell line), in which the transfection of mRNALPNs at a ratio 1:30 was
c. 60%. Additionally, according to the gel retardation assay, the transfection
kinetics is quick (i.e., the mRNA is released from the mRNALPNs after
15 min incubation with heparin). The higher transfection efficiency and kinetics
may be related to the additional hydrophobic interactions that DOTMA establishes with the PLGA surface. This data suggests the functionalized mRNA
hybrid nanosystems proposed by Yasar and coworkers may constitute a novel
and compelling strategy for gene-based vaccines [61].
Overall, the delivery of nucleic acids through the surface functionalization of nanoparticles enables, first and foremost, a rapid release of kinetics,
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which blocks the enzymatic degradation of these unstable macromolecules,
enhances their stability, and circumvents the exposure of themolecules to the
stringent conditions of nanoparticle production.
In gene-based therapies, nanoparticles have shown higher transfection
efficiency rates than conventional transfection agents and polymers.
Polymeric nanoparticles are emphasized as eligible candidates for genetic
material delivery, chiefly due to their biodegradable biocompatible natures,
their propensity for scale-up, and easy functionalization through the use of
noncovalent interactions [64]. Nevertheless, the application of polymeric
nanoparticles, such as PLGA nanoparticles, in gene-based therapies is still
evolving and further in vivo experiments are needed to corroborate the
in vitro findings obtained so far.

8.5

Concluding remarks

Following recognition of PLGA nanoparticles as effective novel delivery
systems, targeting these particles has opened new pathways for providing
customized, safer, and thereby more effective treatments to patients. Surface
modification of PLGA nanoparticles by means of noncovalent surface interactions is feasible, and although not as robust as covalent modification, could
be an interesting field to explore for improving the delivery of
biomacromolecules.
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9.1

Introduction

The area of nanomaterial research has continued to grow due to the materials’ unique properties at the nanoscale, which make nanoparticles (NPs) a
promising tool for developing innovative, bio-based technologies within the
biomedical field. Accordingly the number of scientific papers related to NPs
in this field has also been continuously increasing through the years
(Fig. 9.1) illustrating how NPs may be used in the design, process, action
and delivery disposition of drugs. NPs can be prepared from a wide variety

FIGURE 9.1 Number of publication entries and total citations referring to keywords “functionalized nanoparticles and drugs” from 2006 to 2017 (search on the ISI Web of Knowledge,
November 2018).
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-816787-8.00009-0
© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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of materials and modified with various functional groups or ligands, allowing
them to display specific properties and to be applied in a range of
applications.
This chapter provides an overview on the use of NPs in the biomedical
sector, including the methods to functionalize them and their applications in
the biomedical field. This book chapter is useful to graduates, postgraduates,
senior researchers, educators, and scientists working in biomedicine, pharmacy, biotechnology, nanotechnology, and related areas.

9.2 Functionalized nanoparticles in the biopharmaceutical
sector
Biopharmaceuticals are products derived from biological sources used as
therapeutic and medical solutions to treat diseases and pathological conditions, while pharmaceuticals are products derived from the synthesis of
chemical compounds [1]. According to a report by Mordor Intelligence, it is
expected that the pharmaceutical market will present a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 8.5% from 2018 to 2023, reaching a market value of
USD 341.16 billion in 2023 [2]. The biopharmaceuticals market growth
results from the high efficacy and safety of these drugs and their ability to
improve the quality of life and reduce death rates in patients with chronic
diseases [2]. Although there are several studies focusing on the development
of biopharmaceutical production processes (upstream and downstream processes) [1,3,4], an important challenge for the biopharmaceutical industry is
to expand the use of these compounds. Fig. 9.2 summarizes the related applications of functionalized nanomaterials in biomedicinal and pharmaceutical
areas. NPs and functionalized NPs have been used in fields such as drugand gene-delivery, separation and purification of biological molecules and
cells, biodetection of pathogens, and detection of proteins.
NPs have been used in different industrial applications [6], such as in the
separation and purification processes of bio-based therapeutics. For instance,
Mesgari-Shadi et al. [7] used nanozeolite microspheres to purify scFv antibodies produced by Escherichia coli HB2151 cells, achieving a scFv purity of
90% with a purification yield of 60%. Magnetic NPs are another type of
nanomaterial commonly used to extract and purify bioproducts, according to
a study by Gädke et al. [8]. Gold nanoparticles were functionalized with the
papain enzyme with the goal of producing a heterogenous biocatalyst, which
has been used in bionalysis and biopharmaceutical analysis [9].
One of the most relevant and frequently researched applications of functionalized materials in the biomedical field is their use as drug delivery systems (DDS) where NPs act as carriers protecting the specific drug from
degradation and releasing it in the target tissue/cell, while improving the
drug bioavailability [5]. It is important to note that the material used for the
pharmaceuticals’ delivery must be biocompatible and biodegradable, or at
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FIGURE 9.2 Functionalized nanomaterials and their biomedical-related applications. Adapted
from Robles-Garcı́a MA, Rodrı́guez-Félix F, Márquez-Rı́os E, Aguilar JA, Barrera-Rodrı́guez A,
Aguilar J, et al. Applications of nanotechnology in the agriculture, food, and pharmaceuticals J
Nanosci Nanotechnol 2016;16(8):81888207 [5].

least able to be totally eliminated from the body since it will have intimate
contact with biological systems and an immunogenic reaction must be
avoided [5,10].
Several functionalized NPs have been used as DDS. For example, carbon
nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT), carbon nanohorns (CNH),
graphene oxide (GO), and surface functionalized silica (silicon dioxide), and
silicon-based particles have been proposed for delivering pharmaceuticals
through oral administration [11]. More details on the preparation of these
materials are given below. Carbon nanomaterials have been specifically
researched for their use in the delivery of anticancer drugs [12]. The major
advantages of carbon nanomaterials include their ease of fabrication, chemically inert properties, and tailorable physicochemical properties [11,13].
Metallic carrier systems also have been considered to deliver drugs. For
example, Unamuno et al. [14] studied Fe and Zr-carboxylated metalorganic
frameworks (nanoMOFs) to encapsulate the aminoglycoside antibiotic
Gentamicin, demonstrating that this system preserved the antibiotic characteristics under the intestinal conditions [14]. Other metal particles such as
gold-NPs [15] and supramagnetic metal oxides (iron oxides: Fe2O3 or Fe3O4)
[16] have also been studied for oral delivery applications.
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Due to their great capacity for increasing photoelectric interactions at
lower energy levels, functionalized gold-NPs have been studied for radiosensitizing and imaging cancer cells. These materials are able to enhance the
impacts of radiotherapy by increasing the energy deposition in tumor tissues
[17]. Since DDS are the main application of functionalized NPs, a specific
section devoted to this topic is presented after the description of the NPs
types and their synthesis.

9.3 Types and synthesis procedures of functionalized
nanomaterials
9.3.1

Metal-based nanoparticles

Metal-based nanoparticles (metal-NPs) have captured the attention of many
scientists for over a century due to their unique properties, which allow them
wide applications in biomedical and pharmaceutical sciences, in biotechnology, and in engineering. Metal-NPs can be used in magnetic separation, preconcentration of target analytes, targeted drug- and gene-delivery, and
diagnostic imaging [18]. Metal-NPs can also be synthesized and modified
with several chemical functional groups, allowing them to specifically bind
to antibodies, ligands, drugs, and other related biomolecules [18].
Metal-NPs are made simply through metal precursors, and all
stable metals can be used to synthesize nanoparticles [19]. However some
noble metal-NPs, such as silver and gold, have been gaining more attention
due to their unique properties and diversity of applications [20]. Although
the most widely used nanoparticles are silver-NPs, due to their antimicrobial
and antifungal properties gold-NPs have also gained a lot of interest because
they can be easily functionalized with various targeting ligands [20]. It is
advisable in pharmaceutical applications to functionalize the metal-NPs
surface because this helps maintain properties such as stability, adsorption
characteristics, therapeutic efficacy, and targeting ability. Additionally, functionalizing the metal-NPs surface can also help with other challenges, such
as in in vivo environment (e.g., reticulo-endothelial system) detection,
adsorption of antibodies, cells, thiols and proteins, and cell uptake processes
[21]. There are many metal-NPs surface functionalization methods including
PEGylation (i.e., the process of attaching metal-NPs surfaces with engrafted
polymer chains, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG)) [21], thiol functionalization, layer by layer (LbL) assembly, coating with biomolecules, and silica
coating [21].
PEGylation is a commonly applied method because it can customize the
surface properties of metal-NPs, allowing the targeting moieties to covalently
bond to the free ends of tethered chains, making metal-NPs that specifically
and firmly bind to receptors on the surface of the diseased cell [22,23]. After
selecting the proper PEG, the next step is annealing it to the metal-NP
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surface. Both covalent and noncovalent methods can be used. For solid NPs
such as gold, thiol binding is the classic approach where a sulfhydryl-capped
PEG chain adheres to the gold surface [24].
Thiol functionalization involves thiolate monolayers assembled on different bulk surfaces such as silver, gold, or platinum [25]. The thiol monolayers
are covalently linked to the surfaces by the reaction of the metal-NPs surfaces with the respective thiols, and, for some metals, by their reaction with
disulfides [25]. For gold-NPs surfaces, two different mechanisms for thiol
functionalization are applied [26,27]. One mechanism involves the reduction
by thiol of the gold’s upper surface oxide sublayer, establishing a goldthiolate bond, while the other mechanism involves hydrogen evolution by
the gold-mediated reduction of the thiol protons, which could lead to the
gold-thiolate bonding. The formation of the gold-thiolate bond in the presence of disulfide is a redox process, where the gold surface is oxidized by
disulfide and the disulfide bond is cloven [2527].
The LbL method is the most widely used method for metal-NPs surface
functionalization due to the easy coating and good control over the resulting
biofilm’s thickness [21]. Alternate adsorption of cationic and/or anionic
polyelectrolytes on the metal-NPs surfaces results in polyelectrolyte multilayers. Although most of the reported LbL films are driven by electrostatic
interactions, other interactions such as hydrogen bonding are also used in
LbL assembly [28]. Availability of various polyelectrolytes provides the
option to vary the surface charge of metal-NPs from positive to negative,
and that might play a key role in biological applications [29].
The metal-NPs functionalization with biomolecules is vital in developing
biocompatible platforms with minimal toxicity for various biopharmaceutical
applications. Molecules such as folic acid, DNA, proteins, and oligonucleotides can be used in surface functionalization of metal-NPs [21]. For
instance, there are three ways to functionalize gold-NPs with functional
groups or biomolecules: (1) by binding with functional groups of selfassembled monolayer (SAMs); (2) by direct deposition of gold colloid onto
the electrode surface; and (3) by co-modification of mixed gold colloid with
other components in the composite electrode matrix [30]. Proteins or
enzymes can readily be immobilized on colloid gold by dipping a protein
solution onto the colloid, gold-modified, electrode surface. The electrostatic
interaction between the negatively charged citrate surface of colloidal gold
and positively charged groups of the protein leads to the adsorption of protein onto the electrode surface. SAMs can provide a simple way to tailor surfaces with well-defined compositions, structures, and thickness, which can
then be employed as specific functionalized surfaces for the immobilization
of gold nanoparticles and enzymes [30]. Gold-NPs-modified electrode
surfaces can be prepared by covalently binding gold-NPs with surface
functional groups (2CN, 2 NH2, or 2 SH) of SAMs-modified solid surfaces [30]. Short-chain molecules, such as cysteamine (Cyst) and
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3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), can be self-assembled on the gold disk
electrode for further binding of gold-NPs.
Metal-NPs covered with silica have become increasingly important in the
last decade for many promising catalytic and biomedical applications [31].
This type of material exhibits colloidal stability, as well as low level nonspecific binding with biological matrices and molecules. In the late 1960s
Stöber et al. developed the sol-gel chemistry (i.e., a method based on the
hydrolysis of tetra-alkyl silicate in a homogeneous alcoholic medium, using
ammonia as a catalyst) of silicon alkoxides for growing monodisperse, spherical, silica nanoparticles in basic aqueous solutions containing different alcohols, such as methanol, ethanol, or isopropanol [32].
Based on the well-established Stöber method, gold colloid nanoparticles
were developed by Liz-Marzán et al. [33]. The method includes the weak
surface attachment of the bifunctional (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane in
aqueous solution. The -NH2 groups are bound to the gold surface, and -Si
(OEt)3 groups are extended outward for hydrolysis and condensation with
sodium silicate to deposit a thin surface-protective silica layer, so as to be
transferred into alcohols to form a stable water/alcohol solution of gold-NPs
[33]. Then, thicker silica shells can be grown on surface-stabilized gold-NPs
by further hydrolysis/condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate, a typical precursor of silicon alkoxides [33] (see Fig. 9.3). By modifying the silicacoating with a variety of functional groups using silane and silane-coupling
agents, the intrinsic surface properties of silica-coated metal-NPs can be easily manipulated according to the intended application [21]. Prior to silicacoating, numerous surface-attachment strategies have been developed in

FIGURE 9.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of gold-NPs (core) covered with silica
(shell) by the Stöber method.
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aqueous solutions using bifunctional molecules by means of strong surfacecoordination or electrostatic interaction onto metal-NPs for creating
colloidally stable, surface-protected NPs in alcoholic solutions. This surfaceprotected NPs interface needs to have reactive hydroxyl groups to facilitate
the hydrolysis/condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate [31].

9.3.2

Silica nanoparticles

Silica is a commonly used material due to its excellent thermal and mechanical properties, and it is currently used in a wide variety of areas, such as
paints and coatings, electrical and thermal insulation, moisture and flame
retardants, catalysis, chromatography, and in the cosmetic, pharmaceutical,
and food industries [34]. There is also solid scientific knowledge about silica
and its derivatives regarding the preparation of silica colloids and NPs of different sizes in the nanometric range [34]. The synthesis of silica is based on
relatively simple methods that deliver high purity samples and narrow size
distributions. Beyond these advantages, the raw materials’ low cost and the
process of silica fabrication has boosted the use of silica NPs in several
industrial applications [34]. Silica nanomaterials have been synthesized and
functionalized in order to be applied in controlled release, purification and
synthesis, coatings, catalysis, and sensing [35]. Due to the high tunability of
silica NPs, they have been specifically engineered for drug delivery, including genes for gene therapy [35].
Silica NPs are usually obtained from alkoxy silanes through hydrolysis
followed by condensation reactions involving oligomeric species, with tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) as one of the most used precursors. The most common
method to prepare silica NPs, the Stöber, or sol-gel, method [32], allows the
control of the particles’ dimensions down to spherical submicrometric silica
particles by varying the reaction parameters. An example of the morphology
of silica NPs is given in Fig. 9.4. These particles have a narrow size distribution, with size ranging from tens to hundreds of nanometers [32]. Due to the
existence of silanol (Si-OH) groups on the surface of the silica particles, their
reactivity can be altered by thermal treatments, and covalent bonds can be
established through these groups [36].
With improved properties, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) have
emerged in recent decades. These porous materials have high thermal and
chemical stability, high hydrophilicity, enriched surface by silanol groups,
easy surface modifications, high surface area, and tunable pore size and pore
volume. These improved characteristics make these materials suitable for
drug delivery, transport of therapeutics, and/or encapsulation of target molecules [3740].
MSN can be synthesized by several methods, one of them being the solgel method. A common synthetic route to obtain MSN is a modified Stöber
synthesis based on the use of templates that act as structure directing agents
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FIGURE 9.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of spherical silica particles obtained by the
Stöber method.

[41,42]. The most common are surfactants (such as cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) and dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB)) and/or
micelle forming agents or polymers. The concentrations and compositions of
silica sources, template-agents, temperature, and stirring conditions produce
materials with different properties in terms of particle size, pore size, pore volume, and shape [37]. The surfactant content constrains the particle morphology
since it changes the hydrolysis of the alkoxide and the micellization of the surfactant [41,43]. Vazquez et al. [41] studied the synthesis of several MSN that
could be used as drug deliverable containers. These particles were produced
by the sol-gel method with TEOS as the alkoxide precursor and CTAB as the
surfactant. By fixing the molar ratio of TEOS/EtOH to 1/20 and by varying
the molar ratio of H2O/NH3  H2O/CTAB, the particle morphology changed
from dispersed nanospheres to agglomerates [41]. No pore size changes were
observed, and particles were obtained with pore diameters from 2.5 to 2.8 nm
[41]. Although MSN size and shape have a large influence on the NPs’ behavior, the surface modifications have an even more relevant impact.
One of the most common ways of obtaining functionalized silica materials
is through reaction with alkoxy silanes. This type of functionalization not only
allows for functionalized materials with different functional groups, but also
for the ability to use these molecules as a bridge to connect to others. The silica surface can be chemically functionalized with silicon alkoxides, such as
methyltriethoxysilane (Me-TES), 3-mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane (SH-PTES),
3-glycidoxypropyltriethoxysilane (Gly-PTES), 3-chloropropyltriethoxysilane
(Cl-PTES), phenyltriethoxysilane (Ph-TES), 3-(2-(2-aminoethylamino)ethylamino)propyltrimethoxysilane (NHNH2-PTMS) or amino propyl trimethoxysilane (NH2-PTMS) [38,4245].
Regarding the functionalization of already synthetized silica materials,
silica and the silane-coupling reagent are added to toluene, and the mixture
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is heated and refluxed [46]. Depending on the size of the silica materials, the
solid is collected by centrifugation or by filtration, and the precipitate
washed with toluene and other solvents such as ethanol, water, and methanol,
and then dried at room temperature. The composition of silica materials can
be controlled by hydrolysis/condensation of the organosilane compounds or
by co-condensation of silica precursors [46].
As mentioned above, in some cases, the functionalization with the alkoxy
silane is an intermediate step in which this molecule acts as a bridge for other
molecules. MSN organo-functionalized with g-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane
(Gly), phenyltriethoxysilane (Ph) and 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane
(SH) were further functionalized with protein-A by its addition to a phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) dispersion with the previous prepared MSN [44]. An
additional example is related to the preparation of SiO2-SH/IDA-Ni21. In
this case, after the synthesis of silica functionalized with thiol groups
(SiO2-SH) by a hydrothermal method, a second functionalization is performed with 3-glycidoxypropyltriethoxysilane-iminodiacetic acid (IDA),
achieving SiO2-SH/IDA, followed by a third step related to the chelation of
Ni21 [47]. The compound (3-glycidyloxypropyl)trime-thoxysilane
(GPTMS) was used as a bridge to link MSN and chitosan, loaded with
doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) [48]. By an acid-catalyzed amino-oxirane addition reaction, chitosan reacts with SiO2-Gly [49]. Curcumin
(CCM) amino-functionalized silica (CCM/SiO2-NH2) was prepared by
ammonia-catalyzed hydrolysis of TEOS, in the presence of CCM, and then
functionalized with 3-(aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane (APTES). This material was further functionalized with folate using water-soluble carbodiimides (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS). The carboxyl groups of
folic acid were activated with EDC in the presence of NHS and reacted
with the amino groups of CCM/SiO2 2 NH2 by forming stable amide
bonds, leading to CCM/SiO2 2 FO [49].
Silica NPs can also be modified with enzyme molecules (glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)) [45]. According to the
authors, after getting the amino-functionalized silica with 3-(2-(2-aminoethylamino) ethylamino) propyltrimethoxysilane (NHNH2-PTMS) the particles
are treated with succinic anhydride in dimethylformamide solution, resulting
in carboxylate modified particles. The nanoparticles were then treated with
GDH or LDH in phosphate buffer solutions [45]. Anti-IgG was also immobilized on the surface of silica materials after the functionalization with
methyltriethoxysilane (Me-TES), 3-mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane (SH-PTES),
3-glycidoxypropyltriethoxysilane (Gly-PTES), or 3-aminopropyltriethoxyilane
(NH2-PTES) [43].
Silica functionalization with ionic liquids (ILs) has also been reported in
which, in an intermediate step, the silica surface hydroxyl groups react with
a functional alkoxy silane, namely 3-chloropropyltriethoxysilane [50]. SiO2Cl is then refluxed in toluene with the molecule that originates the cation of
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the IL: imidazole, 1-methylimidazole, and 2-ethyl-4-methylimidazole [50].
The material obtained is washed with toluene, ethanol, and methanol, and
dried to obtain a supported IL silica material [51].
The LbL technique, as previously described, can also be used to functionalize MSN with polyelectrolytes (see Fig. 9.5), given that polyelectrolytes
are commonly used as blocking materials in pH-responsive drug delivery.
The number of layers of the polycation, that is, polyallylamine hydrochloride
(PAH), and of the polyanion, that is, polystyrene sulfonate (PSS), onto the
surface of MSN influences the release profiles of the target molecule [52].
In summary, modified silica NPs have several applications in the biopharmaceutical and biomedical field, for which specific examples are given in
Table 9.1.

FIGURE 9.5 Scheme of polyelectrolyte assembly on silica surface.
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TABLE 9.1 Applications of modified silica nanoparticles in the
biopharmaceutical and biomedical field.
Applications of modified silica nanoparticles

Reference

Stimuli-responsive drug delivery

[39]

Nucleic acid delivery

[53]

Drug delivery and biomedical applications

[54]

Molecular imaging

[55]

Biodistribution and toxicology

[56]

Biomedical imaging

[56]

Cancer theranostics

[57]

9.3.3

Carbon nanomaterials

Carbon-based nanomaterials, including CNT, nanohorns, fullerenes, and graphene derivatives, have gained significant interest in the scientific community due to their unique physicochemical properties. These properties are
highly promising in many biomedical-related fields. In particular their low
cytotoxicity, achieved when properly functionalized, along with the possibility to link multiple bioactive molecules reinforces their potential in the biopharmaceutical field.
Graphene has become one of the most interesting objects of research in
the last decade. Single layer graphene possesses an extended honeycomb network—the basic building block of other important allotropes. Graphene can
be stacked to form 3D graphite, rolled to form 1D CNTs, wrapped to form
0D fullerenes, and shaped as conical nanotubes to form nanohorns, as
depicted in Fig. 9.6.
Although all these carbon allotropes have been explored for biomedical
applications, active research in this field is mostly devoted to the use of
CNTs and graphene derivatives as drug delivery vehicles, biosensors, nanoprobes for biomedical imaging and, in certain circumstances, as nanodrugs by
themselves [5860].
As for any nanomaterial to be used in living organisms, water solubility
and biocompatibility need to be achieved. Different carbon nanomaterials
require different strategies of surface functionalization to make them soluble in an aqueous environment and compatible with cells and tissues.
Carbon-based materials present many challenges regarding their use in clinical applications. Graphene and pristine CNTs are hydrophobic materials,
thus easy to aggregate in aqueous medium including proteins, salts, or other
ions, which can lead to toxicity. This happens due to the screening
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FIGURE 9.6 Examples of carbon allotropes used in biomedical applications.

electrostatic charges and nonspecific interactions between charged carbon
nanomaterials and proteins. For these reasons carbon nanomaterials’ surface normally requires chemical functionalization or modification to obtain
the desired properties [61].
Surface functionalization of carbon nanomaterials may be carried out
through covalent or noncovalent routes. Covalent functionalization involves
chemical reactions and the formation of bonds at the surface of the carbon
nanomaterials, while noncovalent functionalization creates favorable interactions between the hydrophobic domains of an amphiphilic molecule and the
surface of the nanomaterial.
Surface oxidation is the most common technique used to functionalize
carbon nanomaterials. Nitric acid is commonly used as an oxidizing agent.
During thermal oxidation, oxygen groups such as carboxylic acids, phenols,
anhydrides, and lactones are formed at the surface of the carbon materials
[62]. Further modification can be achieved by attaching hydrophilic polymers such as PEG to oxidized CNTs, resulting in CNT-polymer conjugates
that are stable in biological environments, which have been used in both
in vitro and in vivo applications [63]. Apart from PEG there are many other
molecules that can be used for nanocarbon functionalization, namely folic
acid, DNA, chitosan, poly(vinyl alcohol), polyethylenimine (PEI), sulfonic
groups, and polyacrylic acid [58].
Noncovalent surface functionalization occurs through supramolecular
interactions between the pristine carbon nanomaterials and the coating
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molecules/polymers, which impart minimum structural damage and disturbance to the intrinsic properties of the functionalized materials. Carbon nanomaterials are known to noncovalently interact with various molecules
through weak interactions, such as ππ stacking interactions, electrostatic
interactions, hydrogen bonding, and Van der Waals forces [6466]. These
noncovalent methods increase water miscibility, reducing their toxic effect;
however, there are some disadvantages related to noncovalent functionalization, including vulnerability to the external environment. Many biomolecules, polymers, and surfactants have been used for the noncovalent
functionalization of carbon nanomaterials to obtain better biocompatibility.
For instance, interactions between proteins and CNTs may occur by ππ
stacking between CNTs and aromatic residues (Trp, Phe, Tyr) of proteins,
enhancing their adsorptivity and biocompatibility, rendering them less toxic
as compared to pristine CNTs [67,68]. CNT-protein bioconjugates have been
applied in biosensor fabrication, drug delivery, and cancer therapy. Some of
the proteins that have been immobilized onto CNTs through covalent linkages include chrymotrypsin, ferritin, fibrinogen, hemoglobin, and streptavidin. Several researchers have reported the covalent immobilization of
proteins onto CNTs using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide
(EDC) as the crosslinking agent [62,69]. CNTs functionalized with DNA
have actually been shown to enhance DNA stability. DNA can bind to
single-walled CNTs, forming tight helices around them, or they can form
noncovalent conjugates with CNTs [70]. DNA-functionalized CNTs can be
used as biological transporters and also as biosensors [70].
The hydrophobic interactions, ππ stacking, and electrostatic interactions between carbon-based nanomaterials and drugs can be used for efficient
drug- or gene-loading. Based on this concept, modified carbon nanomaterials
are used to deliver a drug or gene to improve its therapeutic effect and
reduce its severe adverse effects [71]. CNTs and graphene-based materials
possess a high photothermal conversion coefficient, making them suitable for
photothermal therapy. In addition, photosensitizers can be loaded onto the
surface of carbon-based materials allowing them for being used in photodynamic therapy [72].

9.4 Immobilization of functionalized nanomaterials in
membranes
The immobilization of functionalized nanomaterials in structured supports
(e.g., monoliths, films beads, fibers, membranes) has many advantages, such
as an easy material recovery from the reaction media, low leaching,
enhanced mechanical strength, and prolonged reusability. An ideal support
should be stable during the application, offer a high specific surface area,
and a strong adherence for the material NPs, as well as a high affinity
towards target substances (e.g., pharmaceuticals). The use of porous
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membranes also allows the process scale-up in continuous operation and an
easy regeneration procedure using simple cleaning with solvents (e.g., hot
distilled water) [73,74].
The successful application of membranes in biopharmaceutical-related
processes depends on several membrane properties: a desired pore size and a
narrow pore size distribution, which control the molecular transport; a high
porosity and low membrane thickness, which favor a high permeate flux; a
certain mechanical strength; and sufficient thermal and chemical stability.
Furthermore, biocompatibility and resistance to biofouling are vital to
in vivo applications in order to avoid a negative immunological response and
loss of functionality [75]. A membrane typically acts as a physical barrier
separating two different phases, but it may also be applied to immobilize
enzymes [62,7678], liposomes [7981], microspheres [82,83], and NPs
[8486]. Inorganic membranes provide high chemical resistance, but they
are expensive, less available, and offer limited mass transfer. On the other
hand, polymer membranes are cheaper and more suitable to be prepared with
different shapes (flat-sheet, fibers, beads) and a wide variety of
functionalities.
The immobilization of NPs in polymer membranes can be achieved by
several techniques (Fig. 9.7), which are divided in to three main categories:
(1) chemical methods, where covalent bonds are established between NPs
and the polymer matrix; (2) physical methods, where weaker and noncovalent interactions take place; and (3) entrapment, where particles are retained
or entrapped in the membrane pores [75]. The membrane’s porous structure
and the surface hydrophilicity can be tuned by adding different amounts of
these nanomaterials, as well as their dispersion, interaction, and distribution
in the polymer chains that can define the membrane’s overall performance
and stability. More typical polymers such as PEG, poly(lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA), poly(vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP), polyvinylalcohol (PVA),
cellulose, alginate, and chitosan have been researched as well as other less
frequently used polymers such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), polypropylene (PP), polyamide (PA), polyamidoamine (PAMAM), polyacrylonitrile
(PAN), polyethylene (PE), PEI, and polyethersulfone (PES). These membranes were studied in drug- and gene-delivery, cancer therapies or other

FIGURE 9.7 Scheme of the different techniques to immobilize nanoparticles in membranes.
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diseases, detection of proteins, biosensing and immunoisolation [84,8691].
Some examples are described in Table 9.2.
Using the chemical method, nanomaterials can be linked by covalent
bindings to specific functional groups (e.g., COOH, CHO, OH, CN,
and NH2), which are created in the membrane by different pretreatments.
Some of these functional groups include epoxies, anhydrides, aldehydes, carboxylic, amides, and amines. The chemical methods of preparation generally
allow a strong and stable immobilization of NPs, which are usually carried
out by immersing the membrane in the corresponding solution containing the
NPs or even by filtrating this solution through the membrane [74]. In certain
cases an external energy source like UV irradiation can be used to start the
binding reaction [92]. In general, NPs covalently bonded to membranes possess good resistance to variations in pH, ionic strength, desirable temperature, good reusability, and low leaching.
In the physical method, NPs are linked to the membrane by different noncovalent interactions such as Van der Waals forces, H-bonding, and
hydrophobic-hydrophilic, or electrostatic interactions. In general, these methods lead to weaker interactions than those established by chemical methods
and, consequently, a larger amount of leaching is expected. Adsorption is
one of the most simple and common mechanisms used to noncovalently bind
NPs to a membrane [74,93]. The surface chemistry of the nanomaterial plays
an important role in this aspect because NPs with a different point of zero
charge (pHPZC) lead to more intense interactions in the membrane due to the
formation of electrostatic interactions. Furthermore the charge of the membrane can be negatively (e.g., carboxyl groups) or positively (e.g., protonated
amino groups) charged depending on the isoelectric point of the polymer and
the pH of the media.

TABLE 9.2 Nanoparticle and polymers used in biopharmaceutical and
biomedical processes.
Nanoparticle type

Polymer type

Application

Reference

Nano-MnO2

Chitosan

Immunosensor for CEAa

[84]

Nano-CeO2

PLGAPEG

Cerebral ischemic therapy

[86]

CNT/graphene

Chitosan

Detection of EBNA-1

[87]

Gold

PEG

Delivery of anticancer drug

[88]

Graphene oxide

PEGPEI

Gene delivery

[89]

Platinum

PLGAPEG

Delivery of cisplatin

[90]

SiO2

PAMAM

Drug delivery

[91]

a

CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; EBNA-1, Epstein Barr virus nuclear antigen 1.
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In the entrapment category, NPs are not bound, but entrapped or retained,
in membranes. This approach does not require any modification of the surface chemistry of both NPs and membranes, and the immobilization can be
achieved following two different strategies: (1) NPs are incorporated into the
membrane during the fabrication step; and (2) a solution containing NPs is
filtered through the membrane with the NPs being retained in the pores [75].
The first method possesses the advantage of a low amount of leaching,
although the activity of the resulting membrane should be lower because
some NPs cannot be accessible to target substances. In contrast the second
approach creates membranes with a higher activity but also higher amounts
of leaching.

9.5

Functionalized nanoparticles as drug delivery systems

The use of NPs as DDS in the biopharmaceutical or biomedical field is well
explored, and therefore is discussed in more detail. The increasing need for
more efficient and less invasive methods to treat disease is stimulating the
development of modified NPs to be applied in DDS. In fact, in terms of the
health care market, nanotechnology for developing DDS is estimated to be
around $300 billion [94]. The main challenge in the development of DDS
using NPs is the achievement of perfect biological activity with high stability, while being able to maintain the drug levels in the body and minimize
side effects [95]. In the pharmaceutical sector this type of system is considered a nanopharmaceutical or nanomedicine [96]. The NPs used can be from
either organic or inorganic materials, with sizes ranging between 1 and
100 nm [97].
Drug administration routes can be oral, parenteral, transdermal, inhalational, or subcutaneous injection among others [98]. Accordingly drugs must
be loaded into NPs without leakage or catabolism by enzymes to recognize
and access the specific target tissue or cell [98]. The functionalization of
NPs by targeting ligands (drugs, biomolecules, and other chemical moieties)
able to identify a specific biological target is entirely possible, promoting the
drug delivery to a specific type of cell [96]. Modified NPs usually offer better transport properties and pharmacokinetic profiles and can penetrate deeper into tissues through fine capillaries and epithelial linings, resulting in a
more efficient delivery of therapeutic agents to target sites [99].
Compared to traditional pharmaceuticals, formulations, and administration routes, DDS carrying the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) offer
notable advantages, including: (1) improved delivery of drugs that are poorly
soluble in water; (2) delivery of a high dose of the therapeutic agent;
(3) improved protection of a drug from harsh environments; (4) decrease of
dosing regularity; (5) controlled and precise release of a drug; and (6) prevention of side effects if a proper DDS is used [95,96]. However some disadvantages can be also found, such as a material’s toxicity, product
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degradation, a drug’s rapid release, and high cost [95]. All these advantages
and disadvantages depend on the material type and functionalization. Thus
there is an urgent need to experiment and design improved biomaterials to
be used as DDS that can provide more efficient loading and controlled
release of APIs [96].
Recently the surface modification design for advanced DDS has allowed
for the development of new treatment strategies [11]. There are a number of
carriers, including organic- and inorganic-based, or a hybrid combination of
the organic and inorganic compounds, that can be used to produce a DDS.
Inorganic nanoplatforms include metallic nanostructures, silica nanoparticles,
and QD, while organic nanocarriers include polymeric, lipid-based (e.g.,
liposomes and nanoemulsions), dendrimers, and carbon-based materials.
Hybrid combinations include colloidal gold encapsulated in liposomes or
superparamagnetic iron oxide particles encapsulated in polymeric nanoparticles [100].
Regarding the optimal ligand design, surface properties must be controlled for a precise material 3D structure and chemical composition of specific functional groups that can interact with the API. The most used method
of nanoparticle modification is through the attachment of PEG, minimizing
the risks of opsonization and the immunological barriers (phagocytic) of NPs
[20]. Hydrophilic coatings, such as PEG, can also reduce interactions with
plasma proteins [24] and reduce agglomeration of the nanoparticles, avoiding
a higher cytotoxicity [101,102]. Other types of ligands are described in
Table 9.3.
Examples of most common functionalized nanoparticles as drug carriers
and their applications are presented in Table 9.3. For more information about
the incorporation of nanoparticles into drug delivery applications, current
databases such as the Nanomaterial Registry (https://www.nanomaterialregistry.com/) and CaNanoLab (https://cananolab.nci.nih.gov/) can be easily
accessed and are recommended. A general scheme on the properties and
characteristics of modified nanoparticles as DDS is presented in Fig. 9.8.

9.6

Conclusions and future trends

NPs represent a bridge from materials to the biopharmaceutical and medicinal fields, where they have a remarkable role as therapeutic carriers and
diagnostic tools. Several materials have been reviewed, together with a range
of functionalization methods and functional groups. This chapter briefly
described the several materials used, types of functionalization and preparation, and the related biomedical applications of these NPs. The design of
nanostructures by controlling their surface properties is the main strategy to
achieve improved responses of each type of application. The chapter also
briefly described the synthesis and functionalization of metal-based, silica,
and carbon NPs that have been mainly used in diagnosis, biosensing and
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TABLE 9.3 Examples of functionalized nanoparticles and their applications
as drug delivery systems.
Material

Functionalization

Application

Reference

Chitosan

DNA

Peanut
allergy
vaccine

[103]

Dextran

N, N0 -carbonyldiimidazole

Inflammatory

[104]

Magnetite

Anthracendion derivative
mitoxantrone

Tumor
angiogenesis

[105]

Magnetite

Poly(ethylene glycol)

Breast
cancer

[106]

Silica

2-Devinyl-2-(1-hexyloxyethyl)
pyropheophorbide

Cancer

[107]

Mesoporous
Silica

Folic acida; mannose; glycerolderived polyol-based silanes,
orthosilicic acid, sodium
metasilicate, tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS); tetramethoxysilane (TMOS);
tetrakis (2-hydroxyethyl)
orthosilicate.

Cancer

[108]

Gold

Amino acids and peptides

Gene
delivery
vector

[109]

Gold

Amine

Prostate
carcinoma

[110]

Gold

Peptide

Adjuvants
for vaccine
delivery

[111]

CNTb

Adsorption of phospholipid with
poly(ethylene glycol) (PL-PEG 2000)
chains and terminal amine or
maleimide groups (PL-PEG-NH2 or
PL-PEG-maleimide)

Intracellular
delivery of
siRNA

[112]

CNT

Polyethylenimine-grafted

Delivery of
DNA

[113]

Graphene

Peptide-silica coated

Glioma
therapy

[114]

a

Review article: some examples of surface ligand are given.
CNT, carbon nanotubes.

b
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FIGURE 9.8 General scheme highlighting the properties, characteristics, and way of action of
modified nanoparticles to be used as DDS.

bioimaging, and as DDS. The work that has been conducted in this field so
far has provided a better understanding of the NPs relevance and has brought
significant contributions to the biomedical field. However, there is still a
need to find materials with improved efficacy and low cytotoxicity where
bio-based materials and bio-inspired functional groups may play a significant
role. NPs that respond to stimuli such as temperature, pH, and light, and that
are aimed at improving drug release and diagnosis performance must also be
more deeply investigated.
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10.1 Introduction
There is a strong drive to design innovative nanoparticles (NPs) because they
possess exceptional properties and bridge the gap between bulk materials
and atomic or molecular structures [1]. A bulk material has constant properties because it adheres to the laws of classical physics. At the nanoscale, the
material follows the laws of quantum mechanics, wherein the nanomaterials
have exceptional surface properties leading to the effective entrapment of
drugs and providing a larger surface area for interaction with the cells [2].
Hence, nanomaterials serve as extraordinary carriers for drugs and active
organic ingredients (AOI) in animal and plant cells. There is also a great
interest in developing groundbreaking strategies for functionalization of
nanomaterials, because this improves the therapeutic efficiency of these carriers and allows drugs or AOI to reach the desired site avoiding unspecific
interactions. In this context, different classes of nanomaterials like carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), metal-NPs, magnetic NPs, and polymeric carriers are
suitably functionalized with therapeutic or target-specific moieties like siRNA, aptamers, hydrophobic drugs, folic acid, etc., to enable a site-specific
targeting [3]. Functionalized nanomaterials have immense applications in
biomedicine and healthcare beginning with the diagnosis of a disease to its
therapeutic remedy [4]. Ultrasensitive biosensor devices have been designed
that can detect disease-specific biomarkers at a very low concentration,
enabling early diagnosis of diseases like cancer, AIDS, Alzheimer’s, etc. [5].
Additionally, smart drug delivery systems have been designed that enable
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drugs to be carried for prolonged circulation time without degradation and
for site-specific release without affecting healthy cells [6].
Similarly, functionalized nanomaterials have been widely used in agriculture for encapsulation and entrapment of agrochemicals such as fertilizers,
pesticides, herbicides, plant growth regulators, and other active substances
[712]. These nanocarriers enable controlled and slow release of agrochemicals, which in turn allow the slow uptake of active ingredients. Hence, the
effectiveness of agrochemicals is increased because they can bind firmly to
the plant surface, reducing the amount of agrochemical waste that enters the
environment [13]. This chapter gives an overview of the various strategies
employed to design and synthesize innovative functional materials, and illustrates their potential applications in biomedical, pharmaceutical, agriculture
and agri-food industries, along with their challenges.

10.2 Strategies for functionalization of nanomaterials
Functionalization of nanomaterials has exponentially gained interest due to
their wide spread applications in biomedical, drug delivery, sensors, agriculture and other industrial applications. The plasmonic properties of NPs are
vulnerable to their size, shape, and composition [14]. So stabilizing NPs is a
crucial step in preserving their desired properties. Most nanomaterials without any surface functionalization generally tend to aggregate or show undesired toxicity. Surface functionalization is a process that incorporates
suitable materials on to the NPs’ surface in order to improve their applicability and reduce toxicity [15]. Numerous kinds of materials, including small
organic molecules, dyes, polymers, inorganic materials, and biomolecules,
are used to functionalize nanomaterial surfaces [3]. Fig. 10.1 shows the various types of functionalization possible over nanomaterial surfaces.
Functionalization of nanomaterials can be performed by several methods
including pre and postsynthesis methods. In presynthesis or in situ synthesis
methods, desired functional materials are directly added to the reaction while
nanomaterials formation. Reduction of auric chloride to synthesize gold NPs
with cysteine and tyrosine use this method [14]. Most of the surface functionalization will only be done by postsynthesis. This gives full control over the
surface modification of nanomaterials. These postsynthesis methods can generally be classified into the following categories: covalent, noncovalent functionalization, grafting, and physical adsorption methods [17]. These methods
ensure the coating or grafting of desired material on the NPs surface while
maintaining their stability and native properties. Fig. 10.2 illustrates the various opportunities for nanomaterial functionalization.
Covalent functionalization: In covalent functionalization, the selected
group will be attached using strong binding groups by performing organic
coupling reactions. One of the functional groups is first attached to the NP
surface, then it is coupled with selected functional material by performing
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FIGURE 10.1 NPs with various surface functionalization. Reproduced with permissions from
Chatterjee K, Sarkar S, Jagajjanani Rao K, Paria S. Core/shell nanoparticles in biomedical
applications. Adv Colloid Interface Sci 2014;209:839. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cis.2013.12.008
[16]. Copyright Elsevier Inc.

FIGURE 10.2 Strategies for NP functionalization. Reproduced with permissions from Sun T,
Zhang YS, Pang B, Hyun DC, Yang M, Xia Y. Engineered nanoparticles for drug delivery in cancer therapy. Angewandte Chemie International Edition. 2014;53(46):1232012364. https://doi.
org/10.1002/anie.201403036 [18]. Copyright John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

organic reactions. This method further divided into indirect and direct methods. The indirect method refers to the formation of oxygen-containing groups
on the surface, then coupling with the desired material [19]. The direct
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method makes use of the surface charge associated with NPs to form strong
covalent bonds such as thiol functionalization of gold nanomaterials [20].
Noncovalent functionalization: Noncovalent functionalization utilizes the
surface charge of the nanomaterial as well as functional moiety. In this
method, functional material is attached or wrapped on to the NP surface by
using noncovalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding, Van der Waal’s
interactions, electrostatic interactions, and ππ stacking [21]. Polymer or
surfactant-coated nanomaterials are the best examples of this type of functionalization [5]. In another strategy, supramolecules are used to functionalize
the surface of the nanomaterials, and they serve as a host to derive further
desired materials [22].
Grafting: Grafting is a covalent functionalization technique generally
used to introduce polymers on to the surface of nanomaterials to synthesize
polymer brush-coated NPs for sensing and adsorption applications [23].
Chemical grafting techniques are basically classified as “grafting onto” and
“grafting from” approaches. The “grafting from” approach begins by attaching monomeric groups on the NP surface, followed by in situ polymerization
[24,25]. Organo-functional silanes, like nipam, are widely used for “grafting
from” processes since they can be polymerized easily. A variety of polymerization techniques, including free radical, cationic, anionic, ring opening, and
controlled radical polymerizations, have been used for the growth of polymer
chains on NP surfaces [18]. “Grafting onto” approaches are another effective
method which involves the reaction of functional end groups of polymers
with the reactive groups of NPs or electrostatic interaction with it’s charged
surface. In this method, the polymer is bound with the NP surface by utilizing one of the reactive functional moieties present in the polymer. Grafting
of biomolecules, such as DNA and photo-reactive polymers such as polydopamine OR polyaniline, are coated using this strategy [2628] (Fig. 10.3).
Physical methods: Physical methods are similar to noncovalent functionalization methods where only the natural affinity of the molecules are used to
coat over the NP surface by physisorption. Polymers are generally coated by
physisorption methods providing a passive layer and preventing NP aggregation. Polyelectrolyte materials are coated layer-by-layer using this method.
First, one polyelectrolyte is physisorbed on the NP surface which binds to
the surface utilizing columbic interactions, then other, oppositely charged
material is coated over the primary layer by controlling thickness [20,21,29].
Other unconventional methods are also used for NP functionalization.
Most of these methods use specific affinity of the functional groups to modify the NP surface. For example, facet-selective conjugation of DNA molecules onto upconversion NPs via ligand competition reaction was introduced
to graft biomolecules over upconversion NPs [28]. Ligand exchange methods
are often used to replace small molecules attached to the NP surface by
exchanging it with another strong affinity molecule in order to induce the
desired properties. This method is also used to interchange the NP surface

FIGURE 10.3 NP functionalization with polymers. Reprinted with permissions from Hood M, Mari M, Muñoz-Espı́ R. Synthetic strategies in the preparation
of polymer/inorganic hybrid nanoparticles. Mater (Basel). 2014;7:40574087. https://doi.org/10.3390/ma7054057. Copyright MDPI journals.
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from hydrophilic to hydrophobic and vice versa. Grinding induced covalent
functionalization was used to graft carbon-based materials on to the NP surface is a straightforward green method [30]. Encapsulation is another method
to functionalize metal-NPs where inorganic or organic material is coated
over the surface of NPs to create core shell-type materials [31].
Non-metal nanomaterials like carbon dots and graphene are generally
functionalized using covalent modification strategies. These materials often
possess conjugation or reactive sites where other molecules can bind through
a covalent bond [32,33]. Functionalization of metallic NPs have wide spread
applications and there are number of strategies to functionalize the surface
depending upon their application. These materials are convenient to functionalize either by noncovalent functionalization using their surface charge or
by using metal coordination bonds, or via covalent functionalization by introducing small ligands on to the surface.
Functionalization of magnetic nanoparticles: Magnetic NPs (MNPs) are
interesting materials with potential use in biomedical applications, but they
often fail to deliver due to their toxic nature. The major issues associated
with MNPs are their hydrophobicity, toxicity, and poor binding ability with
defined target molecules. The successful utilization of MNPs for biological
applications requires that surface functionalization should ideally impart the
following properties to MNPs [34]. They must be free from aggregation and
have increased hydrophilic nature [18]. Capping agents must eliminate the
toxicity of MNPs and give control over their magnetic nature. Surface functionalization of MNPs should also prevent their self-association and agglomeration. Functional moieties should be carefully selected to achieve these
capabilities, including water compatibility and stability, while at the same
time surface functionalization should not adversely affect the magnetic properties of the materials (Fig. 10.4).

10.3 Functionalized nanomaterials for biomedical and
pharmaceutical applications
10.3.1 Functionalized carbon-based materials for biomedical and
pharmaceutical applications
Due to their unique physic-chemical properties and exceptional ability to
penetrate cell membranes, carbon-based materials like CNTs and grapheme
are attractive tools for drug delivery [36,37]. Carbon-based materials are also
useful in other biomedical fields like biosensing [38], tissue engineering,
[39] and gene therapy [40]. Surface functionalization of a suitable ligand to
carbon-based material can impart advanced hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties, cell penetrating properties, and site-specific targeting abilities
(Fig. 10.5). Such functionalizations are also useful for solubilization of
hydrophobic drugs, and its efficient entrapment further allows controlled
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FIGURE 10.5 Schematic illustration showing the different applications of CNTs such as drug
delivery, diagnostics, biosensors, biomedical imaging, as well as tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 1994, ACS.

release of the drug only to specific disease cells [41]. Several recent studies
have shown that single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have been functionalized with different bioactive and therapeutic ligands to make them a
more effective drug delivery system [42,43]. SWNTs have a large surface
area and a workable dimension due to surface modification, which is relatively easy to achieve [44]. A variety of carriers like peptides, proteins, siRNA, therapeutic DNA, and drug molecules can effectively be delivered
with high efficiency and potency through functionalized SWCNTs due to
their ability to traverse the cell membrane.
Several studies have recently been published on the application of functionalized CNTs. Both SWCNTs and multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT)
have been functionalized for various biomedical applications (Fig. 10.5).
Guest molecules, like drugs, nucleic acid, SiRNA, and metal-NPs, can be
effectively attached to CNTs due to the reactive surface sites. Attachment of
such ligands imparts biocompatibility and enhances their application as drug
carriers. CNTs can also be feasibly modified with peptides, organic molecules, carbohydrates, and polymers, and, as a result, effective drug delivery
systems can be designed [45]. Using this method, anticancer drugs and genes
were delivered to human gastric cancer cells via polyethyleniminefunctionalized carbon nanotubes tagged with AS1411 aptamer. The carboxyl
group present SWCNTs surface were first modified with a polyethylene glycol
(PEG) linker and then a modified branched polyethylenimine (PEI 10 kDa)
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was grafted to create a vehicle for siRNA delivery. Next, an AS1411 aptamer
(nucleolin ligand) was covalently attached to SWNT-PEG-PEI conjugate to
facilitate drug delivery to the tumor cells overexpressing nucleolin receptors
on their surface. Cell viability assays confirmed that the functional SWCNT
with doxorubicin intercalated in it could effectively selectively target gastric
cancer cells that were overexpressing nucleolin [46]. CNTs have also recently
been used to effectively deliver anticancer herbal molecules with improved
therapeutic efficacy and safety [47]. In another study, covalent functionalization of the CNTs was done using PEG chains terminated by folic acid
fragments. Such functional CNTs hold doxorubicin inside their inner core
at a neutral pH, while unloading the drug in a slightly acidic environment.
These constructs may serve as excellent carriers of doxorubicin because
tumor microenvironments are slightly acidic due to hypoxia, as well the
overexpression of folic acid receptors on the surface of cancer cells [48].
The functionalization of both SWCNTs and MWCNTs may be done suitably
to allow their complex formation with DNA so CNTs can also potentially
be used as gene carriers [27]. MWCNTs have also been functionalized with
magneto-fluorescent carbon QDs. As a result, these nanocomposites possess
high heat-generating ability, pH and NIR responsive drug delivery, and
heat-induced high drug release capacity. Therefore targeting doxorubicin
(Dox) through such nanocomposites is very effective and could kill cancer
cells at very low concentrations [49]. Liu et al. reported functionalization of
carboxylated SWCNT with hydroxypropyl-β-Cyclodextrin (HP-β-CD) for
improving the biocompatibility and reducing the toxicity of CNTs. These
functionalized CNTs served as an excellent delivery vehicle for the anticancer drug formononectin (FMN) [50]. In another study Singh et al. used
SWCNTs functionalized with polysaccharides, such as alginate (ALG) and
chitosan (CHI), as a delivery vehicle for the anticancer drug curcumin [51].
MWCNT functionalized with chitosan-folate has been used for the targeted
delivery of docetaxel to lung cancer cells [31]. Chitosan-folate conjugated
MWCNT were found to be biocompatible and effectively target docetaxel
to lung cancer cells overexpressing the folic acid receptor. The IC50 values
indicated that docetaxel loaded inside chitosan-folate conjugated MWCNT
was 89-fold more effective than docetaxel delivered alone to human lung
cancer cells (A549 cells). A combination approach of targeting anticancer
drugs with NPs that are NIR responsive and generate hyperthermia has
delivered encouraging results in the treatment of problematic cancers.
Recently Wang et al. reported a multimodal MWCNT formed via layer-bylayer deposition of polypyrrole and gold NPs onto the surface of MWCNT.
This material was used as an effective carrier of doxorubicin and killed cancer cells effectively via photothermal therapy combined with the drug’s
anticancer effects [52].
CNT functionalization has also been performed to treat diseases apart
from cancer. Nerve growth factor functionalized MWCNT exhibits
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neuroprotective effects for prolonged periods in an in vitro model of ischemic
stroke and could be potentially used for treating neurological disorders [53].
CNTs possess exceptional properties like mechanical strength, optical transparency, and good biocompatibility. These qualities make the materials excellent
candidates for treating several pathologies in ophthalmology and excellent
therapeutic tools for corneal biomechanic enhancement [54]. MWCNT
were functionalized with recombinant Dengue envelope (DENV3E) proteins have also been used as a vaccine against Dengue because it induced
significant and specific immune response in mice [55]. The therapeutic
efficiency of CNT drug carriers can be further improved by adopting various strategies like optimization of length [56], modulating hydrophilicity
of CNTs by PEG functionalization [57], and synthesizing CNT composites
with chitosan/gelatine [58].
Apart from CNTs, graphene/grapheme oxide possesses unique physiochemical properties like exceptional mechanical strength, electrical and thermal conductivities, and optical transmittance [59]. Functionalization of the
grapheme surface imparts it with more biocompatibility, water solubility,
and makes it useful as an excellent drug delivery system (Fig. 10.7). The surface properties of the grapheme-based materials are exceptionally superior
due to their nanosize, which in turn leads to a large surface area for interaction with cells. As a result of this, graphene-based nanomaterials can be used
for a plethora of biomedical applications including drug and gene delivery,
tissue engineering, bioimaging, and biomedical devices [60] (Fig. 10.6).
Several recently published studies demonstrate the application of
grapheme-based materials in drug delivery. Wang et al. functionalized the
surface of graphene oxide with PEI and PEG. The PEG/PEI modified graphene revealed enhanced cellular uptake and low toxicity in raw264.7
macrophages [61]. Deb et al. designed a chitosan functionalized nanobiocomposite of graphene oxide for the codelivery of two anticancer drugs:
camptothecin (CPT) and 3,30 -Diindolylmethane (DIM). The data from
in vivo studies revealed that drugs carried by these functionalized CNTs
showed better biodistribution/bioavailability, low toxicity, and enhanced
therapeutic efficiency [62]. Oz et al. reported functionalization of reduced
graphene oxide via thiolmaleimide “click” chemistry for easy attachment
with the thiol-containing molecules [63]. In another work, a targeted drug
delivery system based on nano-graphene oxide was designed by functionalization with dopamine and preparing an aptamer decorated, dextran coated
nano-graphene oxide [29]. Xie et al. reported surface modification of graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets by protamine sulfate/sodium alginate for anticancer drug delivery. Such functionalization enables enhanced dispersibility
and stability to drug-loaded GO under neutral conditions and drug release
only in acidic medium [64]. Functionalization of grapheme oxide with folic
acid, tea polyphenols, and AuNPs enable them to act as excellent drug delivery vehicles for curing tumors. Folic acid conjugation leads to targeted
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FIGURE 10.6 Biomedical application of grapheme-based materials. Reproduced with permission from Goenka S, Sant V, Sant S. Graphene-based nanomaterials for drug delivery and tissue
engineering. J Control Rel 2014;173:7588. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jconrel.2013.10.017.
Copyright 2014, Elsevier Inc.

delivery because folic acid receptors are overexpressed in cancerous cells
[65]. Functionalization of graphene-based materials with tea polyphenols
leads to excellent antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties and also
induce apoptosis in cancerous cells [66]. Functionalization with AuNPs, gold
nano shell, and ultrasmall fluorinated grapheme shows high NIR absorbance,
creating drug delivery systems that could kill tumors by NIR photothermal
therapy [67,68].

10.3.2 Functionalized metal nanoparticles for biomedical
applications
Metal-NPs have immense applications in the biomedical field as molecular
probes for cell imaging as drug delivery vehicles and as therapeutic and
diagnostic tools [69]. Due to their nanosize, NPs have exceptional optical
and electronic properties as compared to bulk metals. For example, bulk
gold is inert while gold NPs (AuNPs) are used as a catalyst; bulk gold is yellow, while the color of nanosized gold ranges from wine red to blue due to
surface plasmon resonance. Due to these exceptional properties metal-NPs
derived from gold and silver are extensively used as sensors and diagnostic
tools for identifying biomarkers related to diseases [70]. Different kinds of
ligands like aptamers, peptides, oligonucleotides antibodies, and enzymes,
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etc. can be readily functionalized on the surface of AuNPs to effectively use
them as probes. Oligonucleotides conjugated to AuNPs can be used for
detecting complementary DNA; [71] aptamer functionalized AuNPs can bind
to target receptors; [72] and enzyme conjugated AuNPs can detect the presence of specific substrates, which may be biomarkers for the disease [73].
AuNPs are being used extensively for developing diagnostic tools for the
early detection of cancer [74]. AuNPs-based immunoassay are highly sensitive and can detect cancer-specific biomarkers at very minute concentrations
[75]. In these conditions, Kavosi et al. designed ultrasensitive electrochemical immunosensors using AuNPs/PAMAM (Polyamidoamine) dendrimer
loaded with an enzyme-linked aptamer as an integrated triple signal amplification strategy for detection of PSA (Prostate specific antigen) biomarkers in
prostate cancer cells [76]. Similarly, an electrochemical aptamer/antibody
(Apt/Ab) sandwich immunosensor for selective and sensitive detection of
epidermal growth factor receptor EGFR, a biomarker for cancer has also
been designed [77]. AuNPs are also used effectively in cancer radiotherapy
due to their high x-ray absorption and superior chemical, optical, and electrical properties [78].
Apart from the application of AuNPs in the diagnosis of cancer, they can
also be used as a therapeutic tool for killing tumors [79]. The therapeutic
agents can be efficiently integrated with the engineered NPs of optimal sizes,
shapes, and surface properties to prolong their circulation time, increase solubility and biodistribution, and reduce their immunogenicity [80]. AuNPs
also serve as an excellent delivery system for drugs, nucleic acid [81], and
Si-RNA [82]. The use of these functionalized AuNPs is immense in cancer
therapy. Due to the enhanced permeability of cancer cells, AuNPs and their
payload can selectively deposit in cancer cells without effecting healthy cells
[83]. AuNPs also have exceptional abilities to absorb near infrared (NIR)
light. When NIR is shined on them, the AuNPs that are embedded in the cancer cell will absorb NIR leading to heat generation. This process is known as
hyperthermia [84]. Hyperthermia drugs will be released from AuNPs, and a
combination of the drug, as well as heat, will rupture cancer cells without
affecting healthy cells [85]. Thus the applications of functionalized AuNPs
for photothermal therapy (PTT) of cancer are of great interest [86]. Due to
low toxicity, facile synthesis, easy functionalization, and superior optical
properties, AuNPs are the most extensively studied metal-NPs for biomedical
applications [87]. The different applications of functionalized AuNPs are
shown in Fig. 10.7.
Silver NPs have excellent antibacterial and antimicrobial properties. The
functionalization of silver NPs is ideal for targeting a broad spectrum of
microbial diseases and to prevent infections. Recently antibacterial properties
of both functionalized gold and silver have been extensively illustrated [88].
Functionalization of antimicrobial peptides and polymers may be further
executed to enhance the antimicrobial activities of these NPs [89].
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FIGURE 10.7 Different applications of functionalized AuNPs. Reproduced with permissions
from Tiwari P, Vig K, Dennis V, Singh S. Functionalized gold nanoparticles and their biomedical applications. Nanomaterials 2011;1:3163. https://doi.org/10.3390/nano1010031. Copyright
MDPI journals.

10.3.3 Functionalized magnetic nanoparticles for biomedical
applications
Magnetic NPs (MNPs), as the name suggests, are nanosized particles with
magnetic properties formed by metals like iron, cobalt, and nickel [90]. Due
to the unique magnetic properties and ability to interact with the biological
system at the cellular and molecular level, MNPs have attracted considerable
attention for applications in biomedicine as contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and as carriers for drug delivery [91]. MNPs can be
suitably functionalized with a wide variety of ligands using modern nanotechnology tools and their properties greatly improved [92,93]. However, the
safety and efficacy of MNPs are always of great concern. To improve the
biocompatibility of MNPs, organic and inorganic polymers like RGD peptides, dextran, chitosan, and fibronectin can be used to coat the magnetic
core [15]. Such functionalization greatly improves their biocompatibility by
modulating solubility and interaction properties and reducing toxicity [94].
For the biomedical application of MNPs, it is vital that they be biocompatible and have some specified criteria to reduce the risk of any toxicity associated with them [91]. The main criteria that MNPs should possess for
successful biomedical applications are biocompatibility, biodegradability,
amenability to surface modification, physical and chemical stability, and
effectiveness in minimal doses [95]. Fig. 10.8 illustrates the functionalization
strategies adopted to make MNPs more biocompatible and accessible for
biomedical applications [96].
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FIGURE 10.8 Strategies for bridging the gap between MNPs and their successful implementation in healthcare and pharmacy industries. Reproduced with permissions from Markides H,
Rotherham M, El Haj AJ. Biocompatibility and toxicity of magnetic nanoparticles in regenerative medicine. J Nanomater 2012;2012:111. https://doi.org/10.1155/2012/614094.

It is desirable that MNPs should have superparamagnetic properties.
Superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs (SPIOs) are the most commonly used
MNPs for biomedical application because iron is present in the human body
naturally in the form of ferritin. Thus the iron-containing NPs are extremely
biocompatible because they can be easily metabolized in the body. SPIONs
are very small sized MNPs, typically less than 30 nm, and are coated with
either a biocompatible organic or inorganic polymer with the core formed by
magnetite (Fe3O4) or maghemite (γ-Fe2O3). At sizes below 30 nm, magnetite
(Fe3O4) or maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) acquire superparamagnetism, making the
particles ideal for pharmaceutical use because they will not have the tendency to self-agglomerate [97]. A wide variety of biomedical applications
are offered by MNPs, like their utility as MRI contrast agents, for magnetic
labeling, for cell sorting, for controlled drug release, for killing tumors by
hyperthermia, and as biosensors [98]. The functionalization of MNPs ensures
that there are controllable interactions with the living cells and no undesired
response is elicited. The functionalization strategies also tune the coatings in
such a way that the MNPs are best suited for the application envisioned [99].
The most widely used biomedical application of MNPs is as MRI contrast
agents. The magnetic particles can penetrate deeply inside cells and produce
magnetic signals which can differentiate between diseased and normal cells
[100]. The use of iron oxide MNPs has also been approved by the US Food
and Drug Administration due to their excellent biocompatibility and low toxicity [101]. Recently multimodal imaging tools have also been designed by
functionalizing MNPs to optical and fluorescent probes [102,103]. Another
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important application of MNPs is as labeling agents for biological entities
like DNA, peptide, and protein cells. Labeling biomolecules with MNPs
allow them superior biosensing applications as compared to other fluorescent
and optical probes. Many recent studies demonstrate that biomolecules
labeled with MNPs are used for biosensing applications, especially in cancer
diagnosis. Stem cells could also be labeled by MNPs and their growth and
differentiation tracked inside the body [104,105]. MNPs are widely used in
regenerative medicine because they have the potential to track the long term
fate of the implants and monitor stem cell differentiation [106].
Another important application of MNPs is in controlled drug release
[107]. Functionalization of biocompatible nanocarriers with MNPs ensures
the drug loaded inside the carrier is released only at the target site [108].
The drug delivery system functionalized via MNPs can be transported to the
desired site by the application of a magnetic field. The drug loaded inside a
MNP-decorated delivery vehicle can be reliably released at the target site,
and its therapeutic efficacy will be enhanced several fold [109]. Another
interesting property of MNPs is that they are heated by the application of
time, varying by magnetic field, so the local heat generated by this process
can be used for killing cancer cells using a combination of chemotherapy
and hyperthermia [110]. Due to the enhanced permeation and retention of
cancer cells, MNPs can penetrate and become embedded inside cancer cells
without going inside normal cells [111]. Cancer cells are also more sensitive
to high temperatures as compared to healthy cells, so they burn under these
conditions while there is no deterioration in healthy cells. It is also important
that the localized magnetic hyperthermia should be produced at a very low
concentration of MNPs, and this can be done by modulating the amplitude
and frequency of the applied magnetic field [112]. There are several examples in the supporting literature where this combined therapeutic approach
has been used for successfully combating cancer [103,113].

10.3.4 Functionalized polymer-based nanomaterials for biomedical
and pharmaceutical applications
The biodegradable and biocompatible polymers are an excellent scaffold for
the design of cutting edge drug carriers because they could help with the
effective entrapment and controlled release of the drug only to the target site
[114116]. Functionalization of polymeric nanostructures such as hyperbranched polymers [117], dendrimers, [118] and polymeric micelles [119]
are of great interest due to their immense potential in drug delivery.
Different types of biodegradable polymers are functionalized with bioactive
moiety like folic acid, aptamer, and cell penetrating peptides to utilize their
full potential in targeted drug delivery. Using this approach, a variety of multifunctional nanocarriers (e.g., NPs, micelles, polymersomes) for the delivery
of molecules like vitamins, hormones, peptides, proteins, si-RNA, nucleic
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acid, etc., as well as therapeutic drugs are synthesized [114,120]. The different
functionalization strategies adopted for the modification of polymers and their
biomedical applications are illustrated in Fig. 10.9.
Polymeric micelles are synthesized via functionalizing hydrophilic segments to hydrophobic biodegradable block polymers. Polymeric micelles
(PMs), due to their nanometric size, high stability, (low critical association
concentrations (CMC)), and core shell arrangement, serve as excellent drug
delivery vehicles [122]. Such PMs could serve as excellent carriers for
hydrophobic drugs like doxorubicin since its amphipathic nature will allow
the drugs to get solubilized and entrapped and reach the target site without
degradation [123,124]. A hydrophobic drug like doxorubin can also be
grafted on a hydrophilic block polymer to make a drug polymer conjugate,
which will enhance the therapeutic efficiency of the drug [125].
Hydrophobic biodegradable polymers can also be functionalized or grafted
with therapeutic moiety, that is, hydrophilic aptamers or si-RNA to develop
a combination drug delivery system [126,127]. Another interesting class of
polymers are the stimulus-responsive polymers. Such polymeric systems
exhibit large, sharp changes in response to physical (such as temperature,
solvents, or light) and chemical stimuli (such as reactants, pH, ions in
solution, or chemical recognition). These polymers are of great use in controlled drug delivery, and they facilitate release of the drug only in
response to desired stimuli. In a recent review, Zhou et al. comprehensively covered the advances in the development of stimuli-responsive PMs
for drug delivery, imaging, and cancer therapy [128]. Fig. 10.10 illustrates

FIGURE 10.9 Functionalization strategies for biomedical applications. Reproduced with permissions from Pawar PV, Gohil SV, Jain JP, Kumar N. Functionalized polymersomes for biomedical applications. Polym Chem 2013;4:3160. https://doi.org/10.1039/c3py00023k [121].
Copyright Royal Society of Chemistry.
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the different functionalization strategies adopted for effective therapeutic
application of PMs.
Apart from micelles, other polymeric nanocarriers used widely for targeted drug delivery include nanocapsules, nanogels, liposomes, dendrimers,
and biodegradable and biocompatible hybrid polymer-based NPs [129].
These polymer NPs have been efficiently functionalized to create multifunctional therapeutic vehicles for treatment of a variety of diseases [130].
Recently, several interesting reports on the functionalization of biopolymers
and their biomedical applications were published. In one report, Wei et al.
conjugated a new tumor-penetrating peptide, cysteine-arginine-glycineaspartic acid-lysine (CRGDK), onto the surface of doxorubicin encapsulated
polymeric micelles (PM). The CRGDK peptide can specifically bind to
neuropilin-1 that is overexpressed in cancer, which leads to enhanced cellular
uptake and cytotoxicity as assessed by in vitro studies. In vivo studies
revealed a high accumulation and penetration of drug-loaded PMs on tumor

FIGURE 10.10 Functionalization of PMs for drug delivery. Reprinted with permission from
Nicolas J, Mura S, Brambilla D, MacKiewicz N, Couvreur P. Design, functionalization strategies
and biomedical applications of targeted biodegradable/biocompatible polymer-based nanocarriers for drug delivery. Chem Soc Rev 2013;42:11471235. https://doi.org/10.1039/c2cs35265f
[120]. Copyright Royal Society of Chemistry.
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cells leading to their greater therapeutic efficiency [131]. Deng et al. described
the design of a biodegradable PMs loaded with doxorubicin that could efficiently suppress tumors by killing circulating tumor cells [132]. Zhu et al.
show that cRGD-functionalized biodegradable PMs mediates enhanced doxorubicin (DOX) delivery to U87MG glioma xenografts in vivo [133]. In their
comprehensive review, Pang et al. review the recent advances in pHresponsive polymerdrug conjugates with different chemical structures and
architectures, and they attempt to clarify their mechanism of action, synthesis,
and characterization technology [134]. Cagel et al. presented relevant research
outcomes, which revealed polymeric mixed micelles are better drug delivery
systems as compared to polymeric pristine micelles [135]. Multifunctional
and multimodal therapeutic polymer carriers are also created by adding
AuNPs/MNPs and QDs for loading drugs. Such multifunctional carriers are
very effective theragnostic tools for targeting diseases cells because they can
be used for imaging, diagnosing, and curing the diseased cells [136].

10.4 Application of functionalized nanomaterials in
agriculture and agroindustry
Nanotechnology permits broad advances in agricultural research, due to the
distinct properties of nanomaterials like improved plant disease resistance,
efficient nutrient utilization, and enhanced plant growth [8,9]. In addition,
nanoscale devices with unique properties make the agricultural systems
“smart.” Such devices are capable of responding to different situations by
themselves, thus taking appropriate remedial action. These smart systems
deliver chemicals in a controlled and targeted manner similar to the proposed
use of nanodrug delivery in humans [8,137,138]. Smart delivery systems in
agriculture should possess a combination of time controlled, specifically targeted, highly controlled, remotely regulated/preprogramed/self-regulated, and
multifunctional characteristics to avoid biological barriers for successful targeting. Agriculture and food system security, innovative delivery systems for
disease treatment, new tools for molecular and cellular biology, and new
materials for plant pathogen detection are some of the nanotechnological
links to agriculture science [9,139].

10.4.1 Impact of functionalized nanomaterials in agriculture
The functional carbon-based nanomaterials (fCBNMs) have become very
important materials for the agricultural industry due to their distinctive optical properties, high mechanical strength, and electrical and thermal conductivity. The advantage of using fCBNMs, especially carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), double-wall (DWCNTs),
and multiwall (MWCNTs) functionalized with MNPs (fMNPs) (commonly
consist of two components, a magnetic material and a chemical component
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that has functionality) is that the inner, unoccupied area allows packing of
suitable chemicals for plant protection, and fMNPs allow outer control of the
movement of nanocarriers inside the plant structure [9,140]. Properly functionalized nanocapsules result in greater piercing via the cuticle and allow
for the controlled and slow release of herbicides to reach the target weed.
This is a best example for reducing the plant toxicity of herbicides on agricultural crops by controlling parasitical weeds with nanocapsulated active
ingredients [141]. Other studies show that amine terminated tetra (ethylene
glycol) functionalized honeycomb mesoporous silica NPs (MSNs) with 3-nm
pores can transport DNA and chemicals into both plant cells and intact
leaves [142]. Surface modified NMs (coating and functionalization) can significantly change and transform the properties for their absorption and accumulation by the plant [143].
Several studies show mixed (positive and negative) results on the plant
toxicity of CNMs in plant systems [9]. One suggests that CNMs have some
beneficial effects on seed germination, growth, and development, as well as
several plant physiological processes, while a second study indicates that
CNMs have toxic effect on plants [9]. Cañas et al. [144] reported the root
elongation of six different plant species (Brassica oleracea, Daucus carota,
Cucumis sativus, Lactuca sativa, Allium cepa, and Solanum lycopersicum)
and phytotoxicity after exposure to SWCNTs nonfunctionalized and funcationalized with poly-3-aminobenzenesulfonic. The SWCNTs boost the
growth of Cucumis sativus and Allium cepa onion in 2448 h, while remarkably affecting root elongation of Brassica oleracea, Daucus carota Lactuca
sativa, and Solanum lycopersicum. A wide range of concentrations of functionalized SWCNTs (91750 μg/mL) were found to have no effect on the
physiology and developmental processes of Brassica oleracea and Daucus
carota. However, most of the studies showed that high concentrations of
NMs indicated a certain degree of the phytotoxicity. Among the six species
tested, the Lycopersicon esculentum showed the highest degree of sensitivity
to SWCNTs [144]. The researchers showed that fCNTs, especially CNTs,
revealed distinct toxic behaviors on plants but generally were less toxic than
non-fCNTs. However, how the CNTs were functionalized was not specified.
In spite of this, their study focuses on the significance of surface properties
of CNTs in determining toxicity in plant species.
Hamdi et al. [145] showed that non-fMWCNTs decreased the root (88%)
and shoot (78%) pesticide (chlordane, cis- and trans-chlordane, trans-nonachlor)
content in lettuce. The suppression was more modest with amino-fMWCNT,
where root decreases were 57%, and shoots were only 23%, relative to controls,
after exposure 1000 mg/L non-fMWCNT for 19 days. These findings have
implications for food safety and for the use of engineered NMs in agriculture,
especially with leafy vegetables [145].
The highest increases in seed germination and enhanced seedling growth
were observed for tomato plants exposed to fMWCNTs with stronger
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negative groups and well-dispersed MWCNTs. The authors propose that
fMWCNTs enhanced the production of water channel protein (WCP) in
tomato plants [146]. The exposure of tomato cells to carboxylic-fCNTs could
lead to the activation of stress-related genes such as TDR3 and heat shock
protein 90 and the gene (LeAqp2) for tomato WCP [147]. In Arabidopsis,
exposure of carboxyl-groups functionalized CNTs induced a decrease in the
defence response, which was partially reversed with the exogenous application of salicylic acid [148]. The activation of root initiation and root elongation was recently observed in in vitro cultures of blackberry treated with
fSWCNTs [149].
Chen et al. demonstrated that wheat plant growth was increased under the
amine-functionalized grapheme (fGO) exposure, and the stem (19.61%) and
root (19.27%) lengths were enhanced at high concentrations (2000 μg/mL).
However, the plant tissue structures were not affected, and neither unfunctionalized GO nor fGO were observed to accumulate in the wheat plant root
cells [150].
The adhesion strength strongly depended on the functional groups on the
NP (three abamectin-loaded poly lactic acid (PLA) NPs (CH3COPLANS,
HOOCPLANS, and H2NPLANS) with various functional groups) surface, and was easily regulated by varying functional groups. These results
reveal a route to develop smart pesticide NPs with adhesion regulation
through light, heat, or pH for different purposes in crop protection. Using
these smart pesticide NPs, it becomes possible that pesticide losses could be
substantially lowered and effective utilization efficiency improved, leading to
decreased spraying dosage, residue, and pollution in food and the environment [151].
Apart from controlled release, silica NMs have also been proposed as
active ingredients against insect pests. Since many insects, such as the
Sitophilus species that infests agricultural products during storage, have
become resistant to a variety of active ingredients, that also remain as residue on the protected crops, Debnath et al. proposed the application of surface
functionalized silica NMs as an insecticide [152] to overcome the problem
of resistance development to conventional insecticides. In their study [152],
regardless of the mechanism of action, silica NM achieved up to 69% mortality of Sitophilus adults, whereas the bulk form only reached 23%, indicating the presence of a nonspecific effect.

10.4.2 Impact of surface modified, labeled, and conjugated
nanomaterials in agriculture
Nanotechnology is used in the agricultural industry primarily for the development of new materials via different strategies, including coating, labeling, conjugated, and functionalized nanomaterials. To date, nanomaterials have been
applied to the following plant species with the indicated impact: Lemna minor
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(coated ZnO NPs; size: 20 nm; impact on plant: toxicity [153]); Cucumis
sativus (coated ZnO NPs; size: 75 nm; impact on plant: phytotoxicity [154]);
Pisum sativum (Fe@ZnO NPs; size: 130 nm; impact on plant: no sign of toxicity [155]); Gossypium hirsutum (phycomolecule-coated ZnO NPs; size
254 nm; impact on plant-enhanced growth and biomass [156]); Zea mays
and Brassica oleracea var. capitate (citrate-coated-Ag; size: 11 nm; impact
on plant: inhibition of germination and early development [157]); Lolium
multiflorum, Panicum virgatum, Carex lurida, C. scoparia, C. vulpinoidea,
C. lorox, Eupatorium fistulosum, Phytolacca lorox s, Scirpus cyperinus,
Lobelia cardinalis, Juncus lorox (poly vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), and gum arabic coated-Ag; size: 21 and 6 nm; impact on plants: indirect and direct
effects of NPs [158]); Actinidia deliciosa var. deliciosa (PVP-coated-AgNPs;
size: 10 nm; impact on plant: damaged pollen membranes and inhibited
pollen germination [159]); A. thaliana (PVP-coated-AgNPs; size: 20 nm;
impact on plant: biomass declined [160]); Eruca sativa (coated PVP-coatedAgNPs; size: 10 nm; impact on plant: improvement in plant growth [161]);
Arabidopsis and poplar (carbon-coated and PEG-coated-AgNPs; size: 25 nm
and 5, 10 nm; impact on plant: stimulated root elongation, fresh weight
[162]); Ricinus communis (PVP-coated-AgNPs; size: ,100 nm; impact on
plant: no effect on seed germination [163]); Triticum aestivum (PVP-coatedAgNPs; size: 10 nm; impact on plant: affect the levels of several proteins in
multiple cellular compartments and toxicity is driven primarily by released
Ag ions [164]); A. thaliana (citrate-stabilized AgNPs; size: 20 nm; impact on
plant: accumulated in stomatal guard cells [165]); Spirodela polyrhiza (GAAgNPs; size 6, 20 nm; impact on plant: induced reactive oxygen species
accumulation, changed the antioxidant enzymes activities, and NPs also
changed the chloroplast ultrastructure [166]); Nicotiana xanthi (citratecapped AuNPs; size: 3.5 and 18 nm; impact on plant: necrotic lesions till 2
weeks and later on no stress [167]); Oryza sativa, Raphanus sativus,
Cucurbita mixta cv. White cushaw, and Lolium perenne L. (functionalized
Au NPs; size: 610 nm; impact on plant: most efficiently translocated into
plant shoots from the roots [168]); Solanum lycopersicum (PVPcoatedAuNPs; size: 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 80, and 100 nm [169]); Hordeum
vulgare (citrate-stabilized AuNPs; size: 2, 21 nm; impact on plant: translocation [170]); Allium cepa (citrate-capped AuNPs; size: 15, 30, 40 nm; impact
on plant: phytotoxicity [171]); Nicotiana tabacum cv petite Havana (mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNPs)Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
labeled; size: 100200 nm; impact on plant: NPs pores that can transport
DNA [142]); Quercus macdougallii (citrate-coated Fe3O4; size: 610 nm;
impact on plant: improved the germination and growth parameters [172]);
Triticum aestivum (citric acidFe3O4 NPs; size: B18 nm; impact on plants:
exposure did not alter germination, plant growth, and chlorophyll content
[173]); Zea mays (FITC-conjugated ZnO; size: 1530 nm; NPs are transported by the apoplastic pathway to the endodermis [174]); Citrullus lanatus
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(FITC-conjugated γ-Fe2O3; size: 21.2 nm); Zea mays (FITC-conjugatedFe2O3; size: 17.7 nm; concentration depended effect [92,93]); Citrus reticulata (FITC-conjugated γ-Fe2O3; size: 82.9 nm; NPs at low concentration
contribute to the synthesis of chlorophyll [42,43]); S. lycopersicum (citric
acid coated-CeO2NPs; size: 8231 nm; impact on plant: coated and bare NPs
increased stem length, while coated increased CAT activity, total chlorophyll, Chl. a and Chl. b in leaves [175]); Brassica napus (PVP-coatedCeO2NPs; size: 55.6 nm; impact on plant: enhanced photosynthetic machinery performance and proline synthesis regulation [176]); canola (citratecoated-CeO2; size: 3.5 or 31 nm [177]); Lily (ZnS-coated CdSe QDs; size:
6.3 nm; impact on plant: QDs were utilized for live imaging in plant systems
[178]); Allium fistulosum (QD565 streptavidin conjugate; size: 15 nm; comparison of QDs with conventional detection systems in immune-labeling
experiments demonstrated greater sensitivity than the conventional system
[179]); Zea mays (water-soluble mercapto-acetic acid (MAA)-coated CdSe/
ZnS QDs; QDs caused very low cytotoxicity on maize seed germination and
root growth [180]); Medicago sativa (mercapto-propanoic acid (MPA) coated
CdSe/ZnS QDs; size: 3.64.5 nm; impact on plant: cell growth was significantly reduced [181]); Nicotiana tabacum (silica/BSA-coated QDs; size:?;
impact on plant: successfully employed Trojan peptoids as vehicles into living tobacco cells [182]); rice (MPA-linked-Oleic acid-CdSe QDs; size:?;
impact on plant: seed germination was arrested with QD [183]); tomato
(CNTs-QD conjugates; size:?; impact on plant: significantly accelerating
leaf senescence and inhibiting root formation [184]); Medicago sativa
(MPA-CdSe/ZnS QDs; size: 13.5 nm; impact on plant: QDs were found to
be cytotoxic and genotoxic to plant cells, although not lethal [185]);
Arabidopsis thaliana [coated CdSe/CdZnS QDs (Coatings: poly(acrylic
acid-ethylene glycol) (PAA-EG), polyethylenimine (PEI) and poly(maleic
anhydride-alt-1-octadecene)poly(ethylene glycol) (PMAOPEG)); size:
(data not shown); impact on plant: showed generally uniform distribution in
the leaves and more cadmium accumulation [186]. The recent research
shows that positively charged AuNPs are most readily taken up by plant
roots, while negatively charged AuNPs are most efficiently translocated into
plant shoots (including stems and leaves) from the roots [168].

10.5 Conclusion
The functionalization of NPs offers several advantages and makes them
suitable for a wide range of applications from diagnosis to therapy for controlling plant and animal diseases. The properties of nanomaterials have been
tuned via functionalization in order to perform the desired functions. To successfully prepare a functional NP for biomedical or agricultural applications,
it is necessary to carefully select and optimize the functionalization strategies. A careful analysis of the physico-chemical and biological properties
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should be performed, and the nature of core, shell, and ligands should be
carefully tuned. It is also necessary to understand the biological interactions
of nanomaterials with plant and animal cells and to address safety concerns
for successful implementation in pharma and agro-based applications.
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11.1 Introduction
Our world is now experiencing different types of environmental issues like
high levels of pollution, greenhouse gas effects, and climate change. These
environmental issues arise because of industrialization, urbanization, and contamination with different harmful gases and it degrades the environmental balance as well as affects human health [1]. Scientists have for many years been
trying to reduce these problems by focusing on different technologies to
develop alternative solutions to these environmental issues. On the other hand,
industry is a crucial factor for the evolution of our modern society. Most of our
needs are fulfilled by the services and product supplied by industries. Thus for
long-term improvement, it is very obvious to find some new substances and
techniques. Also, the continuously increasing worldwide demand for resources
and energy makes it necessary to search for more efficient, economical,
environmentally friendly, and sustainable sources of energy.
Nanotechnology is one of the most promising technologies today and plays
a very important role in various industries through the use of nanomaterials. In
fact, the investigation and application of nanomaterials have become one of
the most rapidly emerging research areas. As the name suggests, nanomaterials
are ultrafine particles with size in the nanometer range. The definition of nanoparticles is based on the fields, substances, and applications to which they are
applied. But in general nanomaterials are viewed as materials with particle size
1020 nm. In the nanorange size huge changes occur in their physical and chemical properties, in comparison to their parent bulk materials. According to other
definitions, particles with size range in between 1 nm and 1 μm or particles with
at least one dimension in the 1100 nm range are called nanomaterials. At this
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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scale physicochemical characteristics are majorly dependant on the unit shape and
size and also their reactivity with biological matrix, since it is different than with
large particles. Nanomaterials can be produced naturally through different geological, combustion, and biological processes. Additionally, nanomaterials are manufactured to developed materials with special optical, mechanical, chemical,
magnetic, and electrical properties through molecular-level engineering [2].
Although nanomaterials have many advantages, they also have some limitations such as surface reactivity and insolubility in various solvents. Additionally,
they can react with substrate, host media, or other individual species, which
may limit their use in specific applications. These limitations can be eliminated by functionalizing or modifying the nanomaterials with some specific
chemical moieties. The main benefit of functionalization is to tune their
required characteristics in a predictable way and fit them in certain applications [3]. Functionalization of nanomaterials has opened up a new scope in
the development of improved tools for industrial applications.
In this chapter, we focus on the classifications of nanomaterials, their
functionalization, and their role in energy or electrical/electronic industries.
Firstly, classification of nanomaterials and requirements of functionalizing
nanoparticles are discussed. Then we discuss their applications in the electronics, electrical, and energy industries.

11.1.1 Classification of nanomaterials based on dimension
Nanomaterials include a wide range of materials that have size in the nanoscale range and can be prepared mechanically, chemically, physically, or naturally. Different structures of nanomaterials are based on their dimensions:
three-dimensional, two-dimensional, one-dimensional, and zero-dimensional
nanomaterials.

11.1.1.1 Three-dimensional nanostructures
Three-dimensional nanostructures are associated with three arbitrary dimensions, which are beyond the nanorange ( . 100). This kind of nanostructure
is the combination of multiple nanocrystals, fashioned in various directions.
This category of nanomaterials includes foam and honeycomb, fibers and
nanotubes, layer skeletons, powdered nanoparticles, and layered composites
[4]. Carbon nanobuds, which are made up of a combination of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and fullerenes, are another member of this category [5].
11.1.1.2 Two-dimensional nanostructures
Nanostructures of this category consist of two dimensions beyond the nanorange ( . 100) and one dimension in the range of nanometer. Two-dimensional
nanomaterials can be:
G
G

Single layered or multilayered
Crystalline or amorphous
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Metallic, ceramic, or polymeric
Accumulated on a substrate and can consist of different chemical
configurations

Graphene, which is a single graphite layer, is a common example of this
class. The structure of graphene is made up with conjugated sp2 hybridized
carbons. It is one type of carbon allotrope with honeycomb structure. Some
other examples of two-dimensional nanostructures [6] are nanolayer, nanofiber, nanowall, nanocoating, nanosheet, nanostraw, etc.

11.1.1.3 One-dimensional nanostructures
One-dimensional nanostructures are associated with one dimension not
enclosed in nanorange and two dimensions that are in nanorange. Onedimensional materials can also be metallic, polymeric, or ceramic; crystalline or amorphous. Examples of nanomaterials that belong to this class [7]
are nanotube, nanorod, nanowire, filament, or fiber.
11.1.1.4 Zero-dimensional nanostructures
Nanomaterials of this category have all the dimensions in nanorange, which
means they must have their size below 100 nm. Common nanomaterials of
this category are spherical-shaped materials, but cubes, and nanorods, and
polygon-shaped nanostructures can also be included in this class. Some general examples of this class [7] are holospheres, noble metal nanoparticles,
metal/metal oxide nanoparticle, core-shell nanomaterials, quantum dots, etc.
A schematic representation of the classification of nanomaterials according
to their dimensions is given in Fig. 11.1.

11.1.2 Classification of nanomaterials according to chemical
composition
According to the chemical composition, nanomaterials can be categorized
into different classes as follows [7]:
G

G

G

Carbonaceous nanomaterials are derived from carbon-containing materials including fullerene, CNTs, and graphene.
Metallic nanomaterials are derived from noble metal (platinum, gold,
and silver nanoparticles), transition metal (iron, zinc, copper, etc.), and
metal oxides (alumina, titania, and silica).
Highly branched dendrimers have a branch-like structure with dimensions in the range of nanometer are classified in this category.
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FIGURE 11.1 Schematic representation of classification of nanomaterials according to their
dimension. Redrawn from T.A. Saleh and V.K. Gupta, Nanomaterial and polymer membranes:
synthesis, characterization, and applications, 2016, Elsevier.
G

G

Nanocomposites are nanomaterials formulated by mixing various types
of composite materials with at least one of the component with dimension
in the nanorange.
Quantum dots are basically nanocrystals, which have a fluorescent property with high photostability and unique optical and chemical properties.

11.1.3 Properties of nanomaterials
With decreasing particle size and increasing surface area, the properties of
bulk materials start to change. For example, fundamental properties like
melting point and dielectric constant may change due to the particle size and
these changes are called “size effect.” Therefore, having very small particle
size, the nanomaterials have distinctive physical and chemical properties in
comparison to their precursors or parent bulk materials.

11.1.3.1 Thermal property
Nanoparticles have lower melting point than the bulk materials because
lower energy is required to make them move. As an example, gold as bulk
material has a melting point of 1336 K. With decreasing size, the melting
point of gold decreases gradually and when size becomes 2 nm the melting
point lowers more than 500 C than the bulk material.
11.1.3.2 Structural property
Nanomaterials can easily be absorbed into cell membrane; this phenomenon
is called enhanced permeation and retention [8]. Additionally, high surface
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area and large surface-to-volume ratio enhance the solubility, reactivity, and
sintering performance of nanomaterials.

11.1.3.3 Optical property
Nanomaterials with size in the nanorange absorb light of certain wavelength,
because the plasma absorption occurs due to the plasma vibration of the electrons [9]. The color of the transmitted light depends on the particle size and
the nature of the material [9]. As a result, we may observe different colors of
a same nanomaterial, which depends on the change in particle size.
Additionally, materials like germanium and silicon exhibit indirect transition,
means they do not produce light as bulk substances, but emit light like direct
transition type materials due to the quantum effect of the nanoparticles.
11.1.3.4 Electronic property
Electronic property as well as particle size of nanomaterials is very useful to
improve the performance of electronic devices. In the electronic industry,
there is a huge need for materials with elevated dielectric constant to produce
thin and tiny electronic devices. X-ray diffraction study has confirmed that
when particle size decreases to the nanometer range, the dielectric constant
increases considerably. For example, the dielectric constant of PbTiO3
enhances drastically while particle size reaches in the range of 20 nm. Also,
the lowest particle size required to maintain the ferroelectric property
changes according to the nature and constitution of nanomaterials. Similarly,
the Curie point is the point where ferroelectric material converted to paraelectric material decreases considerably with decreasing particle size of the
substance [9].
11.1.3.5 Magnetic property
The superparamagnetic property can be generated when particle size is
reduced to nanoscale range. In the Nanoparticles having paramagnetic properties, each single particle has an ferromagnetic property associated with a
single magnetic domain. But, In the presence of an external magnetic field,
nanoparticles become magnetized and arrange in the same direction as the
magnetic field and by removing the magnetic field, magnetization vanishes.
Magnetization is dependent on the particle size of the nanomaterials and
their paramagnetic nature decreases with increasing the particle size of the
material [9].
11.1.3.6 Mechanical property
The mechanical property or hardness of a material enhances with decreasing
the size of a material in nanorange. For example, ceramic material shows a
special superplastic property in the nanorange, which is enlarged several
times than the bulk material at elevated temperature [9].
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11.1.4 Functionalization of nanomaterials
Modification or functionalization of nanostructured materials is an area of
high significance/importance in the field of nanotechnology. The application
of nanomaterials in various fields remains limited to some extent due to their
insolubility in different solvents and rigidity. The smooth surface of nanomaterials without modification cannot allow any physical or chemical interaction with the matrix or any other material. The unmodified nanoparticles
form stable agglomeration due to the intermolecular interaction specially
dipoledipole or Van der waals interactions, which prevent their dispersion
into the solvent [10].
Through surface functionalization, different types of functional groups or
chemical species can be introduced on the surface of nanomaterials, which
can generate specific active sites according to the requirements. Monitoring
the functionalization, a wide range of application of nanomaterials can be
controlled and toxicity can also be reduced. Different surface characteristics
including their interaction with other materials, solubility, and agglomeration
in various solvents can also be tuned by surface modification. Compared
with the unmodified nanomaterials, functionalized nanomaterials have
opened up several new options in different fields of application due to their
excellent surface interaction with other particles [11].
Functionalization can be carried out through covalent or noncovalent
interactions (such as electrostatic, van der Waals, and hydrogen bonding
interactions) by changing reaction temperature, solvents, and surfactants,
which provide opportunities to control the desired functionalities and unique
configurations. In covalent types of interactions chemical bonds are formed
with the atoms present on the surface of the nanomaterials through chemical
reactions. Nanomaterials become hydrophilic due to this type of functionalization and get easily soluble in organic solvents. In noncovalent types of
interaction, functionalization is carried out by ionic boning, π 2 π stacking
interaction, hydrogen bonding, or hydrophobic interaction. In this type of
interaction, the electronic configuration and properties of the atoms present
on the surface remain unaltered [12]. Different functionalization pathways
including chemical methods, ligand exchange process, and grafting of synthetic polymer are used to improve the property of nanomaterials including
solubility, biocompatibility, and addition of different active sites. In this section, different types of functionalization processes are described.

11.1.4.1 Chemical methods
Chemical methods of functionalization are actually the chemical reactions
taking place at the interface of nanomaterials in a specific solution. To
improve the reactivity, solubility, hydrophobic interaction, mechanical as
well as spectral properties, chemical treatment methods are introduced to
functionalize the unmodified nanomaterials. The common chemical treatment
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methods are acid treatments (to clean the surface contaminations and oxides),
alkali treatments, hydrogen peroxide treatments, heat treatments [13], and
treatment with silane coupling agents and metal ethoxides/alkoxides [14].
Here, two very common types of chemical methods, which are treatment
with silane coupling agents and metal ethoxides/alkoxides, are described for
the functionalization of nanomaterials.
The most popular and simple functionalization of nanomaterials through
chemical treatment route is silane modification. Herein, modification of nanomaterials can be carried out by introducing silane coupling agents on the surface
through chemical treatment [14]. This method can enhance the dispersion stability
of nanoparticles in different solvents and increase the affinity between nanoparticles and polymer surfaces. In Fig. 11.2, a coupling agent 3-methacryloxypropyl
trimethoxysilane was used to modify the nanomaterial, and it was observed that
the surface of the unmodified nanomaterials is covered with only OH group; on
the other hand, after functionalization, the surface of the nanomaterial gets covered with 3-methacryloxypropyl trimethoxysilane. This modification enhances
the solubility of nanomaterials in different solvent media.
Similarly, some metal epoxides/alkoxides like aryl or alkyl isocyanates
and propylene oxides are also used for surface modification [15]. For

FIGURE 11.2 Modification of a nanoparticle with 3-methacryloxypropyl trimethoxysilane.
Reproduced with permission from S. Kango, S. Kalia, A. Celli, J. Njuguna, Y. Habibi and
R. Kumar, Surface modification of inorganic nanoparticles for development of organicinorganic nanocomposites—a review, Prog Polym Sci 38 (8), 2013, 12321261.
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example, Sabzi et al. reported surface functionalization of TiO2 nanoparticles
using aminopropyl trimethoxysilane, which introduced improvement of the
mechanical and UV protective properties of polyurethane composite coating
[16]. Ma et al. studied surface modification using KH570 silane coupling
agent to improve the dispersion stability of ZnO nanoparticles [17]. In another
report, surface of Al2O3 nanoparticles were modified with 3-chloropropyl
triethoxysilane and octyltriethoxysilane, which enhance the hydrophobic interaction of nanoparticles with syndiotactic polypropylene matrix [18].

11.1.4.2 Ligand exchange process
To stabilize the nanoparticles in solution and prevent agglomeration, specific
organic molecules or polymers are used during the synthesis process. The
added materials bind to the surface of the nanoparticles and monitor their
shape and size as well as improve their properties. These specific molecules
are termed as capping agents, ligands, or surfactants, depending on their
chemical composition and role. Some examples of this kind of ligand are
trioctylphosphine (TOP), oleylamine (OAm), oleic acid (OA), polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), ascorbic acid (AA), etc. The capping ligand materials coated
on the surface of the nanoparticles act like “organic armor,” resisting the
reactant molecules approach to the nanomaterial surface. In the ligand
exchange process, ligands bonded at the surface of nanoparticles get interchanged by a competitive interaction process. Through this ligand exchange
process, nanomaterials can be decorated widely by various ligands according
to the requirements [19].
According to Greenham et al. a ligand layer a few nanometers thick is
enough to protect the nanoparticles and to check the movement of electrons
among the nanoparticles before the recombination can take place [20].
Commonly, most of the bulky organic ligands do not have any functionally
active groups to take part in the charge transfer between the nanoparticles.
Thus the removal of synthesis ligands from the nanoparticle surface is required
to increase the charge transfer and avoid the recombination loss. This can be
obtained by replacing the bulky ligands with more suitable ones. For example,
Zhu et al. reported a ligand exchange process to functionalize CdSe/ZnS quantum dots [21]. They used different dithiols and thiols as surface ligands and
exchanged them with trioctylphosphine oxide/trioctylphosphine (TOPO/TOP).
The synthesized quantum dots provided enhanced optical properties [optical
stability and photoluminescence (PL) emission intensity] while TOPO/TOP
ligand was used.
However, the existence of capping ligands can introduce complexity in
the system like uncertain charge transfer and noncovalent interaction
between nanomaterials and reactants. The substituted ligand should be easily replaceable by vacuum procedure or thermal annealing to achieve the
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improved conductivity and charge separation [22]. Previous studies [23]
have described enhanced photocurrent in poly(3-hexylthiophene):CdSe
nanorod films after thermal annealing that resulted in a decrease in the
number of substitution ligands. After annealing the substitution ligands
may be present in the nanofilm, but they should consist of at least one
π-electron system, which can provide charge transfer by combining with
other nanoparticles. A recent report by Celik et al. [24] described an
improved surface functionalization technique for nanoparticles by mixing
the benefits of ligand exchange and washing method, which allowed
an enhanced solar cell execution with power conversion efficiency values
of 3.5%.

11.1.4.3 Grafting of synthetic polymers
Another surface modification technique is grafting of synthetic polymers, which
increases the chemical reactivity and changes the surface morphology of nanomaterials. There are three processes of polymer grafting functionalization:
grafting-to, grafting-from, and grafting-through. In the grafting-to process, an
end-functionalized polymer is bonded directly on the suitable nanomaterial surface. In the grafting-from process, polymer chains are generated from an initiating site of the surface. In the grafting-through process a low-molecular weight
monomer is copolymerized with another monomer on the surface of the nanomaterial [25].
Monomers with low molecular weight can penetrate the agglomerated
nanoparticles and can react to the active sites of the nanoparticle surface.
This will also make the nanoparticle surface hydrophobic, which is an essential criterion for mixing of filler and matrix. Fig. 11.3 shows the dispersion
of nanomaterials due to polymer grafting in a polymer matrix [26]. A successful grafting can be obtained by placing the initiating groups on the

FIGURE 11.3 Schematic representation of (A) agglomerated nanoparticles in the matrix polymer in the case without grafting polymer and (B) separation of particles due to the presence
of grafting polymer. Reproduced with permission from S. Kango, S. Kalia, A. Celli, J. Njuguna,
Y. Habibi and R. Kumar, Surface modification of inorganic nanoparticles for development of
organicinorganic nanocomposites—a review, Prog Polym Sci 38 (8), 2013, 12321261.
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nanoparticle surfaces. After that, the polymerization reaction (including cationic, anionic, or radical polymerization process) with propagation of the
grafter polymers will start from the surface of the nanomaterial [27]. For
example, Rong et al. reported the grafting of polyacrylamide and polystyrene
on the surface of alumina nanoparticles [28]. Wang et al. proposed a photocatalytic polymerization technique for the fabrication of poly(methyl methacrylate)-grafted TiO2 [29]. In the presence of light, poly(methyl methacrylate)
chains are grafted directly on the surface of the TiO2 nanoparticles present in
water.

11.1.4.4 Miscellaneous methods
Other surface functionalization methods include in situ surface modification
and adsorption of polymeric dispersants on the surface of nanomaterials. In situ
surface modification techniques are performed during the nanoparticle synthesis
phase. Thermal decomposition of organometallic compound, reverse micelle
methods, and polyol methods are examples of in situ surface modification techniques [14,30,31]. To prevent the aggregation, surfactants or capping agents
like OA, amines, and TOPOs are dissolved into the reaction solution. On the
other hand, anionic or cationic dispersants are used to disperse hydrophilic
nanoparticles into highly polar organic solvents. Steric repulsive forces are generated among the polymer chains by the dispersants and enhance the surface
charge. This results in improved dispersibility of the nanoparticles. Different
types of polycarboxilic acids and their salts are used as anionic surfactants to
disperse various types of nanoparticles including Al2O3, TiO2, and Fe2O3
[3234].

11.2 Industrial applications
Nanotechnology offers cost-effective and sustainable industrial procedures
with the ability to design atoms with specific properties by controlling their
uniqueness [35]. As described above, nanomaterials are fabricated from various types of molecules or atoms with different shapes and morphologies
such as rod, wire, sphere, cube, etc., and are functionalized according to the
required surface reactivity and application. Due to the excellent technological and industrial properties of functionalized nanomaterials, significant
efforts have been made to design them for different industrial applications.
In this section, we focus on the application of functionalized nanomaterials
in the electronic, electrical, and energy industries.

11.2.1 Applications of functionalized nanomaterials in the
electronics industry
In the electronics industry, functional nanomaterials such as semiconductors,
metal oxides, noble metals, and alloys are used to develop electrophotonic,
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stretchable, and flexible electronics. In the last 5 years, the use of nanomaterials has increased enormously within the electronics industrial sectors.
Around 900 companies worldwide have been working to develop advanced
nanomaterials and nanodevice invention. Improvement of our modern technology is guided significantly by the tiny version of three-dimensional electronic gadgets with implanted logic circuit to allow diverse applications such
as wearable electronics and display device. New-generation electronic
devices like flexible and faster electronic storage systems, which consist of
millions of nanosized transistors, can go beyond microprocessing and contribute to the development of new electronic devices. The other characteristics of nanodevices are portability, durability, flexibility, miniaturization and
easily integrating structure [36].
For example, Zhang et al. reported a new process to synthesize sizecontrolled copper nanoparticles through an advanced polyol method and
used it in flexible printed electronics [37]. After tuning copper nanoparticles
with different sizes, it was found that nanoparticles of 50 nm size exhibited
better performance. The nanoparticles were used to prepare highly efficient
ink by dispersion that was screenprinted on a flexible surface. The conductive ink pattern exhibited very low resistivity of 16.2 μΩ cm, when kept
under N2 atmosphere at 240 C for 40 min. The nanomaterial showed good
oxidation resistance and remained unchanged after 30 days under normal
environment. Kang et al. introduced a metamaterial with excellent flexibility
and resonance intensified light concentrating property [38]. They used a
dual-layered nanometallic absorber to provide nonlinear optical process controlled by the voltage, where second harmonic generation and optical rectification were monitored by the applied voltage.
Among several nanomaterials used in nanodevices and nanoelectronics,
CNTs occupy an important position, due to properties like chemical stability,
large surface area, and impressive mechanical properties. Usually silicon
semiconductors are used in solar cells, but when CNTs are introduced into
the semiconductors, they provide much higher electricity than silicon, per
square inch. Due to their excellent electron-emitting properties, CNTs are
used in producing thinner TVs, paper batteries, and faster computers [36].
Zhong et al. used random, solution-derived CNT film to fabricate topgate field-effect-transistors (FETs) and integrated circuits, particularly fivestage ring oscillators with oscillation frequency of 5.54 GHz [39]. Generally,
CNT network films used in FETs show very poor performance and cannot
be used in flexible applications. In their work, they modified the CNT films
to obtain enhanced performance as FETs. The prepared transistor showed a
high current density of 0.55 mA/μm and 0.46 mS/μm transconductance at
0.8 V supply voltage. Song et al. introduced ZnO nanorod-deposited graphene as a flexible antireflection array for solar cells [40]. A better performance was obtained from a rough surface of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
coated with graphene-tapered ZnO nanorod than the bare PDMS surface.
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After different bending experiments, the material exhibited outstanding antireflection characteristics on the bouncy surface by combining the antireflection property of ZnO and flexibility of graphene. Kim et al. developed CNT
composited with PDMS and found that composite showed high stretchability,
elasticity as well as high conductivity than neat PDMS films shown in
Fig. 11.4 [41]. Later on, metal-fee elastic circuit was prepared by the nanocomposite and the material was tested as strain sensor. Additionally, the
composite material was used as an electrode for electroencephalogram. In
another report, a cost-effective nanoimprinting process was used to fabricate
an antireflctive nanodome with high packing density and improved transmittance of a flat glass substrate [42]. UV imprinting, one of the most promising
procedures of nanomaterial fabrication, was used to fabricate nanodome pattern on glass substrate by a series of UV replication process. The shape of
the nanodome was dependant on SiO2 layer thickness and the antireflective
property of the nanomaterial was analyzed by measuring the optical transmittance. Around 3% enhancement in transmittance was observed compared
with the bare glass substrate.

FIGURE 11.4 Applications using CNT/PDMS composite: (A) Photograph of finger attached to
CNT/PDMS sensor, (B) circuit working during bending and (C) assembled flexible electronic
circuit. Reproduced from J.H. Kim, J.Y. Hwang, H.R. Hwang, H.S. Kim, J.H. Lee, J.W. Seo,
et al., Simple and cost-effective method of highly conductive and elastic carbon nanotube/polydimethylsiloxane composite for wearable electronics, Sci Rep 8 (1), 2018, 13751385.
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Jung et al. synthesized Ag-nanowire network to functionalize PDMS substrate that was found to be a transparent, elastic, and electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding material [43]. The prepared material exhibited
efficient EMI shielding for wireless power transmission set-up and could be
used in human skin and biological systems.

11.2.2 Application of functionalized nanomaterials in the
electrical industry
Recently, there have been a variety of technological improvements in research
and development projects associated with nanomaterials and nanotechnology
used to enhance the efficiency and reliability of ordinary materials. The electrical industry has taken the benefits of nanotechnology and found different applications such as nanodielectrodes and electrical transformers. In this section we
look at the role of nanomaterials in dielectric fluids, insulating materials, outdoor insulators, etc.
Electrical transformers are one of the most common components of electricity generation and distribution network, because any fault in them results interruption in power supply. Actually, electrical transformers are static devices
containing several types of inner construction substances like metals or plastics.
In dry-cast transformers, polymeric resin is introduced to encapsulate the inner
components, and in oil-immersed transformers insulating fluids are incorporated
with thermal and dielectric properties [44]. Recently, nanofluids have been
regarded as a promising option. The new-generation transformer with insulating
nanofluids showed improved cooling capacity. Taha-Tijerina et al. reported a
dielectric mineral oil-based nanodiamond fluids as transformer insulating fluid
[45]. They reported 70% increase in thermal conductivity using nanodiamond
containing thermal fluids than in normal mineral oil. Li et al. presented natural
ester-based insulating fluids with Fe3O4 nanoparticles [46]. Physical, chemical,
electrical, and aging properties of the dielectric mineral insulating oil were
studied. It was found that the introduction of magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles
enhanced the lighting impulse breakdown voltage of natural ester nanofluids.
In electrical transformers, solid insulating materials are a crucial element
that increases the lifetime of the instrument. A variety of cellulose-based
materials like pressboard and paper are used as solid insulator in power
transformers. A cellulose-based solid insulating material was developed by
Yuen et al. using montmorillonite (MMT) clay particles to modify the craft
papers [47]. The breakdown voltage enhances from 50.3 to 56.9 kV by using
kraft MMT-insulating nanopapers. Also, it was observed that the tensile
strength of the craft MMT paper was reduced with increasing MMT nanoparticles. Chatterjee et al. reported a gas sensor fabricated by ZnO thin film,
which allowed online monitoring of three gases including carbon monoxide,
hydrogen, and methane, dissolved in transformer oil [48]. It was found that
the sensitivity of the ZnO thin film was enhanced by doping. They fabricated
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ZnO-doped manganese film for detecting the three gases at different temperatures so that major defects like overheated cellulose insulation, arcing,
and corona could be predicted.
Kruzepa et al. developed electrical transformers in which they replaced
commercial copper wire with conducting CNT fibers [49]. Setyawan et al.
[50]. reported a magnetic nanoribbon made up with NANOMET alloy of
FeCoSiBPCu using a spinning technique. It was reported that the
annealed sample exhibited high flux density of 1.83 T and low coercivity of
57 A/m, which made it a better option than commercial copper wire.

11.2.3 Energy applications
Energy has become the milestone for continuous growth of society and economy and its increased demand has adverse environmental effects. Therefore
research on energy now includes all aspects like generation, harvesting, saving, conversion, and storage of energy with an aim of finding more sustainable and environmentally friendly sources of energy. Nanomaterials exhibit
unique properties and have played a significant role in every aspect of recent
advancements in energy fields. For example, nanomaterials such as Li-ion
batteries, Na-ion batteries, Zn-air batteries, supercapacitors, fuel cells, etc.,
are used in the field of energy storage. In this section, we focus on electrochemical energy conversion routes along with their applications in the design
of batteries.
The most important part of electrochemical energy conversion system is
catalyst. The functionalized nanomaterials further allow designing of catalyst
materials with improved selectivity, better efficiency, and required electrochemical properties with tuned electrochemical surface area and surface
energy. To discuss the role of nanomaterials in energy conversion or storage,
here we provide the basic electrochemical conversion reactions (such as oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER))
involved in battery supercapacitor and fuel cell applications.
In the electrochemical conversion of energy, two fundamental reactions are
very important: OER and HER. They are the central reactions of electrocatalytic water splitting systems, fuel cells, and metal-air batteries. Fabrication of
electrocatalyst for splitting of water to the molecular oxygen and hydrogen is
very important for huge-scale energy storage systems. In general, fuel cells or
metal-air batteries consist of a two-electrode system, where the cathode part
involves HER and the anode part involves OER as shown in Fig. 11.5 [51].

11.2.3.1 Role of functionalized nanomaterials in oxygen
evolution reaction
OER is a four electron-proton combined reaction, which requires high
energy, or in the words, high overpotential, and needed to overcome the
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FIGURE 11.5 Polarization curves for HER (left) and OER (right) and hc and ha are the overpotentials for cathode and anode at the same current density (j), respectively. Redrawn from
N.T. Suen, S.F. Hung, Q. Quan, N. Zhang, Y.J. Xu and H.M. Chen, Electrocatalysis for the oxygen evolution reaction: recent development and future perspectives, Chem Soc Rev 46 (2), 2017,
337365.

kinetic energy barrier. In the last few decades, OER has been widely studied
and various types of electrocatalysts have been fabricated to enhance electrode
kinetics and stability under different electrolyte environments. Theoretical density functional theory (DFT) calculations provide the limiting step of OER,
which is the binding strength of oxygen molecules at the electrocatalyst surface
[52]. However, highly efficient, inexpensive, and stable elctrocatalyst for OER
are still not very common. Different electrocatalytic kinetic parameters including onset potential, overpotential, Tafel slop, and exchange current density are
used to properly evaluate the activity of electrocatalysts.
Two precious metal oxides, RuO2 and IrO2, are generally used as electrocatalysts due to their excellent electrocatalytic activity in both acidic and
basic medium [51]. Initially, these two materials were functionalized and
applied for OER. For example, Audichon et al. designed core-shell conformation IrO2@RuO2 to improve the efficiency of RuO2 [53]. The modified
nanomaterial exhibited excellent efficiency with enhanced stability and low
overpotential (B300 mV) than individual RuO2 and IrO2. After 1000 cycles,
the existing active sites for IrO2@RuO2, IrO2, and RuO2 were found to be
96.7%, 87.8%, and 90.8%, respectively. Al-Mamun et al. reported that
CoCr2O4 coupled with carbon nanosheet (CNS) showed better performance
than unmodified CoCr2O4 [54]. Modified CoCr2O4/CNS exhibited sufficiently lower charge transfer resistance even less than commercial RuO2.
It was also reported in the literature that substitution of anions can lead
to an alternative way of enhancing OER performance of electrocatalyst. This
idea also was proposed by Duan et al. [55]. They fabricated Fe- and Odoped Co2P phase (CoFePO) grown on Ni-foam and compared it with
unmodified CoPO, CoO, and Ni-foam. The modified hybrid catalyst allowed
impressive OER activity with overpotential value of 274.5 mV at current
density of 10 mA/cm2, and the values were found to be smaller than the
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CoPO, CoO, and Ni-foam samples. Sun et al. compared different bimetallic
systems where Co- and Ni-porphyrin coated on reduced graphene oxide
forming a layer-by-layered structure was prepared [56]. They found optimized eight layered compounds, which showed 50 mV/dec Tafel slop with
overpotential of B330 mV.
Chen et al. proposed a special 3D architecture by combining nitrogendoped graphene and CNTs as metal-free electrocatalyst for OER [57]. This
3D electrocatalyst consist of porous structure with high surface area as well
as higher active sites and its electrocatalytic activity was compared with nondoped graphene-CNTs. It was observed that nitrogen-doped graphene-CNTs
(showed 141 mV/dec Tafel slop and 365 mV overpotential at 5 mA/cm2) and
showed improved OER activity than nondoped graphenecarbon.

11.2.3.2 Role of functionalized nanomaterials in hydrogen
evolution reaction
In recent decades, hydrogen has been considered as the most suitable energy
carrier because of its largest gravimetric energy density, without emission of
carbon dioxide [58]. Hydrogen can store energy generated from any sustainable resources in the form of chemical bonds. The stored energy can be
transferred to end-users by changing in electrical energy through the metalair batteries or fuel cells when required. However, hydrogen cannot be
obtained in free form; generally it is present as compounds like hydrocarbons
and water. Presently, it is generated from hydrocarbon reforming steams,
which emit large amounts of greenhouse gases.
Production of hydrogen at industrial scale that is sustainable, costeffective, and environmentally friendly is still a challenge for researchers.
Therefore a sustainable generation of hydrogen through photocatalytic or
electrocatalytic water splitting has been proposed, where water molecules
can be dissociated to H2 and O2, using the renewable solar energy, indirectly
or directly [59]. HER is the cathodic part of half-cell reaction of water splitting. It is an important reaction of various energy conversion devices like
artificial photosynthetic cell and water electrolyzer. The standard reduction
potential of HER is EH0 1=H2 O 5 0V versus reversible hydrogen electrode at
pH 5 0. But the reaction is not easy and electrocatalysts require a certain
amount of energy to overcome the potential energy barrier and initiate the
HER. Similar to OER electrocatalytic parameters like overpotential, Tafel
slop, exchange current density, and onset potential are the parameters used
to properly evaluate the HER performance [59].
Noble metals including Pt, Ir, Ru, Pd, and Rh are the ideal electrocatalyst
for HER [59]. In order to increase the surface specific activity and decrease
the price/cost of platinum group metals, their alloying with some nonprecious
metals were also studied. Generally, alloys exhibit distinct characteristics in
comparison to the pure metals. For example, Greeley et al. investigated HER
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performance of binary alloys, using a computational screening method
depending on DFT utilizing more than 700 binary alloys [60]. Among them,
the alloy of Pt and Bi was found most impressive. Calculation showed that
ΔG of BiPt was found B0.04 eV, close to that of Pt, which indicated the
comparable or even better HER performance of BiPt than pure Pt. In 2013,
another group of scientists proposed the fabrication of tungsten carbide nanocrystals taking mesoporous graphitic C3N4 (g-C3N4) as a reactive template
with tungsten precursors at high temperature and inert gas environment [61].
The synthesized electrocatalyst allowed better HER performance than unmodified mesoporous g-C3N4. Cao et al. reported the trigging effect on HER performance, due to the introduction of Co in molybdenum nitride nanomaterials
[62]. Using a two-step solid-state reaction, Co0.6Mo1.4N2 nanomaterial was
synthesized. The electrocatalyst showed a very impressive HER performance
(overpotential B 200 mV at 10 mA/cm2 current density) compared with Co
and MoN. Popczun et al. first synthesized a phosphorus precursor tri-noctylphosphine (TOP) to prepare CoP by a high-temperature solution phase
reaction [63]. At the decomposition temperature of B320 C, TOP-generated
phosphorus with which the preformed metal nanoparticles (Co here) were
reacted through a nanorange Kirkendall pathway. It was found that asprepared hollow cobalt phosphide nanocrystals coated on Ti foil exhibited
more efficient electrocatalytic activity toward HER in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium
than the bare Ti electrode. Zheng et al. introduced a metal-free hybrid electrocatalyst by coupling graphitic-carbon nitride on N-doped graphene [64]. The
electrocatalytic activity of g-C3N4, N-doped graphene, and C3N4 coupled Ndoped graphene were compared and the latter showed extraordinary HER performance, comparable Tafel slop, and overpotential value with any wellestablished metal catalyst.

11.2.3.3 Role of functionalized nanomaterials in battery design
In last few years, rechargeable batteries have been widely investigated as an
important part of portable electronic device and electric vehicles. They are
used as a continuous power supply source due to their high efficiency, cyclic
stability, impressive specific energy density, low memory, and self-discharge
effect [65]. However, these rechargeable batteries still required further
advancement to meet the requirements of higher safety, lighter weight, and
long-time service.
As we can see in the literature, most of these concerns are directly dependent on the electrode materials used in the design of the battery. Therefore
researchers are very actively involved in investigation of a huge range of
electrode substances, which can show better electrochemical performance
and henceforth improve the overall efficiency of battery. Among the current
options, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) have
established their positions as a worldwide power sources in portable energy
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devices. They are used in laptops, smartphones, and in medical devices
(pacemakers and prosthetics) as well as in high-power supplying energy storage stations and energy grids [66]. Improvements in battery-related materials
have been made possible because of functionalized nanoparticles. We have
compiled here some of examples, where functionalized nanomaterials were
very well used in the design of batteries. An overview of the functional
nanomaterials used in different types of batteries is shown in Fig. 11.6 [65].
Vinayan et al. reported an anode material for LIBs by the fabrication of
graphene-multiwalled carbon nanotube (G-MWCNT) hybrid using chemical
vapor deposition method [67]. Higher electrical conductivity of MWCNTs
triggers the mobility of electrons in the electrode, which makes G-MWCNT
a better anode than solar-exfoliated graphene. The initial charge and discharge capacity of G-MWCNT were found to be 912 and 1371 mAh/g,
respectively, which was much higher than the charge and discharge capacity
of solar-exfoliated graphene (443 and 588 mAh/g, respectively).
Bang et al. prepared two-dimensional MoS2 nanosheets composite with
reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as an anode material for SIBs [68]. They
compared the current capacities of pristine MoS2, exfoliated MoS2, and
MoS2 composited with rGO. It was found that MoS2 composited with rGO
exhibited the highest first discharge capacity than the unmodified MoS2
nanosheets. Zahoor et al. fabricated α- and δ-MnO2 nanomaterials with
urchin and flower like morphology using a low-temperature hydrothermal
process [69]. According to their report, the Li-O2 batteries performed better
with MnO2 catalyst than without any catalyst. Between α- and δ-MnO2,
α-MnO2 showed improved performance as anode in LIBs and exhibited
impressive catalytic activity, good cyclic stability, and high current capacity.
Liu et al. fabricated porous CoO@C nanohybrid as an anode material of

FIGURE 11.6 Functional nanomaterials used in different types batteries. Reproduced with permission from J. Mei, T. Liao and Z. Sun, Two-dimensional metal oxide nanosheets for rechargeable batteries, J Energy Chem 2017.
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LIBs [70]. They compared the catalytic activity of the material with bare
CoO microsheet anode. CoO@C exhibited good cycling performance and
excellent reversible capacity of about 990 mA h/g (after 30 cycles), whereas
bare CoO microsheet allowed the reversible capacity of 600 mA h/g only
(after 20 cycles). In a recent study, Panda et al. prepared a two-dimensional
MoTe2 nanolayers deposited on reduced graphene oxide to improve the electrochemical performance of MoTe2 anode [71]. The material used as anode
in SIBs and exhibited excellent electrochemical activity of 280 mA h/g at
1.0 A/g current rate for 100 cycles, against sodium metal. In another study,
silica nanoparticles (Si-NPs) were double coated by graphene and Li4SiO4
(Si-NPs@graphene@Li4SiO4) [72]. In addition, Si-NPs, Si@graphene,
Si@Li4SiO4, and Si-NPs@graphene@Li4SiO4 nanomaterials were also prepared and their performance for LIBs was compared to each other. The SiNPs@graphene@Li4SiO4 material has shown their improved performance as
anode material in LIBs than the others. In addition, it has also overcome the
lower columbic efficiency generated due to the large volume changes and
fast capacity decay.

11.2.3.4 Role of functionalized nanomaterials in supercapacitors
Supercapacitors are very promising energy storage devices consisting of two
types of electrode materials [73]: (1) Material store charges via surface
adsorption and (2) material store charges applying faradic redox reaction. The
supercapacitor made up of first kind of material is known as electrochemical
double layer supercapacitors (EDLS), while the supercapacitor with the second kind of electrode material is called a pseudocapacitor. In the EDLS, carbonaceous nanomaterials like CNTs, graphene oxide, activated carbon, and
graphene are commonly used for preparation of electrodes. However, in pseudocapacitors different types of conducting polymers, metal oxides, and hydroxides are used as electrode material.
The main key factors to improve the electrochemical energy storage
mechanism of supercapacitors are optimization of band gap, structural versatility, charge carrier mobility, and electrical conductivity. It was found that
use of modified nanomaterials as EDLS and pseudocapacitive electrode
materials increases the energy and power density as well as provides excellent electrochemical performance by increasing the available free charge carriers [73].
Very recently, antimony fabricated by a modification procedure of liquid
phase exfoliation was used as electrode material in a supercapacitor [74]. It
was found that use of antimony significantly enhanced the energy storage
capacities of bare screenprinted electrode in galvanostatic charging as well
as cyclic voltammetry. Antimony performed remarkably and showed the
capacitance of 1578 F/g and charging current density of 14 A/g. This electrode system showed high power and energy density of 4.8 kW/kg and
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20 mW h/kg, respectively. Ensafi et al. proposed a supercapacitor material
where adenine was decorated on the surface of reduced graphene oxide
(Adenine@rGO) applying diazonium reaction, and this modification enhances
the supercapacitive behavior of bare rGO [75]. Adenine was used to modify
the surface of reduced graphene oxide and it introduced electrochemical
activity as well as pseudocapacitive nature to the final material. The property
of EDLC was introduced by reduced graphene oxide to the final electrode
and the material achieved 700 F/g specific capacitance at 0.5 A/g current
density.
Xie et al. reported the synthesis of cobalt-doped nickel sulfide with highdensity active edge sites [76]. Cobalt doping introduced an enhanced activity
and capacitive nature to the normal nickel sulfide. The modified electrode
material offered impressive electrochemical activity with 2141.9 F/g specific
capacitance at 2 A/g current density, due to the presence of active site enriched
edges. Xing et al. reported a facile and easy hydrothermal method to synthesize
Co3O4 nanowire@NiO nanosheet structures, which was used as supercapacitor
electrode [77]. The nanomaterial exhibited 2018 mF/g specific capacitance at
2 mA/cm2 current density, which is much higher than the bare NiO nanosheet.
It was found that even after 10,000 cycles, the supercapacitor allowed impressive capacity retention of 73.5% at 10 mA/cm2 current density.
In another report, carbon nanofibers were combined with reduced graphene
oxide using spraygun deposition process, which is a fascinating method from
an industrial point of view [78]. They reported that combined the final product
exhibited better performance than the individual raw materials and the calculated values of capacitance and power were found to be 20 F/g and 40 kW/kg,
respectively. Zhang et al. fabricated a MoO2-based superhydrophobic substance with very high contact angles on soft/hard substrate [79]. Tuning the
raw MoO2/graphite carbon materials with different structures and functionalities, MoO2 nanotubes with carbon exhibited the best supercapacity with
impressive cyclic stability and high gravimetric capacitance. Mary et al.
reported a hydrothermal synthesis method of ZnCo2O4 nanocrystal and modified it by changing three different surfactants including oxalic acid, ammonium fluoride, and ethylene glycol [80]. Electrochemical activity was
studied using three electrode systems and the best activity was obtained
with ethylene glycol surfactant-modified nanomaterial with a specific capacitance of 276.4 F/g at 2 mV/s scan rate. A few energy field applications of
functional nanomaterials are summarized in Table 11.1 [8190].

11.2.3.5 Role of functionalized nanomaterials in fuel cells
Fuel cells are more popular than other energy storage systems because of
their high fuel flexibility and electrical efficiency. In fuel cells, electrochemical reactions occur by supplying H2 and O2, and factor that influences the
electrochemical performance is the electrode material (i.e., cathode and
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TABLE 11.1 Few applications of functional nanomaterials in the field of
energy industry [8190].
S.
no.

Material

Application

Substrate

Electrochemical
performance

Ref.

1.

CeO2/CoSe2

OER

GCE

Overpotential 288 mV at
10 mA/cm2 and Tafel
slop 44 mV/dec

[81]

2.

g-C3N4/graphene

OER

GCE

Overpotential 539 mV at
10 mA/cm2 and Tafel
slop 68.5 mV/dec

[82]

3.

CoNi/ultrathin
graphene layer

HER

GCE

Overpotential 142 mV at
10 mA/cm2 and Tafel
slop 105 mV/dec

[83]

4.

Ni/NiO-CNT hybrid

HER

Ni foam

Overpotential 100 mV at
100 mA/cm2

[84]

5.

SnO

SIBs

Carbon
cloth

Coulombic efficiency
B79.1% (first cycle),
initial capacity
1072 mAh/g (100 mA/g)
and cycling stability
452 mAh/g (1000th
cycles at 1.0 A/g)

[85]

6.

NiCo2O4

LIBs

Ni foam

Coulombic efficiency
B71.6% (first cycle),
initial capacity
1738 mAh/g (200 mA/g)
and cycling stability
1170.1 mAh/g (50th
cycles at 0.2 A/g)

[86]

7.

Cu2O/CuMnO4

SC



Specific capacitance
4264 F/g and retention
of specific capacitance
B73% (10 A/g)

[87]

8.

Fe3O4@C@PANI

SC



Specific capacitance
322.5 F/g and potential
window 2 0.1 to 0.6 V

[88]

9.

Cu-CeO2

SOFC:
anode



DC conductivity
5200 s/cm with
improved electronic
conductivity

[89]

10.

Pr0.7Sr0.3Co0.9Fe0.1O3

SOFC:
cathode



Conductivity 1236 s/cm
at 700 C

[90]

CNT, Carbon nanotube; GCE, glassy carbon electrode; HER, hydrogen evolution reaction; LIBs, lithium ion batteries;
OER, oxygen evolution reaction; PANI, polyaniline; SC, supercapacitor; SIB, sodium ion batteries; SOFC, solid oxide
fuel cell.
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anode). Fuel cells are categorized according to the nature of electrolyte; for
example, alkaline fuel cells (with alkali as electrolyte), direct methanol fuel
cells (with methanol as electrolyte), phosphoric acid fuel cells (acid as electrolyte), solid-oxide fuel cells (oxide as electrolyte), proton exchange membrane fuel cells, etc. [91]. A schematic representation of a solid-oxide fuel
cell is shown in Fig. 11.7. Catalysts used as electrode materials are responsible for speeding up the reactions. Therefore modified nanomaterials offer
excellent electrocatalytic activity as the electrode material for fuel cells.
Some examples showing the role of functionalized nanomaterials in improvement of fuel cell performance are given in the following.
Wang et al. synthesized nitrogen coordinated single Co atom catalyst through
single-step thermal activation from Co-doped metal organic framework [92].
The catalyst exhibited sufficient activity and stability for oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) in acidic medium with a comparable performance with Febased catalysts. Fuel cell study confirmed that the catalyst can act as highly
efficient cathode in proton exchange membrane fuel cells. Manikandan
et al. used a high-temperature solvothermal process to fabricate bimetallic
nanoparticles including NiFe-, NiCu-, and NiCo-based alloys with size
smaller than 20 nm [93]. The electrocatalytic activity of the nanocatalyst
was explored by rotating disk electrode for HOR, and it was used as anode
material in alkaline fuel cells.
In another report a Fe-based metal supported on MOF (i.e., FePhen@MOFArNH3) was prepared and its electrocatalytic activity toward oxygen reduction
reaction was compared with Pt/C in phosphoric acid fuel cells [94]. According
to the result, the prepared material was a good option to replace Pt/C catalyst.
Duan et al. reported Y- and Zr-doped perovskite material as an efficient and
stable electrocatalyst [95]. They used the material as a cathode material in
solid-oxide fuel cell, which can perform below 500 C.

FIGURE 11.7 Schematic representation of a solid oxide fuel cell. Reproduced with permission
from A.M. Abdalla, S. Hossain, A.T. Azad, P.M.I. Petra, F. Begum, S.G. Eriksson, et al.,
Nanomaterials for solid oxide fuel cells: a review, Renew Sust Energ Rev 82, 2018, 353368.
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11.3 Conclusion
Nanotechnology has been revolutionary in fields such as science and engineering different nanomaterials have been developed for commercial use
[9697]. Nanomaterials with special characteristics have been fabricated and
introduced into various applications. Modification of nanomaterials is essential to prevent agglomeration, improve dispersion stability and reactivity of
the surface sites, and for compatibility. Surface functionalization can be carried out by polymer grafting, ligand exchange process, or by introducing
small substances like silane coupling agents. Modification enhances the interaction between nanomaterial surfaces with the matrix which results special
optical, electronic, electrical, thermal, mechanical, and chemical properties.
In this chapter, we focused on recent developments of nanomaterials and
their application in the electronic, electrical, and energy industries with different modifications according to requirements. Specific surface area, electrical conductivity, and electrocatalytic activity are crucial factors for a highperformance nanomaterial in industrial applications. The enhanced performance, durability, and potential of the modified nanomaterials used in electronic devices offer more opportunities for low-power, portable, and fast
nanodigital thin-film devices. Nanomaterials are used as advanced electrocatalyst in various renewable and sustainable energy storage and conversion
systems including OER, HER, batteries, supercapacitors, and fuel cells. They
play an important role in developing cost-effective, sustainable, durable, and
green catalyst materials for several real-time applications in the energy
industry. As can be seen, the increasing use of functionalized nanomaterials
has a real impact on industrial development as they are commercially available as chemical agents and important materials for various applications.
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12.1 Introduction
Water pollution causes disease and death and is a major global problem [1].
Water contaminants include inorganic pollutants (i.e., arsenic, cadmium,
chromium, fluoride, lead, and mercury), organic contaminants (i.e., acrylamide, phenol, benzene hexachloride, and carbon tetrachloride), and different
organic dyes (i.e., congo red, methyl blue, and methyl orange) [25].
Although inorganic pollutants such as heavy metal ions and fluoride are
essential nutrients in proper concentration, the environment and human
health are threatened when the proper concentration is exceeded. The
maximum-acceptable concentrations of these inorganic pollutants in drinking
water have been established by World Health Organization (WHO) and
many countries, as shown in Table 12.1. Some toxic metal ions such as Hg
(II), Pb(II), Cr(VI), Cd(II), and As(III)/(V) and fluoride(F2) are nonbiodegradable and accumulate in the environment and living organisms. Their
metabolites are toxic, carcinogenic, and mutagenic, and cause chromosomal
fractures and respiratory disorders. The removal of these inorganic contaminants from wastewater effluent before it is discharged into a natural water
stream is vital [69]. Processes such as reverse osmosis, precipitation, activated carbon filter, membrane separation, ion exchange, photocatalysis,
adsorption, solvent extraction, and nanofiltration have been employed.
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TABLE 12.1 Permissible limits of selected inorganic pollutants in drinking water in different countries (mg/L).
Inorganic pollutants

WHO

US

EU

China

Australia

Arsenic

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.007

Cadmium

0.003

0.005

0.05

0.005

Chromium

0.05

0.05

0.005

0.05

Fluoride

1.5



1.5





Mercury

0.006

0.002

0.001

0.001

0.001

Lead

0.01

0.015

0.01

0.01

0.05

Canada

Japan

India

0.025

0.01

0.05

0.002

0.005

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

1.5
0001
0.05



1.5

0.0005

0.001

0.01

0.05
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Of these, adsorption is the most commonly used method, due to its low cost,
simple operation and design requirements, low residual product generation,
lack of interaction with toxic substances, and potential for reuse [1012].
Any materials having dimensions in the range of 1100 nm are called
nanomaterials [13]. They may be zero dimensions (0D), one (1D), two (2D),
or three (3D) dimensional materials [14]. Nanomaterials containing nanotubes, nanofibers, nanowires, nanorods, and nanoparticles possess unique
properties (i.e., small dimension structure and high aspect ratio), making
them useful for application in adsorption, filter media, composite materials,
biomedical applications, and nanocatalysis [1518]. Nanocomposites are the
composite systems in which at least one of the constituent phases is in the
nanometre range (1 nm 5 1029 m). During the past 10 years, nanocomposite
adsorbents have proven to be a suitable alternative to microcomposites and
monolithic adsorbents [19,20].
Their large surface areas and high reactive sites make nanosized metal
oxide adsorbents promising for use in removal of inorganic pollutants from
aqueous medium [2123]. Due to being environmentally friendly and cost
effective, metal oxide (i.e., aluminum, iron, and magnesium) nanocomposites
can be used in the catalyst industry, gas sensors, solar cells, and adsorption
[2428]. They are considered to be promising for use in heavy metals and
fluoride removal from aqueous systems. Research has shown that metal
oxide nanomaterials are good adsorbents. However, nanosized metal oxide
adsorbents aggregate during the adsorption process, which decreases their
adsorption capacity. In order to decrease the aggregation behavior of nanomaterials, and improve adsorption capacity, recent research has focused on
engineered nanomaterials being mounted onto high surface-area GO
nanosheet substrate [29,30].
Graphene is one of the most promising advanced carbon-based nanomaterials. It has a 2D honeycomb sp2 carbon lattice, large theoretical surface
area (2630 m2/g), excellent chemical inertness, high transparency, enormous
electron mobility, good thermal conductivity, and remarkable elasticity
[3133]. This composition makes graphene a favorable material for various
applications including sensors, transistors, catalysis, and environmental pollution treatment. GO is an oxidized derivative of graphene and contains
epoxide, hydroxyl, and carboxyl groups. These functional groups lead to the
negative charge, hydrophilicity, and easy dispersion of GO in aqueous solutions. These characteristics make GO a potential candidate for the removal
of different pollutants by adsorption [34,35]. Due to its large surface area
and presence of a large number of functional groups, GO can be used to
grow various nanoparticles. Since GO also helps in preventing agglomeration
of nanoparticles, it can be effectively used as a template or precursor for the
growth of different kinds of nanoparticles. In functionalization of GO with
metal oxide nanomaterials, graphene not only serves as a highly conductive
support material but also provides a large surface for the dispersion of metal
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oxide nanoparticles [7,36,37]. GO can be surface modified by using different
organic groups, inorganic groups, or polymer. It has been used for removing
inorganic environmental pollutants to achieve high adsorption efficiency.
These functional groups can form stable chelates with heavy metal ions.
Metal oxide, based on functionalized GO nanocomposites has received more
attention in the adsorption field due its achievements of high capacity and
electivity in the last few years [3842].
This chapter summarizes the synthesis of functionalized GO, especially
functionalization of GO-based nanosheet substrate with aluminum, iron, and
magnesium oxide nanocomposites. The functionalized GO-based nanosheet
has been used as nanoadsorbents for the removal of inorganic, toxic, environmental, pollutants (mainly arsenic, chromium, mercury, lead, fluoride, and
cadmium) from water. Impregnation of metal oxide nanomaterials onto GO
nanosheet substrate may generate novel nanocomposites materials for efficient toxic ion removal and improved adsorption capacity. The adsorption
affinity, mechanisms, and factors of sorption capacity are discussed here.

12.2 Preparation of metal oxides functionalized GO
nanocomposites
12.2.1 Preparation of GO using modified Hummer’s method
GO was prepared from graphite powder using a modified Hummer’s method
(shown in Fig. 12.1) by oxidation treatment [43]. Sulfuric acid (98%), graphite powder, and sodium nitrate (1:1 ratio) were dissolved and stirred in an
ice bath. Next, KMnO4 was added slowly under continuous stirring conditions for another few hours. The temperature of the reaction mixture was
increased to 98 C and continuously stirred for 12 h. The suspension was
cooled to room temperature and mixed with distilled water followed by addition of 30% H2O2 and sonicated for 30 min to molt GO into single layers.
The diluted mixture was then centrifuged for 15 min at 10,000 rpm. The
solid residue was washed properly with distilled water and HCl(5%) several
times for complete neutralization, followed by being vacuum dried at room
temperature for 12 h, to obtain GO powder.

FIGURE 12.1 Synthesis of GO by Hummer’s method.
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12.2.2 Functionalization of GO with metal oxides nanomaterials
GO nanosheets decorated with metal oxide nanoparticles combine the
outstanding features of each because of the synergistic effect between them.
The synthesis of GO-based composites provides a vital landmark to enhance
the application behavior of metal oxide nanomaterials in adsorption fields.
These hybrids have versatile and tailor-made properties with performances
superior to those of other oxide nanomaterials. Thus considerable efforts
have been made to decorate GO with metal oxides nanoparticles [7,35,37].
To date, various kinds of metal oxides have been synthesized and supported
on GO for heavy metals and fluoride adsorbents, which include TiO2, Al2O3,
SiO2, MnO2, Fe3O4, Fe2O3, FeOOH, AlOOH, MgO, MFe2O4 (M 5 Mg, CO,
Ni, and Mn), and their mixed binary oxides [35,37]. The size and shape of
nanomaterials are important factors affecting their adsorption performance.
Efficient synthetic methods to obtain shape-controlled, highly stable, and
monodisperse metal oxide nanomaterials have been widely studied during
the last decade. For synthesis of these GO-based metal oxides, serval methods are used such as chemical precipitation [30,44,45], self-assembly
[29,46], sol-gel [47,48], and hydrothermal synthesis [49,50] techniques
In the following section, we will briefly overview the synthesis of
graphenemetal oxide composites with a focus on recent developments.

12.2.2.1 Preparation of GO functionalized with iron oxide
nanoadsorbents
Iron oxides exist in many forms in nature. Magnetite (Fe3O4), maghemite
(γ-Fe2O3), and hematite (α-Fe2O3) are the most common. The iron oxide
nanomaterials and their mixed-oxide nanocomposites have received much
more attention for use in wastewater treatment due to their unique properties,
such as extremely small size, high surface-area-to-volume ratio, surface modifiability, excellent magnetic properties, easy preparation, cost effectiveness,
and high biocompatibility [23]. Recently, many methods have been developed to synthesize GO-based iron oxide nanocomposites. Here, we will discuss simple and cost-effective methods.
Chandra et al. reported on the development of magnetic graphene hybrids
(RGOFe3O4) via a simple chemical method using Iron (II) and (III) chloride precursors [44]. The procedure details are shown in Fig. 12.2. This

FIGURE 12.2 Synthesis and application of Fe3O4RGO composites [44].
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prepared nanocomposite was used to remove the As(III) and As(V) from
drinking water in wide areas of South Asia.
Deng et al. used a low-cost coprecipitation method for preparation of
GO-based Fe3O4 nanocomposite [51]. The formation of magnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles was achieved by coprecipitation of iron oxide nanoparticles on
the surface of GO nanomaterials. In this method 1 g dry GO was dispersed
in 100 mL ultrapure water with ultrasonication to form stable suspension.
Then, 5.8 g ferrous ammonium sulfate and 10.7 g ammonium ferric sulfate
were dissolved in 100 mL ultrapure water to form mixed ironsalt solution
under oxygen-free condition. 10 mL aqueous ammonia was rapidly added
into the mixed solution to generate iron oxide nanoparticles, followed by
slow addition of GO suspension with stirring. The reaction was continued for
45 min at 85 C with stirring for 45 min and then cooled to room temperature.
Ultimately, the desired solid was assembled by a magnet and was washed
properly with ultrapure water and anhydrous ethanol three times, respectively, and dried for 12 h at 70 C in a vacuum oven. GO was functionalized
by goethite (FeOOHGO), which was synthesized via an in situ hydrolysis
technique reported by Kuang et al. (shown in Fig. 12.3) [53]. First, GO
(0.1 g) was dispersed in 100 mL of water and sonication for 30 min. Then
2.7 g of FeCl3.6H2O was added into GO solution. Subsequently, the mixture
was put in the water bath at 80 C and stirred for 4 h. The synthesized precipitate was separated by centrifugation then washed with water and ethanol.
They also synthesized FeOOHGO in the presence of 4.1 g anhydrous
sodium acetate (called FeOOH 1 AcGO). The morphology and phases of
prepared FeOOH on GO surface was different, that is, rice spike-like
Akaganeite was formed in absence of acetate and spherical goethite quantum
dots are formed in presence of acetate ions. Both adsorbents were used
for the removal of fluoride ion; FeOOH 1 AcGO was more effective.

FIGURE 12.3 Schematic synthesis of FeOxGO nanocomposites [52].
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H. Su et al. reported the synthesis of a new range of iron oxideGO nanocomposites having different iron oxide content (3680 wt%). These are
high-performance adsorbents for arsenic removal by coprecipitation of iron
oxide on GO sheets [52]. The detailed method is shown in Fig. 12.3.
Manganese dioxide/iron oxide/graphene-based magnetic nanocomposites
(MnO2/Fe3O4/GO) was synthesized by a simple two-step reaction and implemented for the removal of hexavalent chromium ion from water [54]. In the
first step, GOFe3O4 was synthesized in a one-pot solvothermal method
using Fe(acac)3 and ethyl glycol as precursor. Then MnO2 was coated with
Fe3O4/GO by simple immersion into a KMnO4 aqueous solution, which is
similar to MnO2 coated on carbon nanotubes.
Bhunia et al. used a different type of synthetic method for the preparation of porous rGOFe(0)Fe3O4 composites with high surface area for
the removal of all toxic heavy metals such as Cr(VI), Hg(II), Pb(II), Cd(II),
and As(III) [55]. In this procedure, the Fe3O4 nanoparticles of the rGOFe
(0)Fe3O4 composite were assumed to be intercalated in rGO layers and
successively converted to Fe(0) by thermal annealing at different temperatures in a H2/Ar atmosphere. At 400 C, a matrix of Fe(0)Fe3O4 was supported on rGO, whereas at 600 C, Fe3O4 was absolutely converted to Fe(0)
(Fig. 12.4).

FIGURE 12.4 Synthesis of the porous rGOFe(0)Fe3O4, and rGOFe(0) [55].
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Metal ferrites, such as nickel, cobalt, magnesium, and manganese, are
more widely used in adsorption due to their spinel structure. They exhibit
excellent chemical stability, saturation magnetization, and easy separation.
The hydrothermal method is most popular for use in synthesis of metal ferrite structure. AgCoFe2O4GO nanocomposite was synthesized by hydrothermal method using Co(NO3)2  6H2O, Fe(NO3)3  9H2O, AgNO3, and
CH3COONa in the ethanol suspension of GO, which was used to purify both
bacteria and Pb(II) from polluted water. This method was reported by Ma
et al. [56]. Lingamdinne et al. synthesized GO-based nickel ferrite
(GONiFe2O4) using a simple cost-effective coprecipitation method. This
method uses nickel and iron nitrate solution with NaOH as precipitating
agent and Pb(III) and Cr(III) as adsorbents [57]. The other recently developed methods used to synthesize functionalized GO with iron oxide-based
nanocomposite are summarized in Table 12.2.

12.2.2.2 Preparation of GO functionalized with other metal
oxide nanoadsorbents
For adsorption of heavy metals and fluoride from aqueous systems, the most
widely studied metal oxides (excluding iron oxides) are manganese oxides,
aluminum oxides, magnesium oxide, zirconium oxide, cerium oxide, and
titanium oxides. These are cost effective, have large surface area, and are
nontoxic [43].
Jin et al. reported the synthesis of amorphous alumina-modified expanded
GO (Al2O3/GO). The composite was prepared via a facile solution method
followed by thermal treatment at 450 C for 2 h, which was used to remove
trace fluoride ions in aqueous solution [72]. S. Kanrar et al. used a simple
coprecipitation method for the synthesis of GO-based iron and aluminum
mixed-oxide composite using ammonia solution as precipitating agent [63].
The highly efficient heavy metal adsorbent AlOOHRGO nanocomposites
were synthesized using hydrothermal method, which was reported by C. Gao
et al. [73]; 0.57 g of Al(NO3)3  9H2O and 0.27 g of urea were added to
18 mL of 0.5 mg/mL GO aqueous solution under stirring, Finally, it was
treated under hydro-thermal condition at 180 C .
Varadwaj et al. synthesized three-dimensional (3D) porous Mg 2 Al layered double-hydroxide nanocomposites decorated onto the GO surface using
coprecipitation technique [74]. GO was fabricated by a modified Hummer’s
method then layered double-hydroxide nanosheets were homogeneously
grown on the surface of the GO sheets by an in situ crystallization approach,
using a coprecipitation method. Wen et al. also synthesized the same materials using the hydrothermal method [66]. In this procedure, GO was sonicated
in Milli-Q water for 1 h to achieve homogeneous suspensions. A solution of
MgCl2  6H2O, AlCl3  6H2O, and hexamethylenetetramine with appropriate
ratios was added. The resulting solution was stirred and then transferred to a

TABLE 12.2 Removal of different inorganic pollutants by metal oxidefunctionalized GO nanoadsorbants.
Adsorbent

Preparation
method

Target
metals

Maximum
adsorption
capacity
(mg/g) at pH

Refs

Anionic polypeptide poly
(γ-glutamic acid)
functionalized magnetic
Fe3O4GO
(oMWCNTs) hybrid
nanocomposite

A simple onepot reaction

Cd(II)
Cu(II)
Ni(II)

625.00 at 8.0
574.71 at 5.0
384.62 at 5.0

[58]

Fe3O4GO

Chemical
precipitation in
N2 atmosphere

As(III)
As(V)

85.00 at 4
38.00 at 7

[30]

EDTA functionalized
magnetic graphene oxide

Hydrothermal
method

Pb(II)
Hg(II)
Cu(II)

508.4 at 4.2
268.4 at 4.1
301.2 at 5.1

[59]

Ag/γFe2O3@rGO

Chemical
precipitation

Pb(II)

42.9 at 5

[60]

Polypyrrole decorated
reduced graphene
oxideFe3O4

Situ
polymerization

Cr(VI)

293.3 at 3

[61]

MnO2/Fe3O4/GO

Solvothermal

Cr(VI)

193.1 at 2
175.4 at 5

[54]

Smart magnetic graphene
oxide

Microwave
oven under a
nitrogen
atmosphere

Cr(VI)
As(V)
Pb(II)

4.86 at
neutral pH
3.26
6.00

[62]

Ironaluminum
oxidegraphene oxide

Chemical
method

F2

22.13 at 7

[63]

Hierarchical
AlOOH@reduced graphene
oxide

Antisolvent
process

F2

118.7 at 6.5

[64]

Graphene oxide decorated
by MgO nanocubes

Precipitation
method

Pb(II)

187.9 at 6.5

[65]

Mg 2 Al layered double
hydroxides and graphene
oxide

Hydrothermal
process

AS(V)

180.26 at 5

[66]

Graphene oxidehydrated
manganese oxide

Chemical
precipitation

Pb(II)

.553 at 6.5

[67]

Graphene oxideMgO
nanohybrid

Precipitation
method

Pb(II)

190 at 6.5

[68]
(Continued )
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TABLE 12.2 (Continued)
Adsorbent

Preparation
method

Target
metals

Maximum
adsorption
capacity
(mg/g) at pH

Refs

Functionalization of GO
with MgOMgFe2O4
binary oxides

Hydrothermal

F2

34.24 at 6

[43]

Graphene oxide/FeMn
composite

Chemical
method

Hg(II)

32.9 at 7

[69]

3D graphene/δMnO2
aerogels

Self-assembly

Pb(II)
Cd(II)
Cu(II)

643.62 at 6
250.31 at 6
228.46 at 6

[46]

MnFe2O4graphene
composite

Solvothermal
process

Pb(II)
Cd(II)

100.00 at 5
76.90 at 7

[70]

Graphene oxide-based
inverse spinel nickel ferrite

Precipitation
method

Pb(II)
Cr(III)

25.00 at 5.5
45.50 at 4

[57]

rGO/ZrO2

Hydrothermal
method

F2

46.00 at 7

[50]

SiO2graphene composite

Chemical
method

Pb(II)

113.6 at 6

[71]

Magnetic SiO2@CoFe2O4
nanoparticles decorated on
graphene oxide

solvothermal
and solgel
processes

Cr(VI)

207.91 at 1

[47]

Reduced graphene oxidesupported mesoporous
Fe2O3/TiO2 nanoparticles

solgel route

As(V)
As(III)

99.5 at 6
77.7 at 7

[48]

Flower-like TiO2 on
exfoliated graphite oxide

Hydrothermal
method

Cd(II)
Pb(II)

14.9 at 5
35.6 at 5

[49]

50 mL Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave. The autoclave was heated to
140 C and maintained for 12 h. Morphology of both the materials is similar;
both are excellent adsorbent for toxic arsenic and lead from aqueous
solution.
The GO and magnesium oxide (MgO) nanohybrid (GOMgO) was prepared by simple precipitation method and has been successfully utilized for
the removal of Pb(II) from water. Mg(NO3)2.6H2O was used as a precursor
and NaOH as precipitating agent, as reported by Mohan et al. [65].
GOMgO nanocomposite was also synthesized by Heidarizad et al. using
simple sol-gel method with MgCl2.6H2O metal precursor [75].
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Pan et al. synthesized both α and γ manganese dioxide-decorated GO
(GOMnO2). This was accomplished via fixation of crystallographic MnO2
(α, γ) on the surface of GO. It was then used as an adsorbent material for
simultaneous removal of thorium/uranium ions from aqueous solutions [76].
GOαMnO2, MnCl2  4H2O (0.1364 g) was added into GO (0.1970 g) and
isopropyl alcohol (60 mL) solution and sonicated. An aqueous solution of
KMnO4 (0.077 g KMnO4/4 mL H2O) was immediately put into the mixture.
Then it was refluxed at 87 C with vigorous stirring. In this synthesis 12 mL
of water with 0.077 g of KMnO4, rather than 4 mL water, was used for converting the α-phase to γ-phase. The detailed synthetic mechanism is
described in Fig. 12.5.
Santhosh et al. synthesized magnetic SiO2@CoFe2O4 nanoparticles decorated on GO using solvothermal and sol-gel processes [47]. The prepared
nanocomposite materials were used as magnetic adsorbents for the removal
of organic and inorganic pollutants (i.e., acid black 1 dye and Cr(VI) ions)
from aqueous solution.
The rGO/ZrO2 nanocomposite was prepared by Mohan et al. using a simple one step hydrothermal method in which ZrOCl2.8H2O acted as the ZrO2
precursor and GO as the supporting material [50]. Other recently-developed
GO-based metal oxides nanocomposites are presented in Table 12.2.

FIGURE 12.5 Schematic diagram the growth of needle-like α-MnO2 or spindle-like γ-MnO2
on GO: (A) GO, (B) Mn21 adsorbed GO, (C) in situ formation of MnO2 on GO by redox
reaction [76].
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12.2.3 Preparation of surface modified GO metal oxides
composite nanoadsorbents
In recent years, researchers have also focused on surface modified GO with
organic, inorganic, and polymer molecules and decoration with different
types of metal oxides nanomaterials. The main advantages of these types of
adsorbent materials include high selectivity and high adsorption capacity
because these groups can form stable chelates with heavy metal ions.
Li et al. developed a simple chemical bonding method to synthesize magnetic cyclodextrinchitosan/GO and tested adsorption behaviors of Cr(VI) in
aqueous solution [77]. The results show that with the advantage of large surface area, abundant hydroxyl and amino groups of the material, and the magnetic property of Fe3O4, the Cr(VI) can be easily and rapidly extracted from
the water by magnetic attraction. In this method, 0.1 M 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminoprophy) carbondiimide hydrochloride and 0.1 M N-hydroxyl succinimide
solutions were added to the GO dispersion with continuous stirring in order to
activate the carboxyl groups of GO. The pH of the resulting solution was maintained at 7.0 using dilute sodium hydroxide. Magnetic cyclodextrinchitosan
(0.1 g), the activated GO solution, and 5 mL glutaraldehyde were added into a
flask and dispersed in distilled water by ultrasonic dispersion for 10 min. After
ultrasonic dispersion, the mixed solutions were stirred at 65 C for 2 h.
Ternary magnetic composite polypyrrole-modified rGOFe3O4 nanoparticles (PpyFe3O4/rGO) were fabricated by a simple two-step reaction route,
which is shown in Fig. 12.6 [61]. First, Fe3O4/rGO composite was fabricated,

FIGURE 12.6 Synthetic roots for ternary
rGOFe3O4 nanoparticles (PpyFe3O4/rGO) [61].

magnetic-composite

polypyrrole-modified
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then polypyrrole was decorated on the surface of Fe3O4/rGO composite by
in situ polymerization. This was done using ammonium persulfate (APS) as
the oxidant. No acid was used.
Cui et al. reported the synthesis of EDTA-functionalized magnetic GO
(EDTAGOFe3O4) and used it as adsorbent for heavy metal (Pb(II), Hg
(II), and Cu(II)). GO was synthesized by modified Hummer’s method and
Fe3O4nanoparticles were synthesized by hydrothermal method [59]. For
the synthesis of magnetic GO (GOFe3O4), the prepared Fe3O4 and GO
(mass ratio of 1:1) solution was added into the Teflon-lined autoclave and
reacted for 8 h at 200 C. For EDTAGOFe3O4, 1.0 g GOFe3O4 was dispersed in 20 mL of acetic acid (10%) aqueous solution and 6.0 g EDTA was
evenly dispersed in 100 mL of methyl alcohol. Next, the mixtures were
mixed by mechanical rabbling and reacted at room temperature for 24 h.
Zhao et al. established a simple hydrothermal method for preparing amminefunctionalized GO decorated with Fe3O4 nanoparticles. This was used for
selective removal of hexavalent chromium [78]. Here, 0.5 g FeCl3  6H2O,
3 g sodium acetate, and 30 mL diethylenediamine were dissolved in
GOethylene glycol solution at ambient temperature. The mixture was transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave and reacted at 200 C for
6 h. Additional materials involving synthetic procedure are listed in
Table 12.2.

12.3 Removal of inorganic pollutants from water using metal
oxide-functionalized GOnanosubstrates
The interaction between toxic metal and fluoride ions and the surface
oxygen-containing groups such as hydroxyl, carboxyl, and epoxy plays an
important role in adsorption capacity of heavy metals on GO-based metal
oxide nanomaterials. In this section, the effect of adsorption affinity,
mechanisms, and factors (such as pH, time, and temperature) on adsorption
capacity are discussed.

12.3.1 Adsorption of anionic pollutants
The primary anionic-inorganic pollutants present in wastewater are fluoride,
nitrates, arsenic, and chromium. In aqueous solution, fluoride is present as
F2, arsenic is two formed (i.e., arsenate (As(V)) and arsenite (As(III)), and
chromium is also two formed (i.e., Cr(VI) and Cr(III) complex). As(V) is
primarily in surface water and As(III) is primarily in groundwater water systems. Among the two arsenic forms, As(III) is present in negative ionic form
(H2 AsO2
3 ) in all pH conditions. However As(V) exists mainly as H3AsO4 at
22
pH , 2.2, H2 AsO2
4 at pH range 2.26.98, HAsO4 at pH 6.9811.5 and
32
AsO4 at pH . 11.5. For chromium complex, Cr(IV) is more toxic than Cr
(III). At low pH, the predominant Cr(VI) form is HCrO2
4 , but as the pH
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22
increases, this form converts to Cr2 O22
7 or CrO4 [47,48,66,78,79]. For these
anionic pollutants, a low pH value is required for better adsorption. At low
pH the surface of the adsorbent becomes highly protonated and positively
charged, which favors the electrostatic interaction between the anionic pollutants and adsorbent surface. Increasing pH of the solution makes the surface
negatively charged, greatly weakening the electrostatic attraction between
the adsorbent and negatively charged anionic pollutants. This decreases the
removal efficiency. At higher pH, there is competition between negative
hydroxyl group (OH2) and anionic contaminants.

12.3.1.1 Adsorption of fluoride (F2)
Water contaminated with fluoride ions has become a worldwide problem.
The source of the contamination is industrial manufacturing of semiconductors, makeup, ceramics, and aluminum smelting. The presence of higher concentration of fluoride ions in drinking water (more than 1.5 mg/L) causes
numerous bone diseases (i.e., skeletal fluorosis, dental fluorosis, arthritis,
osteoporosis, and many more) [43]. Thus the urgency to develop a
suitable technique for fluoride ion removal.
Anions have been proposed to be adsorbed on adsorbent surface through
specific and nonspecific processes. The specific adsorption involves ligand
exchange reactions, wherein the anions displace OH groups from the surface. The nonspecific adsorption involves electrostatic forces and mainly
depends on the pHPZC (point zero charge) of graphene to adsorb the fluoride
ions from water. Research suggests that fluoride adsorption by GO-based
metal oxide nanocomposite involves ion exchange between fluoride ions in
solution and hydroxyl ions on graphene. Adsorption of fluoride is affected
by the pH of the solution and an acidic medium (less pH). Adsorption capacity increases with temperature. Sahoo et al. [43] used GOMgOMgFe2O4
magnetic nanocomposite for fluoride removal. They also researched the
affect by changing different parameters such as contact time, pH, and temperature. The maximum adsorption capacity is found to be 34 mg/g at
pH 5 6 with 60 min. The adsorption process followed a pseudo-second-order
kinetic equation and the Langmuir isotherm model. The mechanism of fluoride adsorption includes anion exchange, electrostatic interactions, and complex formation, which is shown in Fig. 12.7.
Kanrar, et al. used GO-incorporated iron-aluminium oxide for removal of
toxic fluoride ions [63]. The fluoride adsorption was higher at pH below
point of zero charge (pHZPC 5 6; i.e., pH 5 5 of the solution). At lower pH,
adsorption occurred due to electrostatic interactions between positively
charged adsorbent surface and fluoride ions. Increase in adsorption at higher
pH was due to an ion-exchange mechanism. It followed the pseudo-secondorder kinetics model and was endothermic in nature. The spontaneity of the
reaction increased with increasing temperatures. The adsorption data
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FIGURE 12.7 Plausible mechanism for F2 removal on GO-based MgOMgFe2O4 nanocomposite [43].

corresponded with the Langmuir model, which indicates a monolayer adsorption occurred. The maximum adsorption capacity was found to be 27.8 mg/g.
Barathi et al. [79] used functionalized GO with AlOOH for selective fluoride
removal. It is possible to treat 2000 mL of 5.0 ppm fluoride solution at pH
7.0. This is possible at the normal pH existing in water. The AlO(OH)-decorated GO adsorbent could demonstrate its efficacy for field applications.

12.3.1.2 Adsorption of arsenic (As(V) and As(III))
Arsenic is one of the common hazardous elements in water. The main
sources are biological activity, leakage from minerals or soils, petroleum
refining, industrial-waste discharge, mining, and agriculture where arseniccontaining pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers are used. Drinking of
arsenic-contaminated water can cause cancers affecting the bladder, lungs,
skin, kidney, liver, and prostate. Arsenic primarily exists in natural water in
two stable forms: arsenate As(V) and arsenite (As(III). Arsenite is more toxic
than arsenate. The removal of arsenic from drinking water is a necessity for
a safe and healthy environment [30,80].
Yoon et al. [30] have investigated arsenic removal by using GO or
reduced GO-based Fe3O4 composite. They found that Fe3O4GO exhibited
greater adsorbption capacity for both As(III) and As(V) than did
Fe3O4rGO. This is due to more surface-functional groups present on GObased composites compared to rGO-based composites. More Fe3O4 nanoparticle formed on GO surface than rGO surface. As(III) was more adsorbed
onto both nanocomposites than was As(V). The adsorption of As(V) mainly
occurred due to the electrostatic interaction between the positively charged
surface of adsorbents and anionic As(V) species whereas the adsorption of
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FIGURE 12.8 Attachment sites of As(III) and As(V) on FeOOH@GOCOOH nanocomposite
[80].

As(III) was mostly dependent on surface complexation, rather than electrostatic interactions. According to this journal GO and rGO had no adsorption
capacity for arsenic. However, when Fe3O4 nanoparticles were decorated on
GO and rGO, they exhibited adsorption properties toward arsenic, which was
due to the reduction process and shows difference properties. This indicates
that more Fe3O4 formed on GO surface because more surface-functional
groups were present on GO, which facilitated synthesis with iron. The functional group, including oxygen, supported the composition of the Fe3O4.
GOFe3O4 shows better adsorption capacity than rGOFe3O4.
Chen et al. [80] synethesized carboxylic-functionalized GO
(GOCOOH) decorated with akaganeite (βFeOOH). It was used as an
arsenate and arsenite adsorbent. The adsorption process of arsenite and arsenate was performed within a wide range of pH 310, providing high adsorption capacities of 77.5 mg/g for As(III) and 45.7 mg/g for As(V). The
attachment sites of As(III) and As(V) on FeOOH@GOCOOH nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 12.8.
The Mg-Al layered-double hydroxides and GO nanocomposites achieved
much more adsorption capacity (183.11 mg/g) than other materials with high
concentration. The adsorption process followed the Langmuir model, which
is indicative of a monolayer adsorption [66].

12.3.1.3 Adsorption of Cr(VI)
Chromium (Cr) is one of the highly toxic heavy metals in aqueous medium.
It is discharged from electroplating, tanneries, metal refining, and textile
industries. Concentration of Cr above the permissible level (0.05 mg/L) is
carcinogenic and mutagenic to the ecosystem and humans. It can cause
health problems including lung cancer, kidney and liver damage, anemia,
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and ulcer formation. In water, chromium primarily exists in two oxidation
states (i.e., Cr(VI) and Cr(III)). Between them, Cr(VI) is more toxic, soluble,
and carcinogenic than the much less soluble Cr(III). The removal of Cr(VI)
is imperative in order to meet safe discharge levels [41,78].
Metal oxides (iron and aluminum magnesium) nanocomposites have been
used as effective adsorbent for Cr(VI), which facilitates magnetic and costeffective removal of Cr(VI). However, bare metal oxide nanoparticles are
likely to agglomerate to form larger aggregates in acidic solutions, which
decreases adsorption capacity. Decorating these nanoparticles on graphene
substrate is an effective method for solving this problem.
Wang et al. [61] used Fe3O4 nanoparticles decorated on polypyrrole
(Ppy)-coated RGO (PpyFe3O4/rGO) to remove Cr(VI) from aqueous solutions. They have also prepared Fe3O4/rGO for comparison study. It was
found that polypyrrol-coated nanocomposite shows much higher adsorption
capacity (293.3 mg/g) than that of Fe3O4/rGO at pH 5 3. The removal process and mechanism depended on pH. Thermodynamic study at different
temperatures revealed that the adsorption process was exothermic and spontaneous. The adsorption of Cr(VI) was facilitated through both electrostatic
attraction and ion exchange process.
MnO2/Fe3O4/GO (MnO2/Fe3O4/GO) was the most effective adsorption
material for Cr(VI), as reported by Liu et al. [54]. Hexavalent chromium
adsorption by MnO2/Fe3O4/GO was primarily pH dependent and showed
excellent adsorption capacities both at pH 5.0 (maximum adsorption capacity 5 175.4 mg/g) and pH 2.0 (maximum adsorption capacity 193.1 mg/g).
The adsorption data followed pseudo-second-order kinetic model. It was also
stable and easily recovered from water.
Recently, Zhao et al. [78] used both amine-functionalized GO decorated
with Fe3O4 and GO decorated with Fe3O4 nanocomposites for the removal
of Cr(VI) from aqueous solution. It was found that amine-functionalized
materials show maximum adsorption capacity (123.4 mg/g). The adsorption
process was pH dependent. At pH 5 2.0, maximum adsorption was achieved.
The mechanism of Cr(VI) adsorption on the adsorbent surface was mainly
the electrostatic attraction and reduction process from Cr(VI) to Cr(III) by
using pi electrons from GO ring. The Cr(III) complex then chelates with
amine groups. The attaching sites for Cr(VI) removal are shown in Fig. 12.9.

12.3.2 Adsorption of cationic pollutants (Pb(II), Hg(II), and Cd(II))
Pb(II), Hg(II), and Cd(II) are toxic, cationic, inorganic metals in wastewater.
Natural and anthropogenic activities such as mining activities, waste incineration, and oil and coal combustion are the major sources of these toxic heavy
metals emissions. Their presence in water causes detrimental effects on
humans and the environment. Long-term consumption of these heavy metals
will cause serious health problems including anemia, cancer, kidney disease,
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FIGURE 12.9 Cr(VI) removal on amine-functionalized GO decorated with metal oxide in
acidic medium.

mental retardation, renal damage, emphysema, hypertension, cardiovascular
disorder, diabetes mellitus, and skeletal malformation. It is necessary to
remove these toxic ions from drinking water [49,56,69].
The adsorption of these cationic metal ions on nanocomposite can be
achieved by three types of interactions: electrostatic interaction, ion
exchange, and complex formation [59,70]. The presence of oxygencontaining groups on GO sheets can be used as attaching sites to bind ions
by electrostatic interaction, ion exchange, and coordination. Higher pH value
is required for adsorption of these metal ions. At lower pH, there is a competition on carboxylate and phenoxide (COO2 and O2)sites of GO
between proton and positive metal ions, which will result in a lower adsorption capacity. However, at high pH values, there is a formation more of
above groups to carboxylate and phenoxide ions (COO2 and O2)and
provide electrostatic interaction that are favorable to adsorb cationic species.
Mohan et al. [65] reported the removal of Pb(II) ions from water using
GO-based MgO nanocubes (GOMgO). The maximum adsorption capacity
was 187.9 mg/g at pH 6.5 with initial lead concentration of 80 mg/L. They
examined the adsorption mechanism of Pb(II) on GOMgO surface. The
adsorption involved two processes: adsorption by GO and ion exchange reaction between Pb(II) and Mg(II), as shown in Fig. 12.10.
Three-dimensional graphene/δMnO2 aerogels were used for the removal
of heavy metal ions (Pb(II), Cd(II), and Cu(II)). They exhibited a fast
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FIGURE 12.10 Schematic representation of mechanism of Pb(II) removal GO-decorated metal
oxide nanoparticles [65].

adsorption kinetic rate and superior adsorption capacity toward heavy metal
ions because of their unique structural characteristics [46]. The maximum
adsorption capacities of graphene/δMnO2 aerogels were as large as
643.62 mg/g for Pb(II), 250.31 mg/g for Cd (II), and 228.46 mg/g for Cu
(II). The heavy metal ions could not only adsorb on the surface of graphene/
δMnO2, but also inserted into the interlayer gaps of birnessite MnO2, which
produces the synergistic effect of the static-electrical attraction, surface complexation, and ion exchange.
Tang et al. [69] synethesized GO-based different FeMn oxide nanocomposites for Hg(II) removal. These materials were effective for removal of
mercury and reduction of bioavailability. FeMn oxides were coated on the
GO surface through oxygen-containing functional groups. They interacted
with more sp3 defects and had greater thermal stability than GO. Several
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metal oxides (FeOOH, Fe2O3, MnO2, MnOOH, and MnO), when on the
surface of GO/FeMn and oxygen-containing functional groups of GO can
stop mercury through ligand exchange and surface complexation. The adsorption equilibrium is nonideal in nature, i.e., multilayer sorption at low mercury
concentrations, while a monolayer adsorption at high concentrations.
EDTA-functionalized GO decorated with magnetic metal oxide
(EDTAFe3O4GO) is a good adsorbent for Pb(II), Hg(II), and Cu(II), as
reported by Cui et al. [59]. The effect of adsorbent dose, contact time, pH,
and initial concentration on adsorption process were examined.
EDTFe3O4GO showed more adsorption capacities than parent composites
(EDTAGO, EDTAFe3O4, and Fe3O4GO). The adsorption mechanism
depends on electrostatic attractions and chelation. Their magnetic properties
expedite solidliquid separation. The adsorption data corresponded to the
pseudo-second-order kinetic model and Freundlich and Temkin isotherms
models rather than the Langmuir model. The optimum adsorption capacity
was 508.4 mg/g for Pb(II), 268.4 mg/g for Hg(II), and 301.2 mg/g for Cu(II).
Thermodynamic studies indicate that the adsorption process was endothermic
and spontaneous in nature.
Additional recently developed GO-based metal oxide nanomaterials used
to remove inorganic pollutants are listed in Table 12.2.

12.3.3 Adsorption isotherms, kinetics, and thermodynamics
We will describe the adsorption process using the two most frequently used
isotherm models, Langmuir and Freundlich. The Langmuir has monolayer
adsorption at homogenous surface and the Freundlich has heterogeneous
adsorption due to the diversity of the adsorption sites or the diverse nature of
the ions adsorbed [43]. From the reported experimental data
[30,44,45,51,61,77], almost all of the adsorption isotherms for GO-based
metal oxide nanocomposites follow the Langmuir model rather than the
Freundlich. This confirms that a monolayer adsorption occurs in homogenous
adsorption sites on GO-based metal oxide nanocomposites.
The kinetics of the adsorption process describes changing the contact
time of the adsorption experiments and determining how these changes affect
adsorption. The adsorption-kinetic data are typically examined in terms of
pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order kinetic models. Almost all the
adsorption kinetics for GO-based metal oxide nanocomposites followed the
pseudo-second-order kinetics [44,45,59,78,79]. This is based on the assumption that the rate-limiting step might be chemical adsorption and the adsorption behavior might involve valence forces through sharing or exchange of
electrons between adsorbent and adsorbate [58].
Thermodynamic studies are carried out in order to evaluate the feasibility
of the adsorption process. It has been shown that the adsorption process for
GO-based metal oxide nanocomposites was spontaneous and endothermic in
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nature [42,43,45]. For all GO-based composites, it was found that the change
in Gibbs energy (ΔG) value was negative and that both enthalpy (ΔH) and
entropy (ΔS) were positive. The negative value of ΔG showed the adsorption process was spontaneous. The positive value of ΔH showed the adsorption process was endothermic in nature and adsorption capacity increased
with increase in temperature. A positive value of ΔH also indicated that
metal ions dissolved well in water and the hydration cover of metal ion had
to be destroyed before its adsorption on the adsorbent. Because this process
requires more energy, high temperature is helpful for high adsorption. The
positive value of ΔS revealed increasing randomness at the solid-liquid interface during the adsorption process.

12.3.4 Regeneration of adsorbents
Regeneration (reusability) and desorption studies of adsorbents are important
for developing an advanced and cost-effective adsorption process [43]. The
graphene-based adsorbent can be defined as an advanced adsorbent. The
desorption agents used to regenerate the adsorbent are generally HCl, NaOH,
EDTA, and thioureaHCl solution [51,59,65]. For inorganic catatonic pollutants such as Pb(II), Cd(II), and Hg(II), HCl was used as a desorption agent
because the adsorbent surface was completely covered with H1 ions. After
addition of HCl, metal ions could not compete with H1 for ion-exchange
sites and moved away from the solid surface into the solution. This has also
occurred with the use of NaOH solution for the desorption of anionicinorganic pollutants including F2, As(V), As(III), and Cr(VI). Fluorideadsorbed MgOMgFe2O4/GO nanoadsorbent was used for the desorption
study [43]. The fluoride-adsorbed MgOMgFe2O4/GO is produced by
adsorbing 10 mg/L fluoride solution on 0.05 g MgOMgFe2O4/GO per
100 mL at pH 6. After adsorption, the adsorbents were removed by centrifugation and repeated washing. The adsorbent was then reduced after performing desorption studies at different pH values (812) by addition of 0.1 M
NaOH solution. Fig. 12.11A shows that up to pH 8, and no fluoride comes
into the solution. The desorption efficiency increases to 97% of fluoride as
the pH increases to pH 12. The MgOMgFe2O4/GO adsorbent performed
well after reuse (Fig. 12.11B) with only a slight decrease in its efficiency.
The adsorption percentage of fluoride was found to be 91.0%, 87.0%,
77.0%, 67.0%, and 57.0% for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth cycles
of fluoride operation, respectively.
Most of the Pb(II) and Hg(II) adsorbed on EDTAFe3O4GO surface
was easily removed by HCl [59]. After five recycles, EDTAFe3O4GO
still showed good adsorption efficiency (86.4% of Pb(II) and 85.9% of Hg
(II)). This suggests that with these metals the nanoadsorbents can show good
adsorption capacities after up to five successive cycles.

FIGURE 12.11 (A) Desorption of fluoride from loaded MgOMgFe2O4/GO at various pH values; (B) regeneration results for MgOMgFe2O4/GO over five
cycles [43].
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12.4 Conclusions
This chapter focused on the adsorption applications of metal oxide nanomaterials and functionalized GO nanoadsorbents for the removal of inorganic
pollutants (As, Cd, Hg, Cr, Pb, and F) from water. Due to specific layeredfunctionality structure, a large number of adsorption-active sites such as carboxyl, hydroxyl, and epoxy functional groups, pi electrons, and the outer
surface of the decorated nanoparticles improve adsorption efficiency. The
electrostatic interaction and low pH value enable the adsorption of anionic
pollutants such as As, Cr, and F. A high pH value favors the adsorption of
cationic pollutants such as Cd, Pb, and Hg. Anions have adsorbed on adsorbent surface through specific and/or nonspecific adsorption. Cations are
based on the electrostatic interaction, ion exchange, and complex formation.
The adsorption kinetics and isotherms can be described by Langmuir and
pseudo-second-order model. The adsorption process for GO-based metal
oxide nanocomposites is spontaneous and endothermic in nature. The regeneration of adsorbents can be achieved with desorption agents such as HCl or
NaOH solution. The adsorption efficiency is found to be decreased by
increasing the number of regenerated cycles.
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13.1 Introduction
During the last few decades, pollution by organic substances has become a
global threat and its level is continuously increasing due to urbanization,
rapid development, and lifestyles [1]. The high stability toward heat, light,
and oxidizing agents led to the persistence of pollution by organice subtstances and accumulation in the environment [2]. Accidents related to these
pollutants have caused severe damage to the environment (Table 13.1).
Various industries such as the textile, cosmetics, pulp and paper, food
processing, pharmaceutical, and pesticide industries discharge untreated
effluents to water bodies [4] and exert an enormous hazard to the hydrosphere and living organisms [57]. Among the constituents of wastewater
(Table 13.2), synthetic dyes, pesticides, amine, phenol and substituted phenols, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are abundantly present
[8]. Like other POPs, they may also be transformed into more toxic byproducts [816].
Such pollutants are introduced to humans via contact with air, food,
water, soil, and dust (Fig. 13.1). Dyes change the quality of water by just a
small concentration (B1 ppm) [1721]. Azo dyes are used [22] frequently,
as are benzidine, and both are carcinogenic. Pesticides released from various
industries, anthropogenic activities, and surface excess from agricultural
areas are the most abundant pollutants in the wastewaters of growing nations
[2325]. Most of the pollutants are toxic and are allegedly cancer-causing
with endocrine disruptor potential [2629]. Aromatic amines such as benzidine, toluidine, chloroanilines, and many more have been seen in the
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TABLE 13.1 Some important organic pollutants related accidents
worldwide (Rani 2012) [3].
Pesticide

Place

Year

Causes

References

Parathion

India

1958

Contaminated food
due to leakage

Rani (2012)
[3]

India

1962

Inhalation in
manufacturing plant

HCH

India

1963

Contaminated rice

Endrin

India

1964

Contaminated food

HCH

India

1963

Contaminated rice

Endrin

India

1964

Contaminated food

DDT

India

1965

Contaminated
chutney

Diazinon

India

1968

Contaminated food

HCH

India

1976

Mixed with wheat

Endrin

India

1977

Contaminated crabs
in rice field

Aluminum
phosphide

India

1983

Contaminated food
grain

Methyl
isocyanate

India

1984

Storage tank leakage

Cartap
hydrochloride

India

1988

Factory workers

Endosulfan

India

1997

Contamination due to
aerial spray

Phorate

India

2001

Spray drift from
banana field

Endosulfan

India

2002

Contaminated wheat
flour

2,3,7,8tetrachlorobenzo10-dioxin (TCDD)

Italy

1976

Air pollution due to
poisonous gas

De (2010)
[304]

Sarin

Japan

198595

Mass poisoning

Nagami
(2010) [305]

Pesticides

USA

196878

Contaminated food

Laseter (1978)

Phenol

USA

1974

Accidental spillage

Baker et al.
(1978) [306]

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.1 (Continued)
Pesticide

Place

Year

Causes

References

Phenol

India

1999

Accidental overdose
of phenol

Gupta et al.
(2008) [307]

Phenol

New
Zealand

1980

Absorption of phenol
through skin

Lewin and
Cleary
(1982) [308]

2,4-dinitrophenol

China

2009

Nonoral exposure to
workers in a chemical
factory

Lu et al.
(2011) [309]

2,4-dinitrophenol

USA

193338

Poisoning due to
weight loss pill

Bartlett et al.
(2010) [310]

Phenol

USA

1974

Accidental spillage of
37,900

Baker et al.
(1978) [305]

PAHs (Lakeview
Gusher)

USA

1910

1200 tons of crude oil
released

Rani and
Shanker
(2018) [102]

PAHs (Kuwaiti oil
lakes)

Kuwait

1991

Kuwaiti oil lakes
accidental spillage

PAHs (Kuwaiti oil
fires)

Kuwait

1991

136,000 tons of crude
oil released

PAHs

S. Korea

2007

MT Hebei Spirit oil
spill

PAHs

USA

2010

Deep Water Horizon
oil spill

PAHs (Sundarbans
oil spill)

Bangladesh

2014

Accidental spillage

PAHs (Ennore oil
spill)

Chennai

2017

Accidental spillage

PAHs (Lakeview
Gusher)

USA

1910

1200 tons of crude oil
released

environment, as degeneration or degradation intermediates of those recalcitrant
compounds are extremely noxious [30,31]. Phenol and its derivatives have
been designated as priority pollutants with protein-degenerating effects, and
they are difficult to degrade in conventional wastewater treatments. Another
emerging problem is PAHs released into the atmosphere due to volcanic eruptions, accidental oil spills, inadequate burning of fuel, coal, etc.) [32,33].
During the last few decades, the concentration of PAHs has increased tremendously and can be found everywhere in the ecosystemair, soil, sediment, water,
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TABLE 13.2 Constituents of wastewater (Henze, 1992).
Type

Components

Effects

Microorganisms

Pathogenic bacteria, virus, etc.

Risk while bathing and eating
fish

Organic
materials

Oxygen depletion in rivers,
lakes, and fjords

Eutrophication, aquatic death,
may contain disease-causing
microorganisms

Synthetic
organic
materials

Pesticides, fat, oil and grease,
dyes, phenols, amines, PAHs,
pharmaceuticals, etc.

Toxic effect, aesthetic
inconveniences,
bioaccumulation

Nutrients

N, P, ammonium, Ca, Na,
Mg, K, etc.

Eutrophication, oxygen
depletion, toxic effects

Inorganic
materials

Acids, bases, heavy metals (Hg,
Pb, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni)

Corrosion, toxic effect,
hardness, aquatic death,
bioaccumulation

Radioactivity

Various radioactive elements

Toxic effect, accumulation

FIGURE 13.1 Biological transfer
of OPs to man via food chain and
food web.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

Microorganisms

Warms and inserts
Phytoplankton
Autotrophs

Zooplankton

Vertebrates including birds

Fish and Aquatic Organism
Carnivores

Man

oil, tar, and foodstuffsas well as in the tissues of various aquatic creatures and
birds [3437]. Several researchers have reported that over 80,000 tons of PAHs
are being discharged into the bodies of water every year [38,39]. The low watersolubility of PAHs prompted their resistance to degradation, and their toxicity
increased with molecular weight [40,41]. Due to extensive contamination, recalcitrant, and potential of persistence (called bioaccumulation), 17 unsubstituted
PAHs have been categorized as priority pollutants by the USEPA [42].
Presently, more than 10,000 types of organic dyes, approximately 700,000
tons annually, have been produced as per statistics in the Color Index [43].
China is the world’s largest consumer of organic color pigments, and India
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accounts for nearly 10% of the total consumption [4447]. The largest consumption of pesticides is reported in Europe, and Asia is second. In Asia,
China is the leading manufacturer of pesticides, and India stands second with
an annual production 100,000 million tons (MT). In fact, India ranks twelfth
globally [48]. Out of 415 carcinogenic chemicals, 12% are recognized to be
AA [49]. Aniline is listed as a high-priority chemical in the study of wastes
from coal-conversion processes [50]. A recent report on aniline estimated that
by 2019, the insulation sector will be the largest end user of aniline (B46%),
followed by the rubber product sector (11.5%) and consumer transportation
sectors (10.3%) worldwide. Due to the sharp increase in automotive and infrastructure industries, aniline consumption was 6.6 MT in the year of 2016 and
is expected to reach 8.1 MT in 2019 [51]. Due to their widespread utilization,
toxicity, and resistance to degradation, there is a tremendous need right now
to develop inexpensive and/or easy-to-handle solutions for the effective removal
of such pollutants from the environment [5254]. NMs are playing a bigger
role in the removal of pollutants and remediation of pollutant-affected sites
owing to their increased specific surface area, roughness, and enhanced surface
properties [55,56]. Investigations on carbonaceous NMs (e.g., fullerenes C60,
CNTs, and graphene), metal/moss (e.g., Au, Ag, TiO2, ZnO, zero-valent Fe0,
Ag0, and Au0), semiconductor quantum dots (QD) (e.g., CdSe, ZnSe, and
CdTe), zero-valent metals, and various types of nanocomposites and dendrimers
are in progress [5559]. Additionally, noble metals have shown advanced electrocatalytic or photothermal activities in the near-IR region (10002000 nm
wavelength), and nanoclusters, nanofibers, nanowires, and nanosheets have also
been used [60,61]. ZnO nanostructures have been utilized in the removal of
dyes like methylene blue to their photocatalytic efficiency.
Recently, functionalized NMs (Fig. 13.2) have been in demand for
diverse high-tech and engineering applications due to the extraordinary transitions in their properties as compared to bare NMs [62,63]. Limitations

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Various Functionlized Nanomaterials
(A) Nanomaterials of metal, metal oxides, metal sulfides, etc.
(B) CNTs based nanomaterials
(C) Fullerenes based nanomaterials
(D) Polymer nanocomposites (Metal+Polymers, etc.)
(E) magnetic core shell based nanomaterials
FIGURE 13.2 Various functionalized NMs.

(E)
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(e.g., high aggregation tendency, less surface reactivity, and mobility) of
bare NMs can be diminished by surface modification, hybridization of NHs
with one or more NM conjugates, and green synthesis [64].
Br-functionalized CNTs were prepared by the vapor-phase bromination
method where multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs) were treated with bromine
vapors [65]. Functionalization creates engineered nano-materials with
reduced band gap, are environmentally friendly, and have higher stability/
reactivity and multifunctionality. Advance functionalized NMs have been
examined for their excellent adsorptive removal ability, chemical reactivity,
and antimicrobial activity for water treatment and environmental remediation. The carboneous NMs in combination with metal or metallic oxides
(e.g., ZnO/graphene/CNTs) showed excellent potential in the removal of
recalcitrant from wastewater. The main reason for such high activity was
predicted on the basis of alteration in the band gap, grain size, crystal
defects, and doping with carbon-based NMs like CNTs, grapheme, etc. or
the synergistic effect in between CNMs and metal-based NPs. Synthesis of
carbonadoes NMs, fullerenes, CNTs, and graphene have been reviewed
[6668]. Fig. 13.3 displaying the extraordinary carbon nanomaterial combinations with other NMs. Recently, nanozerovalent iron (nZVI) and its derivatives have shown excellent removal and degradation capability in in situ
nanoremediation of soils, sediment aquifers, and groundwater. Moreover, it
was also found that surface modification of nZVI by surfactants, polyelectrolytes, polymers, and macromolecules exhibited higher efficiency and
economy.

Nanoparticles: metal oxide,
fullerene CNTst

Multicomponent
doped nanomaterials

Peapod
Graphene@SWCNT
Nanobud

H3C N

N
NH N
N HN

C-60 Py

ZnTPP

Myoglobin@Au

FIGURE 13.3 Expansion and development of
various types NMs conjugations. Inspired from
[69] Shanker U, Jassal V, Rani M, Kaith BS.
Towards green synthesis of nanoparticles: From
bio-assisted sources to benign solvents. A review.
Int J Env Anal Chem 2016;96:801835.
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13.2 Environmental concern of organic pollutants
Growing population, rapid industrialization, modernization of developments,
agronomic, and domestic wastes are detoriating the quality of water and soil
around the globe. Synthetic dyes, pesticides, aromatic amines and phenols,
and emerging PAHs are entering bodies of water in large quantities. These
recalcitrants toxins in the form of secondary waste, persistent and sometimes
metabolites [1,3,70,71]. Azo dyes and benzidine are highly carcinogenic, as
well as explosive [18]. Their untreated discharge to bodies of water must be
prohibited as it might contain carcinogens [20]. The European Commission
has disqualified several noxious azo dyes, such as navy blue, used in the
leather industry [72]. Presently, China produces 40%45% of the world’s
total dye consumption [10]. It has been reported that after processing around
1220 tons of textiles, 3000 m3 of water is let out per day [73,74]. Another
big problem is the use of pesticides (dispersed off: 85%90%). It is estimated that pesticide use was 5.5 3 108 kg in the United States and
2.59 3 109 kg globally in 1995 [9]. Regardless of stern conventions, priority
hazardous substances [75] are still found in rivers and seafood indicating
their long persistence or current use [76,77], There have been several cases
of pesticide poisoning reported in developing countries like India, and, as a
consequence, many lives are lost every year (e.g., between 19972002 several farmers died due to endosulfan poisoning) [78].
The 80,000 tons/year of untreated PAHs discharged to the water streams
are evolving and, they are documented as ubiquitously present in the environment as carcinogens and mutagens [38,79]. It has been reported that
46%90% mass of individual PAHs are emitted by motor vehicles in the cities [80,81]. Indoor emission contributions to PAHs include B16% in United
States, 29% in Sweden, and 33% in Poland [82,83]. Individuals expend
80%93% of their time indoors inhaling PAHs [84]. Oil spills in coastal
regions are the main reason PAH pollution has caused loss of various marine
lives [85]. A total of 17 unsubstituted PAHs have been identified as priority
carcinogens by USEPA [86].
Aromatic phenols and amines are major organic constituents ordinarily
found in wastewater (range: 1100 mg/L) [51,87]. The USEPA has determined that exposure to phenol in drinking water at a concentration of 4 milligrams per liter (mg/L) for up to 10 days is not expected to cause any adverse
effects in a child. [88,89]. Phenols are dangerous for the life of aquatic bodies at 925 mg/L [90,91]. Consequently, the EPA lists phenols as specific
priority pollutants [92,93]. Bisphenol A (BPA) is another common pollutant
found in wastewater due to its extensive use and bulk production as a plastic
antioxidant. BPA affects marine creatures and distresses physiological functions even at picogram concentrations [9496]. The annual growth rate of
BPA as a pollutant was found to be 4.6% from 2013 to 2019 due to worldwide demand of plastics (e.g., around 6.5 MT) [97].
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With these facts in mind, it may be concluded that there has been an
increase in concern about the removal of harmful pollutants and toxic metabolites prevalent in the environment. Moreover, these pollutants may also be
produced by the degradation of several biocalcitrant substances. A number
of reviews have been published on NPs and surface modification and functionalized NMs, including silica-based, carbonaceous, and metal-based, for
water treatment and environmental industries application [9,98,99]. It was
concluded that functionalization can help to overcome the limitations of bare
NPs and provide favorable future prospects for environmental remediation
and removal of pollutants like PAHs, dyes, heavy metals, etc., from wastewater. Chemical approaches are better for the NM diversity and ability to
outfit them with large number of functionalities [98]. Carbon-based functionalized materials are frequently used as promising adsorbents for treating
organic and inorganic wastewater pollutants. Jun et al. [100] reviewed functionalized CNT and graphene for organic pollutant (e.g., organic dye and
phenol) removal. Nanoadsorbents-based polymer nanocomposites are more
beneficial for environmental sustainability due to their low-energy consumption, large adsorption capacity, ease of operation, high stability, selective
sorption, recycling, and biodegradation [101]. Rani et al. [102] discussed the
impact of engineered NMs like metal-based nanoparticles (e.g., Ag, Fe, and
Zn), MO (TiO2, ZnO, and Fe2O3), CNTs, and nanocomposites for industrial
and public health. The present chapter reviews the different synthesis methods for functionalization of various nanoparticles for their application in
environmental remediation. The chapter also presents the future challenges,
perspectives, and directions in the area of NM functionalization and their
utilization.
Methods of NM Functionalization: NMs can be mainly functionalized by
a direct (co-condensation and in situ) and indirect (grafting) functionalities
including organic ligands, inorganic moieties, and surface polymerization.
Table 13.3 represents the various methods for the functionalization of NMs.

13.2.1 Direct functionalization
Direct functionalization is the modification of NMs by bifunctional ligands
containing complex and modifying groups (COOH, OH, and NH2) during one-pot synthesis (Fig. 13.4). Homogeneous surfaces, better control over
the amount of ligand incorporated in the nanomaterial, and the opportunity
of using a wide variety of functional groups are a few advantages of
functionalization.

13.2.1.1 Covalent functionalization
Carbon-based NMs and nZVI have been extensively functionalized by covalent mechanisms, including surface oxidation, alkali activation, doping with
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TABLE 13.3 Details of methods for functionalized nanoparticles.
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

oMWCNTs

Oxidation by sodium
hypochlorite

MWCNTs were
oxidized by
various
concentrations of
sodium
hypochlorite

Yu et al.
(2004)

oMWCNTs

Oxidation by 18%
H2O2

MWCNTs (2.0 g)
were added to
200 mL solutions
of 8 M HNO3,
18% H2O2, and
1 M KMnO4
(acidified),
separately

Salam (2012)

oMWCNTs

Oxidation by
concentrated H2O3:
H2OSO4 (1:3,v/v)

50 mg C60 was
dissolved in 50 mL
benzene, 1 of
2 mL of 2 mol/L
NaOH, 5 drops of
tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide (TBAH,
40% in water),
and 5 mL 30%
H2O2

Wang et al.
(2013) [84]

oMWCNTs

Alkali activated using
KOH:CNTs (6:1) 1
750 C for 1 h under
flowing argon

A mixture of
purified CNTs and
KOH powder was
performed in a
stainless steel with
weight ratio of
KOH to CNTs was
6:1

Ma et al.
(2012)

oMWCNTs

Sulfonation by H2SO4
(98%) 1 MWCNT
Covalent
functionalization

Sulfonation by
H2SO4 (98%)
1 MWCNT
sonication for
30 min, heating to
180 C for 24 h
with are flux
condensation

Ge et al.
(2012)

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

Graphene oxide

Covalent
functionalization

Grafting with
Diazonium
compounds by
GO 1 aryl
diazonium salt of
sulfanilic acid in
an ice bath for 2 h

Zhao et al.
(2012)

GOEDTA

Covalent
functionalization

Silylation process;
Silylation reaction
of N(trimethoxysilyl
propyl)
ethylenediamine
triacetic acid
(EDTA-silane) with
GO in ethanol
solution

Madadrang et
al. (2012)

Carboxylated
MWCNTs
(CMWCNTs)

Covalent
functionalization

Thiolation;
Cysteamine
hydrochloride 1
CMWCNTs
inethanol. Then1ethyl (3,3 dieaminopropelacetate)
caroboamide(EDC)
was used for better
reaction between
C-MWCNTs and
cysteamine
hydrochloride

Robati et al.
(2016)

G-tea polyphenols

Noncovalent
functionalization

ππ stacking
between oxidized
tea polyphenols
and grapheme
nanosheets

Song et al.
(2012)

GCTAB

Noncovalent

Ionic interactions
between the
carboxyl group of
GO with the
ammonium ion of
CTAB. CTABGO
was reduced to
form GCTAB

Wu et al.
(2013)

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

GOpoly
(amidoamine)

Polymer coated

Grafting-from
method Cu2

Yuan et al.
(2013)

Graphene/δ-MnO2

Inorganic
functionalization

Redox reaction
under microwave
irradiation

Ren et al.
(2011)

MWCNT/Al2O3

Inorganic
functionalization

Pyrolysis of
aluminum nitrate
on to the surface
of oxidized
MWCNTs

Gupta et al.
(2011) [13]

Au Cu, Ag, Pd S,
Sn, Ni, FeC doped
with nZVI

Doping

Doping of nZVI
was carried out
with 1 wt.% Cu,
Ag, or Au, freshly
made nZVI was
introduced to
Cu2 1 , Ag 1 , or
Au3 1 solutions
separately (the
weight ratio of
Me/Fe was 1%,
Me 5 Cu2 1 ,
Ag 1 , and Au3 1 ),
and the mixture
was ultrasonicated
(Crest, USA) for
20 min at 25 C

Su et al.
(2014), Devi
and Saroha
(2015), Jin et
al. (2018)

Hollow TiO2doped with Sn and
C

Doping

CS (0.4 g) 1
20 mL of ethanol
and stirred
vigorously for
30 min. 5 mL of
titanium
isopropoxide 1
20 mL of ethanol
was added dropby-drop stirred
vigorously for 1 h

Ao et al.
(2010) [85]
Shi et al.
(2012) [86]

Fe3O4@SiO2
MNPs

Modified by grafting

Fe3O4@ SiO2
MNPs were
grafted by poly
(1vinylimidazole)

Shan et al.
(2015)

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

bimetallic oxide
NPs

Mixing, covalent
bonding

To the one metal
salt solution
(0.05 M, 100 mL);
another metal
solution (0.05 M,
100 mL) surfactant
(A. marmelos) was
added dropwise

Rani and
Shanker (2018)
[10]

Fe2O3@ZnHCF

Doping, Azarichta
indica

Suspension of
Fe2O3 was added
to Zn(NO3)2
(0.1 M, 100 mL),
K4[Fe(CN)6]
(0.1 M, 100 mL)
and 2 mL of plant
extract (molar
ratio 1:1:1)

Rachna et al.
(2018) [87],
Rani and
Shanker (2018)
[102]

SnO2ZnO

Homogeneous
precipitation combined
with a hydrothermal
treatment

Two steps: 1.
synthesis of
nanosized SnO2
and reaction of asprepared SnO2
particles with zinc
acetate followed
by calcination at
500 C.
Mesoporous
network of
aggregated
wurtzite ZnO
(27 nm) and
cassiterite SnO2
nanocrystallites
(4.5 nm)

Uddin et al.
(2012)

heterostructured
Bi2O3ZnO

Hydrothermalthermal
decomposition

XRD: monoclinic
lattice phase of
Bi2O3 and the
hexagonal
wurtzite phase of
ZnO. HRSEM:
ordered mixture of
nanofiber and
nanochain
structures

Balachandran
and
Swaminathan
(2012)

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

Cadmium
sulfideferrite
nanocomposite

Two-step hydrothermal
method

Magnetically
recyclable
photocatalyst

Xiong et al.
(2013)

Cu21ZnO

Flame spray pyrolysis
process

Surface
modification by a
cocatalyst on ZnO

Kumar et al.
(2014) [88]

Zn-doped CdS
nanoarchitectures

Simple hydrothermal
method with water as
the only solvent

Improvement of
photocatalytic
activity and
stability of CdS
through the
method of metal
ion doping

Yang et al.
(2012)

Graphene /ZnO

chemical depositioncalcination

Solvent exfoliated
graphene (SEG),
Zn(NH3)4CO3,
NaOH as a
precipitating
agent, and poly
(vinylpyrrolidone)
as an interface
linker

Ong et al.
(2014)

FeWO4@ZnWO4/
ZnO

Two-step hydrothermal
method

Dispersing of
FeWO4
nanoparticles on
the surface of
ZnWO4/ZnO
nanorods

Wang et al.
(2016)

ZnO as zinc
glycerolate

Nonhydrolytic route

Glycerol has been
used both as a
ligand and as a
solvent. This
glycerolate
precursor has
subsequently been
converted into the
hexagonal phase
of zinc oxide

Das and
Khushalani
(2010)

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

ZnIn2S4
microspheres

Hydrothermal method

The specific
surface area
(SBET) of ZnIn2S4
products declined
with increasing
synthesis
temperature. The
80 C sample had
the largest SBET
(85.53 m2/g)

Chen et al.
(2009)

Quasispherical
Cu2ZnSnS4
nanoparticles with
unprecedented
narrow size

Yu et al.
(2014)

Cu2ZnSnS4Pt/Au

Zn-doped In(OH)
ySz

Hydrothermal method.

In(NO3)3,
thiourea, and Zn
(NO3)2 in an
aqueous solution
of
ethylenediamine

Li et al. (2008)

ZnO-graphene

Hydrothermal process

Hydrothermal
method addition
of ZnO to
graphene under
pressure

Malekshoar et
al. (2014)

ZnO and Zn/Mg
Oxide
Nanoparticles

Solgel method

Formation of
crystal defects by
the incorporation
of Zn into MgO

SierraFernandez et
al. (2017)

TiO2coated ZnO

Hydrothermal method

Coating of TiO2
with ZnO under
wet chemical
process

Wang et al.
(2015)

(CuZnO, CuCu2OZnO, and
Cu2OZnO)

surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) effect

varying the
complexing
agents; introduced
cheap and
common Cu and
Cu2O in ZnO
matrix individually
and conjointly

Pal et al.
(2015)

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

Polyacrylamide/
Ni0.02Zn0.98

In situ mixing

by addition of
nanoparticles
during
polymerization of
acrylamide in
aqueous medium
using ammonium
persulfate and N,
N0 -methylenebis
(acrylamide)

Kumar et al.
(2014) [88]

CuS/ZnO
nanowires

Two-step wet-chemical
method

nanowire arrays
are compactly/
vertically aligned
on stainless steel
mesh

Hong et al.
(2016)

GraphdiyneZnO
Nanohybrids

Hydrothermal method

The utility of
carbonaceous
materials for
hybrid
semiconductor
photocatalysts has
been rapidly
increasing in
recent years

Thangavel et
al. (2015)

Zn1x CdxS
Nanocrystals

Solvothermal synthesis

Template-free
synthesis; using
4,40 dipyridyldisulfide
(DPDS 5 (C5H4N)
2S2)) as a new
temperaturedependent in situ
source of S2ions

Kaur and
Nagaraja
(2017)

ZnIn2S4
nanocrystals

A one-pot method

[Zn(SC{O}Ph)2]2
H2O reacted with
[In(bipy)(SC{O}Ph)
3] and
decomposed to
make the ternary
metal indium
sulfides

Batabyal et al.
(2016)

Multivalent Cudoped ZnO
nanoparticles

Metathesis-based,
green-chemical
approaches

Synthesis yield of
B100%. particle
sizes $ 50 nm

Jacob et al.
(2014)
(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

3D-ZnIn2S4/
PVDFPoly
(MMA-co-MAA)

Hydrothermal process

ZnIn2S4 (ZIS)
nanosheets
(20 nm) distribute
uniformly on
surface of
nanofiber
polymers to form
mats

Peng et al.
(2012)

SnO2/ZnO

Two-step solvothermal

SnO2/ZnO sample
with a molar ratio
of Sn/Zn 5 1 is a
mesoporous
composite
material
composed of SnO2
and ZnO

Zheng et al.
(2009)

Ag @ ZnO

Solvothermal-assisted
heat treatment

AgNPs (diameter:
2050 nm) were
anchored onto the
surface of nZnO
MRs (diameter: 90
to 150 nm and
length: 0.5 and 3
μm) by a
photoreduction
method.

Deng et al.
(2012)

ZnO and ZnS

Coprecipitation

Coprecipitation of
salt of Zn with
alkali

He et al.
(2016)

ZnO/Ag2S core/
shell ZnO/CdS
core/shell

Introduction of the
core/shell geometry

Band-gap
engineered ZnO
semiconductor
nanorods by
introducing a core/
shell geometry with
Ag2S sensitizer as
the shell

Khanchandani
et al. (2014)

ZnO @ Gold

Solvothermal route

Solvothermal
synthesis under
pressure using Zn
salt as precusor

Xia et al.
(2015) [89]

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

(GQD/ZnO NWs)

Electrochemical
technique

Different amounts
of GQDs (0, 0.2,
0.4, 0.8, and
1.2 wt%) were
decorated
uniformly on the
surface of
anodized ZnO
NWs

Ebrahimi et al.
(2017)

(rGO) embedded
ZnO

Bioinspired approach

Mineralization of
ZnO
nanostructures
from zinc nitrate,
reduction of
graphene oxide
(GO), and finally
their assembly to
form rGOZnO
composite
structures under
environmentally
benign conditions

Reddy et al.
(2015)

Pd/ZnTPyP/Pd/
TiO2Py triad
hybrid multilayers

Layer-by-layer (LBL)
method

Addition of Pd to
Zn layer by layer

Ren et al.
(2012)

ZnOTiO2
nanotube arrays
ZnO/TNTs

Two-step anodization
combined Pyrolysis
strategy

In situ formed
ZnO phases were
uniformly grafted
to TNTs
framework giving
Rise to hybrid
nanostructure,
which is ascribed
to cooperative
interfacial
interaction
between polar
TiO2 layer and
ZnO precursor

Xiao (2012)

Synthesized with
varying shell
thickness. Core
diameter of

Khanchandani
et al. (2012)

ZnO/CdS
Coreshell
Nanorods arrays

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

100 nm with
variable shell
thickness
(1030 nm);
synthesized by
varying the
concentration of
the citric acid
ZnO/γFe2O3

Simple precipitation

Heat treatment of
nanocatalysts at
450oC for an hour
%
In situ addition of
ZnO to chitosan

Abdullah
et al. (2013)

ZnOChitosan
(CSZnONPs)

polymer-based method

ZnOCeO2
nanostructures

Simple and efficient
low-temperature
method

Low-temperature
mixing of CeO2
during ZnO
synthesis from salt

Faisal et al.
(2011)

CeO2ZnO nano
ellipsoids

Hydrothermal process

Low-temperature
mixing of CeO2
during ZnO
synthesis from salt

Singh et al.
(2014)

ZnO-doped CeO2
nanoplatelets

Solvothermal route

Doping of CeO2
by ZnO under
pressure

Kaviyarasu et
al. (2016)

ZnO/TiO2

Tape casting method

TiO2 content of
the plates was
sintering
temperature of the
plates is 700 C

Konyar et al.
(2010)

La-doped ZnO
0.8 wt%

Coprecipitation

La3 1 is uniformly
dispersed on ZnO
nanoparticles as
small La2O3
cluster

Anandan
et al. (2007)

ZnO/Au and ZnO/
Ag

Reverse micelle

Deposition on
ZnO surface using
hydrazine hydrate
as reducing agent

Fageria et al.
(2014)

undoped and Erdoped ZnO
nanoparticles

sonochemical method

Doping of ZnO by
Er under
ultrasonicator

TORBATI et
al. (2017)

Dehaghi et al.
(2014)

(Continued )
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TABLE 13.3 (Continued)
Functionalized
NMs

Method of
functionalization

Details of
method

References

CuS/CdIn2S4/
ZnIn2S4

Microvave-assisted

Simple missing
under microwave

Chen et al.
(2016)

TiO2/ZnO/
chitosan

In situ addition

Well-dispersed of
TiO2/ZnO
nanocomposite
embedded in
chitosan films

Zhu et al.
(2012)

ZrO2|ZnO

Coprecipitation

Synthesis of
nanocomposites
using CTAB as
surfactant

Quintana
et al. (2017)

Binding and
chelating group
Modifying group
Direct functionalization

Post-functionalization
NPs

Thiol: SH; Acids: -COOH;
Phosphine: R3P
Functional group

Silane SiH4;
–
Functional group Oxides: O

FIGURE 13.4 Schematic representation of functionalization methods.
Direct functionalization, which uses
a conjugating agent in order to
directly attach the chemical moiety,
and postfunctionalization, which
uses a binding/chelating agent to
attach to the NPs and a secondary
functional group for covalent attachment of the biomolecule of interest.

heteroatoms, and sulfonation. Fig. 13.5 offers a pictorial representation of
covalent functionalization of CNTs. A covalent bond is much stronger and
can resist any desorption compared to noncovalent bonds. Yang Xing (2010)
reported on the surface oxidation of CNM with oxygen functional groups
(e.g., carboxyl, carbonyl, and hydroxyl) by various oxidation treatments utilizing oxidizing gases (e.g., air, O2, O3, NO2, and NO3) and oxidizing solu21
22
22
tions (e.g., HNO3, H2O2, ClO2, S2 O22
8 , MnO4 , Cr2 O7 , and ClO3 ) [103].
The surface oxidation process offers the advantages of an increased acidic
property, the removal of mineral elements, an improved hydrophilic nature,
and the creation of more surface groups by subsequent functionalization
through covalent, electrostatic, and hydrogen bonds [104,105]. CNMs activated via heating with alkali KOH change the surface of carbon-based NMs
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FIGURE 13.5 Pictorial representation of covalent functionalization of CNTs.

COOH

Organic chemicals with
functional groups like COOH, -OH, and -NH2

Alkali
activation

Improved
surface area

Surface
oxidation
CO-R

Sulfonation

SO3H

Covalent functionalization of CNTs

to increase the specific surface area and pore volume (i.e., porous carbon).
Graphene oxide-derived carbons with a high surface area (1900 m2/g)
showed favorable gas adsorption capacities compared to 10 m2/g of precursors and other high surface area carbons (Srinivas et al., 78). Heating CNMs
with ammonia at 400 C900 C can produce basic nitrogen functionalities
[106]. Sulfonation of CNM produced potential, environmentally benign, solid
acid catalysts that could be substituted for the nonrecyclable traditional liquid acid [107].
nZVI coated with biopolymers (e.g., guar gum, polyacrylic acid, starch,
carboxymethyl, and cellulose) is stable and noncorrosive, has decent dispersibility, and exhibits scarcer aggregation in water. Poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) utilized for safety of the surface passivation of nZVI helped to impart
magnetic properties for biomedical application [108] and could control
aggregation of nZVI by PEG concentration and its functional group. The Fe
NPs were efficiently stabilized in the presence of guar gum (green polymers)
demonstrating less aggregation via the electrostatic and steric repulsion in
comparison to alginate and potato starch [109]. Rani et al. [110], developed
a magnetic nanoadsorbent using covalently bounded polyacrylic acid to the
surface of magnetite nanoparticles followed by functionalization of an amino
group by diethylenetriamine via carbodiimide activation.
Functionalization of silica-based NMs (e.g., zeolite and mesoporous) is
usually performed using organic templates or surfactants [111,112]. Pure
inorganic materials have fewer surface groups and limited adsorption capacity and low selectivity of adsorption [113,114]. Consequently, zeolites and
mesoporous silica provide better properties like large surface area, uniform
pore size distribution, fast mass transport, and, most importantly, surface
reactivity, adsorption capacity, enhanced stability, and ease of modification
by various desirable functional groups [116,117]. With the use of silanol
groups, the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the surface could be tuned.
Almost all functional groups such as amino [118], carboxylic acid [119],
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thiol [120], and sulfonic acid [121] have been loaded on the surface of
silica-based nanomaterials using this reaction.

13.2.1.2 Noncovalent functionalization
Noncovalent hydrophobic interactions and the interaction of amphiphilic
molecules with aromatic surfaces of CNMs in aqueous media have been
used to reduce the hydrophobic interface and improve the solubility of
CNMs in their polar environment [122,123].
13.2.1.3 Inorganic functionalization
Inorganic Functionalization: Metal and metal compounds have been used for
CNM surface modification via mixing and in situ synthesis. Mixing includes
solution mixing and melt compounding. In situ synthesis involves the contact
between aprecurs or solution and the carbon material, followed by nanoparticle formation on the CNM surface [124].
13.2.1.4 Functionalization by heteroatoms doping
The doped NMs can be synthesised by hydrolysis or heating of a precursor,
hydrothermal, and ion implantation [125,126]. Doping of heteroatoms (e.g.,
N, B, P, and O) introduces catalytic active sites and surges the surface hydrophilicity and electrical conductivity of the doped material [127]. N-doped
CNTs were synthesized by mixing hydrocarbon and ammonia [128], hydrocarbon and organic amine, [129] or simply pure organic amine [130] as the
carbon and nitrogen source. It was observed that surface doping of pristine
nZVI with transition metal ions reduced the aggregation and improved reactivity and adsorption capacity [131,132]. There are several classes of doped
materials such as nZVI doped with Pd, Au, Cu, Ag; NTiO2 doped by N, F,
S, and C or transition metal ions; and N-and P-doped CNMs that will
enhance the photocatalytic nature by reducing the wide band gap of the individual functionalized NMs. Doping expedites the generation of reactive oxygen species, which facilitates the degradation of pollutants. Some studies
showed that N-doped on anatase TiO2 enlarged the valence band by
0.140.73 eV, while rutile TiO2 resulted in the band-gap energy by 0.08 eV
by increasing the conduction band (0.05 eV) and reducing VB (0.03 eV)
[133]. It was also found that hollow TiO2 with porous structure have smaller
band-gap energy than that of solid structures [134]. The porous structure was
doped by several metals like Sn, Ba, Co, Al, Fe, Sn, Bi, and nonmetals (e.g.,
C, N, S, and F), and with lighter elements [135142]. Khalid et al. [143]
reported that functionalization of TiO2 with graphene or NMs as cocatalysts
inhibited the recombination rate of electron hole [143,144]. For example, Cu
(II)- or Fe(III)-doping TiO2 significantly increased the photocatalytic activity
while Ti(III) doping showed inactive photocatalytic behaviors [145].
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13.2.1.5 Functionalization by immobilization
Immobilization of moss ZnO and Fe2O3 with laccase enzyme was successfully established and reported [146,147]. Fig. 13.6 represents the immobilization of moss. Pristine nZVI was immobilized by porous supporting materials
like resins [148], Mg(OH)2 [149], green tea, kaolin [150], bentonite [151],
carbon [152], and mesoporous silica microspheres [153], a process that
improves reactive sites, available surface area, and stability in order to have
enhanced activity.

13.2.2 Indirect or postsynthetic functionalization (grafting)
Indirect functionalization is carried out by grafting bifunctional ligands on to
the surface of NMs after synthesis. The binding group reacts first, and then
the coupling site functional group may be transformed in to the final functional group in the second step. Functionalized mesoporous silica creates an
effective support in the synthesis of inorganic-organic hybrid materials by
grafting organic chains on to their surface through the silylation process. The
Si-OH groups on silica’s surface are substituted by chosen organic ligands
via a one-step homogeneous method or multisteps like the heterogeneous
method attachment [154].
Grafting via oxygen-containing groups is the most common method
where preexisting carboxyl groups on CNMs can react with SOCl2 to form
acylchloride [100]. As a result of carboxamide formation via acylchloride,
CNMs were functionalized with aryl amines, aliphatic amines, amino acid
derivatives, peptides, and amino group-substituted dendrimers [155]. In addition, the acylchloride-functionalized CNMs will react with alcohol to form
an ester functionalized CNMs (e.g., esterification). Thiolation is achieved by
consecutive carboxylation, sonication, reduction, chlorination, and thiolation
applied to the open ends of CNTs and formed by breaking the tubes through
sonochemical activation [156].
FIGURE 13.6 Functionalization of MOs via
immobilization.

+
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FIGURE 13.7 Coating of NMs
with polymers either noncovalent
(polymer wrapping and absorption) and covalent attachment
(“grafting to,” “grafting from,”
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13.2.2.1 Polymer coating
Coating CNM surface with polymers noncovalent (e.g., polymer wrapping
and absorption) or covalent attachment processes (“grafting to,” “grafting
from,” and others) improved the chemical compatibility, mechanical
strength, wettability, conductivity, and adsorption properties [157]. The covalent approach is the preferred method of grafting polymers on to CNM surfaces through COOH and OH groups that serve as anchoring sites. The
grafting of CNTs by NH2-containing polymers reacting with acylchloride on
the surface has been investigated [158]. Fig. 13.7 presents polymer coating
of functionalized NMs.

13.3 Green synthesis in FNMs
In order to avoid use of toxic solvents such as DCM, DMF, hydrazine,
NaBH4, etc., green tactics employing environmentally benign and renewable
materials are preferred. Green technologies are usually more reliable and sustainable, and are bioinspired bottom-up approaches [159,160]. Green synthesis of FNMs has several benefits over traditional methods such as being
cheaper, ecofriendly, safe, reusable, easy manipulation of size, morphology,
and shape, as well as surface functionality, generation of relative stability,
and remarkable biocompatibility and biodegradability [159,161,162].
Intracellular or inner surface biosynthesis modulates the crystal growth and
nucleation processes of NP microbial synthesis. During the NP synthesis,
reactive enzymes, proteins, and reducing components on the cell surfaces
serve as reducing and stabilizing (or capping) agents [163]; however, this
method is time consuming (B30 days) and expensive too.
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13.4 Necessity of functionalization of NMs for remediation
of organic contaminants
Several physical (e.g., membrane filtration, adsorption, and coagulation-flocculation), chemical (e.g., catalytic degradation, chemical precipitation, ion
exchange, and oxidation), and biological approaches have been used to
degrade noxious pollutants [143,144]. Among them all, adsorption was established as the most efficient method due to its simplicity and cost-effective
methodology [166168]. Due to high surface area and reasonable band-gap
semiconductors, NMs (e.g., TiO2, ZnO, CdS, SnO2, WO3, and Fe2O3) show
superior properties of adsorption with photocatalysis [169171]. However,
their limitations, such as charge-carrier trapping, hole-electron recombination, mediated interfacial charge transfer, and limited accessible surface area,
hinder their feasibility. In order to avoid the aforementioned drawbacks,
functionalization of NMs via polymer coating, surface oxidation, or deposition of dopants into the original material’s framework, etc., is a new method
trend [172,173]. Moreover, to evade bioaccumulation and control the enrichment of a particular metallic framework, alternative methods should be
promoted.

13.5 Working mechanism of FNPs
Although similar to NMs, FNPs work in different ways (Fig. 13.8): (1) sorbents (absorb contaminats inside such as sponges, moss); (2) adsorption
(absorb contaminats on surface such as CNTs, metal nanoparticles); (3) filteration via membranes; (4) chemical reactions like dechlorination, reduction, oxidation; and (5) finally, photocatalysis where FNPs act as adsorbent/
photocatalyst. When these nanocatalysts with small band gap are exposed to
a light source (UV or visible) electron-hole pairs are generated that ultimately degrade the OPs into nontoxic products via photooxidation (e.g.,
change of H2O or H2O2 into OH) or photoreduction (e.g., change of O2 into
FIGURE 13.8 Several types of working mechanisms for FNPs.
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O2
and OHU) [174176]. Doping or coupling prevents the electron-hole
2
recombination due to this e2, and h1 remains longer in the conduction and
valence bands, respectively. Doping with other nanoparticles and smaller
size NM enhances the rate of degradation. Doping can also tailor the nanocatalyst’s band gap, and, consequently, the photooxidation or photoreduction
will become easier. Photocatalytic degradation of several pollutants using
functionalized nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 13.8. Due to their characteristic
destructive nature, they do not involve mass transfer, and the process can be
carried out under ambient conditions where atmospheric O2 is used as
oxidant.

13.6 Importance of green synthesis in FNMs
Green synthesis employing sunlight or nontoxic environmentally benign and
renewable materials such as water, ionic liquids, microbes, plant-based surfactants, or a combination of those can be used on a large scale. Fig. 13.9
represents the various green methodologies used for synthesis of NMs.
Functionalized NMs synthesized via green methods are low cost and are
effective catalysts for remediation of environmental pollutants. Despite this,
they are not used as often as probes for contaminants. RGO-based plasmonic
nanohybrids (e.g., AgRGO, AuRGO, and Ag/AuRGO) synthesized
using extracts of baker’s yeast showed exceptional photothermal transformation adeptness for waste desalination and purification under visible light
[177]. Moreover, AgRGO synthesized by means of aqueous extracts of
Psidium guajava leaves showed a detection capability for methylene blue
(MB) even at very low concentrations [178]. A magnetic nanohybrid of
PdFe3O4 synthesized by use of Fe(III)-reducing bacterium (Geobacter sulfurreducens) converted iodobenzene to ethyl acrylate and styrene through the
Heck coupling reaction in 3 h [179]. The bimetallic PdAu nanostructures
produced by Shewanella oneidensis were found to be effective for dehalogenation of many organic impurities including pharmaceutical drugs [180].
Compared to bare Ag or Au, FNPs like AgCu prepared by use of leaf
extracts of Prosopis cineraria offers advantages of superior antibacterial
activity and cytotoxicity against human breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7)
[181]. Biofunctionalization of Ag and GO with phenylalanine peptide (i.e.,
GO-peptide-Ag) nanohybrids showed electrochemical detection of small
molecules like H2O2 [182]. The almond shell was applied to conjugate the
Ag-almond nanocomposites obtained from Ruta graveolens sleeves, which
acts as both reducing and stabilizing agents, and was able to degrade 4nitrophenol, rhodamine B (RhB), and MB [183]. Nanocomposites of GO
with crystalline cellulose displayed astonishing adsorption capacity for MB
(2630 mg/g) [184]. Additionally, celluloseAg nanocomposites have unlimited talent for commercial applications (e.g., catalysis, antibacterial, sensor,
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FIGURE 13.9 Various green
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and environmental) [185]. Silver nanoparticles with Amaranthus gangeticus
may be able to remove more than 50% of Congo red dye in 15 min [186].
Anthracene and dyes can be removed via photocatalysis using biosynthesized nanocomposites of ZnO and copper oxide with graphene oxide
[187,188]. Fardood and his research group biofabricated several nanocomopites of moss (e.g., Zn, Cu, and Ni) and ferrites (e.g., Ni-Cu-Zn,
NiCuMg, and Cu-Fe3O4) by use of gel, gum, or plants, and used them as
catalysts for organic synthesis and photocatalysis for removal of OPs
[189192]. In addition, supermagnetic MgFe2O4@γAl2O3 FNPs were used
for remediation of several reactive dyes [191193]. Green tea or starch fabricated iron-based FNPs have been considered for photocatalysis [194196].
Compared to bare ones, green synthesized FNPs showed superior activities:
bimetallic Fe/Pd. Fe and Fe2O3@ZnHCF nanocubes. ZnHCF. Fe2O3
nanoparticles [197199]. Better catalytic efficiency of green teairon nanoparticles than Fe nanoparticles fabricated by borohydride reduction further
supported this fact [200].
Shanker and his research group applied several green methods based on
sunlight assisted by synthesis and plant extracts (e.g., A. marmelos, S. mukorossi, A. indica) for fabrication of bimettalic oxides, metal hexacyanoderrates,
and cobaltates nanostructures for photocatalytic degradation of several OPs
[4446,51,146,147,201208].
Green synthesized, highly crystalline, sharp metal hexacyanoferrates
(KCuHCF . KNiHCF . KCoHCF) (Fig. 13.10) and transition MO nanostructures obtained via the use of sunlight and natural surfactants (A. marmelos) were able to photodegrade quantitative (more than 90%) amounts of
dyes [146,147,201204]. Biogenic Ag NPs obtained from different sources
like Polygonum Hydropiper, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Morinda tinctoria leaf extracts have different degradation ability for dye removal under sunlight irradiation: 100% in 13 min [209], 90% in 6 h [210], and 95% in 72 h
[211], respectively.
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FIGURE 13.10 PXRD pattern of (A) ZnO, (B)
ZnHCF, and (C) ZnO@ZnHCF.
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FIGURE 13.11 FE-SEM image and EDS pattern of (A) ZnO, (B) ZnHCF, and (C)
ZnO@ZnHCF.
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(C)

Metal hexacyanoferrate nanoparticles (10100 nm) were more effective
for removing toxic PAHs under sunlight than under UV light and with dark
exposure. Depending upon the size of the rings, molecular weight, and aromaticity, anthracene was initially adsorbed followed by degradation to maximum content over the surface of the photocatalyst more effectively than
phenanthrene, fluorine, chrysene, and BaP in water (70%93%) along with
soil (68%84%) at neutral pH under daylight contact. The XRD pattern, FESEM images of zinc oxide, zinc hexacyanoferrate, and their composites are
presented in Figs. 13.10 and 13.11. While the photocatalytic degradation of
BPA is shown in Fig. 13.12. Their potential was increased by the discovery
of minor and less-toxic metabolites that led to mineralization Fig. 13.13.
Crystalline nanocubes of Fe2O3@ZnHCF and ZnO@ZnHCF nanocomposite were synthesized using water and the A. indica plant extract, a locally
available plant. Phytochemicals like benzoquinones, saponin, and polyphenols have a tendency to regulate particle growth by minimizing interfacial
tension. Functionalization with doping improved the surface-to-volume ratio
area from 343 to 114 m2/g and band energy from 2.18 to 2.2 eV) as well
because of the synergistic effect of both semiconductors, which were moss
and ZnHCF. This fact is supported by 36 times better adsorption of
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FIGURE 13.13 Degradation pathways of Bisphenol A over the surface of ZnO@ZnHCF nanocubes (Concentration; 2 mg/L; pH:B7; catalyst dose: 25 mg; natural sunlight).

chrysene (Xm 5 45.45 mg/g) by doped nanocubes than bare ZnHCF
(Xm 5 16.22 mg/g) and Fe2O3 (Xm 5 7.348 mg/g). Here, iron oxides and ZnO
were modified via doping with ZnHCF, and doped materials showed
enhanced photocatalytic first-order degradation of chrysene and BPA under
sunlight, respectively. They initially adsorbed them on their surfaces via the
Langmuir adsorption mechanism A very small amount, 25 mg, of FNPs was
able to degradae 92% of 2 mg/L of chrysene [198]. For BPA degradation the
trend of ZnOZnHCF was highest (97%), followed by ZnHCF (88%) and
ZnO (75%). Finally, BPA was converted to minor and small nontoxic oxidative chemicals like malealdehyde, propionic acid, and but-2-ene-1,2,4-triol
by countless UOH generated by conduction of wrapped nanocomposite. Both
of the functionalized catalysts are easily regenerated and used up to ten
cycles, emphasizing their high potential for industrial applications.
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Degradation pathways, along with byproducts of PAHs, have been shown
in Figs. 13.14 and 13.15. Functionalization further improved charge separation and prevented the charge carriers’ recombination because of the movement of photogenerated electrons from photocatalysts to photosensitizer.
Recently, mixtures of two or more oxides have been reported for photocatalytic efficiency. Green synthesis is commonly used for metal oxides, but
is limited for bimetaalic and higher forms. Fardood and his research group
[212] carried out green functionalization of ZnO with Ce ion or Ag for
photocatalytic degradation of OPs. Rani and Shanker fabricated bimetallic
oxides (below 50 nm), such as NiCuO nanorods, CuCr2O4 nanoflowers,
and NiCrO3 nanospheres via use of A. marmelos leaf extract consisting of
terpenoids, alkaloids, and phenylpropanoids as phytochemicals for controlling the morphology of FNPs. Under optimized conditions of concentration,
catalyst dose and pH of solution, FNPs (15 g) were able to degrade a maximum content (87%97%) of noxious phenols (1 3 1024 M). 3-aminophenol
was more basic than phenol and 2,4-dinitrophenols, therefore more attracted
toward the acidic surface of catalysts and much degraded. The degradation
efficiency of bimetallic oxides (BMOs) of NiCu oxide, NiCr oxide, and
Cu-Cr oxide are in order of zeta potential, brunauer-emmett-teller surface
area, and the uniform distribution of nanoparticles of both oxides involved.
The characterization of BMOs via XRD, FE-SEM, and TEM is shown in
Figs. 13.1613.18. The byproduct obtained from degradation (e.g., oxidation
and cleavage of benzene-rings) of phenols were oxalic acid, benzoquinone,
(Z)-hex-3-enedioic acid, (Z)-but-2-enal, and (Z)-4-oxobut-2-enoic acid
(Figs. 13.1913.21). Moreover, like metal oxide FNPs with ZnHCF, mixtures of metal oxides are less expensive because they use an inexpensive
synthesizing process and are reusable (n 5 10) with an enhanced charge
separation.
Different researchers of FNPs observed diverse possibilities for the use of
FNPs fabricated from green sources and containing different phytochemicals
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FIGURE 13.15 Proposed degradation pathway
for the degradation of (A) BaA and (B) BaP
over ZnHCF@ZnO nanocubes (Concentration;
2 mg/L; pH:B7; catalyst dose: 25 mg; natural
sunlight.
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surfactants. Thanks to that research, numerous FNPs of different size and
morphology were obtained. Hence, in view of this, commercialization of
green synthesized FNPs should be encouraged.

13.7 Organic dyes
Among the cheap and highly efficient FNPs, TiO2 followed by ZnO, iron
oxides, NiO2 and silica-based NMs (nanocomposites and biocomposites),
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FIGURE 13.16 PXRD spectra of (A) NiCuO,
(B) CuCr2O4, and (C) NiCrO3 nanoparticles.
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FIGURE 13.17 FE-SEM images of (A)
NiCuO, (B) CuCr2O4, and (C) NiCrO3
nanoparticles.
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FIGURE 13.18 TEM images with SAED patterns of (A) NiCuO, (B) CuCr2O4, and (C)
NiCrO3 nanoparticles.
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metal oxides nanoparticles.
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along with metals (Fe, Pt and Pd) have been widely fabricated due to their
wide band gap, high surface area, and intense performance observed for individual FNPs [213,214]. A commercially available TiO2 semiconductor is
cheap, highly responsive to UV or visible irradiation, and photostable with
less toxicity [215217]. Though TiO2 needs UV radiation for activation,
TiO2 doped with N-graphene (5 wt%) was able to degrade 60% of dye within
3 h under visible light [218]. Here, doping with N, because it is more electron rich, converted TiO2 into OTiN, and reduced the binding energy of
Ti due to less electronegativeity of N over O [219221]. Graphene provided
high surface area for rapid adsorption and quick attachment of organic
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FIGURE 13.20 proposed degradation pathway
of 3-aminophenol over the surface of bimetallic
metal oxides nanoparticles.
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FIGURE 13.21 Proposed degradation pathway of 2,4-dinitrophenol over the surface of bimetallic metal oxides nanoparticles.

materials to nanocomposites. Doping also introduced the new energy level
via the inclusion of metal oxides or electron rich elements and hence,
reduced the band gap and shifted the absorption to longer wavelengths.
Doped FNPs are more efficient in the removal of most contaminants by formation of nontoxic, unstable byproducts or mineralization in short intervals.
The combination of CuO and silver with TiO2 further reduced the degradation time for dye (100% within 45160 min) [218,222]. Other examples are
HesTiO2 (Hesperidin modified TiO2), graphene oxide and TiO2 doped with
Sr21 [168,223], and Fe31 and Pt41 impregnated TiO2 nanostructures used
for the rapid removal of organic colorants [224].
ZnO has gained attention over the past few years because of doping using
n-type and p-type conductivity, that has resulted in high transparency, piezoelectricity, and chemical-sensing effects. However, ZnO has the possibility
of photocorrosion and a decrease of photocatalytic activity in aqueous
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solutions. Methyl orange was massively (95%) removed by Al-doped ZnO
(3% of Al) in 2 h [225], but Ag needed 12 h for the same process [226].
Transition metal-doped ZnO nanoparticles converted MO into eleven intermediates [227]. Iron nanoparticles (Fe0, Fe3O4) removed the organic contaminants (OCs) via redox reaction. Congo red was effectively removed by
Gd31-doped cobalt ferrites [228], magnetic Sr5(PO4)3(OH)/Fe3O4 [229,230],
sulfanilic acid-modified P25 TiO2 [231], and bimetallic FeZn nanoparticles
[232]. Due to higher extent of OH radicals produced, Alizarin red S (ARS)
was removed by polypyrrole-coated Fe3O4 (60 min) and ZnO/poly (1-naphthylamine) nanoparticles in acidic pH [233]. ARS degraded in to smaller
byproducts under microwave radiation using ZnO nanohybrids by Riaz et al.
[234].
Introduction of COOH and NH2 group on silica improved its selectivity and adsorption capacity rate due to its high surface areas and robust electrostatic interactions (4751). The -COOH functionalized cubic cage-type
KIT-5 mesoporous silica exhibited excellent adsorption capacities for different types of cationic dyes in comparison to pure silica KIT-5. CuICuO
nanocomposites [235] also exhibited high catalytic efficiency at neutral pH
due to lesser ion screening of H1 and OH2 ions. ZnSe/graphene [236],
copper-clay [237], Th(IV) tungstomolybdate [238], ZnS quantum dots (QDs)
with Fe31ions [239], BiOBr/montmorillonite composite, Pt-graphene and Pdgraphene [240], and Ta-doped ZnO nanocomposites [241] are also reported
for remediation of dye. For cationic dye, the nanographite/Fe3O4 composite
was favored at pH more than 10.0 because of increased negative charges
[242]. Ag/ZnO/graphene oxide gave better results (95% degradation in
8 min) for rhodamine B under solar light irradiation [243]. Green synthesized
ZnO/GO nanocomposite had better efficiency for Brilliant blue-R, and other
dyes than annealed ones (90.64% degradation) [187,244,245]. Table 13.4
represents various NMs used for the degradation of various organic dyes.
Recently [102] reported facile green synthesis of various MOs functionalized
with PMMA and their use for the degradation of methylene blue dye.
Figs. 13.22 and 13.23 represents the FE-SEM images of nanocomposites and
the degradation profile of methylene blue. A reusability analysis of nanocomposites for MB degradation also revealed that it was recyclable ten times
without significant loss in the activity. Photodegradation of Eriochrome
Black T using Fe31 and Pt41 impregnated TiO2 nanostructures was reported.
The degradation profile is presented as Fig. 13.24 [246]. The degradation
pathway is presented as Fig. 13.25. BiVO4 and gold nanoparticles loaded on
activated carbon. [247,248], Sn/Al2O3 [249], PdZnS/rGO [250], and Ptand Pd-graphene nanocomposites [240] were also reported as photocatalysts
for dye.
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TABLE 13.4 List of various Nanoparticles used for dye degradation.
Nanoparticles

Dye

Remarks

References

Nanocrystalline TiO2/
activated carbon
composite

Chromotrope
2R

Effective
photodegradation under
UV irradiation with 80activated carbon-TiO2
calcined at 450oC.
%
Initial quantum
yield 5 1.01%

Wang et al.,
2007

Sr5(PO4)3(OH)/Fe3O4
(0.20 g)

Congo red

89% Adsorption
capacit

Zhang et al.,
2016 [206]

Bimetallic Fe/
NiPolyacrylic acid
functionalized
commercial
polyvinylidene
fluoride membrane

Methyl
orange

More than 80%
degradation within
120 min at pH 4.0 due
to formation of nickel
hydride, which
facilitated azo dye
adsorption process

Sikhwivhilu
and
Moutloali,
2015

Intercalated CdS into
titanate (0.08 g)

Congo red

Complete removal in
15 min

Sehati and
Entezari,
2016

SilverTiO2
nanocomposites

Eosin Y

100% degradation with
50% of mineralization
in 160 min

Alfaro et al.,
2011 [198]

Multielement-doped
ZrO2

Indigo
carmine

Complete
photodegradation with
Eu, C, N, S-doped ZrO2
(0.6% Eu) in 150 min

Agorku et al.,
2015

Cr-doped titanium
oxide

Methyl
orange

Nearly 90% of the dye
was degraded using 5%
mol Cr31-doped TiO2
nanoparticles in a time
period of around
350 min

Hamadanian
et al., 2014

Bimetallic Fe/Pd

Orange II

98% Degradation with
green synthesized
bimetallic nanoparticles
and only 16% of the
dye removal with Fe
nanoparticles

Luo et al.,
2016 [177]

Au loaded on
activated carbon
(0.015 g)

Alizarin red S

More than 95%
degradation in 5 min

Roosta et al.,
2014 [211]
(Continued )
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TABLE 13.4 (Continued)
Nanoparticles

Dye

Remarks

References

Cu0.5Mn0.5Fe2O4
nanospinels

Brilliant
green

The adsorption order:
MnFe2O4 , CuFe2O4
, Mn0.2Cu0.8Fe2O4
, Mn0.8Cu0.2Fe2O4
, Mn0.4Cu0.6Fe2O4 ,
Mn0.5Cu0.5Fe2O4(92%)

Hashemian et
al., 2015

Nanocrystalline
CoFe2O4

Brilliant blueR

6593% adsorption
within 1 min;
equilibrium in
60120 min

Khan et al.,
2015

Graphene quantumdots

New fuchsin
(6 mg/L)

95.83% degradation
within 110 min

Roushani et
al., 2015

CdS embedded on
Zeolite A

Crystal violet

80%
photodecolorization in
20 min under sunlight

NezamzadehEjhieh and
Banan, 2012

Nanographite/Fe3O4
composite

Methyl violet

98.9% degradation at
pH above 10;
adsorption of the dye
strongly increased with
increasing pH because
increased negative
charges favors the
interaction between
cationic dye and
negatively charged
adsorbent

Li et al., 2014
[220]

1%Ta-doped ZnO

Methylene
blue

99% degradation at pH
8.0 with catalyst
annealed at 700 oC at
low alkaline pH, %high
hydroxylation of the
catalyst surface attracts
the cationic dye

Kong et al.,
2010 [219]

CuICuO
nanocomposite

Malachite
green

High adsorption
capacity 5 136.6 mg/g
in a time less than
20 min

Nekouei et
al., 2016
[214]

13.7.1 Degradation of pesticides by functionalized NMs
Like dyes, FNPs based on TiO2, ZnO, and Fe0 were reported as being the
most economic, rapid, and effective photocatalysts for pesticides (80%
100% removal) under UV irradiation and sunlight. They not only adsorbed
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FIGURES 13.22 FE-SEM & EDS patterns of ZnOPMMA, Ni2O3PMMA,
CuOPMMA,
and
Fe2O3PMMA
nanocomposite.
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FIGURE 13.23 Proposed degradation pathway for the degradation of
MB over ZnOPMMA nanocomposite (concentration; 2 mg/L; pH:B7;
catalyst dose: 80 mg; natural sunlight).
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contaminants, but also degraded them via photocatalytic, redox, and reactive
methods. H2O2 further improved their oxidative efficiency with more OH
radicals produced. Only the OCs and OPs were frequently degraded by ZnO/
clay, Fe/zeolite and TiO2/zeolite, and TiO2/chitosan (e.g., nanobiocomposites
with enhanced activity and biocompatibility). Not much attention has been
paid to emerging contaminants like carbamates and substituted urea.
Photocatalytic efficiency of TiO2 doped with nitrogen (1.6:1 molar ratio)
is almost double for OCs than that of bare TiO2 [250], (2008). Lindane was
degraded successfully with N-doped TiO2 (Fig. 13.26) [251] and bimetallic
Fe-Pd within 8 h [252]. Bimetallic NiFe nanostructures were found to have
potential at weakly acidic or alkaline pH for degradation of DDT [253]
(Fig. 13.27). Aldrin, endrin, and lindane were massively adsorbed by Fe3O4polystyrene [254]. On the other hand, CZnOCdS combination worked on
photocatalysis for 98% removal of 4-chloro phenol [174] (Fig. 13.28).
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13.8 Degradation of Organophosphorus (OP) pesticides by
FNMs
Comparable OCs, TiO2, and iron-based FNPs worked as heterogeneous
photocatalysts for remediation of commonly used OPs like malathion, chlorpyrifos, and parathion methamidophos [258263]. Under solar irradiation,
malathion was completely removed by photocatalyst 2% WO3/TiO2, while
47% mineralization was obtained with bare TiO2 [256]. Doping with two or
more transition metals further improved the efficiency, or quantum yield, of
surface processes due to an increase in the number of energy levels between
CB and VB edge of TiO2 as well increase in surface area (Malathion
removal: 172% with AuPdTiO2 nanotube film) [257]. Moreover, metal
ions facilitated charge parting of e— and h1 and acted as charge-carrier trappers. On the basis of doping identity and concentration, a number of Ti31
ion with more surface defects are produced and enable effectual adsorption
of atmospheric or moisturized oxygen on a titania surface. Charge transfer
transition of electrons occurs between energy levels of dopants and TiO2
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[264]. TiO2 functionalized with Ag and Au are effectively employed for the
degradation of OPs containing phenols at pHB 3 [265]. Monocrotophos and
quinalphos were degraded to their maximum extent using ZnO/TiO2 (7:3 or
8:2) [266]. Monocrotophos with dichlorvos and phoxim were ereadicated by
doped nanocomposites TiO2  SiO2 beads, TiO2 supported on zeolite,
IO3 2 TiO2, LaZnO, and La-doped TiO2 [267,268270]. Other FNPs used
for the treatment of OPs (e.g., dichlorvos, monocrotophos, malathion) are
ZnOzeolite,
CuOchitosan,
CuOmontmorillonitechitosan,
and
CuOmontmorillonite gumghatti nanobiocomposites (biopolymers are good
adsorbents) [271273]. Henych et al., [274] demonstrated reactive degradation of toxic OPs like malathion and parathion methyl with mixed metals
and their oxides in organic medium. The efficiency composites order was as
follows: Ti/Ce oxides (2:8 and 1:1 molar ratio). nanotitania; TiO2/CeO2
.pure CeO2.
Both surface area and porosity were enhanced for OPs due to a solid collaboration of Ti with Ce that resulted in high production of Ce31 and formation of Ti41 states. A few degradation studies by FNMs are also available on
miscellaneous pesticides like carbamate and SU. TiO2 functionalized with
polyacrylonitrilenanofiber and Fe supported on Zeolite was used for complete oxidation of aldicarb and Methomyl under UV radiation, respectively
[273,275]. Gold doped to ZnO and TiO2 increased the degradation percentage of chloridazone within a shorter time due to prevention of the electronhole recombination [276]. In similar way, Feo/Fe3O4 and Fe3O4@Au com% removal at acidic pH from
posite worked for thiamethoxam and imidacloprid
water under irradiation [277]. Depending on the absence or presence of
H2O2, Feo/Fe3O4 behaved as reducing or as oxidizing catalysts [278]. Ru
doped TiO%2 and Ag/chitosan nanobiocomposite used for 8098% removal of
metsulfuron-methyl and Atrazine [279,280] while only 40% achieved with
bare MOss. Further details of various OCs and OPs and other pesticdes
degraded by FNMs are shown in Table 13.5 and 13.6.

13.8.1 Degradation of phenols and BPA by FNMs
Phenols, nitro as well amino, are extensively used in industries as reactants/
intermediates for synthesis of dyes and pesticides. Therefore they are found
in abundance in the environment due to industrial discharges and breakdown
of those organic compounds. They are employed as prototypical for acute
estimation of photoactivity of synthesized FNPs. The modified FNPs (e.g.,
doped, composite, Fenton type) that are used for treatment of dyes and pesticides are almost adapted for degradation of phenols and amines from wastewaters in UV and visible light. For example, PrTiO2 [281], Bi-TiO2
nanotubes [282]), TiO2 and ZnO composites with graphene (Malekshoar
et al., 2014), and TiO2 and CuO functionalized with H2O2 [281,283]. FNPs
are highly active due to the synergistic effects of their constituents:

TABLE 13.5 List of various OCs and OPs pesticides degraded using nanoparticles.
Pesticide (/mgL)

Nanoparticles

Brief summary

Mechanism

Reference

Lindane (5 3 1024
mmol/L)

Degussa P-25, Anatase TiO2,
N-doped TiO2

Effectively degraded (100%) under visible
light, k 5 0.099/min, 0.117/min, 0.007/min

Photodegradation

Senthilnathan
and Philip,
2010 [225]

Lindane (5)

FeS stabilized by biopolymers

94% of degradation in 8 h

Oxidative
degradation

Paknikar et al.,
2005

Aldrin, Endrin,
Lindane

Fe3O4 supported on
polystyrene

24.7 mg/g, 33.5 mg/g, 10.2 mg/g

Adsorption

Jing et al., 2013
[228]

DDT (150 mL of
100 μg/mL)

Bimetallic Ni/Fe

Effective degradation in 4 h with higher
efficiency in alkaline or weakly acidic
medium, k 5 0.6073/s

Redox degradation

Tian et al., 2009
[227]

Lindane (1)

Bimetallic FePd

Degraded under: aerobic (65%;) and
anaerobic (100%)

Redox degradation

Joo et al., 2008

Di and tri
chlorophenoxy
acetic acid (20)

ZnO/γFe2O3

55.2 and 57.0%

Photocatalytic
degradation

Abdullah et al.,
2013

4-Chloro phenol
(10)

C/ZnO/CdS

98.0% in 120 min

Photocatalytic
degradation

Lavand and
Malghe, 2015
[155]

Lindane

Ag-reduced GO

99.9%

Degradation

Gupta et al.,
2015

Monocrotophos,
dichlorv (20)

TiO2Zeolite

100%

Photocatalysis

Gomez et al.,
2015 [241]
(Continued )

TABLE 13.5 (Continued)
Pesticide (/mgL)

Nanoparticles

Brief summary

Mechanism

Reference

Phoxim (20)

La-doped TiO2

Complete mineralization after 4 h

Photocatalysis

Dai et al., 2009
[242]

Monocrotophos,
quinalphos

ZnO/TiO2

84.2% and 96%, k 5 0.00567/min and
0.00199/min

Photocatalysis

Kaur et al.,
2013 [238]

Malathion (10)
ppm

ZnO, TiO2, Au/ZnO

30.0% degradation within 30 min

Photocatalysis

Fouad and
Mohamed,
2012 [247]

Malathion (12)

TiO2 (anatase)/WO3 (2 wt.%

Complete degradation after 2 h

Photocatalysis

Ramos-Delgado
et al., 2013

Chlorpyrifos,
cypermethrin,
chlorothalonil

Coating of Fe-granularactivated carbon

With H2O2 (100 mg/L), complete
degradation in 1 min
K 5 0.017 2 0.024/min

Oxidation

Affam et al.,
2015

Chloropyrifos (10)

Au and Ag supported on Al

Complete degradation within 3 h

Adsorption

Bootharaju and
Pradeep, 2012

Monocrotophos
(16)

ZnO supported on Zeolite

100% degradation in 4 h

Photocatalysis

Tomasevic et
al., 2010 [245]

Malathion (2)

CuOChitosan

99.9% (k 5 0.53 g/mg/min)

Adsorption

Jaiswal et al.,
2012 [243]

Chlorpyrifos (5)

CoFe2O4@TiO2reduced G

89.9% in 60 min

Photocatalysis

Gupta et al.,
2015

Dichlorvos
(20100)

CuOMMT

83.2%

Adsorption

Sahithya et al.,
2015 [244]
(Continued )

TABLE 13.5 (Continued)
Pesticide (/mgL)

Nanoparticles

Brief summary

Mechanism

Reference

Dichlorvos
(20100)

CuOMMT supported on
chitosan Gum ghatti and poly
lactic acid

93.4, 87.8 and 63.3% removal, respectively

Adsorption

Sahithya et al.,
2015 [244]

Parathion methyl
(PM)

Titania-iron mixed oxides

Highest degradation ( , 70%) with Ti:Fe
ratio 0.25)

SN2

Henych et al.,
2015

PM(100 μL of
10,000 mg/L)

Titania-ceria mixed oxides

Highest degradation at Ti:Ce 2:8 and 1:1
molar ratio

SN2

Henych et al.,
2016 [246]

Glyphosate

Fe3O4@SiO2@UiO-67

High adsorption capacity (256.54 mg/g), low
detection limit (0.093 mg/L) for glyphosate

Synchronous
Adsorption/
detection

Yang et al.,
2018

Atrazine

Iron oxide nanoparticles and
chitosan

Maximum removal of 91.6%96% removal

Uniform
nanoporous
ultrafiltration
membrane

Mukherjee et al.
2018 [250]

TABLE 13.6 List of various miscellaneous pesticides (including carbamate and pyrethroid) degraded using nanoparticles.
Pesticide(mg/L)

Bulk/nanoparticles

Brief summary

Mechanism

References

Methomyl(16) (Carbamate)

Fezeolite(1or 5 g/L)

100% degradation in 4 h

Photocatalysis

Tomasevic et al.,
2010 [245]

Pyridazinone Pesticides:
Chloridazon (10)

Au/TiO2 (1024, 3 3 1025,
1025 M)

50% in 30 min

Photocatalysis

Fouad and
Mohamed, 2012
[247]

Chloridazon (20)

Fe3O4 and coreshell
Fe3O4@Au (1024M)

. 90% degradation

Photocatalysis

Fouad and
Mohamed, 2011
[248]

Permethrin (25 ml, 0.1 mg/L)
(Pyrethroid Pesticide)

ZnOchitosan (0.5 g)

99%

Adsorption

Dehaghi et al.,
2014

Neonicotinoids Pesticides:
Imidacloprid, Thiamethoxam,
Clothianidin

Immobilized TiO2

Mineralized within 2 h with
k 5 5 0.035, 0.019, and 0.021/min,
respectively.

Photocatalysis
(UV)

Zabar et al.,
2012

Imidacloprid, Isoproctum,
Phosphamidon (1.14 3 1024 M
each)

5 wt% TiO2 supported on
porous nanosilica (3 g/L)

At neutral pH, degradation within 90,
240, and 120 min, respectively.

Photocatalysis
(UV)

Sharma et al.,
2009

Thiamethoxam (20 mL; 50 mg/L)
Imidacloprid (20 mL; 35 mg/L)

Fe/Fe3O4 (0.06 mol/L)
with/or H2O2

. 90% in 30 min, highly efficient in
acidic conditions.

Redox
degradation

de Urzedo et al.,
2009

Atrazine (2 g)

Ag-chitosan (1 L of 1 mg/
L)

98% degradation in 65 min.

Adsorption

Saifuddin et al.,
2011 [249]
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FeWO4@ZnWO4/ZnO.
ZnWO4/ZnO
and
FeWO4
[285]
and
CuOCo3O4@MnO2 activated with peroxymonosulfate. Cu@MnO2 and
Co@MnO2 alone [286].
BPA is found in industrial and domestic household wastewater, and
extensive studies are available on its degradation or removal via selective
adsorption and photodegradation (Table 13.8). The examples of catalysts are:
ZnFe2O4ZrO2, Au deposited on TiO2 [287], TiO2/graphene/Cu2O [288],
γ-C3N4/BiOBr [289], Pd-mesoporous graphite carbon nitride (Pd/mpg-C3N4)
[290], and hybrid iron core-shell magnetic catalysts [291], Fenton like catalyst Cu-doped AlPO4 with H2O2 [292]. More details about degradation of
phenols and BPA are summarized in Table 13.7 and 13.8.

13.8.2 Degradation of PAHs by FNMs
Compared to dyes and pesticides, emerging PAHs are studied less than functionalized NM photocatalysts in assisted degradation. Reasons for this might
include less knowledge about PAH standards and their expensiveness. For
removal of PAHs TiO2- and ZnO-based FNPs were used extensively for
complete and quick mineralization. FNPs potential was observed in their
lack of toxic byproducts and short-lived metabolites. Ti doped to
ZnOCr2O3 and La/N codoped TiO2 supported on activated carbon are
employed for quantitative removal of naphthalene within 24 h via photomechanism [293,294]. In the absence of light, a hybrid, gel-derived ZrO2acetylacetonate was used for whole mineralization of phenanthrene in wastewater at 30 C [295]. Phenanthrene, being stable, was quickly removed with
CoTiO2 nanotubes compared to that of native TiO2, which took 12 h for its
degradation [296]. Chrysene was degraded with curcumin-modified, conjugated ZnO (Zn(cur)O) within 2.2 h [297]. A mixture of TiO2/Fe2O3 rapidly
removed BaP in 90 h using only TiO2 (363 h), further suggesting the importance of functilization [298]. Fatty acids coated on Fe3O4 showed rapid
adsorption (5 min) of BaP and indicated excellent adsorbency at room temperature [299]. High-molecular-weight PAHs, such as BP, IP, BKF, and
DBA, are presumed to treat environmental pollutants with new, advanced,
and more efficient FNPs due to their high stability, longer half-lives, and
recalcitrance to biodegradation. Table 13.9 represents various PAHs
degraded by some of the FNMs.

13.9 Toxicity and functionalized nanoparticles
Functionalized NPs are used as multifunctional tools in nanobiotechnology
and medicine [300302]. Subbiah et al. [303] reviewed the safe and widespread applications of functionalized NPs in biomedicine. FNPs are better
than traditional therapeutics and nearly 26 FNP-based medicines are in medical use (Zhang et al., 2008). For example, greater antibacterial characteristics

TABLE 13.7 Comparison data for degradation of phenols using nanoparticles.
Target

Nanoparticles

Brief summary

Mechanism

References

Phenol

Ultrasound/H2O2/CuO
process

Oxidant: H2O2, reaction temperature: 29.5 C

Heterogeneous
catalyst

Drijvers et
al., 1999

Phenol
(40 mg/L)

Graphene-based titanium
dioxide and zinc oxide
composites (TiO2G,
ZnOG)

Complete degradation within 60 min while using
coupled ZnOG/TiO2-G photocatalysts

Photocatalytic
activity (solar)

Malekshoar
et al., 2014

Phenol

FeWO4@ZnWO4/ZnO

Photocatalytic activity: FeWO4@ZnWO4/ZnO
composite . than FeWO4 and ZnWO4/ZnO;
synergetic effect of ZnWO4/ZnO and
FeWO4@ZnWO4/ZnO

Visible-light
photocatalytic
activity

Wang et al.,
2016

Phenol

Pr-doped TiO2 (1 g/L)

Complete degradation in aqueous solutions after 2 h
irradiation; 0.072 mol% of Pr(III)

Photocatalytic
degradation

Chiou and
Juang, 2007

Phenols
(30 mg/L)

Peroxymonosulfate activated
by CuOCo3O4@MnO2

Synergistic effect between bi-metallic oxides of Cu
and Co; 100%; Efficient 0.5%Cu2%CoMnO2 than
0.5%Cu@MnO2 or 2%Co@MnO2 alone

Photocatalytic
degradation

Khan et al.,
2017

Phenol

Bismuth-doped TiO2
nanotubes composite

Efficiency: bismuth doped TiO2 (by a factor of 4) .
undoped TiO2 rate was 5.2 times faster due to OH
and superoxides

Photocatalytic
degradation
(visible light)

Ali et al.,
2017

2,4dinitrophenol
(2,4-DNP)
(40 mg/L)

Al2O3-supported Fe(III)5sulfosalicylic acid (ssal)
complex 1.0 g/L

pH 2.5; 30 C; c H2O2 : 5 mmol/L; 100 min

Solar-lightassisted Fenton
oxidation

Wang et al.,
2010 [126]

(Continued )

TABLE 13.7 (Continued)
Target

Nanoparticles

Brief summary

Mechanism

References

2,4-DNP

Popcorn balls-like
ZnFe2O4ZrO2 microsphere

rate of ZnFe2O4ZrO2photocatalyst (mass ratio of
ZnFe2O4/ZrO2 5 5 2:1) was almost 7.4 and 2.4 times
higher than those of pure ZnFe2O4 and ZrO2

Photocatalytic
degradation
(simulated solar
visible)

Chen et al.,
2017

2,4-DNP

Nanosized particles of TiO2

At a pH of 8, 70% removal within 7 h

Photocatalytic
degradation (UV)

Shukla et al.,
2009

2,4-DNP

ε-Bi2O3/Bi2MoO6 composites

Solar and visible light irradiation

Photocatalytic
degradation

Ma et al.,
2014

2,4-DNP

Bamboo-inspired
hierarchical nanoarchitecture
of Ag/CuO/TiO2 nanotube
array

Under simulated solar light irradiation, the 2,4dinitrophenol (2,4-DNP) photocatalytic degradation
rate over Ag/CuO/TiO2 was about 2.0, 1.5, and 1.2
times that over TiO2 nanotubes, CuO/TiO2 and Ag/
TiO2, respectively

Photocatalytic
degradation

Zhang et al.,
2016 [206]

3Aminophenol

Aqueous TiO2 suspensions

TiO2 P25 Degussa as the photocatalyst

Photodegradation

San et al.,
2001

pAminophenol
(20 mg/L)

CuO supported Clinoptilolite
(2.0 g/L)

H2O2 and potassium bromate considerably increased
the rate of degradation at pH 6.0

solar
photocatalytic
degradation

NezamzadehEjhieh and
Amiri, 2013

TABLE 13.8 Comparison data for degradation of BPA by several nanoparticles.
Nanoparticles

Brief summary

Mechanism

References

TiO2zeolite
sheets

Composite TiO2zeolite sheets . zeolite-free TiO2 sheets indicated
synergistic effect of combined use

Photodecomposition, UV
irradiation

Fukahori et
al., 2003

CoMnAl

Typically, 10 mg/L of BPA could be completely degraded under the
coexistence of 0.02 g/L of CoMnAlMMO and 0.15 g/L of Oxone within
90 min at 25 C

Catalytic degradation

Li et al., 2015

TiO2 and
platinized TiO2

At pH 3, 20 mg/L of BPA, completely mineralized into CO2 after 120 min
of UV illumination. However, only 2030% of the carbon from the BPA
was converted into CO2 for the same illumination time at pH 10

Photocatalytic
degradation (UV) and
mineralization

Chiang et al.,
2004

Immobilized TiO2

UV illumination in a horizontal circulating bed photocatalytic reactor
(HCBPR)

Photocatalytic
degradation

Wang et al.,
2009

CeZnO

Ce-ZnO (2%) achieved 100% BPA degradation and 61% BPA
mineralization after 24 h

Photocatalytic
degradation

Bechambi et
al., 2016

FexCo32xO4
nanocages

By activation of peroxymonosulfate

Catalytic degradation

Li et al., 2016

graphite-C3N4/
BiOBr

More efficiency than that of pure BiOBr

Visible light irradiation

Xia et al.,
2014 [255]

Au deposited on
TiO2

Small amount of rutile only beneficial

UV-visible light

Cojocaru et
al., 2017 [253]

Cu-doped AlPO4

Cu(0.05)-AlPO4 with Cu/Al molar ratio of 0.05 was highly effective and
stable in the presence of H2O2

Fenton-like catalyst

Zhang et al.,
2017 [257]

Pd-doped
mesoporous (Pd/
mpg-C3N4)

100% degradation in 360 min
OH, h1 and O22 were reason for the degradation while the O22 was more
predominant

Photocatalytic-simulated
solar light irradiation

Chang et al.,
2013 [258]

ZnHCF@ ZnO

ZnHCF@ZnO (97%) . ZnHCF (88%), . ZnO (75%)

Sunlight

Rani and
Shanker, 2018
[102]

TABLE 13.9 PAHs degradation by various FNMs.
PAH

Nanoparticles

Remarks

Mechanism

References

BaP

Fe3O4 coated with fatty
acids

Adsorption within 5 min at RT

Adsorption

Liao et al.
2015 [263]

Chrysene

Curcumin conjugated
ZnO

100% removal in 2.2 h

Photodegradation

Moussawi
and Patra

Naphthalene

La and N co-doped
TiO2 supported on
activated carbon

Efficient degradation (93.5%) within 120 min

Photodegradation

Liu et al.
2016 [259]

Phenanthrene

Co-doped titanate
nanotubes

98.6% removal in 12 h

Photodegradation

Zhao et al.
2016 [261]

BaA

Fe3 1 -modified
montmorillonite

17% in 6 h

Chrysene

Fe2O3@ZnHCF

92% in 24 h

Photodegradation

Rachna et al.
2018 [87]

BaP
BaA

ZnHCF@ZnO (distorted
nanocubes)
ZnHCF (nanocubes,
108.70 m2/g)
ZnO (Flower shaped,
12 m2/g)

BaP: ZnHCF@ZnO (90%) . ZnHCF 65%) . ZnO (38%) in
24 h
BaA: ZnHCF@ZnO (93%) . ZnHCF 70%) . ZnO (46%) in
24 h

Photodegradation

Unpublished
data

Zhao et al.,
2017

(Continued )

TABLE 13.9 (Continued)
PAH

Nanoparticles

Remarks

Mechanism

References

ACN, PHN &
FLU

TiO2@ZnHCF

96%, 95% and 93% in water & 86%, 84%, 82% in soil
samples

Photodegradation

Unpublished
data

Phenanthrene

Coupling magneticnanoparticle mediated
isolation

Benzo[a]
pyrene

Starch nanoparticles

95% of BaP degradation was equivalent to 52.9 μg of BaP
degraded per gram of starch used: 2.4 and 1.5-fold

Fenton
degradation

Delsarte et
al., 2018

Phenanthrene
and pyrene

Amorphous ferric
Hydroxide in
combination with
sediment microbial fuel
cell

PAHs biodegradation with removal efficiencies of
phenanthrene and pyrene reaching to 99.47 6 0.15% and
94.79 6 0.63% respectively after 240 days of experiments

Anaerobic
degradation

Yan et al.,
2012

Benzo[a]
pyrene

ZnO nanoparticles in
combination with yeast

Maximum BaP degradation was found to be 82.67 6 0.01
(%) at pH 7.0, temperature 30 C 2 g/L of ZnO nanoparticle

Photodegradation

Mandal et
al., 2018

Anthracene

n-ZnO/p-MnO
nanocomposites

Photodegradation studies of anthracene in an ethanol:water
(1:1, pH 12) solution were performed, showing that
anthraquinone is the main product with no photodegrading
of ethanol. The results suggest that the junction n-ZnO/pMnO and materials with high transient time constant (τ),
enhance the photocatalytic degradation

Photocatalytic

Martı́nezVargas et al.,
2019
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have been shown by graphene nanohybrids with biocidal magnetic NMs due
to dimensional appearances of their sharp edges. Surface roughness or
surface-to-volume ratio (via attrition and rubbing) is also enhanced by the
introduction of functional groups like COOH and OH. Due to the inhibition of electron-hole recombination, nanocomposites of grapheme (sheets
and plates) with Ag3PO4, TiO2, TiO2, and Bi2MoO6 have been found to
remove microorganisms and E. coli under visible light irradiation. Having
antimicrobial properties, metals like Ag, Cu, and Zn attached to the membrane could be used as a nondestructive substitute for chlorine decontamination without any harmful byproducts and reduced operating cost. Though
grapheme showed limitations in the areas of size reduction and folding tendency, and, hence, less inactivation of the microorganisms, surface modification has the potential to prevent its aggregation tendency.

13.10 Conclusions and future perspectives
Functionalization of NMs (e.g., silica, carbonaceous, and metal-based ZnO,
TiO2, Fe, Pt and Pd, and NiO2) for environmental applications were
reviewed in this chapter. Various types of functionalization methods, especially the chemical approach for its diversity and ability to decorate NMs
with large number of functionalities, were discussed. High production and
wide use of innumerable, perilous manmade organics are considered as the
prominent sources of water pollution in Asia and worldwide. FNPs may
overcome the principal limitations that hinder wide-scale applications of
NPs. Due to functionalization, their working ability is enhanced at a neutral
pH under UV or solar radiation. FNPs are used wide-range to exclude or
remove their destructive impacts via several processes including oxidation,
photocatalysis (i.e., generation of electron-hole pairs), and adsorption.
Degradation results in more or less complete removal of environmental toxins through mineralization or transformation to less-toxic chemicals in a
short span. Green synthesis-produced FNPs with variable morphology and
size depend on different biogenic sources (e.g., plant surfactants, microorganisms). The FNPs obtained may have better efficacy than that of chemically synthesized ones because of the role of surfactants that enter the lattice
or are sometimes found dispersed on it. However, more time and focused
research is needed to employ FFNPs as a milestone in environmental remediation and other commercial nanotechnology.
While green synthesis may result in less expensive and more effective
and sustainable FNPs than the mediated degradation process, the use of
biopolymer-based functionalized composites should also be encouraged.
More research is needed to explore different NMs on traditional or upcoming
OPs, carbamates, and SU to ban or restrict them. FNPs with high potential
should also be used to treat persisting OCs. For some pollutants like quintozene, pentachlorophenol and toxaphene, FNPs have never been used.
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14.1 Introduction
During the last two decades there has been expansive growth in the field of
nanotechnology, with wide use of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) in both consumer products and industrial applications [1,2]. Concomitant with this increase
are increasing releases into different ecological systems [35]. As a result, there
are concerns for the potential implications of ENMs on environmental systems.
In this chapter, we review and evaluate the influence of surface coating agents
used on ENMs and their beneficial and adverse implications for the environment.
Different types and chemistries of coatings have become important in
the design of ENMs in the endeavor to optimize consumer products and
industrial-application functionalities [6]. Coatings are widely used on ENMs
for stabilization purposes in various applications such as catalysis [6] and drug
delivery [7]. Frequently used coatings on different models of ENMs are summarized in Dwivedi et al. [8]. We have summarized them here, where specific
applications have been discussed. Numerous studies have investigated the
implications of ENMs in aquatic systems. where the influence of inherent
physicochemical properties (i.e., size, shape, and coatings) and water chemistry
(i.e., pH and ionic strength) have been extensively investigated [9,10].
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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Although research has been conducted on the influence of physicochemical
properties such as size and surface charge on the adaptability and toxicity of
ENMs in environmental systems [11,12], little has been conducted on the
role of coatings. Therefore we will outline how the type and chemistry of
ENMs coatings, from synthesis or acquisition, following entry into environmental systems, affects ENM’ adaptability and toxicity. Kim et al. [13]
reported that the toxicity of silver nanoparticles (nAg) to zebrafish embryos
was dependent on surface coating. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coatedAg
was more toxic than citrate coated, regardless of particle size (20 or 50 nm).
Other research has shown that smaller-sized citrate-coated nAg was more
toxic as evidenced by induction of mortality and malformations on zebrafish
embryos relative to those coated with PVP [14]. The differences in observed
toxicity among the studies [13,14] can be attributed to the agglomeration of
ENMs. It has been observed that citrate-coated ENMs are more unstable in
exposure media [15]. Therefore the smaller-sized PVP-coated ENMs exhibit
higher toxicity.
In Powers et al. [14], the effect of agglomeration on the reported toxicity
was not explained, possibly leading to the conclusion that citrate ENMs were
more toxic. Such findings are important to consider. Following uptake of
ENMs by organisms, the biodistribution of internalized ENMs may potentiate
size changes (i.e., aggregation or agglomeration), and subsequently impede the
efficacy of ENMs in breaching cell membrane barriers [16,17]. For example,
Qui et al. [18] showed that the toxicity of negatively charged mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) and polyallyamine hydrochloride (PAH)-coated nAg to
Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 and Daphnia magna gene-expression patterns
was coating-type dependent. These effects were due to differences in electrostatic attractions between the ENM charges and negatively charged organisms.
ENMs are known to undergo size-linked transformations, such as dissolution
and/or loss of surface coating during biodistribution in organisms [19].
Following release into environmental systems [4,20], ENMs interact with
natural organic matter (NOM). This may result in the formation of NOM
coating on ENM surfaces [21,22]. This formation, which has been widely
reported, leads to the modification of surface properties, dissolution rates
[23], and stability [24]. This exerts great influence on ENM adaptability,
transport, and toxicity in aquatic systems [25].
In this chapter, we summarize data retrieved from published literature on
fate and toxicity of ENMs in environmental systems with specific focus on their
coatings. Our goal is to (1) identify the mechanisms by which coating affects
fate and ecotoxicity of ENMs, and specific driving factors, (2) summarize
challenges associated with accounting for the role of coatings on risk assessment
of ENMs in environmental systems, and (3) provide recommendations on
how these challenges may be addressed. Specific attention, for example, relates
to how different forms and types of coatings influence the life and toxicity of
ENMs in different aquatic systems and specific taxa. The range of effects, from
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subcellular to whole organism, caused by various coatings on ENMs will be
examined. The influences of coating on their future fate and transformation processes in different exposure matrixes (i.e., freshwater and wastewater) will be
highlighted. Fate of current knowledge of the implications for ENM coatings on
environmental systems, innovative approaches for future design, and risk assessment of ENMs will be outlined.

14.2 Implications of coatings for engineered nanomaterial
transformation in environmental systems
Relevant literature concerning influences on the transformation of ENM
coatings in aquatic systems is outlined. Numerous studies have reported that
diverse factors influence ENMs fate and behavior, as controlled by water
chemistry matrixes (i.e., pH and NOM). Their inherent physicochemical
properties such as size [26,27], shape [28], and surface properties [24] have
also been reported. Our discussions will be limited to the fundamental representative studies on fate and behavior of ENMs with specific focus on their
engineered coatings [8,29], and coatings formed from interactions between
ENMs and environmental macromolecules (in this case NOM) [30].
In environmental systems, ENMs undergo transformation processes that
include dissolution, adsorption, aggregation, disaggregation, deposition, photooxidation, and surface alteration. In this chapter, we focus on the two key
environmental transformations, dissolution and aggregation [31,32], as schematically illustrated in Fig. 14.1. Both are predominant in natural systems
due to the abundance of NOM. Both have been widely investigated [15].

FIGURE 14.1 Agglomeration and dissolution as key transformations of ENMs in aquatic ecosystems and their effect on fate and toxicity using Ag NPs as an illustrative example. Adapted
from Furtado LM, Bundschuh M, Metcalfe CD. Monitoring the fate and transformation of silver
nanoparticles in natural waters. Bull Environ Contamin Toxicol. 2016;97(4):44955.
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In order to provide a framework by which the fate and behavior of ENMs
are linked to their coatings, each process is briefly summarized for both engineered [8,29] and natural-macromolecules (i.e., NOM, proteins, and biological exudates) [21,30] coatings. Such an approach is valuable since coatings
exert distinctive influence on dissolution [33], aggregation [34], and toxicity
potential (e.g., phytotoxicity) [35].

14.2.1 Dissolution
During the design phase of certain ENMs, the dissolution process is essential
since it determines their mode of action as antibacterial agents (e.g., surface
coatings used in textiles and personal-care products), and medical applications [1,2]. However, they may induce adverse implications when released
into environmental systems [36,37]. Parameters influencing the dissolution
of ENMs into environmental systems have been extensively reviewed (Refs.
[21,22,38], articles cited therein). Metallic ENMs are either soluble (i.e., Ag,
CuO, and ZnO), or insoluble (i.e., CeO2 and TiO2) [38,39]. Solubility controls the degree of persistence of ENMs in environmental systems and its
hazard potential [21,40]. Many studies have also investigated the parameters
that control the dissolution of ENMs, including their inherent physicochemical properties such as size, morphology, and coating as influenced by water
chemistry [15]. The coating parameter will be addressed in this chapter.

14.2.1.1 Influence of engineered coatings on dissolution
The nature and type of coating may induce variant dissolution rates as influenced by the exposure media chemistry. For instance, Wu et al. [41] quantified the influence of three different coatings on the dissolution of AgNPs,
and their consequent uptake and toxicity to organisms. The coatings were
polyethylene glycol (PEGAgNPs), silica (SiAgNPs), and aminated
silica-coated AgNPs (AmiSiAgNP)). Results showed low dissolution
rates of 2.2%, 2.4%, and 5.3% for AmiSi, PEG, and SiAgNPs, respectively, compared to 1 mg/L AgNPs nominal exposure concentration after
120 h. The Si-coated AgNPs had the highest dissolution concentration
(22.4 6 1.0 μg/L), followed by PEGAg (14.4 6 0.47 μg/L). AmiSiAg
had the least (7.3 6 0.7 μg/L) [41].
In another study, dissolution of uncoated and coated nAg [using three
types of coatings: trisodium citrate, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and
Tween 80 (Tween)] were investigated. Results indicated that the dissolution
of nAgNPs was inhibited by the SDS and Tween coatings, but none was
observed under the citrate coating. In chloride-electrolytes media a secondary
precipitate of AgCl was observed bridging the individual particles [42]. Thus
the published data suggest that coating agents exert significant influence on
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the fate of ENMs in aquatic systems as characterized by varying degrees of
either enhancing or inhibiting ENM dissolution.

14.2.1.2 Influence of macromolecules coatings on dissolution
Extensive studies indicate that the dissolution of ENMs in environmental
systems is dependent on macromolecules [21,43,44] and is a surfacecontrolled reaction [45] wherein the release of ions is influenced by their
surface-area and water-chemistry characteristics. This dissolution process is
controlled by NOM adsorping to ENM surfaces [46,47] in three fundamental
ways: the coating may act as a barrier for diffusion of ions by blocking the
oxidation sites [48], shift of kinetic reactions through chelation of ions by
the NOM, thus leading to inhibition of oxidation of ENMs [24,49], and/or
occurrence of reversible reaction of released ions to particulates or vice versa
(e.g., Ag1 to Ag0) with humic acid (HA) and fulvic acid (FA) acting as
reductants [23].
The formation of organic coatings due to macromolecules adsorption on
ENM surfaces through electrostatic and/or static interactions can lead to variant dissolution kinetics in aqueous media. High-molecular weight (MW)
macromolecules (i.e., FA (0.52 kDa) [50] and HA (110 kDa) [50] have
been observed to inhibit nAg dissolution coated with citrate [23] and oleic
acid [51] in a dose-dependent fashion. The underlying mechanism was attributed to the trapping of nAg sites on a humic acid matrix [23,24]. The
released Ag1 ions were transformed into nAg with HA/FA acting as reductants, and/or the elimination of H2O2 oxidant by NOM [52]. Conversely,
lower MW macromolecules (i.e., citric acid and oxalic acid) enhanced oxidative dissolution, as observed in nCu linked to surface complex and accelerated oxidation by dissolved oxygen [53].
Similar results on the influence of MW were reported by Miao et al. [54].
For instance, low MW chelating effect of cysteine coating (amino acid with
a carboxylate) on nZnO led to an increase in dissolution, which was most
likely due to surface complexation-dominated mechanism. However, high
MWFA played an opposite role especially at low concentrations where the
dissolution of nZnO was inhibited. Thus FA did not facilitate dispersion of
nZnO as expected. It is likely that the formation of coated nZnO following
FA adsorption due to electrostatic attraction protected the ENMs from dissolution [54].
The inhibitive effects were less remarkable at higher NOM concentrations
in comparison to lower ones, thus exhibiting concentration-dependent dissolution inhibition especially for higher MW macromolecules (function of
NOM composition). This points to the dual effects of macromolecules coatings on ENMs. They can inhibit ENM dissolution [52,54] involving the
blockage of macropores through the adsorption process [55]. Or, they can
induce ENM dissolution through the complexion of metallic ionic species
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with NOM [56,57] as controlled by the exposure media pH, as previously
observed for nZnO [58] and nCuO [56].
A key question remains as to what happens in the actual environmental
systems where ENMs with coatings encounter natural macromolecules (i.e.,
NOM). Studies show that NOM (FA and HA) can displace existing coatings
on ENMs such as β-glucose-coated nAu [59], citrate-coated nAg [30,60] and
nZnO [27], and PVP-coated nAg [60]. Depending on the ENM type (e.g., nAg
or nZnO), displacement of the engineered coating by NOM may lead to either
stabilization or destabilization. For example, acetate coating on nZnO surface
was displaced by NOM, consequently contributing to dissolution directly
linked to ligand-assisted mechanism [27]. In contrast, is the displacement of
nAg capping agents (citrate and PVP) by NOM induced destabilization [60].
There is no evidence of interactions between coatings and NOM, but evidence
of displacement. Therefore, the findings should point to outcomes of NOM
interactions with ENPs after displacement of coating by NOM.
Yin et al. [61] investigated the interactions of MW-fractionated NOM
(MfNOM) with Cit, and PVP-coated nAg. Enhanced agglomeration or dispersion of nAg in NOM conditions was found to be dependent on the coating
type, and that MfNOM fractions exhibited distinctive roles in the aggregation and dispersion processes. For example, high MWMfNOM ( . 100
and 30100 kDa) enhanced aggregation of PVP-coated nAgNMs. Lower
MWMfNOM (1030, 310 and ,3 kDa) inhibited the aggregation of
PVPAgNMs [61].

14.2.2 Agglomeration
The agglomeration of ENMs is partially due to weak interparticle repulsion
since strong repulsion can effectively counter the agglomeration process.
During synthesis and functionalization of ENMs, agglomeration potential is
controlled by use of electrostatic and sterical coatings in order to retain functional properties [62]. These surface coatings have been observed to exert varied effects on ENM agglomeration in aquatic systems [21,22]. For instance,
SDS and nonylphenol ethoxylate surfactants on nZnO were observed to reduce
agglomeration and sedimentation under relatively high ionic strength in six different water matrices in variant degrees when compared to nonfunctionalized
counterparts [63].
Similarly, Lodeiro et al. observed improved stabilization and reduced
agglomeration of nAg when the surfaces were functionalized with natural
polysaccharides [64]. Agglomeration kinetics of nAg have been observed
elsewhere [42,65] as being dependent on surface coating properties, where
the rate of agglomeration was higher in bare nAg compared to citrate and
PVP-coated particles. Lower agglomeration of nTiO2 in aqueous suspension
was evident owing to surface coating of the nanoparticles using dodecenyl
succinic anhydride and poly acrylic acid [66]. The stabilizing effect of PVP
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resulted from steric interparticle repulsion. The surface stabilizer also exerts
an influence on the agglomeration of NPs, and this has been well documented with nAg as a model for ENMs. For instance, surface functionalization
of nAg with citrate, SDS, and Tween stabilized the nanoparticles sterically
although the effect was lesser with the citrate coating [44]. It has been suggested that sterical and electrosterical stabilization are more resistant to
destabilization driven by media chemistry in comparison to the electrostatic
form when it is readily neutralized by media ions [34].
Generations of free radicals were observed to be dependent on surface coating properties [42], thus illustrating that coatings can be employed as a measure
to proactively address the potential environmental risk of ENMs as within the
safety-by-design principles. Godinez et al. [67] showed that surface coating of
nTiO2 with Triton X-100 induced a reduction in agglomeration size as compared to an uncoated counterpart. Surface coating has received more media
attention. Following the exposure of nTiO2 to NOM, there was reduced
agglomeration size and enhanced stability, which was due to the increase of
negative charge(s) on nTiO2 NPs, which delayed the destabilization effect of
divalent electrolytes (Ca21 and Mg21) [68]. Studies from the Keller research
group [69] reported a reduction in the agglomeration of nZnO in the presence
of NOMHA, even under high ionic strength conditions, due to NOM coating
on the ENM surface. Thus both electrostatic interaction and steric hindrance of
HA inhibited the agglomeration and sedimentation of nZnO.

14.3 Influence of engineered nanomaterial coatings on
cellular organisms toxicity
14.3.1 Cellular organisms
Numerous studies have documented the influence of coatings on the toxicity
of ENMs on cellular organisms [7073]. Findings from these studies have
shown that the use of coatings on ENMs induces variations on surface
charges, which alters the uptake, translocation to different tissues, and cytotoxicity. Feng and coworkers evaluated the toxicity of three gold NPs (nAu)
due to surface coatings. They are anionic MPAnAu (237 6 3.9 mV), cationic 3-mercaptopropylamine (MPNH2)nAu (26.9 6 2.5 mV), and cationic
poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH)nAu (35.1 6 3.4 mV). This was performed on gram negatively charged and gram positively charged S. oneidensis MR-1 and Bacillus subtilis [71]. The results revealed that cationic
PAHnAu had higher affinity for cell membranes on both organisms, which
is linked to its high positive charge, thus increasing bacteria cell and ENM
interactions (Fig. 14.2).
Results of Qui et al. [18] showed that positively charged PAH-coated
nAu was more toxic to S. oneidensis MR-1 than the negatively charged
MPA-coated nAu. This is due to electrostatic interactions dependent on the

FIGURE 14.2 TEM images showing the association of 5 mg/mL MPAAuNPs (A and D), 5 mg/mL MPNH2AuNPs (B and E), and 0.5 mg/mL
PAHAuNPs (C and F) and bacterial cell walls. Adapted from Feng et al. (2015). Feng ZV, Gunsolus IL, Qiu TA, Hurley KR, Nyberg LH, Frew H, et al.
Impacts of gold nanoparticle charge and ligand type on surface binding and toxicity to Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. Chem Sci 2015;6
(9):518696.
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nature of surface charge. The work of Silva and colleagues [74] indicated
that surface charge could alter the toxicity of the same ENMs (in this case
nAg) on Escherichia coli. For instance, branched polyethyleneimine-coated
nAg (electrosteric, positively charged) exhibited higher toxicity associated
with high attraction forces with cells when compared to citratenAg (electrostatic, negatively charged) and PVPnAg (steric, negatively charged),
with the latter two showing the least toxicity.
Surface coatings can also influence dissolution or release of ions from
ENMs (Section 14.2.1) when generally soluble ENMs are rendered less soluble by the coating [75]. On bacteria, the toxicity of tetrapolyphosphate
(TPP)-coated zerovalent iron (TPPnZVI) was higher than other forms of
nZVIs in deionized water, owing to enhanced dissolution. For TPP-nZVI,
toxicity was evidenced by the peaks shift in the protein region of E. coli
[72]. Fe ions released from TPPnZVI were considered to interact with the
amino acids, inducing alteration of proteins or enzymes [72].
Others have demonstrated that surface charge on quantum dots (QDs)
NPs significantly altered the core material toxicity following coating using
mercaptoacetic acid (MMA), dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA), and L-cysteine (LCys) [73]. The stabilizers altered the release of Cd ions from the QDs, with
higher toxicity observed for L-CyCdSe than MMA-CdSe and DHLACdSe
QDs, which had a similar, insignificant effect on Photobacterium phosphoreum.
Similar effects of CDSeQDs were also observed by Mahendra et al [70].
They found that QDs with intact surface coatings reduced the growth rates of
B. subtilis and E. coli, but were not bactericidal. However, under acidic and
alkaline conditions, CdSeQDs significantly increased bactericidal activity due
to release of Cd and Se ions following the loss of polyanionic polymaleic
anhydride-alt-1-octadecene (PMAO), polycationic polyethylenimine (PEI), and
carboxyl coatings.
Studies on the interactions of algae and coated ENMs similarly revealed
variant toxicities depending on coating type and form. For example, citratestabilized nAg induced enhanced effects of Chattonella marina algae on fish
gill cells [76]. The addition of citrate-stabilized nAg enhanced the toxicity,
which caused a decrease in the viability of the fish-gill cells. The synergistic
toxic effects were linked to the production of superoxide, known to induce toxicity in fish-gill cells [77]. Copper oxide NPs (nCuO) coated with poly(styreneco-butyl acrylate) were found to be toxic to aquatic organisms [78,79].
Evidence of bare and coated nCuO inside algal cells showed marked differences in uptake and disruptions in the cells with greater effects from coated
ENMs compared to uncoated ones (Fig. 14.3). As a result, an increase of
starch granules and nCuO aggregation in algal cells exposed to coated nCuO
was observed [78]. Exposure of nCuO onto Chlamydomonas reinhardtii algal
cells resulted in the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and enhanced
inhibition of PSII [78]. Coated nCuO exhibited higher toxic effects to algal
cells compared to bare ones regardless of nominal exposure concentrations.

FIGURE 14.3 TEM Images of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells after treatment with bare CuO NPs or polymer coated CuO NPs. Cell structures are the pyrenoid (Pyr), chloroplast (C), starch granules (S) and CuO NPs aggregates (NP). Insert (right picture): enlarged view of a NP aggregate. Reprinted from Perreault
F, Oukarroum A, Melegari SP, Matias WG, Popovic R. Polymer coating of copper oxide nanoparticles increases nanoparticles uptake and toxicity in the green
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Chemosphere 2012;87(11):138894, with permission from Elsevier.
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14.3.2 Invertebrates and vertebrates
Surface charges caused by surface functionalization can influence the toxicity of
ENMs to invertebrates. For example, Collin et al. [80] showed that positivelycharged cerium oxide NPs (diethylaminoethyl-dextran (DEAE-nCeO2)) had
higher bioaccumulation and toxicity to the nematotode Caenorhabditis elegans,
than to neutral and negatively charged carboxymethyl dextran (CM-CeO2)
nCeO2. The authors suggested that the observed differences in the uptake and
bioaccumulation of nCeO2 was due to electrostatic interactions between the positively charged ENMs, and the negatively charged lipid bilayers of C. elegans
membrane [80]. Surface coatings, however, may not always increase toxicity of
ENMs. Ahn and colleagues [81] found that following exposure of nematodes,
C. elegans with bare and PVP-coated nAg demonstrated that coatings may
reduce ion release from nAg. Toxicity due to Ag1 ions may likely be lower in
the coated NPs.
In zebrafish, citrate-coated nAg was shown to accumulate in the embryos
[82], an aspect attributed to the downregulation of certain genes involved in
cell proliferation, growth, and differentiation [83]. Furthermore, citrate and
PVP-coated nAg were shown to induce higher toxicity to Japanese medaka
(rice fish) when compared to bare counterparts. A comparison of bare, citrate,
and PVP-coated nAg illustrated that even though citrate-coated nAg induced
toxicity, the responses of D. magna toxicity to the PVP-coated nAg resulted
in an upregulation of the metallothionein and DNA damage-repair proteins
[84]. The exposure of Drosophila melanogaster to mannitol-modified nAginduced acute toxicity. Prolonged exposure affected the Drosophila fertility
during their early three-filial generations [29].
In higher organisms like plants, the TPPZVI was found to generate
H2O2 as toxicity mechanisms in the roots of Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings
[72]. To study the effects of nAg coating on plants, Liang and colleagues
employed Physcomitrella patens, a model bryophytes plant [85]. nAg was
shown to induce surface-coating-dependent adverse effects at various plant
growth stages [85].
The studies briefly highlighted here suggest that the underlying mechanisms or toxicity effects of ENMs are influenced by coating type and form but
are also plausibly linked to other factors. Further investigation is needed in
order to further comprehensive risk assessment of ENMs in the environment.

14.4 Molecular approaches to toxicity of engineered
nanomaterials: effects of coatings
The influence of ENM coating on genotoxicity has recently been highlighted
[8688]. Data indicates that coatings can either reduce or enhance ENMs
toxicity based on their interaction with the test organism. Poynton et al. [84]
investigated the genotoxicity of PVP and citrate-coated nAg on D. magna.
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PVP-coated nAg was found to induce DNA damage-repair genes. Results for
the citrate-coated nAg elicited the least differentially expressed genes (approximately half the number of genes differentially expressed by the PVP-coated
nAg or AgNO3). Exposure of Pimephales promelas, to AgNO3, PVP, and
citrate-coated nAg for 96 h showed unique transcriptional changes depending
on Ag type and coating form. For example, 185, 423, and 615 differentially
expressed genes corresponding to AgNO3, PVP, and citrate-coated nAg, respectively, were observed relative to the control [89]. Overall, the coating may
have no influence on the observed toxic effects. However, they could have contributed to the stabilization effect of ENMs in the exposure media [21], and
consequently, the stable ENMs could be easily ingested by organisms [90].
A study compared both cytotoxic and gene-expression profiles. The effects
of uncoated iron oxide (nUFe3O4) and starch-coated iron oxide NPs
(nOCFe3O4) in zebrafish showed that nUFe3O4 was more toxic to fish gills.
Coated ENMs were more toxic to the liver. The coating was suggested to mitigate the effects of the ENM in the fish gills while it enhanced the dispersion of
ENMs in the liver [88]. Further validation of the findings is necessary.
Studies have applied proteomics approaches to the effects of ENMs on
aquatic organisms in order to understand complex nano- and biointeractions
[91]. Efforts to understand how coatings influence the proteomics of ENMs
and their environmental risk are ongoing. However, the progress has been
limited because ENMs are synthesized with different coatings to avoid nonspecific interactions with cells [16,75]. Because ENMs are continuously
transformed in the environment. their surface coatings and environmental
conditions render fully understanding the influence of coating on observed
toxicity at the protein level difficult.
Studies have suggested that proteomics-related toxicity is dependent on
ENM coating type. Yang et al. [75] reported that the mechanism(s) of toxicity
was dependent on ENM surface coating wherein nanospecific release of ROS
induced oxidative-stress effects. Wiggington and colleagues [92] assessed the
protein and nAg interactions in E. coli using bare and carbonate-coated nAg.
Their findings revealed that different specific proteins were bound to bare or
carbonate-capped nAg. Enzymatic activity was significantly reduced due to
protein binding to bare nAg. For example, a reduction of 50% on TNase
activity was observed when bound to carbonate-coated nAg, and 90% for
bare nAg. The binding of the protein to bare nAg may have sterically blocked
access to the active site, altered conformation, and consequently distorted the
3D structure of the protein.

14.5 Concluding remarks and perspectives
In this chapter, we have highlighted the influence of ENM coatings on stability and toxicity as well as concomitant implications of their behavior, fate,
persistence, bioavailability, and biological interactions in aquatic systems.
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However, it is not possible to assess the exposure and hazard of ENMs with
unequivocal certainty. Examples presented with respect to the influence of
surface coatings illustrate this point (i.e., same-parent ENMs: nAg and
nZnO). In considering environmental risks associated with nanotechnology,
there is an urgent need for descriptors of environmental behavior and hazards
related to ENMs. Further research could enable their grouping in accordance
with relative properties, such as coating. The application of surfactants
improves the stability of ENMs by reducing their agglomeration potential in
aquatic media, but also may increase their toxicity, thus strengthening the
case for grouping of ENMs using surface coating application. Further tieredgrouping into coating types would be beneficial.
Molecular-based techniques are critical for understanding the effects of
pollutants, particularly in the environment. Presently, there is a gap in knowledge concerning the toxicity of ENMs. The expectation of low concentrations (Bppb level) in the environment [4] raises the need for further
research. New techniques will be highly valuable.
Lastly, although current data and knowledge on the implications of ENM
coatings is nascent, available studies offer valuable insights for possibilities of
designing green ENMs using coating to achieve this objective. Future design
for ENM coatings should consider agents that influence the future applicability, behavior, and toxicity differently from some of the case studies reviewed
in this chapter. Safety-by-design approaches may entail avoidance of cationic
coatings since they exacerbate toxicity and persistence of ENMs in the aquatic
systems. This is achievable through a multidisciplinary approach wherein
potential risks of ENMs are considered at the inception and design phases.
Discovering effective, greener, more proactive, and cost-saving alternatives is
the goal.
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15.1 Introduction
Due to their small size and high surface-to-volume ratio, nanomaterials are
different from their bulk counterparts. This difference gives them a high
level of application in environmental industries [1]. They have excellent
adsorptive and catalytic properties, which are essential for applications such
as pollutant remediation from contaminated soil and water, nanofiltration,
and monitoring of contaminant levels through sensing [2,3]. These properties
can be further enhanced through functionalization. The process allows introduction of specific functional groups or properties onto the surfaces of nanomaterials. This both enhances the intrinsic properties of the nanomaterials
and creates new and desirable properties [46].
During the last decade, the environmental industry has experienced an
upsurge in the use of functionalized nanomaterials fabricated from noble
metals, metal oxides, polymers, and semiconducting and conducting materials for different applications. However, nanomaterials synthesized from such
materials have certain limitations. The potential impact of these nanomaterials on the environment is unknown. They may be dangerous to aquatic and
terrestrial, plant and animal life. The effect of the environment on such nanomaterials is also unknown, which severely limits the ability to identify precautions which should be taken before releasing them. This limits the
practical use of these nanomaterials, thereby necessitating the need for newer
and more environmentally friendly nanomaterials [4].
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FIGURE 15.1 Structure of halloysite nanotubes [12].

Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) are naturally occurring clay minerals of aluminosilicate composition. They have a rolled layer-like structure and consist
of a definite lumen with interlayer spaces between the rolled kaolinite sheets
[7]. Due to such morphology, nanotubes have been utilized as nanocontainers
for the controlled loading and release of different functional groups, as
adsorbents, as supports for different biochemical compounds, or in the formation of nanocomposites for different applications [811]. They are also
economical, easily available, nontoxic, and environmentally friendly. These
nanotubes are highly suitable for applications in the environmental field.
The rolled-layer structure of HNTs is rich in alumina groups on the inner
surface (lumen), while the outer surface contains silica moieties. The alumina groups cause the lumen to be positively charged, while the silica
groups cause the outer surface to be negatively charged. HNTs also tend to
exist in either hydrated or dehydrated form. In the hydrated form, water
molecules are present in the interlayer space, while in the dehydrated form
no water molecules are present (Fig. 15.1). The groups, along with their
charge disparity, raise the possibility of bond formation with different functional molecules. This enhances their potential as subjects for different functionalization strategies for various applications.
This chapter covers the different approaches for the functionalization of
the inner and outer surfaces of HNTs. Applications of the functionalized
HNTs in the environmental industry are discussed as well.

15.2 Functionalization techniques for halloysite nanotubes
The outer surface of HNTs, as discussed in Section 15.1, is primarily composed of silica groups that cause the surface to be negatively charged.
Several functionalization strategies with organosilanes, polymers, biopolymers, nanoparticles, surfactants, and compounds of biological origin have
been developed. Organosilanes usually react via a grafting process with
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FIGURE 15.2 Reaction scheme of organosilanes grafting on the surface of halloysite
nanotube [12].

the hydroxyl moiety-rich external surfaces of HNTs. Functionalization of
HNTs with organosilanes is an excellent technique because of its ease of
use, and the attachment of functional groups such as NH2, SH, and Cl
on their surfaces [13]. Such groups can be introduced by using organosilanes,
including 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane, mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane, and
3-chloropropyltrimethoxysilane. The grafting process of the organosilanes
onto HNTs occurs through a series of hydrolysis and condensation reactions
(Fig. 15.2). However, grafting with organosilanes requires high specificity to
the surfaces of HNTs. Therefore these reactions are usually carried out in
nonpolar solvents to prevent self-hydrolysis and self-condensation reactions
[1418].
The outer surfaces of HNTs have also been modified with polymers to
attach functional groups. Such modification is usually associated with the
advantage of forming a compact network of functional moieties on their surfaces. Functionalization with polymers also has the advantage of imparting
properties such as high thermal and mechanical stability. Nanocomposites
formed by HNTs and functionalized with polymers have increased mechanical strength, stiffness, and impact resistance, making them useful for different environmental applications [19,20]. Polymers also increase the stability
of HNTs in aqueous solutions by preventing their aggregation. Typically, the
attachment of a polymer on the external surface of nanotubes is either
through polymerization of monomers via oxidizing agents, or by attaching
the entire polymer. Polymers such as polyethyleneimine (PEI), poly butylene
adipate [21], and polymethyl methacrylate [22] have been utilized for this
purpose. Biopolymers such as polysaccharides [23], DNA [24], and polypeptides [25] have also been utilized to functionalize nanotubes. There are
advantages to utilizing biopolymers. It is possible to include an abundance of
functional groups in their side chains. They are ecofriendly. They possess the
capacity to confer antibacterial and thermal properties to the surfaces of
HNTs [26,27]. These advantages make them highly suitable for applications
in the environmental industry (Fig. 15.3).
Polyphenols, which are compounds primarily extracted from plants, have
also been used to functionalize the outer surface of HNTs. Polyphenols such
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FIGURE 15.3 Functionalization of the outer surface of HNTs with polysaccharides [12].

as tannic acid have zwitterionic properties that not only allow attachment of
a specific functional group onto a surface but also confer zwitterionic properties to the surface of HNTs. Such properties allow HNTs to be used as antifouling agents for the treatment of wastewater [28]. In addition to polymers
and organosilanes, the exterior surface of HNTs can also be functionalized
with surfactants. These compounds consist of a hydrophobic and hydrophilic
moiety, which makes them highly dispersable in nonpolar solvents [29,30].
When the outer surfaces are treated with the surfactants, these moieties create steric barriers between the surfaces of the HNTs and the surrounding solvent. The barriers increase the stability of HNTs in solvents. The surfactant
could be either cationic or anionic, depending on the head group. Surfactants
such as sodium dodecanoate and decyltrimethylammonium bromide
(DeTAB) have been used to functionalize the surfaces of HNTs [29]. These
specific surfactants can be used to form reverse micelles, which can be later
used for release of functional compounds or antibacterial agents for water
remediation. Several research groups have also utilized metal or metal oxide
nanoparticles for functionalizing the exterior surfaces of nanotubes. The
functionalization with nanoparticles can be done in two ways: by reducing
the metal or metal oxide precursors on the surface of HNTs, or by adsorbing
presynthesized nanoparticles on the surface of HNTs [12]. The nanoporous
surface of HNTs acts as a template for the synthesis of the nanoparticles and
as a nanoadsorbent for the proper immobilization of nanoparticles [31,32].
Nanoparticles offer the advantage of imparting metal-based properties such
as increased conductivity and optoelectronic properties [33,34] to the exterior
surfaces of nanotubes These properties make them suitable as nanosupports
for fabricating various electrochemical biosensors. Nanoparticles of silver
can be used to impart antibacterial properties to the surfaces of HNTs,
thereby making them suitable for environmental applications such as water
or soil remediation.
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The lumen of HNTs is exclusively composed of aluminol groups. Due to
the presence of these groups, the lumen is positively charged. It comprises
10% of the total HNT volume and allows the nanotube to act as a nanocontainer for the loading and release of functional compounds. Organosilanes
attach to the internal surface of the nanotube through the grafting mechanism, which is similar to that used with the external surface. The organosilanes undergo hydrolytic and condensation reactions to attach the functional
group onto the surface of the lumen. However, the grafting of organosilanes
on the lumen requires HNTs of excellent tubular morphology. Poor tubular
morphology leads to a drastic decrease in the grafting of the organosilane
[35]. The lumen of HNTs have also been functionalized with polymers. As
discussed previously, functionalization via polymers forms a compact web of
functional moieties on the interior surface (lumen) of the nanotube. This
functionalization also empowers HNTs to be utilized as compatibilizer for
blending two polymers, and as an interfacial mediator to boost the bonding
between the two. Functionalization with polymers in the lumen also
increases the affinity of the lumen surface for immobilization of different
biomolecules. The lumen can also be modified with biopolymers. However,
the presence of alumina groups confers a positive charge to the surface and
thereby increases the affinity of the lumen for modification with anionic biopolymers. The internal surface can also be functionalized via biopolymers
such as polysaccharides and polypeptides (pectin and polydopamine), in
addition to the synthetic polymers discussed earlier [27]. Apart from biopolymers, polyphenols such as curcumin have also been used to functionalize the
lumen of HNTs. Functionalization with curcumin conferred antioxidative,
metal chelating and anti-inflammatory properties to the nanotube. This functionalization technique makes the nanotube highly ecofriendly, nontoxic, and
useful for environmental remediation [36]. The lumen of HNTs have also
been functionalized by surfactants. Proper selection of a surfactant delivers
the benefit of balancing the total charge stability of HNTs. For instance,
functionalization of the positively charged inner luminen with an anionic surfactant balances the overall charge of the nanotube, which in turn increases
the stability of the nanotube in aqueous solvents [29]. The head group of the
surfactant plays a critical role in the functionalization of the lumen; it determines the amount of hydrophobization. For instance, surfactants with carboxyl headgroup contribute to increased formation of micelles thereby
increasing the hydrophobization of the lumen [30].

15.3 Applications of functionalized halloysite nanotubes in
environmental industry
HNTs functionalized with various agents have been used in different areas of
environmental industry, as depicted in Fig. 15.4. Additional environmental
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FIGURE 15.4 Functionalized halloysite nanotubes in environmental industry.

applications utilizing various kinds of surface-functionalized HNTs have also
been given in Table 15.1.

15.3.1 Pesticide sensing and remediation
Pesticides are generally employed in agriculture or in households for controlling as well as eliminating pests and weeds. These chemicals protect crops
and household materials from being damaged by pests. However, only a
small portion of the applied pesticide reaches its target, and a major portion
of it reaches other destinations such as soil. These pesticides remain in the
soil and enter nearby water bodies through rain and agricultural runoffs
[37,38]. The presence of pesticides in water bodies is becoming a major concern for the environment industry, since these agrochemicals significantly
reduce the quality of water [39]. The adverse effects of pesticides on the
environment include destruction of bird habitats [40], declining biodiversity,
reduced population of insect pollinators [41], and risks to endangered species
[42]. Therefore a major part of environmental research is focused on the
sensing and remediation of different pesticides in soil and water.
Conventionally, techniques such as gas chromatographymass spectroscopy
and high-performance liquid chromatography have been used for detecting
these agrochemicals. However, the necessity of skilled technicians, intensive

TABLE 15.1 Environmental applications of halloysite nanotubes functionalized with different agents.
S.
No.

Environmental
Application

1

(a) Pesticide sensing

(b) Pesticide remediation

2

3

4

5

Dye remediation

Heavy metal removal

Gas separation

Energy storage

Functionalization agent for Halloysite Nanotubes
Category

Target

Reference

Example

G

Enzyme and carbon-based
materials

Esterase, graphite and
CNT

Carbofuran

[45]

G

Nanoparticle

CNPs

Methyl and ethyl parathion

[46]

2,4,6-TCP

[47]

21

G

Metal ion

Cu

G

Metal oxide

TiO2

Parathion

[48]

G

Biomolecule and organosilane

Dopamine and KH550

Methylene blue

[56]

G

Biopolymer

Polydopamine

Congo red and Methylene
blue

[52]

G

Organosilane

AZPTMS

Pb21

[66]

21

G

Metal oxide

Magnetite (Fe3O4)

Cd

[68]

G

Alkali and organosilane

NaOH and APTES

CO2, CH4 and N2

[73]

G

Organosilane

AEAPTMS

CH4, CO2, N2 and O2

[74]

G

Organosilane

KH590

-

[76]

G

Metal oxide

NiO

-

[77]

CNT: Carbon Nanotubes; CNPs: Carbon Nanoparticles; Cu21: Copper ion; TiO2: Titanium dioxide; KH550: 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane; AZPTMS: 3-azidopropyl
trimethoxysilane; Pb21: Lead ion; Cd21: Cadmium ion; NaOH: Sodium hydroxide; APTES: 3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane; AEAPTMS: N-β-(aminoethyl)-γ-aminopropyltrimethoxy
silane; KH590: 3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane; NiO: Nickel oxide.
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sample preparation, and costly equipment are some of the major drawbacks
of these techniques [43,44]. In recent years, nanotechnology-based materials,
especially ecofriendly HNTs, have emerged as an efficient alternative for the
sensing and remediation of various classes of pesticides. HNTs functionalized with different surface-modification agents can be very efficiently used
in environmental industry as an ecofriendly nanomaterial for detecting, as
well as degrading or removing various pesticides present in soil and water.
Research on sensing of pesticides using functionalized HNTs is in its initial phase. A few studies have reported the use of these clay-based nanotubes
for sensing different classes of pesticides. In one case, scientists have utilized
esterase-functionalized HNTS for the development of an electrochemical
sensor as a detector of carbofuran, a well-known broad-spectrum pesticide.
The nanotubes were initially functionalized with esterase through physical
adsorption. The enzyme was isolated from Eupenicillium shearii, an endophytic fungus. Postfunctionalization with esterase, the nanotubes were further
modified with graphite powder and multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The mixture was homogenized in mineral oil to prepare the final paste, which was
used for constructing the biosensor. The mechanism of pesticide detection
was the inhibition of esterase activity in the presence of carbofuran, using
square-wave voltammetry. The developed biosensor performed best at 0.5 U
concentration of esterase. The detection limit for the biosensor was 1.69 μg/
L, while the quantification limit was 5.13 μg/L. It exhibited excellent reproducibility and repeatability, while remaining stable for a duration of 20
weeks [45]. In another study, halloysite functionalized with carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) was used to modify carbon-paste electrode in order to determine methyl and ethyl parathion in different sample matrices, including soil
and water. The detection limit for methyl parathion was 4.7 3 10210 M,
while for ethyl parathion it was 3.67 3 10210 M. The electrode exhibited
advantages such as simple fabrication, high sensitivity, reproducibility, and
low detection limits [46].
Functionalized HNTs have also been used in the removal and degradation
of pesticides in soil and water. A group of researchers has enhanced the
adsorption capacity of HNTs by functionalizing its surface with Cu21 ions.
This nanoparticle-modified HNT was further used for degradation of the pesticide 2,4,6-trichlorophenol. The positive charge on metal ions generated an
attractive force toward the anion of the pesticide, which was ultimately
adsorbed on the nanoparticle [47]. In a recent study, HNT functionalized
with titanium dioxide (TiO2) was used to prepare solid-phase microextraction
fiber coating. This ecofriendly nanocomposite was used for the extraction of
parathion from different sample matrices, including river water and agricultural wastewater. The extracted pesticide was determined using negative
corona dischargeion mobility spectrometer. The detection limit for the pesticide was 0.03 μg/L. The excellent mechanical strength of HNTs in combination with large surface area, durability, and porous structure of TiO2
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helped with efficient removal of parathion [48]. In another study, HNTs
were modified with Rose Bengal, which is a well-known photosensitizer for
the removal of n-nonylphenol. Rose Bengal was used in a very minute concentration (0.412 mg/g of HNT) to functionalize the HNT surface. The photosensitizer was responsible for the release of singlet oxygen in water, which
converted the pesticide into its less-toxic metabolite [49].

15.3.2 Remediation of toxic dyes
The rapid increase of industrialization has become a major cause of water
pollution [39,50]. Pollutants rich in nitrates, when present in drinking water,
may cause serious health problems for humans [51]. Wastewater coming
from the textile, cosmetic, paper, and paint industries is polluted with watersoluble organic dyes and usually gets routed into nearby water bodies [12].
Most of the dyes, especially azo dyes, once dumped into the water bodies
cannot be biochemically oxidized. The metabolites produced due to anaerobic degradation of these dyes are dangerous due to their carcinogenic and
toxic nature [52]. The treatment of such wastewater, which is polluted with
toxic dyes, is becoming a major concern for environmental industry. HNT is
a good adsorbent, and this property has been utilized for the removal of various dyes from water [53,54]. Functionalization of HNTs with different
agents further enhances their efficiency for removing dyes present in
wastewater.
The surface-functionalized nanotubes have been used either as free nanocomposite or have been incorporated in membrane for the remediation of
dyes. In a recent study, an HNT functionalized with magnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles was used to synthesize a nanoadsorbent. The nanoadsorbent
was then utilized for the remediation of Naphthol Green B dye. The kinetic
studies showed that the Langmuir adsorption isotherm model was more
effective than the Freundlich model for the removal of Naphthol Green B,
thereby confirming that the dye forms a monolayer on the nanoadsorbent
[55]. Functionalization of HNTs with dopamine as well as KH550, a wellknown organosilane, was carried out to synthesize a core double-shell magnetic HNT. The HNT was then utilized for the removal of Methylene Blue.
The magnetic nature was imparted to nanotubes via modification with magnetic nanoparticles, which expedited the separation of nanotubes post dye
removal. The modification with dopamine and KH550 helped increase the
number of amine and hydroxyl groups on the HNT surface, thereby considerably increasing the number of adsorption sites. The nanocomposite exhibited
high adsorption efficiency (714.29 mg/g) for the dye [56].
Apart from HNT-based nanocomposites, surface-functionalized HNTs
have also been incorporated in different membranes for the efficient removal
of toxic dyes. In a recent study, nanocomposite of HNT and reduced graphene
oxide was functionalized with polydopamine in order to fabricate a membrane.
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The membrane was further used for the effective removal of congo red and
methylene blue. It showed excellent antifouling properties and displayed
high removal efficiency for congo red (99.09%) and methylene blue
(99.72%) [57]. Dyes such as Direct Yellow 4, Direct Red 28, and Direct
Blue 14 have also been removed using membrane technology by incorporating dopamine-functionalized HNT for enhanced removal and antifouling
properties [58]. Membrane prepared through tannic acid functionalized
HNT has been used to remove reactive black and reactive orange dyes from
aqueous systems [28]. In another study, membrane prepared by introducing
organosilane-modified HNT was used to remove Direct Red 80 dye from a
mixture of dye and copper ions. The organosilane modification helped in
enhancing the dispersion ability of HNTs in the viscous matrix for efficient
reinforcement of the nanotubes in the membrane [59].

15.3.3 Heavy metal remediation
Pollution due to heavy metals has received a substantial amount of attention
in the environmental industry. Industrial as well as agricultural activities,
along with vehicular emission are major sources of heavy metal pollution in
the environment. In contrast to other organic pollutants, metals are nonbiodegradable and therefore remain in the environment. They accumulate in different ecosystems as well as human bodies, thus causing various health
problems [60,61]. High concentrations of metals in water may cause serious
health issues to humans [62], and if the water is polluted with heavy metals,
the health risks increase. Long-term exposure to heavy metals may damage
organs or cause nervous, cardiovascular, or immune system-related disorders
[63,64]. During the last decade, myriad nanomaterials have been used for
heavy metal removal from soil and water. Clay-based materials, specifically
HNTs, have also attracted attention in the environmental industry because
they are naturally availability, ecofriendly, and nontoxic [65].
Functionalization of these nanotubes with various functionalization agents
increases the specificity of the nanomaterial for different heavy metals.
Recently, a research group used functionalized HNTs with 3-azidopropyl
trimethoxysilane for enhancing the removal of lead(II) ions from water. The
study involved a comparison of the efficacy between pristine and functionalized HNTs in the removal of Pb21 ions. The adsorption ability of both types
was studied in the pH range of 36. The surface functionalization of HNTs
enhanced the removal of Pb21 ion by increasing the pH and decreasing the
ionic strength [66]. Another group of researchers has also achieved the
removal of lead(II) ions from water using a different functionalization strategy for HNTs. Initially, the nanotubes were magnetically modified, followed
by functionalization with manganese oxide nanoparticles. This composite
was used for removing Pb21 ions from aqueous systems. The maximum
adsorption capacity for the ions using the nanosorbent was found to be
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59.9 mg/g, and the equilibrium data exhibited the best fit for the Langmuir
isotherm model. The nanosorbent also displayed excellent reusability and
stability [67]. HNT modified with magnetic nanoparticles have also been
used as a nanosorbent for the removal of cadmium(II) ions. The nanotubes
were functionalized with magnetite (Fe3O4) via chemical precipitation
method. Electrostatic interaction between the positively charged cadmium
ions and the negatively charged surface of the magnetic HNTs ensured the
adsorption of the cadmium ions on the surface. The metal ions were further
quantified using flame atomic absorption spectrometry [68]. In another study,
an HNT was modified with an organic carbon group in order to attach
COOH group onto its surface. This COOH-functionalized HNT was further used to synthesize a magnetic hybrid material to remove chromium(VI)
ions. The magnetic property was imparted to the HNT through the immobilization of magnetic nanoparticles. Because of the 2 COOH-functionalization,
the HNT played a significant role in removing the heavy metal ions. The
magnetic nature of the nanocomposite had the advantage of easy separation
after ion removal from the water. The mechanism for the removal of Cr(VI)
ions was adsorption on the surface of the functionalized HNT [69].
The development of novel functionalization strategies for HNTs can
enhance the specificity and selectivity of the nanotubes toward different heavy
metal ions. This approach may help the environmental industry tackle the serious issue of heavy metal contamination in water bodies as well as in wastewater from different industries.

15.3.4 Separation of harmful gases
Air pollution has increased due to rapid industrialization and today’s everincreasing population. The emission of toxic gases from vehicles, industries,
and households is increasing in the atmosphere, causing various skin and
respiratory diseases. There has also been an increase in the concentration of
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane in the atmosphere.
This increase has been the major cause of global warming. Their removal is
vital. Since the environmental industry is focusing on the separation of such
gases, nanomaterials have emerged as a helpful tool for this purpose. HNTs
are environmentally friendly and naturally available, which reduces the cost
of gas separation [12].
The process of separating different gases is usually achieved by using
mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs). These high-performance membranes are
hybrid systems, fabricated by embedding different types of fillers such as
zeolites, silica, metal-organic frameworks, and metal oxides into various
polymer matrices. This hybrid system synergistically combines the separation properties of fillers with the versatile processing of polymers, creating
an excellent separation performance [6971]. In a recent study, HNTs were
modified by alkali etching and 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) was
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used as a filler to fabricate MMMs, which was further used for the separation
of CO2, CH4, and N2. The increased roughness of the HNTs after functionalization helped in easy dispersion in the membrane. The etched HNT
improved the interfacial affinity, while the silane-grafted HNT contributed to
filler dispersion. MMMs containing the etched HNT had higher permeability
and selectivity for CO2. On the contrary, silane-grafted HNT only enhanced
the permeability of MMM, with no contribution toward enhancing CO2
selectivity. Overall, surface etching of HNTs proved to be a better strategy
for improving the gas separation [73]. In another study, HNTs functionalized
with N-β-(aminoethyl)-γ-aminopropyltrimethoxy silane (AEAPTMS) were
used as a filler material in MMMs. The organosilane in this case played the
role of a compatibilizer, thereby enhancing the interfacial affinity between
the membrane and the nanotubes. The AEAPTMS-functionalized HNTs
improved dispersion ability in the membrane, and displayed great selectivity
toward the gas mixture containing CH4, CO2, N2, and O2 [74].

15.3.5 Energy storage
Production of clean and green energy-storage devices is a priority for most
environmental industries. Most of the conventionally used energy-storage
devices are associated with multiple environmental hazards. Leakage of toxic
chemicals from energy-storage devices such as batteries has been a concern.
The advent of novel nanotechnology-based materials is a favorable beginning
for the remediation of energy-storage devices. Several nanomaterials have
shown immense potential for applications related to green energy (i.e., catalysts, lithium ion batteries, thermoelectronics, supercapacitors, and hydrogen
storage) [75]. HNT use is being considered by researchers working in environmental industries. There is particular interest in its use for energy storage
because it is naturally available, cost effective, and ecofriendly.
The generation of supercapacitors using surface-functionalized HNTs has
been a growing area of research in the past few years. In one study, an HNT
functionalized with 3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane (KH-590) was mixed
with nickel sulfide (Ni3S2) to develop an efficient nanohybrid system for
energy storage in supercapacitor. Glucose was used as a binder between the
nanotubes and Ni3S2 during a hydrothermal reaction, which helped in
depositing CNPs in the composite. The nanocomposite thus formed displayed
excellent stability and electrochemical performance due to the synergistic
effect between HNT, Ni3S2, and CNPs. The developed supercapacitor was
subjected to over 2000 cycles of nonstop charging and discharging with the
current density maintained at 1 A/g. This supercapacitor exhibited a capacity
of 450.4 C/g [76]. In other research, HNTs functionalized with nickel oxide
(NiO) nanosheets were used to develop an excellently performing supercapacitor. A simple-precipitation reaction was carried out for functionalizing the
nanotubes with NiO. The nanocomposite exhibited excellent chargestorage
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capacitance (1047.3 F/g at 5 A/g), with an unwavering cycling performance
of 1338 F/g for more than 7200 cycles at a current density of 10 A/g [77].
These environmentally friendly systems can transform the future composition
energy-storage devices. This change will decrease the environmental hazards
caused by conventionally manufactured devices such as batteries.

15.4 Conclusion and future prospects
Nanomaterials have emerged as a promising tool with possibilities for different applications. They can potentially satisfy the present need for ecofriendly
nanomaterial usable in different areas of the environmental industry. One
important advantage is their natural availability. This drastically reduces cost
and increases potential for diverse environmental applications. The need for
novel, ecofriendly energy-storage devices grows in relation to everincreasing pollution. Surface-functionalization strategies for nanotubes assist
in targeting more types of pollutants and expand potential areas of development within the environmental industry. The surfaces of HNTs have been
functionalized with organosilanes, polymers, biopolymers, nanoparticles, and
polyphenols. As discussed in this chapter, functionalized HNTs have been
widely used in the environmental industry for the remediation and sensing of
pesticides, and removal of pollutants, toxic gases, and heavy metals. Green
energy-storage systems have also been developed using functionalized
HNTs.
Future functionalization of HNTs with less-explored, nontoxic, and biocopatible biopolymers and biomolecules will enable modification of their
surface without harm to the environment. Different modification agents have
imparted antimicrobial action to HNTs [12]. Such developing functionalization strategies in combination with existing ones will provide antimicrobial
action to the HNT. This property can help in developing antimicrobial membranes reinforced with functionalized HNTs. These membranes will not only
remove the pollutants from wastewater, but also disinfect it from different
microbes. Development of more novel surface-functionalization strategies
may further help in targeting additional types of environmental pollutants.
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16.1 Introduction
Nanomaterials (NMs) are unique in the sense that they can display totally
different behavioral, chemical, and physical characteristics as compared to
their bulk counterparts even if they consist of identical chemical compositions. This paradoxical behavioral has driven researchers to understand the
basic physiology and chemistry behind this group of NMs. The significant
increase in the number of publications on the subject is clear evidence that
NM research is a growing field. Researchers now have better knowledge and
understanding of the nature of NMs, and are leading the way toward producing NMs with intentional properties and functionalities. Their research has
created the opportunity to utilize NMs for various applications such as sensing, bioimaging, as catalysts, in cosmetic, drug delivery, and industrial applications, etc. [1]. They are also useful for separation purposes such as in
chromatography applications [2] and for environmental protection and remediation [3].The constant exploration and reporting of new synthesis methods
has led to the production of NMs with easier synthesis, greater affordability,
consistent quality, and higher yield. These are important factors that make
commercialization of NMs for real applications highly possible and realistically achievable.
There are a few distinct properties of NMs that make them suitable for
various applications. Most NMs are reported to show a fluorescence property, enabling them to be utilized as optical transducers in sensing applications, as an optical tag for bioimaging, and as a digital screen display panel
[46]. In most cases, they have the potential to replace the use of existing
organic fluorophores that have less stability, require lengthy synthesis methods governed by organic chemistry principles, and use substantial amounts
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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of organic solvents. Besides the fluorescence property, the unique conductivity
feature induced by the change in dimension is also a good candidate for use
as sensing transducer. Their naturally small size is suitable for use in vivo
application because they have the flexibility to move across membranes and
reach into the cellular cells within the biological system. This fits the requirements for cell imaging or as a drug delivery system on targeted sites. Some
NMs are reported to be low in toxicity at their initial stage such as carbon
dots (CDs) [7], thus having a high potential for real applications especially in
the areas of biomedicine and healthcare. In addition, the small dimension of
NMs result in a high surface-to-volume ratio compared to the same volume of
bulk counterparts. The NM surface property is important because more atoms
are at the interface, and their activity is no longer negligible, which means
that the chemical property is more reactive. This helps to explain the observed
increments in the catalytic activity of nanocatalysts since the reaction occurs
at the surface of the materials. The interface interaction is more effective due
to the large surface areas, and usually this is a requirement for the success of
many applications.
In general, most NM properties are suitable to be employed for chemicalsensing applications. In brief, the sensing mechanism is based on the changetrigger in the initial property of the sensing receptor after interacting
with the analyte. Changes can be electrical, optical, or even in the physical
dimension. For example, the optical property in the form of fluorescence is
used as a sensing signal by monitoring the degree in signal change before
and after the interaction with a specific analyte. Properties monitored can be
the intensity of change or the shift in the wavelength of the emission peak.
The promoted surface chemistry, due to the large surface area, is also favorable to enhancing the sensing sensitivity factor since more effective interaction can occur between the nanoreceptor and the analyte. This strong
interaction induces significant disturbance on the original property that, in
return, causes huge changes in signal.
While NMs have unique features that suit the general working principle
as a chemical-sensing receptor, continuous research and development efforts
are needed to bridge the gap from the fundamental knowledge to real sensor
application for various fields. Without such effort, the sensing performance
will be low and lack of specificity. For instance, stronger interface interaction due to the NMs’ small size is good for sensing but generally lacking in
specificity and could bind to various analytes of similar nature. This issue
requires the design of the raw NMs with specific elements for targeting only
the selected analyte. One of the design solution is to functionalize NMs with
additional ligands, which serve to compensate for the lack of NMs’ selectivity for chemical-sensing applications. Usually the initial physiochemical
properties of NMs are not affected by foreign compounds that are present
together if they do not have direct interaction. Engineering NMs with additional functionality could add value by coupling a specific ligand with good
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binding affinity toward the selected analyte onto the NMs. Using this design,
the bound analyte is in proximity of the NMs and can subsequently disturb
the NMs’ initial properties that eventually can be read as a sensing signal.
One such example is capping l-cysteine to CDs enabling a probe to be used
for detection of peroxide, glutathione, mercuric ions, tetracycline, and nitrobenzene [8].
This chapter covers some fundamental properties of raw NMs reported in
the literature that are suitable for use in chemical-sensing applications. This
chapter focuses mainly on those NMs that are formed from the basic building units into homogenous, nanosized structures, rather than those formed
from heterogeneous, hybrid materials, such as the entrapment of dyes onto
an organic matrix that is of nanometer range. The chapter also discusses the
functionalization approaches that can be performed to design NMs with additional functionalities for sensing applications. These approaches include the
major engineering techniques that are commonly used craft chemical and
biological species onto NMs. In order to have a better understanding of the
purpose and significance of performing functionalization, this chapter highlights some real examples of the use of functionalized NMs for the sensing
of different species as reviewed in the literature. The emphasis is on the
advantages of having the additional functional groups graphed on the NMs
as compared to the bare NMs for the purpose of detecting different analyte
groups.

16.2 General characteristics of NMs for chemical-sensing
applications
NMs have several unique properties, including size, shape, and morphology,
that are generally suitable for use as chemical-sensing applications and for
having effective interaction with analytes. Their nanosized dimension
enables unique features such as fluorescence emission and semiconductor
electrical properties that are suitable for use as sensing signals. Often a
change in a specific property due to interaction with a targeted analyte can
be correlated to the identity or quantity of that analyte. In some cases, the
change is induced by a change in the microsurroundings (i.e., temperature or
pH). Other properties, such as their chemical and biocompatibility nature,
are also to be considered when developing specific sensors to ensure they
will not harm or contaminate the sample or the testing host. Such considerations definitely apply to biomedical applications such as developing an in
situ sensor that is going to operate in the human tissue. The sensors should
not create negative side effect or cause serious stress to the cells. This section covers the general characteristics that make NMs suitable for sensing
applications.
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16.2.1 Morphology
The definition of a NM generally refers to a material with at least one
dimension that is in the nanometer range, which is within the range of
1100 nm. However, sometimes there are exceptions when the size might
exceed the 100 nm limit, but still be considered a NM as long as it displays
the signature properties of a NM. NMs can have different shapes, with the
most common being the two-dimension spherical type known as “dots” such
as quantum dots (QD) [9] and the cylindrical type known as “rod” such as
the well-known carbon nanotube [10]. There are other less commonly
encountered shapes like cube [11], flower-like [12], pyramid-shaped [13],
hexagonal [14], etc. Using the existing microscopic techniques SEM and
TEM and their resolution capability in the nanometer range, the views of
raw NMs often show smooth surfaces. However, intentional modification of
the surface alters the initial smooth surface accordingly as shown in
Fig. 16.1. The image captures the NMs’ rough surface after capping with
silica-based materials where the core is made of the NM. The size has grown
as compared to the initial morphology, and the capping is used as a size

FIGURE 16.1 (A) Gold nanoparticles encapsulated in amorphous silica nanospheres prepared
by Stober’s method; (B, C) Gold mesoporous silica nanoparticles synthesis by pseudomorphic
transformation of preformed gold nanoparticles encapsulated with silica at an intermediate state
detected at t 5 15 min (B) and after complete change (C); and (D) detail of wormhole-like
channels of nanomaterial microstructure; the inset shows the local arrangement in hexagonal symmetry. Reproduced from Botella P, Corma A, Navarro MT. Single gold nanoparticles encapsulated in monodispersed regular spheres of mesostructured silica produced by pseudomorphic
transformation. Chem Mater 2007;19(8):197983 [15].
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controller by adjusting the thickness according to the amount of capping
agent added.
Due to the small size, several physical properties of a solid have become
more pronounced and useful for sensing applications. One such property is
the elasticity factor that has become more dependent on changes in the
microenvironment compared to its bulk format. When integrated into a surface acoustic wave system, any changes in this parameter could be recorded
and correlated to the factor causing the change. The elasticity of the indium
tin oxide (ITO nanoparticles (NPs)) that were integrated into a layer with a
multiguiding structure reported a change in the presence of volatile organic
compounds [16]. The change was identified indirectly based on the change
in the surface acoustic wave that was resonating with the nanoparticles and
was recorded using an oscillator.
NMs have the flexibility to form different arrangements into larger clusters based on their surface chemistry. Their small dimension gives them the
mobility to move and interact with the other surrounding species, unlike
solids that have fixed lattice arrangements within their building blocks. In
view of this, the tuning of surface chemistry controls the clustering behavior,
which indirectly alters some of the NMs’ initial properties. The changes
induced on a property are modeled as a sensing signal. One simple example
is the change of surrounding pH value that induces the agglomeration of the
nanoparticles. The agglomeration affinity is dependent to the surface chemistry of the NMs. In the work where TiO2 NPs were dispersed in aqueous
media with different pH conditions, the agglomeration was the most effective
at pH 5.0 , pH ,7.2 due to the strong destabilization of the individual NPs
(Fig. 16.2). Once it is in a cluster format, the self-quenching process is likely

FIGURE 16.2 TiO2 (50 mg/L TiO2 dispersion) z-average diameters and ζ potential values as
function of pH. Reproduced from Loosli F, Stoll S. Effect of surfactants, pH and water hardness
on the surface properties and agglomeration behavior of engineered TiO2 nanoparticles.
Environ Sci Nano 2017;4(1):20311 [17].
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to occur and turns off the NPs’ fluorescence, as has been observed in many
studies [18,19]. Under careful consideration, sensors for monitoring the pH
change have been developed by determining the change in the fluorescence
intensity as correlated to the surrounding pH. Similar pH sensors have been
reported to be used for applications to determine the intercellular pH condition for cells.
NMs also have morphology advantages that allow them to penetrate the
membranes of living cells. This feature has enabled various bio-applications
to be performed such as bioimaging and usage as an in vivo diagnostic tool
without the need to operate the host. Some studies have shown that NMs permeate the stratum corneum via a mechanism similar to the adsorption of
organic molecules through the skin. This mainly follows the common intercellular pathways via the epidermal lipids [20]. Gold (Au) NPs are one of
the examples where the studies using multiphoton tomography and fluorescence lifetime imaging have shown that they have the ability to penetrate the
skin layer [21]. The size, exposure time, skin grade, and surface hydrophobicity are some of the significant factors that influence penetration depth and
rate. Aside from skin, one study showed that AuNPs could penetrate through
human placental coculture microtissues due to their small size and when
they have the ideal capping agent with a hydrophilic nature [22]. In some
cases, the NMs even showed the ability of cellular penetration. CDs synthesized using eggplant sepals have been found to enter the cellular layer of the
living HeLa cells [23]. The CDs entered the cytosol when endocytic processes were blocked, which suggests that passive penetration is taking place
through the plasma membrane of the cells. Morphology aspects, in terms of
size homogeneity and tunable surface property via NM functionalization,
hold the key to the penetration profile.

16.2.2 Optical property
Most raw NMs show fluorescence properties. As their size decreases, the
material experiences gradual changes in the solid property that also affects
the molecular property. During the transition, the material reaches a stage of
formation of discrete band states as the physical dimension shrinks. The
quantized energy level allows the excitation of the ground level electrons,
especially by ultraviolet (UV) light, while the relaxation process generally
generates the emission of fluorescence in the visible range. In a specific
example of a semiconductor material, the reduction in size from its bulk
stage causes the physical dimension to be smaller than the Exciton Bohr
radius. Once the reduced size occurs, the electrons experience the confinement effect that leads the splitting of the original energy levels into smaller
ones [24]. This effect is explained using the model of particles in a box
where typically their dimension is less than 10 nm, and the energy gap
changes accordingly with their size. This change gives rise to the property of
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fluorescence emission having a wavelength that is dependent on the NMs’
size. One common example is QDs, which can display various emissions
based on their sizes as shown in Fig. 16.3. Smaller size particles will have
larger band gaps, thus showing a blue shift in the emission.
Uniquely, nonsemiconductor NMs have also been shown to possess fluorescence property, although there is no clear band gap structure within the
materials. CDs are one example where the origin of fluorescence is still
under debate. There are various theories suggesting similar size confinement
effects, such as the one describing fluorescence origin of QDs [25], while
others postulate that the aggregated aromatic and conjugated derivative
clumps that form during the carbonization of organic precursors could also

FIGURE 16.3 QDs of different sizes showing a range of emission wavelengths [9].
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promote fluoresence. In this theory the intermediates that are generated during
the decomposition stage are highly reactive, forming the organic derivatives,
and the fluoresence property is promoted due to the rich aromatic ring and
conjugated pi bonds. For instance, the CDs formed by heating a glucosestarting precursor in the presence of phosphoric acid has an orange emission,
and the origin has been suggested to be due to the aggregates of the hydroxymethylfurfural derivatives [26]. Another study suggested the fluorescence origins of CDs are from pyridine-derivatives and the presence of defective states
[27]. Surface defect is another widely accepted possible explanation of the origin of fluorescence. The defects are created by surface oxidation forming an
energy gap and serving as capturing centers of excitons. Specifically, the continuous introduction of the oxidation sites via a longer period of oxidation process narrows down the energy band gap that leads toward the red-shift in the
emission profile [28]. The brightness and quantum yield are also observed to
be improved under this condition [29]. The other model that offers a possible
cause for the NMs’ fluorescence is the red-edge effect [30,31].
Another unique optical property of some NMs is their light absorption
ability which is caused by the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) mechanism,
a feature clearly observed in metallic NPs. The basic principle of this mechanism involves the oscillations of conduction electrons of the free electron on
the surface of the NPs being excited by electromagnetic radiation. The
amplitude of the oscillation differs with the change in the radiation frequency
and usually refer as the SPR when it reaches its maximum. The NP’s color
is determined by the adsorption of the radiation that falls within the visible
range. Of the metallic NPs, those made of noble metal such as Au and silver
(Ag) have strong SPR absorbance in the visible range. For AuNPs this resonance often occurs at the 500 nm region, causing them to show an intense
red color solution [32,33]. Whereas AgNPs often show a strong band around
400 nm, causing the solution to show a yellow color. Theoretically the SPR
frequency depends on various factors such as the metal type, size, shape,
composition, dielectric constant, surface chemistry, etc. [34]. A star-shaped
AuNPs type has shown multiple SPRs when measured using a single particle
spectroscopy. This outcome has resulted in polarization-dependent scattering
with multiple spectral peaks as generated by the tips on the star-shaped structure [35]. Another interesting fact is that the change in solution’s dielectric
can shift of the SPR and the degree of shifting can be used for chemical
assay. Different concentrations of chemicals alter the dielectric constant, and
this is reflected in the shifting SPR frequency that can be later correlated to
the concentration of the chemical species.

16.2.3 Toxicity and biocompatibility
One of the advantages of using NMs as sensing probes is that their small
size enables them to access various spaces with minimum. Their size makes
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them well-suited for biomedical applications, where the probes are introduced to various body parts for diagnostic purposes without the need of
physical operation. Therefore issues of NMs’ toxicity and biocompatibility
become important because any harmful effects need to be avoided during the
application stage. However, the interaction mechanisms between NMs and
living organisms are very complex and involve multiple parameters, which
to date have yet to be fully understood. The changes in the physiochemical
properties such as different size, shape, and surface chemistry show different
toxicity effects even though the NMs’ core is made of the same material
[36]. This situation means that hazard identification for NMs is not straightforward and cannot generally be applied to all type of NMs. It would be
rather more accurate to focus on the toxicity nature by the classes of NMs.
Comparison of NMs’ toxicity cannot be directly taken from various reports;
although the types of NMs are the same they do not have identical testing
systems and conditions. Mostly in vitro assays have been performed for
indicating toxicity compared to lesser in vivo assays that are deemed to be
far more complex and difficult to quantify. There are various possible
causes of toxicity by the NMs, and one cause may be the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by the NMs’ photoactivity. Some of the common
assays performed to study the cytotoxicity effect in vitro include lactate
[lactic] dehydrogenase (LDH) assay of cell membrane integrity, the 3-(4,5dimethylthiazol-2-yl) 2 2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay of
mitochondrial function, and immunochemistry markers for apoptosis and
necrosis [37].
QDs are one of the commonly used NMs for sensing applications due to
their superior fluorescence property. However, there is always concern over
their toxicity since most QDs content has a toxic precursor such as a heavy
metal. These ions are usually found to have a binding tendency with the thiol
groups in the mitochondria leading to malfunction of the cell. In this
instance, capping with a natural or biological compound on the surface is
taken as a measure to encapsulate the core and avoid the leaching of metal
ions that cause stress, trigger apoptotic response, and eventual cell death.
CdS QDs treated with plant extracts as a capping agent are found to show
much lower toxicity effect toward cells as compared to the bare CdS QDs
[38]. Capping with a polymeric layer such as polyethyleneimine could also
reduce the toxicity of QDs since this layer acts as a protective layer to avoid
the Cd reaching the intercellular cell, besides controlling the size that can
reduce the uptake by the cells [39]. The coating layer property and the type
of coating used sometimes plays an important role in cellular uptake levels
that have a direct correlation to the toxicity effect [40]. In vivo toxicity studies have also been carried out on various organs using an animal model.
Cd-containing QDs have been shown to persist in the lungs of rats treated for
14 days by intratracheal instillation with saline, and the deposits are difficult
to clear from the lung [41]. The liver is another major organ that accumulates
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QDs when exposed at acute and chronic levels according to studies that
showed significant impairments to the livers of tested mice [42]. QDs could
lead to morphological alteration to the hepatic lobules and an increase of oxidative stress. Surprisingly, QDs are found to have induced the production of
intracellular ROS, indicated by a significant increase of the malondialdehyde
level within hepatocytes.
Carbon-based NMs, such as CDs and carbon nanotubes, garner less concern over their toxicity effect as compared to the QDs. The building blocks
of mainly carbon-based NMs do not show high levels of toxicity. Usually
the in vitro study is performed using various cell lines as the model depending on the final proposed application. The NMs are added into the cell culture and incubated for a period of time. The cell visibility is checked and
compared against a control that is incubated together under identical conditions except for the absence of the NMs. For example, the toxicity of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) has been tested using this method and was
found to have low toxicity [43]. HeLa (or A549) cells were used for the
study and added accurately with different concentrations of the GQDs in a
culture medium and incubated accordingly. After the incubation period, the
cell viability, cell apoptosis and necrosis, and LDH and ROS level were
examined using the respective assays to evaluate the effect of GQD on cells.
Surface functionalization also alters the toxicity effect by changing the cell
intake profile that subsequently imposes some oxidative stresses to the cells
that leads to death. The capping of CDs with neutral polyethyleneglycol
(PEG) has shown low or no toxicity effect on A cell based on in vitro study,
but those coated with positively charged polyethylenimine (PEI) showed
harmful effects to the cell based on the same testing assay [44]. Since the
NM core is made from the same carbon-based building block, the difference
in the toxicity effect must be from the capping agent on the surface that varied the CDs physiochemical property when interacting with cells.
Beyond just cell lines, studies have investigated the toxicity of CDs on
more complex microorganisms such as microbes and algae. Yeast, a single
celled microorganism, has been tested with CDs, and the study found that
CDs imposed some toxicity toward the survival of the cells at higher concentration of CDs [45]. The tracking based on the fluorescence imaging revealed
that the CDs adsorbed on the surface of yeast, causing the cell to shrink,
deform, and eventually killing the cells. Further study also found that the
CDs can generate ROS in the presence of light that eventually harms the
cells. In the case of algae, the presence of CDs showed to have lower toxicity effect when compared to most of the QDs. This finding means the CDs
had little effect on the growth inhibition, and chlorophyll a(Chla) contents,
and protein contents, and the activity of enzymatic and metabolites contents
on the concentration range tested also suggest a low risk of the CDs contaminating and harming the environment [46]. As for microbes, a study using
Escherichia coli as a testing candidate found that CDs showed a
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concentration dependent effect with a LC50 value recorded at 18.53 mL/L
[47]. The CDs were prepared using an acid treatment on CNTs without specific surface modification. The growth inhibition of the microbes observed in
this study was thought to be caused by the membrane and oxidative stresses
induced by interactions between E. coli and CDs at high concentrations.
There have also been toxicity studies performed using an animal model
for CDs. The CDs were introduced to animal models, usually mice or rats,
via injection and their conditions monitored over the study period. The animal is sacrificed, and various organs are examined for abnormalities, if any,
that were caused by the CDs. One such study was performed on CDs prepared from carbon soot that were refluxed with nitric acid and passivated
with PEG2000N [48]. The CDs were introduced to the selected mouse and
rat groups via injection with the predetermined amount of CDs. After the
study period, the test group treated with CDs were sacrificed and no abnormalities or lesions were observed in the major organs. Examination also
found that the CDs did not exhibit any gene toxicity, confirming the CDs
have good biocompatibility and were nontoxic at the concentration level
tested. However, the exposure of CDs on an in vivo system, such as by inhalation of high concentrations, has been shown to cause animal deaths due to
the induced injuries in the lung and liver [49]. This is caused by the physical
property instead of the chemical property of the CDs. The effects observed
after exposure, such as inflammation and necrosis, increase with a dosedependent and time-dependent manner. Since the CDs have fluorescence, the
tracking on the biodistribution could be made directly using fluorescence
spectroscopy.
Metal-based NMs such as Ag- or Au-based nanoparticles have been demonstrated to show good potential for use in various sensing applications,
including use as in vivo diagnosis tools. Looking at the base building block
of metal ions, there are some safety concerns raised over the possible presence of leached metal ions, especially on those that have been proven to
show high toxicity in their free ionic format. However, it is also noted that
living organisms require trace amounts of metal ions such as iron, magnesium, calcium, cobalt, etc. The implication is that the use of the metal-based
NMs at a low concentration should be fine, as the leaching of free metal ions
from the NMs’ core to the biological environment is expected to be even
lower. Mohan et al. demonstrated that free Ag1 ions showed higher toxicity
effect on human THP-1 monocyte cells as compared to the AgNPs capped
with starch [50]. Thus rough predictions on the toxicity of metal-based NMs
could be linked to the toxicity studies of the free metal ions. Metal ions from
the heavy metal class such as Hg21, Cd21, and Pb21 ions are usually classified as very toxic and will avoid being incorporated in the core of NMs. On
the other hand, NM cores comprised of Fe21, Au21, and Pt21 ions are frequently observed to be relatively less toxic, which could partly be due to
their poor solubility in aqueous media.
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Besides referring to the core for toxicity effects, metallic NMs also pose
some unique physiochemical properties in their nonsized state, such as the
antimicrobial property. AgNPs are one of the commonly reported on antimicrobial agents, and their activity is thought to originate from the partially
oxidized Ag1 ions species that absorbed on the NPs’ surface [51]. The effect
is suggested to be similar to free Ag1 ions, where NPs interact with the cell
wall of the microbes. As for the suggested mechanism, the Ag1 ions at the
surface are transferred to the microbes directly, and their study found very
less leachate in the incubation solution at the time. Similarly, magnesium
oxide (MgO) NPs in one of the studies showed the ability to attach to the
cell wall, eventually causing damage to the cell membrane [52]. The attachment was due to the phosphate groups present on the surface of the cells,
and no sign of ROS formation was detected in the study. Other parameters
such as variation in size and shape were also found to have influenced the
toxic effect of the metallic NMs. Eventually NPs with smaller sizes were
shown to have higher toxic effects as compared to larger size NPs. AgNPs of
the size ranging around 10 nm showed to have much higher toxic effects
compared to those in the range larger than 50 nm [53]. The effect is associated with the smaller size that allows cellular uptake processes from the cell
membranes to the nuclear pores, eventually altering the biological processes
of the cells. Metallic NMs often have the property of inducting the production of ROS, which is very harmful to cells. The NPs induce stress in the
cells and eventually promote the production of ROS. Iron oxide (Fe3O4) NPs
have been shown to induce necrosis-type cell death in lung cancer cells by
inducing ROS and autophagy [54]. Other metallic NMs that show a similar
property of inducing ROS and promoting toxicity include titanium oxide
(TiO2) [55], zinc oxide (ZnO) [56], copper oxide (CuO) [57], etc.

16.3 The engineering aspects for functionalization of NMs
The major aim of functionalizing NMs is to add additional features to the
existing unique properties of NMs. The features will often complement the
NMs’ properties and the conjugated capping agent, and together they achieve
better performance as chemical sensors. Functionalization makes the NMs
more specific in targeting certain analytes, improves the sensitivity aspect
for trace analysis, reduces the noise to signal ratio, and allows for better integration into the other components of the sensor, like the electronic components. Various techniques are employed to achieve functionalization, and
some of the common engineering approaches are discussed in this section.

16.3.1 Covalent conjugation
Forming a covalent bond as the means of bridging the capping agent to the
NMs is a good option to consider because this strong bond reduces the
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probability of leaching. Usually the chemical conjugation of NMs is easily
achieved via the oxygen-containing groups such as hydroxyl and carboxyl
groups on the surface. These groups are introduced naturally during the formation of the NMs during the synthesis of GQDs [58] or can be purposely
introduced via chemical treatments such as refluxing the NMs in a strong
oxidizing acid like nitric acid [59]. In some cases direct thermal treatment
under the presence of oxygen can also introduce these oxygen-rich groups to
the NMs’ surface [60]. Other specific functional groups like the carboxylic
(COOH) and amine (NH2) are introduced using the self-assembled monolayers (SAM) via chemisorption on the NMs.
Amidation is one of the common approaches taken to link functional
groups to NMs. The linkage bond is formed between COOH with the NH2
and is known as amide bonding. In order to achieve this bond, the surface of
the NMs should have one of these functional groups present that is ready to
react with their counterpart. Under normal lab conditions, the reactivity for
this type of reaction is considerably low, meaning the process will not occur
simultaneously to form the desired product in good yield. Thus an activator is
often applied to promote the reaction by increasing the reactivity of these functional groups. One commonly used activator class for the amidation is the
carbodiimide-based group. This group targets the COOH group by forming
an active intermediate readying it to react with the NH2 group. The condition
for this reaction is usually mild and can even be performed at low temperatures. This ability makes them a good candidate for the covalent
attachment of biological compounds that are often fragile and can be
destroyed under harsh conditions. Most protein can be denatured under
high temperature or in high acidic solution. Among the different type of
carbodiimide compounds, 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) is one of the most commonly employed to activate the COOH
group to form an O-acylisourea, an active intermediate that could be easily
displaced by a ligand containing an NH2 terminal that is present in the
same surrounding. The NH2 group acts as a nucleophile and attack the
O-acylisourea to form the covalent amide bond. At the same time isourea,
a by-product originated from the EDC, is generated after the reaction. The
optimum pH is often reported to be at around neutral. In some cases,
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) is added to the coupling protocols to
improve efficiency by creating a dry-stable (NH2-reactive) ester intermediate. This intermediate is considerably more stable compared to the
O-acylisourea intermediate and promotes a better efficiency for the later conjugation with NH2. Under careful control, various ligands are attached to
the NMs’ surface. This includes the attachment of peptides on the surface of
AuNPs [61], horseradish peroxidase enzyme immobilized on GQDs [62],
antibodies tagged on QDs [63], etc.
Click chemistry is another method that is gaining more interest for use as
a means to covalently attach a ligand to the surface of NMs. Click chemistry
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generally refers to a group of organic reactions that are efficient, easy to
handle, and produce high yield. Commonly, click chemistry can be divided
into few categories as summarized in Fig. 16.4, and among these, the
cycloadditions type is the most widely reported. A study has been carried out
to demonstrate a flexible functionalization of QDs with a specific ligand via
simple click chemistry [65]. A ligand containing the norbornene terminal
was first introduced to the QDs’ surface, followed by the efficient click

FIGURE 16.4 Major classifications of click chemistry reactions, along with corresponding
examples. Nu, nucleophile; EWG, electron withdrawing group. Reproduced from Hein CD, Liu
X-M, Wang D. Click chemistry, a powerful tool for pharmaceutical sciences. Pharm Res
2008;25(10):221630 [64].
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chemistry to connect with a tetrazine bearing PEG hydrophilic molecule.
Similarly, tetrakis(5-hexyn-oxy) Fe(II) phthalocyanine was successfully conjugated on azide-funtionalized CdSe/ZnS QDs and was adapted for use in
the detection of paraquat [66]. In that particular study, the azide group had
first been functionalized using EDC/NHS method via amide bonding as the
linker, and azide starting precursors of 4-azidoaniline hydrochloride was
tagged to the NMs. In some cases, the click reaction proceeded even without
the copper ions as the catalyst [67]. Other reports demonstrated how the click
chemistry was adapted to detect viruses [65]. The working principle is based
on surface passivation of the QDs with dibenzocyclooctynes on the surface
and the azine group labeled onto the virus. The click reaction induces the
optical change for the QDs that can be used as sensing signal.
Instead of activating the COOH group, the NH2 group on the NMs
can also be activated by using sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)
cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (sulfo-SMCC). A maleimide reactive species
forms after the addition of sulfo-SMCC to the NMs containing the NH2
group. In order to incorporate the ligand to the maleimide terminal, the
ligand needs to have a thiol group (sometimes known as sulfhydryl group)
for the conjugation. A study demonstrated the conjugation of antibody on the
surface of Fe3O4 NPs via this method as shown in Fig. 16.5 [68]. The antibody was first modified with iminothiolane to introduce the sulfhydryl group
for the later reaction with the Fe3O4 NPs modified with sulfo-SMCC having
the maleimide group. Similar conjugation was performed to introduce the
NMs with various ligands such as enzymes, matrix metalloproteinase [69],
and the peptide hormone somatostatin [70].

FIGURE 16.5 Scheme showing the conjugation mechanism using sulfo-SMCC and sulfhydryl
groups. Reproduced from Abdolahi M, et al., Synthesis and in vitro evaluation of MR molecular
imaging probes using J591 mAb-conjugated SPIONs for specific detection of prostate cancer.
Contrast Media Mol Imaging 2013;8(2):17584.
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Glutaraldehyde crosslinking chemistry is another method that can be used
to surface functionalize the NMs. The reaction is performed at a neutral pH,
and glutaraldehyde is water soluble, making it suitable to be used to link biocompounds to various NMs and matrices containing NH2 groups. The
NH2 group undergoes nucleophilic addition on the carbonyl site of the
aldehyde molecule to produce carbinolamines, which then dehydrate to create substituted imines. This means the NH2 and aldehyde have combined
into one molecule by excluding water as the side product. Since glutaraldehyde contains two aldehyde groups with one at each terminal position, it can
link two NH2 groups together. One of these NH2 could be present on the
surface of the NMs, while the other on the ligand. NPs coated with a silica
layer containing the NH2 group have been successfully conjugated with
lipase using glutaraldehyde as the linker [71]. Similarly, the goat anti-human
HBsAg antibody was immobilized onto the amino-functionalized silica shell
and used as probe for ultrasensitive immunoassays with glutaraldehyde as
the spacer [72]. ZnO nanorods have also been reported as being successfully
immobilized with antibodies using the glutaraldehyde chemistry [73], while
other groups have reported their accomplishments in capping nanocomposite
with amino-linked lysozyme aptamer [74].

16.3.2 Self-assembly
Capping functional groups onto NMs via the physical adsorption approach is
based on attraction forces without any chemical bond. The forces that hold
them together are comparatively weaker than covalent bonding. The forces
used are hydrogen bonding, polarpolar attractions, induced polar interactions, hydrophobic interactions, and van der Waals forces. This functionalization method is usually straightforward and simple, where the NMs and the
intended functional groups are added together to form the self-assembly interaction. When using some of the weaker bonding forces, nonspecific interactions might occur and cause less homogenous orientation, although most of
the absorbed species will show their initial activity. This approach has been
one of the earliest capping techniques, but the intentions at that point were
mostly to stabilize the NMs and to avoid aggregation. As NM development
progresses, attempts have been carried out to exchange this layer with other
intended capping agents, while some have also attached a secondary capping
agent on top of the first layer. The compounds that are often adapted are surfactants [75], polymers [76,77], and simple molecules [7880]. The ligand
selection is determined by the nature of the surface (i.e., hydrophobic NMs
will be introduced with hydrophobic type of ligand and vice versa).
The formation of SAM of organic molecules on the surface of the NMs
is usually based on adsorption interaction. SAM formation involves the
chemisorption of the ligand on a surface of the materials, followed by the
spontaneous generation of a two-dimensional, molecularly ordered domain
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on the material’s surface. The ligand molecule for SAM usually consists of
three parts: the head group, the hydrocarbon spacer backbone chain, and the
terminal group as shown in Fig. 16.6. The head group is the part that interacts with the substrate, while the backbone type chain group determines the
arrangement and property of the two-dimensional domain layer. The terminal
group influences the final property of the surface, such as its hydrophilicity,
since it is the group located at the interface boundary with the solvent. The
terminal group could also be used later to graft other compounds via covalent bonds or adsorption via electrostatic interaction. The noncovalent interactions on the head group with the substrate results in low energy kinetic
barriers, allowing the ligand to attain its minimum free energy configuration
despite the thermodynamic reduction in number of degrees of freedom when
the ligand is packed into a denser phase of the SAM. Ligands containing a
sulfur head group (i.e., thiols, dithiols, sulfide and disulfides) are the most
commonly employed type, especially with metal or metal oxide-based NMs
substrates such as Au and Ag surfaces. The exact mechanism of strong
sulphur-metal interaction is still under investigation but the supporting literature has offered good theories about the mechanism [8284]. Generally,
SAM is formed quite easily in liquid media or even in the gas phase. The
ligand containing the sulphur head group can be added and the concentration
range is commonly controlled around 101000 μM in different solvents
depending on the solubility of the ligand. Usually the adsorption process
time takes around 212 h to form a well-ordered SAM. Some ligands might

FIGURE 16.6 Sketch of the major parts of a typical ligand used for forming SAM: head group,
backbone spacer, and terminal. Reproduced from Vericat C, et al., Self-assembled monolayers of
thiols and dithiols on gold: new challenges for a well-known system. Chem Soc Rev 2010;39
(5):180534.
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need a longer time depending on the affinity of the head group and the
length of the chain [81]. A study has shown that cysteine SAM has been successfully formed over AuNPs that later modified on a gold electrode for the
determination of epinephrine in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate [85].
The synthesis was performed by the direct soaking of the substrates in cysteine under an acidic buffer solution for 5 min at room temperature.
Depending of the surface condition and charge of the NMs, the adsorption of their counterpart ligands having the opposite charge is achieved by
polarpolar attraction. For example, metal NPs with net surface charges
interact with biological species via noncovalent interaction. Larger biological
species such as protein and enzymes have lots of chemical terminals of different charges that allow the interactions to occur. Adsorption of protein on
the surface of NPs is common and better known as a protein corona. Since
proteins are large biomolecules consisting of one or more long chains of
amino acid residues, this means that there is a localization of charge points
throughout the structure of the protein. The charge of these terminals is
dependent on the solution pH, where the charges can change depending on
the equilibrium with the protons that are present in the solution. These terminals serve as anchors that interact with the NPs and can be simultaneously
influenced by multiple complex attractions, such as hydrophobic interactions,
hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals interactions, electrostatic interactions, etc.
FeO4 NPs that have been capped with positive polyethyleneimine (PEI) and
negative poly(acrylic acid) have both been shown to have an uptake of protein due to physical attraction, but they display different affinities since their
surfaces have the opposite charges [86].
In a more advance design, the adsorption can be controlled to form a
multilayer architecture in order to achieve a greater amount of ligands on
the surface of the NMs. The mechanism of layer formation is governed by
various factors including the composition of the dispersing medium, the
structure of the NMs, the property of the ligand, pH, etc. Using protein as
an example, the formation of the conjugate layers is achieved by tuning the
pH parameter, where the protein grows layer-by-layer as a function of the
increase in pH value on the surface of a AuNPs [87]. Besides pH, there is
also the possibility of protein layers forming by using an opposite charged
matrix in between the layers to induce the interaction with the protein. This
means the protein could be loaded on the NMs surface and followed by an
agent of opposite charge. The electrostatic interaction leads to the adsorption of the agent on the protein layer, making the outermost layer oppositely charged from the protein. When free protein is loaded again, they
would then form the second layer on the matrix surface, creating a
sandwich-like architecture. Fe3O4 NPs have been successfully coated with
multiple layers of lysozyme using tannic acid. In this case, the lysozyme
holds a positive charge and the tannic acid is negatively charged. The opposite charges allow the interaction to occur in forming the layer-by-layer
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FIGURE 16.7 The process of layer-by-layer self-assembly of polyasparticate (PAA) and poly
(ethyleneimine) (PEI) on magnetic nanoparticles. Reproduced from Wang S, et al., Layer-bylayer self-assembly of polyaspartate and poly(ethyleneimine) on magnetic nanoparticles: characterization and adsorption of protein. Curr Appl Phys 2011;11(6):133742.

structure when they are added alternately [88]. Based on this similar mechanism, several layers of polymers of opposite charge are first adsorbed on
the NMs forming the sandwich structure that is later used to load the protein. Polyaspartate (PAA) and (PEI) are good candidates to form such
layers because both have opposite charges on the backbone of the polymers
[89]. PAA is negatively charged and PEI is positively charged, and they
assemble into a structure as shown in Fig. 16.7 for loading protein into the
cavities in between the layers.
Another option for noncovalent linkage is the use of biotinstreptavidin
chemistry. Generally, the affinity of streptavidin for biotin is one of the
strongest biological interactions known, and it has a low dissociation constant [90]. Each streptavidin monomer has four active biding sites that allow
the specific binding of one biotin at each site. The multiple binding sites
offer the option to attach different ligands, especially biological compounds,
to the surface of the NMs. For instance, the AuNPs can be outfitted with biomolecules such as horseradish peroxidase via the biotin-streptavidin interaction [91]. NPs were first surface modified with the biotin terminal, followed
by the addition of horseradish peroxidase modified with streptavidin.
Oligonucleotide has also been successfully outfitted on the surface of CdTe
QSs following the mechanism proposed in Fig. 16.8 [92]. The QDs were
capped with mercaptopropionic acid via in situ approach during synthesis
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FIGURE 16.8 Scheme showing the application of oligonucleotide on CdTe QDs via biotin
streptavidin interactions. Reproduced from Stanisavljevic M, et al., Study of streptavidinmodified quantum dots by capillary electrophoresis. Chromatographia 2013;76(7):33543.

and later mixed with streptavidin to allow their adsorption on the surface.
The introduction of biotin-modified oligonucleotide then interacts specifically with the streptavidin, outfitting the surface of the QDs with the
oligonucleotide.

16.3.3 Other capping approaches
Bioaffinity tagging exploits the natural interactions of a biological species
with other counterparts or ligands. The affinity is induced by the presence of
multiple functional groups of the biological species at a fixed site within the
structure. Thus the interaction possesses high specificity due to the formation
of binding sites of specific shapes and sizes. Of course, nonspecific binding
occurs as well when a functional group has partially bound with a ligand or
loosely bound within a cavity of bigger size compared to the ligand.
Pretreated spores of Bacillus subtilis have demonstrated good binding affinity with CdTe/ZnS QDs, making it possible to outfit the spore with QDs for
pH sensing applications [93]. Another example is the use of eggshell membranes to immobilize NMs due to their bioaffinity to attract NMs [94].
The functionality of a secondary species can also be instilled to the NMs
using the blending method. This means the NMs and the functional species
are added together to form a nanocomposite within an inert matrix. While
direct bonding between the NMs and the functional ligands is not guaranteed, given the fixed position within the matrix the likelihood of bonding is
high. For instance, a sensitive glucose sensor was developed by blending
ZnO NPs and eggshell membrane preimmobilized with glucose oxidase
using ionic liquid as the holding matrix on a modified glassy carbon electrode [95]. Cyclic voltammetry was used to detect the activity and used as
sensing signal. Such blending morphology was clearly observed using SEM
as shown in Fig. 16.9. In other study, ZnO QDs were blended with other
sensing components within a three-dimensional nitrogen-doped graphene
hydrogel, and an impregnation approach was performed to incorporate horserdish peroxidase as a bioactive compound into the system [96]. The system
was used to detect glucose.
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FIGURE 16.9 A scanning electron micrograph shows different resolution of (A, B) eggshell
membrane, (C, D) eggshell membrane immobilized with glucose oxidase, and (E, F) eggshell
membrane immobilized with ZnO nanoparticles and glucose oxidase. Reproduced from Aini BN,
et al., Development of glucose biosensor based on ZnO nanoparticles film and glucose oxidaseimmobilized eggshell membrane. Sens Bio-Sensing Res 2015;4:4656.

Core-shell architecture is another type of surface modification approach
used to design NMs for sensing application. Core-shell architecture is mainly
used to tune the basic physiochemical properties of NMs; but in some cases,
the shell is utilized directly as the sensitive sensing layer for interaction with
the analyte. In other cases, the shell is used as a protective layer for the core
materials, as they might not be suitable for exposure to surrounding conditions due to biocompatibility and/or toxicity issues. Various materials can be
used as the shell, and their selection depends mainly on the intended application. The metalorganic frameworks (MOFs) are one such candidate due
their unique characteristics including coordination sites, flexible structure,
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tunable permeability, chemical stability, etc. [97]. MOFs are basically
crystalline porous materials that form from metal ions’ building units that
are interconnected with poly-topic organic linkers [98]. Generally, the
coating shell layer is made by mixing the core NMs with the precursors
used to form the MOFs, and, subsequently, a MOFs layer grows on the
surface. Usually the NPs are first modified with chemical groups such as
the COOH group and later act as anchors for the MOFs layer that grows.
For example, MOFs consisting of MIL-100(Fe) were grown on the surface
of Fe3O4 NPs, where the NPs surface were first treated with citric acid to
form COOH group [99]. In situ formation of the NMs’ coating using the
one-pot approach has also been attempted. A uniform shape of core-shell
NPs of Au@MOF-5 (Zn4O(1,4-benzenedicarboxylate)3 formed directly
from their respective starting precursors in a suitable solvent system without first forming the AuNPs [100]. This formation was possible because
Au precursors were first reduced to form the NPs on which the MOFs subsequently grew. This nanoprobe has been shown to be sensitive toward
carbon dioxide monitoring using the SERs transduction technique.
The core-shell system is commonly used in QD systems to improve
photoluminescence efficiency, where different types of semiconductors are
blended in layers to form the final core-shell architecture. Different types of
QD core-shells are produced and generally categorized into specific groups
depending on the band gaps between them as shown in Fig. 16.10. The two
semiconductors should eventually have similar crystalline structures, but
with some mismatch in the lattice. The synthesis is usually carried out by a
two-step or multiple-step process, where the core QDs are produced first via
conventional methods and the subsequent shell is then formed on the core
particle via different methods. The core structure is isolated and purified
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FIGURE 16.10 Different categories of core-shell QDs. Reproduced from Vasudevan D, et al.,
Coreshell quantum dots: Properties and applications. J Alloy Compd 2015;636:395404
[101].
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from impurities before dispersed in the solution for the coating. In this case,
the precursors for forming the shell layer are injected slowly into the solution
containing the core NPs under controlled conditions, particularly the temperature. In order to avoid the nucleation that leads to the formation of NPs
from the shell precursors, the temperature is usually kept slightly lower than
the temperature used during the synthesis of the core NPs. The thickness of
the shell is controlled by tuning the number of precursors added during shell
formation and is optimized to get the desired luminescence property. For
example, CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs are produced by first forming the CdSe
QDs using the conventional synthesis method, which later form the shell
layer of ZnS under controlled conditions by slowly adding the Zn and S precursors into the system [102].
The functionalization of NMs by coating molecularly imprinted polymers
(MIPs) on the surface has become more important in the recent years. The rise
in importance is due to the flexibility offered by this layer in terms of tuning
the selectivity toward the needs of the application. MIPs are basically produced by performing a polymerization process in the presence of a template,
where the template is then removed from the matrix upon the formation of the
polymer. This process leaves behind cavities of specific shapes and sizes that
are complementary to the initial template used, allowing recognition in future
binding. The result is analogous to the key-lock binding mechanism for
enzymes, but the choice of targets that fit the role of key is more diverse. One
can select the type of cavity required on the MIPs by choosing the right template, whereas there is no such option when it comes to the selection of
enzymes. There are a few approaches to integrate NMs with MIPs to form the
final architecture. One method is by directly growing the MIPs layer on the
surface of the NMs, where functional groups that can take part in the polymerization are first assembled on the surface of the NMs. For instance, monomer
with a thiol group could first be attached on AuNPs as SAM and later take
place in the polymerization process to form the MIPs [103]. The polymer
layer forms on the surface, and later removal of the template leaves a cavity
on this layer. MIPs could also be introduced to NMs via the layer-by-layer
self-assembly approach by coating the NMs with the MIPs layer. Usually the
NMs are fixed on a substrate before performing the imprinting process using
monomers, cross-linkers, and the template. The MIPs layer forms on top of
the NMs and upon removal of the template this layer is ready to be used as the
sensing receptor for the targeted analyte. CdTe QDs have been successfully
functionalized with MIPs using this technique and were successfully used for
the detection deltamethrin with high specificity [104].

16.4 Sensing applications
The utilization of functionalized NMs has gained a lot of interest for use as
chemical-sensing applications, and a great amount of work has been reported
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on the success in detecting various analytes. Environmental pollutants are
one area where functionalized NMs are being used as chemical sensors
[105]. This section covers some of the examples of the applications where
nanoparticles are specifically functionalized to target the sensing needs of
different categories of the analytes, from simple ions up to complex
macromolecules.

16.4.1 pH
A solution’s pH refers to the concentration of protons (H1) in the negative
log scale. Although H1 is just a small ion species, they play an important
role in many biological and chemical processes that are important for supporting life, and they are a part of the ecosystem processes of the environment and the operation processes of various industries. Thus monitoring
them is crucial, and development for better options, such as the ability for
biological systems to reach difficult to access areas or to have durable sensors for long term monitoring, is still ongoing. The NMs’ surface can be
functionalized with species that allow protonation and deprotonation according to the change in the surrounding pH. This type of functionalization
should eventually induce a measurable change in some of the basic properties of the NMs. Using NMs to sense the pH of intercellular environments is
a good example of this type of functionalization. The functionalized NMs
offer great advantages because they can reach the inner part of the cell, and
no wire connection is required in the case where the sensing signal is harvested from the optical property. AuNPs grafted with 3,5-dimercaptobenzoic
acid as the pH reporter receptor have successfully been used to determine
the intracellular pH levels inside human induced pluripotent stem cells [106].
The Au acted as the metal scaffold that enhanced the surface-plasmonresonant (SPR) effect, and the detection technique was based on surface
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). The modifier also played a role as colloidal linker to link the Au into aggregates of controlled sizes in forming the
hot-spot that enhanced the signal of SERS.
pH sensing using the fluorescence quenching of NMs is another common
technique. In this case, fluorescence NMs are first tagged with the pH sensitive receptor that is able to undergo protonation and deprotonation according
to the surrounding pH condition. In some cases, the pH sensitive groups consist of just simple functional groups such as the COOH, NH2 and
hydroxyl (OH) that formed in situ during the synthesis process. CDs prepared from mushrooms as a starting precursor without further surface modification have been shown to possess the pH responsive ability and have been
able to effectively monitor biological samples [107]. There are few factors
that were proposed to have caused this pH responsive behavior. One is based
on the acceptance of the proton at lower pH by the functional group later
being transferred over to the carbon moiety promotes fluorescence intensity.
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The formation of a strong hydrogen bond at this stage is another factor
thought to contribute to enhancing the intensity. There is also the contribution from electronic transitions of ππ and nπ by refilling or depleting
their valence bands due to the protonation and deprotonation activities.
The ratiometric method for pH sensing using NMs is also very popular.
The NMs are tagged with another fluorophore having a different emission
wavelength that is sensitive to the pH. Once the pH condition of the surrounding changes, the fluorescence signal from the fluorophore will also
change accordingly while not for the NMs since they are not pH sensitive.
By taking the ratios in the intensity of these two peaks, the pH value is
derived and the interference of the background noise from the surrounding is
minimized. In one of the studies, CDs tagged with 1,8-naphthalimide derivative displayed this property and were used for the intracellular pH monitoring of living HeLa cells [108]. The fluorescence of the 1,8-naphthalimide
derivative became completely quenched under high pH conditions, while the
blue fluorescence emitted by the CDs was not affected. The fluorescence of
the CDs were taken as baseline, and the signal of the grafted 1,8-naphthalimide derivative was corrected using this baseline to reduce the background
fluctuation.
Fluorescent QDs tagged with the (1,3)-oxazine ring have been shown to
have their intensity turned off in the presence of hydroxide ions (OH),
allowing them to be used as pH sensors because the concentration of OH
is determined by the pH value [109]. The working mechanism is simply the
reaction of the OH with the ring to form a new a 4nitrophenylazophenolate chromophore that later acts as the energy acceptor
for the excited QDs. This type of sensor is proposed for use in two-phase
systems where the pH aqueous samples, such as an environment sample, can
be tested with the modified QDs in the organic phase after vigorous mixing
of the two phases. Based on a similar principle, a study has shown that graphene oxide that was covalently tagged with a zwitterionic betaine molecule
on the surface has the capability to undergo nonradiative recombination of
the tagged group with excited holes. As a result, the fluorescence property of
the graphene oxide was observed to be quenched [110]. However, this only
happened at a high pH value due to the deprotonation of the tagged group,
and the intensity was restored under low pH as protonation causes the group
to be pointed outward, halting the nonradiative recombination process from
happening (Fig. 16.11).

16.4.2 Metal ions
The use of functionalized NMs for sensing metal ions is one of the most frequently reported on applications due to the health and environmental concerns associated with them, especially those in the heavy metals categories.
The positively charged nature of metals ions makes them more responsive
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FIGURE 16.11 Schematic illustration of the pH sensing mechanism for a functionalized graphene oxide. Reproduced from Lu L, et al., Low toxic fluorescent nanoprobe applicable for sensing pH changes in biological environment. Sens Actuators B: Chem 2018;257:86065.

and easier to design a NM to interact with them. In many cases, the synthesis
of the NMs in the presence of oxygen, or any oxidizing agent, promotes the
generation of oxygen-rich chemical functional groups on the NMs’ surface.
The negative nature of these groups induces the productive interaction with
the metal ions and subsequently changes the initial properties of the NMs.
CDs produced from the pyrolysis of sago waste fibers have shown to be rich
in alcohol or phenol, alkyl, carboxylic acid, amide, and aromatic groups,
which were later found to be responsive to a series of metal ions [60]. The
initial fluorescence was quenched when added to the metal ions, and the
responses were concentration dependent. Lactose carbonized under thermal
conditions in the presence of phosphoric acid produces CDs that emit orange
fluorescence. The emission has been demonstrated to show various responses
when added to different metal ions [111]. However, these simple functional
groups are mostly inducing nonselective binding and thus the selectivity of
the sensor will be generally lower and of less potential for real application
when used as it is.
In other cases, organic ligands have been used to specifically interact
with metal ions. Mercaptosuccinic acid and catechol-terminated thiol
adsorbed on AuNPs system have been shown to change their solution color
from pinkish to bluish in the presence of Cu21 ions [112]. This change can
be directly used as calorimetric sensor application for the detection of Cu21
ions. In this case, the metal ions serve as the linker to the AuNPs via the
capped ligands, causing them to aggregate and subsequently changing the
absorbance band. Tris(hydroxymethy)aminomethane, although just a simple
molecule, induces specific binding toward Co21 ions when capped on the
CDs as compared with the bare CDs as shown in Fig. 16.12. The sensing
mechanism is based upon the binding that brings the Co21 ions near the CDs
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FIGURE 16.12 Schematic diagram to show the capping agent of tris(hydroxymethy)aminomethane has induced binding to Co21 ions that eventually caused quenching effect of the CDs as
compared to the bare CDs. Reproduced from Ng YH, et al., Utilising the interface interaction on
tris(hydroxymethy)aminomethane-capped carbon dots to enhance the sensitivity and selectivity
towards the detection of Co(II) ions. Sens Actuators B: Chem 2018;273:8392.

and subsequently promotes the förster resonance energy transfer (FRET),
since the CDs’ emission is overlapping with the absorbance of Co21 ions
[113]. The quenching is dependent on the amount of Co21 ions present in
the sensing system. Thiolactic acid capped on CdTe QDs has been shown to
promote selectivity toward Ag1 ion sensing via a fluorescence-quenching
sensing mechanism [114]. The study proposed that the attached ligand was a
branched molecule with a side methyl group that caused steric effects that
hindered the metal ions from binding with the COOH group. This effect
created the necessary exclusivity for the Ag1 ions to adsorb on the surface
of the QDs that eventually lead to the quenching of the fluorescence.
In a more advance setting, the same type of NM could be designed with
different capping agents and used as a sensing array for the simultaneous
determination of various metal ions with high selectivity. This method is
basically adapting the profile recognition for each signal generated from the
different capping agents when the mixture of metal ions is introduced to the
arrays. For instance, three type of CDs capped with different amino acids
have demonstrated the ability to detect and discriminate six different, toxic,
heavy metal ions at various concentrations with a detection limit of 10 μM
[115]. Each of the differently capped CDs showed different affinities twoard
the metal ions tested and thus generated a unique signal profile from the
sensing array. Discrimination was performed by data analysis using linear
discriminate analysis (LDA) to separate the data set based on their signature
features into the major components. Other similar work reported on coating
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QDs using different amino acids as well as discriminating up to nine different
metal ions [116]. More interestingly, the sensing array system demonstrated
the ability to discriminate between a concentration of Fe21 and Fe31 ions
mixture into their respective ratio. Besides using different capping agents,
the use of CDs synthesized from various starting precursors have also been
adapted as sensor arrays to discriminate metal ions accordingly [117].
Usually the different precursors and synthesis conditions generate CDs with
specific surface conditions and functional groups, leading to the generation
of cross-selectivity on different metal ions based on the binding affinity
variation.

16.4.3 Simple molecules and organic pollutants
Continuous research is being conducted on diversifying the usage of the
functionalized NMs in the detection of some simple molecules such as pesticides, organic pollutants, and traces of drugs. Since most of these species are
harmful and highly toxic to living organisms, they are concerning even at
very trace levels. Thus there is a need to have a powerful sensor to capture
the presence of these species at very low concentrations. The detection limit
needs to be low, meaning the interaction of these species with the NMs must
induce significant change to the properties of the NMs as a signal. AgNPs
that are tagged with L-cysteine have been used to detect cypermethrin, a synthetic pyrethroid used as an insecticide in large-scale commercial agricultural
activity [118]. The presence of the COOH group from the L-cysteine has
prevented the AgNPs from forming aggregates due to the negatively charged
surface terminal. In the presence of cypermethrin, the negative terminal
interacts with the positively charged moieties within the pesticide molecules
leading to a reduction in the charge density. The more neutral surface has
ultimately promoted the formation of aggregates, which are reflected as the
color changes from brownish-yellow to clear. Increasing cationic concentrations in the system by simply adding some salt promotes the aggregation and
indirectly promotes sensitivity. In a separate study, the CDs produced from
the carbonization of sucrose using strong acid interacted with paraoxon-ethyl
pesticide and caused quenching of the CDs. A vigorous carbonization process introduced a high density of oxygen content to the surface as recorded
by the XPS analysis. The degree of CD quenching was found to be dependent on the concentration of the paraoxon-ethyl pesticide, making it useful to
be adapted for use as an analytical probe [119]. The quenching mechanism
is proposed to be a nonradiant energy transfer process due to the close distance between the paraoxon-ethyl molecule and the CDs when the two species are interacting. Another functionalization approach is outfitting the NMs
with a coupler via a weak interaction that changes the NMs’ initial property.
The coupler is then removed by the analyte and subsequently restored back
to the initial property. In one of the examples, CDs are first quenched by Au
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ions and the fluorescence is restored by the thiocholine generated by AChEcatalyzed hydrolysis of acetylthiocholine [120]. However, the presence of
organophosphate pesticide inhibits the hydrolysis process, causing a decrease
in the restoration ability of the CDs-Au system. The decrease in the fluorescence restoration efficiency is used as the sensing signal to quantify the
amount of pesticide available. Besides using metal to first quench the NMs
for later restoration, a second type of NMs could be used instead. A study
has successfully coupled CdTe QDs capped with thioglycolic acid with
AuNPs stabilized with cysteamine (CSAuNPs), and the design enabled
effective FRET to occur between the two systems. When added with the
glyphosate pesticide as shown in Fig. 16.13, the aggregation of CSAuNPs
happened due to electrostatic interactions and halting the FRET, resulting in
the fluorescence recovery [121].

FIGURE 16.13 Sensing mechanism for glyphosate based on the specifically designed CdTe
QDs with AuNPs system. Reproduced from Guo J, et al., Efficient fluorescence resonance
energy transfer between oppositely charged CdTe quantum dots and gold nanoparticles for
turn-on fluorescence detection of glyphosate. Talanta 2014;125:38592.
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Another common approach in the area of molecule sensing is functionalizing the NMs with bio-recognition elements such as antibody, enzyme, or
aptamer. For instance, a nanoprobe used for the detection of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), a type of organochlorine pesticide, has been
developed by conjugating AuNPs with anti-DDT antibodies (IgY) as the
sensing receptor [122]. In this case, the AuNPs-anti-DDT reacted with 1,1,1trichloro-2,2-bis(chlorophenyl)acetic acid conjugate with bovine serum albumin to form a red, intense immunocomplex. In the presence of free DDT,
the AuNPs-anti-DDT is bound on the active sites by the DDT, making it
impossible to form the immunocomplex and subsequently leading to the
observation of less intense red as the indicator. Paraoxon has also been
detected using core-shell QDs that were first surface absorbed with organophosphorus hydrolase [123]. The enzyme’s activity was reported to be
well-preserved, evenly immobilized on the NMs, and able to hydrolyze the
paraoxon. The hydrolysis process has led to the loss of the fluorescence
intensity due to conformational changes in the enzyme, which has been
confirmed by circular dichroism spectroscopy. The use of a binding-specific
aptamer has also been proven to promote the sensing capability of NMs
toward specific pesticides. Acetamiprid was detected using an acetamiprid
aptamer-modified ZnS:Mn QD probe based on a fluorescence enhancement
mechanism [124]. Prior the introduction of the acetamiprid, the probe was
first quenched with multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) based on
FRET process. Once the acetamiprid was introduced, competitive displacement of the carbon nanotubes occurs due to the higher affinity of acetamiprid
to the aptamer, thus destroying the initial FRET and restoring the intensity of
the fluorescence. The interference from foreign species was low as the aptamer has very specific binding.
Functionalized NMs have also demonstrated their ability to detect active
molecules such as drugs, antioxidants, and dyes. Detection of an analyte of
interest occurs directly when it is in close contact with the NMs, or other
species are detected and later correlated to generate information on the analyte of interest. CdTe QDs capped with glutathione have been shown to be
sensitive toward the presence of hydrogen peroxide and have been used indirectly to detect uric acid [125]. Detection is possible because the uric acid
was stoichiometrically converted into hydrogen peroxide and allantoin in the
presence of uricase. The detection of hydrogen peroxide concentration was
used as input to generate the analytical information regarding the concentration for uric acid. A similar sensing mechanism of using hydrogen peroxide
as an indirect signal reporter has been performed to generate analytical information for paraoxon [126].
Direct interaction between the capping agents on the NMs and organic
molecules generated analytical meaningful signals as well. Quenching was
reported for CDs nanoprobe surface modified with ethylenediamine in the
presence of trinitrotoluene (TNT) [127]. TNT is mainly used as an explosive
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FIGURE 16.14 The schematic diagram showing the quenching of fluorescence based vitamin
B6 probe (with increasing amount of vitamin B6, (A) 0, (B) 33.22, (C) 66.23, (D) 99.00,
(E) 131.6, (F) 196.1, (G) 259.7, (H) 353.7, and (I) 445.9 μg/mL added to the QDs). Insert is the
linear SternVolmer plot for the quenching. Reproduced from Sun JF, et al., CdTe quantum
dots as fluorescence sensor for the determination of vitamin B6 in aqueous solution. Chin Chem
Lett 2008;19(7):85559.

and has raised environmental concerns since the molecule is relatively
stable and poses several health threats to human. A similar quenching mechanism has been adapted for the detection of sulfapyridine, a simple organic
molecule having an antibiotic property with a risk of polluting the environment [128]. CdTe QDs capped by thioglycolic acid have demonstrated the
capability to induce binding toward vitamin B6. The binding allows the electron transfer mechanism, leading to the decrease of the initial fluorescence
intensity of the QDs as illustrated in Fig. 16.14 [129]. In some cases, coreshell QDs also reported better binding results compared to just using the
core QDs. Although just another secondary layer and not particularly a functional ligand, the sensitivity of the NMs system was improved. For instance,
the sensitivity for the detection of folic acid increased by at least one fold
when using a core-shell ZnSe/ZnS instead of just ZnSe QDs [130]. Other
simple molecules detected using functionalized NMs include glucose
[131133], toxins [134], phosphate ions [135], pyrophosphate anion [136],
etc.
The strong interaction was achieved between a simple organic analyte
and the NMs by using MIPs as the active and selective receptor layer. The
MIPs layer constructed from phenyl trimethoxysilane as a functional monomer and tetramethoxysilane as cross-linker via the solgel technique on palladium (Pd) NPs showed the recognition property toward norepinephrine,
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which was the template used during the synthesis stage. The detection of
norepinephrine is important due to their biological activity and has been successfully carried out using the PdNPs coated with MIPs via the electrochemical sensing method [137]. Other analytes that have been detected using
similar NMs coated MIPs include 1-naphthylamine in drinking water [138],
mycotoxin zearalenone in cereal samples [139], cholic acid [103], sulfamethazine [140], etc.
Techniques based on NMs fluorescence enhancement were also explored
for the detection of simple organic molecules. CDs outfitted with Fe31 ions
were used to detect ascorbic acid, where the removal of the Fe31 ions by the
ascorbic acid restored the initial fluorescence of CDs [141]. In this case, the
Fe31 ions promoted the nonradiation pathway of the CDs causing the reduction of the fluorescence intensity. However, the presence of ascorbic acid
reduced the Fe31 ions into Fe21 ions and was no longer effective in causing
the CDs to quench.

16.4.4 Biomarkers and biomolecules
The general nontoxic nature of some of the functionalized NMs has
prompted the utilization of their the sensing system as biomedical diagnostic
tools. The NMs are coupled with bio-receptors at the binding site to specifically detect various biomarkers and biomolecules used to diagnose diseases.
Biomarkers are generally known as substances generated from a biological
system that are used as an indicator to reflect the bioprocesses, especially
those related to diseases. Dopamine is one of the important neurotransmitters
that plays a significant role in the human metabolism processes. Any abnormality in their concentration may be an indication of diseases such as schizophrenia or Parkinson’s. Carbon-based NPs that have been functionalized
with L-cysteine were shown to detect the concentration of dopamine using
electrochemical method [142]. Other studies used the hexagonal-shaped
platelet AgNPs that were surface functionalized with task-specific ionic liquid for colorimetric sensing of dopamine [143]. The change in the color of
the solution after the introduction of dopamine is due to the trigger of an
etching process that changes the hexagonal shape of the initial AgNPs into
round-shaped AgNPs. Another example of a biomarker that has been commonly detected using functionalized NMs are cardiac troponin molecules.
AgNPs functionalized with hemin/G-quadruplex DNAzyme has been used to
detect the presence of troponin based on a sandwich immunocomplex with
capture antibody on a glass slide [144]. The troponin acts as the linker in the
sandwich structure that leads to the generation of a chemiluminescence signal due to the reaction of the luminol-p-iodophenol and hydrogen peroxide
in the system. Other biomarkers detected using functionalized NMs include
volatile organic compounds for tuberculosis [145], arginine for the diagnosis
of cancer [146], Ki-67 for the detection of breast cancer [147], etc.
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The functionalized NMs are also used to detect macromolecules such as
protein. Some of these proteins are used as biomarkers to detect diseases
such as Alzheimer’s [148] and cancers [149]. Lanthanum carbonate NPs that
are surface adsorbed with curcumin via electrostatic interaction into a hard
corona system have been shown to attract protein to form soft corona. The
interaction was captured by steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy and the
enhancement in the fluorescence curcumin was observed to be concentration
dependent and able to be used as sensing signals [150]. AuNps that have
been functionalized with aptamer were used to detect thrombin using fluorescence method [151]. Doubled strains aptamer was employed, and one of the
strains was tagged with a fluorescence dye. The system was in the quenching
stage when the pair strain was in bundle form, but once one of the strains
had bound to the thrombin, quenching no longer could happen between the
dye and the AuNPs due to the increase in the distance. This eventually
caused an increment in the fluorescence intensity of the dye, allowing it to
be used as a sensing signal.

16.4.5 Microorganisms
Functionalized NMs potential for sensing has also been extended into the
detection of living microorganisms. The focus is on specifically targeting
those microorganisms that are pathogenic and that could be harmful to
human health when found to be contaminating resources such as foods,
water, and the environment. Conventional ways of detection are usually
based on the plate counting method and the later confirmation of the species
using a polymerase chain reaction. Detection using functionalized NMs
offers better options as the sensing can be performed rapidly, easily, and on
site. Antibodies have been always a good candidate as a bio-recognition element for interaction with microorganisms. Thus antibodies tagged on NMs
could serve as a bridge to bring the NMs closer to the microorganism and
trigger sensing signals. Antibody-conjugated Au nanorods have successfully
detected the presence of the foodborne pathogenic bacteria, E. coli O157: H7
and Salmonella typhimurium based on the localized SPR sensing technique.
Aptamer is another sensing receptor that has been effectively used to detect
microorganisms when bound on NMs. These methods could even be
extended for real-time, continuous monitoring, and nondestructive single-cell
detection of selected bacteria based on an opto-fluidic particle-sensor system
[152]. Reduced graphene oxide tagged with an azophloxine dye nanocomposite and coupled with a label-free DNA aptamer has been employed for the
electrochemical detection of S. typhimurium [153]. On a less specific end,
the NMs’ surface that has been capped using polymer can used to detect
microbes based on the electrostatic interactions of the microbes with the
functional groups present on the backbone of the polymer [154]. In some
cases, the presence of the microorganism is made known by detecting the
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spores of these microorganisms. An example of this is an Au/Ag nanocluster
capped with MIPs that have been imprinted using dipicolinic acid as template and being used as a probe to detect Bacillus spores using the
fluorescence-quenching method [155].

16.5 Summary and future perspectives
Substantial progress has been made in recent years using NMs in chemicalsensing applications for different analytes, and various studies have demonstrated this progress. But there is still a need for deeper understanding of the
fundamental properties of NMs in order to design them with better selectivity and sensitivity to suit the requirements for use in sensor applications. One
approach is to functionalize the NMs with capping agents with the intention
to introduce additional properties that could improve sensing performance.
This method requires special attention to ensure the functionalization process
would combine the NMs’ properties and the capping agent to create a new
hybrid entity. They should complement each other in terms of the functionality instead of interfering with or destroying the original properties. Often the
NMs contribute to providing the sensing signal, while the capping agent acts
as the recognition site for the binding of the analyte. There are various engineering approaches that can be employed to functionalize the NMs, and the
suitability depends on the type of NMs involved, the natural stability of the
capping agents, final intended applications, costs, and practicality. Most of
the approaches are based on well-established chemistry practices, while only
some modifications are required based on case to case basis.
While there is excitement surrounding the potential use of functionalized
NMs in chemical-sensing applications, there are still some challenges to be
addressed before these systems can be fully developed and commercialized
for the market. Because of the numerous types of NMs available and the
unlimited possibilities of capping agents, this leads to broad area of research
exploration and making it less focusing on just specific application. Besides,
the synthesis of NMs and capping agents involves lot of parameters, and
each variation of a parameter can lead to a different outcome due to changes
in the formation mechanism. This process differs from conventional organic
chemistry where fluorophore synthesis for use as sensing receptors has clear
mechanisms and steps can be classified clearly. NM functionalization creates
hurdles in identifying a standard for benchmarking and for comparison purposes, while also making it difficult to repeat the experiment for the exact
expected outcomes.
In many cases, the origin of some of the basic properties of NMs is still
unclear, and this makes it difficult to design NMs for the intended chemicalsensing probes. It is well known that NMs have their own unique properties
that are different from the bulk format; however, there are still issues to
resolve such as discovering what are the exact triggers for these properties
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including interface chemistry, optical behavior, and interaction with biological
systems. For instance, the debate on the origin of fluorescence for CDs is still
ongoing, and various research groups have postulated different mechanisms
supported by the results of their study. However, they are not necessarily consistent, and it has been difficult to reach a general conclusion. Clear classification of the mechanism is not possible, and sometimes it is believed to be a
combination of different origins within the same NM. Similarly, the interface
chemistry sometimes generates observations that are not consistent between
different research groups. Additionally, there is still disagreement about what
factors govern the selectivity of NMs, especially when introduced to the same
class of analyte such as metal ions. Although the use of capping agents helps
in promoting selectivity and sensitivity in general, it is difficult to identify the
exact binding sites and to understand the micro-condition of the NMs. With
regard to toxicity effects, although various toxicity studies have been performed and reported on, it has been acknowledged that the variables involved
are huge and interactions with biological systems are complex. Small alterations such as the capping agent, compositions, size, or shape will affect NMs’
toxicity. As during real application, the NMs are foreseen to alter over time
due to their dynamic surroundings, and effects on the biological surrounding
are a big concern. Additional complex study is required in order to discover
more information about NM functionalization and toxic effects, and it will
definitely take time to accomplish this.
The advantages of NMs are promising, and, although there is still additional work to be accomplished before they are ready for commercialization,
this suggests that research and development of NMs for chemical sensing
will continue to grow.
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17.1 Introduction
Recent advances in the manipulation of nanomaterials facilitates the application of nanotechnology in water/wastewater treatment. Environmental nanotechnology has gained attention as an important supplement to traditional
water treatment techniques [1]. Generally, environmental nanomaterials
make good adsorbents and catalysts due to their large, specific surface area
and high reactivity. For instance, nanoadsorbents often possess greatly
improved capacity and affinity toward target pollutants in comparison with
their bulky counterparts [2]. As expected the utilization of nanomaterials in
water treatment has been widely accepted as a promising way to enhance the
removal of diverse pollutants such as heavy metals, phosphorus, arsenic,
fluorine, and organic matters [3].
However, the aggregation of nanoparticles (NPs) is a thermodynamically
spontaneous process, and nanosized particles tend to attract each other to
reduce the surface free energy [4]. For example, silica NPs (12 nm) are likely
to agglomerate together and form much bigger particles (52 nm) in water
[5,6]. Once the aggregate of NPs increases to submicron size, the unique
characteristics of NPs would be weakened or even disappear. Additionally,
the fast development of nanotechnology and widespread application of NPs
may result in the possible release of NPs into the environment through various pathways. Among those pathways is the loss of active sites during reaction and recycle processes, which is a thorny problem for metal-based NPs
[7,8]. Some studies point to evidence of the release of engineered NPs from
commercially available antiodor socks and self-cleaning facade coatings of
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bulidings [9]. NPs can be discharged into terrestrial and aquatic environments and affect soil organisms in term of activity, biomass, and composition of microbial communities, and they can alter ecosystem productivity
and biogeochemistry [10]. In order to address the potentially adverse effects
associated with environmental nanotechnology, it is imperative to find a way
to minimize the release or mobilization of NPs while maintaining their high
reactivity. Among the available methods for reducing the release of NPs into
the environment, the incorporation of reactive NPs into porous hosts has
shown promise due to the hosts’ easy handling, highly efficient, and robust
nature [11]. The widely utilized hosts include, but are not limited to, activated carbon (AC) [12], polymer [13,14], and silicates [15].
This chapter summarizes the structure, fabrication, properties, and decontamination reactivity of various porous, nanocomposite adsorbents/catalysts
for water purification. Of note is that authentic wastewaters are very complex
and variable in contaminant levels and species, solution chemistry, and
intended use, thus rendering the application of environmental nanotechnology in water treatment extremely challenging. The perspectives of environmental nanotechnology will be briefly discussed to eventually meet practical
demands in water treatment.

17.2 Nanocomposite adsorbents
17.2.1 Carbon-based nanocomposites
Carbon materials are often utilized to support NPs to achieve enhanced
decontamination performance [12]. Three typical carbon-based supports,
including AC, carbon nanotube (CNT), and graphene, are the focus of this
section.
ACs are widely used to decontaminate water of organic pollutants thanks
to cost effectiveness, high capacity, and inert chemistry [16]. The abundant
microporous structure allows ACs to possess enough room to accommodate
NPs. Some typical AC-based nanocomposite adsorbents are listed in
Table 17.1.
Agarwal et al. [17] prepared n-Cu2O@AC by depositing Cu2O NPs on
powder AC and investigated its rapid adsorption toward anionic dyes such as
sunset yellow (SY), eosin B (EB), and methylene blue (MB). The dyes interacted with the embedded Cu2O NPs through electrostatic attraction and complexation. The maximum capacities toward SY, EB, and MB were 113, 137,
and 110 mg/g at pH 5.0 (25 C) respectively. In addition, a low-cost and
environmentally friendly adsorbent, n-ZnS:Cu@AC, was prepared by loading
ZnS:Cu NPs inside AC for ultrasound-assisted rapid removal of MB and
auramine-O (AO) dyes [18]. High removal efficiency ( . 99.5%) for both
dyes could be achieved in 2.2 min at circumneutral pH by using a small
quantity (0.40 g/L) of n-ZnS:Cu@AC. Many other reports about AC-based

TABLE 17.1 Recent applications of AC-based nanocomposites in removal of target pollutants from aqueous solutions.
Adsorbents

NPs

Pollutants

Description

References

Cu2ONPAC

Cu2O

Sunset yellow (SY),
eosin B (EB), methylene
blue (MB)

The maximum adsorption capacities of SY, EB, and MB were
113, 137, and 110 mg/g, respectively.

[17]

ZnS:CuNPAC

ZnS-Cu

MB, Auramine O (AO)

The adsorption occurred at neutral pH. Maximum capacities:
106.9 mg/g for MB, and 94.2 mg/g for AO.

[18]

AuNPAC

Au

Alizarin red S (ARS)

A small amount of adsorbent (0.015 g) was applied for
successful removal of 95% ARS in 5 min with the adsorption
capacity at 123.4 mg/g.

[19]

CuSNPAC

CuS

Methyl orange (MO)

Maximum adsorption capacity: 122 mg/g.

[20]

AC/SiO2

SiO2

Dichloromethane,
trichloromethane, and
carbon tetrachloride

The AC/SiO2 had a higher thermal stability than the AC.

[21]

ZnO:CrNPsAC

ZnO-Cr

Malachite green (MG),
eosin yellow (EY), and
AO

Maximum adsorption capacities: 214.0 mg/g for MG, 189.7 mg/
g for EY and 211.6 mg/g for AO.

[22]

Fe0NP/SAC

Zerovalent
iron

Pb(II)

Maximum removal was obtained in the pH range 5.56.1, and
higher adsorbents dosage or iron content, higher capacity. In
addition, the water erosion resistance test showed the prepared
Fe0NPsSAC was safe when used in drinking water.

[23]

GACNSIO

Iron
oxide

Cd(II)

The maximum capacity of GACNSIO (7.84 mg/g) increased by
700%, over the virgin GAC (0.98 mg/g). The presence of humic
acid could greatly promote Cd(II) adsorption at low
concentrations (110 mg/L) and inhibited adsorption at high
concentrations (10300 mg/L).

[24]

(Continued )

TABLE 17.1 (Continued)
Adsorbents

NPs

Pollutants

Description

References

Iron and manganese oxides
modified activated carbon

Fe2MnO4

As(V)

The iron impregnation presented an increase in the maximum
As(V) capacity from about 4 mg/g of the raw carbon to
11.05 mg/g, while Mn incorporation further increased it to
19.35 mg/g.

[25]

Magnetic carbon
nanocompositefabrics

Iron
oxide

Cr(VI)

The nanocomposites are highly porous for the removal of Cr(VI)
with much higher capacity of 3.74 mg/g than cotton fabrics
(0.32 mg/g) and carbon fabrics (0.46 mg/g).

[26]

Nanocomposite activated
carbon nanofibers
containing metal oxide NPs

MgO,
Al2O3

2-Chloroethyl ethyl
sulfide (2-CEES)

The adsorption kinetics of 2-CEES onto the composite ACNFs
embedded with MgO and Al2O3 NPs are represented by the
pseudo-second order model.

[27]
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nanocomposites for dye removal are available, including alizarin red S
(ARS) removal by gold NPs loaded on AC (nAu@AC) [19], methyl orange
(MO) removal by copper sulfide NPs loaded on activated carbon
(nCuS@AC) [20], and malachite green (MG), eosin yellow (EY) and
auramine-O (AO) removal by chromium doped zinc oxide NPs loaded on
activated carbon (nZnO:Cr@AC) [22].
AC-based nanocomposite adsorbents for inorganic pollutants have also
been developed in recent years. Qi et al. [23] synthesized nFe0@SAC by
immobilizing zero-valent iron NPs (nFe0) inside the sintered activated carbon
(SAC) to treat lead-bearing wastewater. Erosion resistance tests suggested
that Fe0@SAC was safe for drinking water treatment. Iron oxide NPs loaded
within granular AC (GAC) was prepared by Xu et al. [24] and was used for
the removal of Cd(II) from aqueous solutions. The nanocomposite adsorbent
exhibited superior adsorption toward Cd(II) over GAC, with an increased
rate of B700% in the maximum capacity. Gallios et al. [25] used ironmodified AC as alternative adsorbent for the removal of As(V) from water
and incorporated Mn into the adsorbent to bring out the AC’s magnetic properties for easy separation. The maximum adsorption capacity increased from
about 4 mg/g of the raw AC to B11 mg/g after iron modification, while the
incorporation of Mn further increased it to B19 mg/g.
CNTs, classified as a one-dimensional nanomaterial, are of immense
importance in the environmental engineering field because of their strong
electrical and thermal conductivities, special adsorption properties, and high
strength and stiffness [28]. Owing to its one-dimensional nanostructure and
hollow and layered structures, all adsorption sites of CNTs are located on the
inner or outer layer surface. Consequently, CNTs can serve as a promising
adsorbent in water treatment. CNT was used in adsorptive studies soon after
its first report in 1991 [29], and research activity using them has expanded in
the past decade. In most adsorption cases of CNTs, several driving forces
occur simultaneously, including ππ interaction, electron-donor-acceptor
interaction, hydrophobic effect, electrostatic attraction, and hydrogen bond
formation [28]. In order to improve adsorption capacity toward target pollutants, especially to hydrophilic pollutants, CNTs are often modified by
changing the morphology, grafting functional groups, incorporating with
metal oxide, etc. Recent studies on various pollutants removal by CNTs are
listed in Table 17.2.
In addition to directly serving as adsorbents, CNTs can be utilized as a
desirable matrix to embed metal oxide NPs. Li et al. [38] reported a candidate adsorbent for fluoride removal [i.e., amorphous Al2O3 NPs supported
on CNT (Al2O3/CNTs)] whose adsorption capacity toward fluoride was
B13.5 times that of ACs, and 4 times higher than that of γ-Al2O3 at the
equilibrium concentration of 12 mg/L. Wang et al. [36] synthesized Mn
oxide-coated carbon nanotubes (MnO2/CNTs) to remove Pb(II) from an
aqueous solution. The maximum Pb(II) capacity of MnO2/CNTs was

TABLE 17.2 Modified CNTs-based nanomaterial in water treatment for target pollutants.
Adsorbents

Modified
methods

Pollutants

Description

References

Opened carbon single-walled
nanotubes (o-SWCNTs)

Morphology
change

n-Nonane,
CCl4

Internal adsorption sites of o-SWCNTs were filled first,
followed by the groove sites. The adsorption capacities of the
nanotube interior and groove sites were directly influenced
by molecular packing effects.

[30]

SWCNTs MWCNTs

Morphology
change

Zn(II)

The maximum Zn21 adsorption capacities are 43.66 mg/g for
SWCNTs, 32.68 mg/g for MWCNTs, and 13.04 mg/g for PAC,
respectively, at an initial Zn21 concentration range of
1080 mg/L, as calculated by the Langmuir model.

[31]

Aligned carbon nanotubes
(ACNTs)

Morphology
change

Fluoride

Equilibrium adsorption capacity reached 4.2 mg/g at
equilibrium fluoride concentration of 15 mg/L.

[32]

Oxidized multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (OMWCNT)

Oxidation
treatment

Zn(II), Cd(II)

The carboxyl-carbon sites were over 20 times more energetic
for zinc sorption than unoxidized carbon (graphenic-carbon)
sites, though both sites are important to sorption.

[33]

OH-functionalized CNTs,
COOH-functionalized CNTs

Oxygen-containing
functional group
functionalized

Cu(II)

OH (or COOH) functionalized CNTs have improved
adsorption capacity in low copper concentration solutions.

[34]

Graphitized MWCNTs,
purified MWCNTs,
OHMWCNTs,
COOHMWCNTs

Oxygen-containing
functional group
functionalized

Polar and
nonpolar
organic
compounds

The decrease of surface area-normalized adsorption capacity
of the organic compound with more polarity and higher
adsorption affinity by surface oxidation was less because of
the heterogeneous nature of hydrophilic sites of MWCNTs’
surface.

[35]

MnO2/CNTs

MnO2 loaded

Pb(II)

Maximum adsorption capacity of MnO2/CNTs toward Pb(II)
was 78.74 mg/g.

[36]

MnO2/MWCNTs

MnO2 loaded

Pb(II)

The optimum removal was observed at pH 67. In the fixed
bed system, the higher the layer thickness of MnO2/CNT
nanocomposite, the more efficient the removal.

[37]

Al2O3/CNTs

Al2O3 loaded

Fluoride

The adsorption capacity for Al2O3/CNTs is about 13.5 times
higher than that of AC300 carbon, 4 times higher than that of
γ-Al2O3 at the equilibrium fluoride concentration of 12 mg/L.

[38]

CeO2CNTs

CeO2 loaded

As(V)

Under natural pH conditions, the coexisting Ca21 and Mg21
from 0 to 10 mg/L resulted an increase from 10 to 81.9 and
78.8 mg/g for As(V) adsorption. The loaded adsorbent can be
efficiently regenerated (the efficiency . 94%) by diluted
NaOH (0.1 mol/L).

[39]

Iron oxide coated e-MWCNTs

Iron oxide loaded

As(III)/As(V)

The maximum capacities obtained from Langmuir model for
As(V) on e-MWCNT/Fe21 and e-MWCNT/Fe31 were 23.47
and 13.74 mg/g at 25 C, respectively.

[40]

Ca/Al-LDH@CNTs

Ca/Al layered
double hydroxide
loaded

U(VI)

The maximum capacity of U(VI) on Ca/Al-LDH@CNTs was
382.9 mg/g at 289.15K.

[41]
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78.74 mg/g. Peng et al. [39] developed a new adsorbent for the removal of
As(V) from an aqueous solution, which was fabricated by incorporating Ce
(OH)3 particle onto hydroxyl (OH) and carboxyl (COOH) functionalized CNTs. CeO2CNTs exhibited satisfactory adsorption performance in
As(V) removal, and more significantly, the coexistence of calcium and
magnesium in natural water significantly enhanced their adsorption toward
As(V). In addition, the As(V) loaded-adsorbent can be efficiently regenerated by NaOH solution for repeated use with constant decontamination
efficiency.
Graphene, possessing two-dimensional structure with monoatomic thickness, is an extremely interesting material with excellent thermal, electrical,
and mechanical properties [42]. In addition to nanoelectronics, optomechanical devices, and biology, graphene’s use has also been widely studied in
water decontamination methods including adsorption, catalytic oxidation
reduction, and filtration [43]. Graphene can be classified into graphene oxide
(GO), which is equipped with various oxygen-containing functional groups,
and reduced graphene oxide (RGO). As listed in Table 17.3, graphene
employed in adsorption could be improved by morphology change, surface
chemical modification, and NP introduction.
The large specific surface area of graphene ( . 2000 m2/g [44]) makes it
possible to provide enough space for NPs to enhance the adsorption reactivity. Guo et al. [49] prepared nano-Fe@graphene composites by reducing
Fe31@GO complexes with NaBH4. The resultant nanocomposite was used
in the removal of methyl blue with high capacities over the bare Fe particles.
Ferric hydroxide@GO composite (GO-Fe) [51] was used for As(V) removal
at 23.78 mg/g, while the layered double hydroxides@GO [52] performed better with the maximum capacity of 183.11 mg/g. Additionally, a graphenebased magnetic nanocomposite [i.e., manganese-incorporated iron(III) oxide@graphene (IMBO@GR)], as synthesized by Nandi et al. [50], was promising for As(III) removal. IMBO@GR exhibited a higher removal ( . 99.9%)
than the manganese-incorporated iron(III) oxide particles, resulting in the
effluent As(III) below 10 μg/L. For the purpose of heavy metals removal,
SiO2 [53], MnO2 [54], and TiO2 [55] NPs were incorporated with graphene.
The resultant nanocomposite adsorbents exhibited significantly enhanced
adsorption capacity and selectivity toward heavy metals such as Pb(II), Hg(II),
and Cd(II), respectively.

17.2.2 Polymer-based nanocomposites
Polymeric exchangers are among the most promising host materials for a
variety of NPs in terms of high mechanical strength, abundant porous structure, bulky size, and excellent chemical stability [56]. The polymer hosts can
also be covalently modified with charged groups to allow preconcentration
of target pollutants inside the polymer matrix prior to interacting with the

TABLE 17.3 Graphene-based nanomaterials for pollutant removal.
Adsorbents

Modified
methods

Pollutants

Description

References

AGN

Wrinkles and folds

p-Nitrotoluene,
naphthalene and
phenanthrene

The maximum capacity of p-nitrotoluene increased from 106.9 mg/g
of GNS to 201.0 mg/g of AGN, and similar increase appeared in
naphthalene removal (from 146.8 to 216.1 mg/g) and phenanthrene
removal (from 268.3 to 316.9 mg/g).

[44]

EDRGO

Ethylenediaminereduced

Cr(VI)

An optimal pH around 2.0 was observed and nearly 89% of the total
Cr was removed.

[45]

EDDMFRGO

GO reduced with
ED using DMF as
solvent

Cr(VI)

The optimum pH for the total Cr removal was at pH 2.0 with the Cr
(VI) removal of 92.15 mg/g for EDDMFRGO, B27 times higher
than that of activated carbon and even nearly 48 times higher than
those of various activated carbons. Both the Cr(VI) adsorption and
subsequent reduction of adsorbed Cr(VI) to Cr(III) contributed to the
Cr(VI) removal.

[46]

CTABgraphene

CTAB modified

Cr(VI)

The adsorption was rapid within the first 5 min and reached
equilibrium in about 40 min. The adsorption capacity of Cr(VI) on
modified graphene inferred from the Langmuir model was 21.57 mg/g
at 293K.

[47]

EDTAGO

EDTA modified

Pb(II)

The adsorption capacity for Pb(II) was 479 6 46 mg/g at pH 6.8, and
the adsorption reached equilibrium within 20 min. EDTAGO could
be reused after HCl rinsing, suggesting potential applications in
environmental cleanup.

[48]

FGC

Fe loaded

Methyl blue

The removal of FGC was enhanced due to the more adsorption sites
in the hybrids than the bare Fe particles, resulting from reducing the
Fe NP size and inhibiting aggregation. FGC were environmentally
benign and easily separated.

[49]

(Continued )

TABLE 17.3 (Continued)
Adsorbents

Modified
methods

Pollutants

Description

References

IMBOGR

Manganeseincorporated iron
(III) oxide loaded

As(III)

IMBOGR exhibited higher adsorption efficiency than IMBO
particles, with near-complete As(III) removal and the effluent As(III)
below 10 μg/L.

[50]

GOFe

Ferric hydroxide
loaded

As(V)

The arsenate capacity of GOFe was 23.78 mg/g when the initial
arsenate concentration was 51.14 mg/L. It decreased as pH increased
over 8.

[51]

LDH/GO

MgAl LDH loaded

As(V)

The maximum arsenate capacity of 183.11 mg/g (2.44 mmol/g) for
LDHs/GO containing 6.0% GO.

[52]

SiO2/graphene

SiO2 loaded

Pb(II)

SiO2/graphene composite for highly selective adsorption of Pb(II) ion.

[53]

RGOmetal/
metal oxide

Ag/MnO2 loaded

Hg(II)

RGOMnO2 composites enhanced Hg(II) removal over the parent
material.

[54]

GOTiO2

TiO2 loaded

Pb(II), Zn(II), Cd(II)

Flower-like TiO2 in GOTiO2 significantly improved the removal of
heavy metals over the colloidal GO (from 30.1 to 88.9 mg/g for Zn21,
from 14.9 to 72.8 mg/g for Cd21, from 35.6 to 65.6 mg/g for Pb21).

[55]
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FIGURE 17.1 Schematic illustration of the structure of polymer-based nanocomposite.

embedded NPs [57]. The structure of a typical polymer-based nanocomposite
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 17.1. The hosts are cross-linked polystyrene beads of millimeter size, covalently bound with charged functional
groups like sulfonic or quaternary ammonium groups to preconcentrate ionic
pollutants. Metal oxide NPs in diameter of 250 nm are encapsulated inside
the reticular structure of the hosts, rendering the resultant nanocomposites
capable of preferentially adsorbing the target pollutants. Some recent studies
on the utilization of polymer-based nanocomposites as water purifiers are
listed in Table 17.4.
Sengupta et al. used commercially available ion exchangers as host materials for dispersing hydrated ferric oxide (HFO) NPs within the polymer
matrix [70]. The resulting polymeric/inorganic hybrid adsorbents were then
used for arsenic removal from water. Pan et al. proposed an innovative process to immobilize HFO NPs within a macroporous anion exchange resin D201 for enhanced removal of arsenic [71] and phosphate [58] from water
[72]. In brief, a binary FeCl3HCl solution was flushed through a column
packed with D-201 beads, where the resulting FeCl42 anions present in the
solution were preferably ion exchanged onto D-201. Afterwards the FeCl42
ions preloaded on D-201 beads were decomposed and simultaneously in situ
precipitated onto the inner-pore surface of D-201 by rinsing the D-201 column with NaClNaOH solution. Finally, the resultant beads were thermally
treated to obtain the nanocomposite adsorbent HFO-201. The resultant HFO201 possessed two types of adsorption sites for anionic pollutants (arsenate
or phosphate) removal: the quaternary ammonium groups bound to the D201 matrix as well as the loaded HFO NPs. The coexisting sulfate anion
strongly competes for quaternary ammonium groups, which interact with target pollutants through electrostatic attraction. Meanwhile, sulfate poses negligible effects on target pollutants adsorption by the loaded HFO NPs, as
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TABLE 17.4 Recent application of polystyrene-supported nanocomposites
in pollutants removal.
Adsorbents

Pollutants

Description

References

HFO-201

PO432

Treatment capacity of 800 bed
volume (BV) per run (from 2 to
,0.5 mg-P/L).

[58]

HFO-201

SeO322

Treatment capacity of 1200 BV
per run (from 2 to ,10 μg-Se/L).

[59]

HZO-201

F2

Treatment capacity of .3000 BV
per run for acidic effluent (from
3.3 to ,1.5 mg/L).

[60]

HZO-201

AsO432

Capture AsO32 4from 100 to
,10 μg/L within 2600 BV for
simulated groundwater, and from
750 to ,50 μg/L within 2900 BV
for a real acidic mining effluent.

[61,62]

HZO-201

PO432

Treatment capacity of 1600 BV
per run (from 2 to ,0.5 mg-P/L).

[61,62]

HMO-001

Pb21

Maximum adsorption capacity:
395 mg/g.

[63]

HMO-001

Cd21, Zn21

Treatment capacity of .3000 BV
per run for Cd21 (influent Cd(II) 5
5 mg/L) and 350 BV per run for
Zn21 (influent Zn(II) 5 50 mg/L).

[64,65]

HMO-001

Tl1

Remove Tl1 from 14 μg/L to a
value lower than 0.1 μg/L,
treatment capacity of 1600 BV per
run.

[64,65]

HFO-001

Pb21, Cd21, Cu21

Treatment capacity of 6000 BV
per run for Pb21 (from 1 mg/L to
10 μg/L), treatment capacity of
1100 BV per run for Cd21 (from
0.1 mg/L to 3 μg/L) and treatment
capacity of 800 BV per run for
Cu21 (from 10 to 1 mg/L).

[66]

HZP

Pb21, Cd21

Treatment capacity of 1700 BV
per run for Pb21 (from 20 to 1 mg/
L) and treatment capacity of 280
BV per run for Cd21 (from 5 to
0.1 mg/L).

[67]

(Continued )
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TABLE 17.4 (Continued)
Adsorbents

Pollutants

Description

References

HFO@PSCl

As(III)

Treatment capacity of .1760 BV
per run synthetic groundwater to
meet the drinking water standard
(from 200 to 10 μg/L).

[68,69]

ZrMPS

Pb21

Treatment capacity of 2500 BV
per run (from 5 mg/L to 10 μg/L).

[68,69]

driven by the formation of the inner-sphere complexes [73]. In the column
runs of phosphate or arsenate removal, HFO-201 could treat at least 950 bed
volume (BV) and 2000 BV polluted water respectively before a significant
breakthrough (0.5 mg/L for phosphate and 0.01 mg/L for arsenate) occurred,
while the polymeric exchanger D-201 could only generate B250 and 10 BV
clean water, respectively, under the otherwise identical conditions [58,71].
The exhausted HFO-201 could be steadily regenerated by using
NaOHNaCl binary solution. A continuous 5-cycle adsorption-regeneration
cyclic run demonstrated that no significant loss of adsorption capability was
observed. Besides, HFO-201 also exhibited improved adsorption selectivity
toward SeO322. Similarly, two possible mechanisms were involved in selenite removal by HFO-201: the electrostatic interaction from the quaternary
ammonium groups bound to the D-201 matrix, and the formation of innersphere complexes between the loaded HFO NPs and SeO322 [59]. Column
adsorption tests suggested that satisfactory removal of selenite from 2 to
,0.01 mg/L could be achieved by HFO-201, even in the presence of the
commonly encountered anionic competition at greater concentration with the
treatment capacity of B1200 BV for each run.
In 2013 Pan et al. developed a unique nanocomposite HZO-201 by
encapsulating nanosized hydrous zirconium oxide (HZO) inside D-201 for
highly efficient water defluoridation [60]. Similar to HFO-201, HZO-201 has
two distinct active sites available for fluoride uptake. One is the positively
charged quaternary ammonium groups covalently binding the matrix of D201, which captures fluoride through a nonspecific electrostatic attraction.
The other is HZO NPs exhibiting preferable adsorption toward fluoride
through ligand exchange or metal-ligand interaction. HZO-201 could successively treat .3000 BV of the acidic effluent (around 3.5 mg F2/L) at pH 3.5
each time. The exhausted HZO-201 could be regenerated by NaOH solution
for repeated use without obvious loss in removal efficiency. HZO-201 was
also used to remove arsenic [61] and phosphorus [62] from water, exhibiting
comparable performance with HFO-201. The major advantage of HZO-201
over HFO-201 was the excellent stability against solution chemistry [58,60].

FIGURE 17.2 Leaching of NPs from HFO-201 and HZO-201 (A) at different pH, and (B) in the presence of oxalic acid [61].
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As suggested in Fig. 17.2A, less than 0.5% of HZO NPs were dissolved
from HZO-201 at pH 1.2, while over 98% of HFO NPs were dissolved into
water under similar conditions. Also, the presence of organic ligands such as
oxalate posed negligible effect on HZO-201 stability but obviously facilitated
HFO NPs dissolution ( . 6% with 3 mM oxalic acid) from HFO-201 [61].
As for heavy metal cations removal, Su et al. produced the new hybrid
adsorbent HMO-001 by impregnating nanosized hydrated manganese dioxide
(HMO) onto porous polystyrene cation exchange resin D-001 to enhance the
removal of Pb(II) ions from water [63]. Fixed-bed column adsorption of a
simulated water indicated that lead retention on HMO-001 resulted in a conspicuous decrease of the toxic metal from 1 to below 0.01 mg/L. The
exhausted adsorbent particles were amenable to efficient regeneration by the
binary CH3COONaCH3COOH solution without significant capacity loss.
Also, HMO-001 was utilized to decontaminate water from other heavy
metals including Cd(II) and Zn(II) ions [64,65]. Particularly, HMO-001
exhibited satisfactory removal toward T1(I) even in the presence of massively competitive Ca(II) ions. The adsorbed Tl(I) was partially oxidized into
insoluble Tl(III) by HMO at an acidic pH, while negligible oxidation was
observed at neutral pHs. The exhausted HMO-001 was responsive to efficient regeneration by binary NaOHNaClO solution with a constant removal
efficiency. In addition, HZO, HFO, and zirconium phosphate NPs were
encapsulated inside D-001 to prepare heavy metal scavengers [6669].

17.3 Nanocomposite membranes for water purification
Nanocomposite membranes are expected to play an increasingly important
role in water/wastewater treatment. The existing membranes, typically polymer in nature, are still restricted by several challenges including the trade-off
between permeability and selectivity, and low resistance to biofouling [74].
The nanocomposite membrane, a new class of membranes fabricated by combining polymeric materials with nanomaterials, is emerging as a promising
solution to these challenges. The nanocomposite membranes could be specifically designed by tuning their structure and physicochemical properties (e.g.,
hydrophilicity, porosity, charge density, and thermal and mechanical stability)
and introducing unique functionalities (e.g., antibacterial, photocatalytic, or
adsorptive capabilities). Some relevant studies are summarized in Table 17.5.
In one study, a nanocomposite membrane coated with functional NPs like
nano-TiO2 was prepared for oily wastewater treatment. TiO2/carbon membrane was prepared via the solgel method and dip-coating technique [75].
TiO2 solgel was synthesized using tetrabutyl titanate as a precursor. The
membrane performance was tested by treating oily wastewater. The oil
removal rate increased with a decrease in the liquid hourly space velocity
(LHSV) through the electrocatalytic membrane reactor. When 200 mg/L oily
water was treated, the COD removal was B100% with a LHSV of 7.2 h21
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TABLE 17.5 Recent applications of nanocomposite membranes in water
treatment.
Matrix

Nanoparticles

Description

References

Carbon

TiO2

The COD removal rate
was almost 100% with a
LHSV of 7.2 h21 and
87.4% with a LHSV of
21.6 h21.

[75]

Thin-film
nanocomposite

Graphene
oxide

Rejections for Na2SO4,
MgSO4, MgCl2, and NaCl
recorded at 95.2%,
91.1%, 62.1%, and
59.5%.

[76]

Sodium alginate

Pristine
graphene
oxide and
RGO

A separation factor of
1566 and a permeation
flux of 1699 g/(m2 h) was
achieved for membrane
incorporated with 1.6 wt.
% of rGO.

[77]

Polyvinylidene
fluoride

ZnO

94.8% water flux
recovery after exposure to
low-pressure 10 W UV-C
mercury lamp irradiation
for 30 min.

[78]

Vinylidene fluoride

Al2O3

The addition of
nanosized Al2O3 particles
did not affect membrane
pore sizes and numbers.
Instead, it improved the
surface hydrophilicity of
the membrane.

[79]

Sandwich-structured
polyamide 6

TiO2

A pure water flux up to
13.77 L/m2/h/bar even
under an extremely low
external pressure. High
flux for common solvents
(12.32, 4.91, and 1.26 L/
m2/h/bar for methanol,
ethanol, and NMP).

[80]

Polyethersulfone

Ag

Outstanding antifouling
property ( . 96%
antimicrobial efficiency),
high water flux (15.2
LMH for FO mode), and
excellent selectivity (low
B/A value, 0.12 bar).

[81]

(Continued )
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TABLE 17.5 (Continued)
Matrix

Nanoparticles

Description

References

Polysulfone

Sulfonated
graphene
oxide

SGO/PSf membrane
containing 1.5 w/w% of
SGO nanoparticles
exhibited a peak pure
water flux value. The BSA
rejection of the prepared
membranes remained
constantly above 98%.

[82]

N-doped carbon

Molybdenum
carbide and
NiO

Efficient and robust
catalytic reduction of
toxic Cr(VI) to Cr(III)
using FA as a reducing
agent.

[83]

Poly(Nisopropylacrylamide)

Ag

At 20 C45 C, the
membrane exhibits both
satisfactory
thermoresponsive
characteristics and
catalytic properties. With
an increase in the
temperature and 4-NP
concentration, the
conversion of reactant
molecules in the
penetrating solution
decreased.

[84]

and 87.4% with a LHSV of 21.6 h21. Such results indicated that the synergistic effect of electrocatalytic oxidation and membrane separation played a
key role in the removal of oil. In addition, an unusual thin film nanocomposite (TFN) membrane was fabricated by incorporating graphene oxide (GO)
of different loadings (00.5 wt.%) into polysulfone (PSf) microporous substrate [76]. A polyamide layer was formed on top of the neat PSf and
PSfGO substrate to produce TFC and TFN membranes respectively
through the interfacial polymerization of piperazine and trimesoyl chloride
monomers. The GO-incorporated TFN membranes exhibited high pure water
flux and high salt rejection, demonstrating that GO plays an important role
in increasing both membrane hydrophilicity and surface negativity.

17.4 Nanocomposite catalysts
Catalytic, or photocatalytic oxidation, is an advanced oxidation process for
the removal of trace contaminants and microbial pathogens from water. It is
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a useful pretreatment method in enhancing the biodegradability of hazardous
contaminants. Nanocatalysts of high surface-to-volume ratio showed significantly enhanced catalysis over their bulky counterparts. Additionally, the
band gap and crystalline structure of the nanosized semiconductors are sizedependent. Their electron hole redox potential and photogenerated charge
distribution varied as the size dropped down. Furthermore, by immobilizing
NPs into various substrates, the stability of the nanocatalyst could be
improved, and the resultant nanocomposites might be compatible with the
existing photoreactor.
CNTs and graphene can be utilized as favorable catalysts and excellent
catalyst-supports due to high specific surface area and high electron and thermal conductivity with charge recombination inhibition in loaded NPs
[85,86]. Recent studies revealed that CNTs enhanced the photocatalytic oxidation activity of TiO2 NPs in CNT/TiO2 composites by reducing charge
recombination of TiO2, as evidenced by the diminished photoluminescence
intensity [87]. In contact with CNTs, electrons were promoted to transfer
from the TiO2 NPs to the CNT surface, resulting in lower Fermi level of
TiO2. As a result, photogenerated electrons were stored by CNTs and the
recombination of electrons and holes was inhibited. Numerous reports about
CNT/TiO2 composites for catalytic degradation of organic pollutants are
available. Meanwhile, other NPs supported by CNTs were also prepared for
catalytic degradation of organic pollutants, including ZnS [88], CdS [89],
WO3 [90], and others.
In addition, carbon-based nanocomposites were applied in other advanced
oxidation processes including ozone and Fenton (-like) reactions. Recently,
Li et al. [91] synthesized RGO modified 3D sea urchin-like α-MnO2 architectures(α-MnO2/RGO) for removal of bisphenol-A(BPA) by ozone oxidation. Significant promotion of catalytic degradation of α-MnO2/RGO was
observed with the removal of BPA by O3 oxidation increasing from 20% to
90%, a much higher amount than by homogeneous α-MnO2 (70%) under
similar conditions. Efficient catalytic degradation of α-MnO2/RGO mainly
arose from the large surface area and abundant active sites provided by the
3D sea urchin-like α-MnO2, as well as the accelerated electron transfer rate.
Note that α-MnO2/RGO is stable in the catalytic ozonation of BPA, performing much better recyclability than α-MnO2. Some other studies on ozonation
of organic matters by using nanocomposite catalysts were carried out in
recent years, including magnetic carbon nanospheres (Fe3O4/CS core/shell)
[92] and FeMgO/carbon nanotube composite (FeMgO/CNT) [93] for phenol
removal and Fe3O4/multi-wall carbon nanotubes (Fe3O4/MWCNTs) [94] for
dimethyl phthalate removal. As for Fenton reactions, Yang et al. [95]
reported that efficient atrazine(ATZ) degradation ( . 90%) was achieved in
the presence of 20 mg/L functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(FMWCNTH) with 2.0 mg/L Fe(III) and 170 mg/L H2O2 at 20 C.
Combined with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis, the authors
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deemed that the complexation of Fe(III) and carboxyl groups on the surface
of FCNTH played a vital role in efficient Fe(III)/Fe(II) cycling due to the
electron migration from Fe(III) to FCNTH, providing new inspiration for
the development of ferric nanocomposites as Fenton catalysts. Xiao et al.
[96] synthesized akageneite (β-FeOOH)/RGO (Ak/rGO) nanocomposites by
coprecipitating and reduction. Ak/rGO was applied in oxidative decomposition of 2-chlorophenol (2-CP) by Fenton-like reaction. An ideal 2-CP
removal (up to 88%) was achieved in the presence of 100 mM H2O2 at initial
pH 4.0 within 72 h, 2.6 times higher than β-FeOOH. Other studies using
nanocomposites to catalyze Fenton-like reactions were also conducted. For
example, magnetic cobalt ferrite NPs loaded on RGO (CoFe2O4rGO) were
used in a heterogeneous sono-Fenton-like process for the removal of organic
dyes (AO7, AR17, BR46, and BY28) [97], graphene oxideiron oxide
(Fe3O4O) was used as a photo-Fenton catalyst in the degradation of phenol
[98], and Pb-doped BiFeO3 NP grafted on to RGO sheets (PbBiFeO3/rGO)
was applied in microwave-Fenton-like process for degradation of perfluorooctanoic acid [99].

17.5 Summary and perspectives
The use of functionalized nanomaterials including adsorbents, membranes,
and catalysts has increased in water treatment in recent years. Nevertheless,
their application in environmental industry is limited by several bottlenecks:
(1) most of the functionalized nanomaterials are still in the stage of laboratory research, and are hard to be manufactured in kilogram or even ton-scale
for the purpose of industrial utilization; (2) the stability and regeneration of
functionalized nanomaterials is far from the requirements of engineering
application; (3) the environmental benignity of nanomaterials is not verified,
and they may bring potential risks to human health; and (4) the deficiency of
process and/or equipment suitable for NPs hinders the conjunction of nanotechnology with existing water treatment processes.
Among the functionalized nanomaterials mentioned above, polymeric
nanocomposites have already realized industrial-scale production, and some
of them are commercially available. For example, China has achieved tonscale manufacture of HZO@D201 [100]. Additionally, NPs in the polymeric
nanocomposites are protected by the cross-linked matrix, resulting in exceptional stability even under yearlong, successive column adsorption assay
[58,68,101]. Though safety assessment of the polymeric nanocomposites
under realistic conditions is still unavailable, it seems that iron- or
zirconium-based polymeric nanocomposites may be of no concern to human
health because the polymer host (i.e., polystyrene) is widely used in drinking
water purification systems due to its inert chemistry and high mechanical
strength, and a trace iron/zirconium dissolution is harmless to human health.
With a millimetric size, polymeric nanocomposite beads can be easily
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utilized in flow-through systems such as fixed-bed reactors, imitating a traditional ion exchanger water treatment process, which can be readily integrated
into existing water treatment systems [67].
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18.1 Introduction
The break-neck pace of industrialization and its resulting byproducts have
altered the balanced environmental composition by releasing hazardous wastes,
poisonous gas fumes, and smoke into the environment, thus, producing harmful effects on living beings. This has created a global menace, and the magnitude of it is proliferating day-by-day leading to environmental pollution.
Pesticides, oil spills, particulate matter, heavy metals, herbicides, fertilizers,
toxic gases, industrial effluents, sewage, and organic compounds are just a few
examples of the numerous dangerous contaminants. Maintaining clean air,
pure water, and a healthy environment is a challenging task under these conditions. Fortunately, new technologies have been explored for the remediation of
air, soil, and water [1]. The rise of nanotechnology has created huge opportunities and space for the fabrication of nanomaterials (NMs) with desired properties (i.e., large surface-to-volume ratio and unique functionalization) to treat
pollutants. Although, the utilization of nanotechnology in the field of electronics and health science is at high rise [24], but, its incorporation into other
fields of technology is limited. For example, the adaptation of NMs in conventional everyday products (clothes, cosmetics, and dyes) and in industrial, agricultural, and environmental protection processes [57] encounters more
skepticism based on a huge quantity of demands combined with their high
cost. Nanotechnology-based building products have wide range of applications
in cement and concrete industry, self cleaning processes, nanocoating and
nano glass fabrication to name a few. They are being commercialized to
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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overcome the persisting problems of high environmental degradation and shelf
life of the conventional products [8]. NMs provide more effective and
increased physical properties as compared to bulk materials because of their
higher surface to volume ratio. Not only are physical properties enhanced,
NMs also offer the potential to leverage unique surface chemistry via functionalization or grafting the functional groups, through which a pollutant can be
targeted for remediation processes as compared to traditional methods. Tuning
physical properties with different functionalization offers remarkable additions
to the materials over the traditional methods for addressing environmental
issues. Further designing or tuning of NMs (i.e., size, morphology, porosity,
shape, and chemical composition) can be done to create additional advantageous characteristics, which indirectly or directly affect the performance of the
material. Despite having innumerable advantages NMs are accompanied by
some unpredictable contaminations (degradation producted) if not tailored
under controlled environment. Once released into the environment, the fate
and effects of NMs remains inadequately understood and difficult to predict.
Thus, there is a need to carefully design and optimise the NMs to extracts
maximum benefits.
Taking into account the advantages that NMs provide, methods are being
developed to fabricate hybrid NMs with enhanced efficiency followed by
lower environmental toxicity. These combinations will provide more effective,
stable, and selective methods as compared to a available ones. For example,
attaching nanoparticles (NPs) to a matrix increases the stability of NPs, as
aggregation can be minimized, which increases the effectiveness of NPs for
remediation processes as compared to NPs used alone. Selectivity can be
achieved by employing specific chemical functionalization for targeting certain
contaminants. It is also important to keep in mind that materials created for
use in remediation processes should not themselves become pollutants when
they are employed for the environmental cause. The different NMs employed
in environmental remediation are been presented in Table 18.1.
The commercialization of biocompatible materials not only enhance the
acceptance of advanced technology but also increases consumer interest and
products’acceptability. These modified NMs does not generate waste that
needs to be disposed of after treatment, and would offer a greener route for
environmental remediation. The advantage of these kind of functionalized
NMs is that they are target specific due to presence of particular functional
moiety which can bind to a specific molecule or functional group. The study
of the literature (Table 18.1) reveals the potential of NMs in handling toxins
present in air, soil, and water.
The present day research is focused on augmenting nanotechnology with
chemical surface modifications to obtain materials that can be employed to
handle the environmental challenges in the present era. The key points to
consider while fabricating these materials are nontoxicity, cost effectiveness,
and regeneration after the remediation process. The other important point is
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TABLE 18.1 Summary of NMs employed for the pollutant treatment in
environment.
Type of nanomaterial

Target material

References

Ag-doped TiO2

Waterborne pathogenic virus in
drinking water

[9]

One dimension TiO2/Fe-doped
TiO2

Arsenic (As(V))

[10]

TiO2 thin film and composite
with Al2O3

Methylene blue (MB),
creatinine, biological toxins
(microcystin-LR), Escherichia
coli

[11]

One dimension (1D) TiO2

Lead (Pb(II))

[12]

Ag-doped TiO2 nanofibres

MB, NOx and toluene in air and
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol

[13]

Cu/Fe/Ag-doped TiO2

Nitrate

[14]

Ag-doped TiO2 nanofibres

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol

[15]

Modified jacobsite (MnFe2O4)

Cr(VI)

[16]

Iron nanoparticles in calcium
alginate beads

Cr(VI)

[17]

Magnetic NPs encapsulated by
poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)

Ag(I), Hg(II), Pb(II)

[18]

Magnetite NPs modified with
dimercaptosuccinic acid

Hg(II), Co(II), Cu(II), As(V), Ag(I),
Cd(II), Ti(III), Pb(II), chromate
ions

[19,20]

Maghemite (Fe2O3)

Mo(VI)

[21]

Superparamagnetic magnetite
(Fe3O4) with silica
functionalization

Hg(II)

[22]

Cubic silica functionalized by
SBA-16

Removal of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH), such as
pyrene and phenanthrene, and
Pb(II), Cd(II), Hg(II), Cr2O722
from contaminated aqueous
solutions

[23]

Amine-Quartz mesoporous
adsorbent

Separation of CO2 from a feed
gas mixture of CO2 and N2 on
porous substrates

[24]

Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM)
dendrimer composite membrane
consisting of chitosan and a
dendrimer

Separation of CO2 from fossil
fuel emission on porous
substrates

[25,26]

(Continued )
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TABLE 18.1 (Continued)
Type of nanomaterial

Target material

References

Amphiphilic polyurethane NPs

Removal of organic pollutants,
such as polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, trihalogen
methane, pesticides, and
methyl-tert-butyl ether

[27]

Gold coated with chitosan
polymer

Removal of metal ions from
waste water

[28]

CNT with Ag ions and Cu NPs

Removal of E. coli and
Staphylococcus aureus from
contaminated water

[29]

CNT with TiO2 NPs and P-25
TiO2

Removal of organic dyes,
derivatives of phenol, azo
substances, and metallic ions
from contaminated water

[3033]

CNT with iron oxide magnetic
composites

Removal of Co(II), Sr(II), and Ni
(II) from the aqueous solution

[34]

Hybrid diatomite/carbon
composites

Removal of polar aromatic
compounds (p-cresol) from
aqueous solutions

[35]

Fe0/Pd polyacrylic acid/polyvinyl
alcohol

Trichloroethylene

[36]

TiO2 polyaniline

Phenol

[37]

TiO2 poly (tetrafluoroethylene)

Trichlorobenzene

[38]

Fe polystyrenedivinylbenzene

Nitrate

[39]

TiO2 poly(3-hexylthiophene)

Methylene orange

[40]

Polyhydroxybutyrate films with
TiO2

MB

[41]

Fe0 carboxymethyl cellulose

Cr61

[42]

Fe0 poly(vinyl pyrrolidone)

Bromate

[43]

Fe /Pd sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose

Para-nitrochlorobenzene

[44]

Biosynthesized Cu0

Dyes

[45]

Ni/Fe cellulose acetate

Trichloroethylene

[46]

Au/TiO2 coreshell
nanocomposites

Trichloroethylene

[47]

Magnetite montmorillonite

Cr(VI)

[48]

0

0

(Continued )
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TABLE 18.1 (Continued)
Type of nanomaterial

Target material

References

Hydrated ferricoxide polymeric
anion exchangers

As ions

[49]

Hydrated ferric oxide polymeric
cation exchanger

As ions

[50]

Polymer-based nanohydrous
manganese dioxide

Thallium removal

[51]

Fe3O4 alginate

MB, methyl orange

[52]

Chitosan-capped gold
nanoparticles

Metal ions

[28]

Nanowire polystyrene/
polyaniline

Ethanol, acetone

[53]

TiO2 polyaniline

Trimethylamine

[54]

Iron oxide polypyrrole

CO2, N2, CH4

[55]

Pd polyaniline

Methanol

[56]

Surface plasmon resonance
sensor

Zn(II), Cu(II)

[57]

to prevent agglomeration and to increase stability for NMs’ under different
conditions. This chapter summarizes the present scenario of NMs in literature, their fabrication process, and their ability to target specific pollutants.

18.2 Implementation of functionalized nanomaterial: water
pollution remediation
Clean water is essential for living beings to lead a healthy and long life. But
this basic necessity is becoming scarce and scanty due to incontinent water
pollution. Water pollution is the contamination of water bodies (i.e., surface
and ground water) due to excessive accumulation of waste products produced
by industrialization and environmental degradation [58]. Organic pollutants
such as dyes are released from textile, food, cosmetics, paper, and fabric
industries into aquatic ecosystems. Dyes found in bodies of water interrupt
the incoming sun-rays resulting in decreased photosynthetic activity of
aquatic plants [59]. Similarly, the phenolic compounds released by textile,
plastics, oil refineries, as well as pharmaceuticals industries [60] are considered a toxic threat to bodies of water and to human beings. Pesticides are
another class of water pollutants that are generally used in the agricultural
sector for protecting crops from pest damage. Pathogenic bacteria even at
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very low concentrations in water causes serious human health issues [61].
The contamination by carcinogenic and toxic inorganic heavy metals ions
like Cr, As, Cd, Pd, and Hg, are also degrading the water quality. The
aquatic ecosystem has become contaminated from the continuous discharge
of these organic, inorganic, and biological pollutants, which are responsible
for causing serious health problems such as diarrhea, lung diseases, cancer,
lead poisoning, muscle weakness, and many more ailments [62]. NMs are
one of the potential solutions being used in water treatment via adsorption
and catalysis processes due to their unique and effective surface properties.
Functionalization of NMs can further enhance the effectiveness of the treatment by decreasing the process time and augmenting the process efficiency.
The various possible ways in which contaminants like inorganic ions,
organic compounds, and pathogens can be removed are  adsorption, filtration, degradation into nontoxic components, and photocatalysis. In the next
section, the various functionalized NMs and their application in water purification are thoroughly discussed. Further, different pollutants (i.e. bacteria,
pesticides, metal ions, solvents and oils are also reviewed in next sections.
Dyes have become one of the most critical water contaminant issues, and
their untreated, effluent discharges into environment have created a big concern for society. The current techniques employed for the removal of dyes
fall under three main classes: physical methods (adsorption, surfactants);
chemical methods (oxidation method using hydrogen peroxide, Fenton’s
reagent); and biological methods (algae, bacteria). Over recent years, there
has been great interest in development of novel nanoadsorbents having high
adsorption capacity. In this regard, adsorption capacity of zero valent iron
NPs (biologically/chemically fabricated) for removal of crystal violet (CV)
was found to be 99.8% due to functionalization of β-cyclodextrin (Fig. 18.1).
The reason for such a high removal percentage is attributed to the increase
in number of active sorption sites of nanoadsorbent. The green synthesized
Fe0 NPs by Ferula persica extract displayed better performance than the
chemically synthesized, 39.5 versus 14.7%, respectively because of their
higher surface area (46.68 vs 34.38 m2/g, respectively) [63].
A new magnetic nanoadsorbent that is polycatechol modified Fe3O4 NPs
(Fe3O4/PCC MNPs) was synthesized using a simple coprecipitation method
and showed strong adsorption capacity and a fast adsorption rate [64].
Different cationic dyes, methylene blue, cationic turquoise blue, malachite
green (MG), CV, and cationic pink FG were removed from wastewater and
various parameters were also optimized (i.e., contact time, ion strength, effect
of pH, and temperature) to evaluate the optimum conditions for removal.
Chaudhary et al. [65] demonstrated wastewater cleanup by adsorption
using surfactant functionalized cerium oxide (Ceria) NPs. The NPs were prepared via coprecipitation method and functionalized using cationic surfactants that showed dye removal efficiencies varying from 112.4 to 171.3 mg/g
of dye, which is superior to other nanoadsorbents. MG dye was adsorbed
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FIGURE 18.1 Schematic illustration for (A, B) synthesis of biogenic β-cyclodextrin functionalized Fe0 NPs (5G-Fe0 NPs/βCD) using Ferula persica root extract (C) removal of CV.

over the surface of strontium titanate (SrTiO3) NPs at pH 5 10 with adsorption efficiency of 98% achieved [66]. The fabricated NPs were more effective as compared to commercially available SrTiO3 in removing MG dye.
Therefore, it was quite evident that functionalized NPs came out as better
nanoadsorbent than the bare NPs. Water pollution from heavy metals (e.g.,
,Pb21, Hg21 and Cd21) has gained attention because the metals are toxic
and carcinogenic, and they pose a serious threat to human health and the
environment [67]. Mohmood et al. [68] reported the synthesis of dithiocarbamate functionalized silica-coated Fe3O4 NPs for mercury decontamination of
saltwater with Hg21 and with As and Cd (Fig. 18.2). The results displayed
that under highly competitive conditions, the removal of Hg21 from seawater
using magnetic NPs. The removal efficiency was 98% with concentration
ranging from 50 to 500 μg/L.
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FIGURE 18.2 Magnetic and functionalized NPs for mercury ion sensing.

An environmentally friendly nanosensor with multimodal properties,
magnetic as well as fluorescent, was developed via a multistep synthesis procedure for detection and removal of Hg21 ions in water. This nanosensor
consists of a thin silica shell encapsulating magnetic NPs, a fixed spacer
arm, and fluorescent quantum dots (QD) for simultaneous detection and
removal [69]. An efficient and selective detection of Hg21 ions was done by
multifunctional nanocomposites based on magnetite NPs, chitosan NPs, and
polythiophene. The synthesized nanocomposites not only showed a complete
removal of Hg21 ions, but they also displayed higher selectivity in the presence of other metal ions over a wider pH range. The reason for high selectivity was the presence of several functionalities: hydroxyl, amino, sulfur, and
phosphate groups in addition to the magnetic property of magnetite NPs
[70]. Magnetic NPs can also be functionalized with different organic ligands
such as aminopropyl, silane, peptone, and yampeel biomass. The presence
of chemical groups like carboxyl and amino lead to the removal of Hg21
ions from water [71]. Among metal ions, lead and cadmium are extensively
used in the manufacturing of batteries, metal alloys, ceramics, paints, and
pigments, which slowly accumulate in water. Wang et al. [72] reported carboxyl functionalized NPs with magnetic core and mesopore carbon shell as
absorbent, which can remove 97% of Pb21 ions from an acidic aqueous solution. NPs displayed high removal capacities at lower pH value, 3 and treat
high concentration of pollutant (100 mg/L). The porous carbon layer and carboxyl functionalization allows the possibility to remove the toxic metal ions
from aqueous solution. In another study, Hashemzadeh et al. [73] reported
the surface modified hematite NPs fabrication via hydrothermal method at
250 C. The Pb21 ions removal was found to be dependent on pH, adsorbent
dose, and contact time. The maximum uptake capacity was estimated to be
111 mg/g and RL value of 0.021 which confirmed the favorability of adsorption. Magnetic nanosorbents based on manganese ferrite NPs capped with
carboxymethylated biopolymers (starch or cellulose) were shown to remove
B100% Pb(II) efficiently from the aqueous solution after 30 min of contact
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[74]. Hybrid NPs were also fabricated and utilized as absorbent for the metal
ion removal. Silica-calcium phosphate hybrid NPs were synthesized by a facile one-pot method and assessed for Cd21 ions removal form aqueous solutions. The experiments demonstrated that silica modified ferrite NPs have a
high adsorption capacity due to silanol groups present on the surface, which
lead to electrostatic interaction resulting in removal of Cd21 ions [75].
Hence, the functionalized NMs are emerging as an efficient adsorbent for the
remediation metal ions from wastewater. Researchers are working in this
particular area of functionalization as well as in magnetic nanoadsorbents to
be utilized at large scale. Organic pollutants consist of a wide range of compounds (i.e., polychlorinated biphenyls, oils, phenols, etc.). Oil spills can
cause large scale pollution in very short time; after a spill the oil spreads
quickly and forms a film on the water’s surface [76]. Vidal-Vidal et al. [77]
applied a one-pot microemulsion method to produce oleylamine functionalization onto the NMs surface, which resulted in oil removal from water.
Activated carbon, a popular adsorbent, was composited with magnetite by in
situ coprecipitation method resulting in adsorption efficiency of premium oil
(12.93 g/g) and used oil (7.65 g/g), which is more than observed for only
activated carbon. Polychlorinated biphenyls are some of the most persistent
and pervasive pollutants in the environment. Polyphenolic-based moieties,
curcumin and quercetinmultiacrylate, were incorporated with poly(ethylene
glycol)-based polymeric shells to create high affinity binding sites for the
capture of polychlorinated biphenyls via ᴨᴨ stacking [78].
The growing resistance of antibacterial drugs (i.e. antibiotics) has become
more challenging and has created a need to look for alternative solutions.
The bacteria have succeeded in developing resistance against conventional
antibiotics via various mechanisms [79]. The new emerging antibacterial
agents have overcome this problem of resistance without any/reduced side
effects. The efficacy of conventional antibiotics can also be enhanced by
combining with metal oxide NPs to lower the prevailing side effects prevailing antibiotics. Chitosan functionalized NPs were synthesized via an easy
one-step hydrothermal treatment. The pH for synthesis was also varied, and
different shaped structures were obtained. They were then tested for antibacterial activity against gram-negative and gram-positive strains. The structure
obtained at pH 5 5 was found to be most effective for the antibacterial applications. The reason for the strong antibacterial activity was the release of Ag
ions and the soluble nature of the functionalized system [80]. Another report
indicated that biogenic stabilized Ag NPs showed enhanced antimicrobial
effect. These synthesized Ag NPs were tested on bacterial strains
Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and it was found that
the bacterial membrane were damaged due to exposure to Ag NPs, which
results in antimicrobial action [81]. Biocompatible iron oxide (Fe2O3NPs)
via Skimmia laureola leaf extract and synthesized NPs were evaluated for
their antibacterial efficacy against bacterial wilt pathogen Ralstonia
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solanacearum in in vitro and in plants. The bacterial cultural media containing 6 mg/mL synthesized NPs drastically inhibit the bacterial growth in vitro
[82]. The above literature discussion indicates the importance of NMs functionalization in the treatment of wastewater and point to their broader scope
in near future.

18.3 Implementation of functionalized nanomaterial: air
pollution remediation
Air pollution is the alteration of air quality characterized by the assessment of
chemical and physical pollutants in the air. It is one of the biggest threats to
human life and the environment. Studies have revealed that air pollutants are
responsible for various diseases (i.e., lung diseases, heart problems) [83]. Air
pollutants associated with adverse conditions of air include ozone, sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon dioxide and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [84]. Gas
emissions have become incompatible with various policies on climate change,
and they have deleterious effects on human health. In the real world emissions
are higher than regulations allow, exacerbating air quality problems of various
cities. It is necessary to develop innovative techniques that can be employed
to detect, perceive, and treat air pollutants at even lower contaminant concentrations. VOC is one of the major air pollutants in indoor air and factories of
petrochemical industries. Benzene is one of the major VOC pollutants, and its
control emission is a vital matter of concern in industries and the environment.
TiO2CeO2 nanocomposite under irradiation of an Xe lamp was used for the
gas-phase oxidation of benzene with enhanced catalytic activity. The carbon
dioxide rate formation of TiO2CeO2 nanocomposite with Ti/Ce molar ratio
0.108 under synergetic photothermocatalytic conditions is 36.4 times higher
than the rate observed in conventional photocatalytic conditions at room temperature (Fig. 18.3) [85].
An efficient method based on solid phase gas extraction with Schiff base
immobilized on multi walled carbon nanotubes (TerphApm@MWCNTs) as
a novel sorbent was used for benzene removal from artificial air preloaded in
Robson quartz tubes [86]. A clay supported TiO2 photocatalyst was reported
for the air treatment, and a benchtop photocatalytic flow reactor employing
clay-based TiO2 system was used for the photocatalytic treatment of toluene.
The different parameters (i.e., effect of relative humidity and two UV lamps
with varying power) were employed to find a better system as well as conditions [87]. The Au@NiO core shell NPs were used for preparing p-type gas
sensors for the detection of ethanol and were found to be efficient as compared to bare NiO NPs. The reason for this behavior was due to the increase
of charge carriers in case of Au@NiO [88]. VOC species are precursors of
photochemical oxidants that are classified as respiratory toxicants.
Nbutanol gas was adsorbed on the surface of zinc oxide (ZnO) NPs and Cd
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FIGURE 18.3 Schematic illustration of solar-light-driven thermocatalysis and the synergetic
effect between the photocatalysis.

doped ZnONPs. The effect of different concentrations of Cd ion as dopant
over the fabrication of ZnONPs was investigated. The particles have displayed significant activity toward the gas sensing field [89].
The comparison of vanadium oxide (V2O5) and SnV2O5 NPs for the
assessment of detection of ammonia (550 ppm) gas by employing photoluminescence has been studied. The V2O5 NPs were doped with Sn (26 wt.
%) with an increasing concentration of Sn as dopant, and a linear effect on
the microstrain of the particles was observed. The UV-visible adsorption profile showed that band gap energy decreases with increasing dopant concentration. These systems were utilized for ammonia sensing [90]. The
functionalized NMs were employed extensively in air pollution remediation
and found to be efficient in this field.

18.4 Implementation of functionalized nanomaterial: soil
pollution remediation
Soil is one of the vital components on planet Earth. It is estimated that 25%
of the soil worldwide is highly degraded, and 44% of the soil is moderately
degraded. The cause of degradation is because of the increasing concentration of metal, metal ions, pesticides, antibiotics, and disinfectants [91]. The
human population has been living on earth for about 2 million years.
Industrialization has led to great economic developments on the one hand
but has also led to greater environmental degradation on the other. The
depletion of natural resources, carbon emissions, pollution, and health problems are among the various issues caused by industrialization. Soil pollution is also a major environmental problem, which occurs mainly due to the
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presence of toxic chemicals, pollutants, or contaminants in the soil. Some of
the major sources of soil pollution include contamination arising from the
underground water storage tanks, application of pesticides, oil and fuel
dumping, leaching of wastes from landfills, and the direct discharge of industrial wastes into the soil. Silica-coated maghemite functionalized with diethylenetriaminepentacetic acid (DTPA) have been employed for extracting
different metals. These types of functionalized materials are able to form
complexes with metal resulting in removal of metal ions [92]. These NPs
have the ability to extract 80% of metal ions from polluted soil samples.
Calcium phosphate NPs (CPNs) were investigated for the remediation process of soil. They were treated with soil samples, and after treatment process
the extractable contents of Pb, Cu, and Zn were found to be decreased in soil
[93]. Bimetallic Pd/Fe NPs were investigated in removal of hydrodechlorination of polychloroethanes [94]. Biogenic Fe3O4 and Fe2O3, synthesized using
Geobacter metallireducens, were found to be effective in degrading CCl4 to
methane [95]. Fe2O3 nanowires containing zero valent iron were used for
aerobic oxidation of p-nitrophenol [96]. A commonly known chlorophenol2,4dichlorophenol (2,4DCP) is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent
used in wood preservation and pesticides, and now is a frequently found pollutant. Calcium peroxide (CaO2) NPs were utilized for completely degrading
2,4zDCP, while the conventional one was found to be saturated at 75%
degradation rate. The reason for this is that hydroxyl ion generation results
in degradation [97]. Bimetallic Pd/Fe systems stabilized via carboxymethylcellulose were used for the removal of hexacholorocyclohexane from contaminated soil slurry. The stabilizer has enhanced the efficacy of the
bimetallic NPs with 100% removal of pollutants when compared with bare
ones. The proposed mechanism initiated with the corrosion of iron is followed by the dissociation of hydrogen gas by Pd. This results in the formation of a strong reducing agent that degrades the pollutant [98]. Li et al. [99]
reported that complete dechlorination and removal of 70% of pentachlorophenol (PCP) from contaminated soil using Pd/Fe NPs was possible. PCP is
converted into phenol by using synthesized NPs and removed thorough electroosmosis from soil. Yuan et al. [100] also reported the degradation of PCP
into phenol as final product (46.6%) resulting in removal of PCP from soil.
In a more recent study, Fan et al. [101] laundered polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) from contaminated soil using gum-stabilized Pd/Fe NPs. The utilization of surfactants in the procedure enhances the solubility of PCBs and,
hence, increases their removal from soil. A nanohetro assembly of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 and bismuth vanadate assembled into the Pinus roxburghii,
derived from biochar, were used for the remediation of soil (Fig. 18.4). An
emerging pollutant, methylparaben (MeP), was 97.4% degraded in 2 h.
The key takeaway is that the combination of two nanojunctions and
ligand functionalization can lead to increased effective soil remediation
processes.
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FIGURE 18.4 Nano-hetro assembly of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 and bismuth vanadate for
pesticide removal.

18.5 Conclusion
The metal/metal oxide NPs, bimetallic systems, modified NPs, have demonstrated efficient capability as environmental remediation agents. Different
sets of nano based systems have been developed and employed to fight
against various types of lethal pollutants. These functionalized systems with
advanced features have lower toxicity effects along with improved treatment
efficacy. They may overcome the principal limitations that hinder their widescale applications. The robustness of these NMs at a wide range of alkaline
and acidic conditions, temperature fluctuation, different pollutant concentration have increased their scope in pollutant removal. The shape, morphology,
and surface passivation have directly/indirectly influenced their properties.
Their selectivity, porosity, magnetic behavior, and recyclability has increased
their scope in environmental remediation process in the foreseeable future.
Nanotechnology has come up with innovative solutions to manage the mess
of degrading surroundings and has great scope in dealing with prevailing
global environmental issues. However, the way is still long and full of challenges to reach a milestone in applied environment nanotechnology.

18.6 Future scope and challenges
The nanoremediation has great potential to address and resolve environmental issues. Conventional remediation techniques are now being replaced by
nanoremediation due to the selectivity, specificity, effectiveness, short time
removal, and recyclability they offer for treatment. Chemically powered
nanomotors, small autonomous devices capable of performing complex tasks
while being self-propelled in fluids are the latest feather in the cap.These
smart devices designed for environmental remediation are becoming a part
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of the solution for environmental remediation. For instance, self-propelled
microjets used for the degradation of organic dyes is 12 times faster than
NPs [102]. These types of devices have potential capability for the remediation of contaminated water. The solid waste (i.e., plastics) treatment/conversion into nanosystems will also be a creative alternative on both ends, plastic
as well as wastewater treatment [103]. These kinds of upcoming nanosystems have strengthened the positive aspects of nanotechnology usage in environmental remediation. A long-term outlook needs to be evaluated on
nanocontamination, and a full risk assessment should be done on new NMs
before they are employed in treatment processes. Life cycle analysis should
be carried out for the new nanosystems before the utilization in their respective work. The immobilization of nanosystems onto the solid bulk system
can reduce the risk of nanosystems entering the food chain. New ab initio
models are available that take advantage of increased computing, by means
of which the behavior of the material at nanoscale and mechanisms in the
engineering of the design process can also be evaluated. An in-depth understanding of the mechanisms that operate at nanoscale, obtained using in situ
synchrotron radiation and neutron experimentation, will be critical to generate the knowledge required for the reliable application of NMs in engineering applications and an interesting study to undertake. The awareness of
nanodamage mechanisms is also needed as input in simulation models. A
thorough risk assessment of nanosystems seems to suggest that they can offer
a great solution in the future for waste treatment as well as environmental
remediation at a global level.
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19.1 Natural sources
In recent years, interest in plants or parts of plants (roots, leaves, flowers,
and fruits) has been increasing due to their biologically active compounds
and subsequent use in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and food industries [1].
The use of plant-based products has advantages, such as being safe and having low cost, having efficiency to prevent or to help in treatment of some
diseases, and helping to maintain good health, as this is the case for cosmetics and food supplements [2,3]. These advantages and their easy accessibility have led to their widespread use by a great part of population (mainly
for a primary health care) [3,4]. In fact, a large number of natural products
are obtained from parts of plants (e.g., fruits and leaves, due to their abundance in phytochemical compounds) [5].
Natural products appear to play an important role in photo-aging prevention and management (e.g., green tea, olive oil, soy, and coffee berry). The
topical application of antioxidants (e.g., vitamins C and E) have shown to
provide efficient protection of skin against UV-mediated damage, as was
reported in a study by Mota et al. [2]. Some studies suggest a correlation
between the polyphenol content with antioxidant activity (AA) and reduction
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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in skin damage caused by sun exposure and pollution, among other aggressors. In addition, natural products were shown to play a key role against
some diseases due to their potential in modulating human metabolism, being
usefull for prevention of chronic and degenerative disorders [5,6]. Among
such phytochemicals, monoterpenoids, diterpenoids, triterpenoids, sesquiterpenoids, phenolics, flavonoids, esters, alcohols, aldehydes, alkaloids, and tannins are described in literature as the most important bioactive plant extracts
[3,7,8]. Table 19.1 shows some examples of plants used in traditional medicine and/or phytotherapy.
Moreover, some of these phytocompounds are already being studied in
combination with nanotechnology approaches (Table 19.2).

19.2 Nanotechnology in medicines
Nanotechnology has become an excellent platform with many applications in
different fields of science, allowing to control and manipulate matter at the
nanoscale by designing and engineering new systems [86,87]. The application of nanotechnology for medical purposes is called nanomedicine.
Nanomedicine uses selective targeting technologies to define where the
drug should be released. The main goal is to obtain complex molecular particles with functional properties for medical application. Beyond that, nanomedicine promises control over physical and chemical processes and their
intensification and enhancement in precision [88]. It includes nanopharmaceuticals, nanodiagnostics, nanotheranostics, and nanobiomaterials [8892].
Today, nanopharmaceuticals represent 75% of the market share of approved
nanomedicines [92].
According to the European Medicines Agency (EMA), nanopharmaceuticals are systems designed for clinical applications with at least one component
at the nanoscale, resulting in reproductible properties and characteristics for a
specific route of administration and dose, and associated with the clinical
advantages of nanoengineering [89]. There are underlying criteria for a drug
to be classified as a nanomedicine. Nanoengineering is required to play a role
in the manufacturing process and the nanomaterial used must be essential for
its therapeutic purpose or provide advantageous characteristics to it [93].
Nanotechnology offers many advantages including integrating molecules
that otherwise could not be used due to their toxicity; exploiting multiple
mechanisms of action, maximizing efficacy and reducing dose and toxicity;
providing drug targeting, controlled, and site-specific release; favoring a
preferential distribution within the body; and improved transport across biological barriers [89].
Nanomaterials have different properties when compared with big-scale
materials, giving them some advantages. Many biological mechanisms in the
human body work at the nanoscale, making nanopharmaceuticals effective
when crossing natural barriers, entering new tissues, and interacting with

TABLE 19.1 Some examples of plants used in traditional medicine and/or phytotherapy.
Plant

Major Compounds

Main properties

Uses

References

Sambucus nigra

α-terpineol, lectin, anthocyanins,
flavonols, and phenolic acids.

Cardiovascular, anti-inflammatory,
immune-stimulatory, diaphoretic
and hemostatic.

Cancer, diabetes, feverish catarrhal
affections, laxative, purgative,
against cold, coughs, flu, insect
repellent, analgesic, sedative
effects, antihemorrhoid,
antiprotozoa, antibacterial, burns,
infected wounds, oedema,
eczema, colic, diarrhea,
bronchitis, sinusitis, chronic nasal
catarrh, neuralgia, sciatica, and
rheumatism.

[918]

Plectranthus
amboinicus

Monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, 3methyl-4-isopropyl phenol,
carvacrol, squalene, (Z)caryophyllene, carvacrol, and
flavonoids.

Anti-inflammatory,
bronchodilator, antiviral,
antifungal, antileptospiral,
nephroprotective, antioxidant, and
antiaging.

Dyspepsia, indigestion, diarrhea,
carminative, burns, wounds, sores,
insect bites, allergies, furuncles,
antidandruff, cuts, skin allergy,
superficial mycoses, diaper rash,
itching, antiseptic dressing,
ulcerations (Leishmania
braziliensis), chronic coughs,
asthma, bronchitis, catarrhal
infections, sore, relieve kidney
troubles, treat vaginal discharges,
stiff neck, antimicrobial infections,
antiviral infections, and pain.

[3,1929]

(Continued )
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References

Plectranthus
barbatus

Eugenol, (Z)-caryophyllene,
germacrene D, thymol,
viridiflorol, carvacrol,
β-caryophyllene, cyclosativene,
1,2 α-copaene, α-pinene,
forskolin, rosmarinic acid,
luteolin, and apigenin.

Acetylcholinesterase inhibitor,
antidyspeptic, antiulcerous,
antiaging, anti-inflammatory,
antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal,
cytotoxic and antitumor promoting
activity.

Glaucoma, prostatism,
hypertension, aid for weight loss,
inotropic action in myocardium,
gastritis, intestinal spasms, teeth
and gum disorders, nausea, liver
complaints, burns, wounds, and
ringworms.

[22,23,25,2937]

Plectranthus
ecklonii

Rosmarinic acid, parvifloron D
(PvD), sugiol, β-sitosterol,
stigmasterol, ursolic acid,
oleanolic acids, and flavones.

Acetylcholinesterase inhibitor,
antioxidant, and antibacterial.

Skin infections and cancer.

[3842]

Plectranthus
fruticosus

Apigenin-7-40 -dimethyl ether,
genkwanin, salvigenin,
cirsimaritin, eupatorine, ursolic
acid, and oleanolic acid.

Healing.

Burns.

[29,41,43]

Plectranthus
hadiensis

Flavonoids, alkaloids, phenols,
tannins, proteins, carbohydrates,
saponins, glycosides, cardiac
glycosides, phenol acids, and
quercetin.

Antioxidant and antimicrobial.

Antiseptic, hemostatic, digestive
disorders, skin and respiratory
diseases.

[4,7,22,29,44]

Plectranthus
hereroensis

Horminone and abietane
diterpenoids.

Antimicrobial.

Digestive disorders.

[29,45,46]

Plectranthus
madagascarensis

Rosmarinic acid, Abietanes, and
coleon U quinone.

Antibacterial and insect
antifeedant.

Scabies, small wounds, colds,
cough, chest complaints and
asthma.

[29,31,47,48]

Plectranthus
strigosus

Parvifloron D, ferulic acid, fatty
alcohols, fatty acids, salvigenin,
ursolic acid, parvifloron F, and
hinokiol.

Anti-inflammatory, antioxidant,
antitumor, and hepatoprotective.

Ananas comosus

Bromelain, L-ascorbic acid,
carotenoids, citric acid, malic
acid, tartaric acid, ferulic acid,
and chlorogenic acid.

Anti-inflammatory, antioxidant,
and anticancer.

[4951]

Skin’s wound healing, oedema,
bruising and pain.

[1,5254]

(Continued )
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Corylus avellane

Phenols, tannins, flavan-3-ols,
flavonoids, and gallic acid.

Antioxidant, astringent,
vasoprotective, antimicrobial, and
antioedema.

Hemorrhoids, varicose veins,
phlebitis and oedema.

[5557]

Rosmarinus
officinalis

1,2-cineole, α-pinene, apigenin,
botulin, betulinic acid, caffeic
acid, camphor, carnosic acid,
limonene, thymo,l and ursolic
acid.

Antioxidant, antibacterial,
antifungal, antimutagenic, antiinflammatory, antidiabetic,
neuroprotective, antineuropathic,
and cardioprotective.

Antispasmodic, inflammatory
diseases, atherosclerosis, ischemic
heart disease, and diabetes.

[50,5861]

Olea europaea

Triglycerides, α-tocopherol,
carotenoids, squalene, oleic acid,
linoleic acid, and linolenic acid.

Antioxidant.

Acne, psoriasis, seborrhea, photoaging, and eczema.

[2,62]

Matricaria
chamomilla

α-bisabolol, apigenin, luteolin,
patuletin, and quercetin.

Anti-inflammatory, antiphlogistic,
antiseptic, analgesic, antioxidant,
antiparasitic, anticancer,
immunoregulatory, thrush,
mucositis, gingivitis, antimicrobial.

Inflamed skin sunburn, rashes, and
eye inflammations.

[6365]

Mentha piperita

Menthol menthone limonene βpinene eucalyptol rosmaric acid
cinnamic acid and caffeic acid.

Carminative, gastric stimulant,
analgesic, anaesthetic, antiseptic,
antispasmodic, mentally stimulant,
vasoconstrictive, decongestant,
and expectorant.

[6668]

Castanea sativa

Castalagin, vescalagin, castalin,
vescalin, glucosidic tannins, rutin,
quercetin, apigenin, oleic acid,
linoleic acid, and palmitic acid.

Antioxidant and antiinflammatory.

[8,69,70]

Ficus carica

Phenolics, vitamin E, and
anthocyanins.

Antioxidant, antimutagenic, antiinflammatory and antimicrobial.

[35,7173]
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Aloe Vera

Salicylic acid, anthraquinones,
and arachidonic acid.

Anti-inflammatory, antiseptic, and
antibacterial.

Arthritis, asthma, candida, chronic
fatigue syndrome, atonic
constipation, irritable bowel
syndrome, Crohn’s disease,
ulcerative colitis, lupus
erythematodes, eczema, psoriasis,
acne, burns, athlete’s foot, cold
sores, frostbite sports injuries, gout,
constipation, and ulcers.

[7477]

Curcuma longa

Curcumin.

Anticancer, therapeutic for
Alzheimer’s disease.

Hangovers, erectile dysfunction,
baldness, hirsutism, fertility
booster, and contraceptive.

[78,79]

Vitis vinifera

Resveratrol.

Anticancer, cardioprotective,
neuroprotective, and antioxidant.

[80,81]

Solanum
lycopersicum

Lycopene.

Antioxidant, prostatic hyperplasia,
prostate cancer, atherosclerosis,
acute and chronic coronary
syndromes, male fertility,
osteoporosis, and radiation
protection.

Vaccinium ssp.

Ascorbic acid flavonoids,
procyanidins, kaempferol,
quercetin, myricetin, and phenolic
acids.

Anti-inflammatory,
anticarcinogenic, and antioxidant.

[82]

Diminish the risk of coronary
diseases, atherosclerosis.

[83]

TABLE 19.2 Some examples of phytocompounds (extracts or isolated compounds) used in association with particulate carrier
systems, including macro-, micro- and nanotechnology approaches.
Plant or compound

Macro-, micro- or
nanoparticles (NPs)

Uses for

Year

References

Plectranthus ecklonii (rosmarinic and
caffeic acids)

Beads

Acetylcholinesterase inhibitor and antioxidant.

2014

[41]

Plectranthus madagascarensis
(rosmarinic acid)

Polymeric beads

Activity against S. epidermidis and Antioxidant.

2014

[84]

Ananas comosus

Silver NPs (AgNPs)

Antioxidant

2012

[52]

Antimicrobial activity against S. aureus, S.
pneumoniae, and E. coli.

2014

[85]

Acne, psoriasis, seborrhoea eczema,
photoprotection, and hydration.

2018

[2]

Ananas comosus (leaf extract)
Olea europaea (olive oil)

Alginate beads
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them [91]. Due to their small size, nanomaterials have a high specific surface
area in relation to volume. Consequently, nanomaterials are much more
reactive and able to adsorb biomolecules when in contact with biological
fluids [89].
Nanomedicine could potentially provide improved and cost-effective
healthcare, allowing availability and affordability [91]. The advances in
nanoscience and nanotechnology contributed to overcome the formulation
problems of classical pharmaceutical systems [94].

19.2.1 Some key concepts
The term “nanoparticles” is a simplified way to refer to nanomaterials in
general when no functionality of said nanomaterials is specified. Herein, NPs
are considered three-dimensional, solid, submicron-sized drug delivery systems ranging from 1 to 1000 nm. They can interact with many functions in
the cell and can be used as drug delivery systems, imaging agents, and
photothermal probes, among others [87,95].
NPs are designed to maximize the benefit/risk ratio [91]. Besides
improving the solubility and stability of active compounds, NPs can
extend a formulation’s action and successfully combine active substances
with different degrees of hydrophilicity [91,94,96]. Their targeting abilities
to deliver drugs directly to the affected organs and tissues are another
advantage of these systems that can be used in medicine [94,97].
Drug delivery systems based on NPs can improve pharmacokinetics, biodistribution, solubility and stability, controlled and targeted release, and
site-specific delivery of therapeutic agents [98101]. Nanocarriers can
therefore improve the efficiency of drugs by changing body distribution,
decreasing acute toxicity, and increasing their dissolution rate and in vivo
stability concerning the risk of metabolism and degradation [94,96]. NPs
offer several advantages including higher intracellular uptake, stability in
biologic fluids since their size makes the preparations suitable for parenteral administration, and sustained release in a specific organ or target
[102]. NPs can protect a drug from degradation and promote pharmacokinetic modification with absorption enhancement and distribution improvement [103,104].
However, there also are some challenges associated with nanomedicine.
There is a need for a better characterisation and understanding of toxicity
issues. The industry is still facing lack of specific regulation and the cost/
benefit ratio needs to be considered and analysed in each case [97,105].
There also is a challenge in the scale-up of NPs manufacturing due to the
variety of possible formulations and combinations of nanomaterials [105].
When it comes to toxicity, the wide range of possibilities for NPs composition and development is responsible for a variety of immune reactions that
might not be desirable. Thus a balance should be obtained. It is required to
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have NPs that can either improve drug delivery of therapeutic agents without
resulting in toxicity or causing unwanted interactions with the immune system [106]. The major barrier with toxicological studies of nanopharmaceuticals is the absence of validated in vitro tests and reference standards [107].
For several years, the EMA and the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) have been deciding on a “case-by-case” basis, regarding the approval
of nanopharmaceuticals. For every specific formulation, an analysis of benefits and risk is generally made [107]. In 2006, the first regulatory reflection
paper was prepared and published with information regarding essential
aspects to take in account when developing nanopharmaceuticals for human
use [107,108]. In 2009, EMA created a working group with the purpose of
addressing quality, safety, and efficacy of nanopharmaceuticals—the
European Nanomedicines Expert Group. Through this group, the EMA has
been working along with the FDA and Japan’s regulatory entities (PDMA/
MHLW) to achieve a common ground in the future of nanomedicine and its
future perspectives [105,108]. Furthermore, an internationally agreed upon
set of guidelines (Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11, and Q12) has been published by the
International Council of Harmonization (ICH), which are being applied to
the testing of pharmaceuticals and other products for human use [105,109].
Three generations of NPs can be identified. The first generation is the
simple combination of a carrier and an active compound where the targeting
is passive. The second generation can target a specific tissue or organ
through antibodies and other molecules. The third generation is capable of
more complex functions such as time-controlled release through different
types of barriers and targets [88].
There are different types of NPs, divided in two main categories: organic
and inorganic (Fig. 19.1). Organic NPs include polymeric NPs and lipidbased NPs; inorganic NPs include metallic NPs, ceramic NPs, and silica
NPs. The clinically approved formulations include lipid NPs, metallic NPs,
polymeric NPs, and protein NPs [90,104].

19.2.1.1 Lipid-based nanoparticles
Lipid NPs include liposomes, phytosomes, or ethosomes, and matrix-based
nanostructured systems, such as solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs), nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs), and lipiddrug conjugates (LDCs), etc. [92].
Being administered through oral, parenteral, or topical routes, lipid NPs
allow drug targeting and the delivery of poorly water-soluble molecules
[110]. Lipid NPs have been reported to offer advantages compared to polymeric NPs, when it comes to biocompatibility and toxicity, cost and scalability, and encapsulation efficiency of lipophilic compounds [110].
Liposomes are spherical lipid vesicles of about 501000 nm. They
appear to be an ideal drug delivery system due to their morphology being
similar to cellular membranes (phospholipids and cholesterol) and due to
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FIGURE 19.1 Nanotechnology in health products.

their ability to incorporate biologically active compounds [87,111113].
This characteristic provides biocompatibility and biodegradability, making
them a safe choice as a drug delivery system [111,112]. In addition, their
structure provides the entrapment of drugs having a wide range of molecular
weights, which promotes versatility to their use [92,111,112]. Another
important advantage is the protection guaranteed to the drug and to healthy
tissue. The lipid bilayer protects the drug from enzymatic degradation and
chemical inactivation, while minimizing exposure of healthy tissues to the
encapsulated drug. Liposomes store, protect, and transfer substantial amount
of drug, and are well tolerated in patients. It is therefore possible to obtain
an improved biopharmaceutical profile with reduced toxicity, favorable pharmacokinetic behavior, and enhanced therapeutic effects [111]. Parenteral
administration is the route that benefits the most from these characteristics
but topical administration is also frequently used [87,111,112,114].
Currently, anticancer delivery and gene therapy are the main focuses of liposome formulations [87]. Besides conventional liposomes (mainly composed
by phospholipids, phosphatidylcholine, and/or sphingomyelin), there are pHsensitive liposomes, immune liposomes, and long circulating liposomes
[112,114]. Each one of these categories includes different surface ligands or
bilayer constituents specific for the required purpose [112]. It is also possible
to make anionic and cationic liposomes. Anionic liposomes are less
stable and more susceptible to opsonization by other side, cationic ones are
generally used for gene delivery [111,112]. Liposomes offer a wide
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protection to DNA as well as being able to carry amounts correspondent to
chromosomes [112].
Other variables are taken into account to further categorize liposomes.
Phytosomes, for example, come from an interaction between phospholipids
with an extract or polyphenolic compounds, where the active herbal compounds remain protected within. As another category, ethosomes are lipidbased systems that due to their higher ethanol percentage can provide greater
skin permeation [92,114]. Many others are arising, being the base mechanism and structure very similar to the well-known liposomes.
SNLs are colloidal particles composed of lipids solid at both room and
body temperatures as a nucleus with an outer shell composed of an amphiphilic surfactant. With the same size range as liposomes, SLNs appear to be
preferable since the mobility of the drug in a solid lipid matrix is lower than
in a liquid one [92,115]. It is possible to encapsulate both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic drugs while protecting them from degradation and allowing sustained release [92,115,116]. In addition, SLNs are biocompatible and biodegradable, provide increased drug stability, lack organic solvents, and are
easy to scale-up [92,116]. Many classes of drugs have been considered for
SLN delivery, such as antibacterial, antioxidant, anticancer, hormones,
genetic material, and plant extracts with therapeutic uses, among others
[92,115]. Vaccine delivery, drug targeting, and gene delivery are also successful uses [92]. Parenteral delivery remains the most common administration route used along with oral, ocular, and topical administrations [92,116].
NLCs were developed from SLNs with the addition of liquid lipids, and they
appear to provide better drug loading, stability during storage, and drug
release modulation [92,117].

19.2.1.2 Polymeric nanoparticles
Polymeric NPs are solid, submicron-sized drug carriers that may or may not
be biodegradable. Their diameter is around 300 nm but when encapsulating
drugs, the range can go from 1 to 1000 nm [99,102,114]. Having high
surface-to-volume ratio, polymeric NPs show an ability to modify the bioactivity of drugs [99]. Polymeric NPs appear to be the simplest type of NPs
due to their easy synthesis and wide applicability across all aspects of the
field [118]. They allow better drug stability, specific targeting, and controlled
release [87,119]. Depending on the physicochemical characteristics of the
drug, it is possible to choose the best method and polymer for efficient
entrapment of the drug [102].
Natural polymers such as chitosan, alginate, dextran, and proteins like
albumin and gelatin, and synthetic polymers such as polylactic acid (PLA),
copolymers of lactic and glycolic acid (PLGA) and poly-Ɛ-caprolactone
(PCL), among others, are often used to prepare polymeric NPs
[87,92,114,120,121]. Sometimes, synthetic polymers are preferable to use
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instead of natural polymers, which lack purity and often require crosslinking [87]. Nevertheless, both types can be biocompatible and biodegradable providing stability in many environments, slow release of the drug, and
versatility in use [92,122]. Natural hydrophilic polymers have proved to be
efficient when used for NPs production since they allow better drug-loading
capacity, biocompatibility, and less opsonization [104]. Generally, synthetic
polymers have more homogenous compositions and higher purity than natural polymers, which leads to a more reproductible preparation. Natural polymers have a higher variety in purity and require cross-linking and other
modifications to improve stability [123].
Chitosan is a polysaccharide with unique mucoadhesive, antimicrobial,
antiviral, immunoadjuvant, and potential antitumor properties [123]. It has
been widely considered in drug delivery systems in the form of NPs as promising vehicles for oral drug sustained-release formulations [124]. The products of chitosan degradation are nontoxic, making them appropriate for
drug delivery [123]. Beyond that, its mucoadhesive properties increase NPs
uptake and prolong the retention time in targeted locations [125]. Some functional groups can also be chemically modified to improve particle properties.
Dextran and alginate also belong to the polysaccharide family, and are
similar to chitosan in some properties [126,127]. The three of them are frequently referred to as a delivery system for oral insulin administration [127].
Protein NPs are an example of natural polymeric NPs with many advantages. Proteins are an excellent candidate for polymers due to their amphiphilicity that allows interaction with both the drug and solvent [128]. Made of
proteins like albumin and gelatin, they show biocompatibility, biodegradability, are easy to prepare, and allow attachment of targeting ligands
[104,128130]. Proteins also have the advantage of good absorbability and
metabolization [104,128]. Protein-based NPs have the capacity to bind to different kinds of drugs in a relatively nonspecific manner due to their surface
charge and polymeric matrix [128,129]. The application of albumin as an
effective drug carrier is motivated by multiple factors [98]. Albumin is the
most abundant protein in blood plasma and is a versatile protein carrier for
drug delivery, since it is biocompatible, biodegradable, and nontoxic
[104,131,132]. Albumin NPs are easy to prepare and have reactive surface
groups such as amino and carboxylic groups on the surface of the NPs,
allowing covalent bonds to be formed with targeting ligands [128,133].
Additionally, albumin exhibits unique active targeting potential, which
enhances cellular uptake, promoting the effective release of therapeutic compound to the cellular environment while coupling with the proteolytic degradation of albumin and avoiding enzymatic degradation and endocytic
recycling [98,131,132]. With the advantage of also having low cost, it is an
ideal material to produce NPs [131]. Gelatin is regarded as a safe compendial
excipient, with a long history of safe use in the preparation of capsules
[128]. However, its applications can be widened. Gelatin is a natural protein
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with low toxicity, biodegradable, easy to cross-link and inexpensive
[123,128]. In addition, the presence of ionizable groups such as carboxyl,
amino, phenol, guanidine, and imidazole allows chemical modifications and
conjugation [128]. Another important property of gelatin is the ability to
form a thermally reversible gel in water under a variety of pH, temperature,
and solute conditions [126]. Cross-linking agents such a glutaraldehyde provide stability, shape, and increased circulation time, which determine the
release of the drug from the NPs [128].
PLGA is approved by the FDA and EMA for several therapeutic applications due to its biodegradability, biocompatibility, and sustained release
properties [134]. This polymer is one of the most successfully used [135].
It has high purity. Being made from copolymers, it is more stable against
hydrolytic cleavage. Its surface is also easily modified to obtain functionalization and targeting [123]. They are also biodegradable since their
hydrolysis results in the formation of both lactic and glycolic acids, which
are biodegradable [123,135]. In addition, it is low toxic and immunogenicity [134]. Similar to PLGA, there is PLA, which is another synthetic
polymer that is biodegradable and biocompatible. This group of polymers
also includes PCL, which is especially used in the preparation of longterm implantable devices due to its degradation being slower than that of
PLA [135].

19.2.1.3 Metallic NPs
Many metal elements can form nanostructures [136]. Metallic NPs have a
larger surface area and area-to-volume ratio, special optical and physical
properties, and are easy to prepare [87,92,136]. The surface of the particles
can also be modified and functionalized due to its simple surface chemistry
[87,92]. All these characteristics can be very useful for cancer treatment,
among other conditions [92,137]. Other areas include imaging, analytical
processes, and sensors as signal-amplification reagents and photothermal
applications [87,92]. There has been increasing concern about these types of
particles regarding their release into the environment and associated potential
effects on ecological systems [137].
Silver NPs are commonly used for their antimicrobial and antiinflammatory properties [114,136]. They are one of the most extensively
studied types of nanomaterials for their unique sensing, catalytic, optical,
and antimicrobial properties as efficient probes for detecting various biomolecules and monitoring biotransformation [138].
Gold NPs are fit for imaging, with colloidal NPs being used in the
immune labeling of samples to be viewed using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Drug delivery systems with gold NPs have also been
studied [136]. Gold NPs are also exploited in cancer therapy and diagnostics,
chemical and biological imaging, catalysis and sensors [114,138].
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Iron oxide NPs (IONP) can include magnetite, maghemite, or a nonstoichiometric combination of the two, being the original compounds the most
commonly used. Both magnetite and maghemite have nearly identical properties. Nevertheless, magnetite possesses Fe(II) ions have larger radius than
maghemite Fe(III) ions. Both oxides display superparamagnetic behaviors.
Beyond that, they have chemical stability under physiological conditions,
low toxicity, and are highly magnetic [139]. IONPs can be utilized as contrast agents due to their superparamagnetic properties. Superparamagnetic
IONPs (SPIONPs) display therapeutic properties through hyperthermia leading to the apoptosis desired in cancer cells and allowing targeted drug delivery [137]. IONPs have also been studied in vitro and in vivo for tracking
stem cells [136].

19.2.1.4 Targeting and sustained release
A great advantage of using NPs in drug delivery of natural compounds is the
possibility to target specific tissues or organs [140]. Targeting can improve
drug bioavailability by increasing the fraction of drug that reaches the site of
interest, while reducing toxic side effects [140]. Two main categories are
considered: passive targeting requires the NPs to reach the targeted area
without specific chemical interaction, relying only on physical transport of
the NPs according to its own properties like charge, size, and shape; active
targeting relies on specific interaction between ligands attached to the surface of the NPs and cell markers [103,140,141].
The use of ligands allows the recognition of certain markers or receptors,
improving NPs uptake, enhancing drug delivery and therapeutic effect [142].
Small molecules like folate (FA) and hyaluronic acid (HA) can be used as
well as ligands [142144]. FA is not immunogenic, and has a specific interaction with the correspondent receptor overexpressed in some tumors [143].
It has been demonstrated that NPs conjugated with FA can be actively internalized via receptor-mediated endocytosis and effectively directed to folate
receptor-positive cancer cells [144]. HA is biocompatible, nontoxic, and has
many functional groups for chemical modification [143]. Thus it appears to
be the polymer of choice for the development of drug delivery vehicles
against CD44 overexpressing tumors [143].
Antibodies show excellent target affinity and specificity [142]. The use
of antibody fragments is also believed to be an interesting choice for the targeting of NPs due to their smaller size, good expression, solubility, and stability as well as specificity and affinity [144]. A variety of peptides and
aptamers can also be used for the same purpose [142,144]. Site-specific conjugation, low immunogenicity, low toxicity, and versatility are some of the
advantages of these molecules [144].
Polymer coatings are alternatives to small molecule ligands [145].
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is the most frequently used surface coating for
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NPs [142,145]. It allows a decrease and delay in plasma protein opsonization
and immune clearance while increasing circulation time [142,145]. Besides
bringing many advantages by itself, PEG also allows the addition of ligands
to its surface to further optimize targeting and sustained release [145]. As
seen in Table 19.3, other hydrophilic polymers can be used, such as natural
polysaccharides and synthetic polymers [142].

19.2.1.5 Examples of NPs made from natural products
Drug delivery technology is accomplished with the right polymer choice for
the control of drug release. Natural polymers are of considerable importance
for their general biocompatibility, biodegradability, low toxicity, and low
immunogenicity [147]. As mentioned above, natural polymers can be either
polysaccharides or proteins.
Chitosan has been widely used and there are many examples of studied
formulations with this polymer. Tamoxifen-loaded chitosan NPs have been
shown to increase the accumulation of drug in tumor cells through the
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect and induce apoptosis.
TABLE 19.3 Some examples of patented formulations with surface
functionalization.
Formulation

NP type

Therapeutic
area

Patent number

Functional PLAPEG
copolymers

PLAPEG NPs

Cancer
treatment and
imaging

WO2013127949
A1

Human recombinant
epidermal growth factor
(hrEGF)-modified
cisplatin-loaded
polymeric NPs

mPEGPLGAPLL
NPs

Cancer
treatment

CN102793671 A

Antibody fragmenttargeted
immunoliposomes

Immunoliposome

Gene therapy
and cancer
treatment

US20090191331
A1

Chitosan-modified
methazolamide SLNs

SLNs

Glaucoma
treatment

CN102793672 A

Liposomal delivery system

PEGylated
liposome

Delivery of
therapeutic
agents and
imaging

WO2013135892
A1

Source: Adapted from Martins P, Rosa D, Fernandes AR, Baptista PV. Recent Pat Nanomed 3
(2013) [146].
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Paclitaxel-loaded chitosan NPs also displayed a prolongation in circulation
time, less macrophage recognition, and lower liver accumulation [124].
Insulin is another compound that can benefit from chitosan NPs, being especially characterized by optimized intestinal absorption [127].
Being hydrophilic and biodegradable, alginate has been found safe to use
as a polymer for drug delivery systems [126,148]. Alginate has been studied
for the encapsulation of many compounds, such as curcumin and resveratrol,
for prostate cancer treatment. In both cases, cytotoxic effects were obtained
and there was no sign of hemolysis, which guaranteed safety for intravenous
administration [148].
Gelatin NPs have the capacity of carrying out controlled drug delivery
through either bursts or controlled-release mechanisms [123]. Gelatin NPs
coated with mannan were formulated to enhance the macrophage uptake and
distribution of the HIV drug didanosine, leading to higher uptake of the drug.
Another example is the encapsulation of ibuprofen sodium into PEGylated
gelatin NPs, which resulted in improved plasma half-life of the drug [149].

19.2.1.6 Natural products encapsulated in NPs
The chemical complexity of natural products is one of the major challenges
for their encapsulation. The application of NPs to natural products has been
extensively cited by many authors due to their promotion of sustained release
of the drug with the fulfilment of other important required criteria [94].
Many compounds have been studied with different formulations.
Curcumin is a polyphenol that has shown potent antitumor and neuroprotective properties [94,150]. Starting with liposomes and going through PLGA
NPs and chitosan NPs, among others, curcumin-loaded NPs were developed
to enhance curcumin’s characteristics, such as solubility, stability, bioavailability, sustained release, and targeted delivery [100,151,152]. An extended
absorption capacity can be obtained when using lipid NPs with curcumin due
to a slower drug release. This improved pharmacokinetic comes without any
adverse effects, which is another advantage. When using PLGA, particle size
can be controlled, and surface functionalization can be added to target curcumin to a specific tissue, frequently tumor tissue. PLGA encapsulation has
also enhanced the half-life of curcumin in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus leading to increased retention time values and therefore to improved
therapeutic effects [151,152]. However, despite these advantages there are no
curcumin nanoproducts approved by any regulatory entity.
The natural polyphenol resveratrol has also proved interesting for cancer
therapy [153]. However, its poor bioavailability, low solubility, and lack of
targeting specificity must be addressed. Chitosan, alginate albumin, gelatin,
and lipids are possible polymers for this purpose, demonstrating protection
against degradation, improvement in toxicity, and enhanced activity against
tumor growth due to an enhancement in the cellular uptake [100,153].
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Resveratrol is a great example of a compound that clearly benefits from
nanotechnology showing results at a specific target [153].
Quercetin is a natural flavonoid and many NPs have been developed to
increase its bioavailability, aqueous solubility, and antitumor activity [116].
Quercetin seems to be more effective when incorporated into lipid NPs, having
enhanced cytotoxic effects [94,100,153]. PLGA has also showed potential as a
polymer for the delivery of quercetin since it led to apoptosis in a breast cancer
context [153]. Nonetheless, no quercetin formulation has been approved yet.
PvD is a diterpenoid that has shown potential for cancer therapy, especially with nanotechnology. PvD is a lipophilic compound, and is difficult
for drug delivery since it does not dissolve well. Having low bioavailability,
encapsulation is a solution to this [140]. A recent published study shows
results from PvD encapsulated into NPs as a potential treatment against melanoma [154]. PvD was encapsulated in NPs made of oleic acid, PCL with
addition of HA and a peptide ligand, α-melanocyte stimulating hormone
(α-MSH). These NPs were able to promote cell death of melanoma cells.
Thus these nanosystems appear to be promising platforms for long-term drug
release, presenting the desired structure and robust performance for a targeted and local antitumor therapy in cutaneous melanoma in situ [154].
Lycopene is an unsaturated carotenoid with strong antioxidant activity and
the ability to reduce oxidative damage to somatic cells [155]. However, lycopene’s poor water solubility and instability require the use of NPs to improve
solubility and prevent degradation [156]. Recently, lycopene encapsulation
into liposomes showed preventive action in brain damage induced by transient
ischemia. It was evident that the liposomal drug delivery system was crucial
for enhanced protection and efficient delivery of the drug [155]. Besides liposomes, other options have been studied. Core-shell lycopene/oligomerized epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate/chitosan NPs were efficient to encapsulate lycopene
allowing it to escape degradation and improve pharmacokinetic parameters,
showing promising characteristics for drug delivery applications [156].
Cannabinoids such as Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol
(CBD) have received great attention lately due to their therapeutic advantages [157,158]. Recently, Hoffman et al. studied the encapsulation of these
compounds in piperinepronanolipospheres (PPNs) as a novel oral delivery system, where piperine works as an absorption enhancer [157,158]. PPNs
appear to improve the oral bioavailability of these poorly water-soluble compounds since they inhibit first-pass intestinal metabolism and allow better
delivery of the compounds [157,158].

19.2.1.7 Approved nanopharmaceuticals containing
natural products
Over the last 30 years, nanomedicine has matured from the lab to the market.
At the moment, the nanopharmaceuticals market is anticipated to grow over
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TABLE 19.4 Approved nanopharmaceuticals made of natural products.
Product
name

Company

Drug &
formulation

Therapeutic
area

FDA/EMA
Approval

Doxil/Caelyx

JansenCilag

Doxorubicin
Liposomes

Cancer

1995/1996

Myocet

Teva B.V.

Doxorubicin
Liposomes

Cancer

—/2000

Marquibo

Talon
Therapeutics
Inc.

Vincristine Sulfate
Liposomes

Cancer

2012/—

Abraxane

Celgene
Corporation

Paclitaxel
Albumin NPs

Cancer

2005/2008

Taxol

BristolMyers
Squibb

Micelles

Cancer

1992/—-

$79.29 billion by 2026, according to the BIS Research Report on Global
Nanopharmaceutical Drugs Market (2018-2026).
Today, the approval of nanopharmaceuticals in humans is regulated by
national regulatory agencies like the FDA, the EMA, and the PDMA/MHLW
[105,108,118]. Table 19.4 shows the most representative approved nanopharmaceuticals made from natural products.
As seen, clinical application of nanotechnology is broad, but its focus is
generally on cancer [88]. Many NPs-based products have been approved for
the treatment of various tumors, some of them still in various phases of clinical trials [99]. Approved by the FDA (1995) and the EMA (1996), Doxil was
the first liposomal-encapsulated doxorubicin formulation. This anticancer
drug showed superior clinical performance in a variety of neoplasms due to
its pharmacokinetics and biodistribution, having reduced adverse side effects
and improved overall patient compliance and quality of life [160]. This formulation contains PEG chains on the liposomal surface. This characteristic
increases the longevity of the liposomes in the circulation system [93].
Another example of a NPs-based anticancer drug is Marquibo (vincristine
sulfate liposomal injection). In this formulation approved by the FDA (2012),
vincristine was encapsulated in sphingomyelin and cholesterol NPs to overcome dosing and pharmacokinetic problems of vincristine. It was designed to
ease the loading and retention of vincristine, increasing its circulation time
and exposure to tumor cells. These characteristics result in a higher concentration of drug in the target tissues and enhanced activity [161].
Approved by the FDA (2005) and the EMA (2008), Abraxanes is seen
as one of the biggest successes in the development of nanomedicines [159].
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TABLE 19.5 Some examples of patented formulations containing natural
products and NPs.
NP type

Therapeutic
area

Patent number

Gelatin and PLGA NPs

Cancer
treatment

CN102697737 A

Curcumin NPs and Chitosan-bound
curcumin NPs

Various

US 2011/0190399 A1

Curcumin Liposomes

Cancer

US 7,968,115 B2

Chitosan-modified methazolamide SLNs

Glaucoma
treatment

CN102793672 A

Paclitaxel, albumin NPs, and
Bevacizumab

Cancer

US 2010/01 12077 A1

Source: Adapted from Martins P, Rosa D, Fernandes, AR, Baptista PV. Recent Pat Nanomed 3
(2013) and Jadhav NR, Powar T, Shinde S, Nadaf S. Asian J Pharm (2014) [164]).

The paclitaxel-protein bound NPs formulation was developed to substitute
paclitaxel formulation Taxol. This formulation consists of micelles made of
paclitaxel in organic solvents of polyoxyethylated castor oil (Cremophor
ELs ) and dehydrated ethanol (50/50, v/v) [162,163]. Cremophor ELs was
proved to be toxic so substitute formulations were required [162,163].
Besides fulfilling this purpose, Abraxane has also improved pharmacokinetics and enhanced tumor inhibition [118,159]. Therefore, Abraxane has exemplified proteindrug NPs as excellent solutions for improvement of toxicity
and passive delivery to a target [118].
The patents regarding NPs with natural products are mainly for cancer
therapy, but it is not the only area of interest [146] (Table 19.5).

19.3 Nanoproducts in food supplements
A food supplement is an isolated or purified product coming from food, usually sold in a pharmaceutical form, that demonstrates a physiologic benefit
or that provides protection against diseases [165]. A dietary supplement is
considered a product that has one (or more) of the following ingredients: a
vitamin, a mineral, an amino acid, a medical herb or other botanical, a dietary substance to supplement the diet through increase of total daily intake,
or a concentrate, metabolite, constituent, extract, or combination of these elements [166]. They can be used to delay the aging process, to increase life
expectancy, etc. The interest in food supplements has been a field of increasing biomedical research [167].
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19.3.1 Food supplement and its clinical usage
The use of food supplements goes back many years, where some plants were
used for preventive or therapeutic purposes. It is based on knowledge of
pharmacological activities of natural compounds followed by clinical evidence of safety and efficacy. The majority of food supplements possess multiple properties, and are used in conditions like neurological and
cardiovascular diseases, cancer, and diabetes. In these conditions, plenty of
redox reactions are involved, and a large part of food supplements have antioxidant properties that act against these reactions.

19.3.2 Neurodegenerative diseases
There is a large spectrum of neurodegenerative diseases that are complex
and multifactorial [168], and are usually associated with mutated genes,
accumulation of abnormal proteins, increased reactive oxygen species
(ROS), or destruction of the neurons in a specific part of the brain
[169173]. Neurodegenerative diseases include Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
Parkinson’s disease (PD), Huntington’s disease (HD), multiple sclerosis
(MS), and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), which are some of the most
debilitating conditions [168].
The chronic use of the currently available therapeutic agents against neuronal damage leads to several adverse effects, being one of their major disadvantages. Food supplements have the ability to act on multiple cellular
pathways and consequently appear to be promising candidates for long-term
consumption as required for management of chronic illnesses like the neurodegenerative disorders mentioned above [168].
Some potent antioxidants like lycopene, resveratrol, coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone), β-carotene, α-lipoic acid, astaxanthin, and curcumin have showed
beneficial effects against many diseases by neutralizing oxidative stress,
boosting the endogenous antioxidant levels, and stabilizing mitochondrial
functions [174180].
The major pathways involved in neuronal damage that lead to neurodegenerative diseases are mitotoxicity, Ca21 overload, oxidative stress, and
inflammation. Knowing these pathways, there are some natural products that
have neural effects. Curcumin restores homeostasis of the inflammatory system, boosts the heart shock system in order to increase toxic aggregates
clearance, scavenges free radicals, and induces elements with antioxidant
response. It also binds to and limits the aggregation of β-sheet conformation
of the amyloid characteristic of many neurodegenerative diseases [181]. The
α-lipoic acid is also a potent mitochondrial stabilizer that also improves
mitochondrial functions and physiology, protecting neurons against chemotherapy, hypoxia, Aβ, and other neurotoxicity induced by other toxics
[182187]. Another example is astaxanthin, a carotenoid with various health
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benefits, including anti-inflammatory, antiapoptotic, antioxidant effects, the
potential to promote and maintain neural plasticity [188], mitochondria protection, and a boost of energy production without increasing ROS [189,190].
Coenzyme Q10 is a powerful antioxidant that might prevent mitochondrial
functions in stroke, epilepsy, and other neurodegenerative disorders, thus
protecting neuronal cells. It may prevent cell membranes from being damaged by free radicals through peroxyl radicals scavenge, therefore preventing
lipid, protein, and DNA oxidation. L-sulforaphane isothiocyanate decreases
accumulation of ROS and protects oxidative stress induced by H2O2 [168]
and blueberries have anthocyanins that possess neuroprotective effects
through inhibition of phospholipase A2 [191]. A blueberry diet shows neuroprotection through modulation of gene expression involved in inflammation
[192]. They are also reported to have other activities like antioxidant
[193203], anti-inflammatory [195,204206], antiproliferative [207209],
antiobesity properties [210212], and neuroprotective actions [213215].
Moreover, resveratrol is a phenol that has a neuroprotective effect through
antioxidant properties and its capacity to modulate Aβ processing [216]. It
has also shown beneficial potential with Alzheimer’s [217223]. It can be
found in mulberries, red grapes, peanuts, tea, and wine [224]. Another example is rosmarinic acid that has a neuroprotective action by scavenging ROS.
Moreover, vitamins like vitamin D have shown to modulate some inflammatory markers in patients with MS, PD, and AD [225]. Vitamin E is associated
with a lower risk of Alzheimer’s development [226228]. Caffeine can be
found in coffee or tea and, when administered regularly, has beneficial
effects in acute and chronical neurological disturbances, including stroke,
dementia, and AD [229]. Finally, selenium is a nutrient that is essential in
the diet due to the presence of selenocysteine in selenoproteins, which are
known to provide protection from cell damage induced by ROS, whose
mechanisms involve the glutathione peroxidase family and selenoprotein P.
This last one is synthesized in the brain and protects it from oxidative damage, and is the most important selenoprotein for cerebral functions.
Therefore, selenium may affect the rate of disease through ROS protection
as an antioxidant or by improving metabolism.

19.3.3 Cardiovascular diseases
The cardiovascular disease spectrum includes coronary heart disease, peripheral vascular diseases, cerebrovascular disease (stroke), hypertension, and
heart failure. Similarly to other diseases, there are food supplements that can
be used to prevent the harmful consequences of these conditions. Resveratrol
is a polyphenolic compound known for its antioxidant and anti-inflammatory
properties and the ability to upregulate endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) and
scavenge peroxyl radicals, which can limit the processes of lipid peroxidation. Resveratrol also induces vasorelaxation and cardioprotective effects.
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Additionally, flavonoids that are present in various vegetables (onions, cruciferous), fruits (pomegranate, apples, grapefruit, cherries, berries), red wine
[230232], and garlic prevent and improve the treatment of these cardiovascular diseases by blocking the angiotensin-converting enzyme, the cyclooxygenase enzymes that break down prostaglandins, thus preventing platelet
aggregation [233]. They can decrease the risk of hypertension and ischemic
heart disease [234,235]. Garlic extracts also show antihypertensive and antiapoptotic properties [236]. Phytosterols compete with cholesterol stemming
from the diet, blocking cholesterol uptake, and facilitating its excretion at the
same time. They are present in most plants and can be found in lipid-rich
foods such as nuts, peanuts, and also chickpea, vegetables, and fruits [165].
Sulforaphane is present in broccoli and protects against inflammation and
also the myocardium from ischemic reperfusion by upregulating phase II
detoxification enzymes involved in clearance of ROS [237,238]. Tea contains Epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) and theanine (amino acid) that
diminish blood pressure. Tea also contains flavonoids with antioxidant properties that improves vascular function, produces NO, and enhances platelet
activity and leukocyte adhesion. Furthermore, it has anti-inflammatory activities. It also affects lipid and lipoprotein levels, potentially lowers cholesterol, and reduces LDL/HDL ratio. CoQ10 improves cardiovascular function
through the lowering of blood pressure, improvement of ventricular ejection
fraction, and reducing arrhythmias. It is an electron carrier in the mitochondrial synthesis of ATP. CoQ10 improves mitochondrial energy production,
decreases the inactivation of NO to peroxynitrite, and diminishes the oxidative damage to LDL. It is has been found that in heart disease a deficiency
of CoQ10 is present. It can be found in meat, fish, nuts, and also a little in
dairy products, fruits, and vegetables. Again, curcumin reduces intracellular
ROS. It has anti-inflammatory properties and it lowers triglycerides, LDL,
and lipid peroxides [239]. Omega-3 fatty acid, eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA),
and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) lower triglycerides and are recommended
for hypertriglyceridemia. They also function as antiarrhythmic through prevention of calcium overload in cardiac myocytes during stress. Lycopene
lowers LDL oxidation [240] and has antioxidant properties that reduce blood
pressure [241]. Lycopene inhibits cholesterol synthesis by inhibiting the
activity of an enzyme involved in that synthesis [236]. Lycopene is present
in red fruits, watermelons, and tomato juice. Carnitine prevents lactic acid
formation in heart muscles that damages the myocardium in failing hearts.
During myocardial infarction a reduction of 40% carnitine content is
detected. Carnitine is found in meat, nuts, and vegetables. Finally, soy contains isoflavone phytoestrogens that bind to estrogen receptor [242] and
improve vascular functions [243] by estrogenic mechanisms [244,245].
Isoflavones also inhibit LDL oxidation and therefore exert antiatherogenic
effects [246]. Soy lowers mean blood pressure, reducing also systolic and
diastolic pressure [247].
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19.3.4 Cancer
Chemoprevention is the use of natural or synthetic chemicals to suppress,
reverse, or prevent carcinogenesis process. A plant-based diet has been
shown to have positive effects on cancer development and its progression,
and those aspects have been attributed to its elevated amount of antioxidants.
Again, curcumin is known for its anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and anticancer properties [248]. Carotenoids have antioxidant activities and therefore
are effective in cancer prevention. There is also interest in lycopene, which
acts through a decrease in oxidative stress and damage to DNA. Regarding
prostate cancer, plants rich in daidzen, biochanin, isoflavones, and genistein
are interesting compounds as they inhibit cell growth. Isoflavones possess
prevention properties regarding cancer. They are present in soybeans and
appear to offer protection when it comes to breast, uterine, lung, colorectal,
and prostate cancer [249]. Saponins are an example of phytochemicals
reported to have antitumor activity, thus preventing cancer. They are found
in soybeans, some herbs, peas, tomatoes, potatoes, and spinach [250].
Tannins are used as anticarcinogenics, due to their ability to search harmful
free radicals and detoxify carcinogens. They are present in grapes, berries
(blackberries, cranberries, and blueberries), tea, and lentils. Pecans, walnuts,
strawberries, cranberries, pomegranates, and red raspberry seeds contain ellagic acid, which is also an anticancer agent [250]. Pectin acts against cancer
metastasis by inhibiting the cancer cells from adhering to other cells in the
body. It is found in apples, and there are several studies that show that pectin
also decreases cholesterol levels [251]. Glucosinolates and their hydrolysis
products include indoles and isothiocyanates, that along with a high intake of
cruciferous vegetables, have been associated with a lowering of the risks of
these cancers. Those hydrolysis products block the enzymes that promote
tumor growth, especially regarding the lung and colorectal cancer [252].
EGCG has antitumor properties on a variety of cancer cell lines from the
more common to more rare tumors, such as malignant mesothelioma and
anaplastic thyroid carcinoma, and is found in green tea. Resveratrol may also
help in cancer due to its anticancer, anticarcinogenesis, and antiinflammatory properties, having chemopreventive properties and has shown
therapeutic potential in patients with cancer.

19.3.5 Diabetes
There are two main types of diabetes: Type 1, caused by an autoimmune
destruction of pancreatic β cells that are normally responsible for insulin production; and type 2 diabetes, which happens due to deficient insulin production or insulin resistance. The lack of insulin leads to high plasma levels of
glucose that can harm various organs [253]. Examples of food supplements
or food components with clinical use in diabetes are isoflavones, which are
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in the group of phytoestrogens and have similar structure and function as
human estrogen. Soy isoflavones intake has been moderately studied and
those studies have shown an association between their intake and the lower
incidence and mortality of type II diabetes, heart disease, osteoporosis, and
certain types of cancer [254].
Lipoic acid has also shown effectiveness as a long-term dietary supplement for protection of complications in diabetics [255]. In addition, psyllium
has been extensively used as pharmacological supplements and food ingredients, and for glucose control in diabetics [256]. Cinnamon and aqueous
extract fraction and cinnamaldehyde are also used for diabetes modulation.
The clinical studies supporting the antihyperglycemic effect of cinnamon are
limited and the efficacy in humans is not yet well established [236]. In addition, bitter melon has strong antihyperglycemic properties in animals and
clinical trials [257]. There are several reports published describing antihyperglycemic and hypolipidemic properties [258], and in type 2 diabetics it is
considered a supplement with moderate effect for managing glucose levels
[236]. Again, resveratrol causes metabolic changes [259261] and protection
from diabetes consequences [262267]. Another example is ginger; several
studies support its efficacy in managing hyperglycemia in patient with diabetes, and include preclinical/animal studies [268270] and clinical studies
[271273]. Raw ginger aqueous extract (intraperitoneal) demonstrated hypoglycemic and hypolipidemic effects [268]. Another study, also performed in
animals, showed a decrease in blood glucose levels, as well as a lipidlowering and antioxidant effect [269]. Information compiled [270] has shown
ginger to be helpful in diabetes and other metabolic diseases.

19.3.6 Nanotechnology and food supplements
One of the main disadvantages of natural products as food supplements is
their low absorption. The low absorption associated with their poor solubility
in the gastrointestinal fluids (causing their incomplete absorption) or due to
their first-pass metabolism leads to a diminution in their biological activity,
which is a major concern. In order to address this issue, nanotechnology has
been used for the efficient delivery of these natural products. Here, some
parameters must be considered. For instance, low gastric residence time, low
permeability, and/or solubility within the gut and instability in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract can limit their activity [274]. Other aspects like chemical
instability and crystallization before incorporating these bioactive molecules
into commercial food products must be considered. By using nanotechnology, it is possible to create new formulations where the solubility, stability,
and delivery of bioactives from foods are overcome.
Several works have already successfully described the in vitro improvement of the absorption of various phytochemicals through nanoproducts.
Safety aspects and toxicity potential of those nanoproducts are still being
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researched [95]. The GI tract is well adapted to facilitate the uptake of certain materials but to date, little research has been undertaken on the impact,
behavior, and interaction of nanomaterials in the GI tract. In contrast, a significant amount of research has taken place on the effects of nanomaterials
on the lung [95]. Understanding of the factors that determine the pattern of
the accumulation and distribution of NPs within the body is fundamental. In
addition, the long-term effects are more difficult to detect than immediate
toxic impacts.
There is enormous interest in developing nanostructured colloidal delivery systems to encapsulate, protect, and deliver food products. One of the
NPs-based colloidal delivery systems suitable for food industry are microemulsions, which are thermodynamically stable [275]. They can be oil-inwater (O/W), composed of surfactant and oil molecules dispersed in water.
Surfactant molecules are generally arranged in a way that makes nonpolar
tails gathered in a hydrophobic interior, opposing the polar head, which are
located in the hydrophilic exterior, in contact with water. Oil molecules can
form a separate hydrophobic core or be located between surfactant molecules
and nonpolar tails. Lipophilic bioactive molecules can be solubilized in the
hydrophobic interior. The hydrophobic effect is the driving force for microemulsion formation [276].
In addition, there are small liposomes (nanometric range) made from
phospholipids, constituted with a polar group (head) and two nonpolar tails
[277]. They have a tendency to self-assemble into bilayer structures having
layers of phospholipid molecules united head-to-head and tail-to-tail. Polar
bioactives can be trapped in the hydrophilic region and nonpolar in the
hydrophobic part.
Additionally, there are nanoemulsions, which are colloidal dispersions
that are thermodynamically unstable and made with oil, emulsifier, and
water. O/W nanoemulsions consist of small particles rich in lipids dispersed
in water, with a nonpolar core formed by lipid molecules covered with a
layer of emulsifier molecules: surfactants, phospholipids, particles, polysaccharides, or proteins. In the lipid core of nanoemulsion droplets, it is possible
to solubilize lipophilic bioactives.
As mentioned in the previous section, SLNs are small crystalline lipid
particles dispersed in water made by creating an O/W nanoemulsion at elevated temperatures, followed by cooling it with a lower temperature than the
crystallization point of the lipid phase. Their solid core can limit molecular
diffusion inside the particle, making it an advantage when compared to liquid
lipid NPs (LLNs), and helping to prevent undesirable effects like the release
of encapsulated components or chemical degradation reactions. The transition from solid to liquid phase can also be used as a trigger mechanism for
the lipophilic nutraceutical to be released.
Finally, biopolymer NPs and nanogels can be made from different types
of proteins and polysaccharides using different fabrication methods [278].
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These particles consist of strongly packed biopolymer molecules, whereas
biopolymer nanogels contain more elevated quantities of water trapped in a
biopolymer network [276].
Table 19.6 presents some examples of nanoproducts with food
supplements.

19.3.7 Advances in Patents
In terms of Patents in Food Supplements and Nanotechnology, the Patent
WO2017060916 (A1) relates to pharmaceutical composition/s comprising of
at least one metallic NPs either alone or in combination and at least one drug
from the category such as antiseizure, antiepileptic, antioxidants, or nutraceuticals or other therapeutic class having the potential to be used in such disorders. Another example of patent regarding NPs relates to the preparation and
methodology of silk fibroin NPs (US2011305765 (A1)). This invention uses
NPs sizing 1 nm to about 500 nm for delivery of drugs and/or nutraceuticals
that include a fibroin polypeptide and a drug or nutraceutical. The NPs may
further include a chitosan, or a proteoglycan such as decorin. Finally,
US2011038942 (A1) describes colloidally stable dispersions of NPs comprising beta-lactoglobulin and a polysaccharide, which are useful as delivery
vehicles of hydrophobic nutraceuticals and fat-soluble vitamins, for enrichment of food products, especially of transparent beverages and other nonfat
or low fat foods and drinks.

19.4 Natural products, nanotechnology, and skin
The skin has three major layers: epidermis, dermis, and hipodermis
[114,309,310]. The cells that form the skin are renewed every 2130 days
[311]. The skin is able to absorb various substances, including chemicals and
xenobiotics. It works as a selective barrier mainly due to the presence of the
stratum corneum. To penetrate this barrier, different pathways can be used,
such as the intercellular route, where the substance passes in between the
keratinocytes; the intracellular route, where the substance is able to the diffuse past the lipid matrix; or through the ducts of sweat and sebaceous
glands and hair follicles [114,311,312]. The permeability of the skin varies
according to different factors, such as age, gender, skin thickness and vascularity, density of hair follicles, mechanical trauma (integrity of the skin), and
diseases [312]. Hair follicles may act as reservoirs for substances, including
NPs. The substances that are stored in the hair follicle may be continuously
diffused and can ultimately reach the blood system [312,313].
Some characteristics of NPs are important for better skin permeation,
both in dermatological and cosmetic applications. Physicochemical parameters found to interfere with skin diffusion are size, surface charge, surface
chemistry, and nanodispersion when in contact with the skin. Moreover,

TABLE 19.6 Nanoproducts with food supplements.
Ingredient

Activity

Formulation

Main achievements

References

SLNs

Increased stability against high pH

[281]

Proteinpolysaccharide soluble
nanocomplex

Increased activity

[282]

SLNs

Enhanced skin permeation

[283]

Nanohydrogels

Improved antimicrobial activity

[284]

NPs

Increased dopaminergic neurons endurance, fibre
outgrowth, and prolonged expression of tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH)

[285]

Carotenoids

Lipid nanocarriers

New delivery systems for lipophilic plant extracts

[286]

CoQ10

Lipid free nanoformulation

Enhanced bioavailability of CoQ10

[287]

CoQ10 and long chain
fatty acids

Nanoemulsion

Delivery systems that improve oral bioavailability

[288]

Anthocyanins
β-caroteno, folic acid,
curcumin, and
ergocalciferol

Antioxidant
activity

Caffeine
Antimicrobial
activity

Antimalarial

HPMC and PVP NPs loaded
with curcumin

[289]

Anti-inflammatory

Nanotransfersomes of curcumin
and diclofenac diethylamine

Enhanced permeation and high bioavailability

[290]

Anti-inflammatory
and antioxidant

NPs loaded with curcumin and
celecoxib (pH sensitive)

Enhanced efficacy for ulcerative colitis

[291]

Curcumin

Anti-inflammatory

Nanocarrier transdermal gel
with curcumin and diclofenac
diethylamine

Targeted effect with enriched biological activity

[292]

Antimicrobial
activity and
wound healing

Hydrogel NPs

Increased activity

[293]

Oxygen
scanvengeing
activity

SNLs

[294]

Nanoemulsion

Controlled lipid digestion rate and free fatty acid
adsorption

[295]

Curcumin and
temozolomide

Anticancer and
antitumor activity

Magnetic NPs loaded with
curcumin and temozolomide

Cell death pathway stimulation (increased
anticancer activity)

[296]

Glycyrrhizic acid

Anti-inflammatory
activity

Polymeric NPs

Enhanced activity

[297]

Antibacterial
activity

Polymeric NPs

Improved activity

[298]

Antioxidant
activity

Nanostructured lipid carriers

Increased activity

[299]

Polymeric NPs

Enhanced solubility

[300]

Polymeric NPs

Improved chemical stability

[301]

Polymeric NPs

Sustained release

[302]

Polymeric NPs

Improved activity

[303]

Green tea extract
Lutein

Melatonin
Wound
epithelialization

(Continued )

TABLE 19.6 (Continued)
Ingredient

Activity

Formulation

Main achievements

References

Biopolymeric nanogels

Protection of bioactives

[278]

NPs

Prolonged quercetin release and improved
antioxidant activity

[304]

Polymeric NPs

Enhanced pharmacological effects of quercetin with
increased liver targeting

[305]

SLNs and NLC

Validated for trans-resveratrol protection,
stabilization, and intestinal permeability

[306]

Cytotoxicity
against C6 glioma
cells

SLNs

Significantly higher cytotoxicity than free resveratrol

[307]

Oxidative stress

Polymeric NPs

Improvement in treatment of oxidative stress

[308]

Omega-3-fatty acids
and oil soluble
vitamins
Quercetin

Resveratrol

Antioxidant
activity

Source: Adapted from Gopi S, Amalraj A. J Nanomed Biotherap Discov 6 (2016) 18 and Kumar S, Joginder G, Duhan S, Kumar R, Priyanka S, Kumar S, et al. Advances in
animal biotechnology and its applications. Springer Singapore, Singapore, 2018 [279,280]).
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formulation, concentration of both drug and NPs, and time of exposure were
also found to be important for good skin permeation [313].

19.4.1 Nanoparticles in Dermatology and Cosmetics
Concerning dermatological products, dermal delivery of drugs can be done
through two different mechanisms: transdermal or topical drug delivery
[313]. Transdermal drug delivery is a process in which the drug formulation
has to permeate the different layers of the skin, including the stratum corneum. Drugs administrated through this route normally enter systemic circulation in order to act. This administration allows drugs to have an extended
period of action and to reduce the frequency of administration [314].
Furthermore, transdermal route also surpasses the first-pass metabolism
[315].
In topical administrations the drug acts locally, keeping the levels of the
drug in circulation at a minimum [311] As previous reported for the transdermal administration, topical administration is not affected by the first-pass
metabolism [315].
The permeability of the skin can be altered with mechanical or chemical
enhancers. Different types of NPs are broadly used in cosmetics and dermatological fields, and various applications have been explored [316,317,318].
For these formulations to act, they need to reach their target, deliver a
compound or perform a therapy, and be cleared from the system. Many types
of NPs are not able to penetrate the healthy skin barrier, when it is not compromised. Some characteristics of NPs can be engineered for better skin permeation, such as surface charge. Furthermore, NPs skin permeation may be
improved by using physical techniques and/or chemical compounds, as was
previously mentioned [318]. Hair follicles seem to be able to act as a reservoir for NPs [319].
NPs are commonly used in cosmetic products as they are able to increase
stability of the ingredients (such as fatty acids, vitamins, and antioxidant
compounds) present in cosmetic formulations, increase permeability of these
compounds, and can make the product more visually pleasant [316].
There are several examples of NPs applied to the skin delivery as cosmetics or as dermatological products. One example of application of polymeric NPs is Hydrogel (Carbopols Ultrez 10 NF) with dexamethasone to
treat psoriasis. Through these, the active compound is released at a controlled rate, and is able to diffuse and permeate the skin [9]. Another example of applications of polymeric NPs for topical delivery is the use of
chitosan-based NPs with retinol [320] for the treatment of acne, in the dermatological field, and its applications in antiwrinkle cream, in cosmetics. By
nanoencapsulating retinol, its toxicity is diminished and it irritates the skin
less [315].
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Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical-shaped carbon NPs with a hollow core
that usually have diameters of 100 nm. Carbon nanotubes are of interest due
to its antioxidant potential and cytoprotective effect [317]. These type of
nanocarriers have applications in the diagnosis of chronic skin diseases and
infections, and early stage skin cancer by constituting highly sensitive suborganelles biomarkers due to its high conductivity. It can also be applied to the
cosmetic field in rejuvenating products, such as moisturizers, make-up, and
sunscreens [317].
Fullerenes are made of carbon atoms and their shape (spherical, ellipsoid,
and cylindrical) can vary according to the organization of the atoms. The
most common form of these NPs, and also the smallest, is Fullerene C60, a
fullerene composed of 60 carbon atoms organized in a spherical shape.
Derivates of this fullerene can and are being developed, such as Fullerene
C70 and Fullerene C84 [321]. These NPs have limited solubility in polar solvents and are hydrophobic. These limitations can be surpassed by attributing
various groups to its surface. If the attached molecules are organic compounds, the fullerenes formed are organofullerenes. Organofullerenes show
better solubility, which is an advantage in comparison to Fullerene C60
[321]. Fullerene C60 has different characteristics of interest, such as its antioxidant effect exerted by the scavenging ROS, free radicals, and reactive
nitrogen species, and by increasing the activity of superoxide dismutase. The
aging of the skin is due to increased oxidation in the cells and consequent
cell apoptosis. Thus fullerenes are of interest for antiaging cosmetic products
as they seem to be able to fight, or at least slow down, oxidation in keratinocytes and therefore skin aging [321].
As mentioned, lipid-based NPs are the most commonly studied NPs for
topical applications and encompass a broad spectrum of NPs.
Lipid-based NPs have been studied in order to improve the treatment of
various skin disorders. Some of these include acne, atopic eczema, psoriasis,
and inflammations [316]. One example application of lipid NPs is the usage
of nanosized HA to improve HA skin permeation, a formulation under development [317]. Topical formulations containing liposomes have been used in
cosmetics for antiaging creams, lotions, and other products by many brands,
including Christian Dior SE, France [316].
Another example, are SLNs, which can have active compounds incorporated into their solid core, since they can carry active substances [322]. They
are of interest in this field as they are able to hydrate, whiten, and lubricate
the skin [323]. Furthermore, SLNs are being used in sunscreens and UV
blocker formulations [323,324] due to their higher load and slower drug
release. Thus the amount of the active compound/sunscreen released over
time is diminished in these formulations. SLNs are also able to scatter light,
including UV radiation, having UV blocking abilities of their own [323].
Formulations combining these NPs and many compounds used in cosmetic
products have been produced, such as CoQ10, ascorbyl palmitate,
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tocopherol, and retinol [316]. These NPs also have applications in the dermatological field. One example of these applications is the use of SLNs for
topical delivery of drugs, such as clotrimazole, prednicarbate, and betamethasone 17-valerate [324].
Transfersomes, like liposomes, are vesicles produced with phospholipids
and edge activators. In contrast to liposomes, transfersomes are elastic vesicles, which gives them the ability to penetrate through pores and spaces
much smaller than the NPs size [325,326]. Due to its deformability transfersomes improve skin permeation of different drugs through a mechanism not
totally understood. Drug formulations with these elastic vesicles can permeate both compromised and intact skin, in vitro and in vivo [324,325].
Transfersomes have been used in order to better skin penetration of active
compounds such as triamcinolone acetonide and estradiol, for example
[327]. An example of topical formulations using transfersomes is Diractins ,
but it did get in to the market [328].
Ethosomes are another subtype of lipid-based NPs. Like transfersomes,
ethosomes are able to penetrate the stratum corneum, delivering drugs past
this barrier due to its deformability. Ethosomes are very effective in delivering higher quantities of drugs into deeper layers of the skin [311,326,329].
Formulations containing ethosomes have been used to treat skin infections
(ethosomes containing bacitracin and erythromycin, for example), provide
pain relief (ethosomes and ibuprofen formulations), and to reduce inflammation (ethosomes and ammonium glycyrrhizinate formulations) [330].
Niosomes are formed by hydrated nonionic surfactants and cholesterol, or
its derivatives. Hydrophilic substances can be adsorbed on the surface of the
bilayer or trapped in the vesicles aqueous core. Lipophilic substances are
encapsulated in between the layers of the lipid bilayer [331]. Niosomes
are more chemically stable than liposomes, but stiffer than transfersomes and
liposomes [324]. These hydrolysis-susceptible NPs are also able to aggregate
and fuse together [311]. Furthermore, niosomes size, shape, and flow ability
can be engineered and the nonionic surfactants present in the structures of
these NPs act as enchanters of skin permeation [311]. Niosomes-based formulations have been used for antiaging products by brands such as L’Oreal
Paris [316]. The first applications of niosomes were in cosmetic formulations, but now these NPs also have different dermatological applications,
such as in the treatment of acne and psoriasis, for example [311].
In addition, phytosomes are able to form a link to the polar heads of the
phospholipids present on the vesicular membrane of these NPs through
chemical bonds, carrying the active compounds in its membrane.
Phytosomes have different applications due to the properties of the herbal
extracts used, which include anti-inflammatory properties. They can also be
used for transdermal formulations as they can penetrate the stratum corneum
and enter the systemic circulation. These systems have good skin penetration
due to their high lipid profile, and thus are appropriate for skin applications,
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including in the cosmetics and dermatological fields [332334]. These plant
extract-based NPs have been used in cosmetic formulations of sunscreens,
skin moisturizers, and in antiaging creams and products [335].

19.4.2 Applications of Natural Nanoproducts in Dermatology and
Cosmetics
Natural nanoproducts with dermatological applications can be one of two
types: NPs produced with natural materials; or NPs carrying natural compounds, such as plant extracts or phytocompounds.
Table 19.7 shows some of the many nanoproducts produced with natural
materials available on the market with dermatological applications that are
administered topical or transdermally.
Besides the marketed formulations, many other nanoproducts made with
natural materials with dermatological applications and nanoproducts have
been produced. Table 19.8 summarizes some examples of these
formulations.
As previously mentioned, NPs carrying natural compounds are also considered natural nanoproducts. Table 19.9 summarizes some examples of inorganic NPs delivering natural compounds.
In order to improve the efficacy of transdermal formulations, such as
improving the cellular uptake of the compounds, the NPs surface can be
modified. These modifications in the surface of the NPs can be achieved by
employing different methods, which include adding ligands to the NPs surface or coating the NPs surface with polymers, such as PEG [356].
Furthermore, these surface functionalizations are important for targeted
delivery and specificity of the NPs, as well as for reducing degradation
[357].
Surface functionalization can be achieved with different methods according to the goal [340]. Polymer NPs and liposomes can be coated with chitosan or avidinbiotin in order to improve biding capacity [358]. Polymeric
NPs may also be coated with a second polymer with or without functional
groups, creating a barrier for skin diffusion enabling sustained release over a
long period of time [340]. Surface charges can be altered with a polymer
coating, which can also be beneficial for different applications in transdermal
formulations [359].
An example of transdermal formulations of NPs with modified surfaces
is chitosan NPs in Carbopol 940s gel containing aceclofenac, which were
coated with egg albumin in order to create a polyelectrolyte complex and
improve transdermal drug delivery [359].
Similar to dermatological nanoproducts, interest in cosmetic applications
of NPs has increased in recent years. This is due to NPs allowing deeper
skin penetration, more durability of effects, and improved appearance of products. For example, some large particles make a product opaque, but the

TABLE 19.7 Selected examples of marketed dermatological nanoproducts (as encapsulant natural material) and its
applications.
Commercial
name

Drug

Formulation

Application

References

EstrasorbTM

Estradiol Topical Emulsion

Liposomes

Menopausal symptoms

[336]

Minoxidil 4%

Ethosomes

Hair growth promoter

[337]

r

Nanominox

s

Pevaryl Lipogel

Econazole

Liposomes

Treatment of dermatomycosis

[338]

Diclacs Lipogel

Diclofenac

Liposomes

Topical treatment of
osteoarthritis

[339]

Daylong Actinica

Methoxycinnamates butyl-methoxydibenzoylmethane

Liposomes

Prophylaxis of actin keratosis

[338]

Transfersulin

Insulin

Transfersomes

Delivery of insulin

[339]
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TABLE 19.8 Selected examples of formulations for dermatological
applications of natural-based nanoproducts (mainly as encapsulant
material) under study.
Drug

Formulation

References

Podophyllotoxin

Solid Lipid NPs

[340]

Cyclosporin A

Liposomes

Methotrexane

Liposomes

Psoralen

Liposomes

Clotrimazole

Liposomes

Retinol

Polymeric

[315]

Methotrexate

Other Lipid NPs

[341]

Fluconazole

Ethosomes

[342]

Paclitaxel

Ethosomes

[343]

Minoxidil

Ethosomes

[344]

Aciclovir

Ethosomes

Testosterone

Ethosomes

Lidocaine hydrochloride

Niosomes

Dithranol

Niosomes

pMEL34

Niosomes

Sertraline hydrochloride

Niosomes

[346]

Ovalbumin

Polymeric

[347]

Tretinoin

Polymeric

[345]

same compound nanoformulated can contribute to transparency [360]. Big
cosmetic and skincare brands have used NPs for their formulations, such as
Christian Dior SE, L’Óreal Paris, Chanel S.A., and La Prairie, Switzerland
[308]. Some of these examples and other cosmetic products containing NPs
and their applications are presented in Table 19.10.
Besides the marketed cosmetic products shown in Table 19.10,
Table 19.11 shows selected examples of nanoformulations produced with
phytocompounds or plant extracts for cosmetic applications.

19.5 Conclusions
The use of natural compounds for health conditions is expanding and is
receiving growing attention. However, these natural products have some
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TABLE 19.9 Selected examples of formulations for dermatological
applications under study, carrying natural compounds obtained from
plant extracts.
Plant extract

Formulation

Applications

References

Sambucus nigra

Silver NPs

Psoriasis

[348]

Plectranthus amboinicus

Zinc oxide NPs

Antifungal

[349]

Olea europaea

Nanoemulsions

Antimicrobial, eczema,
psoriasis, ulcers, burns,
and skin infections

[350], [351]

Aloe vera

Polymeric NPs

Burn wound treatment

[352]

Iresine herbstii

Silver NPs

Eczema and
antimicrobial

[353]

Coriandrum sativum

Silver NPs

Antiacne and
antidandruff

[354]

Pistacia integerrima

Gold NPs

Antiinflammatory and
psoriasis

[355]

limitations such as low water solubility, low in vivo stability, and low permeability across biological barriers. Here, nanotechnology may be considered a
suitable strategy to overcome those issues. This chapter showed that functionalized or not functionalized nanotechnology has demonstrated its capability
to manipulate particles in order to target specific areas of the body and control the release of bioactive compounds (as isolated compounds or as
extracts). It is evident that nanotechnology can create new products, contributing to knowledge and innovation. In a very near future, there will be access
to more and more safe and practical products.
Despite the many benefits of applying nanotechnology for better delivery of natural products, there are still some concerns that face the development of nanoproducts with natural products, one of the leading ones
being the transition from bench to bedside. The difficulty of reproducing
NPs synthesis on a scale needed for commercialization, the lack of understanding of how NPs interact with biosurface, and insufficient knowledge
about the fate of NPs and potential NPs toxicity also need to be further
investigated, especially if these systems are to be used to prevent and to
treat diseases. At the end, nanotechnology research, development and commercialization of the nanoproducts must ensure that these products
undergo to the market with no risk (or minimal risk). The balance
between benefit and risk must be always critically analysed, fully characterized and clearly favorable.

TABLE 19.10 Selected examples of marketed cosmetic nanoproducts (mainly based on natural encapsulant materials).
Product

Brand

Formulation

Application

References

Capture

Christian Dior

Liposomes

Antiaging

[361]

Efect du Soleil

L’Óreal

Liposomes

Promotes tanning

Future Perfect Skin Gel

Estée Lauder

Liposomes

Antiaging

Eye Perfector

Avon

Liposomes

Sooths eye irritation

Decorin cream

Genome Cosmetics,
Pennsylvania, US

Ethosomes

Antiaging, skin repair, reduces
hyperpigmentation

[362]

Zelens Fullerene C-60 Night Cream

Zelens

Fullerene
C60

Antiaging

[363]

Primordiale Optimum Lip

Lancôme

Phytosomes

Lip treatment

Intensive Serum Nano Repair Q10

Dr. Rimpler

Solid Lipid
NPs

Antiaging

Swiss Cellular White Illuminating
Eye Essence

La Prairie

Solid Lipid
NPs

Skin brighter and skin whitener

[364]

Sericoside

Indena

Phytosomes

Antiwrinkler and improves skin

[365]

PA2

Indena

Phytosomes

UV protector, trophodermic and
firming cream

Curbilene

Indena

Phytosomes

Matting cream
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TABLE 19.11 Selected examples of formulations for cosmetic applications
under study, formulated with phytocompounds or herbal extracts.
Phytocompound/plant
extract

Formulation

Applications

References

Lavandula stoechas ssp

Polymeric
NPs

Antioxidant and
antiagigng

[366]

Rosmarinus officinalis

Lipid NPs

Antioxidant

[367]

Aloe Vera

Liposomes

Improves collagen
production and
keratinocytes proliferation

[368]

Lutein

Lipid NPs

Antioxidant and photodamage protector

[369]

Curcuma longa

Lipid NPs

UV protector and
hydratation

[370]

Resveratrol

SLNs, SLCs

UV-B protector

[371]

Camellia sinensis

Fullerene

Antiaging

[372]
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20.1 Introduction
The increasing demand for high-quality, functional, and value-added nanobased functional materials with unique properties for numerous potential applications [17] without adversely affecting human health and environment has
led to the adoption and application of innovative technologies especially
advanced nanotechnology. This chapter addresses the current state of the art in
the area of fabrication, functionalization, and potential applications of functionalized nanofibers (NFs). Future trends are also highlighted in brief.

20.2 Electrospinning
Electrospinning process is one of the most promising, efficient, and scalable
techniques to fabricate NFs with entirely unique properties, like nanoporous
surface morphology, large surface area-to-volume ratio, innovative physicochemical, and biological properties along with high functionality in the range
from submicron to nanoscale fiber diameter. Fabrication of solid NFs from
polymeric solution, natural and/or synthetic, with or without proper additives
is accomplished by application of electric force [8,9].
A typical electrospinning setup has the following units (Fig. 20.1):
G

G

G

High-voltage power supply to provide an electrostatic field for electrospinning of polymer solution
A spinneret, single or multi, with or without a flow control pump, which
affects both the constructed form as well as productivity
A fiber collector, either a stationary plate or a rotating drum, to provide
different NF assemblies according to the actual needs and final
applications [1012]
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FIGURE 20.1 Electrospinning setup units.

20.3 Fabrication steps
Generally, the main steps to construct and fabricate natural and/or synthetic
polymers NFs comprise [10,12]:
G

G

G
G
G

G

Preparing a polymer solution of specific viscosity by using a proper
solvent
Charging the polymer solution into a syringe followed by pumping
through a thin nozzle with an inner diameter range from 100 μm to 1 nm
Cone-jet formation
Formation of a continuous ultrathin fiber under electric field
Evaporation of the used solvent in the polymer jet before reaching the
collector
Deposition of NF layer-by-layer polymer onto the collecting target, followed by the formation of nonwoven NF mat

The main parameters affecting the fabrication of NFs using electrospinning techniques include [1215]:
G

G

G

Polymer: molecular weight, solution viscosity, charge density, surface
tension, conductivity, etc.
Processes conditions: field strength, tip-to-collector distance, flow rate,
needle tip design, collector composition and geometry, etc.
Environmental conditions: temperature, humidity, air velocity, etc.

Both solution viscosity and conductivity play important roles in determining the efficiency of fiber formation during the electrospinning process. On
the other hand, the obtained electrospun fiber diameter is governed by the
applied voltage, solution concentration, and tip-to-collector gab. An increase
in the applied voltage results in a decrease in fiber diameter along with rapid
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evaporation of the used solvent from the NFs. A lower flow rate is desirable
to ensure high solvent evaporation. Additionally, decreasing the tip-tocollector distance enables the fabrication of flatter or smaller NFs.
Meanwhile, increasing this distance gives rounder NFs. Moreover, decreasing solution viscosity at high temperature favors the formation of finer NFs
during the electrospinning process, and high humidity may positively affect
discharge of electrospun [10,11,14,15].
Generally, using the simple electrospinning technique brings about randomly oriented NF type, while aligned NF type can be formed by using
numerous approaches such as a combination of mechanical and electrostatic
tools, electrostatic steering of the NFs at collector or by using a rotating collector [15,16].

20.4 Polymers used in electrospun NFs
The most commonly used natural and/or synthetic polymers with remarkable
potential for the fabrication of NFs using electrospinning are listed in
Table 20.1.
NFs based on a broad range of natural biopolymers such as gelatin, chitosan, collagen, cellulose, modified starch, etc., are preferred over NFs based
on synthetic ones especially for biomedical applications like pharmaceutics

TABLE 20.1 Most commonly studied natural and/or synthetic polymers
for fabrication of electrospun NFs.
Natural polymer
[12,1521]
G
G

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

Cellulose derivatives
Starch and modified
starch
Chitin & chitosan
Alginate
Gelatin & collagen
Aloe vera
Silk fibron
Hyaluronic acid
Gelatin/chitosan
Cellulose/chitosan
Gelatin/keratin

Synthetic polymers
[12,16,22,23]
G
G
G
G
G
G

G

G
G

G
G

G

Poly(lactic acid), PLA
Polyvinyl alcohol, PVOH
Polyvinyl acetate, PVAC
Poly(amide), PA
Poly(acrylonitrile), PAN
Poly(ethylene) oxide,
PEO
Poly(ethylene) glycol,
PEG
Poly(urethane), PU
Poly
(ethyleneterephthalate),
PET
Poly(caprolactone), PCL
Poly(lactide-coglycolide), PLGA
Aromatic poly(imide), PIs

Combination
[12,14,20,2427]
G
G
G
G
G
G

G
G
G
G
G
G
G

Starch/PCL
Starch/PVOH
Starch/PLA
Starch/PLGA
Gelatin/PVOH
Chitin/PET or
Chitosan/PET
Chitosan/PVOH
Gelatin/PCL
Cellulose/PVOH
Cellulose/PEO
Dextran/PVOH
Dextran/PLA
Wool keratin/PEO
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and drug release and in wound healing, vascular grafts, and tissueengineering scaffolds. Biopolymers are commercially available, naturally
abundant, biocompatible, biodegradable, and nonimmunogenic. However,
natural polymers are more difficult to fabricate in comparison with synthetic
ones most probably due to their complex chemical structure, molecular
weight, limited solubility, high surface tension, poor mechanical properties
as well as rapid biodegradability. One of the most effective approaches to
overcome and solve the abovementioned problems and drawbacks is to blend
them with proper biocompatible synthetic polymers that can be easily electrospun and successfully can be help form NFs of natural polymers
[20,28,29], or by a postcross-linking process with proper cross-linkers [14].

20.5 Functional NFs
Various approaches have been devoted to fabricating functional NFs with
highly demanded functional properties for advanced potential applications.
Particular attention has been given to:

20.5.1 Fabrication of structural functional NFs
Using electrospinning technique, with different morphologies such as coresheath, aligned, porous, and gradient structures, to impart excellent properties
such as very large specific area, excellent mechanical performance via fiber
orientation, and loading capacity [30,31]. Recent studies have proved that
using miscible solvents for preparing polymer solution or emulsion electrospinning could help the formation of core-shell fabric structure (Fig. 20.2)
[3234]. Additionally, using a rotating fiber collector along with a field controllable electrode brings about highly aligned/oriented NFs with superior
mechanical properties for a wide range of potential applications in such
fields [35]. Furthermore, electrospun porous NFs could be successfully prepared by using highly volatile solvents, like methylene chloride thereby facilitating formation of pores during electrospinning, by employing bicomponent
spinning, or by thermal treatment under different atmospheric conditions
(e.g., carbon or inorganic porous NFs) [30,36]. On the other hand, fabrication
of gradient NFs with desirable mechanical performance facilitates their use
in a wide range of engineering applications (e.g., mechanical, filtration, photoelectric, and tissue engineering) [37,38].

20.5.2 Development of new composite functional NFs with
multifunctional capabilities and enhanced physicochemical
properties
Composite functional NFs include polymer/polymer, polymer/nanoparticles,
and polymer/inorganic salt composite NFs [39]. Electrospinning of polymer
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FIGURE 20.2 Different NF morphologies.

blends such as chitosan and PVOH or PEO polymer result in the formation
of composite NFs with improved mechanical and functional properties
[40,41]. Polymer/nanocomposite NFs can be produced by (1) postimmersing
of the prefabricated NFs into a nanoparticulate containing composite solution
followed by thermal or chemical treatment to enhance the extent of fixation
of the loaded NPs onto the NFs, and by (2) direct electrospinning of a polymer solution containing the selected NPs (e.g., montomorillonite, Ag, ZnO,
SiO2, TiO2, Cu, Fe3O4 NPs, etc.) as a one-step procedure [28,39,4247].
Additionally, fabrication of polymer/inorganic salt composite NFs, such
as PAN/ZnCl2 and PAN/FeCl3 NFs, have potential uses for new applications
like optical and catalysis materials, environmental protection, and human
health [4850].

20.5.3 Production of inorganic NFs with different styles and
various functions
The production methods of inorganic NFs include: (1) Mixing the nominated
inorganic precursors with proper polymers for electrospinning followed by
subsequent calcination at high temperature, and (2) by controlling both the
reaction velocity and precursor solution viscosity for direct electrospinning
[51]. Combined solgel and electrospinning techniques for processing inorganic NFs have several advantages including simplicity, applicability, and
low cost [52]. The combination of solgel and electrospinning techniques
has been successfully used to fabricate TiO2 inorganic NFs [51] using the Ti
(OC4H9)4 solution as precursor. Recently, selected dopants based on metal or
nonmetal materials have been doped with inorganic NFs to enlarge their
application areas and upgrade their functional properties [51].
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20.5.4 Surface modification and functionalization of polymer NFs
Different technologies such as physical, chemical, and/or biotechnology are
used in order to impart the desired surface and functional properties for
opening up a variety of technical applications (Fig. 20.3) [53,54].

FIGURE 20.3 Surface modification techniques of electrospun NFs. (A) Plasma treatment or
wet chemical method. (B) Surface graft polymerization. (C) Coelectrospinning. Reprinted with
permission from Cai Y, Wang Q, Wei Q, You Q, Huang F, Song L, et al. Structure, thermal, and
antibacterial properties of polyacrylonitrile/ferric chloride nanocomposite fibers by electrospinning. Int J Polym Anal Charact. 2010;15(2):110118 [50]. Copyright (2009) Elsevier.
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20.5.4.1 Using physical technologies
Plasma treatment, as an ecofriendly tool, results in remarkable physicochemical surface modification of NFs as a direct consequence of generation of
active species (e.g., free radicals, electrons, etc.) without adversely affecting
the bulk properties of the treated substrate [5559]. Surface modification of
PA6NFs with cold plasma results in a significant improvement in their surface wettability [60]. On the other hand, treatment of cellulose triacetate,
CTA, and electrospun mat with CF4plasma imparts superhydrophobicity to
the CTA fibrous mat [61]. Additionally, plasma-induced grafting has also
been used to upgrade the hydrophilicity of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid),
PLGANFs using O2 or ammonia gas as a direct consequence of the creation of polar groups onto NFs [62]. Moreover, using a physical vapor deposition (PVD) coating process that includes evaporation and metallic sputter
coating results in significant improvement in electrical properties and surface
conductivity [63]. Also modification of the mechanical properties of
PVOHNFs can be achieved by using a broad energy ion beam implementation [64].
20.5.4.2 Using chemical technologies
Surface modification and functionalization of NFs using chemical technologies can be categorized into surface grafting, chemical cross-linking, chelation as well as surface chemical deposition [53].
Pretreatment of poly(carpolactone)PCLNFs with air plasma to create
aCOOH groups on NFs surface followed by covalent grafting of gelation
using water-soluble carbodiimide as coupling agent enhanced compatibility
and spreading of endothelial cells (ECs) and orientation along the fabricated
NFs for potential application as blood vessels [65].
On the other hand, cross-linking of PVOHNFs using glutaraldehyde as
a cross-linker in acetone results in remarkable improvement in the obtained
NF water resistance along with improvement in their mechanical properties
[66].
Additionally, modified amido-oxime-polyacrylonitrile (AOPANNFs) by
metal chelation were fabricated by pretreatment with hydroxylamine hydrochloride to introduce adsorption sites for chelation of metal ions [53].
Moreover, surface functionalization of PA6NFs by electroless deposition of a wide range of metals such as Au, Cu, and Ni was carried out by
pre-O2plasma treatment at low temperature (Fig. 20.4) [67].
20.5.4.3 Using nanotechnologies
A wide range of options have been developed to fabricate nanostructured
and functional NFs using nanotechnology for specific applications [53].
The solgel technique has been widely used to develop functional coatings on a wide range of materials [57,68]. Postdeposition of ZnO onto
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FIGURE 20.4 SEM images of the electrospun PA6 fibers before and after Cu deposition: (A)
as spun and (B) after Cu deposition. Reprinted with permission from Wei Q, Tao D, Gao W,
Huang Y. Scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy of composite nanofibres.
Microscopy Anal 2008;22(2):1112. Copyright (2008) Springer Nature.

PVAC-NFs using solgel technique followed by carbonization results in the
formation of functional carbon NFs [45,69]. On the other hand, combining
solgel process with electrospinning technique can be used to get PVAc/
TiO2 Hybrid Nanofibers [47]. Moreover, Al2O3 solgel coating of nonwoven PET fabrics results in a significant improvement in the wettability of the
modified surface [70].
Modification of surface properties of polymer NFs has also been studied
[71] via doping of Ag NPs into PANNF film by in situ reduction of Ag
ions using N2H5OH as a reductant.
On the other hand, multilayer coating using layer-by-layer (LbL)
deposition has many attractive advantages over the monolayer counterpart [72]. Combination of electrospinning technique along with LbL technology enables fabrication of hybrid multilayered hollow NFs based on
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TiO2/polyacrylate [73]. Also, LbL technology has been used to fabricate
homogenous and ultrathin films of carbon NFs using chitosan as a binding agent [74].

20.5.4.4 Using biotechnology
Immobilization of bioactive molecules on the surface of NFs is an option to
obtain biologically functionalized NFs essential for utilization in specific applications such as drug delivery, tissue engineering as a well as biosensors [53].
Enzyme immobilization approaches include physical adsorption and chemical binding and by entrapment [75,76]. Immobilization of catalases onto
AOPANNF membrane increased its storage stability as well as reusability for
a wide range of applications such as synthesis pharmaceutical chemicals, bioremediation, biosensors fabrication, and food processing [53,77] (Fig. 20.5) [55].
20.5.5 Molecular imprinting
Recently many attempts have been made to fabricate molecularly imprinted
NF membranes as novel functional materials for potential technical applications [53,78]. Many trials have been developed to introduce imprinting recognition sites on the membrane surface via surface photografting [79], surface

FIGURE 20.5 Schematic illustration of three different approaches to GOx immobilization on
NFs, together with SEM images of (A) covalent attachment (CAGOx), (B) enzyme coating
(ECGOx), and (C) enzyme precipitate coating (EPCGOx). Reprinted with permission from
Park JH, Kim BS, Yoo YC, Khil MS, Kim HY. Enhanced mechanical properties of multilayer
nano-coated electrospun nylon 6 fibers via a layer-by-layer self-assembly. J Appl Polym Sci.
2008;107(4):22112216. Copyright (2011) Elsevier.
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deposition [80] as well as emulsion polymerization [81]. The extent of adoption of the abovementioned approaches is determined by simplicity in preparation, imprinted efficiency and binding capacity, media of imprinting process,
in aqueous or nonaqueous, as well as the size of imprinting molecules.

20.6 Potential applications
Table 20.2 lists some functionalized NFs and their potential applications.

20.7 Future trends
Additional RST efforts are expected in the future to improve NFs formulation, scale up both the fabrication and functionalization processes taking in
consideration the cost-benefit analysis and environmental concerns, as well
as to upgrade both performance and functional properties of the produced
NFs construct for diverse and novel areas of applications.
The possible future trends in fabrication, functionalization, and new
applications of NFs will be focused on:
G

G

G

G

Cutting down the drawbacks of the used polymeric materials, harsh solvent, active ingredients, and chemicals, as well as fabrication and postprocessing technologies to develop highly functional NFs construct with
superior properties comply with a wide range of applications.
Adoption of environmentally sound and sustainable emerging technologies to fabricate NFs construct with innovative functionalities.
Enabling the translation of emerging technologies for fabrication and
functionalization of NFs construct from research stage to the full commercialization and deployment stage taking in consideration the economy
and ecology aspects as well as social responsibility.
Fabrication of multifunctional NFs, composite NFs, membranes and filters, etc., by using physical, chemical, nano-, and/or biotechnologies for
highly demanded and novel applications such as tissue engineering,
wound dressing, drug delivery, water and air filtration and purification, in
protective clothing, sound absorption, and in the food industry, which is
still a challenge and will be one of the hot topics and highly demanded
targets in the future.

On the other hand, to achieve a breakthrough in the field of fabrication
and potential applications of the functional NFs structure as well as to avoid
or minimize the potential risk of nanoscale products and their overall negative impacts on humans and environment, extensive collaboration and integration of researchers in different fields including material sciences,
chemistry, engineering, biology, environment, and industrialists are needed
in the near future.

TABLE 20.2 Some functional NFs and their potential applications.
Potential
application

Type of functionalized nanofiber (FNFs)

References

Encapsulation

Chitosan nanobead encapsulation of quantum dots (QDs)

[82]

Polyphenolic antioxidants/zein/gelatin shell core fibers

[83]

Transdermal

Gellan/polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) NFs

[84]

Antibacterial

Carboxymethyl dandelions (CPD)/polyethylene oxide (PEO) NF matrix

[85]

Benzyl triethylammonium chloride (BTEAC) functionalized poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) NFs

[86]

Aloe vera polyvinylpyrrolidone (Av/PVP) and aloe vera acetate-polyvinylpyrrolidone (AvAc/PVP) electrospun fibers

[87]

Monolaurin-loaded electrospun shellac NFs

[88]

Silver NP-loaded poly(vinyl alcohol)lignin electrospun NFs

[89]

Cross-linked pectin NFs with well-dispersed Ag NPs

[90]

Lignin-decorated thin multiwalled carbon nanotubes in poly(vinyl alcohol) nanocomposites

[91]

Polycaprolactone/gelatin/hydroxyapatite NPs-loaded doxycycline

[92]

Bone regeneration

Hydroxyapatite/peptide scaffolds NFs

[93]

Hydrogel

Chitosan/TEMPO-oxidized cellulose NFs

[94]

Stem cell

End-functional Poly(lactide); PLLA/peptide Tyr-Ile-Gly-Ser-Arg (YIGSR) NFs

[95]

Immune sensor

Carboxylated multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) doped nylon 6 (PA6) composite NFs (MWCNT-PA6)

[96]
(Continued )

TABLE 20.2 (Continued)
Potential
application

Type of functionalized nanofiber (FNFs)

References

Biosensor

The functional NFs composites (PG/GR/CS/PPy). (PG, the graphene (GR) doped polycaprolactam 6 (PA6) were
prepared via one-step electrospinning), graphene (GR) and chitosan (CS) were served as the nanosized backbones for
pyrrole (Py) electropolymerization

[97]

Carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) doped chitosan (CTS)

[98]

Scaffolds

Biomedical

Gas sensing

GrapheneNF hybrid (Fig. 20.6)

[99]

Blend NFs of polycaprolactone CA/PCL

[100]

Poly(ε-caprolactone)/amino-functionalized tannin electrospun

[101]

Polycaprolactone PCL/zein/gum arabic electrospun nanocomposite scaffold

[102]

Tinidazole (TNZ) functionalized biodegradable chitosan/poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) mucoadhesive hybrid NF
membrane (TNZPCHNF)

[103]

Auxetic polycaprolactone (PCL) based NF membranes

[104]

Casein NFs with silver NPs

[105]

Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose/polyethylene oxide blend NFs

[106]

Electrospun nonwovens of poly(ε-caprolactone)/quaternized chitosan

[107]

Honey bee propolis-loaded cellulose acetate NFs

[108]

WO3 NFs functionalized by RuO2 NPs loaded by apoferritin

[109]

WO3Au NFs has been fabricated

[110]

Glucose sensing

MnO2 NPs and carbon NF nanocomposites

[111]

Drug delivery

Cellulose acetate electrospun NFs

[23]

Immobilization of the antibiotic gentamicin sulfate (GS) in electrospun fiber mats composed of poly(lactic acid)
(PLA), poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), and the copolymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)

[112]

Biocompatible PCLNFs modified by COOHanhydride plasma polymers and gentamicin immobilization

[113]

Poly(ethylene teraphthalate) for encapsulation and delivery of anionic antibiotics

[114]

Wound dressing/
healing

Beta-glucan (βG)-loaded NF wound dressing

[115]

Starch-based NF

[116]

Chitosan/polyvinyl alcohol/zinc oxide nanofibrous mats

[117]

Fibronectin NFs

[118]

Curcumin-loaded electrospun poly(3-hydroxy butyric acid-co-3-hydroxy valeric acid) (PHBV) NFs

[119]

Poly(caprolactone) (PCL) nanofibrous membranes functionalized with biosynthesized Maillard reaction products
(MRPs)

[120]

Poly(vinyl alcohol) incorporated with functionally active silk sericin

[121]

Poly(caprolactone)chitosanpoly(vinyl alcohol) (PCL: Cs: PVA) nanofibrous blend scaffolds

[122]

Electrospun chitosan/polycaprolactone-hyaluronic acid bilayered scaffold

[123]

Electrospun polycaprolactone coated with gelatinsilver NPs

[124]

Electrospun poly(ε-caprolactone)/gelatin micro/NFs

[125]

Ciprofloxacin-loaded sodium alginate/poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) electrospun fibrous

[126]

Nanochitosanpoly-ε-caprolactone electrospun

[127]

Silver nanoparticle/bacterial cellulose nanocomposite

[128]

Chitosan/poly(vinyl alcohol)/graphene oxide composite

[129]

Cross-linked electrospun cartilage acellular matrix/poly(caprolactone-co-lactide-co-glycolide) NF

[130]

Vascular graft

Eugenol-loaded electrospun membranes of poly(ε-caprolactone)/gelatin incorporated with REDV

[131]

Tissue Engineering

Polyurethane/poly(glycerol sebacate) hybrid scaffolds

[132]

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes on electrospun poly(3-hydroxybutirate) scaffold

[133]

Packaging
industry

Pullulan (PL) and lysozyme NFs (LNFs) nanocomposite films

[134]

ε-poly-lysine/chitosan NFs

[135]

Thyme essential oil/gelatin NFs

[136]
(Continued )

TABLE 20.2 (Continued)
Potential
application

Pollutant/dye
removal

Type of functionalized nanofiber (FNFs)

References

Nisin-loaded NPs

[137]

Poly(ethylene oxide) NFs containing tea tree oil/beta-cyclodextrin

[138]

Gelatin-glycerin-ε poly-lysine NF

[139]

ε-Poly-lysine/chitosan NFs

[135]

Chitosan-adsorbed cellulose NF (CNF) films

[140]

Chitosan and (2-carboxyethyl)-β-cyclodextrin onto polylactic acid (PLLA)

[141]

Novel bromopropyl functionalized silica NF films. The mixture of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) followed by calcination and subsequent surface modification with 3-bromopropyl trichlorosilane
(BPTCS)

[142]

Cyclodextrin functionalized cellulose NF composites

[143]

Polyacrylonitrile NFs functionalized with EDTA

[144]

PANCNT/TiO2NH2 NFs using electrospinning technique followed by chemical modification of TiO2 NPs

[145]

Polyacrylonitrile NFs (oPAN@C) through preoxidation and hydrothermal carbonization

[146]

Nanosheet of Mo/N-codoped TiO2 nanorods immobilized on carbon NFs

[147]

Polyacrylonitrile NFs/biogenic silica composite NFs

[148]

Protective
clothing

Ion-exchange
membranes

Super capacitor

Malachite green dye via surface modified polyacrylonitrile NFs/biogenic silica composite NFs

[148]

Polyethersulfone nanofibrous membranes

[149]

Chitosan composite adsorbent functionalized with EDTA

[150]

Cellulose acetate/graphene oxide composite NFs

[151]

Electrospun NFs in protective clothing

[152]

Nanofibrous mats of polyamide 6 (PA6) were deposited onto a nonwoven viscose substrate by electrospinning
technique

[153]

Electrospun polyurethane fiber web layered on spunbonded nonwoven were developed

[154]

Polyurethane electrospun NF membranes for protective clothing

[155]

Polyurethane (TPU) and a hydrophilic poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) electrospun NF mats

[156]

ZnO/Nylon 6 NF

[157]

Polyurethane (TPU) tree-like NF membrane was fabricated via one-step electrospinning by adding a small amount of
tetrabutylammonium chloride (TBAC)

[158]

Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) was grafted to the surfaces of individual NFs that had been modified with poly(glycidyl
methacrylate)

[159]

Ion-exchange zirconium sorption by functionalized carbon NFs

[160]

Functionalized graphene oxide-reinforced electrospun carbon NFs

[161]

Graphene-polyaniline/polypyrrole/activated carbon/carbon nanotube

[162]
(Continued )

TABLE 20.2 (Continued)
Potential
application

Type of functionalized nanofiber (FNFs)

References

Filtration

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)/polyaniline (PANI)nylon core-shell NF membrane

[163]

Nylon 6 & nylon 6,6 NF membranes (Fig. 20.7)

[164,165]

Poly(vinyl alcohol) NFs containing benzyl triethylammonium chloride

[166]

Soy protein isolate (SPI)/polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) system

[167]

Graphene oxide-embedded titanate NF membranes

[168]

Ligninzeolite composite NFs

[169]

PANPVC nonwoven mats

[170]

Iron-doped electrospun chitosan NF mat

[171]

Cellulose/polyacrylonitrile electrospun composite fiber

[172]

Functionalized with cellulose nanofibrils/CdTe quantum dots

[173]

TiO2 incorporated polyacrylonitrile electrospun NFs

[174]

MetalloTerpyridine-modified cellulose NF

[175]

Fabrication of Starch NFs

[176]

Biotechnology
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FIGURE 20.6 GrapheneNF hybrid scaffold fabrication and application. Polymeric NFs,
based on polycaprolactone, generated using electrospinning were subsequently coated with graphene oxide (GO) and seeded with neural stem cells (NSCs). Reprinted with permission from
Smith Callahan LA, Xie S, Barker IA, Zheng J, Reneker DH, Dove AP, et al. Directed differentiation and neurite extension of mouse embryonic stem cell on aligned poly(lactide) nanofibers
functionalized with YIGSR peptide. Biomaterials. 2013;34(36):90899095. Copyright (2014)
John Wiley & Sons.

FIGURE 20.7 Preparation of PA6 multilayer nanofibrous membranes and filtration cell setup
for dye filteration. Reprinted with permission from Yu Y,Ma R,Yan S, Fang J. Preparation of
multi-layer nylon-6 nanofibrousmembranes by electrospinning and hot pressingmethods for dye
filtration. RSC Adv. 2018, 8, 12173 Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. This article is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported Licence.
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Abbreviations
AOPAN
BTEAC
CNF
CNT
CPD
CS
CTA
CTS
ECs
EDTA
GOx
GR
LbL
NFs
NPs
PA
PA6
PAN
PCL
PEG
PEO
PET
PG
PIs
PLA
PLGA
PLLA
PU
PVAC
PVD
PVOH
PVP
Py
QDs
REDV
TEMPO
TNZ
YIGSR

amido-oxime-polyacrylonitrile
benzyl triethylammonium chloride
cellulose nanofiber
carbon nanotube
carboxymethyl dandelions
chitosan
cellulose triacetate
chitosan
endothelial cells
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
graphite oxide
graphene
layer-by-layer
nano-nanofibers
nanoparticles
poly(amide)
polyamide 6
poly(acrylonitrile)
poly(caprolactone)
poly(ethylene) glycol
poly(ethylene) oxide
poly(ethyleneterephthalate)
the graphene (GR) doped polycaprolactam 6 (PA6)
poly(imide)
poly (lactic acid)
poly(lactide-co-glycolide)
poly(lactide)
poly(urethane)
polyvinyl acetate
physical vapor deposition
polyvinyl alcohol
polyvinylpyrrolidone
pyrrole
quantum dots
a short active peptide,
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl radical
tinidazole
Tyr-Ile-Gly-Ser-Arg peptide
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21.1 Nanotechnology on textiles
In recent decades, the industry has been facing a new paradigm due to the obligation to constantly innovate on the way of manufacturing its products, boosted
by the necessity to continuously create new functionalities. Among the different
industrial sectors that are following this trend, the textile and clothing industry
has been witnessing a major revolution, driven by market and consumer
demand for innovative and trendy high-value-added products [1,2].
Nanotechnology has played a major role in the design of highperformance (multi)functional and smart textiles, creating new market opportunities for a myriad of applications ranging from healthcare, sports and protection to fashion, military, transportation, and IoT (Internet of Things; see
Fig. 21.1) [15]. Functional textiles are those that besides their traditional
aesthetic and decorative properties exhibit additional functionalities, while
smart textiles are those that can sense and respond to external stimuli,
namely mechanical, thermal, magnetic, chemical, electrical, optical, and
physiological.
The nanoscale modification of textile substrates allows improving the
performance or imparting new high-value-added functionalities to fabrics,
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-816787-8.00021-1
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FIGURE 21.1 Applications of nanotechnology on textiles.

while preserving their aesthetic properties (e.g., appearance, feel, breathability), lightness, flexibility, and comfort [1,2,46]. Moreover, the washing
fastness and mechanical properties (mechanical strength, wear, and abrasion
resistance) can be improved.
Several types of functional nanomaterials with fine-tuned properties have
been incorporated on textiles at several stages of their production, ranging
from 0D and 1D to 2D nanomaterials (nanoparticles, nanotubes, and platelike materials), during fiber spinning, during yarn formation, or at the finishing/coating step [2,3,5,7]. In particular, hybrid silica nanoparticles (NPs),
titanium dioxide, noble metal NPs, transition metal oxides, and carbon-based
nanomaterials are remarkable building blocks, due to their outstanding electrical, thermal, chemical, magnetic, and/or optical characteristics and to the
possibility of engineering their surface properties [1,2,4,5,8]. In this context,
a new generation of groundbreaking textile and clothing products with innovative
and multiple functionalities have emerged, such as (super)hydro/oleophobicity,
fire retardancy, self-cleaning, radiation protection, antimicrobial properties, antistatic, thermochromism, and photochromism.
More recently, the birth of wearable technology and IoT marked the
dawn of a new era in the textiles and clothing industry, with advanced intelligent technologies being introduced on garments, such as communication
devices, flexible/wearable sensors for healthcare and safety, energyharvesting and storage components (e.g., batteries, supercapacitors, solar
cells), lighting systems, etc. [1,9,10]. The global market of smart textiles is
growing at an unprecedented pace, being expected to reach USD 5.3 billion
by 2024, at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 26.2% [11].
Although the fusion of nanotechnology and textiles seems to offer many
advances and advantages for mankind, nanoengineered textile products also
created a global awareness on their potential environmental impact and human
health risks [1,12,13]. For instance, today textiles and apparel represent B10%
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FIGURE 21.2 Life cycle of nanoengineered textiles.

of the total carbon emissions, with 17% 2 20% of industrial water pollution
originating from textile industry dyeing and finishing agents [1]. In this sense,
it has become mandatory for textile manufacturers to ensure that the new nanotextile products will not have adverse effects on human health nor on the environment during all stages of their life, starting from their production, to their
use and end of life (disposal) (Fig. 21.2). In this context, the life cycle assessment and risk analysis need to be critically performed, including nanotoxicity
and the effects of uncontrolled release of nanomaterials from fabrics upon
washing, with the aim of producing safer products with reduced carbon footprint. The nanomaterials leached from textiles during laundering may no longer
exist in the pristine and intact form, but form agglomerates, and suffer oxidation, ionization, or other degradation phenomena [14,15].
This chapter gives an overview of the significant progress on functional nanomaterials with engineered properties and their incorporation on textile fabrics and
fibers through scalable processes used in the textile industry, highlighting the role
of nanotechnology to boost the design of innovative high-performance textile and
clothing products. It will start with an introduction to the conventional and
advanced processes for the incorporation of functional nanomaterials on fabrics
and fibers. Afterward, the different types of nanomaterials that can be incorporated on textiles will be presented, as well as the processes used for their tailored fabrication and functionalization, with special emphasis on those that are
scalable, cost-effective, and ecosustainable. For each family of nanomaterials,
the most recent advances in nanoengineered textiles will be reviewed, namely
those with superamphiphobic, antimicrobial, self-cleaning, antistatic, drug
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release, radiation protection, photochromic, and thermochromic properties.
Moreover, the emerging generation of smart textiles with sensing, energyharvesting, and storage functionalities will be highlighted as part of the new
paradigm of electronic textiles. Finally, future trends and prospects to further
develop advanced nanomaterials with fine-tuned properties for the next generation of functional and smart textiles will be presented.

21.2 Nanoengineered textiles: functionalization processes
As previously mentioned, in the textile industry there are two routes to incorporate functional and smart nanomaterials on textiles: (1) at the finishing/
coating stage on a ready-made fabric (top-down approach) by impregnation/
dyeing, spray coating, or printing technologies; or (2) during the fiber production (bottom-up approach), fabricating the fiber from the scratch by spinning processes (Fig. 21.3).
The application of nanomaterials by finishing/coating of preexisting fabrics/
fibers can be accomplished by dyeing, coating, lamination, or by printing the
surface of traditional textiles [16]. These strategies can be more easily embraced
by textile manufacturers than fiber spinning, since they use well-established and
simpler processes already implemented in the traditional textile industry, are
more cost-effective, and minimize production time and infrastructure/machinery
adaptation. On the other hand, fiber spinning processes offer greater flexibility
for the textile industry since they can yield multicomponent fibers with more
versatile geometries. Nevertheless, the development of scalable fine-tuned
nanoengineered fibers is still at an embryonic state since it still requires adjustments to boost the implementation on high production lines.

21.2.1 Conventional processes
21.2.1.1 Textile dyeing
Conventional dyeing continues to be one of the most viable options to be
implemented by the textile industry for the design and development of
FIGURE 21.3 Strategies for
nanotechnology incorporation on
textiles.
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nanoengineered clothing. It takes advantage of the traditional dyeing machinery,
replacing the dye bath by a dispersion containing the nanomaterial. Two strategies are typically implemented depending on the type of textile substrate (fiber
composition, fiber construction, wetting/swelling capacity, etc.) and nanomaterialsubstrate affinity: exhaustion and padding.
In the case of exhaustion (batch dyeing), the textile substrate is in
repeated contact with the nanomaterial dispersion bath (dye liquor) during
the whole dyeing process [1719]. During the process, the nanomaterial is
transferred from the aqueous bath to the fabric, followed by gradual adsorption onto the fabric surface and finally diffusion into the fiber interior.
Absorption (overall process of adsorption and diffusion) and desorption phenomena occur until an equilibrium stage is reached. This process is performed in a winch, jigger, or jet dyeing machine and requires precise control
of the dyeing conditions, namely the exhaustion temperature and time, pH,
nanomaterial concentration, and addition of auxiliary agents [19]. Finally,
the resulting functional fabric is washed and dried.
On the other hand, in the padding process (semicontinuous or continuous)
the substrate is immersed in the nanomaterial dispersion (dipping) and then
squeezed by passing between a pair of rollers to force the nanomaterial to
penetrate within the fabric and remove the excess solution (Fig. 21.4)
[17,19]. A padding mangle is used for both dip and pad stages, which allows
controlling the rollers pressure and the speed at which the fabric is passed
through the padder. Afterward, the fabric is dried to remove the solvent
(typically water) and cured (heating at a certain temperature higher than the
drying temperature) to promote the fixation of the nanomaterial. Each section of the fabric only encounters the nanomaterial liquor once, thus requiring uniform padding across the whole fabric area. This process is the most
FIGURE
21.4 Schematic
representation of the textile
padding process. Reproduced
from Tung WS, Daoud WA.
Self-cleaning fibers via nanotechnology: a virtual reality. J
Mater Chem 2011;21:785869
[20] with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry
(RSC).
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common finishing route since it is faster, simpler, and more cost-effective
than exhaustion, allowing the functionalization of larger fabric portions [21].

21.2.1.2 Coating and lamination
Coating and lamination processes are widely used in the textile industry to
impart value to technical textiles. They have been used to improve and/or
modify the chemical and physical properties and the appearance of the textile
fabrics, through the incorporation of nanomaterials and polymers [22].
The coating process consists of the application of a layer of a polymeric
solution directly to one or both sides of the fabric substrate. The coated fabric is then heated to promote the polymerization and improve the polymer
adhesion to the fabric (curing process) [22]. The functional nanomaterials
are added to the polymer solution to create a paste that is then used as the
coating layer. The study of the rheological properties of the doped polymer
solution is required to unveil the maximum quantity of nanomaterial that can
be added without compromising the polymer matrix properties. There are
several conventional methods to apply a polymeric coating to textiles substrates, such as direct (knife or spread) coating, dip coating, foam coating,
transfer coating, calender coating, and hot-melt extrusion coating [21,22].
The direct coating is the simplest and oldest coating method, where a polymeric solution is applied to the fabric and then is spread with the help of a
knife blade, followed by a dry and curing process (Fig. 21.5A). The polymeric
solution should be viscous, in order to prevent it from soaking through the fabric, and the knife blade can have different shapes and be angled to improve
the contact with the substrate, determining the coating thickness [21,22].
Dip coating, also known as the impregnation method, is used to produce
a thin and uniform coating onto flat or cylindrical substrates (e.g., fibers).
This method consists of dipping the textile substrate onto the coating bath
(low viscosity polymer solution) and then forcing it to pass through a nip
roll system to remove the excess material (Fig. 21.5B). After the impregnation step, the resulting fabric is dried/cured in order to improve the adhesion
between the incorporated material and the substrate [21].
In foam coating, a coating material, such as a polymer emulsion, is converted into foam by adding a foaming agent and other suitable additives, and
is then used to coat one side of the fabric [21,23]. This method is used for
fabrics with open structures that cannot be directly coated, such as floor and
wall coverings, blackout curtains, curtain linings and carpets [22].
Calender coating involves the fabric passing through a set of heated rollers in various configurations (three vertical rolls, three inclined rolls,
inverted L, L-type, flat Z or inclined Z or S; Fig. 21.5C), which rotate in
opposite directions in order to squeeze the polymeric solution and smooth it
into films with uniform and controlled thickness (by adjusting the space
between the rolls). Normally, this process is used to produce a continuous

FIGURE 21.5 Different coating processes: (A) direct coating: 1—support channel, 2—coating ink, 3—coating knife, and 4—support roll; (B) dip coating: 1—dipping
tank, 2—squeeze rolls system; (C) calender coating configurations: 1—three vertical rolls, 2—three inclined rolls, 3—inverted L, 4—L-type, 5—flat Z, 6—inclined Z or
S; (D) hot-melt extrusion coating (Zimmer coater): 1—fabric roll, 2—substrate preheat roll, 3—infrared heaters, 4—melt rolls, 5—backup rolls, 6—embossing roll, 7—
cooling roll; and (E) transfer coating: 1—release paper, 2—coating head, 3—oven, 4—textile substrate, 5—laminating nip rolls, 6—coated fabric take-off roll and 7—
release paper wind roll. Adapted from Joshi M, Butola BS. Application technologies for coating, lamination and finishing of technical textiles. In: Gulrajani ML, editor.
Adv. Dye. Finish. Tech. Text. Elsevier; 2013. p. 355411 [21] with permission from Elsevier.
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film of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or rubber from bulk material, which can
then be put in contact with the fabric in order to adhere to its surface [21].
The hot-melt extrusion coating is similar to the calender coating. In this
process, the material to be coated is obtained from granules of thermoplastic
polymers, such as PVC, polyolefins, or polyurethane, which are added into
the nip between the moving heated rollers. During this process, the polymer
is melted and then directly applied to coat the substrate (Fig. 21.5D). There
are two different configurations: two melt rollers and three melt rollers [22].
The transfer coating process is normally used for open and stretchy knitted fabrics that cannot be directly coated since they cannot be distorted under
tension to form a flat surface. This method includes four steps: [21,22] in the
first step, a transfer paper is coated with a polymeric solution, which forms
the top layer, and then is dried to evaporate the solvent; in the second step,
the second layer (called base layer) is coated into the fabric with an adhesive
(to join both layers); in the third step, the top layer (coated transfer paper) is
assembled with the base layer (coated fabric) and the system is dried to
evaporate the solvent and bond both layers; and finally, in the fourth step,
the transfer paper is removed (Fig. 21.5E).
Some of these processes have been evolving to satisfy the new generation
of functional and smart textiles, namely to impart to the textile features such
as water repellency, electrical conductivity, flame retardancy, radiation protection, or antibacterial properties [22].
Similarly to the coating process, lamination is used to impart particular
features to the fabrics. A laminated textile can be described as a combined
textile, composed of two or more layers of textile fabrics and component
layers bonded together via an adhesive material, heat and pressure, or by the
inherent adhesion properties of one of the component layers. Normally, the
component layers are composed of polymers [22]. Lamination is an alternative to coating processes when it is difficult to formulate a resin or paste
from the polymeric material and/or the polymeric material has low affinity
to the substrate. Lamination allows producing functional textiles by a separated process: firstly, the polymer film is prepared and then it is laminated
onto the fabric [21,22]. The lamination process comprises several methods,
such as flame lamination, heat lamination, hot-melt lamination, and film
lamination [21,22,24]. For instance, flame lamination is generally used in the
automotive sector to laminate the car seat fabrics with polyurethane foam,
since it is a fast, cost-effective, and single-step process that produces a triple
laminated fabric [22,24]. In this process, one side of the polyurethane foam
is melted and immediately covered by one of the fabrics that will be laminated. The same process is repeated on the other side of the foam, and finally
the three layers are fed into the flame lamination machine, giving rise to a
single product (Fig. 21.6) [22]. However, the main challenge is to preserve
the original features of the textile, namely the appearance, handling, flexibility, and durability [21].
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FIGURE 21.6 Flame lamination process.

21.2.2 Advanced processes
21.2.2.1 Screen-printing
In the printing sector, there is a plethora of technologies to print a variety of
patterns into textiles. The printing processes are commonly classified into
two main groups: (1) contact printing, such as gravure printing, offset printing, flexography printing, micro/nano printing, pad printing, and roll-to-roll
printing; and (2) noncontact printing, such as screen-printing, inkjet printing,
and slot-die printing [25]. Printing processes differ from coating and lamination since the former allow designing tailored patterns, while the latter confer
a continuous coating layer on the fabric surface [25].
Among all printing techniques, screen-printing is often preferred because
it presents high reproducibility and versatility, which allows producing thick
layers (525 μm) with very well-defined patterns from inks or pastes, and
with very low ink losses during the printing process. Moreover, screenprinting is recognized not only as a high-resolution-art printing technique,
but also as an industrial process with advantages such as being scalable, low
cost and of adding simplicity, affordability, speed, and adaptability to the
fabrication process [2529]. Furthermore, it can be used on a wide range of
substrates, such as textiles, ceramics, glass, polyethylene, polypropylene,
paper, metal, and wood [26,27]. In this technique, a design is imposed on a
screen of fine mesh, containing “black” areas coated with an impermeable
substance (emulsion). Then, the ink is forced through the mesh onto the
printing substrate by moving a squeegee across the mesh (Fig. 21.7) [27,29].
The screen-printing process can be divided into two main steps: (1) production of the desired pattern in the screen mesh, and (2) printing of the pattern
in the substrate. In the first step, the screen mesh is filled with an emulsion
in order to produce a “mask” with the desired pattern. The mask has “white”
and “black” areas, which allow and avoid, respectively, the ink to pass
through the screen mesh to the substrate. In the second step, the screen mesh
is placed over and close to the substrate, but not in direct contact, in order to
avoid pulling away the screen mesh in an uncontrolled manner after printing
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FIGURE 21.7 Illustration of the screen-printing process. Adapted from Ahmed MU, Hossain
MM, Safavieh M, Wong YL, Rahman IA, Zourob M, et al. Towards the development of smart
and low cost point-of-care biosensors based on screen printed electrodes. Crit Rev Biotechnol
2015;36:111 [29] with permission from Taylor & Francis.

and spoiling the printed pattern. Finally, the squeegee is forced to enter in
contact with the screen mesh, previously filled with ink, putting it in contact
with the substrate. Afterward, the squeegee is moved linearly (in a predefined angle) in order to force the coating ink through the holes of the mesh
onto the substrate, thus reproducing the desired pattern [27,29].
The screen-printing process can be performed using three different methods (Fig. 21.8): (1) flat-to-flat method: both the screen mesh and the substrate are flat; the ink is transferred through the mesh onto the substrate
forced by the squeegee; (2) screen-printing on a curve surface: the screen
mesh is flat, while the substrate is attached to a rotating cylinder; (3) roundto-round method: the screen mesh is cylindrical, while the substrate is
attached to a moving flat plate that is in contact with a rotating cylinder
(press cylinder); in this method, all components are moving synchronously
and the ink is transferred from inside of the cylindrical screen mesh onto the
substrate [28,30].
Each method has its own advantages. For instance, in the flat-to-flat
method it is easier to optimize materials and processing steps, making it a
good option for small laboratory systems. On the other hand, the other two
methods are recommended when it is necessary to produce patterns at a
larger scale (continuous processing system), since the rotating systems can
achieve relatively higher printing speeds than the flat system. However, the
rotary screens are more expensive and harder to clean than the flat ones
[25,30].

FIGURE 21.8 Illustration of the different types of screen-printing methods. Adapted from Novaković D, Kašiković N, Vladić G, Pál M, Screen printing. In:
Joanna Izdebska ST, editor. Print. Polym. Fundam. Appl. William Andrew Inc.; 2016. p. 24761 [28] with permission from Elsevier.
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Today, screen-printing is widely used by both academia and industry
(Fig. 21.9), being one of the most important printing techniques for largescale applications, not only for simple tasks such as printing images, texts,
or conductive patterns on textiles, but also for more complex applications,
such as for the production of flexible and lightweight electronics (printed
electronics), including electrical circuits, organic light-emitting devices, solar
cells, energy storage devices, (bio)sensors, or even microfluidic systems
[2628,3133].

21.2.2.2 Lithography
The escalating growth of wearable technologies and miniaturization of electronic devices require the production of small-sized devices (at nanoscale)
that are difficult to produce using traditional textile processes. For instance,
the maximum resolution of screen-printing is around 5 μm and so, to
improve it, alternative techniques are required, such as lithography. The
word lithography originates from the Greek language, where lithos means
stones, and graphia means write, meaning literally writing in the stones [34].
In general, the stones are the substrates and the desired patterns are written
using a highly sensitive polymer. Lithography consists of the fabrication of
3D micro/nanostructures (,10 nm to 500 μm) through extrusion of a 2D pattern by a process called patterning. In general, the patterning process
involves four steps: [34,35] (1) deposition of a uniform film of a sensitive
material (such as a light-sensitive polymer) on a substrate; (2) lithographic
creation of a positive (or negative) pattern using a mask (with the desired
pattern) into the previously deposited film; (3) etching process to remove the
exposed (or unexposed) areas of the sensitive material, resulting in a patterned layer; and (4) construction of the device by filling the pattern with
nanomaterial.
Several deposition techniques can be used to construct the structure of
the desired device, such as sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, or evaporation, which belong to the physical vapor deposition family (top-down
approach), or chemical deposition techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy, atomic layer deposition, or chemical vapor deposition (bottom-up
methodology) [35,36]. These techniques can create devices with thicknesses
ranging from a few angstroms to micrometer size.
On the other hand, etching, which is a selective process of materials
removal, can be performed. It is based on the transformation of a solid material into a liquid or gas in order to be able to remove it. Usually etching can
be performed by two different routes: dry etching and wet etching. In dry
etching, the promoting reaction agent, called etchant, is in the form of gas or
plasma, whereas wet etching is characterized by using an etchant in the liquid state. Depending on how the material is removed, the etching process
can be classified as isotropic, if the removed material is equal in all

FIGURE 21.9 Examples of laboratorial (left) and industrial (right) screen-printing apparatus. Reproduced from Krebs FC. Fabrication and processing of polymer solar cells: a review of printing and coating techniques. Sol Energy Mater Sol Cell 2009;93:394412 [27] with permission from Elsevier.
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directions, or anisotropic, if there is a preferred direction of removal of the
material [34,35].
The production of nanosized devices or structures has great significance
for both scientific and technological applications and largely depends on the
use of nanolithography techniques, since it requires high resolution during
the production process. Nanolithography can be subdivided into several techniques, including ion beam lithography, electron beam lithography, colloidal
lithography, copolymer lithography, scanning probe lithography, and photolithography [3537].
In electron and ion beam lithography a desired pattern is written on the
polymeric resist layer by one or more scanning beams of electrons or ions.
Both techniques are capable of producing ,10 nm size structures [36,37].
However, the manufacturing speed of these processes is too slow to be used
in industrial production (it can take more than 24 h to produce a pattern with
1 cm2) [38]. Moreover, these techniques require high beam intensity (highenergy intensity), which can lead to irreparable damage to delicate substrates, such as textiles.
Copolymer and colloidal lithography are based on the self-assembly of
macromolecules on a substrate, allowing the fabrication of a wide range
of planar patterns. The main difference between both techniques is the type
of compound that is used to produce the pattern, copolymer, and colloidal
crystals, respectively. The patterns are then transferred to the substrate by
processes such as etching, deposition, or stamping [35,37,39].
In scanning probe lithography, a scanning probe is used to draw a pattern
into the substrate by an additive or subtractive process of adding or removing
molecules, proteins, or polymers through mechanical, diffusive, electrical, or
thermal processes [37,40]. This technique allows drawing patterns with higher resolution (10 nm) but with slower writing of 10 μm2/h, limiting its
throughput for industrial applications [40].
Photolithography using mask aligner is the most commonly used nanolithography process to fabricate small-sized devices and structures [36]. In
this technique, a substrate (typically, glass or silicon) is coated with a photoresist layer. The photoresist is then exposed to light using a mask with white
and black regions (photomask) that has the desired pattern. For that purpose,
it is possible to select two types of photoresists: positive photoresist and
negative photoresist. In the case of a positive photoresist, after light exposure, the chemical structure of the exposed areas changes, becoming soluble
when immerged in an appropriate solvent. In contrast, in the case of a negative photoresist, the exposed areas become insoluble when immersed in a
solvent appropriate for negative photoresists. Then, the desired pattern is
obtained after an etching step, which removes the chemically changed photoresist areas. Although it does not allow reaching the high resolution of beambased lithography, photolithography uses low-energy intensity (amount of
energy needed to write the desired pattern into the photoresist), being
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suitable for soft substrates (plastic, paper, or textile). Photolithography is
applicable at both laboratorial and industrial scales, but the throughput and
resolution are very different. At a laboratorial scale, the instrumentation cost
can be two orders of magnitude lower when compared with industrial scale,
because no expensive optics nor automatization machinery are required to
produce microstructures with reasonable resolution (in the order of micrometers). On the order hand, at an industrial level, there is a need to produce
microstructures with fast throughput and high resolution (in the order of nanometers), requiring expensive instrumentation. However, with sophisticated
technology and optimized setups, it is possible to produce more than 100
wafers per hour, which makes the production cost of each pattern more costeffective [3638].
When lithographic processes emerged, they were preferentially used for
rigid substrates. However, with the continuous evolution of technologies and
instrumentation, they offer great potentialities for being used to produce
nanostructures directly on textiles. Moreover, lithographic techniques have
been successfully applied to print patterns on flexible and easily damageable
substrates, such as flexible plastics and polymers [41,42]. Table 21.1 summarizes the basic working principles, the fabrication specifications (simple
or multiple structures), the maximum resolution, and the throughput of the
different nanolithography processes [37].

21.2.2.3 3D printing
The emerging trend in printing technologies for the textile sector is 3D printing. Usually known as an additive manufacturing technology [43], 3D printing allows producing 3D structures on substrates starting from a raw
material, such as polymers, composites, metals, ceramics, sand, glass, nylon,
or wax [44,45]. 3D printing is a cost-effective and versatile process for the
development and production of customized structures, since it requires low
amount of raw materials, reduces the labor costs by eliminating many laborintensive processes, and decreases the number of human errors during the
manufacturing process [44,46,47]. The technology behind 3D printing is
related to the direct manufacturing of 3D structures from digital computeraided design (CAD) files [46]. 3D printing can be made by different methods, such as fused deposition modeling, selective laser sintering, and stereolithography, which differ in the way each layer is deposited and on the type
of materials that are used.
The most commonly used and cost-effective process is fused deposition
modeling, where an extrudable material is melted through a nozzle and
deposited in a layer-by-layer manner to fabricate the 3D structure [44]. The
selective laser sintering creates a 3D structure from a powder material by the
incidence of a laser. Normally, this process uses high-power lasers (such as
CO2 laser) to increase the temperature to a value above the powder melting

TABLE 21.1 Summary of fabrication methods, production complexity, resolution, and throughput of the different
nanolithography processes
Fabrication method

Production
complexity

Resolution

Throughput

Electron beam lithography (EBL)

Simple structures

4 nm

Low

Ion beam lithography (IBL)

Simple structures

8 nm

Low

Colloidal lithography

Simple structures

,10 nm

Medium

Block copolymer lithography (BCP)

Simple structures

10450 nm

Medium

Optical beam lithography (OBL)

Simple structures

52 nm

Low

Multiple structures

,37 nm and potentially
,10 nm

Very high

Photolithography

(Continued )

TABLE 21.1 (Continued)
Fabrication method
Scanning probe lithography (SPL)

Production
complexity

Resolution

Throughput

Multiple structures

Up to 500 μm

Low

Source: Adapted from van Assenbergh P, Meinders E, Geraedts J, Dodou D. Nanostructure and microstructure fabrication: from desired properties to
suitable processes. Small 2018; 14:1801989 [37] with permission from John Wiley & Sons.
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point, fusing it with strong adhesiveness into the final product [44,45].
Finally, stereolithography uses UV light to cure a photopolymer resin, in
order to create 3D objects by a chemical process called photosolidification
[4446]. Photosolidification consists of the polymerization of monomers
through the absorption of visible or UV light. The polymerization only
occurs in the exposed regions, making it possible to remove unreacted monomer from unexposed regions [44,46].
Cellulose materials, such as wood or cotton, have emerged as engineered
substrates for 3D printing due to their remarkable properties such as sustainability, hydrophilicity, biocompatibility, biodegradability, and nontoxicity [44]. In
this sense, cellulose materials combined with other polymers, such as polyacrylamide, polyethylene glycols, gelatin, agarose, alginate, collagen, and chitosan [48], have already started to be used for several applications including
medicine, biological devices, electronics, energy storage, and textile applications [44,4850]. For instance, Tenhunen et al. reported the surface tailoring
and design-driven prototyping of fabrics based on cellulose materials by directwriting 3D printing [49]. The cellulose derivative materials were printed on
three types of cellulose fabrics—woven cotton, knitted cotton, and woven viscose—in order to impart different functionalities to textile-based prototypes,
namely refractiveness and thermoresponsiveness (Fig. 21.10). To produce the
refractive prototypes, the authors mixed refractive glass beads with cellulose
acetate, which acted as a binder, to attach the active components to the textile,
and then printed the resulting mixture on the cellulose fabrics (Fig. 21.10 I).
The thermoresponsive prototypes were obtained by printing the cellulose fabrics with a paste containing a thermochromic powder and acetoxypropyl cellulose (Fig. 21.10 II). Finally, by embedding a conductive metal wire into the
thermochromic paste, the authors developed indicator cellulose fabrics that
changed their color when an electrical current passed through them due to the
dissipated heat arising from the electrical resistance of the wire (Fig. 21.10 III).
Similarly, Beecroft developed a weft knitted textile based on nylon powder by selective laser sintering [51]. The 3D printed textile exhibited the natural features of the knitted textile such as flexibility, strength, and
stretchability, being a good alternative solution to technical textiles. The
combination of 3D printing with cellulose materials thus opens new horizons
on the development of all-customized e-textiles without requiring complex
manufacturing processes.

21.2.2.4 Fiber spinning
The fiber spinning technologies for fiber and yarn manufacturing present some
significant advantages relative to conventional dyeing and coating processes,
such as: lower water and energy consumption (related to dyeing and washing
off steps); minimal or nonexistent wastewater effluents; fewer pigments/fillers
and chemical agents (in contrast to the high quantity of pigments/dyes and
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FIGURE 21.10 Several prototypes produced by direct 3D printing based on cellulose materials: (I) refractive fabric based on refractive glass beads mixed with cellulose acetate (CA); (II)
and (III) thermoresponsive structures printed on cellulose fabric based on a mixture of thermochromic pigment and acetoxypropyl cellulose. Adapted from Tenhunen T-M, Moslemian O,
Kammiovirta K, Harlin A, Kääriäinen P, Österberg M, et al. Surface tailoring and design-driven
prototyping of fabrics with 3D-printing: an all-cellulose approach. Mater Des 2018;140:40919
[49] with permission from Elsevier.

auxiliaries required in conventional dyeing and printing due to poor dye fixation); and good washing fastness [52,53]. Nevertheless, they still pose limitations for high-throughput applications in terms of costs and of ensuring good
dispersion of the nanofillers within the polymer matrix and interfacial interaction. In several cases the nanomaterial surface needs to be functionalized with
suitable organic groups or a compatibilizing agent needs to be used [5].
Fibers can be classified as monocomponent or multicomponent.
Multicomponent fibers combine at least two polymers with distinct properties and/or chemical composition. The polymers are extruded together, and
their position along the fiber length depends on factors such as the geometry
of spinneret holes and the intrinsic properties of the polymers (e.g., viscosity
and molecular weight). In the case of bicomponent fibers (containing two
polymer components), depending on the type of geometry of the cross-section,
they can be classified as side-by-side, core sheath (concentric, eccentric; and
trilobal), “islands in a sea,” among other configurations (Fig. 21.11). The coresheath is the most common configuration, in which the polymer used as core
provides the desired physical characteristics, while the polymer in the sheath
imparts a specific functionality to the filament [54]. The fiber manufacturing
technologies can be used to produce multicomponent fibers with tailored
cross-sections and surface functionalities by combining different polymers
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FIGURE 21.11 Types of bicomponent fibers.
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and/or additives [55]. Fillers such as carbon nanomaterials (e.g., carbon black,
carbon nanotubes, and graphene), metal/metal oxide NPs (e.g., silver and iron
oxide), silica NPs, biologically active molecules, among others, can be added
during the spinning process to produce high-performance fibers with new
structures and functionalities (e.g., antibacterial [56], electrical conductivity
[57,58], radar/infrared camouflage [59], photochromism [60,61], tissue engineering [62], drug delivery [62], and flame retardancy [63]) for particular
applications. After the fiber/yarn production using functional or smart nanomaterials, several techniques can be used to convert them into a textile structure,
such as knitting, weaving, embroidering, sewing or spinning knitting, weaving,
embroidering, or sewing [26].
Spinning technologies can be classified as melt spinning and solution spinning (e.g., dry spinning, wet spinning, and gel spinning). In melt spinning, a
thermoplastic polymer is heated to a melt state, extruded into fibers, and
quenched. Most commercial synthetic fibers, including nylon, polyester, and
polypropylene, are produced by melt spinning, which is a relatively simple and
cost-effective technique when compared with solution spinning. Nevertheless,
for polymers without a stable melt phase, the spinning from a solution is
required. In solution spinning, the polymer is dissolved in a solvent to form a
spinnable dope that is extruded into fibers, followed by solvent removal; examples of solvent spun fibers include Kevlar, Nomex, Lycra, and Lyocell [64,65].
The solution spinning comprises two processes: (1) dry spinning—uses solvents
with high volatility (high vapor pressure) and the fiber formation occurs by solvent evaporation during the spinning process; and (2) wet spinning—when the
polymer is soluble in solvents with low volatility (low vapor pressure), the
fibers are spun into a nonsolvent bath to remove the solvent and to coagulate.
Nevertheless, there are also several variations of these processes.
21.2.2.4.1

Melt spinning

Melt spinning has been used since the late 1950s because it provides an effective way of combining two or more polymers to produce multicomponent
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FIGURE 21.12 Schematic
representation of a typical
melt spinning process unit.
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fibers, in which each component plays an important role on defining the features of the final product [66]. A schematic representation of a melt spinning
unit is shown in Fig. 21.12.
Typically, the melt spinning process requires a constant mass flow rate of
the molten polymer, which is maintained by a metering or a spinning pump
generally positioned inside the spinning head [64]. The polymer pellets are
introduced through a hopper into the extruder, in which it is melted (e.g.,
polypropylene melts around 170  C, while nylon and polyester melt at temperatures above 250  C) [67] and transported to a flow pump. Then, the molten polymer is channeled into a spinneret consisting of several individual
capillary holes with defined cross-sectional shapes and sizes. Afterward, the
long continuous filaments extruded through the spinneret holes are cooledoff, solidified, drawn, and collected on a winder [68]. Melt spinning is considered an economical and environmentally friendly process due to its high
productivity, ability to easily spin multicomponent fibers with different
cross-sectional shapes, and absence of additional toxic solvents [63,69]. It is
used to produce polyamide (nylon), polyethylene terephthalate (polyester),
and polypropylene fibers, all of which are widely used commodity textiles
for apparel and upholstery applications [70]. The nonuniformity of the fiber
diameter, the thermal decomposition of the molten polymer during extrusion
due to oxidation, and the use of only thermoplastic polymers are the main
drawbacks [69,70].
21.2.2.4.2 Solution spinning
Apparel synthetic fibers are mainly manufactured by melt spinning.
However, there are many solvent spun fibers used for high-end applications,
such as Kevlar, Nomex, Lycra, Lyocell, and Rayon, in which their unique
properties justify their elevated cost [65]. Among the solution spinning technologies, the dry spinning process is employed when the polymer is
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FIGURE 21.13 Schematic representation of solution spinning process units: (A) dry spinning,
(B) wet spinning, and (C) dry-jet wet spinning. Adapted from Imura Y, Hogan RMC, Jaffe M.
Dry spinning of synthetic polymer fibers. In: Zhang D, editor. Adv. Filam. Yarn Spinn. Text.
Polym. 1st ed. Cambridge: Elsevier B.V.; 2014. p. 187202 [71] with permission from Elsevier.

susceptible to thermal degradation, cannot form thermally stable or viscous
melts, or when particular surface features of the filament are necessary. This
process is used to produce fibers such as secondary cellulose acetate, cellulose triacetate, acrylics (e.g., Orlon), Spandex-type polyurethane elastomeric
fibers (e.g., Lycra), and PVC (e.g., Rhovyl and Teviron) [71]. A schematic
representation of a dry spinning unit is depicted in Fig. 21.13A. A dope (i.e.,
a solution consisting of a polymer dissolved in a volatile organic solvent
such as N,N-dimethylformamide is usually used in dry spinning) [64] is filtered, deaired, preheated, and then pumped through the fine holes of the
spinneret into a heated column or chamber. The resulting fine dope streams
face a flow of hot air that promotes instantaneous evaporation of the solvent
from the surface, resulting in immediate filament formation with a solid
skin. As the filaments pass through the evaporating chamber, the solvent is
increasingly removed from the interior of the filaments, thereby continually
solidifying and strengthening them. Subsequently, the filaments are drawn
by rotating rolls (or godets) and put on bobbins.
In a typical wet spinning process, the dope is extruded through a multiple
hole spinneret immersed in a coagulation bath containing a nonsolvent [55].
The spinning solution undergoes spinodal decomposition and phase separation into polymer-rich and polymer-poor regions and ultimately into a solid
phase. The structure and properties of the fibers are highly controlled by
polymersolvent interactions. Additionally, the phase separation essentially
depends on the solvent to nonsolvent relative diffusion rates [55,72]. After
passing through the coagulation bath, the solid filaments are submitted to a
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series of operations such as orientational drawing, drying, crimping, and
annealing. A schematic representation of a wet spinning unit is shown in
Fig. 21.13B. The linear speed of the fiber is very slow in comparison to the
speeds achieved in melt spinning; as a result, the manufacturing productivity
is performed using multiple spinnerets with several thousand holes [55]. The
filaments from many spinnerets are often combined to form a single-fiber
tow bundle. In general, viscose rayon, acrylic, Spandex-type elastomeric
fibers, polyvinyl alcohol, and aromatic polyamides are produced by wet spinning [64,70].
The dry-jet wet spinning is an alternative method to wet spinning, and is
used for some polymers that, when extruded directly into the bath, lead to
the formation of voids (micro- or macrovoids) that negatively affect the final
properties of the fibers due to the solvent being drawn out of the liquid too
quickly. The major technical difference lies in the existence of a gap
between the end of the spinneret and the coagulating bath, as can be seen in
Fig. 21.13C. It is used, in particular, for processing some types of aramid
fibers [70].
Recent development of another type of solution spinning—gel spinning—
has resulted in commercialization of several high-performance polyethylenebased fibers (e.g., Spectra and Dyneema) [64]. Briefly, a dope consisting of
ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene dissolved in a solvent is channeled
into an extrusion tank (usually filled with water) through a multihole spinneret. As the dope is cooled and part of the solvent is extracted, gel-like filaments are formed in a type of network arrangement. Afterward, the as-spun
filaments are transferred to an oven and slowly drawn. The resulting fibers
are then wound on packages [65].
Although solution spinning allows manufacturing fibers with properties
that cannot be achieved through melt spinning, there are many disadvantages
of using this process. For instance, the spin speed in a solvent spun system is
lower than that obtained in melt spinning, the equipment and the process
analysis are more complex, and the use and recovery of organic solvents for
large-scale manufacturing increase the production cost and can cause potential environmental pollution [65].
21.2.2.4.3

Electrospinning

Another widely used spinning technology for fiber production is electrospinning. This technique is based on the principle of electrostatic instabilities in liquids or the distortion of a drop by the application of electric
charge [73]. A schematic representation of an electrospinning unit is illustrated in Fig. 21.14A.
In a typical procedure, the polymer solution (in the case of solution electrospinning) or melt (in the case of melt electrospinning) is introduced in a
syringe equipped with a piston and a capillary acting as electrode, and
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FIGURE 21.14 Schematic representation of (A) electrospinning process unit and (B) Taylor
cone. Adapted from Ni QQ, Jin X, Xia H, Liu F, Electrospinning, processing and characterization of polymer-based nano-composite fibers. In: Zhang D, editor. Adv. Filam. Yarn Spinn. Text.
Polym. 1st ed. Cambridge: Elsevier B.V.; 2014. p. 12848 [74] with permission from Elsevier.

pushed through a pump with a defined flow rate [64]. The spinneret connected to the voltage source applies a high voltage (usually in the range of
1030 kV) to the polymer [73], resulting in the formation of a polymer drop
at the end of the spinneret that changes its shape from hemispherical to conical (Taylor cone), illustrated in Fig. 21.14B. At a defined voltage, the surface
tension of the polymer cone at the tip of the spinneret starts to elongate and
stretch, forming a charged liquid jet. The solvent evaporates as the jet travels
through the air, leaving behind ultrafine polymeric fibers that gather an electrically grounded target. The jet often follows a bending or a spiral track,
resulting from the interaction between the external electric field and the surface charge of the jet [64]. Many distinct polymers have been used in solution or molten state to produce nanofibers by electrospinning: for instance,
synthetic (e.g., polyesters, polyamides, polyurethanes, and polycarbonates),
natural (e.g., chitosan, silk, collagen, gelatin, and elastin), and synthetic biodegradable polymers (e.g., poly(lactic acid), poly(glycolic acid), and poly
(lactide-co-glycolide)) [8,75].
The electrospinning process exhibits several advantages relative to solution spinning technologies, namely its simplicity and cost-effectiveness.
Additionally, it allows good control of fiber diameter (ranging from tens of
nanometers to a few micrometers), morphology, and functionality [54,76].
However, the major drawbacks of this process are the extremely low production rates, difficult solvent recovery, and toxicity. This process has been
employed in liquid filtration (wastewater treatment and desalination), energy
production (e.g., photovoltaic devices), energy storage (e.g., as battery
separators), protective textiles, and biomedicine [69,75,7780].
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21.3 Functional nanomaterials@textiles: from production to
textile applications
21.3.1 Functional silica nanoparticles
21.3.1.1 Production processes
In recent decades, silica NPs have received increased attention as supporting
matrices or as building blocks, opening exciting opportunities for the design
of innovative (bio)functionalized nanomaterials for a wide range of areas,
including medicine [8185], biology [86], food and nutrition [87], chemistry
[88], environmental science [89,90], and toxicology [91]. Nanosized silica
represents a promising alternative to its bulk counterpart, exhibiting attractive physical and chemical features, namely good colloidal stability in several solvents, high chemical, thermal, and UV stability, large surface area-tovolume ratio, and high concentration of surface silanol groups [92].
Additionally, an extensive number of functional groups, (bio)molecules, or
metal/metal oxide NPs can be assembled on its surface, encapsulated within
or incorporated both inside and onto the surface through different chemical
routes, in order to build multifunctional nanosystems with synergistic properties when compared with those of the individual components [84,9395].
Remarkable progress has been achieved in the processes of SiO2 NPs fabrication with precisely controlled physicochemical properties. Several methods
have been reported, such as flame spray pyrolysis [96], chemical vapor deposition [97], and wet-chemistry methodologies like solgel [98100], microemulsion [101,102], hydrothermal [103] and solvothermal methods [104].
In particular, research has been mostly focused on the solgel process,
since it is straightforward, scalable, easily controllable, and time and energy
saving [105]. This process, also known as the Stöber process, was first introduced by Stöber in 1968 to synthesize monodisperse silica particles with diameters ranging from 50 nm to 200 μm. It consists of controlled hydrolysis
and condensation of a silica precursor (e.g., tetraethylorthosilicate, TEOS) in
a mixture of alcohol and water, using ammonia as catalyst (Fig. 21.15A
[98]). Since then, many contemporary research works describing the synthesis of SiO2 NPs evolved from that method. For instance, the addition of
structure-directing agents during the synthesis process, such as surfactants
(e.g., dodecyl- and hexadecyltrimethylammonium salts like cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, CTAB), polymers (often a nonionic diblock or triblock
copolymer, such as Pluronic P65, P123, and F127, conjugated with cationic
surfactants and swelling agents, such as 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene), and other
additives can lead to the formation of an ordered porous network, thus forming mesoporous SiO2 NPs with a broad range of morphologies and pore
sizes (Fig. 21.15B). For instance, Bein et al. reported a one-pot strategy for
the synthesis of mesoporous SiO2 NPs with small sizes (40 2 150 nm),
narrow particle size distribution, large specific surface areas, and high
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FIGURE 21.15 Schematic representation (not drawn to scale) of the synthesis of: (A) nonporous SiO2 NPs by the Stöber method, and (B) mesoporous SiO2
NPs by a modified Stöber method with addition of a structure-directing agent. Adapted from Yang P, Gai S, Lin J. Functionalized mesoporous silica materials
for controlled drug delivery. Chem Soc Rev 2012;41:367998 [106] with permission from RSC.
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colloidal stability [100,107,108]. In their approach, a polyalcohol base,
triethanolamine, was used during the solgel process, which acted as alkaline agent, as complexing agent for silica precursors, and as encapsulating
agent for the resulting mesoporous particles, thus controlling the alkoxides
hydrolysis/condensation rates and limiting the particle growth and aggregation. Besides the type of alkaline agent, the fine-tuning of other reaction
parameters, such as the type/concentration of silica precursor, structuredirecting agent, pH, solvent, temperature, reaction time, aging time, and stirring rate allows the precise adjustment of the particle size, morphology (e.g.,
spheres, hollow spheres, fibers, tubules, gyroids, and many hierarchical structures), and pore structure, in the case of mesoporous silica NPs (e.g., hexagonal, wormhole-like) [109].
An alternative synthetic approach to preparing SiO2 NPs was developed
by Arriagada and OsseoAsare in the early 1990s involving the ammoniacatalyzed polymerization of TEOS in a reverse phase, or water-in-oil microemulsion [101,102]. In this process, nanometer-size monodispersed water
droplets are stabilized by surfactant molecules dissolved in organic solvents
(e.g., cyclohexane, n-pentane, n-hexane, n-heptane, n-decane, and n-hexadecane) to form spheroidal aggregates called reverse micelles. The silica precursor undergoes hydrolysis/condensation inside the droplets that act as
nanoreactors, providing a suitable environment for controlled nucleation and
growth. The size and shape of the aqueous core can be tailored by varying
the water:surfactant molar ratio. This method produces highly monodisperse
spherical particles with sizes smaller than 100 nm and with improved control
over particle size/size distribution relative to the solgel method, does not
require extreme conditions of temperature and pressure, and allows easy
encapsulation of guest molecules and metal/metal oxide NPs (e.g., Au,
Fe3O4, etc.) [83,110,111]; nevertheless, it involves higher costs and the
removal of the surfactants is tedious and time-consuming [88]. Yokoi et al.
reported a greener alternative method for the synthesis of uniform nanosized
spheres (12 nm) formed in the emulsion system containing TEOS, water, and
basic amino acids (lysine) under weakly basic conditions [112].
The hydrothermal method is one of the most common and effective synthetic routes to fabricate different types of nanomaterials with a variety of
morphologies. In this method, the reactions are conducted in a specially
sealed container or high-pressure autoclave, usually a Teflon-lined autoclave,
under subcritical or supercritical conditions, using water as solvent; in the
case of nonaqueous solvents the process is referred to as solvothermal
method [113]. Hydrothermal/solvothermal process is of particular importance
to produce ultrafine and pure inorganic crystals with uniform nanosize distributions, at temperatures substantially below those required by solid-state reactions, and without requiring postannealing treatments. In addition, the
crystallographic phase, particle size, shape, and functionalization of the nanomaterial can be tailored by varying the reaction parameters, such as temperature
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and/or pressure, pH, reaction time, solvent, reagent concentrations, and use of
selected additives (chemical species added to the reaction medium to control
the nucleation and growth processes and, consequently, to govern the particle
size, morphology, and dispersion degree).
An emerging area that has recently arisen consists of waste recycling to
produce novel high-value-added products, within the new paradigms of circular economy and sustainable development. In particular, with the escalating increase of worldwide population, adding value to agroindustrial solid
wastes produced at a large scale, while reducing the contamination of the
environment, is a challenge for green chemistry. Recently, SiO2 NPs have
been produced from agroindustrial byproducts, such as rice husk [114,115],
sugarcane [115117], and bamboo [115]. For example, Peres et al. obtained
high-purity SiO2 NPs (98.8%) with particle size of 93 nm from rice husk
using an alternative microwave process [114]. Rovani et al. used sugarcane
ash to produce nanosized silica with particle size ,20 nm, .99% purity,
and nondefined form [118].

21.3.1.2 Functionalization
The surface chemistry of SiO2 NPs is governed by the reactivity of their silanol groups (SiOH) [119,120], offering the possibility of introducing a great
variety of functionalities in the material and, consequently, fine-tuning the
nanomaterials properties. The SiO2 NPs surface can be easily modified via
physical adsorption, electrostatic interactions, or covalent bonding through
silane chemistry.
The most relevant strategies to achieve covalent functionalization of SiO2
NPs are through cocondensation and postsynthetic grafting [84,99]. The
cocondensation, also termed direct or one-pot synthesis, involves the simultaneous synthesis and functionalization of SiO2 NPs typically by solgel
chemistry, illustrated in Fig. 21.16A for mesoporous SiO2 NPs. This can be
accomplished by hydrolysis and condensation between a tetraalkoxysilane
[(RO)4Si] and a bifunctional organotrialkoxysilane [(R0 O)3SiR, in which R is
an organic functional group and R0 an alkoxy group] [99]. This route is
straightforward to control the degree of surface functionalization and a
homogeneous distribution of the desired functional groups is usually
obtained even when a high concentration of about 10 mol% silane is used
[120122]. Bein et al. developed a straightforward cocondensation method
to prepare mesoporous SiO2 NPs with different surface properties in an alkaline aqueous medium, by introducing organosilanes with different functional
groups, such as vinyl-, benzyl-, or phenyltriethoxysilanes, or by generating
surface charges through the functionalization with chargeable groups, like
amines and thiols, during the formation of the SiO2 NPs [100,122]. In addition, since it is a simple one-step procedure, it minimizes possible contaminations or mass losses that can occur more easily in complicated, multistep
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FIGURE 21.16 Schematic representation (not drawn to scale) of the functionalization of
ordered mesoporous SiO2 NPs with a bifunctional organotrialkoxysilane (R0 O)3SiR containing
an organic functional R group through: (A) cocondensation and (B) postgrafting. The structuredirecting agent is represented in (A) by the blue micelle on top of the first arrow.

postsynthetic functionalization methods [123]. An eventual drawback of this
methodology is the decrease of the degree of mesoscopic order of the resulting nanomaterial upon the increase of the concentration of (R0 O)3SiR in the
reaction mixture [120,121]. In the case of mesoporous SiO2 NPs produced in
the presence of a structure-directing agent, the increase of the organosilane:
alkoxysilane ratio during the synthesis can lead to a reduction of the pore
diameter, pore volume, and specific surface area [120]. Moreover, the
removal of the surfactant is usually performed by solvent extraction processes (e.g., acid extraction for anionic surfactants) instead of calcination, in
order to preserve the structural integrity of the as-synthesized functional
SiO2 NPs, and prevent particle aggregation [120122]. New alternatives,
such as the use of a reversible temperature-sensitive polymer template (poly
(N-isopropylacrylamide)) that can be removed and recycled only by temperature regulation, have been reported [124].
The postsynthetic functionalization, also referred to as postgrafting,
allows introducing the functional groups after the formation of the silica network; in the case of mesoporous SiO2 NPs, this can be performed either
before or after the removal of the structure-directing agent [120,121].
Organo-functionalization is mostly carried out by silylation, in which the surface free (SiOH) and geminal [ 5 Si(OH)] silanol groups act as
suitable anchoring points for organotrialkoxysilanes (or, less frequently,
organotrichlorosilanes), illustrated in Fig. 21.16B for mesoporous SiO2 NPs
[119]. Through this route, specific parts of the silica surface can be modified
(e.g., external surface, pore surface, and pore entrances), promoting good
functionalization degrees without compromising the mesoscopic order [121].
Nevertheless, the distribution and concentration of the functional groups are
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affected by the reactivity of the (R0 O)3SiR moieties and by their accessibility
to surface silanols, being limited by diffusion and steric factors [120].
A promising strategy consists of combining both cocondensation and grafting
approaches to achieve a selective functionalization, in which more than one
type of functional groups can be introduced. For instance, to restrict the
functionalization to the external surface of mesoporous SiO2 NPs, the modification can be performed prior to the extraction of the structure-directing
agent; after removing the structure-directing agent, the protected silanol
groups in the pore surface can be further functionalized [120].
The silylation of SiO2 NPs with charged functional groups, such as positively charged amine-containing (e.g., 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane [125]
and dimethyloctadecyl(3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl)ammonium chloride) [126],
negative (e.g., 3-(trihydroxysilyl)propyl methylphosphonate) [127], or zwitterion organosilanes (e.g., 3-(dimethyl(3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl)ammonio)
propane-1-sulfonate) [128], by cocondensation or postgrafting can result in
tailored charged surfaces [83].
SiO2 NPs can also be functionalized with positively charged species
through electrostatic interactions due to the presence of negatively charged
silanolate (SiO2) groups that result from silanol groups deprotonation at
pH values above the isoelectric point (pH 23). Moreover, the incorporation
of carboxylic groups onto the SiO2 surface is a very effective route to promote attractive electrostatic interactions with positively charged species
(e.g., cationic metals and hydrophilic drugs) [129,130]. Besides electrostatic
interactions, hydrogen bonding and physical adsorption are important weak
noncovalent interactions to immobilize species into the channels of mesoporous silica materials, such as therapeutic drugs [106].
Multifunctional SiO2 NPs with more complex architectures, such as coreshell, raspberry, and hollow, have been proposed for advanced applications.
In particular, core-shell structures have received great attention for biomedical applications as “nanocarriers” for the transport of therapeutic drugs, antibiotics, and fluorescent dyes to cells. The decoration of the inner and outer
surface of the NPs with specific species, such as tracking markers (e.g., fluorescent dyes, superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs, and quantum dots), spacers
(e.g., polyethylene glycol and biocompatible polymers), gatekeepers (e.g.,
proteins, superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs, and gold NPs), targeting ligands
(e.g., antibodies), and supported lipid bilayers [84,131], can impart important
features for successful drug delivery (Fig. 21.17). Metal NPs (e.g., palladium,
copper, iron, gold), quantum dots, superparamagnetic metal oxide NPs,
among others, have been encapsulated in core-shell silica NPs to confer catalytic, imaging, and biological capabilities [84,132]. Oils, fragrances, and
insect repellents, such as silicone oil, Eucalyptus globulus L., Citrus limon
L., tetradecane, limonene, benzyl salicylate, and citronella oil, as well as fungicides (e.g., prochloraz) have also been encapsulated within silica capsules
[133136]. These functional systems can be incorporated in fabrics, for the
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FIGURE 21.17 Schematic illustration of a multifunctional mesoporous core-shell SiO2 NP
illustrating the versatility of surface modifications and types of coating layers. Reproduced from
Tarn D, Ashley CE, Xue M, Carnes EC, Zink JI, Brinker CJ. Mesoporous silica nanoparticle
nanocarriers: biofunctionality and biocompatibility. Acc Chem Res 2013;46:792801 [131]
with permission from The American Chemical Society (ACS).

production of antimicrobial, insect repellent, and cosmetotextiles. In all
cases, the silica shell protects the encapsulated guest molecules/NPs from
degradation and environmental conditions.
Compared to SiO2 NPs with smooth surfaces, raspberry-like NPs have a
unique hierarchical structure, which results in a surface with high roughness
and low surface energy [137]. This well-defined surface geometry may also
exhibit liquid-repellent properties; therefore, many studies have been devoted
to the fabrication of superhydrophobic surfaces applying raspberry-like SiO2
particles, namely for self-cleaning coatings [137140].
Hollow mesoporous SiO2 NPs have been used in diverse applications,
including catalysis and drug release, due to their highly permeable mesoporous shell and inner cavity that allows the encapsulation of guest molecules
with diverse functionalities [109,141]. The “core-templating method” is frequently used for their synthesis via solgel method or layer-by-layer assembly. Many soft (e.g., micelles, microemulsion droplets, and vesicular
structures) and hard templates (e.g., carbon NPs, polymers such as polystyrene and polymethylmethacrylate, and metal/metal oxide/semiconductor NPs
such as gold, silver, Fe3O4, CdS, ZnS) are used to form the core [109], followed by silica coating using a silica precursor in different concentrations to
obtain a shell with the desired thickness. The template removal is then performed through solvent extraction or calcination at moderate temperatures,
or by acid or base etching, depending on the nature of the core.
More recently, silica NPs have evolved into a third generation of
more complex multilevel structures (hierarchical structures) that include:
(1) hollow mesoporous spheres, (2) core-in-(hollow porous shell) spheres,
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Hollow mesoporous spheres

Spherical silica micro/nanomaterials

Core-in-(hollow porous shell)
spheres

Hollow spheres with multiple
porous shells

Hollow spheres

Solid spheres

(A)

Radially porous spheres
Mesoporous spheres

(B)
Porous spheres with
hierarchical pores

(C)
FIGURE 21.18 Structural evolution of SiO2 NPs: (A) solid SiO2 NPs with one-level structure;
(B) hollow and mesoporous SiO2 NPs with two-level structures; (C) SiO2 NPs with multilevel
(hierarchical) structures, including hollow mesoporous spheres, core-in-(hollow porous shell)
spheres, hollow spheres with multiple porous shells, and hierarchical porous spheres.
Hierarchical porous structures include radially porous spheres and porous spheres with ordered
(e.g., hexagonal order or radial orientation) or nonordered (e.g., worm-like pores) hierarchical
pores. Reproduced from Du X, He J. Spherical silica micro/nanomaterials with hierarchical
structures: synthesis and applications. Nanoscale 2011;3:39844002 [142] with permission
from RSC.

(3) hollow spheres with multiple porous shells, and (4) hierarchically porous
spheres with radial pores or hierarchical pores (Fig. 21.18) [142]. These
complex nanostructures have tremendous interest for a myriad of applications, namely as drug carriers, in functional coatings (superhydrophilicity or
superhydrophobicity, antireflection, antifogging properties, etc.), in photovoltaic cells, etc. [142].

21.3.1.3 Nanosilica-coated textiles: applications
The nanoscale modification of textiles with SiO2 NPs has been reported as a
promising approach to produce textiles with water/oil repellency [143149],
flame retardancy [150], UV protection [151,152], antibacterial [151153],
among other properties. Furthermore, SiO2 NPs containing direct organic
[154,155] or chromic dyes (e.g., fluorescent [156], photochromic
[151,157160], and thermochromic [161]) have been applied on textiles to
improve the dye photostability and washing fastness [6,162].
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New approaches for the design of superamphiphobic textiles that confer
both superhydrophobicity and superoleophobicity protection are focused on
the surface functionalization of SiO2 NPs with nonfluorinated alkylsilanes
or fluorosilanes. Pereira et al. reported the synthesis of superhydrophobic
colloidal mesoporous SiO2 NPs functionalized with tridecafluorooctyltriethoxysilane (4245 nm particle size), and the synthesis and simultaneous
incorporation of those hybrid SiO2 NPs onto cotton textiles through a scalable, efficient, and less time-consuming one-pot cocondensation route [145].
The enhanced surface roughness imparted by the mesoporous SiO2 NPs and
the reduction of the surface free energy induced by the hydro/oleophobic
organosilane were responsible for the enhanced water repellence properties.
In addition, the fabric functionalized with the SiO2 NPs containing the highest loading of fluorocarbon groups was superamphiphobic.
Regarding flame retardancy, Carosio and coworkers developed thin films
of colloidal silica deposited on cotton fibers via layer-by-layer process (LbL)
[163]. Negatively charged SiO2 NPs (8 and 27 nm) were assembled with
either positively charged silica (12 nm) or cationic polyethylenimine (PEI);
each coating was evaluated at 10 and 20 bilayers. The treatment of the cotton
fabric with an aqueous NaOH solution (pH 10) prior to the LbL assembly
increased the negative charge of the substrate and resulted on improved
deposition and flame-retardant behavior. All coated fabrics retained their
weave structure after being exposed to a vertical flame test, while the
uncoated cotton was destroyed. The coated fabrics exhibited a 20% lower
peak heat release rate than the uncoated control (227 vs 285 W/g). Coatings
consisting of 8 nm size SiO2 NPs resulted in better flame retardancy properties relative to those made with larger particles (27 nm).
Hashemikia et al. produced a cotton fabric with antibacterial and antiinflammatory drug delivery properties. Mesoporous SiO2 NPs (SBA-15
type) functionalized with (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane by postgrafting
were used as carrier for the anti-inflammatory drug betamethasone sodium
phosphate [164]. The cotton fabrics were then immersed in a bath containing the drug-loaded SiO2 NPs followed by padding, with a wet pick-up of
100%. Afterward, the SiO2-loaded fabrics were treated with polysiloxane
reactive softener and/or chitosan followed by curing. The chitosan-treated
fabrics exhibited excellent antibacterial properties against Escherichia coli
and Staphylococcus aureus preserving the activity after five washing
cycles.
Gomes patented the production of cellulosic fibers with insect repellency
through the incorporation of functionalized SiO2 NPs by the pad-fix process
[165]. To achieve that goal, an insect repellent compound, ethyl-3-(N-n-butylN-acetyl)aminopropionate, was firstly reacted with an epoxysilane coupling
agent, 3-glycidylpropylmethoxysilane. SiO2 NPs were then synthesized by
cocondensation between TEOS (or sodium silicate) and the as-modified epoxysilane (solgel method). The epoxysilane allowed not only to covalently
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bond the insect repellent compound to the SiO2 NPs, but also to anchor the
nanomaterial to the cellulosic fibers through the epoxy groups.
Active textiles (e.g., light-responsive, thermo-responsive, pH-responsive,
etc.) are an interesting class of smart textiles that can sense or detect a stimulus sent by the environment or by the user’s body (e.g., light, temperature,
pH, etc.) transforming it into a signal (e.g., color change). For instance, Pinto
et al. produced efficient light-responsive cotton fabrics through the incorporation of photochromic SiO2 NPs functionalized with silylated and nonsilylated naphthopyran derivatives (via postgrafting) by screen-printing [157].
The nanocoated fabrics revealed high color contrast (color difference,
ΔE 5 27.057.4); good coloration/decoloration kinetics (coloring in 1 min
under UV/sunlight irradiation, and fading in only 2 min); diversified photogenerated color pallet (yellow, orange, pink, and purple); and low residual
coloration (Fig. 21.19A). In addition, the functional fabrics showed high
photostability, resistance to photodegradation, and washing fastness for up to
five washing cycles. The photochromic nanomaterials were also incorporated

FIGURE 21.19 Photographs of: (A) cotton fabrics (Ct) coated with a screen-printing acrylic
paste (AC) containing photochromic SiO2 NPs functionalized with silylated naphthopyran derivatives (SiO2@S1, SiO2@S2, SiO2@S3, and SiO2@S4) before (uncolored region) and after (colored region) UV (λ 5 365 nm) and sunlight irradiation for 1 min at room temperature; (B) PVDF
fibers doped with SiO2@S1 and SiO2@S2 (PVDF@SiO2@S1 and PVDF@SiO2@S2) prepared
by dry-jet wet spinning (a) before and (b) after UV (λ 5 365 nm) irradiation for 1 min at room
temperature; (C) PP mesh doped with SiO2 NPs functionalized with Keggin-type PMo12
(PP@SiO2@PMo12) fabricated via melt spinning (a) before and (b) after UV (λ 5 254 nm) irradiation during 7 h at room temperature. Adapted from Pinto T V, Costa P, Sousa C M, Sousa C
A D, Pereira C, Silva C J S M et al. Screen-printed photochromic textiles through new inks
based on SiO2@naphthopyran nanoparticles. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces 2016; 8:2893528945
[157] with permission from ACS and from Pinto T V, Cardoso N, Costa P, Sousa C M, Durães
N, Silva C, et al. Light driven PVDF fibers based on photochromic nanosilica@naphthopyran
fabricated by wet spinning. Appl Surf Sci 2019; 470: 951958 [61] and Pinto T V, Fernandes D
M, Guedes A, Cardoso N, Durães N F, Silva C, et al. Photochromic polypropylene fibers based
on UV-responsive silica@phosphomolybdate nanoparticles through melt spinning technology.
Chem Eng J 2018; 350: 856866 [60] with permission from Elsevier.
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within polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) fibers by dry-jet wet spinning
(Fig. 21.19B), revealing fast coloration kinetics and good color contrast
(ΔE 5 7.215.1) [61]. Later on, the same group fabricated photochromic
polypropylene (PP) fibers based on UV-responsive SiO2@phosphomolybdate
NPs through melt spinning technology [60]. The photochromic hybrid nanomaterial was prepared by immobilization of a negatively charged Keggin-type
phosphomolybdate (PMo12O40) onto positively charged amine-functionalized
SiO2 NPs through electrostatic interactions. Afterward, bicomponent coresheath-type fibers were prepared via melt spinning, using PP doped with
5 wt.% of the hybrid silica NPs (SiO2@PMo12O40) as sheath and pristine PP
as the core of the filaments. The resulting doped fibers presented good
mechanical properties, which allowed the knitting of a photoresponsive mesh
(Fig. 21.19C). Although the photochromic performance of the inorganic
Keggin-type phosphomolybdates was not comparable to that of photochromic
organic molecules (naphthopyrans), presenting slower coloration/decoloration
kinetics (coloring in 1 h under UV irradiation and fading during several
days), the SiO2@PMo12O40 NPs exhibited remarkable thermal stability and
robustness to up to TB180  C, without any decomposition or loss of their
photochromic performance.
Ribeiro et al. prepared thermochromic cotton fabrics through the incorporation of thermochromic dye-functionalized SiO2 NPs by exhaustion dyeing
method [161]. The thermochromic SiO2 NPs were prepared by cocondensation of TEOS and dimethyloctadecyl[3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ammonium
chloride with a thermochromic dye added into the reaction medium before
introducing the silica precursors. The dyed cotton changed from pink to
white coloration when heated above room temperature.
Ayazi-Yazdi et al. produced a cotton fabric with multifunctional properties—antibacterial activity against E. coli and S. aureus, hydrophobicity,
photochromism, and UV blocking properties—and good washing fastness,
maintaining its performance after 10 washing cycles [151]. To achieve that
goal, the cotton fabrics were immersed on a SiO2 NPs/spirooxazine ethanolic
solution for 24 h at room temperature followed by curing (110  C for
10 min). Afterward, the fabrics were treated with triethoxyoctylsilane to
impart hydrophobicity; the static water contact angle was 141.2 degrees. The
photochromic fabrics changed their color from colorless to blue upon sunlight irradiation (5 min) with good color contrast (ΔE 5 10.133.4). In
addition, they exhibited strong antibacterial activity, with a bacteria reduction of 99.99%.
Hendrick et al. produced nonwoven cellulose acetate fibers doped with
fluorescent core-shell SiO2 NPs (Cornell dots, C dots) by electrospinning for
anticounterfeiting and pH-sensing applications [156]. Two types of C dots
were used: one consisting of fluorescent dye-containing silica core surrounded by a silica shell, which exhibited fluorescence at λ 5 572 when
excited by an external light source at λ 5 541 nm; and the other type
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containing both a fluorescent core and a pH-sensitive shell, which exhibited
fluorescence at λ 5 572 and λ 5 518 nm when exposed to an external light
source at λ 5 488 nm. Both C dot-containing fibers were white under ambient light, fluorescing at their respective wavelengths. The fluorescence intensity at λ 5 541 nm increased with the increase of the pH. Moreover, the
mechanical properties of the electrospun fibers were not negatively affected
by C dot addition, even though the final loading constituted nearly one-third
of the weight of the fibers.

21.3.2 Functional TiO2 nanoparticles
21.3.2.1 Production processes
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is one of the most important and widely studied
photocatalysts due to its singular and attractive photocatalytic activity (with
highly oxidizing photogenerated holes and highly reducing photogenerated
electrons), chemical stability, nontoxicity, and moderate cost [166,167]. In
recent years, it has gained particular interest for photoelectrocatalysis (e.g.,
dye-sensitized solar cells, water splitting for hydrogen production, and degradation of organic pollutants) [167169]; functional coatings (e.g., selfcleaning, superhydrophilicity, UV blocking and antimicrobial activity)
[170,171]; and energy storage applications (e.g., supercapacitors and Li-ion
batteries) [172,173].
TiO2 can occur in mainly three crystalline polymorphs: rutile (tetragonal,
two coordinated Ti), anatase (tetragonal, four coordinated Ti), and brookite
(orthorhombic, eight coordinated Ti) [169,170,174176]. Under ambient
conditions, the rutile phase is the thermodynamically stable phase of TiO2
Anatase and brookite are thermodynamically metastable, but can be easily
transformed into the rutile phase when treated at high temperatures
[169,174176]. Among the polymorphs, anatase shows the highest photocatalytic activity, producing active species under UV irradiation and triggering
a series of reduction and oxidation reactions [169]. Furthermore, nanostructured TiO2 materials offer improvements for most of the abovementioned
applications due to the large active surface area, namely leading to an
enhancement of catalytic reaction rates, an increase of the electrical double
layer capacity, an increase of the charge/discharge rate of Li-ion batteries,
the tuning of the optical reflectivity and absorbance [177], among other.
Sulfate and chloride processes have been traditionally employed for
large-scale production of TiO2 pigment particles (e.g., anatase and rutile
crystalline phases in the sulfate process, and rutile phase in the chloride process) from titanium mineral concentrates [176]. From an economical and
environmental point of view, the continuous chloride process is more favorable than the batch sulfate process. Many strategies have been developed for
the synthesis of nanostructured TiO2, including hydrothermal solgel
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method, chemical vapor deposition, physical vapor deposition, solvothermal
method electrochemical approaches (e.g., anodization process), water-in-oil
(W/O) and oil-in-water (O/W) microemulsion, and green synthesis (e.g., biosynthesis and phytosynthesis) [169,176]. The crystal phase, particle size, and
shape are strongly affected by the synthesis route and experimental conditions, such as the type of TiO2 precursor (typically titanium(IV) chloride,
titanium(IV) sulfate, or titanium(IV) alkoxides such as titanium(IV) isopropoxide, titanium(IV) isobutoxide, and titanium(IV) ethoxide), surfactant or
peptizing agent, solvent, temperature, and reaction time. Among these synthetic routes, the solgel and hydrothermal method processes are the most
successful ones due to their ability to control the morphology, particle size,
and crystallinity of the final nanomaterials [176]. Several types of TiO2
nanostructures (e.g., nanoparticles, nanowhiskers, nanofibers, nanospindles,
nanocuboids, nanowires, nanotubes, and nanobelts) have been successfully
synthesized by these methods.
For instance, Sugimoto et al. proposed a new solgel procedure for the
preparation of uniform anatase TiO2 NPs with different sizes and shapes
through the phase transformation of a Ti(OH)4 gel matrix (titanium(IV) isopropoxide used as precursor) in the presence of shape controllers [178180].
In this system, ammonia and two amines (triethanolamine and diethylenetriamine) were used as shape controllers, yielding ellipsoidal particles due to
their specific adsorption onto the crystal planes parallel to the c-axis of the
tetragonal system. On the other hand, the addition of sodium oleate and stearate as shape controllers produced cuboidal particles with sharp-edged cubes.
Similar shape control was achieved with primary amines, such as ethylenediamine, trimethylenediamine, and triethylenetetramine. However, secondary
and tertiary amines acted as complexing agents to promote the growth of
ellipsoidal particles with lower aspect ratio, rather than as shape controllers.
Moreover, if no ammonia was added to the reaction medium, the mean size
and aspect ratio of the anatase particles were drastically reduced to the nanosize range (5 2 30 nm and B3.2 nm, respectively). Finally, the introduction
of an inert electrolyte, such as NaClO4, retarded or, in some cases, inhibited
the nucleation of anatase.
Kotsokechagia et al. reported a two-step nonaqueous solgel strategy
involving (1) the prealkoxylation of titanium(IV) chloride in ethanol, followed by (2) its nonhydrolytic decomposition and formation of anatase TiO2
NPs in benzyl alcohol [181]. This approach combined the benefits of nonaqueous synthetic processes (good control over crystallinity and size) with
those of surface functionalization in water medium, allowing the incorporation of a wider variety of functional groups onto the NPs. Based on this
route, Frantz et al. recently obtained anatase nanocrystals with 4 nm diameter, which were readily dispersible in various polar solvents, allowing the
easy preparation of colloidal dispersions in water, isopropyl alcohol,
dimethyl sulfoxide, and ethanol [177].
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Concerning the fabrication of nanocrystalline TiO2 through the hydrothermal method, in 1988, Oguri et al. reported the preparation of spherical
polycrystalline anatase particles by hydrothermally processing amorphous
hydrous TiO2 synthesized by controlled hydrolysis and polymerization of
titanium(IV) ethoxide in ethanol [182]. Later on, this method was extended
to the fabrication of erbium-doped TiO2 NPs (B30 nm) [183]. To achieve
that goal, the authors synthesized anatase NPs through a solgel process,
using titanium(IV) isopropoxide as precursor, followed by peptization with
tetramethylammonium hydroxide, dropwise addition of erbium(III) nitrate
pentahydrate, and finally hydrothermal method treatment. The morphology
of the TiO2 NPs changed from rod-like to triangular as the amount of Er
increased from 1 to 3 mol%.
Cheng et al. developed a hydrothermal method to prepare uniform nanosized
rutile and anatase particles from aqueous titanium(IV) chloride at different pH
values [184]. The acidic conditions favored rutile NP formation, while the basic
conditions led to pure anatase phase. Furthermore, higher temperatures benefited
more highly dispersed products and mineralizers, such as tin(IV) chloride, while
sodium chloride tended to reduce the average grain size, and ammonium chloride led to particle agglomeration. Dinh et al. obtained nanostructured TiO2 with
different shapes (e.g., rhombic, truncated rhombic, spherical, truncated and elongated rhombic, dog-bone, and bar) through that route (Fig. 21.20) [185]. In their
approach, titanium(IV) butoxide was chosen as titanium source due to its low
hydrolysis rate. In particular, the presence of an alkyl group slowed down the
diffusion and polymerization processes, leading to the formation of TiO2 nanocrystals with controlled morphology. Moreover, the presence of an appropriate
amount of water vapor combined with two distinct capping surfactants (oleic
acid and oleylamine) played an important role in the control of the size and
morphology of TiO2 nanostructures.
Coprecipitation, also known as the wet chemical solution method, is a
common approach to produce TiO2 micro- and nanostructures, such as
nanorods and NPs [166]. It consists of the precipitation of titanium hydroxide by the addition of an alkaline solution (e.g., NaOH, NH4OH, NH3, or
urea) to a titanium precursor, such as titanium(III) chloride, or titanium(IV)
chloride, followed by thermal treatment to crystallize the oxide [186].
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD)
processes involve the deposition of atoms or molecules by the reduction or
decomposition of a chemical vapor species (precursor gas) onto the substrate
surface. In the CVD process, the deposited material chemically reacts with
the substrate, while in PVD processes, the deposited molecules and substrate
are still distinct [187]. The groups of Wu and Chen synthesized well-aligned
rutile and anatase TiO2 nanostructures (nanorods and nanocrystals) through
metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on fused silica or sapphire substrates using titanium(IV) acetylacetonate and titanium(IV) isopropoxide as TiO2 precursor, respectively [188,189].

FIGURE 21.20 TEM images of nanostructured TiO2 with: (A) rhombic shape, (B) truncated rhombic shape, and (C) spherical shape. The insets show the corresponding high-magnification images. Adapted from Dinh C-T, Nguyen T-D, Kleitz F, Do T-O. Shape-controlled synthesis of highly crystalline titania nanocrystals. ACS Nano 2009;3:373743 [185] with permission from ACS.
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21.3.2.2 Functionalization/doping
Extensive research on the surface modification of TiO2 nanostructures either
by organic/inorganic surface coating or by adding dopants has been carried
out. Surface functionalization with organic species has been preferred since
it can impart a diversity of functional groups to the TiO2 surface, such as
hydroxyl, aldehyde, and carboxylic groups [166]. (Bio)sensors [190] and
drug release systems [191] based on TiO2 nanostructures have been recently
designed through surface functionalization and immobilization of specific
biomolecules [192]. As example, alkoxysilanes, such as (3-aminopropyl)
triethoxysilane, have been used as linkers because they can be selectively
photodegraded to prompt the controlled release of proteins, enzymes,
and bioactive molecules [192]. Moreover, TiO2 NPs surface has been modified with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane, phenyltrimethoxysilane, and (3isocyanatopropyl)trimethoxysilane in order to improve the affinity of TiO2 to
fabrics [193,194].
The addition of dopants, such as nonmetals (e.g., C, N, S, I)
[167,195198], noble metals (e.g., Pt, Ag, Au, Pd) [167,198,199], transition
metal cations (e.g., Cu, Fe, Co, Ni) [167,198,200,201], or rare-earth elements
(e.g., La, Ce, Er, Pr, Gd, Nd, Sm) [183,202], into the TiO2 lattice has been
carried out, especially for sustainable energy generation, environmental pollution treatment and, more recently, functional textiles. The inclusion of a
dopant modifies the electronic structure of TiO2, lowering its band gap either
by increasing the valence band energy and/or by decreasing the conduction
band energy, thus extending its optical absorption into the visible region.
Furthermore, the combination of TiO2 with carbon (nano)materials (e.g.,
activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, graphene) [197,203205] is
being increasingly investigated as a means to increase the photocatalytic
activity. Many methods have been developed to produce doped or functionalized TiO2 NPs, including solgel [198,203,206,207], hydrothermal method
[195,198,203,207], deposition processes (including physical vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposition, and electrophoretic deposition) [198,203],
anodization [198], ball milling [200,203], and chemical reduction [201].
Fig. 21.21 summarizes the different synthetic routes used for the preparation
of N-doped TiO2 [208].
21.3.2.3 Nano-TiO2-coated textiles: applications
During the past years, many efforts have been made to incorporate TiO2 NPs
onto textile fabrics in order to impart multifunctional properties such as selfcleaning [209211], superhydrophilicity [212], antibacterial and antifungal
activity [209,210], UV protection [210], and flame retardancy [213].
For instance, Yu et al. fabricated a photocatalyzed self-cleaning cotton
fabric based on the incorporation of commercial anatase TiO2 NPs
(5 2 10 nm) [214]. The authors developed a new strategy to covalently
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immobilize TiO2 NPs onto the cotton fabric surface using a vinyl monomer
(maleic anhydride) to form a graft chain network. First, TiO2 NPs were functionalized by an esterification reaction with maleic anhydride; second, the
functionalized TiO2 NPs and 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate were cografted onto
cotton fabric under γ-ray irradiation. The functionalized cotton fabrics
showed photocatalyzed self-cleaning activity under UV irradiation (355 nm,
0.2 mW/cm2) after 48 h (λ 5 355 nm), and the covalent bonds between the
TiO2 NPs and the cotton fabrics bridged by the poly(2-hydroxyethyl acrylate) graft chains were strong enough to endure 30 accelerated laundering
cycles (which was equivalent to 150 commercial or domestic launderings).
Emami et al. reported the fabrication of nylon-6 fabric with self-cleaning
and antibacterial properties through corona discharge pretreatment and coating with commercial TiO2 P25 NPs (B21 nm) by the pad-dry-cure method
[215]. The self-cleaning property was evaluated by discoloration of methylene blue dye, ketchup, tea, and coffee stains from the corona/TiO2 treated
fabric. The methylene blue stain was almost completely removed from the
treated nylon after 24 h under UV (Fig. 21.22; ΔE 5 32.87 vs 15.3 for the
untreated fabric) and daylight irradiation. Also, effective discolorations were
observed for tea and coffee stains from the treated fabric after 24 h under
daylight. Antibacterial activity against Bacillus subtilis and E. coli bacteria
were observed for the corona/TiO2 treated fabric. In addition, the corona pretreatment allowed preserving the TiO2 NPs leaching from the surface of the
nylon fabric after five washing cycles.
Karimi et al. reported the preparation of cotton fabrics with multifunctional properties—self-cleaning, electrical conductivity, UV blocking, and
antimicrobial activity—through the incorporation of graphene oxide/TiO2
nanocomposites by dip-drying technique [210]. Graphene oxide/TiO2 P25
nanocomposites were prepared by mixing and sonication (60 min at 50  C)
in water. Different amounts of graphene oxide (0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.2, and
0.4 wt.%) and TiO2 (0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt.%) were tested. Cotton fabrics were
immersed into the resulting suspensions, heated for 1 h at 80  C, and then
dried at 100  C during 15 min. The graphene oxide/TiO2 nanocompositecoated cotton fabrics showed photocatalytic self-cleaning activity under sunlight irradiation after four consecutive days; the increase of the concentration
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FIGURE 21.22 Discoloration of methylene blue stains on nylon-6 fabrics before and after
treatment with TiO2, corona, and corona 1 TiO2 under UV irradiation (from 0 to 24 h).
Reproduced from Emami F, Shekarriz S, Shariatinia Z, Moridi Mahdieh Z. Self-cleaning properties of nylon 6 fabrics treated with corona and TiO2 nanoparticles under both ultraviolet and
daylight irradiations. Fibers Polym 2018;19:101423 [215] with permission from Springer
Nature.

of graphene oxide/TiO2 improved the degradation of methylene blue. In particular, the photoactivity efficiency of the treated cotton fabric containing
0.4 wt.% of graphene oxide and 1 wt.% of TiO2 was 89.87%. Additionally,
the electrical resistance of the coated fabrics significantly decreased with the
irradiation time: for instance, the electrical resistance of the treated cotton
fabric containing 0.4 wt.% of graphene oxide and 1 wt.% of TiO2 decreased
from 2 G Ω/square to 303 kΩ/square after 3 days of sunlight irradiation. The
finished cotton fabrics demonstrated strong antimicrobial activity of 99%
against S. aureus and E. coli, and UV blocking activity after being incubated
for 24 h at 37  C.
Kowalczyk et al. reported the preparation of a multifunctional thincoating textile finishing with antibacterial and antifungal activity, selfcleaning, and UV protection using hybrid Al2O3/SiO2 sol modified with
commercial Ag/Cu NPs (97.5%/2.5%, B100 nm) and TiO2 P25 NPs
(B21 nm) [216]. The hybrid Al2O3/SiO2 sol was prepared by mixing two
separately synthesized sols, Al2O3 and SiO2. Ag/Cu (0.2%) and TiO2 (1%)
NPs were separately dispersed in a small quantity of the Al2O3/SiO2 hybrid
sol during 1 h and then mixed together for another hour. The resulting material was deposited on polyester/cotton woven fabrics through the padding
method. The modified fabrics revealed good bioactive properties against
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E. coli and S. aureus bacteria (83%92% reduction) and Candida albicans
and Aspergillus niger fungi (87%93% reduction), as well as photocatalytic
self-cleaning capabilities (ΔE B11.6 after being exposed to UV light for
112 vs B4.0 h for the unmodified fabric) and high UV protection (ultraviolet
protection factor, UPF . 50, while the unmodified fabric presented a UPF
, 40). Furthermore, the modified woven fabrics exhibited high resistance to
abrasion due to the presence of Ag/Cu and TiO2 P25, despite the increased
roughness conferred by the coating, and consequent increase of the abrasion
coefficient.

21.3.3 Noble metal nanoparticles
21.3.3.1 Production processes
Noble metal NPs, such as Au and Ag, are attracting huge interest on the scientific and industrial communities due to their electrical, chemical and optical properties. Several methods can be used for their preparation, such as
chemical reduction, hydrothermal method, pyrolysis, polyol, solgel, or
even biological processes (Fig. 21.23) [217,218]. Several of these fabrication
methods are similar or slightly modified from those used to prepare other
types of nanomaterials, such as nanosilica, nano-TiO2, metal oxides, among
others.
Chemical reduction is one of the most used methods for the synthesis of
noble metal NPs due to its simplicity and high product yield. This method
consists of solubilizing a metal salt (e.g., hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III)
FIGURE 21.23 Typical bottomup methods for the fabrication of
noble metal NPs.
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FIGURE 21.24 Illustration of the chemical reduction process for the synthesis of metal NPs.
Reproduced from Polte J. Fundamental growth principles of colloidal metal nanoparticles—a
new perspective. CrystEngComm 2015;17:680930 [219] with permission from RSC.

(HAuCl4), silver(I) nitrate (AgNO3), molybdenum(III) chloride (MoCl3)) on
a proper solvent (such as, water and ethylene glycol) and then adding a small
quantity of a relatively strong reducing agent (such as, sodium borohydride
(NaBH4), hydrazine (N2H4), sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7), and NaOH). The
goal of the reducing agent is to reduce the metal cations to the corresponding
metals, initiating homogeneous nucleation of seeds in the reaction medium,
followed by their growth (Fig. 21.24) [220].
Several types of metal NPs have been prepared by this method, namely
gold NPs, which have been extensively produced since at least 1857, when
the first documented solution-phase synthesis of colloidal gold by reducing
gold(III) (HAuCl4) with phosphorous in an aqueous medium was published
[221]. Along the years, several improvements have been performed to this
method. One of the major breakthroughs was reported by Brust in 1994, also
called the BrustSchiffrin method [222]. The novelty was related with the
addition of thiol ligands during the synthesis process, which strongly bound
to gold. The first step consisted of the transference of gold salt from an aqueous phase to an organic solvent (e.g., toluene) mediated by a phase transfer
agent (e.g., tetraoctylammonium bromide) followed by the addition of an
organic thiol solution. At the end, a strong reducing agent was added (e.g.,
sodium borohydride), producing Au NPs capped with a thiolate shell. The
major advantages of this method are the ease of synthesis, thermal stability
of the produced NPs, reduced degree of NP dispersion, and control of size.
Similarly to gold, a one-step chemical reduction process is widely used to
produce Ag NPs. The simplest method to obtain silver NPs is through reduction of silver(I) nitrate (AgNO3) in ethanol in the presence of a surfactant
[223]. This process can be extended to the synthesis of other metals, such as
Pt [224], Cu [225], Ni [226], etc.
The hydrothermal method process is also simple and has been widely
used for the synthesis of different types of metal NPs [227,228]. For example, Zou et al. produced silver NPs of B10 nm diameter using AgNO3 and
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [229]. NH3 was added into an aqueous AgNO3
solution, dropwise, until a clear colorless solution was obtained, and then the
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resulting solution was mixed with an aqueous solution of PVP. The mixture
was then introduced into a Teflon autoclave for 36 h at different temperatures ranging from 100  C to 240  C. It can also be highlighted the work
reported by Yin et al. that synthesized B3 nm thickness triangular-shaped
Ru nanoplates using RuCl3  H2O and HCHO (40 wt.%) at 160  C for 4 h
[230]. The authors were able to tailor the particle size by changing the Ru
salt or the solvent concentration. The versatility of this method for the synthesis of other types of NPs was demonstrated by changing the Ru precursor
to AgNO3, leading to triangular-shaped Ag nanoplates with sharp and curved
corners in the presence of PVP at 160  C for 6 h [231].
In the pyrolysis process the metal precursor is solubilized and heated
under specific conditions to evaporate the solvent and form the metallic NPs.
Several examples of metal and metal alloy NPs were produce through this
method, such as Au [232], Ag, FePt [233], etc. One of the most commonly
used methods is spray pyrolysis in which the precursor solution undergoes
aerosol process that atomizes the solution and heats the droplets to produce
solid particles [234]. The shape and the size of the prepared NPs can be tailored by adjusting the composition of the precursor solution and the furnace
heat. Lee et al. synthesized dispersed Ag NPs with sizes of 6 and 8.59 nm
(depending on the synthesis temperature) using PVP matrix and AgNO3
without adding any reducing agent [235]. One of main advantages of this
method is that it allows obtaining dense, shell-structured and hollow NPs.
Polyol synthesis is a well-known and commonly used method to synthesize
a wide range of metallic nanostructures with different sizes and shapes. It is
based on the use of liquid polyols with high boiling temperature (allowing a
broad temperature range from room temperature to the boiling temperature
characteristic of the solvent). In this case, propylene glycol, 1,2-propylene
glycol, or 1,5-pentanediol are commonly used reducing agents, which reduce
metal ions present in the solution. Temperature and metal precursor concentration are very important parameters to control the final reaction product
properties [236]. Fiévet and coauthors were the first to use the term “polyol
process” or “polyol synthesis.” Ag NPs were one of the first nanomaterials
produced by this method. Besides Au and Ag, several metal NPs were
produced such as Co, Ni, Cu, and Pt, and then extended to further metals,
intermetallics, and alloys (Re, Rh, Au, Ru, Sn, CoxCu12x, Co20Ni80, FeNi, or
FeCoNi) [237,238].
The solgel method is another approach that provides an alternative and
usual way for the synthesis of nanomaterials. This process engages a colloidal suspension, called sol, and gelation of the sol to form a network in a continuous liquid phase, called gel. Three reactions occur and describe the
solgel process: (1) hydrolysis reaction, (2) alcohol condensation process,
and (3) water condensation process. Several metallic NPs have been precipitated in solgel-derived matrices. For instance, solgel doped silica films
were prepared by dipping, starting from an acid-catalyzed solution of TEOS
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FIGURE 21.25 Biological approach to the synthesis of metal NPs. Reproduced from Singh P,
Kim Y-J, Zhang D, Yang D-C. Biological synthesis of nanoparticles from plants and microorganisms. Trends Biotechnol 2016;34:58899 [244] with permission from Elsevier.

doped with Au, Ag, Pt, and Pd colloids [239]. For instance, Renteria et al.
synthetized Ag NPs through this method by introducing AgNO3 in the
solgel precursor solution. Then, the silver cations were thermally reduced
in air at 800  C. At the end, the diameter of the silver particles was found to
be about 10 nm [239].
Finally, living microorganisms, such as bacteria, fungi, and plants, have
great potential for the synthesis of metal NPs (Au, Ag, CdS Zr, Ti, etc.)
[240243]. This process is environmentally friendly since it uses microorganisms, with the advantage of providing control over particle size and size
distribution (Fig. 21.25).

21.3.3.2 Metal nanoparticle-coated textiles: applications
Noble metal NPs have been immobilized on textile substrates as colorants
for high fashion textiles and with protection purposes. In particular, gold and
silver NPs exhibit remarkable optical properties (from the localized surface
plasmon resonance (SPR)), resulting in a diversified palette of colors
depending on their size and shape [245247]. Moreover, they exhibit significant chemical stability, namely to UV light exposure and when in contact
with the skin. In this context, they can be used as dyeing agents for textile
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coloration, replacing conventional dyes and improving the washing fastness
and color resistance under UV and sunlight irradiation. Nevertheless, the
color stability under UV light is only preserved if there is no variation on
particle size because of particle agglomeration. Besides the aesthetic properties, they can endow new functionalities to textiles, namely antimicrobial,
UV protection, electrical conductivity, and electromagnetic shielding
[4,8,245].
The functionalization of textile substrates with gold and silver NPs
(among other metals) can be performed by four different strategies: (1)
impregnation of textile fabrics in a colloidal dispersion of the metal NPs; (2)
in situ synthesis of the metal NPs in the presence of the textile fabric; (3)
incorporation of metal NPs in polymer matrixes followed by fiber spinning;
and (4) textile printing with noble metal inks [247].
Concerning strategy (1), Tang and coauthors fabricated anisotropic silver
NPs with different morphologies and, consequently, with tunable colors
(blue, red, and yellow) by mixing an aqueous solution of AgNO3, trisodium
citrate, PVP, and hydrogen peroxide, at room temperature, and adding
NaBH4 as reducing agent [248]. Moreover, by mixing silver NPs with blue,
red, and yellow colors in different ratios, the color palette could be significantly widen (Fig. 21.26). Silk fibers were then successfully coated with the
resulting Ag NPs due to Ag strong adsorption ability, presenting a broad
color palette (Fig. 21.26) and significant antibacterial properties against
E. coli. The coloration process presented advantages over the traditional silk

FIGURE 21.26 Left: Photograph of colloidal dispersions of silver NPs with different particle
size and corresponding UV-Vis spectra; Right: Photograph of silk fibers colored by the corresponding silver NP dispersions. Reproduced from Tang B, Li J, Hou X, Afrin T, Sun L, Wang X.
Colorful and antibacterial silk fiber from anisotropic silver nanoparticles. Ind Eng Chem Res
2013;52:455663 [248] with permission from ACS.
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dyeing method since it was performed at room temperature and required a
shorter time (,10 min), thus reducing energy consumption. The authors suggested that the coloration of the fibers was due to electrostatic interactions
between the positively charged fibers surface and the negatively charged silver NPs at pH 4. Finally, upon the coating of the resulting silver-treated silk
fibers with polydimethylsiloxane, the color fastness upon washing could be
improved.
Gold NPs have also been used as functional building blocks to impart
multifunctionality to textile fabrics. For instance, Zheng et al. fabricated gold
nanorods with different length-to-diameter aspect ratios, and consequently,
with different colors through the seed-mediated growth method followed by
anisotropic oxidation [249]. Colloidal dispersions were prepared by dispersing the resulting gold NPs in an aqueous CTAB solution. Cotton and silk
fabrics were then efficiently dyed with the resulting nanogold colloidal dispersions, most probably by electrostatic interactions between the negatively
charged fabric surfaces (at pH B 8) and the positively charged gold nanorods, exhibiting a wide variety of colors, ranging from brownish red through
green to purplish red, due to the distinct longitudinal plasmon wavelength of
the deposited Au nanorods. The coated cotton and silk fabrics also presented
UV blocking in both UVA and UVB regions, with UPF values of 41.3 and
32.1, respectively, vs 6.3 and 8.6 for the uncoated counterparts. Additionally,
they presented antibacterial properties against S. aureus and E. coli. Finally,
washing fastness to laundering tests and color fastness to dry cleaning tests
were performed, revealing that the gold-coated cotton fabrics were commercially acceptable, while the silk-based ones were not.
In the case of strategy (2), typically the main procedure consists on adapting the chemical reaction method (see Section 21.3.3.1). For instance, gold
NPs have been in situ synthesized and simultaneously incorporated on silk
fabrics by immersion of silk substrates onto aqueous HAuCl4 solutions with
different concentrations at room temperature during 30 min, to promote the
adsorption of chloroaurate ions, followed by heating to 85  C for 60 min,
silk fabric removal, rinsing with deionized water, and finally drying at room
temperature [250]. Remarkably, no reducing agent was required, just heating.
The authors proposed that the reduction of gold(III) to gold(0) was probably
induced by tyrosine groups on silk fibers upon heating. The silk samples
with low gold content were coated with gold nanospheres and presented a
red color, while those with higher loading contained gold nanoplates and
exhibited a brown coloration. The resulting samples presented excellent
UVA and UVB protection with UPF values 4 3 7 3 higher than that of the
parent silk, high antibacterial activity against E. coli, and improved thermal
conductivity. Moreover, they presented good color fastness to washing (after
the first washing cycle and upon seven washing cycles) and light irradiation.
Later on, the same authors extended the strategy to the coloration of bamboo
pulp fabrics with both gold and silver NPs (heating at 80  C for 60 min)
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[251]. In the case of silver coating, an alkaline agent was required during the
in situ process (NaOH; pH 10). More recently, a knitted cotton fabric was
dyed with gold NPs (heating at 85  C during 90 min, acidic conditions)
[252]. In all cases, the incorporation of the noble metal NPs endowed the
fabrics with multifunctional properties, namely excellent UV protection and
antimicrobial properties. Moreover, in the case of the cotton fabric functionalized with gold NPs, it also acted as surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) substrate for dyes analysis on the fabric, thus enhancing the Raman
signals of the dyes, and presented catalytic activity in the reduction of 4nitrophenol using NaBH4 as reducing agent.
Wool fibers have also been coated with noble metal NPs to impart coloration and multifunctionality. For instance, the group of Johnston proposed a
robust in situ strategy to color merino wool fibers with gold and silver NPs of
different sizes and, consequently, different colors [253,254]. In the case of
gold NPs coating, it occurred through adsorption of Au(III) cations onto the
wool fiber surface, followed by their reduction to Au(0) and binding to the sulfur groups from cysteine amino acids of keratin proteins from wool, preventing their leaching upon washing and rubbing [253]. The incorporation of gold
endowed the fabric with stability to UV light, in contrast to organic colorants.
In the case of silver NPs, their in situ synthesis in the presence of wool was
achieved through reduction of Ag(I) cations to Ag(0) by trisodium citrate, followed by the chemical binding of the resulting NPs to the amino acids (nitrogen- and sulfur-containing groups) of the keratin proteins on the wool surface
via the trisodium citrate which acted as linking agent [254]. The resulting multifunctional fibers presented antimicrobial activity against S. aureus microbes
and antistatic properties (electrical conductivity: 3.2 3 10254.0 3 1025 vs
,10210 S/cm), and durability to washing (24 h) and rubbing.
Noble metal nanoclusters have also been incorporated on textile substrates
to impart luminescent properties [255,256]. Zhang and coauthors reported an
environmentally friendly and cost-effective in situ strategy to coat natural silk
fiber and fabric with luminescent gold nanoclusters composed of tens to hundreds of Au atoms, at 80  C, using HAuCl4 as gold precursor, in the presence
of both silk and NaOH [256]. The proteins at the surface of the silk acted
both as reducing agent and stabilizer of the as-synthesized luminescent gold
nanoclusters. The resulting coated samples presented good optical properties,
namely a relatively long wavelength fluorescence (red), high quantum yield
(8%), long fluorescence lifetime (322 vs 0.3 ns for silk), high photostability,
and comparable in vitro biosafety to that of the parent silk (incubation tests
with A549 cancer cells and contact with animal skinabdomen of nude
mice). Additionally, they presented improved mechanical properties and UV
light protection in comparison with the pristine silk (UVA light transmission:
50.0% vs 66.4%; UVB light transmission: 7.7% vs 18.8%).
Another potential application of metallic NPs is in electromagnetic
shielding, namely for blocking a wide range of frequencies, from a few kHz
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FIGURE 21.27 Electromagnetic
shielding mechanism.

for beacon to up to 110 GHz (W band) for satellite communications, astronomy, defense, and security applications. The fundamentals of electromagnetic shielding are based on the effect that occurs when an electromagnetic
wave strikes a material. The material will offer a barrier toward the propagation of the electromagnetic wave, which will lead to reflection, absorption,
and multiple internal reflections (Fig. 21.27). Consequently, this mechanism
will depend on the wave nature and characteristics of the material [257]. The
reflection generally occurs at the interfaces, arising from the difference on
the impedance between air and the interacting material. This component is
the main mechanism that takes place in highly conducting materials (e.g.,
metals, carbon materials) due to high charge carrier concentration. Another
effect is absorption, that involves interaction between the electric/magnetic
dipoles of the material and the incident electromagnetic radiation. Materials
with high permittivity or high permeability are the most appropriate [258]. In
this way, the design of tailored nanomaterials with improved properties can
promote better control of the efficiency of electromagnetic shielding.
On metallic NPs, scarce studies have been performed to test this property.
It can be highlighted the use of composite nanofibers of Au NPs on a
charged polymer skeleton made of poly(pyridobisimidazole)-grafted-poly
(dimethyl diallyl ammonium chloride) (PIPD-g-PDDA), by Li et al., which
led to a shielding effectiveness of over 264.9 dB in the frequency range of
250 MHz1.5 GHz for a thickness of 20 μm [259]. A promising result was
achieved by Kardarian et al. that proposed a process based on the in situ synthesis of silver NPs at the textile fiber surface, followed by their sintering, to
obtain highly conductive fabrics. A sheet resistance of 5.2 Ω/sq and a shielding effectiveness of 19.2 dB were achieved (tests performed in the frequency
range of 100 kHz to 6 GHz) [260].

21.3.4 Transition metal oxide nanoparticles
21.3.4.1 Production processes
In recent decades, interest in transition metal oxide NPs has been increasing
due to their remarkable physicochemical properties and great variety of
morphologies and crystalline structures. They are important building blocks
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for the development of advanced technologies for chemical and biosensing,
biolabeling, photonics, environmental remediation, targeted drug delivery,
theragnostics, information technologies, fuel cells, electromagnetic shielding,
ecofriendly catalysis, among others [218,261263].
The unusual properties of transition metal oxides are clearly due to the
unique nature of their outer d-electrons. For instance, they can present ferroelastic properties (e.g., Gd(MoO4)3), highly isolating behavior (e.g.,
BaTiO3), antiferromagnetism (e.g., LaCrO3), ferroelectric properties (e.g.,
BaTiO3 and KNbO3), and photocatalytic properties (e.g., Cu2O) [263265].
Transition metal oxides can be classified as binary, AxOy, and ternary,
AxByOz, whether they are composed of two or three distinct chemical elements, respectively, where A and B are different transition metal cations.
Binary systems, such as MnO2 and Fe2O3, are attractive candidates for different applications, including catalysis, sustainable hydrogen production,
energy storage, electronic, and magnetic devices [266,267]. On the other
hand, ternary metal oxide nanostructures, such as BaTiO3 and MnCo2O4,
present tunable chemical, structural, electronic, and optical properties due to
the presence of different transition metal cations within the same structure,
promoting a broader range of technological applications, namely in transistors and transducers, computing devices, energy storage, and infrared sensors
[268,269].
Among the different classes of transition metal oxides, transition metal
ferrite (MFe2O4) NPs represent one of the most studied systems due to their
natural abundance, biocompatibility (e.g., Fe3O4, as well as ZnFe2O4 and
NiFe2O4 at low concentrations), high chemical stability, high surface-tovolume ratio, and magnetic properties, combined with facile synthesis processes that enable industrial scalability [270272].
The family of metal ferrites can be classified according to the type of
structure in spinel- (e.g., MFe2O4), hexagonal- (e.g., MFe12O19) and garnettype (e.g., M3Fe5O12) [267].
Spinel-type nanoferrites, such as magnetite (Fe3O4), maghemite
(γ-Fe2O3), hematite (α-Fe2O3), manganese(II) ferrite (MnFe2O4), nickel(II)
ferrite (NiFe2O4), copper(II) ferrite (CuFe2O4), and zinc(II) ferrite
(ZnFe2O4), present a vast importance arising from their versatile chemical
composition and magnetic properties [267]. In particular, they can be easily
separated from the reaction medium by magnetic separation and recycled/
reused, being the perfect match between time (with fast separation processes)
and environmental friendliness (with reduced waste disposal and energy consumption) [273,274]. The spinel structure is constituted by a compact cubic
arrangement of oxygen atoms, with M(II) and Fe(III) cations occupying different crystallographic positions and presenting tetrahedral and octahedral
coordination with oxygen atoms. Depending on the occupation of M(II) and
Fe(III) cations between the octahedral and tetrahedral positions, spinel materials can be classified as normal spinel (e.g., ZnFe2O4 in the bulk state),
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FIGURE 21.28 Different methods for the synthesis of transition metal ferrite NPs.

inverted spinel (e.g., NiFe2O4) and partially inverse spinel (e.g., CuFe2O4)
[275277].
Transition metal ferrite NPs can be produced by several methods that can
be divided into three important groups (Fig. 21.28): (1) solid-phase methods—high-temperature solid-phase, flux growth, solid-phase combustion, and
pulsed laser deposition/ablation; (2) solution-phase methods—such as coprecipitation, thermal decomposition, solgel, hydrothermal/solvothermal
method, microemulsion, microwave, electrochemical, and polyol; and (3)
vapor-phase methods—chemical vapor deposition, spray pyrolysis, magnetron sputtering, and plasma method [275,278,279]. Solid-state methods present great potentialities for large-scale industrial applications. However, they
require high-temperature annealing and typically lead to significant particle
aggregation arising from uncontrolled nucleation and growth processes.
Liquid-phase processes revolutionized the nanotechnology world since
they allow producing engineered nanomaterials with custom-made properties
and controlled and uniform particle size [280]. Among the different
wet-chemical methods, the most common are coprecipitation, solgel,
microwave-assisted method, reverse microemulsion, solvothermal method,
and polyol method.
The coprecipitation method consists of mixing aqueous solutions of M(II)
and Fe(III) salts in the presence of an alkaline agent, which leads to the formation of a precipitate (Fig. 21.29) [281]. It was first proposed by Massart in
1981 [282] and, since then, it has evolved by changing the type/concentration of metal salts, pH, temperature, and the type/concentration of base
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FIGURE 21.29 Schematic representation of the different methods to synthetize MFe2O4 NPs.

[270]. The nature of the salts includes perchlorates, chlorides, sulfates, and
nitrates. Several types of alkaline agents have been used, namely NH3,
NaOH and, more recently, alkanolamines [281]. Coprecipitation is an
environmentally friendly and fast process based on the use of cost-effective
reagents, aqueous solvents, and gentle reaction conditions. Moreover, it leads
to high yields of nanomaterials, boosting technological transfer to industrial
applications. Nevertheless, it presents some disadvantages, such as the difficult control of the particle size and shape, crystallinity, and magnetic properties [270]. These issues have been tackled by several research groups. For
instance, Pereira et al. prepared superparamagnetic MFe2O4 (M(II) 5 Mn, Fe,
Co) NPs with reduced particle size and improved saturation magnetization
by changing the coprecipitation agent from NaOH to monoisopropanolamine
and diisopropanolamine [281].
In the solgel method a metal alkoxide solution undergoes hydrolysis
and condensation, leading to a nanosol, which then undergoes further condensation and polymerization into a gel (Fig. 21.29). Afterward, a thermal
treatment is required in order for the metal oxide to acquire a crystalline
structure [283]. The advantages of this method include a good control of the
particle size, size distribution, microstructure, and chemical composition.
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Moreover, it allows obtaining nanomaterials with different structures depending
on the experimental conditions. The main limitations are the purity of the final
product and the necessity of thermal treatment to obtain high crystallinity
[284]. Several parameters influence the kinetics of the hydrolysis and condensation reactions, and consequently, the structure and properties of the final gel,
such as the solvent type (normally water or ethylene glycol), temperature (for
monophasic transition metal ferrites: up to 1000  C; for solid-state synthesis:
1400  C1800  C), nature and/or concentration of the salt precursors, pH, and
stirring rate [270,284,285]. For instance, maghemite NPs embedded in an inert
temperature-resistant silica matrix were prepared by direct heating of the gels
at 400  C [286]. The particle size could be tuned by changing the heating temperature and the iron salt concentration.
In microwave-assisted synthesis, the microwave radiation is absorbed by
solvents with high dielectric constants (such as water) producing uniform
heat in the reaction mixture, which induces a uniform nucleation (Fig. 21.29)
[261]. Metal salts such as Fe(NO3)3 and Ba(NO3)2, among others, have been
used as metal precursors [287]. The temperature used in the synthesis needs
to be tuned depending on the desired ferrite (e.g., to obtain MnZnFe2O4 it is
possible to use a temperature of B100  C) [288]. This method requires
lower energy and time to obtain NPs with better quality control than the processes that use conventional heating [288].
The microemulsion method can also be used to prepare ferrite NPs by
mixing an aqueous phase containing the metal precursors with an organic
phase comprising the organic solvents and stabilizing tensioactive agents
(Fig. 21.29) [270,289]. The most appealing advantages of this method are
the fine-tuning of the particle size, the possibility of fabricating a variety of
ferrite NPs by changing the type/concentration of surfactant, cosurfactant,
oil:water:surfactant ratio, etc. Additionally, it requires low temperatures and
can be scaled up to an industrial level [270,290]. Nevertheless, the major disadvantages are the requirement of a large amount of organic solvents, the
poor crystallinity of the resulting nanoferrites and, in some cases, higher particle polydispersion.
Thermal decomposition is an endothermic process based on the decomposition of organometallic precursors (such as metal acetylacetonates, metal
cupferronates, metal alkoxides, metal carbonyls, and metal halides) in highboiling point organic solvents (e.g., 1-octadecene, 1-eicosene, and N-methyl2-pyrrolidone) containing stabilizing surfactants (such as fatty acids and aliphatic amines; Fig. 21.29) [270,273]. This process allows good control over
size and shape, leading to a high level of particle monodispersion [270].
However, it requires high temperatures, time-consuming reactions, and toxic/
expensive solvents/reagents, introducing major drawbacks toward industrial
implementation and ecosustainable technological applications [273]. Verma
and Pravarthana were able to prepare CoFe2O4 and Fe3O4 NPs at a relatively
lower boiling temperature of B200  C, using N-methyl 2-pyrrolidone as
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solvent [291]. The solvent presented high stability at room temperature, low
volatility, and low flammability.
The polyol method is another versatile chemical method used to prepare
ferrite NPs. Briefly, a solution containing the polyol solvent and the metal
precursors (metal complex or metal salt) is heated and stirred, leading to the
formation of an intermediate, which is then reduced to form nuclei and, subsequently, the metal oxide NPs (Fig. 21.29). Smaller particles can be produced through an increase of the temperature and by seeding the reaction
medium with foreign NPs (heterogeneous nucleation) [271]. The liquid polyol (e.g., ethylene glycol) plays a triple role, as solvent, reducing agent, and
stabilizer of the resulting NPs, controlling the particle growth and preventing
particle aggregation [270]. For example, water-dispersible superparamagnetic
Fe3O4 NPs with sizes in the range of 36 nm were prepared by polyol
method using diethylene glycol as solvent [292].
Regardless of the synthesis process, it can be performed in the presence
of a chelating agent, such as carboxylate, citric, gluconic, and oleic acid, or
of a coating agent such as polymers (dextran, carboxymethylated dextran,
carboxydextran, starch, arabinogalactan, glycosaminoglycan, sulfonated styrene 2 divinylbenzene, polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA),
poloxamers, and polyoxamines) to improve the stability of the nanomaterial
and prevent particle aggregation in the dispersion medium [293].
Alternatively, the chelating or coating agent can be added after the synthesis
of the nanomaterial.
To obtain spinel nanoferrites with fine-tuned properties, the fabrication
process is critical. In particular, for industrial applications, the preparation
processes should be simple, environmentally friendly, and produce the nanomaterials in high yields. In this sense, coprecipitation has been one of the
preferential processes, albeit the lower control over the particle size/size distribution. Nevertheless, the quest for low-temperature and faster processes
for the design of these nanomaterials has been an ongoing challenge [284].
Hexagonal nanoferrites, also known as hexaferrites, can present different
types of structures (Fig. 21.30), such as M, W, X, Y, Z, and U. Their formation involves a cumbersome process with complex mechanisms, and requires
high temperatures (above 1000  C), resulting in larger particle size [294].
This type of ferrites presents several magnetoelectric/multiferroic applications, such as for microwave shielding devices, resonators over a wide frequency range (15110 GHz), high-density magnetic recording, tunable
microwave multiferroic devices, and compact and lightweight magnetic field
sensors [295].
Several methods have been reported for the synthesis of hexagonal ferrites,
such as standard ceramic techniques (preferred for M-hexaferrites, such as
those of MFe12O19-type), coprecipitation (e.g., M-type BaFe12O19), salt-melt
method (e.g., SrFe12O19), ion-exchange (e.g., K0.8Ba0.6Fe10.5Co0.25O17), solgel
(e.g., Co2Fe12O19), citrate precursor method (e.g., Z-type BaFe12O19), and
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FIGURE 21.30 Types of hexaferrite structures.

hydrothermal method (e.g., M-type BaFe12O19) [294,296,297]. They can also
be synthesized by glass crystallization (e.g., W-type barium hexaferrite particles). combustion (e.g., PbFe12O19), self-propagating high-temperature synthesis, spray drying, and microemulsion (e.g., M-type BaFe12O19) [294,298]. All
of these methods can be applied in different areas, such as density magnetic
recording applications, 3G and 4G communications, and multilayer chip inductors [299].
In industry, the most common hexagonal ferrites are those of M-type
produced through the standard ceramic method. This method is a simple
solid-state process based on the direct reaction between metal oxides and
carbonate precursor powders at high temperatures (in the range of
500  C2000  C) [300]. However, in order to obtain high yields of nanomaterials, it requires high-energy consumption and great availability of raw
materials; nevertheless, this process requires low reaction times (B3 h
depending on the reaction) [300].
Regardless of the type of transition metal oxide nanomaterial, in terms of
scalability for industrial applications, in general the most suitable processes
for their production are coprecipitation, solgel, reverse microemulsion,
thermal decomposition, solvothermal method, microwave-assisted, and flow
synthesis [261].
In order to stabilize transition metal oxide NPs within a liquid medium
and thus obtain stable colloidal dispersions, for instance to produce inks,
they can be functionalized with suitable organic molecules or coated with
polymers or inorganic layers. The encapsulating layers also protect the NPs
against degradation. In the case of functionalization/stabilization with
organic molecules (capping agents), this includes carboxylates (e.g., citric
acid, gluconic acid, oleic acid, and lauric acid), alkanesulfonic and alkanephosphonic acids (e.g., dodecylphosphonic and hexadecylphosphonic acid),
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alkyl phosphates (e.g., dihexadecyl phosphate), and alkylamines (e.g., oleylamine) [284,293]. In the case of coating strategies, inorganic layers include
silica, carbon, and gold, while the organic layers are natural or synthetic
polymers, such as dextran, chitosan, alginate, and polyethylene glycol
[270,284,293].
Finally, for practical applications, the surface of transition metal oxide
NPs often needs to be functionalized with suitable bifunctional tethering
agents to ensure the robust bonding to the target substrate and prevent particle leaching. The selection of the tethering agent often relies on organosilanes, namely those containing amine, carboxylic acids and thiol groups, and
phosphonates [270,293].

21.3.4.2 Applications of metal oxide nanoparticles on textiles
Metal/metal oxide NPs have been incorporated on textiles to impart radiation
protection properties. For instance, in the medical field, health professionals
and patients are daily exposed to ionizing radiations, such as X-rays, through
diagnostic examinations and therapeutic procedures. Prolonged or accumulated dosage of high-energy electromagnetic radiation is hazardous, resulting
in serious long-term health problems (e.g., carcinogenesis, cell mutations)
[301,302]. Traditionally, heavy metal elements, such as Pb, W, Bi, PbO,
Pb3O4, or composites of these materials, have been used in protective clothing against direct or scattered X-rays [302,303]. Among these metals, lead is
the most widely and effective material used as radiation shield due to its
high mass density, atomic number and availability. However, conventional
Pb-based personal protective clothing (e.g., aprons, gloves, gonadal shields,
and thyroid collars) are heavy and uncomfortable for prolonged interventional radiology procedures. In addition, lead is extremely toxic, making its
manufacture and disposal restricted or, in some cases, prohibited.
Consequently, significant research efforts have been focused on the design of
lightweight, cost-effective, flexible, and durable Pb-free shielding coatings
for protective X-rays garments. In this regard, Pb-free composite shielding
systems consisting of metals (e.g., W, Bi, Sn, Cu, Sb) [304307], their oxides (e.g., Bi2O3, BaTiO3, CuO) [304,308312], or salts (e.g., BaSO4)
[305,308310,313] with similar absorbing or blocking X-ray properties to
those of Pb embedded in polymeric matrices (e.g., poly(vinyl chloride)
[311,313,314] and methyl vinyl silicone rubber [304,305,307]) have been
developed. According to the personal protection standards, a protective clothing and/or equipment against X-rays for medical applications should have an
attenuation equal or higher than 90%, which means a protective equivalent
of no less than 0.25 mm lead for X-rays with energy up to 100 kV [315].
Cotton [305,307], polyester [309,311], nylon [311,314], and cellulose
fibers (viscose) [308,316] with X-ray shielding properties have been produced through coating [305,307,309,311,314], Lyocell [308], and wet
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spinning [316] processes. For instance, Aral et al. reported the fabrication of
flexible Pb-free X-ray shielding woven cotton fabrics through their coating
with a blend of metal powder (W, Bi, Sn, and Cu) and silicone rubber (SR)
in different ratios using a knife over roll coater [307]. The sample based on
W-Sn (60 wt.% of W and 10 wt.% of Sn) reached higher attenuation levels
than those based on W-Cu (60 wt.% of W and 10 wt.% of Cu) or with only
W (60 wt.%), for similar coating thicknesses, meaning that the addition of
10 wt.% of metal powder (Sn or Cu) in the coating blend resulted in better
radiation attenuation performance. Moreover, the increase of W content from
60 wt.% to 81 wt.% resulted in higher X-ray shielding performance for the
same coating thickness, while the lower silicone rubber amount in the coating led to thinner and lighter fabrics with equal protection level. For
instance, in order to obtain 90% protection level, a coating with 1.73 mm
thickness was needed for the blend with 60 wt.% of W, whereas for the coating containing 81% of W, a thickness of only 0.69 mm could be estimated
for the same level of X-ray shielding. In addition, the coated fabrics showed
good resistance to repetitive folding, although the increase of W amount in
the coating resulted in stiffer fabrics.
Currently lead-free aprons for medical and military protection X-ray are
already commercially available, provided by XENOLITE, Rothband, Infab
Corporation, Radiation Shield Technologies, among other (Fig. 21.31).
Nanosized materials are attractive for radiological protection applications
especially on the design of lightweight and Pb-free clothing [317,318]. The
size effects (nanoparticles vs microparticles) on X-ray attenuation properties
of CuO embedded in bee wax were reported by Botelho et al. [317]. The

FIGURE 21.31 Lead-free garments for medical and military personal X-ray protection: (A)
Apron from XENOLITE (https://www.xenolitexray.com); (B) Lumbar vest and skirt, and thinking cap from Infab Corporation (https://www.infabcorp.com); (C) Demron full body suit from
Radiation Shield Technologies (https://www.radshield.com).
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CuO NPs (B13.4 nm) showed enhanced attenuation characteristics at low
X-ray energies (26 kV and 30 kV) when compared to microparticles
(B56 μm). Recently, a composite consisting of Bi NPs (5 nm; produced
using bismuth(III) nitrate, cellulose nanofibers, and NaBH4) dispersed in
polydimethylsiloxane was reported by Li et al. [319]. For comparison, the
authors also prepared a polymer composite film containing bismuth microparticles (5 μm). The attenuation ratio of the composite film containing
8.0 wt.% of Bi NPs reached 96.6% at 60 kV, when compared with the polydimethylsiloxane film with similar thickness (5 mm). Moreover, a 4 3
reduction of the total mass of Bi (equal to 2.0 wt.%) was observed for the
composite containing Bi NPs relative to the composite film incorporating Bi
microparticles.
Carbon-based polymeric composites (e.g., based on single-wall carbon
nanotubes, multiwall carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide, highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite, and fullerenes) [302,320322] have shown interesting Xray shielding properties. For instance, a polyvinylidene fluoride/graphene
oxide nanocomposite film with 0.1 mm thickness and containing 1.88 wt.%
of graphene oxide attenuated 82.9% and 48.5% of X-ray beams with energies
of 6.9 and 8.1 keV, respectively [322]. Nevertheless, research still needs to
be extended not only to other nanomaterials with high atomic number, but
also to those that confer protection at higher X-ray energies and within a
broader X-ray energy range (e.g., the diagnostic X-rays range from 40 to
150 kV) [303], in order to understand and explore the singular properties
offered by nanomaterials. Moreover, the rational design of composites containing precisely tuned combinations of metal/metal oxides, carbon-based
nanomaterials, and other components is still lacking.
On electromagnetic shielding, iron oxides (FexOy) and transition metal
ferrites (hexagonal or spinel-like) have been used as absorbers of radiofrequency (RF) and microwave radiation due to their high magnetic permeability. For instance, recently, superparamagnetic magnetite NPs were in situ
fabricated on flexible polyester fabric and using poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) [323]. The authors achieved an electrical resistivity lower
than 1000 Ω  cm, leading to a shielding effectiveness of up to 1317 dB by
reflection.

21.3.5 Functional carbon-based nanomaterials
21.3.5.1 Functionalization
Carbon nanomaterials are commonly chosen for scientific and technological
applications due to the wide variety of physicochemical properties that can
be imparted through their functionalization or doping [324]. There is great
interest in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene. CNTs, either singlewalled (a single sheet of graphene rolled over itself) or multiwalled (several
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sheets of graphene rolled over themselves), exhibit a unique 1D hollow tubular
structure, high aspect ratio (length/diameter), low density, large specific surface
area, high electrical conductivity, and excellent thermal and chemical stabilities
[324]. Graphene, on the other hand, is a single atom-thick sheet with a hexagonal arrangement of sp2-bonded carbon atoms. Monolayer is the purest form
identified but graphene has the particularity of exhibiting different properties
with the increase of the number of layers [325]. It is not only the thinnest and
strongest material of all materials that are known but is also considered harder
than diamond. Moreover, the combination of properties such as high strength,
flexibility, and easy chemical modification makes it one of the most explored
and studied materials in the world [326,327].
For industrial applications, similarly to other classes of nanomaterials, the
limitation when selecting the type of carbon nanomaterial can be its high
cost, especially when high quality is required. The progressive reduction on
the production costs of CNTs makes them highly appealing for several technological applications, namely sensors, capacitors, membranes, electrodes,
catalysts, and translators [328].
Different strategies have been developed to functionalize carbon nanomaterials surface in order to fine-tune their intrinsic characteristics, including surface
oxidation, grafting of organic groups or macromolecules, polymer wrapping,
alkali activation, sulfonation, and halogenation (Fig. 21.32) [330333].

FIGURE 21.32 Different methods to functionalize carbon materials (exemplified for
SWCNTs): (A) defect-group functionalization; (B) covalent sidewall functionalization; (C) noncovalent exohedral functionalization with surfactants; (D) noncovalent exohedral functionalization with polymers; (E) endohedral functionalization. Reproduced from Hirsch A.
Functionalization of single-walled carbon nanotubes. Angew Chem Int Ed 2002;41:18539
[329] with permission from John Wiley & Sons.
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Surface oxidation is a controlled process to introduce oxygen-containing
groups on the surface of carbon nanomaterials, such as ketone, phenol, lactone, carboxyl, and ether groups [331]. These oxygen-containing functionalities can confer hydrophilicity to the nanomaterial or act as anchorage sites
for chemical grafting of organic or inorganic species by covalent, noncovalent, or electrostatic interactions. More recently, this strategy has been used
to tailor the electrochemical performance of CNTs for sensing, electrocatalysis, and energy applications, since oxygen-containing groups can lower the
activation energy and facilitate electronic transfer on the surface.
Nevertheless, careful control of the type and amount of oxygen-based functionalities needs to be carried out since excessive oxidation may cause deleterious effects to the carbon nanomaterial structure and result in the
deterioration of carrier mobility, electrical/thermal conductivity, and mechanical properties [331].
Oxidative treatments can be performed by different routes in order to
introduce different types of functional groups on the carbon nanomaterial
surface: (1) in the liquid phase using strong acids (e.g., HNO3) or nonacidic
oxidants (e.g., H2O2) to incorporate acidic oxygen-based groups; (2) in the
gas phase, namely with O2 and O3, to introduce neutral and basic groups, or
with NH3 to impart basic oxygen-containing groups [334]. Moreover, the
amount of oxygen-containing groups can be tuned by controlling the oxidizing conditions, namely the temperature, acid concentration, reaction time,
and sonication/heating conditions [331,335]. This type of treatment is useful
for the removal of amorphous carbon and impurities with metallic properties
[334]. The most widely used oxidants for this process have been nitric acid
and sulfuric acid (either concentrated or diluted) [336]. Alternatively, mixtures of H2SO4HNO3 and H2SO4H2O2 can be used, with a stronger oxidizing effect. Nonacidic oxidants, such as H2O2 or KMnO4, have also been
used for the oxidation of CNTs, but the degree of functionalization has been
limited. In the case of graphene, the chemical oxidation of graphite with
strong oxidant agents (e.g., HNO3 or KMnO4) by the Hummers method
[337] has rapidly evolved into a representative chemical modification
method. This process yields graphite oxide, which can then converted into
graphene oxide by exfoliation [335].
Grafting of organic groups or macromolecules is a postgrafting method
used to modify the surface of carbon nanomaterials when they already present surface functionalities, that can be further substituted by organic groups
[331]. An example of this process is the reaction of thionyl chloride with carbon nanomaterial containing surface carboxylic groups to form acyl chloride
groups.
Polymer wrapping consists of the noncovalent modification of carbon
nanomaterials with polymers, such as polystyrene sulfonate, chitosan, among
others. This strategy allows preserving the intrinsic backbone of the carbon
nanomaterial without compromising its electronic structure [338]. Moreover,
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it is considered a promising solution to overcome the problem of carbon
nanomaterial dispersion in liquid medium and its strong tendency to
aggregate.
Conventional ball milling (mechanochemical synthesis) is a traditional
powder-processing technique, which is normally used for reducing particle
size and for mixing different materials [339]. It presents a special interest for
industrial applications due to its versatility, low cost, and ecofriendliness
[333]. This process is considered as a promising method to tailor carbon
nanomaterials structure. For instance, in the case of CNTs, it allows adjusting their length, opening the closed ends, and increasing their specific surface area [340]. In the case of graphene, it can be used both for its
fabrication and chemical functionalization/doping [341]. In most ball milling
apparatus, there are two possible routes responsible for the exfoliation and
fragmentation effects: (1) through the shear force, which is considered an
excellent mechanical route for exfoliation; and (2) through the collisions executed by the balls during the rolling process, which cause fragmentation
effects. In the case of graphene, in order to obtain high-quality large-size
flakes, the second effect should be minimized since it can lead to fragmentation of large flakes or even cause the destruction of its structure [342].
Alkali activation is a method used to tailor the textural properties of
carbon materials, namely the surface area and pore volume, via heating
(between 600  C and 800  C under a nitrogen flow) with alkali or CO2 [331].
Halogenation consists of the modification of the carbon nanomaterial surface with halogens (e.g., fluorine, chlorine, bromine, iodine, and astatine)
accompanied by a significant variation of its physicochemical properties
[335]. The most common halogen used is fluorine, namely to produce hydrophobic surfaces, and the treatment can be performed at different temperatures, ranging from room temperature to 350  C [331,335]. Halogenation
with bromine is performed through direct treatment with bromine at high
temperatures (e.g., 200  C) over Lewis acid catalysts, and can generate grafting groups on the carbon nanomaterial surface for nucleophilic substitution
with alcohols, amines, anilines, and thiols [331].
Physical adsorption, electrostatic and noncovalent interactions (including
π-π, van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic-hydrophilic interactions) are alternative methods for the functionalization of carbon nanomaterial surface [332]. Regardless of the type of functionalization process, it can
be performed by two main strategies: (1) direct synthesis—functionalization
during the synthesis of the nanomaterial; (2) posttreatment—modification of
the nanomaterial after its synthesis [333].

21.3.5.2 Heteroatom doping
Besides the functionalization of carbon nanomaterials surface, recently, there
has been an increasing interest in tailoring their whole structure to endow
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new or improved electromagnetic, physicochemical, optical, and structural
properties through a process named heteroatom doping. Heteroatom doping
is a process where carbon atoms in the graphitic structure are replaced by
other atoms with similar atomic size and higher or lower electronegativity
than carbon [343].
This process can be classified as n-doping or p-doping depending on the
charge carriers: (1) n-doping in carbon materials consists of the substitution
of carbon atoms by electron-rich atoms, such as nitrogen and oxygen; (2) pdoping is based on the replacement of carbon atoms by an electron-deficient
nature atom, such as boron, where the atom can catch an additional outer
electron leaving a hole in the valence band in the other atom [344].
Among the different heteroatoms, nitrogen and boron atoms have been
the most frequently used to tailor carbon nanomaterials properties, namely of
graphene and CNTs [345]. In the specific case of CNTs, in situ doping can
lead to different types of structures depending on the type of heteroatom: in
situ boron doping may cause an increase of the overall length, preventing
tube closure for the zigzag geometry, and resulting in a knee-like structure;
in situ sulfur doping originates a branch-type structure characterized by the
presence of ramifications; in situ nitrogen doping normally originates shorter
tubes with smaller diameter, leading to corrugated or bamboo-like structures
(Fig. 21.33) [333]. Phosphorus and fluorine are other types of doping atoms
but have been relatively less investigated.

B
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FIGURE 21.33 Types of atoms used during the in situ doping of CNTs and resulting structures. TEM images adapted from Ozhukil Kollath V, Arjmand M, Egberts P, Sundararaj U,
Karan K. Quantitative analysis of nanoscale electrical properties of CNT/PVDF nanocomposites
by current sensing AFM. RSC Adv 2017;7:3256473 [346]; Elı́as AL, Perea-López N,
Rajukumar LP, McCreary A, López-Urı́as F, Terrones H, et al. Three-dimensional nanotube networks and a new horizon of applications. In: Schulz MJ, Shanov V, (John) Yin Z, editors.
Nanotub. Superfiber Mater. 1st ed. Waltham: Elsevier Inc.; 2014. p. 45793 [347]; Hashim DP,
Narayanan NT, Romo-Herrera JM, Cullen DA, Hahm MG, Lezzi P, et al. Covalently bonded
three-dimensional carbon nanotube solids via boron induced nanojunctions. Sci Rep
2012;2:36371 [348] with permission from RSC, Elsevier and Springer Nature, respectively.
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More recently, the codoping of carbon nanomaterials with two or more
distinct heteroatoms, namely N/P, B/N, and B/P, emerged as a promising
strategy to fine-tune their (electro)chemical properties due to the synergistic
effect between the different functionalities [349].
In all cases, the selection of the type and amount of doping agent and the
thermal treatment conditions are crucial parameters that should be carefully
controlled in order to prevent structural deterioration, namely the number of
defects on the surface of the carbon material, and introduce the desired type
of functional groups [350]. Several methods have been developed to dope
carbon nanomaterials, namely chemical vapor deposition, plasma treatment,
arc discharge, solvothermal method, pyrolysis, and ball milling. Similarly to
the functionalization strategies, heteroatoms can be incorporated in the graphitic lattice either during the material fabrication (in situ routes) or afterward by postsynthetic treatments [349,350]. For instance, in the case of
nitrogen doping by the in situ route, a nitrogen-rich carbon precursor (e.g.,
melamine, polyaniline, cyanamide, polyacrylonitrile, biomass, metal-organic
frameworks, and organic polymers) is carbonized [349351], followed by
steam activation. On the other hand, in the postsynthetic route, the nitrogen
doping can be performed by impregnation of undoped porous carbon nanomaterials with nitrogen-containing compounds (e.g., urea, amines) followed
by thermal treatment and plasma treatment, among others [349,350].
Figs. 21.34 and 21.35 summarize the advantages and disadvantages of
the different methods for heteroatom doping of graphene and CNTs,
respectively.
Concerning the best process for N-doping, in general the thermal and
hydrothermal methods lead to a relatively high N content (in the range of
2.128.15 at%) in graphene or CNTs and to a high concentration of graphitic
nitrogen (in the range of 8.622.6 at%) [333]. In the case of B-doping, the
CVD method can incorporate a higher B amount than the thermal and hydrothermal method processes (0.519 at% vs 0.823.26 at%) [333].

21.3.5.3 Hybrid carbon-metal/metal oxide nanomaterials
The combination of carbon nanomaterials and NPs has led to the generation
of novel multifunctional hybrid systems. The conjugation of distinct building
blocks with complementary physicochemical characteristics in a unique
material creates new functionalities on the resulting hybrid with synergistic
properties [273]. In particular, transition metal oxide and ferrite NPs have
been increasingly used for the design of advanced hybrid carbon nanomaterials, namely RuOx, NiOx, CoOx, FeOx, MnOx, and spinel-type MFe2O4
(where M 5 2d transition metal cation, such as Fe, Mn Co, Ni, Cu). These
carbonMFe2O4 and carbonMOx hybrids present great potentialities for a
wide range of applications, including energy harvesting and storage (working
as electrode materials in supercapacitors and batteries), electromagnetic
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Direct synthesis

CVD

High quality graphene, controllable doping
species and content
Disadvantages: low yield, metal catalyst residues

Plasma

Selective, time and cost-effective, clean,
nondestructive, adjustable process

Segregation growth

Easy control of dopants concentration and
location

Arc discharge

Metal-free graphene, less defects
Disadvantages: special equipment, high cost,
low doping content

Epitaxial growth

Simple method, high quality
Disadvantages: low yield, high cost, requires
special substrates

Solvothermal

Simple operation under mild conditions,
scalable, high doping content

Processes for heteroatom doping of graphene

Disadvantages: produces defects within the
graphitic network and at functional edges

Ball milling

Simple, versatile, scalable, eco-friendly , costeffective, can be also used as post-synthesis
method
Disadvantages: contamination of products
mainly from the balls and casing, intense
machine noise level

Thermal annealing

High electrical condutivity, low cost, high yield,
without metal catalyst residues

Hydrothermal method

Disadvantage: high energy cost

Low temperature combustion

Simple protocol of thermal treatment, mild
conditions and energy-saving

Thermal exfoliation

Simple and scalable

High yield, uses biological waste materials
Postsynthesis

Pyrolysis

Disadvantages: high energy cost, special
atmosphere, low doping content

Supercritical method

Disadvantages: expensive instruments, rigorous
conditions, toxic gases

Reflux

Mass prodution, cost-effective

Simple, low temperature

Green method, cost-effective and high quality
Electron-beam based method

Disadvantages: low yield, low doping content,
special equipment

FIGURE 21.34 Advantages and disadvantages of the different methods for heteroatom doping
of graphene [333].
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Processes of heteroatom doping of CNTs

Direct synthesis
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Cost-effective, simple production, uniform
mixing and temperature
Disadvantages: low yield, catalyst
precursor residues

Plasma

Selective, clean, time-and cost-effective,
nondestructive and adjustable process

CO2laser ablation

Simple, large-scale production,
cost-effetive

Thermal annealing

High electrical condutivity, cost-effective,
high yield without metal catalyst
Disadvantage: high energy cost

High yield, uses biological waste materials

Postsynthesis
Pyrolysis

Ball milling

Disadvantages: high energy cost, special
atmosphere, low doping content

Simple, versatile, scalable, eco-friendly,
cost-effective
Disadvantages: just edge-nitrogenation

FIGURE 21.35 Advantages and disadvantages of the different methods for heteroatom doping
of CNTs [333].

shielding, electronics, functional and smart textiles, ecosustainable catalysis,
wastewater treatment, among others, due to the new or synergistically
enhanced properties arising from the combination of the intrinsic features of
the carbon matrix (electrical conductivity, large surface area, high thermal
and chemical stability, and high adsorption capacity) and those of the metal
oxide/ferrite NPs (rich chemical composition, redox properties, magnetic
properties, electronic structure, optical properties, etc.) [273,352355].
The preparation of carbon-metal oxide/ferrite nanohybrids can be achieved
by in situ strategies or by postgrafting of presynthesized NPs. The former consists of the synthesis of the metal oxide/ferrite NPs in the presence of the carbon support, with simultaneous grafting to its surface, while the latter is based
on the attachment of preformed metal oxide/ferrite NPs to the carbon nanomaterial via linking agents through covalent grafting, noncovalent or electrostatic
interactions [356358]. Fig. 21.36 summarizes the different types of strategies
for the hybridization (in situ and ex situ) of carbon nanomaterials with different building blocks (e.g., polymers, metal oxide/ferrite NPs).
In general, in situ strategies present more advantages than the postsynthesis methods: they can provide a stronger contact between the NPs and the
carbon nanomaterial, guaranteeing a better control over the amount of
grafted NPs and their distribution along the carbon support. Moreover, the
physicochemical properties of the hybrids can be fine-tuned for each target
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FIGURE 21.36 Strategies for hybridization of carbon nanomaterials: (A) Nature of the carbon
nanomaterial - (i) pristine and (ii) oxidized; (B) Ex situ postgrafting hybridization of pristine and
oxidized nanocarbon based on (i) covalent bonding or (ii) noncovalent interactions; (C) In situ
synthesis of the hybrid nanomaterial by (i) grafting from molecular precursors with subsequent
macromolecule formation and/or polymerization, (ii) chemical reduction from metal salts (for
metal/metal oxide NPs immobilization), (iii) solgel process (for semiconducting thin films or
NPs); and (iv) gas-phase deposition (for thin metallic or semiconducting films). Reproduced
from Shearer CJ, Cherevan A, Eder D. Application and future challenges of functional nanocarbon hybrids. Adv Mater 2014;26:22952318 [358] with permission from John Wiley & Sons.

application [357]. Among the in situ strategies, several methods have been
developed and improved, namely incipient wetness impregnation, deposition
precipitation, hydrothermal/solvothermal method, polyol, and thermal decomposition. The latter is considered the most efficient method for the selective nucleation and growth of the metal oxide/ferrite NPs, leading to a more uniform
distribution throughout the support surface [273]. Nevertheless, this process
often requires hazardous/toxic solvents/reagents and high reaction temperatures,
which are still major limitations for industrial and ecofriendly applications.
Wang and Dai developed a new two-step route for the fabrication of
strongly coupled inorganic/nanocarbon hybrid materials under milder conditions for the immobilization of metal oxide, hydroxide, or sulfide NPs on
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CNTs and graphene bearing oxygen or nitrogen-containing functional
groups. The process involved the selective hydrolysis of metal salt precursors
on the carbon nanomaterial in solution under mild conditions, followed by
hydrothermal/solvothermal method treatment or gas-phase annealing [356].
Coprecipitation has also been reported as an alternative strategy due to the
use of cost-effective reagents, aqueous solvents, mild reaction conditions, and
possibility of obtaining nanomaterials in high yields [273]. However, this
method often leads to nanoparticle aggregation, uneven distribution throughout
the support, and free NP growth in the reaction medium. Very recently, our
group proposed a new ecosustainable and less time-consuming one-pot in situ
coprecipitation route (Fig. 21.37) for the covalent immobilization of superparamagnetic MFe2O4 NPs (M(II) 5 Mn, Fe, Co) with sizes of 3.25.4 nm on the
surface of bamboo-like nitrogen-doped CNTs, that overcame the limitations of
conventional coprecipitation [273]. The use of CNTs bearing nitrogencontaining functionalities as supporting matrix combined with an alkaline
coprecipitation agent with chelating properties (monoisopropanolamine) toward
transition metal cations, under aqueous conditions and low temperatures,
allowed the precise control of particle nucleation and growth rates, and lead to
the selective formation and simultaneous grafting of the NPs to the carbon surface. Moreover, the process prevented particle aggregation and formation of
free NPs in the reaction medium. Finally, no thermal annealing or hydrothermal
method treatment was needed to impart crystallinity to the grafted ferrite NPs.

FIGURE 21.37 Mechanism of one-pot in situ coprecipitation method for the fabrication of
hybrid N-doped CNT/ferrite magnetic nanomaterial (CNTN@M) and TEM micrographs of the
resulting hybrid. Adapted from Pereira C, Costa RS, Lopes L, Bachiller-Baeza B, Rodrı́guezRamos I, Guerrero-Ruiz A, et al. Multifunctional mixed valence N-doped CNT@MFe2O4 hybrid
nanomaterials: from engineered one-pot coprecipitation to application in energy storage paper
supercapacitors. Nanoscale 2018;10:1282040 [273] with permission from RSC.
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Hence, the development of ecofriendly and cost-effective routes that
allow the precise control of the size and distribution of grafted metal/metal
oxide NPs throughout carbon materials surface, while at the same time
ensuring the robust chemical bonding and preventing free particle growth
continues to be a challenging milestone [273].

21.3.5.4 Applications of carbon-based nanomaterials on textiles
Natural fabrics exhibit low thermal and electrical conductivity and reduced
resilience/tenacity, which limits their applicability [5,359]. Carbon-based
nanomaterials present an excellent synergy between physical and chemical
properties, such as lightness, large surface area, high adsorption ability, high
thermal and electrical conductivity, and high tensile strength. In this sense,
their incorporation on textiles plays an important role in tuning the fabric
properties, increasing the scope of potential industrial applications [360]. The
advantageous properties of carbon-based nanomaterials have been widely
investigated in several areas of textile engineering, to impart desired functionalities into fabrics, such as high mechanical resilience [1], water/oil repellency
[361,362], antistatic properties [5,363], fire retardancy [364367], electromagnetic shielding [368,369], and antimicrobial properties [370372].
Hydrophobicity is essential in the textile industry for the fabrication of
waterproof, self-cleaning, and stain-resistance fabrics [1,2,197]. For instance,
Liu et al. reported the functionalization of cotton substrates with multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) to impart superhydrophobicity [366]. The
authors showed that hydrophilic cotton fabrics, after the deposition of both
pristine MWCNTs and poly-butylacrylate modified MWCNTs via dip-drycure finishing method, exhibited a superhydrophobic effect, with water contact angles higher than 150 degrees (Fig. 21.38A). Both types of MWCNTs
could lead to the artificial formation of a lotus-like leaf into the textile surface at the nanoscale level.
Carbon nanomaterials can also be combined with clay particles [374] or
with hydrate aluminum silicate NPs (flakes) [375], polymers [365], and
metal oxides [367] to fabricate flame-retardant or UV-light protective fabrics. For instance, Kim and Davis developed a flame-retardant coating for
polyurethane foam (PUF), which is usually used on upholstery textiles, based
on MWCNTs functionalized with polyethylenimine (MWCNTPEI) through
direct amination [365]. The authors coated the surface of PUF through an
LbL assembly, with trilayers composed of polyacrylic acid, MWCNTPEI
and polyethyleneimine (PAA/MWCNTPEI/PEI) containing 51 wt.% of
MWCNTs. The flammability of PUF was reduced by 35% with four coating
trilayers.
Yazhini et al. developed a flame-retardant fabric based on polypyrrolezinc oxide-singlewalled carbon nanotube (ppy/ZnO/SWCNT) composite. The
composite was prepared by solgel method and then coated on cotton fabric

FIGURE 21.38 Carbon-based nanomaterials applied on fabrics: (A) Hydrophobic textiles based on CNTs. (B) Flame retardancy tests on pristine cotton fabric (left) and cotton coated with CNTsPBA (right) during six different periods (16). (C) Schematic representation of the electromagnetic shielding mechanism of a multilayer structure
composed of two outer layers of PVDF containing MnO2 doped MWCNT and Fe3O4 doped graphene oxide,and an intermediate layer of polycarbonate/PVDF and
MWCNTs. (D) Antibacterial tests on textiles coated with carbon films using two different cultures (Staphylococcus aureus (s) and Klebsiella pneumoniae (k)) before (s1 and
k1) and after (s2 and k2) an incubation period of 18 h. (A) Reproduced from Liu Y, Wang X, Qi K, Xin JH. Functionalization of cotton with carbon nanotubes. J Mater Chem
2008;18:345460 [366] with permission from RSC. (B) Adapted from Liu Y, Wang X, Qi K, Xin JH. Functionalization of cotton with carbon nanotubes. J Mater Chem
2008;18:345460 [366] with permission from RSC. (C) Reproduced from Biswas S, Arief I, Panja SS, Bose S. Absorption-dominated electromagnetic wave suppressor
derived from ferrite-doped cross-linked graphene framework and conducting carbon. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces 2017;9:303039 [373] with permission from ACS. (D)
Adapted from Kitahara N, Sato T, Isogawa H, Ohgoe Y, Masuko S, Shizuku F, et al. Antibacterial property of DLC film coated on textile material. Diam Relat Mater
2010;19:6904[371] with permission from Elsevier.
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through a pad-dry-cure process [367]. The cotton fabric was previously
modified with a cross-linking agent (1,2,3,4-butane tetracarboxylic acid,
BTCA) using sodium hypophosphite (SHP) as catalyst. The authors showed
that the cotton substrate coated with ppy/ZnO/SWCNT composite did not
burn and just charred at the edge during the burning process, while the pristine cotton sample burnt to ashes completely. Moreover, the resulting functional fabric showed good stability after 10 washing cycles using tap water.
Liu et al. grafted poly(butyl acrylate) on MWCNTs (MWCNTsPBA)
and then coated cotton fabrics with the resulting material through a common
dip-dry-cure process to reduce the textile flammability [366]. The untreated
cotton completely burnt within B25 s, while the cotton fabric coated with
5 wt.% MWCNTsPBA did not burn at all (Fig. 21.38B).
Nanotechnology has a great role on the enhancement of antistatic properties of synthetic fibers (such as nylon or polyester), which can present high
static charge accumulation due to their low water absorption properties [5].
The antistatic properties can be imparted to textiles by coating processes [1],
or during the fiber fabrication by fiber spinning processes, such as melt
[376], dry [376], and wet [377] spinning or even conjugate spinning
[363,378]. For instance, Hu et al. produced antistatic and biocompatible
core-sheath and segmented-pie fibers based on a mixture of carbon black
particles/polybutylene terephthalate (CB/PBT) and polyethylene terephthalate
(PET), on a ratio of 30:70 wt.%, by a conjugate spinning process [363]. In
the core-sheath configuration, the core was composed of CB/PBT, while the
sheath was constituted by PET, and the fibers where in contact with each
other through the sheath side. On the other hand, in the segmented-pie configuration, CB/PBT and PET were disposed radially in alternated segments.
The authors then prepared an antistatic woven fabric through the combination of commercial PET yarns with antistatic draw-textured yarns (DTYs)
produced from the antistatic core-sheath fibers (ACSF) and antistatic
segmented-pie fibers (ASPF). The resulting fabric exhibited high mechanical
strength and elongation, as well as low electrical resistance of 1.2 3 106 Ω/sq
(nonconductive synthetic fabrics typically exhibit an electrical resistance of
1091012 Ω/cm) even after being washed 20 times. The authors also produced
antistatic glove fingertips from blended yarns containing commercial acrylic
yarns and DTYs of ACSF, demonstrating their applicability on capacitive
touchscreens of wearable electronics.
Conductive textiles are essential to produce smart clothing because they
can be used as electrically conductive substrates for electronic devices
[1,58]. In particular, conductive textiles based on carbon nanomaterials, such
as CNTs [379] and graphene [380], show excellent electrical and thermal
properties, transparency, and mechanical flexibility. For instance, Hu et al.
produced conductive textiles through the incorporation of singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) by dip-dry process. The resulting textiles presented high electrical conductivity of 125 S/cm and a sheet resistance lower
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than 1 Ω/sq, maintaining the flexibility and stretchability characteristics of
the parent cotton fabric [379].
Another textile feature with great importance for several applications is
electromagnetic shielding, namely for electronics, aerospace, medical, or
military devices/textiles. For instance, electromagnetic shielding is important
to reduce electromagnetic interference arising from electronic devices or setups that transmit, process, or use electrical energy and to increase the society
security avoiding, for instance, unauthorized surveillance and electromagnetic forms of spying [368,369]. Carbon-based nanomaterials, such as carbon
black, CNTs, carbon nanofibers (CNFs), and graphene, are promising materials for electromagnetic shielding, simultaneously acting by reflection and
absorption of the electromagnetic radiation.
Zhao et al. developed poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)-spunbond nonwoven fabrics with electromagnetic shielding properties using composites
with different arrangements of continuous carbon fibers (CCF) [368]. The
PET-spunbond nonwoven fabric was composed of several layers, with each
layer being composed of grid-type carbon fibers. In order to prepare each
layer, first CCF filament bundles were laid parallel and positioned with the
same distance (array spacing) along the warp direction and then glued by an
acrylic adhesive on PET-spunbond nonwoven fabric; in the second step, the
CCF filament bundles were laid parallel along the weft direction and again
positioned with equal distances; finally, another piece of PET-spunbond nonwoven was added to the top of the laid carbon fibers. The electromagnetic
shielding properties of the fabric composed of a multilayer composite containing three layers with array spacing of 12 mm and overlapped angles of
0045 degrees were evaluated in the frequency range of 30 MHz1.5 GHz,
exhibiting a shielding effectiveness of 60.49 dB at 1.0 GHz.
Zou and coauthors coated cotton substrates with MWCNTs by the impregnation method and studied the effect of two different surfactants for prior dispersion of the MWCNTs: Nafion and sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate [381].
A shielding effectiveness of 11.48 dB was obtained in the frequency range of
812 GHz. More recently, a cotton substrate was coated with graphene by the
LbL self-assembly process [382]. The resulting functional textile, besides presenting high electrical conductivity (1.67 3 103 S/m), showed a maximum
attenuation value of 30.04 dB when tested between 30 MHz and 6 GHz.
However, the most promising strategy to overcome the limitations associated with each type of material, namely the ability to attenuate RF from 2 to
18 GHz, consists of the development of multifunctional hybrid or composite
materials consisting of one component with electrical properties and another
with magnetic properties, in order to promote synergistic effects between
both components, and thus maximize the absorption properties over a wider
frequency range [369]. Recently, promising results were obtained for carbon
composites combined with magnetic or dielectric nanomaterials (ZnO,
BaTiO3, Al2O3) dispersed in polymeric matrices [383]. For example, a
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polycarbonate and poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) polymer matrix containing
MWCNTs (3 wt.%) and nickel (58 nm) magnetic NPs immobilized on partially reduced graphene sheets (10 wt.%) was prepared. A total shielding
efficiency of 48 dB at 18 GHz was obtained for a thickness of 5 mm, corresponding to .99.99% total attenuation, with 91.1% of the incident radiation
being absorbed [384]. In another study, the same authors developed a multilayer structure consisting of two outer layers of PVDF containing α-MnO2
doped MWCNT (dielectric and antiferromagnetic nanomaterial) and
graphene oxide doped with Fe3O4 magnetic NPs (3 wt.%), and an intermediate layer of polycarbonate and PVDF containing MWCNTs (3 wt.%)
(Fig. 21.38C) [373]. The resulting composite material with a thickness of
0.9 mm had a shielding efficiency of 57 dB at 18 GHz, corresponding to
.99.999% total attenuation, with 92% of the radiation being absorbed. The
outer layers acted as radiation absorption agents, while the intermediate layer
acted as radiation reflector. Cao and coauthors compared the performance of
a composite of MWCNTs and Fe3O4 dispersed in paraffin (20 wt.%) before
and after coating with a polyaniline conductive polymer [385]. The best
results were obtained for the uncoated composite, with a total attenuation of
75 dB for a thickness of 3 mm in the range of 718 GHz.
In the medical field, carbon nanomaterials have been used as antibacterial
agents. They can present antibacterial properties, which are greatly dependent on the type of surface functionalities and dispersion degree in the biological medium [370]. Zhao et al. developed antibacterial cotton fabrics
based on graphene oxide by adsorption, radiation-induced cross-linking,
and chemical cross-linking [372]. The sample prepared by adsorption
(cottonGO), through deposition of an aqueous dispersion of GO on the cotton substrate by vacuum filtration, presented the best performance when considering the simplicity of the fabrication process and the washing fastness. In
particular, it inactivated 99.2% of bacteria in less than 4 h when tested with
two different colonies (E. coli and B. subtilis). Furthermore, it exhibited the
best inactivation efficiency (above 90%) after 100 laundering cycles and
safety, without causing skin irritation when animal (rabbit) skin irritation
tests were performed. In another work, Kitahara et al. coated cotton textiles
with carbon-based films with 100 nm thickness by plasma-based ion implantation [371]. Antibacterial tests were then performed on the resulting functional textiles using two different cultures (S. aureus (s) and Klebsiella
pneumoniae (k)). In both tests, no active bacteria were observed after an
incubation period of 18 h (Fig. 21.38D).

21.3.5.5 Emerging applications
The current wave of wearable technologies and the new world of the Internet
of Things combined with the continuous development of nanotechnology
opened the doors to a new generation of innovative smart textiles for
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emerging applications, namely for energy storage, energy harvesting and
sensing [1,58,386]. In a few years, the idea of wearing a self-powered and
multifunctional suit will be a reality due to the continuous efforts made by
both scientific and industrial communities.
Among all the aforementioned carbon nanomaterials properties
[360,387], their high electron mobility, high current density, ion adsorption
ability, and easy assembly into multiscaled structures make them excellent
building blocks for sensors, such as strain, temperature, and humidity sensors, or even for electronic devices such as supercapacitors, batteries, and
micro/nanogenerators [1,218,360,387,388]. For instance, Zhao and coauthors
developed a multistimulus sensitive smart environmental responsor (SER)
based on graphene fibers (GFs) [389]. The SER was composed of a GF
coated with graphitic carbon nitrite (GCN) by electrochemical deposition
twisted with another GF, forming double-helix core-sheath graphene fibers
(Fig. 21.39A). The resulting fibriform SER could detect small temperature
changes (ΔT 5 4  C), slight forces (0.05 N for press and 0.3 N for pull) and
relatively low moisture fluctuations (relative humidity of 3%). Based on
SER ability to detect external stimulus, the authors constructed a wearable
and flexible multifunctional respiratory sensor to monitor human breath.
CNT films have also been widely explored to fabricate flexible textilebased sensors to detect and to monitor human motion [386,390,392394].
For instance, Ryu et al. fabricated a wearable and stretchable strain sensor
based on aligned dry-spun CNT fibers [393]. The CNT fibers were directly
dry-spun on the surface of a prestretched (at strain of 100%) flexible elastic
substrate (Ecoflex) forming van der Waals interactions. Finally, to enable the
CNT fibers to behave as a sensitive strain sensor, they were coated with an
Ecoflex thin film, in order to trigger a constant decrease of the conductive
pathways and contact areas between the CNTs. The authors used conductive
electrodes, attached to the strain sensor with clamps, and connected to wires
by silver paste, to measure the relative variation of resistance with strain.
Afterward, the CNT-based sensor was attached to a fabric garment using
Ecoflex glue and used to monitor the elbow motion, presenting an extremely
high stretchability of 900%, without losing its high sensitivity, responsiveness, and durability. Furthermore, Zhong et al. developed a stretchable selfpowered fiber-based strain sensor (AFSS) [390]. The AFSS was produced by
twinning two pretreated cotton threads, one coated with CNTs (CCT) and
the other coated with both polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and CNT (PCCT),
to form a double-helix structure fiber. The resulting fiber was coiled around
a silicone fiber. The AFSS exhibited excellent stability and sensitivity, measuring the amount of transferred charges (electrostatic effect), and could
detect the stretch strain for up to 25% due to its helix structure and high
stretchability of the silicone fiber. Moreover, the self-powered strain sensor
enabled detecting finger motion states by measuring the quantity of charges,
which varied linearly with the stimulated strain (Fig. 21.39B).

FIGURE 21.39 Emerging applications of carbon-based textiles: (A) Temperature, pressure and humidity sensor fabricated from inter-twining fibers based on
graphene (GF) and GF coated with graphitic carbon nitride (GF@GCN), respectively; (B) Illustration of a finger motion detector fiber sensor and the detecting
results when the fingers do not move (1), move with smaller (2), and larger (3) angular amplitude; (C) Self-powered touch/gesture triboelectric sensor based on
screenprinted CNTs used to control a lightbulb and an electric fan. (A) Adapted from Zhao F, Zhao Y, Cheng H, Qu L. A graphene fibriform responsor for sensing heat, humidity, and mechanical changes. Angew Chem Int Ed 2015;54:149515 [389] with permission from John Wiley & Sons; (B) adapted from Zhong J,
Zhong Q, Hu Q, Wu N, Li W, Wang B, et al. Stretchable self-powered fiber-based strain sensor. Adv Funct Mater 2015;25:17981803 [390] with permission
from John Wiley & Sons; and (C) adapted from Cao R, Pu X, Du X, Yang W, Wang J, Guo H, et al. Screen-printed washable electronic textiles as self-powered
touch/gesture tribo-sensors for intelligent humanmachine interaction. ACS Nano 2018;12:51906 [391] with permission from ACS.
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Carbon-based systems have also gained significant interest for both
energy harvesting and storage [218]. Due to the high importance for wearable technologies, energy harvesting systems have been widely explored
through different types of energy conversion mechanisms based on piezoelectricity, thermoelectricity, triboelectricity, or photovoltaic phenomena
[388,395398]. In this field, Wang’s group has been one of the major drivers in the development of energy harvesting systems [391,399403]. For
instance, his group developed a washable self-powered touch/gesture triboelectric textile sensor for intelligent humanmachine interaction, taking
advantage of the interaction between the CNTs and the textile fibers [391].
The sensor electrodes were produced by coating several fabrics (silk, nylon,
flax, cotton, wool, leather, and velvet) with CNTs through the screenprinting
process. The sensor produced using nylon as substrate generated maximum
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current values of B7 V and B88 nA,
respectively, under relatively humidity of 10%. Moreover, it presented an
output voltage of B12 V when submitted to a pressure of 650 kPa. The
device showed excellent stability under harsh mechanical deformation and
even after washing. Finally, when incorporated into clothes, it could serve as
remote control system for wireless applications such as lightbulb, electric
fan, or microwave oven (Fig. 21.39C). Ryan et al. fabricated a textile-based
thermoelectric device composed of MWCNT:PVP coated n-type yarns and
PEDOT:poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) dyed p-type yarns [404]. The n-type
yarns were produced by coating PET yarns with PVP solution through a
manual dripping process, followed by coating with MWCNTs through the
same process. The p-type yarns were fabricated by submerging silk or cotton
yarns in PEDOT:PSS aqueous dispersion twice, followed by a drying step at
130  C for 30 min [405]. The resulting silk-based thermoelectric device composed of 38 n-p elements generated an output voltage of 143 mV when
applying a temperature gradient of 116  C and a maximum power of 7.1 nW
at a temperature gradient of 80  C.
In the context of energy storage, carbon nanomaterials are important
active electrode components to increase the overall performance of both
supercapacitors and batteries due to their excellent electrical conductivity,
high surface area, and mechanical strength. Moreover, they can be used as
substrate or combined with active electrode (nano)materials with pseudocapacitive features, such as transition metal oxides and conductive polymers
[387,388,406,407]. The first flexible textile SC based on carbon nanomaterials was produced by Hu et al. consisting of two cotton fabrics coated with
SWCNTs through a simple dip-dry process, which acted as electrodes, separated by a liquid electrolyte (2 M aqueous Li2SO4) (Fig. 21.40A) [379]. The
textile electrodes presented a high electrical conductivity of 125 S/cm and a
sheet resistance of 1 Ω/sq, maintaining the flexibility and stretchability features of the pristine fabric. The porous structure of the textile allowed the
incorporation of high SWCNTs loading and easy access of the electrolyte

FIGURE 21.40 (A) SWCNT textile-based SC. (B) Cowoven cloth composed by cotton yarns and two rGO 1 CNT/CMC coaxial fibers. (C) Electrochemical performance of
assembled textile battery composed by ACT/NiS2/GFN as cathode and lithium foil as anode. (D) Self-powered device combining a flexible SC based on aligned MWCNT/
PANI composite combined with a photovoltaic cell. (E) Coaxial energy fiber integrating a dye-sensitized solar cell and a SC based on Ti wire/TiO2 nanotubes/CNT sheet
composite. (A) Adapted from Hu L, Pasta M, La Mantia F, Cui L, Jeong S, Deshazer HD, et al. Stretchable, porous, and conductive energy textiles. Nano Lett
2010;10:70814 [379] with permission from ACS. (B) Adapted from Kou L, Huang T, Zheng B, Han Y, Zhao X, Gopalsamy K, et al. Coaxial wet-spun yarn supercapacitors
for high-energy density and safe wearable electronics. Nat Commun 2014;5:3754 [408] with permission from Springer Nature. (C) Adapted from Gao Z, Song N, Zhang Y, Li
X. Cotton-textile-enabled, flexible lithium-ion batteries with enhanced capacity and extended lifespan. Nano Lett 2015;15:8194203 [409] with permission from ACS. (D)
Adapted from Pan S, Lin H, Deng J, Chen P, Chen X, Yang Z, et al. Novel wearable energy devices based on aligned carbon nanotube fiber textiles. Adv Energy Mater
2015;5:1401438 [410] with permission from John Wiley & Sons. (E) Adapted from Chen X, Sun H, Yang Z, Guan G, Zhang Z, Qiu L, et al. A novel “energy fiber” by coaxially integrating dye-sensitized solar cell and electrochemical capacitor. J Mater Chem A 2014;2:1897902 [411] with permission from RSC.
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ions to the electrodes surface, resulting on an improvement of the overall
performance of the SC, with a specific capacitance of B60 F/g at a current
density of 1 mA/cm2. Furthermore, the textile-based SC exhibited an energy
density of 20 Wh/kg at a power density of 10 kW/kg and excellent cycling
stability, with a capacitance retention of up to 98% over 130,000 charge/discharge cycles. In another example, Abdelkader et al. fabricated a solid-state
reduced graphene oxide (rGO)-based textile SC by screenprinting a cotton
substrate [412]. The SC electrodes were prepared with the configuration of
5-interdigital finger pattern. The screenprinting paste was produced by mixing an aqueous solution of graphene oxide (GO) (5 mg/mL) with acrylate
thickening agent to adjust the viscosity to be .1 Pa.s. The GO screenprinted
on cotton was then reduced by an electrochemical method. Finally, the electrodes were coated with a solid-gel electrolyte (H2SO4/PVA) and assembled
in a sandwich-type configuration to form the textile-based SC. The screenprinted SC showed a specific capacitance of 257 F/g at 1 mA/cm2 and maintained B96% of the initial value when tested under bending conditions.
Moreover, it exhibited excellent stability, maintaining 97% of the original
capacitance after 10,000 charge/discharge cycles.
An alternative to multilayer (sandwich)- and planar-type energy storage
devices are fiber/yarn-type devices, since they present design versatility,
high flexibility, and good compatibility with other fiber-based electronics
systems (energy harvesting devices and sensors) [388,413,414]. Kou et al.
produced a two-ply yarn SC based on polyelectrolyte-wrapped CNT/graphene core-sheath fiber electrodes. The core-sheath fibers were prepared by
coaxial wet spinning, using sodium carboxymethyl cellulose polyelectrolyte
(CMC) as sheath and CNTs, rGO, or their mixture as core [408]. The CMC
polyelectrolyte prevented short circuits between intertwined fiber electrodes
due to its electrically insulating properties, while enabling electrolyte ions
diffusion due to its ionic conductivity. rGO@CMC, CNT@CMC, and
rGO 1 CNT@CMC coaxial fibers were thus prepared following the same
procedure. All fiber-based SCs were fabricated by twisting two identical
coaxial fibers together (one acting as negative electrode and the other as positive electrode) and then coating them with a solid-gel electrolyte (H3PO4/
PVA) by dip coating. The rGO 1 CNT@CMC fiber SC exhibited higher
areal capacitance (177 mF cm22 at 0.1 mA/cm) than CNT@CMC and
RGO@CMC based ones (127 and 47 mF/cm2 at 0.1 mA/cm2, respectively).
Moreover, it afforded an areal energy density of 3.84 μWh/cm2 and a power
density of 0.02 mW/cm2 at 0.1 mA/cm2, and high capacitance retention of
75% at 1 mA/cm2. The authors then produced a cowoven cloth using cotton
yarns and two coaxial fibers (Fig. 21.40B). The fibers presented sufficient
flexibility to produce the cloth without any facture (attested by optical microscopic image).
Similarly, Zhu and coworkers fabricated a solid-state flexible fibershaped SC based on hierarchical MnO2 nanowire/rGO by wet spinning
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followed by chemical reduction [415]. First, hybrid MnO2/GO fibers were
produced by injecting an aqueous mixture of MnO2 nanowires, previously
prepared by hydrothermal method, and an aqueous solution of GO, in a
weight ratio of 40:60, into a rotating coagulation bath (acetic bath). The GO
on the MnO2/GO fibers was then reduced to rGO by rolling the fibers onto a
drum, followed by drying at 60  C, and addition to a hydrazine solution in a
Teflon vessel sealed and kept at 85  C for 24 h. The fiber-based SC was then
produced by coating rGO and MnO2/rGO fibers with a solid-gel electrolyte
(H3PO4/PVA) and then twisting them together. The hybrid SC exhibited a
high volumetric capacitance of 66.1 F/cm3, excellent cycling stability with
capacitance retention of 96% over 10,000 cycles and energy and power densities of 5.8 mWh/cm3 and 0.51 W/cm3 at 0.12 A/cm3, respectively.
Carbon nanomaterials are also important to improve the performance of
lithium-ion batteries that suffer from fast capacitance decay, poor cycling
life, and lower coulombic efficiency than SCs [409,416]. Nevertheless, they
present higher energy density than SCs, being more oriented for applications
demanding high energy storage capability, while SCs are more suitable for
applications that require high power [417]. For instance, Li and coworkers
improved the capacitance and the cycling stability of a textile-based lithiumion battery by fabricating an anode of lithium foil assembled with a cathode
based on porous activated cotton textile (ACT). The cathode was prepared
by dipping a cotton fabric into 1 M NaF solution followed by annealing at
120  C for 3 h. Then, the porous ACT was embedded with NiS2 nanobowls
and wrapped with graphene sheets (GFN) through a two-step heat treatment
method [409]. The assembled textile battery (Fig. 21.40C) was composed of
ACT/NiS2/GFN composite as cathode, lithium foil as anode, Celgard 2400
as separator, and a liquid electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate 1
dimethyl carbonate 1 diethyl carbonate electrolyte, in 1:1:1 v/v/v). The
textile-based device exhibited a high initial discharge capacitance of
B1710 mAh/g at 0.01 C, a very good rate performance and maintained a
reversible capacitance of B1016 mAh/g at 0.1 C after 400 cycles.
The new generation of wearable devices combine both energy production
and storage features, being the so-called self-powered devices [410,418,419].
Pan and coauthors developed a self-powered textile device combining a flexible SC based on aligned MWCNT/polyaniline (PANI) fibers and a photovoltaic cell (PC) (Fig. 21.40D) [410]. The fiber electrodes were fabricated
starting from a spinnable MWCNT array, which was converted into aligned
CNT sheets, stacked into a thicker film, and then twisted into aligned CNT
fibers that were woven into textiles, followed by electrochemical deposition
of PANI (MWCNT/PANI). The MWCNT/PANI fabrics were then coated
with H3PO4/PVA solid-gel electrolyte, resulting in a textile SC with a specific capacitance of 272.7 F/g. The SC maintained 96.4% of the initial specific capacitance value after bending for 200 cycles. The PC cell was
produced by assembling a textile-based Ti wire fabricated by electrochemical
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anodization with a MWCNT fiber textile separated by a gel electrolyte. The
electrolyte was produced by mixing poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropene) (10 wt.%) and 3-methoxypropionitrile solution containing 0.1 M
LiI, 0.05 M I2, 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine, and 0.5 M 1-propyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium iodide. Finally, both PC and SC were stacked in a multilayer
configuration to fabricate the self-powered device. The device enabled converting solar energy into electrical energy besides storing it, reaching a photoelectric conversion of 2.1% and a storage efficiency of 60.3%. Similarly,
Chen et al. developed a self-powered fiber which coaxially integrated both a
dye-based solar cell and a SC (Fig. 21.40E) [411]. The coaxial-type SC was
composed of vertically aligned TiO2 nanotubes grown on Ti wires by electrochemical anodization as core, and an external layer of CNT sheets synthesized by chemical vapor deposition, separated by H3PO4/PVA solid-gel
electrolyte. On the other hand, the coaxial-type PC consisted of CNT sheet
wrapped onto TiO2 nanotube-modified Ti wire and coated with a solid-state
electrolyte composed of a mixture of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide
(EMII), 1-propyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide (PMII) and iodine. The resulting self-powered fiber was inserted into a transparent fluorinated ethylene
propylene tube and showed a photovoltaic conversion efficiency of 2.73%,
and an energy storage efficiency of 75.7%, reaching a specific capacitance
of 3.32 mF/cm2 and a power density of 0.27 mW/cm2 at a current of 50 μA.

21.4 Future trends and prospects
The unceasing and ever-growing demand of customers for trendy clothing and
accessories with improved aesthetics, innovative functionalities and connectivity boosted the market of functional and smart textiles. The conjugation of
nanotechnology with textiles has been a challenge for scientists, engineers,
designers, and textile manufacturers. In recent decades, we have witnessed the
exciting creation of advanced multifunctional textile fabrics and fibers through
the incorporation of high-performance nanomaterials, including nanosilicas,
titanium dioxide, metal/metal oxide NPs, carbon nanomaterials, and, more
recently, of multifunctional hybrid nanomaterials and nanocomposites.
The first strategy to introduce nanotechnology to textiles used traditional
finishing and coating processes already implemented in the textile industry.
However, since the early beginnings, the challenges faced in this fusion led
to the search for new production routes, creating new opportunities for the
development of high-tech processes, namely fiber spinning (multicomponent
fibers), printing technologies (in particular, 3D printing) and, more recently,
high-tech technologies, such as lithography. Nevertheless, scalability, costeffectiveness, ecosustainability, time and energy savings are prime factors
that need to be considered at all stages of engineered products design. In particular, the high cost of nanomaterial fabrication and batch-to-batch quality
reproducibility upon scale-up still hamper their commercialization. In many
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cases, a balance between enhanced performance vs manufacturing cost needs
to be reached.
Besides more conventional functionalities imparted on textiles by nanotechnology, such as water/oil repellence, antimicrobial and antistatic properties, more advanced features have emerged, including drug release,
chromism (photo-, thermo-, electro-, and halochromism), and electromagnetic radiation protection. Recently, with the advent of electronic textiles,
sensing, energy harvesting and storage became new target properties. In particular, in the era of IoT, the integration of electronics, sensors, antennas,
batteries/supercapacitors, solar cells, and other energy harvesting components
on textiles became a reality, initially by coupling external modules, but now
transitioning to flexible components directly integrated on the fabric/fiber
itself (intelligent and wearable electronics).
The introduction of nanotechnology on textiles created a global awareness by consumers on its potential impact on human health and the environment. Thus, the life cycle assessment and toxicity evaluation of released
nanomaterials are mandatory at all stages of the product manufacturing and
life, starting from the production of the nanomaterials themselves, to their
incorporation on textiles, their eventual release upon washing/handling, the
use of the resulting textile product by the consumers and, ultimately, its disposal. Nevertheless, the nanometer dimensions of the materials create new
barriers for their detection and treatment when released from textiles, and
thus new methodologies still need to be developed.
Finally, the escalating concern about waste management worldwide
grounded in the paradigms of circular economy and sustainable development
is leading to a reinvention of the textile industry toward a new generation of
recycled textiles with reduced carbon footprint. This revolution is also
extended to the fabrication of nanomaterials from bio- and industrial waste.
Despite the advances achieved so far on nanoengineered textiles, the
rapid evolution on miniaturized electronics and integrated multifunctionalities is shaping the future of textiles. New and exciting opportunities are thus
envisioned in the upcoming years.
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22.1 Introduction
In the 20th century, the concept of nanomaterials, namely materials with
particles less than 100 nm (1 3 1029 m) in size in at least one direction, was
introduced. Nanomaterials have a number of advantages over conventional
materials due to their smaller dimensions [1]. Because of their physicochemical properties, these new materials have found many applications. Like
almost every area in research and market today, ranging from healthcare to
window shields to military-grade equipment and quantum-sized devices, the
cosmetic industry has also benefitted from advancements of nanotechnology.
The scope of nanotechnology increased manifolds in this industry due to the
advanced properties of nanoparticles that enable enhancing performance, solubility, transparency, and absorption of cosmetics.
Technically, the word ‘cosmetics’ refers to the products that amplify the
appearance of the skin, intensify the cleansing,and promote skin beauty.
Although, the use of ‘cosmetics’ word backs to the time of Egyptians around
4000 BCE, but this term was first coined in 1961 by the founding members
of US Society of Cosmetic Chemists, Raymond Reed.
The technology of using nanoparticles also dates back to early 1960s
once the use of liposome technology was introduced to moisturizers and skin
creams. Not only the optical properties of the products were enhanced using
liposomes, but the solubility and absorption. Nanoparticles are already being
used in several cosmetics like sunscreens, lotion, anti-aging creams, haircare
products, etc. Even though nanotechnology has been present in the cosmetic
industry for some time now, it surely holds a brighter future with tons for
new research work going on for nanocosmetics. Cosmetic companies are
using nanotechnology to downscale existing ingredients for improving deep
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skin penetration, sustained absorption in skin, UV protection, higher stability
and final quality of product, etc. Submicron emulsions, liposomes, microspheres, as well as nanospheres made of biodegradable polymers are already
used in medicine, especially for skin-related diseases [24]. While nanotechnology is more commonly being used in industries including cosmetics, regulations need to be developed to determine toxicity since nanoparticles can
enter the human body. Nanotechnology has promising potential but its benefits
must outweigh the risks to human health and the environment. This chapter
highlights various nanotechnologies used for the delivery of nanocosmeceuticals as well as their advantages and disadvantages.

22.2 Cosmetics: performance enhancement using
nanotechnology
The main strategy behind converting regular materials into nanosized formulations is to:
1. Formulate nanoparticulate products that can penetrate deeper into the
skin layers (e.g., antiaging creams). For cosmetic products, particles in
the range of nanometers are believed to be absorbed easily into the skin
and help in repairing skin damage more efficiently.
2. Make fragrances that can last longer and perform better.
3. Formulate sunscreens with physical blockers having better dispersibility
and transparency.
4. Optimize the manufacturing conditions for skincare and hair
formulations.

22.3 Nanocosmetics: types and applications
For the purpose of cosmetics, the European Commission has defined nanomaterials very explicitly in Article 2(k) of its new cosmetic regulations (EC/
1223/2009), which was published on December 22, 2009 in the Official
Journal of the European Union [5]. According to this document, the term
“nanomaterials” means “an insoluble or biopersistant and intentionally manufactured material with one or more external dimension or an internal structure, on the scale from 1 to 100 nm.” These materials are further classified
into “insoluble nanomaterials” and “labile nanomaterials.”

22.4 Classification of nanocosmetics on the basis of
formulation technologies
With benefits such as skin hydration, bioavailability, stability, and controlled
occlusion, nanolipidic carriers (NLCs) have been widely exploited as a
potential cosmetic delivery agents. In addition, a variety of encapsulation
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techniques have been proposed for delivering these cosmetic components
into the skin. Other novel materials and technologies like nanocrystals,
nanoemulsions, fullerenes, and dendrimers are also being investigated for
application in the cosmetic industry. Numerous patents have been filed for
their application in cosmetics [6]. Some of the different types of
nanotechnology-based delivery systems are discussed as follows.

22.4.1 Vesicular delivery systems
This categorycomprises structures beyond liposomes and niosomes [7].
Liposomes may be defined as structures having a hydrophobic lipid bilayer
surrounding the aqueous core created by the extrusion of the phospholipids.
The lipid bilayer of liposomes can fuse with other bilayers, such as the cell
membrane, and help in transport of the core therapeutic material. This makes
it a very useful delivery system for drugs and cosmetically useful active
ingredients [8]. Liposomes vary in size from 15 nm to several micrometers
depending on variable factors and can either be unilamellar or multilamellar
in nature. Liposomes that have vesicles in the range of nanometers are called
nanoliposomes. Recently, newer types of liposomes, called transferosomes,
have been developed. These typically lie in the range of 200300 nm and
are more elastic than liposomes. These have been shown to penetrate the
skin with better efficiency than liposomes. These self-assembled lipid droplets have potential applications in cosmetics and drug delivery due to their
spontaneous penetration of the stratum corneum through intracellular or
transcellular routes, finding their way to commercial cosmetics.

22.4.2 Nanoemulsions
These are transparent metastable dispersions with droplets of one liquid
within another and possessing unique tactile and textural properties. Their
structure can be manipulated based on the method of preparation to give products with distinct characteristics (e.g., water-like fluids or gels).
Nanoemulsions possess distinct advantages over large-scale emulsions. They
are transparent or translucent systems and have a larger surface area due to
their reduced dimensions [9]. Researchers have already established that the
smaller the size of the oil globule in an emulsion, the higher the stability and
the better the suitability to load active ingredients. It is therefore necessary
to understand the various processes of nanoemulsification. Kabri et al. [10]
formulated and characterized nanoemulsions and concluded that homogenization is the best method to achieve the desired size of nanoemulsion droplet. The components of nanoemulsions are generally recognized as safe
(GRAS) ingredients that can break down to safe components and are therefore considered as relatively safe systems. A popular cosmetic item, Korre’s
Red Vine Hair sunscreen, makes use of these nanoemulsions.
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22.4.3 Solid lipid nanoparticles
Popularly known as SLNs, solid-lipid nanoparticles are nanometer-sized lipid
droplets, with a solid lipid matrix that are stabilized by surfactants. These
nanoparticles have the potential to protect the encapsulated agents against
degradation [11]. Researchers have shown that compounds like coenzyme
Q10 and retinol can remain stable in SLNs over long periods. Thus these
agents can be used for the controlled delivery of cosmetic agents over a prolonged period of time. In addition, they have been shown to improve the
penetration of active moieties into the stratum corneum.

22.4.4 Nanostructured lipid carriers
These second-generation lipid particles are formulated by mixing a predefined
fixed ratio of solid lipids with liquid lipids [12,13] and were developed as
alternative carrier systems to emulsions, liposomes, and polymeric nanoparticles. They are popularly known as NLCs and are distorted in structure. These
distortions or imperfections create several spaces to accommodate the active
compound in carrier molecules. They possess a high occlusion factor, high
loading capacity, and high level of skin adherence properties. In addition, their
long-term stability makes them superior to SLNs for use in cosmetics [14,15].
They prevent dehydration by forming a thin film on the surface due to the
adherence of particles on the outer skin layers. It has also been found that
the release profile of the active compounds can be manipulated by changing
the matrix structure of the nanoparticles. Nanobeads and nanopearls are a few
examples of NLCs which are used in the cosmetic industry.

22.4.5 Nanosponges and microsponges
These are highly cross-linked, polymeric, porous systems and are free flowing and non-gritty in texture. These properties make them a drug-delivery
system of choice for dermatological and cosmetic products [16]. They have
very high entrapment efficiency and release drugs/actives in a diffusion controlled manner [17]. They can be prepared by methods like liquidliquid
suspension polymerization, quasiemulsion solvent diffusion method, etc. The
size and entrapment efficiency depends on factors such as drug solubility,
the nature of the polymer, the volatility of the porogen, the polymer crosslinking agent, the type and concentration of the plasticizer, temperature, and
the speed of the emulsification process [18].

22.4.6 Nanocrystals
Typically in the size range of 10400 nm, these aggregates exhibit physical
and chemical properties intermediate between bulk solids and molecules.
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Several hundreds to tens of thousands of atoms are aggregated into a cluster
to form nanocrystals. Their unique properties such as bond gap, charge conductivity, crystalline structure, and melting temperature can be tailored by
controlling their size and surface area. These nanocrystals can then easily be
converted into a topical formulation by dispersing into water (i.e., nanosuspensions) first.

22.4.7 Nanocapsules
These are based on encapsulation technology and can carry drug payloads
for local action or targeted drug delivery. Depending on the nature of the
material to be incorporated, different types of nanocapsules can be formulated [19]. Companies like Exlica Ltd. and MiCapt are exploring various
materials to be utilized as nanocapsule shells (e.g., polymer microbeads, silica nanoshells, microbial cell walls).

22.4.8 Nanopigments
Silver and gold are the two most important metals whose incorporation in
the nanocolloidal range has a wide spectrum of activity. Gold and silver
nanopigments have been prepared to give new colored pigments for lipsticks
and have been found to be safe and with enhanced pigment dispersion. For
example, in the case of gold, if the structural dimensions are reduced to few
hundreds of nanometers, it begins to exhibit red color instead of its natural
appearance of yellow color [20]. Similarly, in the case of silver, nanoparticles show yellow color and not the graysilver color. Since gold and silver,
unlike conventional pigments, have no toxicity, have strong disinfecting abilities and high stabilities, they have potential in the cosmetics and personal
care industries. Titanium dioxide and zinc oxide are the two metal oxides
used as physical sun-blocking agents in sunscreens. Their presence in the
formulation gives skin a white color. Reducing the particle size to the nanorange not only improves spreadability but also provides transparency to the
product. Reducing the particle size to the nanoscale can lead to the manufacture of sun-blocking agents that are transparent. Many other pigments and
nanoparticles also used in cosmetics.

22.4.9 Dendrimers
Dendrimers and hyperbranched polymers have been widely explored in the
cosmetic industry. Dendrimers can be considered as unimolecular, monodisperse, and micellar nanostructures. They have a well-defined regularly
branched symmetrical structure with a high density of functional end groups
on their periphery, which offer distinct advantages for their formulations in
cases where thin films are required, such as in nail enamel and mascara.
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22.4.10 Cubosomes
Defined as self-assembled liquid crystalline nanoparticles of a particular surfactant with a certain ratio of water with a microstructure cubosomes, offer distinct
and interesting properties [21]. They have the potential to be incorporated as
high drug and cosmeceuticals payloads due to their large internal surface area,
cubic crystalline structures, relatively simple preparation method, biodegradability of lipids, the ability of encapsulating hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and
amphiphilic substances, and high stability. These advantages, in addition to their
low cost, make them attractive for applications in the cosmetic industry.

22.5 Nanocosmetics: some popular categories
There are several products in the cosmetics industry that are enhanced by
nanoparticles. Ranging from antiaging creams to toothpaste, UV protection
to perfumes and nail polishes, nanocosmetics have proven to be safer alternatives for the chemical products used before with better performance and
fewer side effects. Some of the available nanotechnology-based cosmetics
are discussed here.

22.5.1 Toothpastes
Theramed SOS Sensitive Toothpaste with Nanit (Henkel KGaA) uses a
unique nanotechnology-based dentin repair technology to build a protective
film from materials similar to the tooth itself. An interdisciplinary team of
researchers from Sustech Dermstadt and Henkel have developed an innovative substance comprised of calcium phosphate nanoparticles and proteins
(the same components present in natural teeth). The claim made for the product is that, after its first use, the product reduces the sensitivity of the nerves
to pain and continued use reduces the sensitivity of the teeth to pain caused
by either hot, cold, sweet, or sour conditions. Silver products such as toothpastes, soap, and toothbrushes are manufactured in South Korea under the
name “Nanosystem” silver products. All these products are made from colloidal silver that, due to its enormous surface area, acts as a very potent
microbicide [22]. Other nanoscaled materials used in the toothpaste are
nano-hydroxyapatite (nano-HA) and nano-sized titanium oxide, which is
used as whitener. Nano-HA is a calcium compound and is similar to that
found naturally in teeth and bones. It helps to prevent tooth pain associated
with sensitivity and protects teeth from decay and cavities.

22.5.2 Hair cosmetics
Hair dyes/colorants and growth-promoting preparations have utilized nanotechnology to their benefit (e.g., a shampoo containing Proxiphen-N,
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for alopecia/baldness (http://www.onlyhairloss.com)). Hair preparations
containing silver nanoparticle colloids (0.1500 ppm of nanosilver colloid
with particle size below 200 nm) are now available for the treatment of
bacteria-caused hair depilation.

22.5.3 Antiaging creams
Since nanoparticles can penetrate deep into the skin, drugs like vitamin E,
retinol, etc., are expected to perform better as antiaging agents. For example,
it has been reported that Chantecaille (a nanogold-containing energizing
cream) contains nanoparticles of 24-carat gold bound to silk microfibers,
which as a natural protein claims to act as an effective moisturizing, antioxidant, and antiinflammatory preparation [23,24]. With the help of nanotechnology these elements are expected to reach the cellular level where they
can help in fast healing.

22.5.4 Sunscreen creams
Reducing the particle size of sun-blocking agents, like titanium dioxide and
zinc oxide, has made it possible to combine extremely effective protection
with a clear and natural finish.

22.5.5 Lipsticks
Lipsticks are colored cosmetics that use dyes and pigments to acheive the
desired color. However, these pigments can be toxic. It has been reported
that nanogold exhibits red color and nanosilver gives a yellow color. Hence
gold and silver nanopigments have been prepared and added to lipsticks to
give new colored pigments [25]. They have been reported to be safe and
have good pigment dispersion.

22.6 Nanotechnology for UV protection
Sunscreens containing zinc oxide (ZnO) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) particles have been widely used for many years. These agents act as UV filters
and are thus beneficial in skin protection against the harmful rays of the sun.
Sunscreens used till date appear white as these particles reflect visible light
when applied on the skin due to their micrometer size. The result is thicker,
sticky paste that is difficult to administer and undesirable to consumers. To
overcome this problem, recently, these oxides (ZnO and TiO2) have been
formulated as nanoparticles wherein they retain the UV filtration and absorption properties while eliminating the white chalky appearance of traditional
sunscreens [26]. These nanoparticle sunscreens are more stable, do not need
frequent reapplication, and reduce allergic reactions. Another advantage is
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that, at the nanoscale, ZnO and TiO2 feel “lighter on the skin” according to
Megan OsmondMcLeod, a researcher at Australia’s Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) [27]. In addition,
products containing ZnO or TiO2 nanoparticles are transparent, less smelly,
less greasy, and more absorbable by the skin, thereby increasing the aesthetic
appeal of the product.
Products from renowned companies like Boots, Avon, The Body Shop,
L’Oreál, Nivea, and Unilever now use these nanoparticles in formulations of
sunscreens and moisturizers. Over the last decade, these UV protection systems have undergone a number of modifications to increase their efficacy
and stability. The addition of 1% manganese in a standard formula containing TiO2 has led to the development of Optisol, a UV absorption system by
Oxonica. Similarly, dispersing nanoparticles of carnauba wax in addition to
TiO2 nanoparticles significantly enhances the sun protection factor (SPF)
[28]. Dedicated facilities have cropped up to provide particles with specified
characteristics. Nanophase technologies provide polymeric nanocrystals of
ZnO with size less than 35 nm to companies including BASF for personal
care applications. Various other nanoparticles have also been developed for
UV protection. Solgel technologies make use of silica nanoshells to encapsulate a variety of cosmetic ingredients. UV PearlsTM contain these silica
shells with UV filters to block UV rays when applied on the top surface of
the skin. These products additionally provide improved photostability and
reduced filter uptake by the skin.

22.7 Formulation and manufacturing aspects
Nanoparticles require sophisticated and specialized equipment to be formulated. Special types of instrumentation and methods are also needed to characterize their various aspects such as size, stability, and solubility in
different solutions/formulations.
The particles should be characterized for size and size distribution, aggregation and agglomeration characteristics, surface chemistry (zeta potential/
surface charge, surface coating, functionalization, and catalytical activity);
morphology (shape, surface area, surface topology, and crystallinity); solubility; density; stability; porosity; etc. Although a wide range of analytical techniques are available for measurement of the physicochemical properties of
materials, many of these methods have not been validated for the evaluation
of nanomaterials in cosmetic products. It is now the call of the day that
appropriate analytical methods suitable for the specific nanomaterial and
the cosmetic product formulation should be chosen and the results obtained
from such tests must be appropriately interpreted and reported for adequate
characterization of the material.
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22.8 Guidance documents on nanomaterials in cosmetics
Nanotechnology made its first commercial impact in 2000 and since then it
has revolutionized the world. Food, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics are no
exception. The safety concerns raised by many have finally gotten the attention the drug regulatory bodies all over the world. An initiative has been taken
to define their size and classify these materials based on their altered physicochemical properties and biological interaction. After the recommendations of
its Task Force in 2007, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published a guidance document (No. FDA-2011-D-D0489) under the title of
Guidance for Industry: Safety of Nanomaterials in Cosmetic Products [29].

22.9 Safety assurance
Cosmetics are not regulated as stringently as pharmaceuticals by any drug
regulatory agency across the globe. The safety profiling of any new cosmetic
product to be launched in the market is actually the responsibility of the
manufacturer itself. With the interfacing of new technologies, like herbal
technology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology with cosmetic products, the
job of regulatory bodies has become more difficult. Initially, none of the
agencies realized that nanomaterials would be entirely different in their properties, as compared to their larger or traditional material forms. But with the
concerns of social sciences groups, some research laboratories, in particular
after the initiative taken by the Royal Society of Sciences, UK, it was
inevitable that nanomaterials would be treated as new entities. The FDA
(USA), EMEA (EU) followed by Health Canada (Canada), TGA, and
NICNAS (Australia) created initiatives in the direction of defining, classifying, and designing regulations for the industry. The nanomaterials used in
the cosmetics industry differ from nanomaterials used by other industries in
various aspects, which primarily include their shape and molecular structures
followed by their mode of use and specific interactions with the living world
and the environment. These nanomaterials are now being extensively used in
sunscreen creams, fairness creams, antiaging formulations, hand and body
lotions, colored makeup, lipsticks, toothpastes, hair cosmetics, and so on.
Active ingredients, such as vitamins like ascorbic acid, vitamins A and K,
and other delicate essential oils, which may become oxidized in air, are protected inside the lipoidal wall of nanosized vesicular systems, such as liposomes, niosomes, and phytosomes. Nanopigments added in cosmetics may
be metallic or nonmetallic. SLNs and nanolipid carrier structures are nonmetallic nanoparticles of various actives that are used for dermatological benefits. Concerns of these particles entering body circulation and any probable
toxic effects raised several concerns. Following which, FDA came out
with- Guidance for Industry: Safety of Nanomaterials in Cosmetic Products
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(FDA-2011-D-0489), which came in effect from June 27, 2014. This
document reflects FDA’s thinking on safety assessments. Some more issues
which FDA recently tried to address are:
G

G

Whether a material or end-product is engineered to have at least one
external dimension, or an internal or surface structure, in the nanoscale
range (approximately 1100 nm).
Whether a material or end-product is so engineered that it exhibits novel
properties or phenomena, be it physical, chemical, or biological properties, which can actually be attributed to its minute dimensions.

As it is the guidelines of the drug agency of the United States as well as
many more countries, cosmetics and cosmetic ingredients (excluding color
additives) are exempted from premarket approval and therefore it is the
responsibility of the cosmetic manufacturers to ensure that their product is
not misbranded or adulterated [Section 201(b) of Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act-US Code 361 and 362]. These guidelines are applicable for
the safety potentiation of cosmetic products irrespective of the fact that they
contain nanomaterials or conventionally manufactured ingredients. However,
it may be noted that a larger-scale material differs from the same material at
the nanoscale with the same chemical composition in physicochemical properties, behaviors, and/or effects, especially the biological interactions.
Needless to say, conventional testing methods that have been used to evaluate the safety of cosmetic ingredients and finished products thus far may not
be applicable to nanomaterials due to their unique properties and behavior.
Therefore the FDA has started toxicity evaluations for the safety assessment
of nanomaterials in cosmetics products. For this purpose a diverse range of
physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials as well as of impurities,
if present, are considered. Similar to any conventional cosmetic ingredient,
the nanomaterial should be fully described, including the name of the nanomaterials, Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) number, structural formula,
elemental and molecular composition, etc.

22.10 Impurity profiling
The impurities expected in a cosmetic product containing nanomaterials cannot
be assumed to be the same as those found with conventional materials.
Nanoscale impurities may arise from the changed manufacturing process, use of
different solvents, different temperature conditions, or the use of different starting
materials or even additional agents like surface modifiers or dispersing agents.

22.11 Evaluation of nanomaterial toxicology
The types of tests that can be carried out to assess toxicology varies from
material to material since these tests are based on many factors including the
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ingredient’s chemical structure, composition, physicochemical properties,
intended use, degree of exposure, etc. As the nanomaterials are new and
no prior safety data exists, it is important to address both acute and chronic
toxicity of nanomaterials, along with evaluation of possible ingredient
ingredient interactions or ingredientpackaging interactions. The FDA
guidance in this regard is that initially, the traditional method such as animal
testing (Draize rabbit test) etc., should be applied and if obligatory, they may
be modified in respect to factors like solubility, agglomeration, aggregation
of particles, etc. Some traditional in vitro and in vivo test methods may be
ignored at the time of testing insoluble or partially soluble nanomaterials.
The suitability of traditional toxicity testing methods is also affected by
agglomeration and aggregation of particles. The responsibility to ensure that
the adopted methods appropriately reflect the range of free particles and any
aggregates or agglomerates found in the cosmetic product lies with the formulation manufacturers. Toxicological testing should be conducted on both
(i.e., individually on the free nanoparticles as well as their agglomerates or
aggregates).
Since the nanomaterials possess very high surface energy, there might be
increased chances of either interaction of nanomaterials with the testing
medium or adsorption onto surfaces of various substances such as proteins.
This will require necessary adjustments to existing evaluation methods. In
situations where traditional toxicitytesting methods cannot be satisfactorily
modified, the FDA does not restrict development of new methods to adequately assess the toxicity of the nanomaterial in cosmetics products.
The use of nanotechnology in cosmetics will also require certain modifications in nomenclature as well as dose metrics. The conventional dose
metrics currently being used for toxicological testing of manufactured chemicals (e.g., mg/kg, mg/L) may not be appropriate for nanomaterials due to
their large surface area per particle mass or volume. The FDA has also suggested that evaluations of nanomaterials should encompass alternative
metrics such as “weight/volume concentration,” “particle number concentration,” and “surface area” until some appropriate and more relevant parameters for dose metrics are proposed and accepted.

22.12 Toxicity testing
The Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance Association (CTFA), as well as the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), has
introduced guidelines for toxicity testing based on the toxicological profile
of the ingredient and its routes of exposure. For example, if a cosmetic product is intended to be used on sun-exposed skin [30], then some of the recommended toxicological tests that should be performed are skin irritation and
skin sensitization test, ocular irritation test, phototoxicity testing, and a test
for mutagenicity and genotoxicity. Traditional tests like acute toxicity,
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repeated dose toxicity (2128 days), and subchronic toxicity (90 days)
should be done in the routine manner. These guidelines are subject to change
due to the fast rate of advancement in this area. Researchers are therefore
expected to follow the latest guidelines.
In vivo toxicity testing, when performed additionally, is useful in obtaining information on translocation, biodistribution, accumulation, and clearance of these materials from the organs. For evaluation of the dermal route
of administration, the test substances should be applied directly to the skin
and, for the oral route, test substances should be given either by gavage or in
the diet. The dose metrics (mass, volume, and number of particles) are
important criteria for in vivo studies.
In addition, the surface area, number of particles, and mass concentration
in the study design should be considered by the manufacturer in the study
design of in vivo toxicity testing. Animals were once primarily used in toxicity testing of new chemicals but some of the validated nonanimal alternative
testing methods that already exist can be optimized for specific nanomaterials. The Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of
Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) and the European Centre for the Validation
of Alternative Methods (ECVAM) are the primary two bodies working in
this direction. Some of the alternative materials and methods include the
availability of reconstructed human skins such as EPISkin and EPIDerm (for
skin irritation and corrosion testing) and 3T3 NRPT3T3 fibroblasts neutral
red uptake phototoxicity testing (for phototoxicity testing, applicable to UVabsorbing substances). To carry out dermal absorption studies human/pig
skin is recommended, while ocular irritation potential is assessed through
Bovine Corneal Opacity and Permeability (BCOP) and the Isolated Chicken
Eye (ICE).

22.13 Conclusions
In the last two decades, nanotechnology has been widely used and is beneficial in the field of biomedical application dermatology and cosmetics.
Because of the increase in use of cosmeceuticals, conventional delivery systems are being replaced with novel delivery systems. Novel nanocarriers currently being used are liposomes, niosomes, NLC, SLNs, gold nanoparticles,
nanoemulsion, and nanosomes. These novel delivery systems have remarkable potential in achieving controlled penetration, better stability, biocompatibility, and prolonged action. Nearly all the major cosmetics manufacturers
use nanotechnology in their various products with investments of millions of
dollars. Cosmetics giant Estee Lauder entered the NanoMarket in 2006 with
a range of products containing “NanoParticles.” L’Oreal, the world’s largest
cosmetics company, is devoting about $600 million dollars of its $17 billion
dollar revenues to nanopatents, and ranks number 6 in nanotech patent
holders in the United States.
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However, there are concerns regarding the toxicity and safety of nanomaterials. Studies on the safety profiles of nanomaterials for cosmetics applications are required. Nanoproducts should be fabricated to ensure safety and
performance of these cosmetics. Regulations are also need to ensure adequate testing is done on new nanomaterials and their applications.
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Chapter 23

Naturally derived pyroxene
nanomaterials: an ore for wide
applications
Gerardo Vitale, Ghada Nafie, Afif Hethnawi and Nashaat N. Nassar
Department of Chemical and Petroleum Engineering, University of Calgary, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada

23.1 Introduction
Nanomaterials are the foundation of the development of nanotechnologies
and several reviews describing their preparation and uses can be found in the
literature [111]. Due to their small size (i.e., below 100 nm in at least one
dimension) and concomitant large surface area per unit volume holding particular atomic sites, nanomaterials exhibit novel properties not found in the
bulk materials of similar compositions. Fig. 23.1 shows a simplistic schematic representation in 2D illustrating why the nanomaterial has different
surface properties than the bulk material and thus different behavior. The
“infinite” bulk material has very few surface atoms of the type “2” (flat topuncoordinated) and “3” (corner uncoordinated) as compared with atoms of
the type “1” (complete coordination), which are the bulk. In this simple
example, if the bulk material can be cut into very small pieces to produce
materials in the nanorange, then it will be possible to increase the number of
the atoms of type “3” present, which should be more prone to adsorption and
reaction to get stabilized. This increase of uncoordinated or nonsaturated
atoms on the surface or edges is responsible for the different behavior of
nanomaterials when compared with bulk materials of the same chemistry,
even within different sizes of the nanomaterials. The smaller the nanomaterials the more uncoordinated atoms with different structural arrangements on
the surface will be formed. The increase of uncoordinated atoms on the surface makes variations in the structure that are not seen in the atoms belonging to the bulk because of the increase of the surface-to-volume ratio in the
nanomaterials. Surface restructuring or modifying can occur making the
atoms in the surface exhibit a distinct environment or organization that is
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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“2” Lacking coordination

Bulk

Nano

Going nano

“3” Lacking more coordination
“1” Complete coordination

FIGURE 23.1 Simplistic schematic 2D representation of the difference between the surfaces of
a nanomaterial and a bulk material. There is an increase in the type “3” atoms as the particle
gets smaller.

different from the bulk and thus more prone to adsorb or react with other
compounds. Nanomaterials of silicates or oxides types tend to dissociate
water molecules on their surface and get their surfaces enriched with
hydroxyl groups that could be detected very easily by infrared, XPS, TGA,
or NMR techniques.
Fig. 23.2 shows that in principle it is possible to produce nanomaterials
with combinations of the elements from the Periodic Table. However, for real
industrial applications that deal with large quantities of raw or produced feedstocks, it is necessary to produce nanomaterials that can be commercially
sourced. This limits the selection of the elements in order to prepare naturally
derived nanomaterials, by avoiding selecting precious and rare elements.
Therefore the sustainability and feasibility of many present and future technologies depend on the ability to develop novel naturally derived materials that can
be manufactured with the most abundant chemical elements on earth [12,13].
This also includes the production of nanomaterials for applications dealing with
commodity feedstocks and products requiring large quantities of nanomaterials.
Many nanomaterials are produced with rare metals and/or expensive ones
that are not suitable for large-scale production for the treatment of commodity feedstocks like those in the oil and gas industry or wastewater treatment
applications. For these reasons, more environmentally friendly and inexpensive practical materials must be produced for these type of applications.
Large quantities of such materials will be required and thus an economically
feasible synthesis method must be developed. Tailor-made mineral-like
nanomaterials compatible with the environment must be considered as well.
For example, ironsilicate materials meet these requirements, and can be
easily produced at the commercial scale.

FIGURE 23.2 Importance of the selection of low-cost and naturally derived abundant elements from the Periodic Table to produce large quantities of
nanomaterials.
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This chapter focuses exclusively on ironsilicate-based nanomaterial
nanoparticles as potential adsorbents for water and wastewater treatment and
catalysts for enhancing heavy oil quality and decomposing heavy organic
waste. The chapter is aimed at providing a summary of information related
to pyroxenes as naturally derived nanomaterials for energy and environmental applications as alternatives to conventional adsorbents and catalysts such
as activated carbon, zeolite, activated alumina, etc. In particular, we discuss
(1) hydrothermal synthesis of nanomaterials and its mechanism following the
AvramiErofe’ev crystallization kinetic model, (2) the main preparation procedure for pyroxene nanomaterials, (3) the typical preparation procedure of
Aegirine, (4) surface and structural modifications by metal doping and incorporations, (5) polymer grafting, and (6) polymer functionalization. The chapter also presents various factors and experimental conditions affecting the
synthesis of aegirine nanomaterials. Finally, example applications of surfacestructural modified aegirine nanomaterials as adsorbent and catalyst are
presented.

23.2 Synthesis of ironsilicate-based nanomaterials by the
hydrothermal method
The selection of hydrothermal methods for producing iron silicate-based
nanomaterials may allow obtaining large quantities at reasonable cost if the
synthesis method can be scaled up to the already existing facilities where
hydrothermal synthetic zeolites are produced. Hydrothermal methods are traditionally used to obtain meta-stable microporous and mesoporous materials,
which include aluminosilicates, aluminophosphates, and metal-silicate variants [14,15]. This type of soft chemistry has been explored to prepare nonmicroporous oxide materials [16,17]. This synthetic approach appears to be a
highly attractive option to produce materials because it is easily reproducible, good for obtaining homogeneous mixtures, allows the easy addition of
other dopants, and can be easily scaled up as there are commercial facilities
available to produce large quantities of such materials. A particular advantage of hydrothermal over precipitation/calcination methods is the operating
temperatures required for formation of the desired materials. Generally, the
usual temperatures for hydrothermal methods are below 473K, and thus compounds that may decompose at elevated temperatures (like organic aids) can
now be utilized under hydrothermal conditions.

23.2.1 Hydrothermal synthesis mechanism
The mechanism for the synthesis of materials under hydrothermal conditions
is not unique, but is complex due to the nature of the reactant mixture and
the conditions employed in the synthesis. It involves several steps that
depend on many factors and are challenging to obtain experimentally.
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However, because of the successful preparation under hydrothermal conditions of naturally occurring zeolites and nonnaturally zeotype counterparts
and their commercial applications, most synthesis mechanisms proposed in
the literature are related to these types of zeolitic materials [1836].
However, the latest proposed mechanism called the “solution-mediated
model” by Cundy and Cox [36] is more universal than previous methods and
is applicable not only to zeolite and zeolite-like materials but to other nonmicroporous solids prepared in similar conditions, such as the one synthesized
and presented in this chapter. For this reason, a description of this method is
provided for understanding the formation of the ironsilicate pyroxene
aegirine under the studied hydrothermal conditions of preparation.
Even though the complexity of the processes involved in the hydrothermal synthesis of zeolite and zeolite-like materials may discourage an attempt
to understand the mechanism of formation, it is important to realize that the
TOT bond-making and bond-breaking reactions (where T is Si, Al, Fe,
etc.) are the predominant key reactions, as illustrated here:
T 2 OH 1 2 O 2 T3T 2 O 2 T 1 2 OH

ð23:1Þ

T 2 OH 1 HO 2 T3T 2 O 2 T 1 H2 O

ð23:2Þ

These reactions establish the equilibration between solid and solution
components, which are fundamental to the ordering process of hydrothermal
synthesis. In general, the following sequence is observed during the hydrothermal crystallization of zeolite and zeolite-like materials: induction period,
nucleation, and crystal growth.

23.2.1.1 The induction period
The induction period is the time (t) between the start of the reaction and the
point at which the crystalline product is first detected. Therefore this time
depends on the moment chosen for t 5 0 (usually the time at which the
desired working temperature is reached in the mixture), and the method of
analysis selected to detect the product (X-ray diffraction tends to be used the
most). During this period, the initial reactants begin to interact forming a primary heterogeneous amorphous phase, which evolves to a more organized
and homogeneous secondary amorphous phase (equilibrated intermediate). In
this state, the relationship between the solid and solution present in the intermediate secondary amorphous phase approaches equilibrium and a characteristic distribution of ions is established.
23.2.1.2 Nucleation
The changes in the amorphous phase involve an increase in structural ordering but without the establishment of the periodic lattice itself. In order to
form the lattice, a discreet nucleation event has to occur. In this step,
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statistical selection of the reconstructed areas reaches a critical nuclear size
and degree of order such that a periodic structure is able to propagate.

23.2.1.3 Crystal growth
Crystal growth occurs through an in situ, localized construction process from
small mobile species ordered by the participating cations in the mixture. As
the process continues, the crystals grow until no more secondary amorphous
reactants are present. At this point the crystal growth ends and equilibrium
between the crystal surface and the solution is achieved.
Fig. 23.3 shows an adaptation of the solution-mediated model mechanism
for hydrothermal synthesis developed by Cundy and Cox [36], which can be
applied to the preparation of the nanoironsilicate pyroxene aegirine. Key
features from the model are summarized as follows: after preparation of the

FIGURE 23.3 Solution-mediated model mechanism for hydrothermal synthesis of nanoaegirine, after Cundy and Cox [36]. Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained
from the authors.
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gel, domains of amorphous material (labeled as “i” in Fig. 23.3) equilibrate
with solution species (anions and cations) to develop elements with local
order (“ii” in Fig. 23.3) and increase in surface areas. With the increase in
the temperature over time, equilibration reactions (TOT bond-making
and bond-breaking) lead to areas of sufficient order for a periodic structure
to become established, and thus instantaneous nucleation occurrs (“iii” in
Fig. 23.3) and a maximum in surface area is reached. The same equilibration
process allows the nascent crystal to grow by consuming domains, which
decreases the surface area of the precursor gel (“iv” in Fig. 23.3). The selfassembly process is mediated by the associated solvated cations, which act
as coordinated centers (templates) for the construction of the framework
(“E” in Fig. 23.3). As the spherical domains reach a certain size, the dissolutionreconstruction of the surface of the particles reaches equilibrium and
all the iron is consumed to produce the crystals, leaving the excess silica in
the solution.

23.2.2 AvramiErofe’ev crystallization kinetic model
Hydrothermal crystallization isotherms of different materials (like zeolites,
zeotypes, and oxides) have sigmoidal shaped, or “S-shaped,” curves [3743]
when the crystallization fraction (α) is plotted against time (these plots are
frequently called α-time curves). This type of crystallization process can be
analyzed by using the kinetic model proposed by Avrami [4446] and
Erofe’ev [47], which is written as:
α 5 1 2 exp½ð2kðt2t0 ÞÞn 

ð23:3Þ

½2lnð12αÞ1=n 5 kðt 2 t0 Þ

ð23:4Þ

or

where α is the extent of reaction or crystallization fraction (usually measured
with X-ray diffraction), k is the rate constant, n is the AvramiErofe’ev
order of reaction, t0 is the time where crystallization begins (end of induction
period), and t is the elapsed time.
This model assumes that “germ nuclei” of the new phase are distributed
randomly within the original reacting phase. After a nucleation event occurs,
grains grow throughout the old phase until the transformation is complete.
The sigmoidal shape of these types of kinetic plots may then be analyzed by
breaking the curve up into different regions: (1) an induction period, (2) an
acceleration region, (3) a deceleration region, and (4) completion of reaction.
Fig. 23.4 shows an illustration of the regions described above.
The induction period tends to be dominated by nucleation events and is
considered to be terminated by the development of stable nuclei. The acceleration region tends to be dominated by the growth of nuclei until a maximum rate of reaction is reached. The deceleration region occurs because the
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FIGURE 23.4 α-time plot summarizing the characteristic behavior observed for isothermal
crystallization of solids. Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained from the
authors.

continued expansion of nuclei is no longer possible due to impingement and
consumption of reactants. This process continues until the completion of the
reaction [48].
The linearization of Eq. (23.5) is known as the Sharp and Hancock
method [49], and it is employed to extract kinetic data from the α-time plot:
ln½ 2 lnð1 2 αÞ 5 nlnðkÞ 1 nlnðt 2 t0 Þ

ð23:5Þ

Therefore by plotting ln[-ln(1α)] against ln(tt0), it is possible to
explore the order of reaction rate law. The AvramiErofe’ev exponent n is
extracted from the slope of the best-fit-line and the kinetic constant k can be
obtained from the intercept (nln(k)).
The AvramiErofe’ev exponent n can give further details on crystallization because it is a compounded term with two components, β and λ. β is
the number of steps involved in nucleus formation, and its values are frequently 1 or 0. When β 5 1, it corresponds to a very slow nucleation rate.
When β 5 0 it corresponds to instantaneous nucleation. λ is the number of
dimensions in which the nuclei grow: λ 5 3 for spheres or hemispheres, 2
for discs or cylinders, and 1 for linear development [48].
Values of n between 1 and 2 are typically observed for crystals growing
preferentially in one dimension with needle-like morphology. Values of n
between 2 and 3 are typically observed for crystals growing in two dimensions with plate- or disk-like morphology. Values of n between 3 and 4 are
typically observed for crystals growing in three dimensions with sphericallike morphology. Fig. 23.5 shows the typical shapes that the α-time plots
acquire depending on the value of n, which may suggest the morphology of
the crystalline particles.
The rate constants for this type of isothermal processes exhibit
Arrhenius-type behavior, thus activation energy, Ea, and preexponential
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FIGURE 23.5 Typical α-time plots showing the characteristic shape depending on the value of
the AvramiErofe’ev exponent n. Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained
from the authors.

factor, v, as described in the Arrhenius Eq. (23.6), can be determined from
the slope and intercept of the best-fit-line of ln(k) against 1/T, respectively:
lnðkÞ 5 lnðvÞ 2 ðEa =RTÞ

ð23:6Þ

23.2.3 Synthesis of ironsilicate materials
Preparations under hydrothermal conditions of some types of ironsilicate
materials for use as catalysts or adsorbents are described in open [5056]
and patent [5763] literature. It is very important to point out that the conventional preparation methods of ironsilicates materials described in these
references succeeded only if organic structure guiding compounds (“organic
templates”) were added to the synthesis mixture. In general, tetraalkylamonium compounds, tertiary and secondary amines, alcohols, ethers, and heterocyclic compounds are used as organic templates in those synthesis
methods. It appears that iron does not play a structural directing role in these
cases as the structure formation is guided strictly by the used organic template. The hydrothermal synthesis routes used so far only produce synthetic
ironsilicate materials with the same framework structure of some of the
synthetic microporous aluminosilicate counterparts. In addition, the large
sizes of the organic molecules typically found in heavy oils and bitumen cannot enter the pore network of these ironsilicate materials. Thus the advantageous property of zeolitic materials—their high microporous area—is not
used, making them inappropriate for the intended application.
All these known methods of producing ironsilicate materials have a
series of drawbacks if it is desired to produce them at commercial scale for
the intended applications. For instance, the organic templates used are toxic
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and also easily flammable. Thus, since the synthesis must be carried out
under hydrothermal conditions and at high pressure in autoclaves, a release
of these organic templates into the atmosphere can never be completely
prevented.
In addition, the use of organic templates increases the cost of production
of the material because organic templates are expensive. Also, the effluent
from the production of the iron silicate contains toxic materials, which
require expensive and careful disposal in order to prevent contamination of
the environment. The iron silicates obtained by those methods typically have
organic molecules inside the channels and cavities of the produced materials.
Hence, to be useful as catalysts or adsorbents, this organic material must be
removed from the lattice. The removal of the organic template is typically
carried out by combustion at high temperatures, which introduces an additional step, making the final product costly. The removal of the organic template can also cause damage to the lattice structure of the ironsilicate
material obtained, thus diminishing its catalytic and adsorption properties.
This also contributes to the production of greenhouse gases.
Currently, there is another research area that focuses on the development
of ordered mesoporous materials for cracking of heavy fractions [64,65].
This trend has one disadvantage in the present application (i.e., the production of ordered mesoporous materials is too expensive for the given use, and
also, many of the problems described earlier for the synthesis of crystalline
ironsilicate materials using organic aid agents apply to the ordered mesoporous as well).
Searching for other types of ironsilicate preparation, we find mostly
references in mineralogical and geoscience literature where several
ironsilicate materials are prepared under nonhydrothermal conditions by
thoroughly mixing appropriate proportions of the reactants and finally heating the mixtures at high temperatures and pressures, being the desired crystalline materials formed by solid state reactions or by growing from the melt
after careful cooling. This type of preparation is not cost effective and is
designed to obtain appropriate single crystals for further studies. However,
some of the materials prepared by those synthesis methods have not been
tested for any catalysis or adsorption applications, as far as these authors
know, making them attractive to produce novel catalysts or adsorbents. One
of the materials prepared in such way is the ironsilicate pyroxene mineral
known as aegirine.

23.2.4 Pyroxenes
The term pyroxene refers to a group of minerals and synthetic materials with
similar crystal structure, which include important components of the earth’s
crust and mantle, lunar and martian rocks, and meteorites [6670].
Pyroxenes are chain silicates having the general formula M2M1T2O6, and
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depending on the earth’s region, can comprise up to about 25% of the earth’s
volume deep down to 400 km [71], where they are produced under severe
naturally occurring conditions of pressure and temperature [72,73]. Besides
the naturally rich variety of minerals, there are a series of synthetic pyroxenes, which may or may not have the same chemical composition as the natural minerals. The five- to eight-coordinated M2 cation site can be occupied
by elements like Na, K, Li, Ca, Ba, Fe21, Mg, and Sr while the sixcoordinated M1 site can be occupied by elements like Mg, Mn, Fe21, Fe31,
Al, Cr, Ga, Zn, Ti31, V, Sc, Cu, Co, Ni, or In. The four-coordinated tetrahedral site, T, is preferentially occupied by Si. However, minor amounts of
other elements like Al, Fe31, Ti, and others can be found in naturally occurring materials [66,67].
Any pyroxene belongs to either the orthorhombic (cell parameters
a6¼b6¼c; α 5 β 5 γ 5 90 ) or monoclinic (cell parameters a6¼b6¼c;
α 5 γ 5 90 , β6¼90 ) crystal systems. There are two types of orthorhombic
pyroxene: the orthopyroxene that crystallizes in the space group Pbca, which
are found in nature, and the orthopyroxene that crystallizes in the space
group Pbcn, which are prepared synthetically. Clinopyroxenes are the pyroxenes that crystallize in the monoclinic space groups C2/c, P21/c, and P2/n,
depending on their chemical composition and genetic history [66].
The well-known characteristic structural feature of the pyroxenes is the
chain of linked SiO4 tetrahedra, shown in Fig. 23.6. The dimensional characteristic of this chain allows it to fit by sharing oxygen atoms with chains of
octahedra of different cations.
Fig. 23.7 shows an idealized pyroxene structure along the directions
[010], [99], and [001] showing the tetrahedral and octahedral chains. As
mentioned above, there are two kinds of cation sites, the one labeled M1 and
the one labeled M2 [66]. Site M1, which contains atoms like Mg, Mn, Fe21,
Fe31, Al, Cr, Ga, Zn, Ti31, V, Sc, Cu, Co, Ni, or In (green octahedra in
Fig. 23.7), is more or less regularly coordinated by an octahedron of oxygen
atoms. However, the M2 site, which is occupied by Na, K, Li, Ca, Ba, Fe21,
Mg, and/or Sr (purple atoms in Fig. 23.7), have different coordination numbers according to the atom present (e.g., sixfold for Mg, and eightfold for Ca
and Na). It should be noted that whereas the oxygen atoms coordinating M1
are all oxygen atoms linked to one silicon atom of the pyroxene chains, the

FIGURE 23.6 Part of a pyroxene-type chain of SiO4 tetrahedra (red atoms represent oxygen).
Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained from the authors.
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FIGURE 23.7 Monoclinic pyroxene structure showing the tetrahedral (yellow) and octahedral
(green) chain layers. (A) Structural drawing looking down in the [010] direction; (B) looking
down in the [100] direction; and (C) looking down in the [001] direction. Purple atoms represent
the M2 cations and the M1 cations are grouped in the green octahedra. The black box represents
the unit cell. Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained from the authors.

M2 atom is coordinated partly by oxygens, which are bonded to two silicon
atoms. It can be seen from Fig. 23.7 that the pyroxene structure can also be
regarded as made up of “layers” of tetrahedral alternating with “layers” of
polyhedra with sixfold or higher coordination.

23.2.4.1 Synthesis of pyroxenes
Geologists prepare pure synthetic counterparts of the naturally occurring pyroxenes minerals using high temperatures (up to about 2173K) and high pressures (up to about 10 GPa), which resemble the conditions where those
materials were formed in nature. Conventionally, pyroxenes are produced by
the mixture of oxides, hydroxides, and carbonates in stoichiometric ratios
and heating them up to high temperatures and pressures. For instance, the
preparation of single crystals of the synthetic pyroxene material CaNiSi2O6
was carried out by solid-state reaction using a belt type high-pressure apparatus. The starting material was a mixture of CaSiO3 (the mineral
Wollastonite), NiO, and SiO2 in stoichiometric ratio to produce the desired
pyroxene. The mixture was then heated at 1773K at 6 GPa for 20 h to obtain
several single crystals of the material [74].
Another example is the preparation of synthetic counterparts of the naturally occurring hedenbergite (CaFeSi2O6) and petedunnite (CaZnSi2O6)
minerals and their solid solutions [75]. In this study, the syntheses were conducted preparing mixtures of the following reactants: SiO2, CaCO3, Fe2O3,
Fe, FeO, and ZnO. All the oxides were annealed at high temperature. The
precursors were prepared by sintering oxides in the appropriate portions to
prepare the hedenbergite, petedunnite, or mixtures of them. Preparation temperatures ranged from 1098K up to 1473K, the pressure ranged from 0.5 up
to 2.5 GPa, and synthesis times were from 22 up to 153 h. Some pyroxenes
can be prepared at high temperature and at atmospheric pressure, pyroxenes
like the synthetic counterpart of the mineral called Kosmochlor, NaCrSi2O6,
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was crystallized from a powdered Na-Cr silicate glass in a muffle furnace at
1073K for 96 h [76].
Most of the studies found in literature dealing with the pyroxenes are
related to the compressibility behavior of them, and the way these materials
are able to propagate seismic waves. Other studies show how they can be
used as “indicators” of the pressure and temperature that were present during
their formation. However, from a practical point of view, a less severe methodology of preparation should be found if important quantities of these materials are needed, and an understanding of their formation in these lowseverity conditions of preparation must be addressed.

23.2.4.2 The pyroxene aegirine
Aegirine has the ideal formula NaFeSi2O6 (before 1989, the name acmite
was accepted as synonymous with aegirine, but this has been discredited)
[66]. The earliest reference to this material dates from 1835 in a note from
Berzelius where the name aegirine was suggested in honor of Aegir the
Scandinavian sea god [77]. The structure of aegirine [78], similar to the one
depicted in Fig. 23.7, has iron in single zig-zag chains of edge-sharing octahedral M1 sites and sodium in the eightfold coordinated M2 sites. The direct
FeFe distance within the chains is 0.319 nm whereas the separation of
chains is 0.655 nm in the ab plane, although the shortest FeFe distance
between chains is 0.618 nm [78].
The preparation of synthetic aegirine materials by geologists is usually
carried out at high temperatures or at high temperatures and pressures to be
able to produce good-quality crystals suitable for their characterization under
different conditions and to understand the compressibility behavior of this
type of material [7992].
23.2.4.3 Typical preparation procedure of aegirine
Aegirine can be prepared by the mixture of oxides on dry heating as other
pyroxenes or it can be prepared under high-temperature hydrothermal conditions ( . 573K) and pressures. As an example of the dry preparation at atmospheric pressure, the synthesis of aegirine carried out at the US Bureau of
Mines is described [79]. The material is synthesized by reaction of a stoichiometric mixture of Na2CO3, Fe2O3, and silicic acid. The reactants are
thoroughly blended by grinding before the initial heat treatment in order to
optimize the homogeneity of the mixture. The mixture is heated in a platinum dish at 1093K for 30 minutes. The product is ground and thoroughly
blended without dusting or loss of reactants and then is heated again at
1093K for 24 h. Next, it is heated again at 1143K for 5 days, and at 1173K
for 68 h, with grinding and blending after each heating step. The final product is aegirine with a very small trace of hematite.
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Examples of the preparation of aegirine under high-temperature hydrothermal methods are reported by Redhammer et al. [80,81]. In these procedures the gels are prepared starting from Na2CO3, Fe(NO3)3.9H2O, and
C8H20O4Si. The gels are then heated at different temperatures (from 573K
up to 973K) at 400 MPa from 96 to 476 h. Single crystals of aegirine
together with quartz crystals are obtained in most of the experiments. Only
at 973K and at 400 MPa with 144 h of crystallization is pure aegirine
obtained.

23.2.4.4 Low-temperature hydrothermal synthesis of aegirine
Looking further into the open and patented literature, there are two references worth mentioning. Riman and Cho [91] described a method for coating
ferrous materials in which the material is placed into a reactor containing a
water solution mixture of silica, sodium hydroxide, and glycol (an organic
aid), heating them for several hours between 453 and 513K at autogenous
pressure to produce a coating of aegirine on the surface of the ferrous material (the authors used the name acmite).
These authors claimed a corrosion-resistant workpiece characterized by
being entirely and uniformly coated with an aegirine passivation coating
formed by heating the workpiece in an aqueous treatment bath comprising
NaOH, SiO2, and a water-soluble glycol (organic aid) at a temperature above
453K, until said passivation coating is formed. The aegirine in this case
seems to be a film of several microns thick attached to the surface of the ferrous material, covering it completely to protect it from corrosion.
The second reference worth describing is the one that presents the possibility of preparing aegirine at low temperature by hydrothermal methods [92].
The method of preparation requires several steps that are not cost effective for
commercial purposes and require long crystallization times (4 weeks) using as
reactants: SiO2.Na2O.5H2O and FeCl2.4H2O. Syntheses were performed at 348,
363, 373, 383, 398, 423, and 473K, under equilibrium water pressure for 4
weeks. The authors claim that aegirine was synthesized only at 473K, but the
product is not a pure material and is instead a mixture with a 2:1 phyllosilicate
clay material. Below 473K aegirine is not produced; only 2:1 phyllosilicate
materials are obtained. It is important to quote the authors comment on page
88 of the article [92]: “From our data, it appears that it is impossible, or very
difficult, to synthesize aegirine hydrothermally below 473K” . . . “Thus 473K
appears as the lowest synthesis temperature for aegirine.” This statement has
previously been suggested in an older work [90], which indicated that the lower
temperature to form aegirine is between 473 and 523K.
23.2.4.5 Hydrothermal synthesis of nanocrystalline aegirine
The original approach that may be useful for the preparation of nanocrystals
aegirine in the sense of obtaining a cost-effective product with good yields is
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the combination of high concentrations of sodium hydroxide with high density gels. In this way, the growth of the crystals can be controlled by the
polymerizationdepolymerization of the ironsilicate species and the availability of the iron because of the hydroxide formation. In the case of
sodium-rich aluminosilicate gels to obtain zeolite A it is possible to obtain
small crystals following a similar approach [93].
Preliminary experiments carried out in the development of this work indicated not only that aegirine can be obtained by hydrothermal methods below
473K but that it can also be obtained in pure form in less than 72 h (like
many commercial zeolitic materials). The intention of this research was to
produce the material as nanocrystals, so it is important to note that nucleation
occurs more readily than crystal growth. Normally, this can be accomplished
through lower synthesis temperatures, but this implies prolonged synthesis
times and low yields, which are not suitable for a cost-effective product.
The preparation of nanocrystals of some zeolites with these methods,
using clear solutions (not visible gel particles), also requires the help of
organic aids [9497]. For instance, silicalite I and ZSM-5 require TPAOH
(tetra propyl ammonium hydroxide), faujasite and zeolite A require TMAOH
(tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide), beta requires TEAOH (tetra ethyl
ammonium hydroxide), making the production of these materials in large
scales prohibitive. Another way to obtain nanocrystals of zeolitic materials is
by the use of “space-confined synthesis” [98100] in which the gel is introduced in the cavities of a suitable “container” and the crystallization is carried
on inside the cavities. The confined space of the “container” allows the
growth of the crystals until they fill the void space, then, elimination of the
“container” produces the nanocrystals. Compounds like carbon black, starch,
and polymer hydrogels are used as confinement additives and normally calcination steps are required to obtain the final product. This method is thus not
suitable to produce large quantities of aegirine in a cost-efficient way.

23.2.4.6 Modifications to the pyroxene aegirine
Aegirine has the formula NaFeSi2O6. Hence, the Si/Fe and Na/Fe ratios are
fixed. However, by adding other components to the crystallization gel these
ratios can be modified and thus new properties can be incorporated to the
prepared material.
23.2.4.6.1 Structural isomorphous modification for the bulk and
surface
Ni-doped aegirine to produce selective active sites for hydrogenation of olefins is an example of this isomorphous modification. As described previously, the properties of aegirine can be modified by replacing any of the
main elements conforming its structure: Fe, Si, and/or Na. The great advantage of doing this is that any element incorporated can be atomically very
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well dispersed within the framework of the pyroxene and thus a new set of
tailor-made nanomaterials can be produced. The atoms on the surface of
nanoaegirine materials behave very differently from the atoms in bulk and
thus can catalyze desired reactions. A very recent example of this selective
application can be found in reference [101] where Sebakhy et al. showed
that the incorporation of nickel in the structure of the nanopyroxene aegirine
produced very selective and stable metallic nickel sites on the surface that
were able to preferentially hydrogenate 1-octene in a mixture of 1-octene/toluene. Even further, the nanopowder was processed producing extrudates that
were able to be placed in a bed reactor of a Pilot Test Unit to test the selective hydrogenation of the olefins presented in a catalytic naphtha feedstock
that was employed. The novel catalyst not only produced the expected selective hydrogenation of the olefins in the feedstock but also did not show signs
of deactivation even though the feed contained about 4 wt% sulfur, which is
well known to poison nickel catalysts. Thus the small metallic nickel sites
were protected from sulfur poisoning by their arrangement on the structure
but at the same time were active for the selective hydrogenation of olefins
over aromatic molecules. The results of the used feedstock together with the
ones for the model molecules experiments and the characterization carried
out on the materials indicated that the Ni-doped nanoaegirine material is a
promising catalyst for the possible replacement of noble metals for hydrogenation reactions. It seems that the metallic nickel single or double sites
were produced on the surface of the material; a double nickel site is depicted
in Fig. 23.8. This concept of single or double metallic sites on the surface of

FIGURE 23.8 CoreyPauling-Koltun (CPK) space filled surface representation of the surface
(001) of aegirine after isomorphous substitution of nickel atoms in one Fe and one Na centers
producing a double metallic nickel center. Dark blue atoms represent nickel, yellow atoms represent silicon, red atoms represent oxygen, green atoms represent sodium, and light blue atoms
represent iron. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Sebakhy KO, Vitale G, Pereira-Almao
PR, Dispersed Ni-doped aegirine nanocatalysts for the selective hydrogenation of olefinic molecules. ACS Appl Nano Mater 2018, 1, 11, 62696280; doi.org/10.1021/acsanm.8b01472.
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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FIGURE 23.9 Chemical structure of (A) VO-79 drawn with ChemDraw V14.0, (B) 3D ball
and stick molecular structure of V79 optimized with BIOVIA Forcite module [24]. (C) Ball and
stick aegirine unit cell structure drawn with BIOVIA Builder module. (D) CPK structure of a
10 nm nanoaegirine particle drawn with the BIOVIA nanostructure module [24]. Green atoms
represent sodium, red atoms represent oxygen, blue atoms represent iron, yellow atoms represent
silicon, grey atoms represent carbon, and white atoms represent hydrogen. Permissions related
to the material excerpted were obtained from the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) and further
permission should be directed to the RSC; Hmoudah M, Nassar NN, Vitale G, El-Qanni A.
Effect of nanosized and surface-structural-modified nano-pyroxene on adsorption of
violanthrone-79, RSC Adv 2016;6:64482-64493.

prepared materials [102,103] is leading to the possible substitution of homogeneous catalysts by heterogeneous catalyst, which has many practical
advantages and in which metal-doped nanoaegirine materials can play an
important role in future endeavors in catalysis.
Another example is the structural incorporation of zirconium (Zr) and
cerium (Ce) while Zr and Ce were individually doped in the structure of
aegirine nanoparticles by isomorphous substitution of Fe and Si. The doping
of Ce and Zr showed a significant change in the crystalline domain size of
the nanoparticles. This had an effect on the adsorption of Violanthrone-79
(V79) molecules as shown in Fig. 23.9. Both of them were able to successfully adsorb V79 [104].
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23.2.4.6.2

Structural isomorphous modification for the surface only

The surface of nanoaegirine can be modified by ion exchange (a property
not present in naturally occurring pyroxene samples). This cannot be
extended to the bulk due to the lack of porosity. Aegirine has the ideal formula NaFeSi2O6 and thus the Si/Fe and Na/Fe ratios are fixed. However,
this ratio can be modified by altering the central atoms (Fe or Si) with other
elements by adding their procurers under controlled preparation methods
[104]. The potential for structural modification of aegirine results from having outstanding superficial ion exchange properties, allowing for partially or
totally surface modification by introducing a Bronsted acid site or univalent
/divalent ions [105]. Making such modifications while the produced aegirine
is small (nanosize) is favorable for catalytic and adsorptive applications
[105]. In a recent study, our group investigated the effect of nanosized and
surface-structuralmodified nanopyroxene on adsorptive removal of a model
molecule of V79. In that work, different nanosizes of aegirine have been
hydrothermally synthesized at various conditions following several modifications steps, and the synthesized materials were investigated for removing the
V79 in batch processes. To form small sizes of aegirine, small crystals were
produced from the hydrothermal crystallization method for the desired treating time. These small crystals were nucleated and used as seeds to produce
larger particle sizes via crystal growth with a seeding technique [104]. In the
batch adsorption process, the adsorbed amount of V79 molecules for the
small size nanocrystals was the highest among the different particle sizes.
Functionalization, on the other hand, was used for structural modifications as
following: ion exchanging, wet impregnation, and isomorphous substitution.
Accordingly, aegirine surface was functionalized with hydrogen (H), calcium
(Ca), and nickel (Ni). H and Ca ions were used for altering the original cation on the surface (sodium). Nickel, at low mass percentage (3 wt%), was
impregnated on aegirine surface under wet conditions. As a result, functionalization with ion exchange and wet impregnation led to a slight change in
the crystalline domain sizes of the nanoparticles compared with the unmodified ones. The protonated nanoparticles and the ion-exchanged nanoparticles
with Ca and H doubled the adsorption capacity under the batch process
[104] (Fig. 23.10).

23.2.4.6.3

Structural surface modification by polymer grafting

There are several surface modification and functionalization techniques such
as grafting [106109]. Grafting involves modifying surface functionalities
by bonding a preferred end functionalized polymer, which redefines the surface properties. One or more polymers can be added to the same substrate
while still providing precise localization of the chain of the polymer at the
surface.
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FIGURE 23.10 CPK (001) optimized surface structures of aegirine drawn with the BIOVIA
Builder module. (A) surface (001) with zirconium replacing a silicon atom and (B) surface (001)
with cerium replacing an iron atom. Dark green atoms represent sodium, bright green atoms represent zirconium, red atoms represent oxygen, blue atoms represent iron, black atoms represent
cerium, and yellow atoms represent silicon. Permissions related to the material excerpted were
obtained from the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) and further permission should be directed
to the RSC; Hmoudah M, Nassar NN, Vitale G, El-Qanni A. Effect of nanosized and surfacestructural-modified nano-pyroxene on adsorption of violanthrone-79, RSC Adv 2016;6:6448264493.

Bonding between the substrate and the polymer are key in the strength
and duration of the grafting. Interactions formed as a result of physisorption
techniques form fragile polymer bonding and are considered weak bonds presenting short-term adhesion. Chemisorption techniquesm on the other hand,
provide strong covalent bonding, which is most desirable due to its strong
long-term adhesion [110]. Grafting also depends on how active the surface
of the substrate is; highly active surfaces will be a strong predicament to the
polymer. If the surface cannot perform a chemical reaction due to its nature,
activation agents are usually utilized to increase the reactivity of the surface
by introducing effective active species such as coupling agents, chlorite,
epoxychloropropane, acids, organic isocyanat, and many more.
23.2.4.6.3.1 Coupling agents Silane coupling agents are found to be
most effective when dealing with aegirine and a polymer that are different in
nature (i.e., organic and inorganic material). They greatly improve the
mechanical strength of the composite material and form strong adhesion to
the surfaces. They act as a bridge that binds reactive functional groups from
both ends to the organic and inorganic materials as shown in Fig. 23.11.
There are different silane groups available but certain factors must be
considered when selecting a silane for an inorganic substrate surface modification. These factors include the hydroxyl group concentration on the surface
of the aegirine, which contributes to the maximization of the grafting. The
more accessible the active sites, the more the silanes react with them and
hence the grafting is maximized. Another factor is the physical and chemical
properties of the interphase region, which can promote or detract the
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FIGURE 23.11 Schematic of an individual molecule of a silane coupling agent with two types
of reactive groups at each end—one to react with organic and the other with inorganic.

FIGURE 23.12 The (3-Glycidyloxypropyl) trimethoxysilane organic-inorganic hybrid chemical
structure.

grafting. Usually silanes containing three alkoxy groups are used for grafting
due to their high coverage maximizing the anchoring to the organic material
on the other side. (3-Glycidyloxypropyl) trimethoxysilane (3GT) is among
the most commonly used organic-inorganic hybrid material as well as a
grafting agent to functionalize silica-based surfaces [111]. 3GT is an organically modified alkoxide whose organic group contains an epoxide ring and
the inorganic group contains methoxy groups as shown in Fig. 23.12 [112].
The epoxide ring opens presenting a large variety of possible reaction pathways and side reactions, but particular important to this research is opening
the ring and bonding with polymers [111].
23.2.4.6.3.2 Polymers The choice of polymer is highly dependent on the
application and on the contaminants of interest. In the case of aegirine, grafting depends primarily on the reaction between the inorganic nanoparticle
surface hydroxyl groups and the monomer of choice. Monomers are chosen
due to their affinity in the removal of the desired contaminant from the
wastewater.
23.2.4.6.3.2.1 β-Cyclodextrin β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) natural monomer
is a cyclic oligosaccharides consisting of (α1,4)-linked-α-D-glucopyranose
units and their numerous derivatives [113]. It contains large numbers of primary and secondary hydroxyls sitting on hydrophilic shells contained in
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FIGURE 23.13 β-CD monomer (A) schematic representation and (B) chemical structure.

TABLE 23.1 Physical and chemical properties of β-CD monomer.
Property

β-CD monomer

MW

1135

Diameter of the cavity (Å)

8.0

3

346



1.85

Volume of the cavity (Å )
Solubility in water at 25 C (g/100 mL)

lipophilic cone-shaped cavities (lined with hydrogen atoms and bridged with
glucosidic oxygen atoms) as shown in Fig. 23.13. That makes it an ideal candidate for the inclusion of suitably sized organic guest species [110,114].
They are known for their low toxicity and the fact that they do not provoke
an immune response in humans [115]. Therefore they are widely used as carriers for drug delivery applications and in the food industry [116118].
β-CD has been shown to remove organic micropollutants from aqueous
solution including aromatic model compounds similar in structure to
naphthenic acids [119]. The physical and chemical properties of β-CD monomer are listed in Table 23.1 [120].
Polymers can be integrated with silica-based materials using four main
principles: oligosaccharide impregnation, polymerization, solgel processes,
or chemical grafting. Chemical grafting of β-CD forms a strong covalent
bond that prevents leaching of the cyclodextrins from the aegirine surface
[121].
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23.2.4.6.3.3 Preparation of β-cyclodextrins grafted nanopyroxenes Two
steps are involved in grafting the nanoaegirine, after the hydrothermal preparation of nanoaegirine with the surface-enriched in hydroxyls groups as described
before; chemical bonding of the bridge compound to the surface of the nanoaegirine and nucleophilic attack from the ionized β-CD to the bridge anchoring
it to the nanoparticle [122]. Grafting the nanoaegirine (nano-AE) with β-CD
monomer is accomplished via the inorganic-organic hybrid3Glycidyloxypropyl trimethoxysilane (3GT) by a two-step reaction—between
the inorganic nanoparticles and the hybrid bridge and between the hybrid
bridge and the organic polymer [116,121]. As 3GT is highly sensitive to waterin which it will react with it causing the opening of the epoxy ring, the synthesis must be performed in a dry environment [121,123]. The calculated amount
of 3GT is added to dried toluene percolated through molecular sieves desiccants and added dropwise. During a 3 h period, covalent bonding of methoxy
oxygen occurs, thus anchoring the 3GT to the nano-AE [121].
To anchor the β-CD monomer to the epoxy ring of the 3GT, dried β-CD
monomer is dissolved in dried N, N-DiMethylFormamide or DMF. This is
an important consideration for an aprotic reagent [124]. To activate the
hydroxyls on the surface of the monomer, sodium hydride is added to the
mixture as the basic catalyst (later filtered) for some time to allow it to react
with the β-CD monomer in DMF under dry conditions. The β-CD monomer
is exposed to sodium hydride (NaH) where the hydride reacts with the hydrogen from the hydroxyl present in the monomer forming H2 gas and leaving
an alkoxide like ion as per the following reaction [125]:
R  OH 1 NaOH -R  O2 Na1 1 H2ðgÞ
A reflux system is set up with a mixture of dried DMF, β-CD slurry after
filtration, and previously anchored bridge on the nano-AE and heated to
423K for 2 h under agitation (300 rpm) to react. At this point, activated O2
from the β-CD hydroxyls conducts a nucleophilic attack opening the epoxy
ring and bonding to it. The presence of the ethoxide functional group triggers
the nucleophilic attack over the epoxy ring from the bridge, as shown in
Fig. 23.14. When the nucleophilic attack takes place, it opens the epoxy ring.
The monomer is then anchored through oxygen to the bridge, thereafter
filtered, washed with DMF, toluene, and methanol and placed under vacuum
at 333K [123].
23.2.4.6.3.3.1 Interaction of epoxy hybrid with the aegirine
surface The three alkoxy silane coupling agent is used to graft the surface
of the aegirine by reacting the silanol groups to the hydroxyl groups on the
surface. There are three possibilities for the anchoring of the bridge molecules to the surface of the aegirine: the formation of one, two, or three bonds
with the surface through one, two, or three methoxy groups. As previously
mentioned, the distribution of hydroxyl groups as well as the topography of
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FIGURE 23.14 Schematic representation of the nucleophilic substitution between the β-CD
monomer and the epoxy group at the end tail of the 3GT. Permissions related to the material
excerpted were obtained from ACS and further permission should be directed to the ACS; Nafie
G, Vitale G, Carbognani Ortega L, Nassar NN. Nanopyroxene grafting with β-cyclodextrin
monomer for wastewater applications. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces 2017;9:4239342407. https://
pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021%2Facsami.7b13677.
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FIGURE 23.15 Direct exchange chemical reaction with the substrate. (A) shows the electronegativity of the nano-AE and methoxy on the 3GT, (B) reaction between the Ö and Si with
methanol as the leaving group, and (C) bonding of the 3GT to the nano-AE. Permissions related
to the material excerpted were obtained from ACS and further permission should be directed to
the ACS; Nafie G, Vitale G, Carbognani Ortega L, Nassar NN. Nanopyroxene grafting with
β-cyclodextrin monomer for wastewater applications. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces
2017;9:4239342407. https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021%2Facsami.7b13677.

the surface will influence the number of bonds that can be formed by the
reacted 3GT molecule. The structural geometric optimization shows that
anchoring by forming three bonds with the surface requires three OH
groups very close to each other; however, this arrangement implies some
physical constraints because of the three formed bonds, which impedes the
stabilization of the 3GT molecule anchored in this way on the surface. On
the other hand, if only a few silanol groups are present on the surface, the
only possibility for anchoring the reacted 3GT molecule is by forming only
one bond. However, the analysis of the used nanopyroxene indicates a critical number of hydroxyl groups on its surface suggesting that there are
enough hydroxyl groups to bond two of them to each methoxylated 3GT
molecule; thus each 3GT molecule bonds to two hydroxyl groups on the surface of the silica.
The methoxy group on the 3GT reacts with the surface of the nano-AE as
shown schematically in Fig. 23.15 [126]. Reflux heating helps accelerate the
reaction as the reactivity is lower than the condensation reaction of silanols
[126].
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FIGURE 23.16 Top and side views of β-CD molecule bonded to two hydrolyzed 3GT molecules anchored to two hydroxyls groups onto the silica surface.

23.2.4.6.3.3.2 Interaction of β-CD with the aegirine surface As
reported previously, the β-CD molecule will bond to the 3GT molecule
through its CH2-OH groups [117,121,125]. This is particularly true since
these groups are easily activated to form alkoxy groups performing the
nucleophilic attack to the epoxy ring present in the 3GT molecule already
anchored onto the surface of the nanopyroxene. There are seven of these
groups present in each β-CD molecule. However, it is not desirable to anchor
all of them to the surface as this will impose physical and chemical constrains to the possibility of the β-CD molecule for trapping and forming
inclusion complexes with small or large molecules. Fig. 23.16 shows the top
and side views of the geometrically optimized composite material
(Fig. 23.16A), and also, illustrates the composite material expanded to show
how the surface will look with several anchored β-CD molecules
(Fig. 23.16B).
23.2.4.6.3.4 Applications of β-CD grafted nanopyroxene in wastewater
treatment
23.2.4.6.3.4.1 Oil
extraction
wastewater-organic
contaminant
removal Tailing ponds contain naphthenic acids (NA), which are formed as a
result of the oil sand’s reaction with caustic (NaOH) releasing those carboxylic
surfactants. NA is the primary source of toxicity in oil sand process-affected
water (OSPW) [127129] as per Environment Canada and is severely toxic to
mammals [130]. NA influences the aquatic microorganisms’ community even
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at as low concentrations as 620 mg/L (tailing ponds contain typically between
80 and 100 mg/L of NA) [131]. Naturally occurring NA in rivers is generally
below 1 mg/L, but in tailing ponds it can get as high as 110 mg/L [132]. The
removal of NA from OSPW has been challenging due to its high solubility in
water, which in turn makes it resistant to the conventional oil water separation
processes [133,134].
23.2.4.6.3.4.1.1 Naphthenic acid model molecules—Naphthenic acid
molecules were chosen to study the interaction with the β-CD molecule
attached to the hydroxylated silica surface through the 3GT molecule with
different sizes, shapes, and morphologies. The small-size molecules enter
inside the cavity of the β-CD molecule inducing some change on the conformation of the anchored β-CD molecule. They move closer to the silica surface then inside the cavity. Based on the molecular arrangement, some take
longer than others to enter the cavity but they all eventually enter within a
considerably fast time and stabilize inside. The carboxylic groups of the
molecules tend to be stabilized toward the side of the β-CD molecule having
the 14 hydroxyl groups. However, the larger molecules are attracted by the
β-CD molecule but do not enter the cavity of the β-CD molecule. The interaction with the β-CD molecule is through the carboxyl groups but only with
the hydrophilic surface of the β-CD molecule containing the 14 hydroxyl
groups. They are attracted by the β-CD molecule then move around the
upper part of the cup keeping the hydroxyl groups close to the mouth of the
β-CD molecule upper part but never enter inside the cup. In this case, they
can form clusters around the top of the cup.
Therefore the sizes, shapes, and morphologies of the naphthenic molecules do indeed impact their interactions with the anchored β-CD molecule
revealing the importance of the fundamental understanding of the design of
the nanotrap adsorbents.
23.2.4.6.3.4.1.2 Interaction of β-CD with naphthenic acids—As shown
before and in the literature, β-CD molecule can form inclusion complexes
with organic molecules trapped inside its cavity [122,135141]. A great
variety of guest molecules can be trapped into the annular structure of β-CD
forming nanosized hostguest inclusion complexes. It has been found that a
benzoic acid molecule can be trapped inside each β-CD molecule protruding
its COOH group outside the part of the cone having the CH2OH groups
[141].
Fig. 23.17 shows the GCMS chromatogram of a commercial naphthenic
acid wastewater sample before and after being exposed to β-CD grafted
nanopyroxene. It is estimated that 50% of the NA was captured as observed
in Fig. 23.17. However, the removal capacity differs based on the structure,
size, and conformation of the compound being removed.
The driving forces for the removal of the organic compounds with β-CD
monomer grafted nanopyroxenes are mainly the solubility of the NA whose
carbon backbones are lipophilic and expected to selectively partition over
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FIGURE 23.17 GCMS chromatogram of commercial naphthenic acid wastewater sample
before (orange) and after (blue).

FIGURE 23.18 Schematic of the interaction possibilities for the removal of naphthenic acids
from wastewater.

the cyclodextrin grafted moiety of the synthesized nanoparticles, H-bonding,
polarity, and hostguest inclusion depending on the size of the compound
being adsorbed [121]. It is not necessary to have one β-CD for each NA molecule present in the wastewater sample to remove it all. This is because the
removal is not only caused by the inclusion complex but also the attraction
on the outside of the β-CD forming clusters of the NA species as shown in
Fig. 23.18.
When the molecule is small, the carboxyl group interacts with the fourteen -OH groups of β-CD and enters the cavity. If the molecule is larger than
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the cavity of the β-CD, it is likely that the alkyl chain will protrude outside
of the β-CD. Some molecules have a small end that allows them to partially
enter the cavity leaving the large group outside. Grafting using a bridge produces a configuration that allows for the physical space for various molecules to enter the cavity, partially or fully, before being hammered by the
surface of the nanoaegirine. Alternatively, clusters of the contaminants can
form by interacting with the hydroxyls sitting on the top of the cup. In fact,
more than one naphthenic acid molecule can be trapped inside each β-CD
monomer grafted to the nanoaegirine or by forming a cluster around the
naphthenic acids.
23.2.4.6.3.4.2 Removal of pharmaceutical active compounds from
water β-CD grafted nanopyroxene can provide an application for pharmaceutical wastewater treatment removing contaminants from the wastewater in
a similar mechanism as the one described previously for the removal of
organic contaminants.
The levels of pharmaceutically active compounds (PhACs) have been
increasing drastically in the last few years to many micrograms per liter
[142]. The most commonly PhACs found in wastewater are metformin, carbamazepine, acetaminophen, diclofenac, sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim,
and erythromycin [143,144]. Among those contaminants metformin is the
most commonly prescribed pharmaceutical worldwide as it is an antidiabetic
drug treating more than 360 million people [145]. The compound is not fully
metabolized in humans where about 70% is excreted unchanged in urine
while the rest is excreted in feces [146]. Metformin is a compound that has
different ionic species with different equilibrium concentrations at different
pH. Similar to the behavior of NA, β-CD is a great candidate for the removal
of metformin. Fig. 23.19 shows the simulated removal of metformin from
water using β-CD nanopyroxene.
23.2.4.6.3.4.3 Enhanced settling of fine particles Extraction of bitumen from the oil sand results in fluids called tailings, which are discharged
into tailing ponds [147]. These tailings or OSPW are defined as the extraction water, surface water in tailing ponds, water in the pores of sludge or tailings, water contained in the sand depositing at the bottom of the pond, and
seepage water generated, collected, and returned via engineering means to
the tailing ponds [148]. Fig. 23.20 shows the typical layers formed in tailing
ponds made up of water, sands, clays, solids (suspended and settled), residual
hydrocarbons, organic compounds, and inorganic salts [149]. As clearly
shown, the coarse sand settles at the very bottom of the pond, and the middle
layers consist of fine and mature tailings that contain suspended fine solids
believed to be in the nanoparticle range [150]. The top layer is the recyclable
water that goes back to be used in the oil sand extraction processing reducing
the demand for freshwater from rivers [151]. Without the introduction of a
material to assist with the settling process of these fine clays, it is estimated
to take thousands of years to settle [152].
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FIGURE 23.19 Top view of the optimized metformin (CPK representation) trapped inside the
β-cyclodextrin molecule bonded to two hydrolyzed (3-Glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane molecules, where each are anchored to two hydroxyls groups onto the silica surface. Geometry optimization and dynamic simulation carried out with the module Forcite and the COMPASS
forcefield within BIOVIA Materials Studio 2017.

FIGURE 23.20 Tailing pond layers formed upon discharge.

Grafting nanoaegirine presents an opportunity for enhanced fine particle
settling in wastewater. Fine particles are suspended because they have a layer
of hydrocarbons surrounding the colloids impeding their ability to aggregate
and settle. Grafted nanopyroxene can be applied to the water to destabilize
the suspended particles by interacting and breaking the bonds between the
organic species and the particles. Removing the hydrocarbons layer will
release the fine particles freeing them up to settle, consequently enhancing
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settling in produced wastewater. Ongoing work is carried out by our group
with published results expected.
23.2.4.6.4 Ionic surface modification of nanoaegirine and its
application in adsorptive removal of contaminants from wastewater
Nanoaegirine has also been functionalized with polyethylenimine for the
removal of total organic carbon (TOC) from wastewater. Branched polyethylenimine (PEI) is a cationic organic polymer with a lot of branched amino
groups on the surface, with a high level of buffering capacity in a broad pH
range inside the wastewater solution [153156]. Thus it has been used as
functionalizing agents for magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) to remove the
TOC from sewage wastewater as well as various heavy metals from their
aqueous solutions. Hethnawi et al. [157] has used PEI as a functionalizing
agent for nanoaegirine at mild conditions without the need for primary surface modifications. Fig. 23.21 shows a pictorial representation of the cationic
polymer, nanoaegirine particle, and their electrostatic interaction after functionalization [157]. In an aqueous solution, aegirine imparts negatively

FIGURE 23.21 CPK representation of (A) possible conformation of a PEI polymer chain; (B)
a 10-nm spherical nanoparticle of the pyroxene aegirine; and (C) cross-sectional pictorial representation of the interaction of the PEI polymer with the surface of a 10-nm nanoparticle of the
pyroxene aegirine. Red spheres represent oxygen atoms, yellow spheres represent silicon atoms,
green spheres represent sodium atoms, light purple spheres represent iron atoms, white spheres
represent hydrogen atoms, grey spheres represent carbon atoms, and blue spheres represent nitrogen atoms. Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained from Elsevier and further permission should be directed to Elsevier; Hethnawi A, Nassar NN, Vitale G. Preparation
and characterization of polyethylenimine-functionalized pyroxene nanoparticles and its application in wastewater treatment, Colloids Surf A: Physicochem Eng Asp 2017; 525:2030.
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charged iron atoms and can exchange the sodium ions with a cationic moiety
of PEI. Accordingly, PEI-functionalized aegirine is formed with a long chain
of polymeric structure of amino groups that produce interacting sites or
pockets to capture various organic matters. These interacting sites can interact with various organic molecules via (1) hydrogen bonding, (2) electrostatic interactions, and (3) hostguest interactions in the formed cavities
within the PEI polymer anchored on the anionic surface of the nanopyroxene
material through metal coordination, hydrophobic forces, van der Waals
forces, and/or pipi interactions. Effectiveness of capturing organic pollutants (effluent of textile industry) was tested for the functionalized nanoparticles with PEI in batch, continuous, and field-scale experiments.
23.2.4.6.4.1 Batch adsorptive removal of the TOC from industrial
effluent Fig. 23.22 compares the batch adsorptive removal of PEIfunctionalized aegirine (PEIAPs) with the nonfunctionalized aegirine
(APs), magnetic nanoparticles (MNP), PEI-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (PEIMNP), and activated carbon (AC). It also includes fitting the
adsorption equilibrium data with the Sips model (blue line), which considers
the heterogeneity of different adsorbent surfaces and the interaction between
the adsorbed molecules. As shown, the highest capacity for adsorption is

FIGURE 23.22 Adsorption isotherms of industrial textile wastewater onto different adsorbents.
Adsorbent dose: 10 g/L; shaking rate: 200 rpm; pH: 8; T: 298K. The symbols are experimental
data, and the solid lines are fitting the data with Sips model. Permissions related to the material
excerpted were obtained from Elsevier and further permission should be directed to Elsevier;
Hethnawi A, Nassar NN, Vitale G. Preparation and characterization of polyethyleniminefunctionalized pyroxene nanoparticles and its application in wastewater treatment, Colloids Surf
A: Physicochem Eng Asp 2017; 525:2030.
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obtained for the functionalized nanoaegirine (340 mg/g), compared with the
other adsorbents (,50 mg/g) [157]. AC has a very low capacity for adsorption due to its nonuniform pore structure, and these pores are in microranges,
providing low adsorption efficiency in adsorbing the large molecules. On the
other hand, MNP, even after PEI functionalization, has low effectiveness in
batch adsorption compared with that for PEIAPs, indicating that the particular surface characteristics are important in performance. In addition, functionalizing MNP surface, opposed to APs, requires a primary surface coating
before the end-grafting with PEI at well-monitored conditions. This primary
surface coating limits utilizing such nanoparticle type in real water and
wastewater treatment processes.
23.2.4.6.4.2 Continuous adsorptive removal of TOC at in a fixed-bed
column In continuous adsorption, the removal of wastewater in terms of
TOC was tested compared with the aforementioned adsorbents inside a
fixed-bed column that operates under the effects of various operational parameters. The nanoadsorbents inside the column should not be directly
employed in massive amounts. This might cause pressure drop buildup, especially at high initial concentration of pollutants. For that reason, the nanoadsorbents are embedded into supporting material at very low mass fraction
such as diatomite (D). Diatomite (D) is a commercial filter aid that has a
low adsorptive capacity, but is attractive for wastewater applications since it
has abundant, low cost, and tunable properties. However, it has large particle
size and low effectiveness in removal of many dissolved pollutants (i.e.,
TOC). Supporting it with nanoadsorbents that have a high adsorptive
removal of the dissolved TOC can improve its performance in filtration of
both dissolved and suspended pollutants. Fig. 23.23 shows a pictorial representation for supporting or embedding PEIAPs into hydroxylated
Diatomite (D) surface.
Fig. 23.24 shows the experimental breakthrough curves obtained for
Diatomite (D) before and after embedding low mass percentages (5 wt%) of
the aforementioned nanoadsorbents as well as the AC at the same operational
parameters. The removal efficiency for the organic pollutants is indicated by
the achieved breakthrough times for every adsorbent, such that the highest
removal efficiency is obtained for the highest breakthrough time. Embedding
the Diatomite (D) with PEIAPs, as can be seen, has very high breakthrough
time compared with the other adsorbents, resulting in the best removal
efficacy.
23.2.4.6.4.3 Continuous adsorption in a field test experiments using
rotary drum filter Rotary drum filter (RDF) is a conventional filtration
method applied to remove the suspended solids and TOC from industrial
effluents [160]. As shown in Fig. 23.25, RDF consists of a drum rotating in
a tub of wastewater to be filtered. The drum is precoated with a filter aid,
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FIGURE 23.23 Schematic representation of the possible supramolecular interactions (noncovalent interactions in water) of the pollutant molecules with the developed adsorbent for their
removal: (A) hydrogen bonding interactions, (B) electrostatic interactions, and (C) hostguest
interactions in the formed cavities within the PEI polymer anchored on the anionic surface of
the nanopyroxene material through metal coordination, hydrophobic forces, van der Waals
forces, and/or pipi interactions. Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained
from Elsevier and further permission should be directed to Elsevier; Hethnawi A, Manasrah AD,
Vitale G, Nassar NN. Fixed-bed column studies of total organic carbon removal from industrial
wastewater by use of diatomite decorated with polyethylenimine-functionalized pyroxene nanoparticles. J Colloid Interface Sci 2018;513:2842 [158].

FIGURE 23.24 Experimental breakthrough curve (BTC) of fixed-bed column for different
nanoparticle types embedded on Diatomite (D) at 5 wt%, temperature of 298K, and pH of 8 for
the removal of textile effluent at flow rate, influent concentration, and bed depth of 0.8 mL/
min,49 mg/L, and 7.5 cm, respectively. Permissions related to the material excerpted were
obtained from Elsevier and further permission should be directed to Elsevier; Hethnawi A,
Nassar NN, Manasrah AD, Vitale G. Polyethylenimine-functionalized pyroxene nanoparticles
embedded on diatomite for adsorptive removal of dye from textile wastewater in a fixed-bed column. Chem Eng J 2017;320:389404[159].
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FIGURE 23.25 Schematic diagram for the rotary drum filter (RDF).

typically Diatomite (D). After applying the precoat, the wastewater is sent to
the tub below the drum, which rotates through the wastewater liquid, applying a vacuum. The vacuum sucks the wastewater onto the drum’s precoated
surface, separating it into liquid and solid portions. The vacuum sucks the
liquid portion through the filter media to the internal part of the drum, resulting in a filtrated liquid that is pumped away. Contaminants, on the other
hand, adhere to the precoated surface. The drum then automatically passes a
knife through the adhered contaminants and part of the filter media
(Diatomite (D)), revealing a fresh surface media. Although RDF is effective
in some types of wastewater, it is inefficient, especially when the wastewater
contains a high level of dissolved TOC. This is because the employed
Diatomite (D) has a very weak adsorption capacity but excellent absorption
power. It is therefore widely used as a filter aid in the filtration of suspended
solids, but is ineffective in the adsorption of the dissolved pollutants. As a
result, an improvement in the filtration efficiency of Diatomite (D) is
needed.
This is frequently accomplished by etching the Diatomite (D) with a
stronger acid or base to modify its adsorption efficiency. Unfortunately,
using strong acids or bases is environmentally unsafe and their action is
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corrosive to the RDF. Thus there is a need for innovative and integrated
technology to be used with the conventional processes to overcome these
problems. Modifying the Diatomite (D) with PEI-functionalized aegirine by
embedding ,5 wt% of nanoparticles with it can contribute to improving the
removal of suspended solids and also increasing the adsorption capacity of
the TOC when applied in RDF process. An industrial-level RDF field-tests
of this proposed technique that aims at exploring the possibility of utilizing
such nanoparticle type in a continuous mode has been reported [161]. Thus
two experiments were performed to test the TOC removal performance
before and after embedding low mass fraction of the functionalized nanoparticles. The first experiment used Diatomite as its own following the typically
adapted method. The second experiment was accomplished by embedding
1 wt% of the PEI-functionalized nanoaegirine. Fig. 23.26A represents the
obtained breakthrough curve of the standalone Diatomite (D), while
Fig. 23.26B shows that of PEIAPs. Both figures also include photographs
of selected samples, which shows the gradual changing in the color from colorless to dark as the time increases. As can be seen, in the absence of nanoparticles, very low efficiency in the TOC removal was obtained as indicated
from the rapid change in color from colorless to dark. In the presence of
nanoparticle 1 wt% of APs, however, more efficient TOC removal was
achieved as indicated by the gradual changing of the color from colorless to
dark.

23.3 Conclusions
Nanoparticles are being developed and manufactured very rapidly at lab
scale, but not yet at the commercial level as they are costly to produce.
Despite the fact that nanoparticles have numerous advantages compared with
conventional particles and their bulk counterparts, they face a number of
challenges for scaling up. Thus innovation of naturally derived nanoparticlebased materials with moderate preparation conditions is of paramount importance. This chapter summarized the work related to the synthesis of nanoaegirine, a naturally derived based material, using mild operating temperature
and pressure to make it a cost-effective process for scaling up. The synthesis
and preparation techniques for iron silicate-based aegirine were briefly introduced and discussed. Various factors and operating conditions affecting surface and structural modifications have been addressed as well. Grafting and
functionalizing nanoagerine with different polymers to improve its interactions with different contaminants present in water were reviewed. Examples
of the use of surface and structural modified nanoaegirine were illustrated
that showed that modified nanoaegirine can be effectively employed as
adsorbent and catalyst for energy and environmental applications. Polymergrafted and functionalized nanoaegirine has been employed successfully for

FIGURE 23.26 Breakthrough curves (BTCs) and images of selected samples for adsorption of TOC by (A) standalone Diatomite (D), and (B) 1 wt.%
PEIAPs embedded into Diatomite (D). The symbols represent experimental data. Permissions related to the material excerpted were obtained from the
authors; Hethnawi AJ. Poly(ethylenimine)-functionalized pyroxene nanoparticles embedded on diatomite for removal of total organic carbon from industrial
wastewater: batch and fixed-bed studies, MSc Thesis, Department of Chemical and Petroleum Engineering, University of Calgary, 2017 [161].
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removing contaminates from different industrial effluents like pharmaceuticals, textiles, and oil sand tailing.
As can be seen, nanoaegirine is an alternate, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly adsorbent or catalyst for commonly used expensive materials like granular and powder-activated carbons and zeolite-based catalysts.
Further, due to its naturally derived properties and easily tunable surface
functionalities, nanoaegirine is suitable for in situ application and sitespecific targeting of certain contaminates, where recovery and regeneration
of the spent adsorbent or catalysts are not necessary. Furthermore, aegirine is
earth abundant, naturally occurring, cost-effective, and environmentally
friendly and could maximize the sustainability of adsorption/catalysis processes for saving energy and reducing the environmental footprint of
industry.
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24.1 Introduction
Nanotechnology is currently one of the fastest growing scientific fields and
is used in various applications in food items, electronic devices, cosmetics
and pharmaceuticals, and in personal care [1]. Cosmeceuticals have been
expanded range of products which include personal care products like skin
care, hair care in photoaging, hyperpigmentation, wrinkles, and hair damage.
The global cosmeceutical market is expected to reach a value of USD 80.36
billion by 2023 [2]. Nanomaterials in cosmetics have extensive potential
because of their small size, surface area, and effective transport in skin layers
[3]. Nanomaterials provide various advantages in cosmetics such as improved
stability, controlled release, better UV protection, site-specific targeting and
enhanced skin penetration and hydration of active materials [3,4]. Some of the
advantages of nanocosmeceuticals are shown in Fig. 24.1.
Nanomaterial-based products include nanoemulsions, liposomes, niosomes, solid-lipid nanoparticles (SLNs), nanopigments, and fullerenes.
Nanomaterials are extensively used in the preparation of moisturizing
creams, antiaging creams, hair shampoos, conditioners, and skin-whitening
creams [5]. However, there are some noted disadvantages associated with
nanomaterial-based cosmetics. For example, the antibacterial effect of nanomaterials can interfere with the healthy bacterial system in the environment.
Currently regulatory authorities have no stringent regulations for the safety
of nanocosmeceuticals.

24.2 Nanomaterials in cosmeceuticals
Various nanomaterials are used in cosmeceuticals as depicted in Fig. 24.2.
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-816787-8.00024-7
© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 24.1 Types of nanomaterials used in cosmetics.

FIGURE 24.2 Advantages of nanomaterials used in cosmetics.
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24.2.1 Liposomes
Liposomes are vesicular structures ranging from 15 nm up to several μm
with an aqueous core surrounded by a lipid bilayer and have shown wide
applications in cosmetic drug delivery systems [6]. The liposomes used in
cosmetics can be categorized based on composition and indications, such as
transfersomes, niosomes, ultrasomes, ethosomes, phytosomes, etc. [7]. In
1986, Dior launched “Capture,” an antiaging cream, the first liposomal cosmetic product on the market [8]. Liposome-containing products are widely
used because they are nontoxic, biodegradable, and biocompatible [9].
Topical creams contain lipids like cholesterol, ceramides, and phospholipids
as biological lipids that are found in normal skin tissue [10]. They are also
easy to incorporate into liposomes and can improve skin hydration and texture and impart softness and smoothness to the skin. Liposomes are preferred
for delivery of vitamins and other molecules to regenerate the epidermis as
they facilitate a continuous supply to cells over a sustained period of time.
They are used as functionalized carriers in the delivery of active components,
increase solubility and stability of formulation, enhance targeted site delivery, reduce potential toxicity, and are cost effective [11]. Amber extract is
sometimes incorporated into liposomes to allow programmed release of the
active ingredient [12].

24.2.2 Nanoemulsions
Nanoemulsions are submicron size, ranging from 50 to 1000 nm and considered as ultrafine emulsions in which an oil phase and water phase are combined with a surfactant [13]. They are known for applications in personal
care products as potential vehicles for the controlled delivery of cosmetics.
They are mostly used in cosmetics like deodorants, sunscreens, and shampoos [14,15]. Nanoemulsions containing andiroba and copaiba oils can repel
mosquitoes for a period of 30 min as compared to diethyltoluamide (commercial product) on topical application [16]. On topical application of nanoemulsions composed of rice bran seed oil the relative hydration and the
oiliness of skin is increased and normal pH values of the skin are maintained.
Hence these nanoemulsions can be considered as alternative treatments for
skin diseases such as atopic dermatitis and psoriasis [17,18].

24.2.3 Solid-lipid nanoparticles
SLNs are submicron, colloidal carriers whose size range from 50 to 100 nm
that are formed by the solgel method and are comprised of phospholipid,
dispersed water, or an aqueous solution of surfactants. SLNs exhibit low toxicity, enhance efficacy as penetration via skin pathways is increased, and
small size leads to increased contact area [19]. Shah et al. developed SLN-
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based tretinoin (TRE) gel, which improves topical delivery of TRE as compared to existing conventional TRE formulations [7]. Hydrogel formulations
(Carbopol 943, xanthum gum, chitosan, and hydroxyethyl 4000) lipid nanocarriers exhibit good physical stability. It was found by Wissing et al. that
SLNs can act as UV blocker and can improve UV protection. SLNs are
advantageous for dermal application of cosmetics and pharmaceuticals products because they can increase skin hydration, modify release, increase
occlusive properties, and have better targeting effects [20].

24.2.4 Nanostructured lipid carriers
Factors such as high occlusion, increased level of skin adhesion, long-term
stability, and high loading of nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs) (second
generation of lipid particles) make nanostructured lipid carriers superior to
SLNs in cosmetic products. As compared to microparticles, lipid nanoparticles help to increase the penetration capabilities of active components. Lipid
nanoparticles appear white, rather than yellowish, which increases the aesthetic appeal of the product [21]. In 2005, the first product containing lipid
nanoparticles was available on the market called Nanorepair cream and
lotion by Dr. Rimpler GmbH, Germany, which offered increased skin
penetration.
The second product developed with CLR is an active-loaded NLC concentrate, in which the particles are prepared with a mixture of black currant
seed oil, coenzyme Q10, and carnauba wax [21]. In June 2006, Dr. Rimpler
GmbH launched a third product called NanoVital, which is primarily
intended to be used as a night cream. NLC loaded with kukui oil from the
Hawaiin islands is used in the skin care for the sensitive skin of infants and
babies [22].

24.2.5 Dendrimers
Dendrimers are a new class of macromolecular components, micellar nanostructures, monodisperse, unimolecular around 20 nm in size and can be used
in various applications such as skin care, nail care and hair care [6]. A patented dendrimer cosmetic product formulated using carbosiloxane claimed to
provide resistance to water and sebum, increase tactile sensation and increase
bioadhesion to skin and/or hair [22]. A complex of dendrimer containing
free amino groups and keratolytic or antiacne agents is cosmetically
acceptable in formulations used for the treatment of acne vulgaris. US patent
6,001,342 described the composition of dendrimers containing polyamidoamines (Starburst, Starpharma) in antiperspirant deodorant to help reduce
underarm odor. Dendrimer-containing formulations show self-tanning activity and improved efficacy when applied to skin [23].
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24.2.6 Nanosponges and microsponges
These are highly cross-linked, polymeric, porous systems that are nongritty
and free-flowing in nature. These properties have been exploited for drugdelivery systems in cosmetics and for dermatological applications. The
release of drug in a diffusion controlled manner with a very high entrapment
efficacy [24]. The size and entrapment efficiency depend on various factors
like the nature of the polymer, drug solubility, type and concentration of the
plasticizer, and speed and temperature of the emulsification process.
Sunscreens prepared by nanosponges produce better protection against sunburns with minimal irritancy and sensitivity [25]. For example, microsponges
containing benzoyl peroxide are more effective, less sensitive, and produces
less skin irritation. Microsponges also offer great advantages over other formulations with respect to mutagenic and irritancy of the drug, and thus have
a lot of potential for developing novel formulations for topical disease [26].

24.2.7 Fullerenes
Carbon fullerenes have potent scavenging capacities against radical oxygen
species and are used for their skin rejuvenation properties in cosmeceutical
formulations. They are not soluble in aqueous solutions due to their hydrophobic nature, which limits their applications, but surface modification and
surfactants increase the ability of fullerenes to solubilize in water and thus
be used in pharmaceuticals [27]. Chirico et al. examined the protection ability of carboxyfullerenes for normal human keratinocytes from UVB-induced
apoptosis and results indicate that carboxyfullerenes penetrate human keratinocytes and act by scavenging free radicals and by protecting cells from apoptosis by using confocal laser microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy [28]. They are used antiaging products as they exhibit antioxidative properties. For example, fullerene-C60 (LipoFullerene) is used as an
active ingredient due to its antiwrinkle efficacy [29].

24.2.8 Niosomes
Niosomes are nonionic, bilayer vesicles that are developed by using selfassembly of hydrated nonionic surfactants with or without corporation of
lipophilic compounds and possess high entrapment efficacy, suitable for both
hydrophobic as well hydrophilic drugs, good chemical stability, increase penetration as well as economic to produce on large scale [30]. The diameter of
the vesicles range from 100 nm to 2 μm in diameter, they can be multilamellar or unilamellar phase vesicles in an aqueous solution enclosed by membrane organized as bilayer. Niosomes are advantageous for dermal
application, as they enhance residence time of API, reduce the barrier resistance of horny layer in stratum corneum and also reduce systemic absorption
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[11]. Niosomes are better carriers of resveratrol and showed high delivery of
resveratrol in deeper layers of the skin compared to liposomes [31].
Niosomal benzyl peroxide incorporated into HPMC gel results into good
drug skin retention, sustain release and reduced toxicity of the drug with
improved drug permeation [32]. Niosomal gallidermin gel showed more
chemical stability than gallidermin aqueous gel, for efficient topical localization and good skin permeation without any threat to systemic circulation
[30].

24.2.9 Nanopigments
Gold and silver nanoparticles are considered as valuable pigments in cosmetic products as they are inert, nontoxic, highly stable as well as biocompatible. Gold and silver are used due to their known antibacterial and
antifungal action. They are incorporated into various products like perfumes,
creams such as antiaging products, and in face packs or mask. Ointments
containing AgNO3 can be used for skin infection and inflammation caused
by wounds [13]. Nanopigments containing gold and silver nanoparticles provide new colored pigments for lipsticks and have been to be safe and show
good pigment dispersion [23]. ZnO and TiO2 are widely used in sunscreens
as they are known to reflect and scatter UV light and protect skin against
various adverse effects of UV light, including melanoma (skin cancer).
Carbon black (cosmetic colorant) when used in nano-form alters the strength
and opacity of color [33]. Various nanomaterials along with their advantages
are shown in Fig. 24.3.

FIGURE 24.3 Penetration routes of nanomaterials throughout the skin.
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24.3 Classification of nanocosmeceuticals
24.3.1 Skin care
A cosmetic formulation such as lotion or cream applied to the skin whose
main purpose to counter dryness, protect and lubricant the skin. Some level
of moisture content is present in the skin layers but moisturizers are applied
to prevent the skin from dryness [34]. Moisturizers containing nanomaterials
such as liposomes, SLNs, and nanoemulsions are widely used for enhancing
the skin penetration [4]. Skin is the soft outer tissue that is covered with a
hydrolipid film that provides a natural defense against pathogenic organisms
[13]. Skin cleansers containing nanoparticles increase skin penetration, efficacy of active ingredients and provide skin protection.

24.3.2 Antiaging products
Antiaging creams usually contain specific antiaging ingredient like hydroxy
acids, retinol, tea extract, coenzyme Q10, grapeseed, vitamin C, or some in
combination to reduce fine lines and pores [35]. They are also used to lift
and tighten skin in aging. Products with protein and silica are used to fill the
mesoporous structure that lifts and tightens the skin. Nanopeeling Renovator
Microdermoblazing and VitActive Activator nanoemulsion are complementary antiaging products: the first one works by a mechanical process of exfoliation which contains Xylitol and Vitamin C microcrystals and the second
one VitActive Activator nanoemulsion, which imparts skin hydration [35].

24.3.3 Hair care
Hair follicle and shaft targeting, increased the quantity of incorporated active
ingredients are achieved by nanocosmeceuticals which improves hair care.
Hair follicle, shaft targeting, and increased quantity of active ingredient are
achieved by intrinsic properties and unique size of nanoparticles [15].
Nanoparticles moisturize hair cuticles by forming a protective film as well
increasing residence time in hair follicles. Sericin combined with nanoparticles can be used in hair cosmeceuticals because they adhere to the hair surface easily and treat damaged cuticles [36,37].

24.3.4 Lip care
Incorporation of different nanomaterials into lipsticks and lip gloss help
soften the lips by preventing transdermal water loss and also prevent pigments from migrating from the lips and to maintain color for longer periods
of time. Lip volumizer containing liposomes increases lip volume, hydrates
and outlines the lips, and fills wrinkles in the lip contour [4].
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24.3.5 Nail care
Nail care is important because it prevents nail problems, such as fungi and
ingrown toenails. Cosmeceuticals containing functionalized nanomaterials in
nail care are advantageous since they improve toughness [38]. Metal oxide
or silver nanoparticles containing antifungal medicaments are used to prevent
fungal infections [38,39]. The nanocosmeceuticals available on the market
today are listed in Tables 24.1 and 24.2 along with patent data.

24.4 Penetration of nanoparticles
The penetration of nanoparticles through the skin, their biodistribution, rate of
excretion, and toxicity are determined by the characteristic of nanoparticles
(e.g., shape, size, surface charge) [4]. Some of the proposed benefits of incorporating nanoparticles in cosmetics are unique texture, increased efficiency
and protection of active ingredient [58]. There are three ways nanomaterials
penetrate the skin: intercellularly, intracellularly, and transappendagally. In
the intercellular route, the nanomaterials diffuse across lipid bilayers and the
matrix of corneocytes; the intracellular route comprises of aqueous areas surrounded by polar lipids that creates microchannels, the transappendageal route
employs through sweat glands or hair follicles [38]. Lipid bilayers within the
intercellular spaces, matrix of corneocytes, and high levels of proteins below
the stratum corneum can affect the passive transport of nanomaterials through
the stratum corneum as shown in Fig. 24.3.

24.5 Toxicity of nanocosmeceuticals
Despite their immense potential, some researchers have noted the toxicity of
nanocosmeceuticals in organisms and the environment. Nanoparticles from
various cosmeceuticals are applied on the skin show toxic effects after reaching to the bloodstream [59]. Pulmonary administration of ultrafine particles
of TiO2 results in lung injury. The exposure of TiO2 nanoparticles in pregnant mice has resulted in brain damage of the male offspring. The trace of
TiO2 observed in offspring and after certain time reduce sperm production in
male offspring and lead to brain damage [60]. The toxicity of nanoparticles
is caused by the generation of free radicals, which leads to oxidative stress
and cell toxicity. When nanoparticles are inhaled, absorbed through the skin,
or accidentally orally consumed skin, pulmonary tract, brain, and other organ
(via blood) damage can result [61].

24.6 Safety of nanocosmeceuticals
Dermal exposure has raised concerns about the safety and toxicity of nanomaterials that are present in many cosmetic products such as skin care
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TABLE 24.1 Nanocosmeceuticals available on the market.
Product name

Manufacturer

Use

Type of
nanomaterial

Hydra Zen Cream

Lancome

Moisturizer

Nanocapsules

Ferndale Nouriva

Ferndale Laboratories

Moisturizer

Nanoparticles

Nano In Hand and
Nail Moisturizing
Serum and Foot
Moisturizing Serum

Nano-Infinity
Nanotech

Moisturizer

Nanoparticles

Lip Tender

Kara Vita

Lip moisturizer

Lyphazomes

Primordiale
Optimum Lip

Lancome

Lip treatment

Nanocapsules

Sircuit Skin

Sircuit Skin
Cosmeceuticals

Antiaging

Fullerenes

Nanosphere Plus

DermaSwiss

Antiaging

Nanosphere

Nano Gold Firming
Treatment

Chantecaille

Antiaging

Nanoparticles

ZelensFullere C-60
Night Cream

Zelens

Antiaging

Fullerene

Lancome Soleil SoftTouch Antiwrinkle
Sun Cream SPF 15

L’Oreal

Antiaging

Nanocapsules

Neova

ProCyte Corporation

Antiaging

Nanocapsules

Clearly It!
Complexion Mist

Kara Vita

Antiacne

Nanosphere

Celazome

Celazome New
Zealand Limited

Antiacne

Lyphazome

Soleil Instant
Cooling Sun Spritz
SPF 15

Lancome

Sun protection
spray

Nanocapsule

DS Laboratories
Spectral DNC

DS Laboratories

Hair loss
treatment

Nanosomes

DS Laboratories
Hydroviton. CR
Liquid Normalizing
Soap

DS Laboratories

Body wash/
cleanser

Nanosomes

Boscia (Cleansing
oil)

Fancl International

Facial cleanser

Nanotechnology
(Continued )
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TABLE 24.1 (Continued)
Product name

Manufacturer

Use

Type of
nanomaterial

Cosil Nano Beauty
Soap

Natural Korea

Cleanser

Nanoparticles

Eye Tender

Kara Vita

Antiwrinkle

Nanosphere

Revitalift Double
Lifting

L’Oreal

Antiwrinkle

Nanosomes

Eye Contour
Nanolift

Euoko

Antiwrinkle

Nanocapsules

Revitalift
Antiwrinkle and
Firming Face and
Neck Contour
Cream

L’Oreal

Antiwrinkle

Nanosomes

LifePak Nano

Pharmanex

Antiaging

Nanotechnology

NanoramaNano
Gold Mask Pack

LEXON Nano Tech

Antiacne

Nanoparticles

Nano-in Foot
Deodorant Powder/
Spray

Nano-Infinity
Nanotech Co., Ltd.

Antimicrobial

Nanoparticles

Nano-in Deep
Cleaning for makeup removal and
exfoliation

Nano-Infinity
Nanotech Co., Ltd.

Cleanser

Nanoparticles

products, hair products and sunscreens etc. applied to skin [62]. Some nanoparticles may also be concerned about contaminated solvents, side products,
organics and endotoxins for toxicity. Studies have shown that nanoparticles
can go deeper than bigger particles. The change in the physicochemical characteristics of nanomaterials in the final product and impurities present in
nanomaterials also need to be considered [63]. The properties of nanomaterials may change during storage and handling making it difficult to predict
their reactivity and risk. In the case of developing new cosmetics, safety,
efficacy, stability, and aesthetic appeal of the formulations should be taken
into consideration [64,65].

24.7 Regulations of nanocosmeceuticals
Cosmeceuticals are the products that are the combination of pharmaceuticals
and cosmetics. In the last 10 years, there have been unanswered challenges

TABLE 24.2 Patent data on nanocosmeceuticals.
Type of nanomaterial

Patent number

Publication
date

Patent description

Inventor

Nanoemulsion

EP1264595A1

11/12/2002

Nanoemulsion by using lecithin and
tocopheryl derivatives for application to
the skin

Yoo, Byung Hee Paldal-ku,
Kyunggi-do et al.

19/8/1997

Sunscreen/cosmetic compositions for
enhanced photoprotection including
nanopigments of metal oxides

Jean-Marc Ascione, Delphine
Allard

9/1/2018

Cosmetic composition in the form of
nano-or microemulsion for cleansing and
conditioning the keratin fibers

Anne-Laure Bernard, Jinglan
Li

6/9/2001

Use of nanocapsules in detergents,
cleansing agents and in cosmetic products

Wolf Eisfeld, Ute Krupp

17/2/2005

Use of nanoparticulate UV protectant
delivery system in cosmetic, sunscreens
and other protective use

Bernd Hirth

11/8/2005

Use of silver nanoparticulate delivery
system in antimicrobial pharmaceutical or
cosmetic formulations

Christoph Cichos et al.

17/3/2015

Cosmetic composition containing vitamin
A stabilized by nanoemulsification by
porous polymer beads

Sang-Ho Jeong et al.

[40]
Nanopigments

US005658555A
[41]

Nanoemulsion

US20150335538
[42]

Nanocapsules

DE10008306A1
[43]

Nanoparticles

DE10333029A1
[44]

Nanoparticles

DE10351611A1
[45]

Nanoemulsion

US8980293B2
[46]

(Continued )

TABLE 24.2 (Continued)
Type of nanomaterial

Patent number

Publication
date

Patent description

Inventor

Lipidic nanoparticles

US20160271024A1

20/3/2018

Conditioning shampoo cosmetic
compositions by lipidic nanoparticles

Juliana Bucchi Alencastre
Moroz et al.

13/8/2015

Nanocarrier or nanopolymers composed
of musk-derived bioactive compounds

Shaker A. Mousa, Amna
Saddiq

22/7/2008

Use of nanodispersions to protect,
ascorbic acid or vitamin C a water soluble
ingredient in cosmetic end formulations

Sebastien Mongiat et al.

24/1/2013

Metal oxide nanocomposite particles for
UV protection

Bernd Sachweh et al.

28/5/2013

Cationic nanoparticles provides
conditioning properties to hair-care and
skin-care products

John Jennings et al.

16/9/2009

Cosmetic formulations containing
nanocrystals for topical use

Rolf Petersen

16/4/2008

Cosmetic nano-pigment composition
containing gold or silver nanoparticles

Bong Hyun Jung, Yong Taik
Lim, Jin Kyeong Kim, Jin
Young Jeong, Tai Hwan Ha

[47]
Nanocarriers or nanopolymers

US20150223451A1

Nanodispersions

US20120093896A1

[48]

[49]
Metal oxide nanoparticles

US 20130022655 A1
[50]

Nanoparticles

US 8449868 B2
[51]

Nanocrystals

EP 2099420A1
[52]

Gold or silver nanoparticles

EP1909745A1
[53]

Nanoparticles

EP2229142A1

27/12/2007

Gel system containing nanoparticles and
macroscopic particles effective to blurrfine
lines and wrinkles

Prithwiraj Maitra et al.

16/6/2004

Nanoscale active antidandruff ingredients
having a particle for the production of
hair-cosmetic preparations

Achim Ansmann et al.

13/10/2005

The topical application comprises
nanopearl powder

Harvard Fang

28/01/2014

A novel and cost-effective cosmetic
compositions comprising magnetic
particles

Zeev Maor, Michael RoyZ

[54]
Nanoparticles

EP 1239823B1
[55]

Nanopowder

US2005022683OA1
[56]

Magnetic nanoparticles

US8637055B2
[57]
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for regulators of nanocosmeceuticals procedure by FDA for approval of the
final product. European regulators require cosmetic manufacturers to report
any nanoparticle present in products marketed within the European Union.
The FDA has the authority to prohibit the manufacturing and sale of a
product or ban certain ingredients, warning labels and even category of
cosmetics require different type of license from state food and drug administration, this way FDA regulate these products [66]. Scientific committee
on consumer products (SCCP) has raised interest over the safety of nanomaterials used in cosmetic products. The Environment Protection Agency
(EPA) needs research underway at other US government agencies, and the
recommendation of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development) works on manufactured nanomaterials and the European
Commission’s (EC) Scientific Committee on Consumer Products (SCCP)
expressed their role on the use of insoluble nanoparticles in topically
applied cosmetic products [67,68].

24.8 Conclusions and future perspectives
The demand in the cosmetic market is increasing day by day around the
world and new cosmetics products are being developed by various companies. A number of different nanomaterials are now routinely incorporated
into many cosmetics and personal care products. Nevertheless, more studies
are needed to determine toxicity and other factors such as encapsulation and
triggered release mechanism observed for the delivery of cosmetic ingredients present in nanomaterials.
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25.1 Introduction
Generally, fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) have been used to make aerospace parts with high strength: weight and modulus: weight ratios when
related with metals. However, in recent decades, researchers have focused on
nanomaterial-based composites, because of their high mechanical and multifunctional properties. Current research on nanomaterials for the aerospace,
automotive, and sport industries is based on inorganic clay technology
Carbon nanotube (CNTs), CNFs, single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs), multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs), nanoclays, and nanocomposites. However, more
research is needed in this area to better understand these materials and their
properties [1]. The main disadvantage is the mechanical reinforcement using
the nanoparticles in the polymers, which can be addressed through the degree
of dispersion, impregnation in the matrix, and interfacial adhesion, which is
still a challenging task. Thus their chemical, physical, and morphological
properties must be studied. This chapter discusses nanomaterials used in the
aerospace, automotive, and sports industries, along with their morphology
properties.
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25.2 Types of nanomaterials
25.2.1 Nanocomposites (polymer and carbon nanotubes/
nanocomposite fibers, manufacturing process, morphology, and
properties)
A nanocomposite is a matrix containing dispersed nanoparticles that enhance
the properties of the end-product. Nanocomposites have received the attention of various field experts because of their unique thermal, conductive, and
mechanical properties. In conventional composite material, two or more
materials are combined to produce a hybrid material with the properties.
However, if composite materials has the nanosize particle in the solution
then it is defined as a “nanocomposite.” Nanosize particles have a large surface area that enables more contact with surrounding materials and thus
more reactivity leading to a stronger material with lighter weight (Fig. 25.1).
The different categories of nanoparticles (shown in Table 25.1) are based
on the functional properties require in composite plate. For example, lamellar
nanoparticles are preferred for mechanical properties whereas fibrillar nanoparticles are selected for strength and rigidity.
Nanosize materials have been used in thermoplastics and thermosets as
shown in Fig. 25.2. They have several advantages over conventional particles
including high aspect ratio, electrical conductivity, resistance strength against
gases and water, mechanical properties, chemical resistance, flame retardancy, and thermal stability.

25.2.2 Carbon nanotubes
CNTs are used in polymer composites due to their excellent thermal,
mechanical, and electrical properties [24]. CNTs are basically cylinders,
created from one sheet of graphene (SWCNT) or several sheets of graphene

FIGURE 25.1 (A) Conventional macroparticle and (B) nanoparticle with increased surface
area.
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TABLE 25.1 Overview of different categories of nanoparticles.
Categories of
matrix
G

G

G

Metalic
nanocomposites
Ceramic
nanocomposites
Polymer
nanocomposites

Categories according
to shape
G
G
G
G

Spherical
Lamellar
Fibrillar
Tubular

Categories according to
dimension
G
G

G

One dimension (platelets)
Two dimensions (fibers/
whiskers)
Three dimensions (nearly
spherical particles)

FIGURE 25.2 Schematic diagram of nanoparticles mixed with matrix.

(MWCNTs). Due to their relatively small size, wetting process is quite challenging process. In nanocomposite material, the adhesion between constituents in the polymer composites is crucial. Since fiber is stiffer than matrix it
takes higher force to deform. Thus it is important to have proper adhesion
between the matrix, CNT, and fiber to create the desired properties in the
end-product. Several studies have been carried out to understand the failure
mechanism of CNT/polymer composites [5,6]. Latex technology, laminating
layer by layer [7], and solid-state shear pulverization are reported to be the
most effective techniques to disperse CNTs into polymer composites.
Generally, CNTs are synthesized in the following three ways.

25.2.2.1 Laser ablation
Laser ablation is a thermal or nonthermal process used to release source
material such as atoms/molecules, ions, and solids to synthesize CNT, fullerenes, and metals. As the laser is targeted at a certain angle, the atoms/molecules move with velocity to a specific location. The material produced by
this technique consists of single-walled nanotubes. The size and dimeter of
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CNTs can be varied by changing the growth temperature and other parameters. This is a low-cost manufacturing technique and can be used to synthesize the complex composition of nanoparticles.

25.2.2.2 Arc discharge
This is the easiest way to produce CNTs, but it requires further purification.
The process involves arc vaporization of two carbon rods usually placed in
an enclosure filled with inert gas at low pressure. A direct current of
50100 A creates discharge, resulting the form a small rod-shaped producing CNTs.
25.2.2.3 Chemical vapor deposition
This is a traditional method used for producing various carbon material
includings carbon fibers, filaments, and mass production of CNTs with high
yield and controllability and low cost. However, the produced CNTs contain
contaminants that need to be removed by a thermal or chemical process.
25.2.3 Carbon nanotube composite membranes
Mixing two additives in solution is the conventional method used to change
the characteristics of composite material. Blending nanoparticles is an alternative approach to developing processes and enhancing composite properties,
particularly physiochemical and mechanical. CNTs are prime material for
improving the antibacterial, porosity, electrical, and thermal properties.
These properties can be benefited in composite material by incorporating the
CNT’s into a matrix (polymer/ceramics/metals). High surface area, high
aspect ratio, and high axis strength make CNTs an ideal additive for reinforcing the nanocomposite membranes [8]. Recent applications of CNTs in the
form of Bucky tube include self-heating hybrid composites, EMI shielding,
fire-retardant coating, super capacitance, strain sensing, gas sensing, and
water purification [918]. CNT membranes can be classified in different
ways, but are generally categorized into two broad classes: (1) freestanding
CNT membranes and (2) mixed (nanocomposites) CNT membranes.

25.2.4 Nanoclay
Nanoclay polymer composite, formally known as Bakelite, has been used
since the 1900s. It attracted the attention of the research community when
the Toyota Research Group reported that adding nanoclay into nylon
increases its yield and tensile strength [19,20]. Clay varies in composition
and purity and these properties have a direct influence on the final properties
of nanoclay composites. While clays are classified by structure such as allophane, kaolinite, and vermiculite they can also be classified into three main
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categories: (1) 1:1 type, (2) 2:1 type, and (3) layered silicic acids. Similarly,
polymerclay nanocomposites are grouped into three classes (see
Table 25.2).
Type 1: In this type, clays is used as conventional filler. Tactoids (clay
particles) are dispersed in the polymer resin; these are known as conventional composites.
Type 2: In this type, layers of clay are separated and randomly distributed
in polymer resin; these are known as exfoliated nanocomposites.
Type 3: In this type, each clay layer is surrounded by polymer chains and
space is created in between them, but the layers still have a well-defined
relationship; these are known as intercalated nanocomposites.

25.2.4.1 Preparation method of polymerclay nanocomposites
The effective penetration of polymer into clay is dependent on the right
selection of modified clay. There are three main preparation methods of
polymerclay nanocomposites.
25.2.4.1.1

Intercalation of polymer from solution

This method involves unusual physical chemistry and can enhance the
mechanical [21,22] and physical properties of several process. This process
allows the choice of solvent comprising soluble polymer and swellable silicate layers. A solvent such as toluene, water or chloroform, or toluene swells
the clay. Once the polymer and silicate solution are mixed, the polymer
chains intercalate and displace the absorbed solvent. After removing the solvent from silicate galleries, polymerclay nanocomposites appear in the
form of intercalated structures.
25.2.4.1.2 In situ intercalative polymerization method
In this method the incorporation of monomer molecules adjusts into pores of
host structures. The monomers intercalate into clay minerals. The clay travels along their galleries while heat/radiation started and subsequently leading to polymerization in between the clay layers, which is often known as
ship in the bottle polymerization.
25.2.4.1.3 Melt intercalation method
This method involves the heating and then cooling processes (annealing) of
a blend of polymer and clay. The polymer chains disperse between silicate
layers during annealing. As a result, a range of nanocomposites with structure of exfoliated are created. However, it is mainly dependant on the penetration of polymer chains into interlayer spaces.
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TABLE 25.2 Types of polymerclay nanocomposites.
S.
no.

Types of polymerclay
nanocomposites

1.

Conventional composites

2.

Exfoliated nanocomposites

3.

Intercalated
nanocomposites

Schematic representation
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25.2.5 Graphene nanoplatelets
Nanoplatelets are one nanoscale dimension nanoparticles comprising stacks
of platelet-shaped graphene sheets. It is possible to add hydrogen or covalent
bonding capability on the edges of platelets through functionalization at
sites. While due to pure graphite composition, the nanoplatelets are excellent
thermal and electrical conductors, the unique size and morphology of graphene nanoplatelets determines the mechanical and barrier properties of the
composite. Graphene nanoplatelets have been used with different matrices
such as epoxy, polyimide, nylon 6, nylon 6,6, vinyl eaters, polypropylene,
biodegradable polymers, and others to improve the wide range of properties
(e.g., modulus, impact, thermal and electrical conductivities). Graphene
nanoplatelets can be produced by different ways but common methods
include chemical exfoliation and dry exfoliation with plasma. Ball milling is
one of the most promising methods for edge functionalization, a simple and
efficient way to produce graphene nanoparticles. In this method, graphite
powders are mixed with chemicals (containing dry ice, such as sulfur trioxide or melamine) in a sealed jar. During high-speed ball milling, strong shear
forces are generated to crack the graphite bonds leading to exfoliation of
graphene nanoplates with grain size ,1 μm. Graphene nanoplatelets can be
used in a wide range of applications due to their improved thermal conductivity and stability, flame retardancy, toughness, stiffness, and electrical
conductivity.

25.2.6 Graphene
Graphene is a promising semimetal comprising sheets of pure carbon atoms.
It is a basic unit of carbon material and makes different forms such as
wrapped into 0D fullerenes, curled into 1D CNTs and stacked into 3D graphite. This material is impermeable to gases, stronger than steel, has a high surface area with a theoretical value of 2630 m2/g, is almost transparent, has
good foldability, and is an excellent conductor of electrical properties even
after bending. Graphene is synthesized by top-down (destruction) and
bottom-up (construction) methods [23]. Graphene has been used in different
applications including batteries, supercapacitors, electrodes, conductive inks,
polymer composites, and sensors. First process breaks the stacked layer of
graphite to produce single graphene sheets, whereas the second process
synthesizes graphene sheet from alternative sources containing carbon. The
graphite layers are stacked together by Van der Waals forces. Consequently,
it is an easy task to break these layers in the top-down method but challenging to separate them efficiently and without damage. As graphite is a natural
and finite material bottom-up methods with a high level of graphitization
should be used to produce a high-quality material. Although through this
process, large area graphene films can be produced yet higher level of
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defects observed in bottom-up method as compared to top-bottom methods
that need to be addressed as well.

25.2.7 Nanofibers
Nanofibers have gained attention because they are lightweight, small in
diameter compared to conventional fibers, and possess unique characteristics
such as large surface area-to-volume ratio, superior mechanical properties,
and the ability to improve the mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties
of polymer matrix composites. There is significant impact noted in wide
range of material such as natural polymers, synthetic polymers, carbon-based
materials, semiconducting materials, and composite materials. Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are one of the most rapidly evolving areas of composite material. The dimensions of CNFs vary—70200 nm in diameter and length
,1 μm to several milometers. The common shape of stacked graphene
sheets for internal structure of CFN are the cones or cups. The carbon nanofibers with high purity are manufactured by a catalytic chemical vapor deposition process in enough quantities and low cost. The incorporation of CNFs
into polymer addresses the potential solution to many existing issues in composite applications. It provides the effective shielding from electromagnetic
interference (EMI), enhance the various properties, improve the processability and recyclability of thermoplastic matrix nanocomposites, and have
excellent surface finish. The nanofibers are used in several application
including the capturing the individual cancer cells, therapeutic drug delivery,
lithium ion battery electrodes, and sensors.

25.3 Properties of functional nanomaterials
Nanomaterials are the new innovative materials that exhibit improved properties such as more flexibility, stronger, lighter and also characterize high
sensibility, intelligence, and multifunctionality. Therefore the development
of new nanomaterials and enhancing their properties has become the prime
reason of interest in recent years. The use of these nanomaterials and its
applications are giving a cheap and mass producible method of creating new
products. Nanomaterials having higher energy efficiency, specific strength,
stiffness, damage tolerance, ductility, and stability in extreme environments
are mainly used in aerospace, automobiles and sport applications. Carbon
fiber composites with the addition of nanoparticles can considerably improve
the composite properties. In addition to the improved intrinsic properties of
composites, control of the degree of dispersion of the nanofillers in composites is still an issue for functional nanocomposite materials. Various
attempts have been made in the uniform distribution of the nanoparticles,
size of nanoparticles, concentration, and interfacial properties of nanocomposite material for specific applications.
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Mechanical properties are required in the manufacturing of the structural
materials like wing panels of aeroplane, which requires high fracture toughness, stability. In addition to mechanical properties, the materials used in the
structural applications might be essential to have some more important properties such as lower density to reduce the fuel consumption and increase the
speed in the racing bicycles and cars. Nanomaterials are often used for their
corrosion resistance properties for the durability of structural materials.
Multifunctionality is a relatively new concept for a structural material to be
able to serve multiple functions. Multifunctional properties are also prime
properties in high-temperature and high thermal conductive materials.
Damage sensing is one of the examples of nonstructural function. Damage
sensing, which is normally called structural health monitoring, is useful to
sense damage and prevent hazards. This technique is attained by embedding
sensors in the structure. These sensors increase detectability but can decrease
the mechanical properties of the material.
High strength, high modulus, high ductility, high fracture toughness properties, and high capacity to absorb vibration are the fundamental mechanical
properties for structural material. Other mechanical properties such as
fatigue, creep, scratch, and wear resistance are also parallelly important properties. Structural materials are mainly divided in to three categories: metalbased, cement-based, and polymer-based. Polymer-based materials also
include carbon and ceramic-based materials, which are mostly used in the
aerospace, automotive and sports industry. Among the polymer-based categories polymer nanocomposites plays dominant role among the applications
of high strength and low-density materials. Polymer nanocomposites consist
of a polymer or copolymer with nanomaterials, nanofillers nanoclays, or graphene dispersed in the polymer matrix. These nanomaterials can be manufacture in different shapes (e.g., in the shape of fibers, spheroids, and platelets).

25.3.1 Aerospace material properties
Polymer nanocomposites have been studied by numerous researchers
[2431]. It has been proved that nanofillers can be able to give functional
properties. Table 25.3 lists some important nanomaterials along with their
functional properties mostly for use in the aerospace industry. In this part of
the chapter the possible functional properties for aerospace applications are
discussed.

25.3.1.1 Weight reduction
Weight reduction is a big concern in the aerospace industry. With weight
reduction more payload capacity, supplies, and power system can be
achieved. Weight reduction not only provides the above advantages but can
also reduce fuel consumption and lower carbon and gas emissions.
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TABLE 25.3 Nanomaterials and their functional properties used in
aerospace applications.
Nanomaterials

Functional properties

CuO, ZnO, TiO2

Antimicrobial property

Nanoclays, graphene

Gas barrier, corrosion resistance

CNTs, graphene, SnO2

Electrical conductivity

Nanoclays

Fire retardancy

Nanoclays, ZrO2

Heat stability

SiO2, CaSiO3, CNTs, clay

Impact resistance

Al2O3, SiO2, ZrO2

Scratch resistance

The aerospace industry is maximizing the use of lightweight composites
to minimize fuel consumption. A Boeing 787 is made up of around 50% of
composite materials, which is 7% more than the Boeing 777. In conventional
composite material it is important to have a fully densified matrix but voids
in the composite material can lead to loss in mechanical defects and premature failure and degradation of the composite parts. It has been predicted that
adding nanoparticles can reduce the voids to nanopores, resulting in matrices
that can withstand mechanical loads and provide better durability. NASA has
been working to increase multifunctional insulation properties with the help
of structural polymer nanoaerogels.
The density of nanoporous polymers is about 0.2 g/cm3, which is around
1/5th of a full dense polymer. Researchers have made different attempts to
improve the mechanical properties of insulated material, and believe that the
improvement can be achieved by adding nanofillers such as CNTs, nanoclays, and graphene. The addition of nanofillers can strengthen nanopore
walls and improve the mechanical properties of the structural materials.
Replacing conventional carbon fibers with CNT fibers results in high tensile
strength, which can reduce the weight of the composite panel.

25.3.1.2 Ultimate strength and stiffness
Carbon nanocomposites have higher modulus and tensile strength than normal carbon composites. Siegel et al. reported that fracture toughness for a
10 vol.% multiwalled carbon nanotube composite increased by 24% from 3.4
to 4.2 MPa/m2 [32]. Whereas with addition of 0.5 vol.% nanotubes in
CNTpolystyrene composites, the elastic stiffness and tensile strength
increased about 42% and 25%, respectively [33]. Researchers have manufactured short fiber composite to show that 10 wt.% of carbon fibers (which is
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about 5 vol.%) would be essential to accomplish similar growth in elastic
modulus as achieved with 1 wt.% of CNTs [34].

25.3.1.3 Thermal and fire resistance properties
Thermal and fire resistance are essential properties, particularly for the
design of next-generation aerospace materials with increased multifunctionality and durability. In many cases, such as in electric aircraft, military appliances, and most sensing systems, improved thermal stability and fire
resistance of materials are fundamentally required. Potential applications
include microprocessors and power electronics in military applications.
Nanoclays are well-known materials with thermal and fire resistance
[3544]. Nanoclays act as heat resistors, and can increase the overall thermal resistance of the system and give assistance in the making of char during
thermal decomposition. Fire properties are not affected by the addition of
nanoclays. However, combining aluminium hydroxide and oreganophosphorous flame retardants can increase fire retardancy [45,46].
While nanclays are effective materials for thermal and fire resistance
other nanomaterials such as CNTs have shown greater improvement in fire
retardancy [41,4750]. CNTs can increase the glass-transition temperature
and melting and thermal decomposition temperatures due to the constraints
effect on the polymer segments and chains. The use of CNTs is increasing
rapidly in thermal management materials [5154].
25.3.1.4 Field emission and optical properties
Field emissions using CNTs are ideal for high-voltage, low-current electrical
power applications such as field emission electric propulsion, small electrodynamic tethers, and microion thrusters. CNT-based field emissions are
suitable for microsatellites, which can reduce the mass, volume, and power
requirements for small satellites and satellite subsystems [5558]. Research
on electronic devices has focused primarily on the use of SWCNTs and
MWCNTs as field emission electron sources for flat-panel displays, lamps,
and gas discharge tubes providing surge protection and X-ray and microwave
generators. EMI shielding has also shown increased importance in the fields
of electronics and communication, especially in space and military applications, due to the widespread use of packed, highly sensitive electronic
devices. Researchers have also used MWCNTs with improved specific stiffness and strength for radar technology [55].
25.3.1.5 Age and durability performance
Extreme environments such as UV radiation and high/low temperature
can cause physical, chemical, and mechanical changes in any material.
These changes reduce the lifetime and restrict the further use of these
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materials. This degradation in polymers includes biodegradation,
oxidation, photolytic, and pyrolysis [59].
Due to their chemical morphology, most polymers are susceptible to
destructive effects. Even though organic UV absorbers have extensive applicability, due to their pure organic structures, they have disadvantages such as
volatility and migration, which not only affect performance but also lead to
environmental pollution [60]. Functional nanomaterials are used as UV
absorbers, such as nano-ZnO and nano-CeO2. These materials have more
chemical and thermal stability, are nontoxic and odorless, and have a wide
range of wavelength for the UV shielding [60].

25.3.1.6 Impact resistivity and energy absorption
Low- and high-velocity impact damage on composite materials weakens
the structure and may cause flaws such as delamination, matrix cracks,
fiber debonding, and fire damage. These damages can change the mechanical properties of composite structures, leading to possible catastrophic
failure. Many studies have shown that the damage energy absorption
capability can be increased by adding nanoscale fillers in the matrix.
Rigid nanosized particles such as SiO2, TiO2, CaSiO3, Al2O3, CNTs, and
clay nanoplatelets have been used to enhance the impact strength of
composite.
A significant increase in the impact strength of polymer composites has
been achieved with the addition of amino-functionalized MWCNTs or
SWCNTs. By adding these nanofillers, the sensitivity of fiber-reinforced
polymers (FRPs) to intrinsic damage (i.e., delamination, matrix cracking,
and fatigue) and their negligible multifunctionality need a substantial effort
to improve their performance to meet spacecraft application standards.
Today, however, there are many questions surrounding the combination of
nanoparticles, such as CNTs and CNFs, in FRPs regarding manufacturing
methodology and structural integrity. Number of researchers have used clay
nanoplatelets into epoxy when the clay nanoplatelets are not fully exfoliated
and intercalated clay nanoplatelets are present to improve the fracture
toughness properties. Nanostructured composites have eight times’ higher
tensile strength and energy dissipation than normal composites. This can
achieve greater damping with reduced and lighter structural design. The
number of CNT walls and their size also play an important role in stress
concentration in the composite. It has been observed that short and round
particles are strongest. However, longer fibers are flexible and may give
better results in damping. A single CNT acts like a nanoscale spring and a
crack-holding material in composites. This holding capacity can increase
when CNTs are dispersed. Orientation and geometry (waviness) of CNT
particles may affect the mechanisms of energy dissipation and fracture
mechanics.
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25.3.1.7 Tribological and anticorrosive coatings
Nanocoatings are a key trend in the materials of aircraft to increase the
robustness of metals. Due to high chemical reactivity of magnesium alloy,
they corrode easily. Coatings are used to prevent this corrosion, but many of
these coating agents contain chromium complexes that are highly pollutant
and harmful to the environment. Novel nanocoatings include silicon and
boron oxides and cobalt/phosphorous nanocrystals [61,62]. Nanocoatings are
also now being used on turbine blades and other mechanical parts that must
resist higher temperatures and where friction wear is used. Tribological coatings can significantly lower the friction coefficient and improve resistance to
wear, which significantly improves the efficiency of engines. Many nanostructured and nanoscale coating materials have been recommended as possible friction-modifying agents, such as carbides, nitrides, metals, and various
ceramics.

25.3.2 Automotive material properties
Nanocomposites are an emerging class of polymeric materials with excellent
mechanical properties, enhanced modulus and dimensional stability,
improved scratch and mar resistance, higher thermal properties, and
improved impact resistance. These properties make them fit to replace metals
in automotive applications [63]. Cost and performance are also stringent
demands of polymeric nanocomposites in the automotive field. In this section some of the important automotive material properties are discussed.
These properties need to be improved and managed to make nanocomposites
viable alternative materials for vehicle parts and systems.

25.3.2.1 Modulus and dimensional stability
Polymer nanocomposites and their properties have been studied by various
researchers [6467]. One of the studies describes the modulus in terms of
volume fraction, aspect ratio, particle size, and maximum filler fraction. This
model proposes that stiffness of the composite can be maximized by using
smaller filler size and by maintaining the toughness of the material. Due to
the increased surface-to-volume ratio, adhesion of fillers can be achieved.
Conventional fillers like glass fibers limit the modulus but using surfacecoated fillers can improve the modulus of composite. This can enhance the
stress transfer between fiber and matrix. In nanocomposites the matrix and
nanoparticles are interactive between the interfaces and create very large surface area, which promotes higher dispersion and makes possible large
increases in modulus and tensile strength along with a decrease in the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, which is an important factor in the dimensional stability of any vehicle part.
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25.3.2.2 Higher heat-distortion temperature
Automotive parts like interior or engine are prone to high and elevated temperatures. To withstand these temperatures fillers such as talc, calcium carbonate, or nanofillers are proposed to increase the temperature-resistant
properties. Fillers are making joints between the crystallites and amorphous
region and make it soft above its glass-transition temperature. However,
nanofiller are not imparting many property losses of conventional fillers
because of the smaller size which creates less stress concentration [68].
25.3.2.3 Improved scratch resistance and mar resistance
Maintenance of surface quality is important in many automotive applications.
Scratch and mar resistance are enhanced when modulus is improved [69]. As
discussed previously, adding nanofillers can improve the modulus, which
decreases the scratch and mar resistance because of the delamination and
void formation from displaced filler particles. Due to the smaller particle
size nanofillers are less vulnerable to void formation. Nanoparticles have
fewer stress concentration, which decreases the potential for damage. In
addition, when nanosized particles are displaced, the subsequent voids
decrease, thus scattering less light. This reduces the amount of whitening
created by particles that are displaced.
25.3.2.4 Toughness and rheological properties
The addition of filler in the polymer can increase the modulus, but it can
also reduce the toughness and result in poor rheological properties. Recent
advances at Dow in constrained geometry polyolefin polymerization catalysis
(Insite Technology: trademark of The Dow Chemical Company) have
afforded polyolefin elastomers with exceptional physical and mechanical
properties because of the narrow comonomer and molecular weight distributions [70]. This unique molecular structure results in many improved rheological properties, such as enhanced shear thinning, melt elasticity, and
improved polymer melt processability.
Strengthening of the polymer/filler interface is critical to properly managing stress transfer during deformation. Most approaches to this problem
involve the use of other polymers or low-molecular-weight additives that
have some affinity for both the filler and the matrix polymer. A more rational methodology would involve the use of in situ compatibilization, whereby
either the nanofiller or the matrix polymer is chemically designed to actually
react with the other and form covalent bonds with it during the compounding
process. This approach has a number of obvious costs and process advantages associated with it compared to other approaches, which may involve
various pretreatment/compatibilization steps prior to actual compounding.
The rheological behavior of nanoreinforced polymers is also crucial to its
success in the real world. Nanocomposite materials must be processable on
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TABLE 25.4 Nanocomposites, benefits and applications.
Products

Key benefits

Applications

Polyolefin
nanocomposites

Less brittle, lighter, more
easily recycled, improved
flame retardancy, very
good impact properties

Heavy-duty electrical
enclosures, door frames,
seat brackets,
instrumental panels

Nylon nanocomposites

Improved modulus,
strength, heat-distortion
temperature, barrier
properties

Engine cover, fuel line,
fuel hoses, fuel valves,
fuel tanks

Nanoclays

Improved flexural and
tensile strength, barrier
properties, and flame
retardancy of polymer
matrix

Additives and
reinforcements

Carbon nanotubes

Higher electrical and
thermal properties, low
coefficient of thermal
expansion

Electrostatic painting,
EMI shielding, additives,
and reinforcements

Elastomeric
nanocomposites (butyl,
ethylene propylene diene
monomer, natural rubber/
clay)

Reduced weight, higher
durability, reduced rolling
resistance, high barrier
coatings

Tires

existing injection-molding equipment with minimal deviation from current
practices. In theory, if the dispersion/compatibility issue discussed above is
managed properly, the impact on rheology due to the presence of the filler
will be minimal. However, other molecular architecture approaches to the
design of the matrix polymer can also be applied if needed (Table 25.4).

25.3.3 Sport material properties
Nanotechnology has been used in the sports industry, such as in stadium
floor coverings where it can influence performance and increase durability
and cleanliness [7173]. The use of various functional nanomaterials
including carbon-nanomaterials in sports [74]. The incorporation of nanomaterial improves the properties of sports material such as mechanical,
physical, compressible recovery, elasticity, durability, antiflaming, antistatic, and other properties. The following are the main properties of sport
materials.
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25.3.3.1 Waterproof resistance
Waterproof breathable fabrics are used for sports clothing to protect against
moisture but also extreme wind, rain, and loss of body heat. Waterproof fabrics do not allow water to penetrate into the fabric but allow air to diffuse
water vapors though the fibers. There are different classes of breathable fabrics such as dense interlaced fabric, microporous membrane, and coated and
smart breathable fabrics [75]. Nanotechnology has created new opportunities
for the development of waterproof breathable fabrics. A typical waterproof
fabric, ideal for swimmers, is produced with polyester and coated with nanosilicate that can prevent continuous penetration of water for more than 2
months. Another example is a sport shoe called “LSMZ” manufactured with
nanomembrane [71,76]. Electrospinning extrudes nanofibers collected on
drum or suitable platform to collect ultrathin web exhibiting high surface
area, flexibility, desired porous that are suitable for sportswear. Laminating
the number of nanowebs with different construction, web density, and fibers
makes it a unique fabric with multifunctional properties such as higher resistance to water and moisture vapor penetration and air permeability. In addition to this, mixing metal vapors into nanowebs enhances the thermal
comfort property.
25.3.3.2 Antibacterial
Apart from hospitals, antibacterial material is in demand in the sports industry for athlete health care. During sports a huge amount of sweating is produced that generates bacteria and then unpleasant odors. One common
bacteri that causes infection is Staphylococcus aureus. Antibacterial fabric
prevents microorganisms from infectin the human body as well as damaging
the material. Previously, chitosan fibers were used as an antibacterial and
moisture controlling material [77,78].
Today functional nanomaterials are being used to enhance antimicrobial
properties either in the finishing method or during the spinning process
through the mixing of nanoparticles into fibers. Silver nanoparticles are
extensively used for sports clothing and shoes. Additionally, some researchers have studied the use of organic metals, organic silicons, and zinc oxide
nanoparticles for antibacterial sportswear [79,80]. The efficiency of the antibacterial property is dependent on particle size and surface area.
25.3.3.3 Ultraviolet protection
In the outdoors, sports players are exposed to ultraviolet (UV) radiation.
Nanoparticles added into sportswear minimize the risks associated with UV
radiation. Some UV-protective materials such as Al2O3, SiO2, and TiO2
have exhibited promising results due to absorbing UV light instead of reflecting or scattering it. In addition to this, they are cheaper, readily available,
and chemically stable. It has been observed that proper diffusion of
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nanoparticles can improve the efficiency of these materials. A nanofiber
(functional zinc oxide polyurethane) was spun to collect nanoweb with antiUV and antimicrobial properties and is suitable for the sports industry.

25.3.3.4 Self-cleaning
Nanotechnology is used in many applications in sport technology. One successful application is sport clothing and tents with self-cleaning ability. The
photocatalytic nanoparticles (TiO2 and ZnO) were incorporated to produce
fabrics with hydrophobic surface with self-cleaning activity [81,82]. Such
fabrics could be used for sportswear [83,84]. Under exposure to light, the
nanoparticles have photocatalytic activity with energy greater than their band
gap and produce electron pairs that further can be transferred to generate
radicals (e.g., hydroperoxyl, hydroxyl). These radicals are oxidizing agents
(bleaching agents) and provide self-cleaning and stain removal properties.
The company Schoeller Textile AG introduced a product called
“Nanosphere” for producing self-cleaning fabrics suitable for tents and
sportswear [85].
25.3.3.5 Protection from extreme weather (heat/cold)
During any physical activity, either light or heavy, the body’s temperature is
constantly changing and thus sportswear with insulation against heat/cold is
needed for activities such as skiing, snowboarding, diving, mountain climbing, and cycling. Thermo-regulated smart textiles with the use of phase
change materials (PCMs) are used to manufacture sportswear that can maintain body temperature. PCMs can be categorized into two classes: (1) paraffin (nonadecane and octadecane) and (2) nonparaffin (fatty acids, alcohols,
and glycolic acids).
PCMs are filled into microcapsules or nanocapsules. The PCM nanocapsules give better results than microcapsules due to their smaller particle size
and higher rate of heat transfer. The shells used for capsules consist of materials such as polymethacrylate, urea formaldehyde, and polystyrene. The
PCMs can be applied on the surface of the textile material during the finishing process or can be added in the fiber formation stage (spinning process)
[8688]. Recent techniques for manufacturing PCM nanofibers include composite electrospinning and coaxial electrospinning. The PCMs fused into this
type of fiber can stabilize body heat, for example, by absorbing body heat
while playing or releasing energy when required.
25.3.3.6 Multifunctional properties
Multifunctional fabric protects the human body from different environments
such as hot, cold, rain, and microorganisms and can be used in various sports
including mountain climbing, skiing, football, cricket, and canoeing.
Nanomaterials added in fabric for sportswear provide multifunctional
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TABLE 25.5 Properties of sportswear and shoes incorporated with
nanotechnology.
Properties

Clothing types

UV protection

Outdoor sports

Self-cleaning

Mountaineering tents

Antibacterial

All types of sportswear and shoes

Waterproofing

Swimsuit, diving, canoeing, and sport shoes

Enhanced blood circulation and
recovery muscles

Therapeutic knee bands, elbow bands, back belts

E-textiles

Mountaineering, running, and fencing clothing,
referee gadgets

Protection from heat and cold

Skiing, snowboard, diving, mountaineering,
canoeing, and cycling clothes

Comfort

All types of sportwear

properties for shoes and clothing. Some of the properties of these materials
are listed in Table 25.5.

25.4 Applications of functional nanomaterials
25.4.1 Aerospace applications
Lightweight is the main requirement in aircraft, rotorcraft, missile, and
unmanned aerial vehicles. Along with this property increased speed, maneuverability, visual and thermal signature is also important. Researchers have
examined many new advanced materials and systems that can incorporate
these functionalities. CNTs meet all these requirements, mainly in weight
reduction by replacement of current airframe material and wiring that minimize fuel consumption.
Wiring is another area of aeronautics that directly reduces weight and
fuel. Generally, copper wires are used in aeroplanes that contribute significant
weight (e.g., the length of wire in a Boeing 747 is 135 miles with a weight of
4000 lbs). It is believed that wire, namely 1553B made of CNTs, can save
69% weight and avoid overheating, vibration fatigue, and premature failure.

25.4.1.1 Carbon nanofiber-incorporated three-phase carbon/
epoxy composites
The properties of fabric/epoxy composites mainly depend on both fabric and
matrix properties. To enhance these properties researchers have attempted to
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manufacture high-performance carbon/epoxy composites. For instance,
blending of rubber enhances the toughness of epoxy composites, but it also
decreases thermomechanical properties and strength. Carbon nanoparticles
can give better matric properties because they provide a large interfacial
area. One of the novel research three-phase composites was done by M.
Joshi et al. [89,90]. In this research, epoxy composites were fabricated using
nanofillers with carbon fibers. An ultrasonic technique (with high stirring
speed) was used to disperse the nanofillers uniformly into matrix, achieving
high fracture toughness and high tensile strength. The strong interface
between carbon fiber and epoxy resin caused the improvement in mechanical
properties. The addition of carbon nanofillers in epoxy composites caused
the improvement of thermal and electrical conductivities due to the inherent
properties of carbon nanofillers.

25.4.1.2 Nanostructured alloys for aerospace components
Nanotechnology has shown promise in many applications in the automotive
and aerospace industries. Nanostructured alloys are emerging in manufacturing engines in aerospace systems. Tensile strength and ultrahigh yield are the
main advantages of nanostructured alloys. However, there are some disadvantages such as:
1. processing to achieve the necessary ultrafine grain sizes is poorly
reproducible
2. Important mechanical properties like ductility and fatigue and fracture
are inferior to those of conventional structural alloys
3. High manufacturing costs [91].

25.4.1.3 Carbon nanocomposites for EM shielding
CNTs and graphene are perfect nanoscale fillers for metals, ceramics, and
polymer composites not only due to their high mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties but also due to their ultrahigh surface area. Nanofillers could
be used as a matrix modifier for improving electrical and thermal conductivities. EMI shielding is one of the most important factors for carbon FRP components. One study [92] showed that conductive interconnected CNTs and
iron nanoparticles increase the EMI shielding effectiveness at a much higher
rate than other shielding materials. CNTs have improved properties, which
makes this material suitable for EMI shielding materials.
25.4.1.4 Nanomaterials for propellant materials
Aluminium is a major ingredient in the manufacture of propellants. It has
been proven that metallic nanoparticles have unique combustion properties
(e.g., very fast ignition with shorter combustion times). Aluminium nanoparticles have been used to improve the ballistic properties of propellers. These
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aluminium nanoparticles are coated with protective oxide layer(s) to
decrease/avoid aggregation, agglomeration, and inadvertent ignition.

25.4.1.5 Electrodeposited coatings
Hard chromium electroplating is the process of applying coating on the parts
of aircraft to avoid corrosion and for wear protection. However, this process
has some disadvantages such as the fact that the process contains an electrolytic bath having hexavalent chromium, which is a highly carcinogenic material. Nickel alloys are conventional electroplating alternatives [93], but these
alloys are not environmentally friendly. These problems have encouraged
researchers to come up with better solutions for protective coatings.
Researchers have found the nanocrystalline coatings of CO-based alloys
are CoP, CoW, CoNiFe, CoWFe, and CO-based nanocomposites
such as CoP, CoW, CoNiFe, CoWFe, and CoP-SiC,
CoNiYZA, CoWAl2O3, respectively. These coatings have better
mechanical and corrosive properties than chromium alloys [94,95].
25.4.1.6 Polymer-based solid lubricant coatings
In recent years, different attempts have been made in the invention of solid
lubricant coatings for an extensive series of industrial applications. These
coatings are now available in nanostructure and/or -composite forms and
offer better performance and durability even under very severe conditions.
Adding these nanofillers in the polymer matrix can provide better mechanical and tribological properties along with the abrasion resistance [96].
Different types of nanosized filler materials such as MoS2, graphite, Al2O3,
ZnO, TiO2, and so on have been used for the manufacture of polymer nanocomposites [97,98]. The effect of nanofillers depends on the optimized use
of filler volume and on particle size.
Nanostructured solid lubricant has a wide variety of applications in the
aerospace industry, in space systems, satellites, and launch vehicles [99,100].
These applications include foil air bearings, satellite components, gears,
pumps, slip rings, solar arrays, reaction wheels, journal bearings, ball bearings, gimbal bearings, cams, space telescope mounts, etc. Table 25.6 shows
the main applications of nanostructures solid lubricant coatings.
25.4.2 Automotive applications
The automotive industry uses metals, fillers, and plastics to meet the requirements of specific applications. Cost and performance are the major drivers
for selecting the proper material for specific applications. Many attempts
have been made to enhance the properties of conventional materials, such as
using alternative metals and alloys and reinforcing fillers structural plastics,
but all these methods have limitations. For example, structural plastics
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TABLE 25.6 Nanostructured solid lubricant coatings and their
applications.
Coating system

Applications

MoS2/Au

Switches, potentiometers slip rings

TiN/In

Dry machining of carbon steel C35

TiC:H

Drilling of JIS SKH51 high-speed steel

MoST

Ejector pins for plastic molds, coining dies, Punching and
piercing, low friction coatings

Korolon
DLC

High-temperature foil bearing

Graphite-iC

Ball bearings for space application
Dry drilling of automotive AlSi alloy

require postforming surface modifications and have longer processing times
and higher cost. However, nanomaterials have are being increasingly used in
many applications in the automotive industry due to their enhanced performance and cost effectiveness. Nanomaterials are used in many applications,
some of which are discussed in the following.

25.4.2.1 Car bodies
Strength is the main requirement for making the body of cars safe for passengers. Indeed, it is important to manufacture nanostructured material that
can not only provide high strength but also give high intensity of impact during any accident. Nanostructured materials can also reduce the weight of the
car, which leads to fuel efficiency.
25.4.2.2 Nanocoatings/paints
Conventionally metallic or nonmetallic paints were used to paint automotive
parts. However, today nanobased paints migrate the silicon particles to the
outer surface of the coating and generate a thin, hard, glass-like surface,
which is three times more scratch resistant than conventional paints. Today,
car paints with self-healing and dirt-repellent properties are being used in
cars.
25.4.2.3 Nanomaterials for car chassis
The primary concern for the automotive industry is reducing weight and
increasing fuel efficiency, which can reduce the CO2 and exhaust emission.
Nanotechnology offers better solutions to these problems. Nanomaterials are
lighter and more resistant and have better mechanical properties. Nanobased
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thermoplastic materials are giving promising reduction in weight compared
with conventional steel chassis parts up to 40%.

25.4.2.4 Tires
Automobile tires were the first product to draw attention of researchers for
using nanomaterials. Carbon black was the first nanomaterial used in automotive tires as a pigment and reinforcing agent. Tires need to be manufactured with material with good grip and low rolling resistance.
Nanoreinforcing fillers can improve grip, abrasion resistance, resistance to
initial wear and tear, and tear propagation properties. Three products are
mainly used to improve the properties of natural rubber: soot, silica, and
organosilane. These materials are used in nanoscale and produce crosslinking between rubber molecules giving better properties.
25.4.2.5 Nanovarnishes for scratch resistance
Nanovarnishes are extensively used for scratch resistivity and also for maintaining paint brilliance longer. In conventional varnishes, binders and crosslinking agents are used, but nanovarnishes use organic binders that give high
elasticity and high strength. The tightly packed nanostructure makes these
paints and varnishes scratch resistant.
25.4.2.6 Nanolayer for windscreens, mirrors, and reflectors
Polymer glass is used in place of conventional mineral glass, reducing not
only the weight of the car but providing better scratch and impact resistance.
Polymer glass is coated with a very thin layer of paint made of very hard
aluminium oxide nanoparticles. These nanoparticles are added during the
hardening process of glass.
25.4.2.7 Improved fuel injection system
Improving fuel efficiency is a major concern in the automobile industry.
Controlling the pressure and precise times of injection can minimize the use
of fuel and also provide better combustion. Direct injection pumps are the
part through which fuel is sprayed to the combustion chamber. Piezo ceramic
materials are famous for achieving higher fuel economy, reduced pollution
and noise. Lead zirkone titanate (a nanocrystalline piezoelectric material) is
used to regulate distance for injectors. These piezoelectric injectors can provide several finely closed injections per combustion cycle at around 1600 bar
injection pressure.
25.4.3 Sports industry applications
CNTs are extensively used in the sport industry for different applications. As
discussed above CNTs are electrically conductive, have good thermal
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conductivity, and are much lighter than conventional metals, making them
ideal for use in sport products. Sporting goods made of CNTs have higher
strength and reduced weight compared to conventional products [101106].
There are a variety of applications of nanomaterials, some of which are discussed below.

25.4.3.1 Nanomaterials in sport clothing and shoes
Nanomaterials including nanofibers, nanocomposite fibers, and nanofinishes
are providing multipurpose properties to the sports clothing industry. Many
companies are using nanomaterials to make sports fabrics more comfortable,
air permeable, wind and water resistant, with self-cleaning properties, etc.
For example, “SoleFresh” socks can eliminate foot odor. These socks are
treated with silver nanoparticles made by JR Nanotech. The nanoparticles
have the ability to be easily absorbed on the surface of textile fabrics, without damaging the fabric breathability and fabric feel, due to their high specific area. One of the best nanowaterproof fabrics is manufactured by the
Institute of Physical Chemistry University of Zurich. This fabric is manufactured with polyester fibers and coated with fibrillar silicate. This coating prevents rain drops from penetrating into the fabric. Furthermore, there is an air
gap of fibrillar silicate that makes sure the water does not come into contact
with the polyester fibers. This fabric has a tendency to prevent water penetration for 2 months. This fabric is best suited for swimsuits or scuba diving
suits. There are number of benefits of nanotechnology in the sports industry
for example, sports clothing (increased wicking), mountaineer (protection
from cold and rain), and extreme climates (breathable and temperature regulating clothing).
Nanotechnology is also showing promise in the sports shoe industry
with antislip footwear soles. Nanofunctional shoes designed by Chen
et al. [73] have the ability to repel water and have antibacterial properties.
These shoes are made of nanomembrane that consists of nanocomposite
TiO2 and ZnO material, fluoronate surfactant, and perfluoroalkyl, which
gives the shoes a Lotus effect. These nanoparticles have good chemical
and thermal stability.
25.4.3.2 Nanomaterials in tennis rackets
Today nanorackets are famous among tennis players because of their low
weight, higher flexibility, durability, and hand feel. Nanorackets are
made up of filling SiO 2 into the holes of carbon fiber compound materials, which gives the tennis racket a smooth structure and making it stronger. Apacs badminton racket company developed a lightweight and highspeed racket namely Apacs Feather Weight-500 using graphite. This
racket is extremely fast due to its lightness and weighs only 63 grams.
The company YONEX has improved the impact resistance, elasticity,
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and hand feel by successful penetration of nanofullerene particles into
gaps between carbon atoms.

25.4.3.3 Nanomaterials in sports stadiums and gymnasiums
Stadiums and gymnasiums should be clean, dry, and have the ability to
withstand harsh weather for not only players but for the service life of stadiums and gymnasiums. Nanomaterials were used in the National Sports
Stadium in China in the floor, wall, glass, and acoustic panels. Transparent
nanomembranes have been used to cover stone floors and walls. Because of
the low surface tension of membranes, they prevent water in leakage and
make it easy to clean. Further, these transparent nanomembranes maintain
the floor and walls tactile sensation and respiration. The humidity can be
transferred to outside the walls and floors, which can prevent walls from
stains and spots generated by the humidity. Nanopaints are applied on the
walls to prevent the effects of harsh weather and also for self-cleaning, antidust adhesion, anti-UV light, and color protection. The glass roof of the
Nation Gymnasium in China is coated with nano-TiO2 defensive liquid,
which gives the glass a more slippery surface and helps water to slide down
from the roof easily.
25.4.3.4 Application of nanomaterials in running tracks
Traditional plastic running tracks are made of polyurethane, which provides
good intensity, elasticity, antiaging, hardness, and durability properties.
Mixing of nanopowder in polyurethane can improve these properties.
Nanopolyurathane can provide improved physical and mechanical properties
along with environmental friendliness and excellent rebound resilience and
compressible recoverability [107].
25.4.3.5 Nanomaterials in golf shafts
Generally two types of materials are used to create golf shafts: steel and
graphite. Golf shafts made with graphite are lighter than metal shafts. The
common characteristics required for golf shafts are torque, weight, recommended swing speed range, and shaft tip diameter. Nanocomposites can
enable golf shafts to increase distance of shots with accuracy. They also help
players by reducing stiffness, bending, and torsional rigidity. These properties lead to better product quality.

25.5 Benefits and challenges
The key benefits of nanomaterials are their high mechanical, electrical, thermal,
barrier, and chemical properties. Nanomaterials have better tensile strength,
higher thermal conductivity, and improved heat deflection temperature, flame
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retardancy, etc. These properties can be achieved by 35 wt% of nanomaterials
such as nanoclays, CNTs, and nanofibers. However, there are some limitations:
G

G

G

Processing
Compatibility, dispersion, and exfoliation between nanomaterials and
polymer matrices are still challenges. There are some plastic matrices
that are compatible with nanoclays, nanotubes, and nanofibers as intercalations of clays with the precursor of a polymer.
High cost and lead time
The most obvious problem for nanomaterials is their high cost. The
cost of high-quality CNTs are about $1000/g [108]. However, the price
of CNTs has drastically dropped in the past few years due to several
attempts at mass production of CNTs. It is believed that the synthesis
methods for manufacturing CNTs will increase in the future.
Commercialization of nanomaterials for end-use products may have a
high lead time due to stringent approval processes by regulatory
agencies.
Oxidative/thermal instability of nanoclays

Organoclays are commonly used nanomaterials that are thermally
unstable due to the exchange of metal cations in clay galleries with organic
ammonium salts and easily degrade at temperatures lower than 170 C.

25.5.1 Biological safety problems caused by nanomaterials
Nanomaterials have numerous advantages but also have biological safety
problems for the following reasons:
1. Reducing the particle size can lead to changes in magnitude performance
(e.g., an inert material can change to a catalyst and stable material can be
burn).
2. Small-size nanoparticles can accumulate thousands of atoms on the surface and generate high surface energy with high reactivity, making them
extremely unstable and easily combined with other atoms.
3. Ultrafine nanosized particles in the air can generate high deposition in
the human respiratory system. Because of the smaller size it is difficult
to remove its deposition and also, they can easily travel to the lung tissue
organs thought breathing. They may then pass through the bloodbrain
barrier and bloodocular barrier and cause damage.
4. High distribution of these ultrafine particles in the air can harm humans
as well as animals and marine life. They can come into contact through
breathing, skin, and injection and result in damage to cells, lungs, liver,
kidney, and brain tissues.
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Along with the above challenges, some critical challenges for nanomanufacturing include:
1. Controlling the assembly of 3D heterogeneous systems
2. Make them environmentally friendly and fit for human health
3. Manufacturing different nanostructures in high-rate/high-volume applications without reducing the inherent properties
4. Ensuring the long-term reliability of nanostructures
These problems and challenges can be overcome by doing more research
on nanomaterials. Also, it is required to characterize advanced instrumentation and new approaches for producing nanomaterials with improved functional properties.

25.6 Conclusion
The automotive, aerospace, and sport industries are deeply influenced by
nanotechnology. It is believed that in the next few years the use of nanomaterials in these industries will be increased due to their excellent physical,
chemical, and multifunctional properties. These materials have the ability to
improve the overall properties of conventional materials. Nanomaterials have
unique mechanical, physical, and processing properties, which makes them
fit for applications in the automotive and aerospace industries. For example,
the increased surface area of metal nanoparticles can enhance the reactivity
of the catalyst and reduce gas emissions. Nanomaterials can also be used to
create highly efficient nanolayers for electronic components, engine control
systems, airbags, and antilock brake systems. The current challenge is to produce nanomaterials at a reasonable cost, with high reliability and superior
performance to replace metals and/or existing polymeric-filled composites.
Nanotechnology has become popular in the sports industries due to its
ability to improve product performance. However, nanobased equipment
may be harmful to users and thus more research is needed to develop safer,
environmentally friendly nanoproducts.
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26.1 Introduction
Energy shortage is a critical issue facing economic growth and social progress. The global energy demand, according to International Energy Agency
(IEA)’s report, will expand by 40% between today and 2040 due to the rapid
population growth and urbanization [1]. As one of the major energy consumers, buildings are responsible for about 30% of the final energy consumption. A majority of the energy use in building sector is associated with the
heavy demand for heating and cooling to keep a comfortable indoor thermal
environment. On the other hand, the upsurge in building energy use and its
negative impacts on global climate change should not be overlooked, since
fossil fuels still account for nearly 80% of the current energy mix [2]. The
burning of fossil fuels releases greenhouse gases, leading to critical environmental problems, such as air pollution, global warming, and land degradation. In this context, countless efforts have been made to decarbonize the
building sector over the past decades [3,4]. The key initiatives are focused
on implementing clean energy policies, integrating renewable energy technologies, developing energy-efficient materials, and increasing public awareness of energy sustainability [5]. In the long run, the rapid depletion of fossil
fuels will compel the energy mix to be shifted toward the wide adoption of
sustainable energy sources including solar energy [6,7], hydro energy [8],
wind energy [9,10], geothermal energy [11], etc. However, most of these
renewable sources are intermittent, which is hard to ensure a round-the-clock
energy supply [12]. Thermal energy storage (TES) solutions could be used to
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store the surplus energy collected from the renewable energy sources and
release it during the peak hours, thus improving system efficiency and
energy flexibility.
TES in the form of passive and active systems can be applied as a newly
integrated or retrofitted element in buildings to improve energy efficiency. In
some climate regions, TES strategy was found to be effective in improving
the building indoor environment. For example, stone walls and roofs with
large thermal inertia are able to attenuate the daily room temperature oscillation, reduce the energy consumption of air conditioning and shift the peak
load [13]. Active TES solutions can improve the reliability of domestic solar
water-heating systems by balancing the time mismatch between energy supply and demand [14]. In addition, TES as a new strategy has been implemented to recover waste heat from power plant, both passively [3] and actively
[15]. The captured waste heat can be reused by district energy systems to
provide a cleaner way for heating in buildings. Other energy management
solutions include using water, packed bed, heating oil, or molten salt (40%
KNO3 1 60% NaNO3) as the TES medium in concentrated solar power [16]
or nuclear power plants [17]. In brief, the main role of TES is to reduce the
unwanted loss of thermal energy and bridge the demandsupply gap caused
by time difference or geographic difference.
The major TES technologies can be broadly divided into sensible heat,
latent heat, and thermochemical systems. Lizana et al. [18] compare and discuss the advantages, disadvantages, and challenges of the three TES methods
for building applications. The authors conclude that latent heat thermal
energy storage (LHTES) systems using phase change materials (PCMs)
offers an effective way to improve both indoor thermal environment and
building energy efficiency. PCMs are substances that release or absorb a
large amount of latent heat while changing their physical state, usually from
solid to liquid, and vice versa [19]. In comparison to other methods, PCMs
are distinguished by their unique properties such as higher TES density, isothermal phase transition, and low space requirement [20]. In addition, PCMs
have a broad range of phase transition temperature, providing excellent versatility for various applications. Studies have shown that PCMs could reduce
air-conditioning energy use by about 10%30% in different climatic conditions in the United States [21]. PCMs have also been used for thermal management of building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) system [22], lithium-ion
battery [23] and electronic device [24]. Alva et al. [25] pointed out that molten salt-based PCMs can function as both heat transfer fluid (HTF) and TES
materials in the high temperature thermal systems due to their high decomposition temperature. In particular, molten salts have been used as the primary coolant in nuclear reactors with the advantages of no high pressure
requirements and solidliquid interface [17]. In recent years, commercial
PCM products have been designed to deliver high performance and usability
along the value chain in end applications.
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Depending on the material nature, PCMs can be either organic, inorganic,
or eutectic mixtures. Organic PCMs consist of hydrocarbon-based paraffin
wax, while inorganic PCMs include metals, metal alloys, and hydrated salts.
Eutectic PCMs are compositions of two or more PCMs (e.g., fatty acids and
hydrate salts) with eutectic mass ratio, each of which melts and freezes at
the same eutectic temperature and is able to decrease the degree of supercooling [26]. Typical shortcomings of pure PCMs include supercooling, leakage, flammability, toxicity, phase separation, corrosion, volume expansion,
thermal degradation after a large number of thermal cycles, and low thermal
conductivity [27,28]. Some of the drawbacks can be effectively resolved by
technologies such as adding nucleating agents [29], encapsulation [30,31],
and form-stable PCM [32]. However, the intrinsic low thermal conductivity
remains the most significant concern since it leads to poor responsiveness to
fast thermal changes occurring in melt-freeze cycles and overall decreased
storage capacity. For example, paraffins usually have low thermal conductivity values varying between 0.1 and 0.4 W/m K. PCM such as n-octadecane
in solid state has poor thermal conductivity of 0.35 W/m K, compared to
0.149 W/m K in liquid state [33]. Because of this downside, the real-life
applications of PCM technologies are being developed slower than expected.
Heat transfer enhancement has been a key focus of PCM-based TES system research. A majority of past works have focused on extending surface
area to get a higher heat gain (heat flux) from the HTF. Despite the fact that
charging and discharging rates can be improved, the following problems
may occur:
G

G

G

G

The additional complexity reduces the amount of PCM in the system,
while largely increasing the final costs and system weight. In some studies, the increased charging or discharging rate is partially due to the
reduced PCM loading (latent heat storage capacity), whereas the
improvement in energy and exergy efficiency may be limited.
The presence of supporting surface such as fins may hamper the natural
convection, which plays an important role in promoting melting heat
transfer [34].
PCM is self-insulating material, which is because the solid PCM crust
covering the heat exchanger surface grows as an “insulation” layer
throughout the solidification process [35]. This can reduce the quality
(outlet temperature of HTF) and quantity (duration of high-grade thermal
energy supply) of the retrieved thermal energy even if a larger heat transfer surface is mounted. Thus it is more important to improve the thermal
performance of PCM itself rather than the heat transfer area of system.
Extending the surface area may not be suitable for some passive building
applications. In passive systems, the weight of each PCM capsule is
strictly controlled to ensure an effective TES density without affecting
the envelope’s bearing capacity. The extended surface will create a tradeoff between TES performance and system weight.
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Thermal conductivity enhancement of PCMs is critical to their applications since pure PCMs cannot satisfy the stringent requirement for a quick
chargingdischarging rate. One strategy is to impregnate the pure PCMs
into metallic and graphite foams with excellent thermal conductivity, high
porosity, and continuous structure [27]. Nevertheless, the fabrication of
metallic and carbon foams is time consuming and costly. For example, high
temperature and pressure are needed for the pyrolysis of hydrocarbon to
form graphite foam and a blowing agent is added to control the porosity during the foaming process [36]. Moreover, vacuum impregnation is needed to
guarantee the loading ratio of PCM in the porous foam [28]. With the growing advancements in the field of nanomaterials, a novel promising strategy to
enhance the thermal conductivity of pure PCM arises by dispersing thermally
conductive nanostructures with dimension of B100 nm. The generally used
ultrasmall nanostructures include nanocarbons (carbon, graphene, graphite),
nanometals (Cu, Ag, Al) and nanometal oxides (CuO, Al2O3, MgO, TiO2,
SiO2, Fe2O3), which can be synthesized in diverse morphologies, such as
nanoparticles, nanospheres, nanoflakes, nanoplatelets, nanotubes, nanorods,
nanosheets, etc. [37]. The resulting mixture of pure PCM and nanostructures
is known as nanoenhanced PCM (NePCM), which enables the LHTES technologies to be more versatile, feasible, and efficient for both passive and
active applications thanks to the improved thermal properties.
To evaluate system performance, numerical modeling using computational dynamics fluid (CFD) technique is used by researchers to solve the
complex heat transfer problems in PCM systems and evaluate key design
parameters. The numerical solutions also provide a more thorough understanding of the related phase change behaviors, while reducing the time duration and costs for experimental test rigs [38]. Leong et al. [39] noted that in
addition to thermal conductivity, adding nanostructures to base PCM will
also alter other important thermophysical properties, such as latent heat, specific heat, supercooling degree, melting point, density, and viscosity. For this
reason, numerical simulation can be used to examine the influence of these
changed properties on TES performance. This can greatly facilitate the system design, analysis, and optimization. Furthermore, it is important to compare innovative NePCMs with other traditional heat transfer enhancement
techniques, both technically and economically, to evaluate their potential
contributions to TES enhancement.
In this chapter, we provide a comprehensive summary of advancements
in NePCM, involving both TES material preparation and system performance
analysis. In the following sections, we focus on nanometals, nanometal oxides, and nanocarbons which have been widely used to develop NePCMs
with uniqcal thermal properties. Insights are given into their thermal conductivity enhancement and the heat transfer behavior of NePCMs. Several stateof-the-art building applications using NePCMs are also reported to highlight
the improved thermal and energy performance. Further discussion focuses on
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the benefits and limitations of suspending nanostructures with different concentrations, morphologies, and dimensions into pure PCMs. We also look at
the knowledge gap in current technology and the outlook for future research
is also discussed. The work is helpful for researchers and designers to select
the proper nanostructures and methods to enhance PCMs.

26.2 Nanometal enhancer
Metals are well known for their thermally conductive property. For example,
silver has the highest thermal conductivity value of 429 W/(m K), followed
by copper of 398 W/(m K) and gold of 315 W/(m K). However, silver is
prone to oxidation and gold is rare and exorbitant. Hence, copper with its
abundant reserves, low cost, high melting point and moderate corrosion rate
has been frequently used to enhance the poor thermal conductivity of PCMs.
In addition, copper is also a very effective metal for reducing the energy loss
during heat transfer [40].

26.2.1 Preparation of nanometal-enhanced PCMs
Al-Shannaq et al. [33] used nanothick Ag shells to enhance thermal conductivity (k value) of PCM by 1168%. Pure PCM is microencapsulated to prevent
PCM leakage when changing from solid to liquid state. However, the poor k
value of the microencapsulated shell hinders their heat transfer and energy
storage performance. To improve the k value of microencapsulated PCM, a
novel technique of covering microcapsules using a layer of metallic shell by
surface activating with dopamine and performing electroless plating
(Fig. 26.1) was developed. Increasing the uncoated PCM diameter from 2.4 to
26.9 μm improves its k value from 0.062 to 0.189 W/m K. The measured

FIGURE 26.1 (A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of Ag-coated PCM microcapsules with shell Ag-coverage of 70.4 wt.%. Silver nitrate of 20 g/L concentration was utilized.
(B) Uncoated PCM mean microcapsule diameter and different silver nitrate concentration and its
effect on their thermal conductivity [33].
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FIGURE 26.2 SEM images of polyethylene glycol (PEG)Ag/EVM ss-CPCM containing
19.3 wt.% of AgNWs with a scale bar of (A) 20 μm and (B) 1 μm [41].

thermal conductivity of metal-coated PCM capsules increased greatly from
0.189 to 2.41 W/m K, (about 1168% enhancement) when particle size is fixed
at 26.9 μm. This thermal conductivity enhancement is dependent on the
amount of silver-coated shell area on the PCM microsphere surface, with fast
improvement when continuous pathways for thermal conduction are formed.
Deng et al. [41] fabricated novel shape-stabilized composite PCMs (ssCPCMs) by impregnating polyethylene glycol (PG)-wrapped silver nanowires (AgNWs) into the pores of expended vermiculite (EVM). In these
composites, polyethylene glycol (PEG), AgNWs, and EVM were used as the
base PCM, thermal conductivity enhancer, and shape stabilizer, respectively.
The polyol method was used to prepare the AgNWs with a length of
520 μm and a diameter of 50100 nm. AgNWs wrapped by PEG were
well-dispersed and enwrapped inside the pores and surfaces of EVM
(Fig. 26.2). It was found that the maximum encapsulation capacity of PEG in
all cases with good shape stability was 66.1 wt.%. The EVM also reduced
the supercooling degree of PEG by about 7 C, since it serves as nucleation
to promote the crystallization of PEG (Fig. 26.3A). The k value of AgNW
(19.3 wt.%)-enhanced composite PCM reached 0.68 W/m K, which was
almost 11.3 times higher than that of the pure PEG (Fig. 26.3B).
Copper nanowires (CuNWs), with their high thermal conductivities and
aspect ratio, have been used to develop NePCMs. Shah et al. [42] prepared
CuNWs by disproportionation of a Cu 1 precursor in octadecyl amine
(ODA). After purification, reddish nanostructures were obtained, and their
structures were verified by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Xray diffraction (XRD), as shown in Fig. 26.4. The prepared CuNWs were
incorporated into a hydrated CaCl2∙6H2O salt-based PCM and the corresponding thermal conductivities at different concentrations of CuNWs were
measured. The results showed that 0.02 wt.% of CuNWs increased the k
value by more than 20%, although it should be noted that the effect of
diminishing returns is also observed past 0.08 wt.% of CuNWs (Fig. 26.5).
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FIGURE 26.3 (A) Supercooling extent of PEG and PEGAg/EVM ss-CPCMs with different
concentrations of AgNWs and (B) measured and predicted thermal conductivities of PEGAg/
EVM ss-CPCMs at 20 C [41].

FIGURE 26.4 (A) Reaction formula for producing CuNWs. (BD) Yield, morphology, and
XRD pattern of the CuNWs prepared under different conditions. Insets show the reddish CuNW
products after purification [42].
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FIGURE 26.5 (A) Thermal conductivity enhancement of PCM (B). Schematic diagram of heat
transfer and dissipation in the pure PCM versus CuNW-doped PCM upon heating [42].

FIGURE 26.6 SEM images of CuNWs (A), NePCM with 58.9 wt.% (B), and 1.32 wt.% (C) of
CuNWs [43].

Similarly, Zeng et al. [43] synthesized ultralong CuNWs and dispersed
them into tetradecanol (TD) as the base PCM. The SEM image (Fig. 26.6)
shows that the TD-based PCM was absorbed within the sponge-like structure
of CuNWs. The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results showed that
the endothermic peak of the composite PCM was sharper than that of TD
due to the improved k value of CuNWs (Fig. 26.7A). In addition, the
enthalpy changes (ΔH) of the composite PCMs were calculated and found to
be linear (Fig. 26.7B). Thermogravimetry (TG) tests showed that the pure
TD underwent a single-step weight loss, corresponding to the evaporation of
TD during the heating process. The composite PCMs lost weight slower than
that of TD due to the absorption of TD in the voids of CuNWs (Fig. 26.7C).
The thermal conductivity measurements of the composite PCMs showed that
a relatively linear relationship between the k value and loading of CuNWs
existed. The composite PCM containing 11.9 vol.% of CuNWs showed a k
value of 2.86 W/m K, which was almost nine times higher than that of TD
only (0.32 W/m/K) (Fig. 26.7D).
Copper nanoparticles (CuNPs) is another widely used nanocopper structure. For example, Molefi et al. [44] used CuNPs to improve the k value of

FIGURE 26.7 (A) DSC curves, (B) phase change enthalpy (ΔH) with different loadings of CuNWs, and (C) TG curves of TD and the NePCMs. (D) Thermal
conductivity of the NePCMs [43].
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FIGURE 26.8 (A) DSC, (B) TGA, (C) sample images of CuPCM nanocomposites, and (D)
thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity change due to the addition of CuNPs at various percentages [45].

paraffin by 70%. Molefi reported the near-linear increases to the k value
with increasing content of CuNPs. The soft paraffin wax was mixed with
low-, medium-, and high-molecular-weight polyethylene. The paraffin mixture was then blended with CuNPs to enhance the k value of the base polyethylene PCM. The CuNPs with an average particle size of 30 μm enhanced
the k value of PCM by about 70%. The authors noted that the CuNPs could
improve the k value without negatively impacting other thermophysical properties such as crystalline nature, while being able to stay thermally
stable and maintain its mechanical strength.
Lin et al. [45] reported the dispersion of 20 nm CuNPs into paraffin wax
to fabricate CuPCM nanocomposites. The microstructure of the paraffin
wax samples was formed by a stack of layers as shown in Fig. 26.8. All prepared samples demonstrated the same thermal degradation trend as observed
by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements (Fig. 26.8A). In comparison to pure paraffin wax, the starting and ending of thermal degradation
temperature of composite PCMs shifted higher with a wider temperature
range of weight loss, indicating there were physical bonds between CuNPs
and paraffin wax. In addition, the added CuNPs lowered the melting temperature while increasing the solidification temperature of pure paraffin wax.
DSC results showed that CuNPs also reduced the degree of supercooling due
to the improved nucleation of paraffin wax (Fig. 26.8B). The k value of the
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NePCMs increased in a nonlinear fashion (Fig. 26.8D) by 14%, 23.9%,
42.5%, and 46.3% when 0.5 wt.%, 1.0 wt.%, 1.5 wt.%, and 2.0 wt.% of
20 nm CuNPs was added to the pure paraffin wax, respectively.

26.2.2 Melting process
By using the enthalpyporosity method, numerical simulation of melting in
a horizontally orientated concentric annulus was carried out by Darzi et al.
[46]. The authors compared the benefits of adding nanocopper particles
(diameter of 80 nm) to n-eicosane and using inner tubes with different shapes
as shown in Fig. 26.9. User-defined functions (UDFs) were used to input the
NePCM thermophysical properties based on the Brinkman, thermal dispersion, and mixture models. Quantitatively, the inclusion of 4 wt.% and 2 wt.
% of nanocopper particles shortened the charging time by 46% and 25%,
respectively. The authors pointed out that nanoparticles did not improve the
ratio of convective and conductive heat transfer at the bottom region.
Namely, the presence of nanocopper did not attenuate the heat accumulation
in the upper section. Under the same operating condition, adding 4 wt.% of
nanocopper particles showed a higher heat transfer efficiency than mounting
four fins.
A similar study of an annulus system was conducted by Jourabian et al.
[47] to discuss the combinations of varying the inner tube position and copper nanoparticles percentages (0%, 2%, and 4%). The effective thermal conductivity of waternanocopper PCM was determined by a semiempirical
correlation [48]. In their study, an enthalpy-based lattice Boltzmann (LB)
technique with a double distribution function (DDF) model was applied for
solving the temperature and velocity fields. The best thermal enhancement
scheme was found to be mounting the inner tube at the bottom with doping
4% of nanocopper. The enhancement is due to the shrinkage of the heat
conduction-dominated region, and more regions were subject to convection
melting. The authors also indicated that the augmentation of NePCM viscosity could weaken the convective heat transfer. Jourabian et al. [49] also drew
similar results in another melting study for square cavity system.

FIGURE 26.9 (A) Circular tube (CT), (B) vertical-oriented elliptical tube (VOE), (C)
horizontal-oriented elliptical tube (HOE), and (D) finned circular tube (FCT) [46].
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FIGURE 26.10 Streamlines, temperature fields, and formations of solidliquid interface at different dimensionless times in the case of φ 5 0:1 and Gr 5 5:0 3 104 [50].

Feng et al. [50] developed an innovative LB method to solve the convection
melting of nanocopper/water in a bottom-heated rectangular cavity. The authors
defined density evolution and temperature evolution functions to model the fluid
flow and heat transfer. The novel LB method performed remarkable calculation
efficiency using an implicit scheme to avoid iteration steps for the temperature
field. The results showed that the mixture exhibited better heat transfer efficiency
than the pure ice. Increasing the loading of nanocopper from 0 to 0.05 and 0.10,
the melting time for achieving a liquid fraction of 0.7 was lowered by 9.1% and
16.9% for Grashof (Gr) number of 5:0 3 104 and 6.5% and 17.2% for Gr number
of 2:5 3 105 . Interestingly, in the case of high particle percentage and Gr number,
an asymmetric solidliquid interface formed as shown in Fig. 26.10. The authors
noted that it was due to the asymmetric distribution of the convection cells.

26.2.3 Solidification process
Khodadadi and Hosseinizadeh [51] first reported on the enhanced freezing
process of water by adding nano-Cu particles with an average diameter of
10 nm. Their numerical methodology was later employed in a body of studies based on effective medium theory. The results showed that the freezing
time of water was shortened from 3000 to 1400 s by the presence of 20 wt.%
nanocopper particle. However, the authors did not consider the sedimentation
and homogeneous dispersion of nanometals at such high loading. In fact,
nanometals are heavier than water and thus can sediment and change their
physical properties, causing the thermal conductivity and viscosity in different regions to vary. Therefore numerical results based on effective medium
theory might not be reliable. On the other hand, the thermal capacity of
nanometal is very small, which means a high particle loading regime will
heavily reduce the latent heat of nano-PCM.
Several simulation-based studies have compared different heat transfer
enhancement strategies for improving the solidification rate of NePCMs. The
freezing process of water in a vertical wavy enclosure (Fig. 26.11) was
numerically modeled by Abdollahzadeh and Esmaeilpour [52] to analyze the
contributions of surface waviness and suspension of nanocopper. The

FIGURE 26.11 Schematic diagram of the vertically placed wavy enclosure housing nano-PCM [52].
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FIGURE 26.12 (A) LHTES consists of PCM slabs and (B) computational domain [56].

Brinkman model and thermal dispersion model were respectively employed
for the effective dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of the mixtures.
Using the enthalpyporosity method, numerical results indicated that the
addition of nanocopper shortened the freezing time, whereas a better option
without affecting the effective TES capacity could be applying an optimized
surface waviness. The authors stated that the surface waviness did not reduce
the latent heat capacity which is the advantage over nano dispersion. Similar
study and results can be found in Ref. [53].
Modularized PCM slab is another good option to increase the contact surface between PCM and HTF. Elbahjaoui and Qarnia [54] numerically studied
the solidification process of nanocopper/n-octadecane in a LHTES unit consisting of PCM slabs (Fig. 26.12) using the enthalpyporosity method. The
effects of varying the particle loading, aspect ratio of the slab, and the
dimensionless HTF temperature were explored. An improvement of 26.9%
was achieved for the solidification in the case of volume fraction of 8%,
aspect ratio of 6, and dimensionless HTF temperature of 1.1.

26.2.4 Practical applications
Lin et al. [57] designed a flat-plate solar collector (Fig. 26.13A) integrated
with built-in TES. In their experiment, 1 wt.% 20 nmCuNPs/paraffin wax
nanocomposite was used and the temperature of the absorber plate at the
inclination angle of 10 degrees were measured for three operational cases,
namely without PCM (case 1), with PCM (case 2), and with NePCM (case
3). As shown in Fig. 26.9B and C, in cases 2 and 3, part of the solar radiation was collected to the PCM and NePCM, causing them to melt. The
results showed that the k value of the NePCM was enhanced by 24%

FIGURE 26.13 (A) Schematic diagram of the solar-TES integrated collector. (B) Absorber plate and temperatures at the 10 degrees inclination angle for three
operational cases. (C) TES temperatures at 10 degrees inclination angle, in the case of using PCM and the NePCM [55].
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FIGURE 26.14 Schematic diagram
of the hot water tank integrated with
NePCM [56].

compared to the pure paraffin wax. The best efficiency of the plate solar collector was improved by 6.9% and 8.4% when the integrated TES was filled
with paraffin wax and NePCM nanocomposite, respectively.
Nabavitabatabayi et al. [56] developed a hot water tank integrated with
CuNP-enhanced PCM, as shown in Fig. 26.14. The study aimed to test the
improved power demand shifting ability by comparing the NePCM water
tank with the pure PCM water tank. A 3D mathematical model was developed to thoroughly investigate the effects of three design and operation parameters (nanoparticle fraction, amount of PCM, mass flow rate) on the
thermal performance of the NePCM water tank overcharging and discharging
processes. As shown in Fig. 26.15, the solidification time is 103 min for the
pure PCM case, and it can be reduced to 64 min for the NePCM case.
Quantitatively, a reduction of 60% can be achieved at 10 vol.% of nanoparticles. Due to the high thermal inertia of the NePCM, the hot water tank could
keep the temperature from plummeting over the discharging process. The
calculations also indicated that the NePCM could shift the power demand by
2 h compared to the pure PCM.

26.3 Nanometal oxide enhancer
Nanostructured metal oxides including Al2O3 and CuO are another attractive
strategy to enhance pure PCMs. Since metal oxides possess relatively low
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FIGURE 26.15 (A) PCM core temperature and (B) liquid fraction during discharging process
(pure PCM and 10 vol.% copper nanoparticleenhanced PCM) [56].

thermal conductivity (B40 W/m K), their loadings are usually higher than
nanocarbons and nanometals. Suspending metallic and metal oxide particles
in base fluid to form a hybrid nanofluid has also been widely applied to combine the thermophysical properties of individual particles.

26.3.1 Preparation of nanometal oxide-enhanced PCMs
Babapoor et al. [57] used Al2O3, Fe2O3, ZnO, and SiO2 NPs to enhance the
k value of paraffin wax by as much as 144%, 144%, 110%, and 110%,
respectively. In this study, different NPs were tested, namely silica
(B20 nm), alumina (B20 nm), iron oxide (B20 nm), and zinc oxide
( . 50 nm). They were added as thermal conductivity enhancers to fabricate
NePCMs by blending paraffin with nanoparticles and surfactant. The highest
enhancement sample was doped with Al2O3 NPs with the greatest increase
in k value of 0.919 W/m K. For Al2O3 NPs, the enhancement factor was
about 120%, 141.2%, and 144% at 4, 6, and 8 wt.% concentration, respectively. For Fe2O3 NPs, the enhancement factor was about 80%, 135%, and
144% at 4, 6, and 8 wt.% concentration, respectively. For ZnO NPs, the
enhancement factor was about 85%, 100%, and 110% at 4, 6, and 8 wt.%
concentration, respectively. For SiO2 NPs, the enhancement factor was about
78%, 110%, and 110% at 4, 6, and 8 wt.% concentration, respectively.
Experiments revealed that the k value of NePCMs were greatly improved by
higher dosage of conductive NPs. In conclusion, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 NPs
exhibited the most significant effect on improving paraffin-based PCM and
its thermophysical properties.
Sharma et al. [58] utilized nano-TiO2 to enhance the k value by up to
80%. The TES performance of synthesized PCM composites made of palmitic acid (PA) dispersed with TiO2 NPs (Fig. 26.16) were studied. The TiO2
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FIGURE 26.16 (A) SEM of TiO2. (B) Thermal conductivity of PA with increasing TiO2
dosages [58].

FIGURE 26.17 Schematic diagram of the preparation of paraffin/PTF (PTFP) and paraffin/
PTFC (PTFCP) composite PCMs by particle-stabilized emulsion method [59].

NPs were mixed into neat PCM and the k value of PA was enhanced by
12.7%, 20.6%, 46.6%, and 80% for TiO2 percentages of 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 wt.
%, respectively. The authors pointed out that the curvilinear characteristic of
thermal enhancement was largely due to the aggregation of NPs caused by
the excessive dosage of TiO2 in the PCM.
Li et al. [59] used TiO2 NPs foam to enhance the k value by 43.8% and
TiO2 NPs with a nanocarbon shell layer to enhance thermal conductivity by
404%. The porous TiO2 foams (PTFs) were prepared by microemulsion technique (Fig. 26.17). This templating technique uses octane as microemulsifier
and TiO2 as particle stabilizer. TiO2 was nanosized B23 nm and made of
80% anatase and 20% rutile phase. For dispersing agent, polyacrylic acidammonium salt was added and for surface modifier, propyl gallate
(C10H12O5), which is amphiphilic small molecule, was added. PTFs have a
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porous structure with 3D continuous connected holes. Paraffin wax was able
to fully absorb into the porous structure without requiring any addition of
surfactant. Sucrose was absorbed into the porous structure and burnt off at
1200 C to create a thin carbon-based film forming 2 nm thin carbon nanolayer. The pure PTF and carbon-based PTF nanocomposites exhibited k
values of 0.302 and 1.059 W/m K, respectively. Both were more conductive
compared to pure paraffin. The result of adding 25 wt.% of TiO2 to pure
PCM was a k value of 0.302 W/m K, which is an enhancement of 0.092 W/
m K. The addition of TiO2 was able to improve k value of pure PCM. The k
value of paraffin absorbed into the TiO2 foam structure lined with carbon
nanofilm was 1.059 W/m K, representing a 5.04-fold increment of the k
value compared to pure paraffin. The large enhancement is caused by carbon
matrix adhered onto the TiO2-NP surfaces. This novel hybrid nanoparticle
TiO2-formed porous foam with inner-lining carbon nanofilms is an excellent
nanostructure for enhancing PCM for industrial purposes.

26.3.2 Melting process
Instead of using prediction models, Ghalambaz et al. [60] applied a linearized equation based on experimental data to determine the correlation
between effective properties of nanofluids and hybrid particle loading. The
governing equations were solved by user-defined MATLAB subroutines
based on the enthalpyporosity theory. The melting of hybrid nano-PCMs
occurred in a square cavity heating from its left wall. The authors particularly analyzed the variation of solidliquid interface in the cases of four different dimensionless variables (conductivity, viscosity) 5 (0,0), (5,18),
(18,18), and (18,5)) to find the best composition of hybrid nanoparticles.
Numerical results showed that the best thermal performance was achieved by
dispersing 2 wt.% AgMgO hybrid nanoparticles. The same authors also
simulated the melting of AgMgO/water in a square cavity enclosure heating by its inner tube [61]. A similar study was carried out by Elsayed [62],
in which binary and triple mixtures of metallic and metal oxide hybrid nanoparticles were added to enhance the melting of neopentyl-glycol in a cylinder
heated from the outer surface. The results showed that the best heat storage
performance for the solid-to-solid PCM was attained by the composition of
6% Al, 3% SiO2, and 3% TiO2.
Another strategy is to fill the NePCM into porous media. A scale analysis
by Hossain et al. [63] first reported on the melting behavior of nano-CuO
enhanced cyclohexane in porous aluminum foam. Using the local thermal
equilibrium (LTE) assumption and neglecting the convective motion in the
porous metal foam, the phase change problem was solved using the AHC
method. The authors found that the nano-PCM melted faster in the porous
medium with lower porosity. Similarly, a hybrid metal foam/nano-Al2O3
combination was examined by Mahdi and Nsofor [64], which remarkably
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enhanced the melting of paraffin RT82 in a triplex-tube heat exchanger. The
authors modified the enthalpyporosity equations using a local thermal nonequilibrium (LTNE) assumption to describe the fluid motion and heat transfer of nano-PCM in the porous copper foam. They considered the convection
of molten PCM, non-Darcy effect, Brownian motion of nanoparticles, and
temperature-dependency of thermophysical properties. By adding nanoAl2O3 in nonporous cases, the melting time was shortened by 16.7%, 17.9%,
and 19.7% for the volume fraction of 1%, 3%, and 5%, respectively. A much
faster melting was observed for porosity of 0.95 (18 min) compared to 0.98
(120 min). In the lower porosity case the total volume occupied by the foam
increased, as well as the total heat transfer area. The melting rate could be
significantly expedited using metal foam with only a small amount of storage
capacity lost. However, it should be noted that in the above studies [65,66],
the convection contribution was critically weakened by the presence of
porous metal foam. On this basis, the selection of the foam porosity and the
particle loading should be considered to maintain the convective heat
transfer.
It is beneficial to optimize the geometrical structure to further improve
the nano-PCM system. Recently, Huo and Rao [67] applied a separate plate
to weaken the undesirable heat accumulation in a cavity’s upper region. The
Vajjha’s model, MaxwellGarnetts model, and other mixture models were
used for calculating the effective properties of Al2O3paraffin mixture. A
total-enthalpy-based LB method was employed to discretize the governing
equations. For all given Rayleigh numbers and nanoparticle percentages, a
middle-located plate showed the fastest melting rate. In particular, the melting time was shortened by over 10% for dimensionless plate height of 0.5
and volume fraction of 3%. The temperature standard deviation could be
diminished by the separate plate, indicating the reduction of heat accumulation in the upper region. However, when the dimensionless plate height is
less than 0.3, the heat accumulation will slow down the melting rate. With
the same objective, a study by Elbahjaoui and Qarnia [68] optimized the
combinations of alumina particle loading, Reynolds number, Rayleigh number, and the aspect ratio of NePCM slab. The results showed that the
increase in these parameters, particularly the Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers, could improve the melting process.
Among various encapsulation methods, cylindrical systems have received
widespread interest due to their ease of manufacturing and maintenance.
Given different inclination angles, a comparative study by Pahamli et al.
[69] identified that the vertical shell-and-tube cylinder achieved the fastest
melting rate with dispersing 4% of nano-CuO in the paraffin RT50. Alomair
et al. [70] experimentally and numerically investigated the influence of particle percentage and cylinder height on the melting behavior of coconut oil.
Nano-CuO/coconut oil mixture was successfully prepared with little sedimentation. Based on their measurements, piecewise linear treatment was
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FIGURE 26.18 Experimental test rig installed for visualization and validation [73].

applied for the transition of the mixture’s density, thermal conductivity, and
heat capacity within solid and liquid state. Visualization equipment was used
for validation, as shown in Fig. 26.18. Both numerical and experimental
results showed an improved melting rate in the nano-PCM. Later, the visualization showed that a small portion of gradually diminished solid PCM/nanoPCM remained at the bottom region for a prolonged time. Similar findings
were obtained in Refs. [71,72]. These results again show that the nanoenhancers alone is not enough to diminish the heat accumulation in the upper
region for a system with high aspect ratio. Thus other techniques are needed
to support nano-PCM.

26.3.3 Solidification process
Recently, a triplex-tube heat exchanger filled with nano Al2O3-enhanced paraffin (RT82) was modeled by Mahdi and Nsofor [74]. Based on the enthalpyporosity method and effective medium theory, the solidification process
of NePCM at two HTF temperatures (65 C and 70 C) were investigated,
respectively. For numerical accuracy, the authors developed UDF schemes to
input the temperature-dependent thermophysical properties to CFD code.
The dispersion of different nanoenhancers did not show much difference at
the initial stage, but the solidification rate increased with the percentage of
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nanoparticles and elapse of time when heat conduction dominated the heat
transfer regime. A total time savings of B20% was achieved by dispersing
alumina nanoparticles with a volume fraction of 8% at both 65 C and 70 C.
Later on, Mahdi and Nsofor [75] used open-celled copper foam to further
promote the solidification rate of the same system studied in Refs. [64,71].
Three cases were simulated including nano-Al2O3/RT82, metal foam alone,
and metal foam with nano-Al2O3/RT82 combination. The authors first compared the accuracy of the LTE model to the LTNE model previously used in
a melting study [64], and found a slight difference. This was due to the small
temperature differences between the nano-PCM and metal foam during the
natural conduction-dominated solidification. Based on an LTE-modified
enthalpyporosity technique, the numerical results showed that compared to
the pure PCM, the complete solidification time was reduced by 19.6%
(nano-PCM with loading of 5 vol.%), 74.7% (porous nano-PCM with loading
of 5 vol.% and porosity of 0.98), and 96.5% (porous nano-PCM with loading
of 5 vol.% and porosity of 0.95), respectively.
For the same system, Mahdi and Nsofor [73] improved the solidification
of paraffin RT82 using a hybrid strategy of immersing fins and dispersing
nano-Al2O3. The combinations of using different fin arrays mounted on the
inner tube and outer tube and varying the particle percentage were intensively analyzed, with considering the volume usage (ratio of occupied volume by nanoenhancers or fins to the total volume of PCM) in each
technique. ANSYS FLUENT 17.0 was used for problem solving. Their
results indicated that the solidification process was greatly improved using
the hybrid strategy. However, for the same volume usage, better heat transfer
efficiency was obtained using mounting fins alone. The 2D models established in Refs. [74,7173] are shown in Fig. 26.19. These works have provided notable examples of using different numerical methods to compare the
different heat transfer enhancement strategies and evaluate the individual
contributions at system level.

FIGURE 26.19 2D triplex-tube heat exchanger with: (left) nano-PCM [71], (middle) fins and
nano-PCM [73], and (right) porous foam and nano-PCM [64,72].
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26.3.4 Practical applications
Traditional glazed windows are characterized by high solar heat gain with
small thermal inertia. To improve the thermal and energy performance of
double-glazed windows, Li et al. [74] filled the cavity between the glass
panels with a NePCM layer consisting of Al2O3 NPs and paraffin wax. The
effects of particle loading and diameter size on the temperature difference
between the internal glass surface and indoor air and heat gain were numerically investigated for different seasons including summer, autumn, and winter.
The authors adopted the Vajjha model to calculate the effective thermal conductivity values for four cases including A (1 vol.%, 10 nm), B (1 vol.%,
100 nm), C (10 vol.%, 10 nm), and D (10 vol.%, 100 nm). For the numerical
method, the enthalpy-based energy equation was adopted for the NePCM layer
with the addition of a radiative source term. The radiative source term is
related to layer thickness, solar radiation, solar transmittance, and absorptance.
For easy analysis, the NePCM layer was divided into phase 1 and phase 2 by
ignoring the thermal convection of NePCM, as shown in Fig. 26.20. The
numerical results showed that the minimal heat gain was obtained at the particle concentration of 1 vol.% and diameter of 100 nm. Comparison between
the four cases indicated that heat gain could be reduced by up to 1.5%, 2.0%,
and 4.0% for summer, autumn, and winter, respectively. However, the authors
did not address its use for reducing the heat gain in autumn and winter.
Later, Li et al. [75] numerically investigated the thermal and optical performance of window units filled with different NePCMs. Following the same
methodology used in Ref. [74], the effects of Cu, CuO, and Al2O3 nanoparticles together with different particle concentrations (0.110 vol.%) and diameters (525 nm) were tested. The results for optical performance indicated
that the improvement was nearly the same regardless of the particle types,
FIGURE 26.20 Numerical model of a double-glazed
window housing NePCM [74].
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but the impact of particle concentration and dimension were slightly higher.
As for thermal performance, the authors drew similar conclusions as reported
in Ref. [74].

26.4 Nanocarbon enhancer
Carbon nanostructures, such as carbon nanotube (CNT), carbon nanofiber,
graphite, and graphene, have been positively used to enhance base material
due to their excellent thermal conductivity (20003500 W/m K). Since the
synthesis of carbon nanostructures is becoming more and more affordable,
many studies are focused on using carbon as thermal conductivity enhancer.

26.4.1 Preparation of nanocarbon-enhanced PCMs
Ji et al. [76] used ultrathin graphite foams (UGF) to enhance the k value of
PCM by 1700%. Ji demonstrated that blending B1.2 vol.% connected ultrathin graphite foams (UGFs) in a PCM can increase the k value by 18-folds
(i.e., 1700% enhancement). There is no observable variation in the specific
heat of fusion or melting temperature. Graphite foams are made up of ultrathin graphite connected strips, and the connected strips have a k value higher
than metals and carbon foams in solid state, giving better thermal properties
and heat response. The UGFs and paraffin are connected with each other
(Fig. 26.21). The foam-interconnected graphite strips have dimensions ranging from a few hundred nanometers to a few micrometers thick. Thus its k
value is unaffected by phonon scattering at the interboundary surfaces of
graphite and PCM. Interfacial phonon scattering can significantly decrease
the basal plane k value multilayered graphene. It is possible to elucidate and
estimate the k value enhancement in the graphite foamparaffin composites
using single-phase mixture models.

FIGURE 26.21 (A) SEM photo of ultrathin graphite foams without PCM after etching of
nickel template. (B) Thermal conductivity enhancement for graphiteparaffin wax and various
nanofillers with different volume fractions. All PCMs have k values ranging from 0.17 to
0.31 W/m K. (inset) Differential interference contrast images of PCM [76].
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FIGURE 26.22 (A) SEM image of the morphology of micropores of PAPDMSGNF. (B)
Thermal conductivity values of n-carboxylic acids PCM (SA, PA, MA) and
PDMSGrapheneNickel (PDMSGNF) foam composites [77].

Liang et al. [77] used superoleophilic graphene nanosheets combined with
porous nickel Ni foam to enhance thermal conductivity of PCM by 1300%.
Graphene-covered nickel foam modified by polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMSGNF) was synthesized by layering graphene nanosheets on the surface
of porous Ni foam to form graphenenickel foam GNF. The porous support
GNF is further surface modified by using siloxane PDMS to fabricate shapestable PCM composite (Fig. 26.22). The micropores in the PCM composite matrix
were soaked in palmitic acid (PA). The k value of NePCM reached B2.262 W/m
K with PCM loading of B59.02 wt.%, which is 14 times higher than the pure PA
(0.162 W/m K). This showed that PDMS-modified graphenenickel porous
foams can significantly enhance the k values of organic PCM acids.
Chen et al. [78] used CNT foam to the k value of PCM by 500%. A
sponge-like CNT network acts as a permeable support matrix to absorb
PCM. This CNT-based PCM can improve latent heat storage capacity and is
able to conduct electricity and heat efficiently. The PCM composite can convert electrical energy to heat and absorb light energy. The PCM composite is
made of soft-flexible CNT-based porous material filled with paraffin
(Fig. 26.23). The deformable support matrix has high thermal conductivity in
melting and solidification processes. The CNT matrix has a strong effect on
the thermal properties of the PCM, since CNTs have a very high k value of
3000 W/m K. While neat paraffin wax as PCM has very poor conductivity,
ranging from 0.16 to 0.20 W/m K, the use of CNT-based sponges composite
can increase the k values to 1.2 W/m K with 80 wt.% paraffin.

26.4.2 Melting process
Das et al. [79] explored the melting behavior in a vertical shell-and-tube system using the enthalpyporosity technique. In their study, alkane n-
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FIGURE 26.23 (A) SEM image of the interior of CNT porous foam revealing a sponge-like
microstructure. (B) Thermal conductivities of paraffin wax with 10 and 20 wt.% loadings of
CNT foams, namely 80 and 90 wt.% paraffin [78].

FIGURE 26.24 (A) average liquid fraction and (B) average temperature profile of NePCMs
with different percentages of graphene nanoplatelets [82].

eicosane/graphene nanosheets was used as the NePCM. The KD and NB
models were used to calculate the effective dynamic viscosity and thermal
conductivity of nanocomposites, respectively. An aspect ratio of 1023 (length
of 1μm, thickness of 10 nm) was assumed for the shape of graphene nanoplatelets (GnP). The authors reported that by increasing the volume fraction to
3%, natural convection was damped by the increased viscosity of the molten
NePCM. As shown in Fig. 26.24, the melting time was significantly lowered
by 41%, at GnP loading of 2 vol.% and HTF inlet temperature of 70 C. The
same authors [80,81] further compared different nanomorphologies and system orientations using the same numerical solution. The conductive nanoenhancers were spherical (nanodiamond, ND), 1D (single-walled carbon
nanotube, SWCNT), and 2D (GnP) nanostructures. A low percentage regime
(1 vol.%) was adopted to maintain a moderate increase in the dynamic
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viscosity. For the horizontal system, the melting time was reduced by 2%,
27%, and 40% for ND, SWCNT, and GnP, respectively [80]. For the vertical
system, the melting time was shortened by 1%, 15%, and 25% for ND,
SWCNT, and GnP, respectively [81].
Kant et al. [82] numerically analyzed the melting of graphene nanoparticle promoted PCM in a square cavity heating from the left vertical wall.
COMSOL 5.0 was employed to solve the governing equations with adding a
source term to mimic the Darcy flow in porous media, thus making it a
hybrid of the AHC method and enthalpyporosity method. Three kinds of
PCMs (capric Acid, CaCl2  6H2O, and n-octadecane) were enhanced by graphene nanoparticles with volume fractions of 1%, 3%, and 5%. The authors
applied the Brinkman’s model, Vajjha’s model for the effective dynamic viscosity, and thermal conductivity, respectively. However, these models may
not be able to reflect the actual properties as discussed before. The melting
rate was accelerated in all cases, but it was note that the increased viscosity
also weakened the efficiency of convective heat transfer. On this basis, in
this study the degraded convection was not strong enough to outweigh the
contribution of improved thermal conductivity. The numerical solution might
be useful in selecting the optimal particle loading for large LHTES systems
such as PCM tank, with both considering the contributions of conduction
and convection.
It has been reported that the effective thermal conductivity of GnP mixture nonlinearly increases with the GnP loading, which is due to the interaction between GnP and their high aspect ratio and thermal conductivity [83].
Singh et al. [84] adopted this theory to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of GnP/sugar alcoholPCM for medium temperature
(160 C200 C) TES applications. Based on the enthalpyporosity
approach, a 2D shell-and-tube model was established to analyze the combinations of varying the fin height and the GnP loading for the melting process. It was reported that 44% and 47% reduction in the melting time was
achieved for fin heights of 0.5(R-r) and 0.75 (R-r), respectively. The small
growth rate was due to the depression of the convection currents, and an
aspect ratio of 0.5 (R-r) was the optimum fin size from an economical point
of view. Additionally, the 3% GnP case could almost achieve the same melting time as the 0.5 (R-r) case, as shown in Fig. 26.25. The results can be
used to find the optimum set of heat transfer enhancement strategies, both
considering the costs of mounting fins and doping GnP for a given system.

26.4.3 Solidification process
A pioneering study by Fan et al. [85] simulated the unidirectional solidification process of GnP-enhanced dodecanol mixture. Instead of using the existing prediction models, they measured the thermophysical properties of
NePCM at different weight fractions of GnP. The relative solidification rates
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FIGURE 26.25 Total melting time using different sets of thermal enhancement methods [84].

were quantitatively compared, showing an expedited solidification rate of
34% at the highest GnP percentage of 1.0 wt.%. Since the simulation was
based on effective medium theory, interactions between the nanoenhancers,
sedimentation. and morphological instability were ignored. Experimental
studies are needed to verify the numerical results. A work by Sathishkumar
et al. [86] investigated the freezing process of GnP/water in a sphere. The
best thermal conductivity enhancement of 56% (ice) and 11.7% (water) was
obtained by adding 1.2 wt.% GnP. The highly conductive GnP reduced the
supercooling degree and shortened the solidification time by 25%.
Recently, Singh et al. [87] numerically analyzed the solidification of
GnPPCM in a finned shell-and-tube system. The fin’s aspect ratio was
optimized in a previous melting study [84]. The authors first measured the
specific heat and dynamic viscosity of the base PCM (binary eutectic salt
LiNO3/KCl) within the working temperature, and then calculated the effective properties using Vajjha’s model, Chu’s model [83], and other effective
mixture models. The thermophysical properties of NePCM were treated as
temperature-dependent polynomials in the enthalpyporosity equations.
Fig. 26.9 shows that the solidification time was shortened by 26.2% in the
case of finned PCM, and was reduced by 49% in the presence of 5% GnP
(Fig. 26.26). Additionally, decreasing the Stefan number (inlet temperature
of HTF) and increasing the Reynolds number (flow rate of HTF) also expedited the solidification rate. A potential follow-up study could focus on the
economic benefits of individual or combined techniques.
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FIGURE 26.26 Solidification time for pure PCM, finned PCM, and finned NePCM [87].

26.4.4 Practical applications
Sayyar et al. [88] prepared shape-stable NePCM consists of 69.8 wt.% of
fatty acids, 22.2 wt.% of palmitic acid, and 8.0 wt.% of graphite nanosheets
and integrated it into a gypsum wallboard. The authors built two test cells to
compare the thermal performance of NePCM-integrated wallboard with commercial drywall panels. Experimental results showed the use of nano-PCM
wallboard produced larger peak load-shifting ability with smaller interior
temperature oscillation. To evaluate the energy savings for cooling and heating, a numerical model was established based on Fourier’s law. Boundary
conditions were based on the measured temperature values of the exterior
and interior wall surface by experiments. Computed heat flux showed that
the cooling and heating energy demands were reduced by 75.5% and 83.1%,
respectively. In this study, the outdoor environment was simulated by periodically varying the temperature of exterior wall surface.
A similar experimental and numerical work was carried out by Biswas
et al. [89] to evaluate the energy-saving benefits of a novel NePCMincorporated gypsum wallboard. Following the procedure described in Ref.
[88], a shape-stable nano-PCM was prepared by mixing 8 wt.% of expanded
graphite (interconnected) nanosheets with 92 wt.% of n-heptadecane. The
authors experimentally compared the heat gains of the NePCM wallboard
with a regular wallboard under natural exposure conditions for three typical
hot days, as shown in Fig. 26.27. To evaluate the annual energy saving, a
COMSOL-based 2D numerical model was established. The numerical results
for a south-oriented wall showed the highest annual reduction in wall heat
gains with an indoor temperature set point of 22 C. The annual heat gains
and cooling electricity consumption could be reduced by 24.65% and
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FIGURE 26.27 (A) Test wall using NePCM wallboard and regular wallboard and (B) experimental results of heat gains through the two wallboards [89].

21.90% using the NePCM wallboard. The authors also investigated the influence of indoor cooling set points and found that 21 C (about the center of
the melting rage) could better reduce the heat gains and shift the peak cooling load during peak summer days. In this study, the exterior boundary condition was based on TMY3 weather data including hourly values of outdoor
temperatures, solar radiation, and exterior surface convective heat transfer
coefficients.

26.5 Conclusions
The great advancements achieved in nanotechnology play a key role in many
modern industries [90]. The fundamental properties of a bulk material can
dramatically change when its dimensions are reduced to the nanoscale [91].
Nanostructures have attracted great attention in the thermal enhancement of
base material, particularly PCMs for TES applications. This chapter provided
a framework for recent studies of NePCM and system performance of TES
using NePCM. The important influence of nanostructure type, concentration,
morphology, and dimension on the thermal conductivity enhancement and
heat transfer behavior of NePCM were discussed thoroughly. Important conclusions are as follows:
1. Continuous interconnected nanofillers generally have greater thermal
conductivity enhancement than discontinuous disconnected nanofillers.
Essentially matrix foam macrostructures with nanosized walls or struts
have higher contact surface area, and greater aspect ratios, leading to
greater thermal conductivities and thermally better performance than
nanofibers and nanoparticles, as PCM enhancers.
2. Carbon-based nanoenhancers have greater thermal conductivity compared
to metal-based and metal oxide-based materials. Higher surface affinity
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between organic PCM and its carbon nanofillers reduces phonon scatterings at interfacial surfaces and improves the uniform interpenetration.
Carbon-based nanomaterials generally have a smaller mass density difference from the organic PCM materials compared to heavier metals or
metal oxides. Hence, organic PCM composites have better dispersibility
and homogeneity within mediums.
PCM composites have generally a higher thermal conductivity as well as
greater enhancement effect in liquid state compared to solid state.
Nanofibers or nanoparticles group can easily separate when the composite is melting, whereas the big agglomerated clusters and group packings
cannot separate and disperse completely in solid.
Results have shown that GnP can provide better heat transfer enhancement for both melting and solidification processes, compared to the
metallic and metal oxide nanoenhancers. This can be attributed to its
high thermal conductivity, high aspect ratio, large interface contact area,
and the low thermal contact resistance with the base material.
The melting rate of NePCM increases with the concentration of nanoenhancers, but this result is built on the premise that the concentration is
within a certain range. Once the concentration exceeds the threshold, the
augmentation of viscosity will degrade the convection efficiency and in
turn offset the improved conduction contribution.
The solidification rate increases with the concentration of nanoenhancers,
which is due to the conduction-dominated heat transfer mechanism in the
solidification process. To select the optimum concentration for given system, both the loss in TES density and impact on melting process are
needed to be considered.

NePCM as a novel composite LHTES material should be analyzed by
more researchers in the future. We envision that the influence of nanoenhancer type, morphology and size, and concentration will remain the aims of
numerical studies of NePCM. In particular, one key point is to find out the
optimum concentration for given systems. Most studies do not consider the
impact of sedimentation of nanoparticles in the case of high particle concentration regime. Experimental works should be considered to test the homogeneity and stability of NePCM before simulation. More importantly, efforts
are still needed to standardize the current prediction models for NePCM in
three states. Empirical and semiempirical formulas are very useful for
numerical simulation. Two-dimensional simulations are mostly applied, but
sometimes 2D models are unable to provide the value of the HTF outlet temperature (e.g., the longitudinally finned shell-and-tube system [73]). For an
active system, the variation of HTF outlet temperature is critical for evaluating the matching performance between the end-user and LHTES system.
Therefore more studies are needed to examine the influence of nanoenhancers on the HTF outlet temperature. The system performance should not be
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judged solely on the melting and solidification rates but also on the total
energy and exergy stored. Hence, the influence of dispersing nanostructures
on energy and exergy efficiencies of the system is worthy of research effort.
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27.1 Introduction
Asphalt has been widely used in many aspects of infrastructure construction,
such as pavement, waterproofing, shock absorption and protective coatings,
etc. It has been used, in particular, for pavement construction due to its
excellent road performance, such as driving comfort and safety, low noises
levels, fast construction and easy maintenance, etc. However, as an organic
viscoelastic material, asphalt is prone to flow at high temperature and
become brittle at low temperature, which in turn cause high-temperature rutting and low-temperature cracking of pavement. Asphalt is also vulnerable to
aging under heat, sunlight, oxygen, or a combination of these factors, further
contributing to asphalt pavement deterioration and limiting its applications
[13]. Therefore for certain applications asphalt properties need to be
improved. For a long time, various modification methods have been used to
improve asphalt properties, such as acid modification, mineral filler modification, and polymer modification, etc. [4,5]. Recently, with the development
of nanotechnology, different kinds of nanomaterials have been increasingly
applied in industries because of their unique characteristics [6]. In the field
of road engineering, various inorganic nanomaterials have been used to modify asphalt, especially for layered silicates and inorganic nanoparticles
[710]. Layered silicates are readily available and low in cost, consisting of
layers of tetrahedral silicate and octahedral hydroxide sheets. They mainly
include montmorillonite, vermiculite, and rectorite. Indeed, the addition of
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layered silicates with tiny amounts (usually less than 5 wt.%) and its ultimate
dispersion as 1 nm-thick nanolayers in a polymer matrix allow many properties, such as stiffness, fluid, gas barrier properties, etc., to be increased.
However, the interlayers of layered silicate are hydrophilic, and the interlayer spacing is small. This makes the polymer chain insertion into its interlayers difficult. To increase the ease of insertion, layered silicate needs to be
functionalized, which is commonly exchanged with organic cations, particularly alkylammonium ions, making the layered silicate lipophilic, and enlarging the interlayer spacing. Inorganic nanoparticles mainly include nano-ZnO,
nano-TiO2, and nano-SiO2. The addition of inorganic nanoparticles can
improve the high- or low-temperature performance and photooxidative aging
resistance of asphalt. However, inorganic nanoparticles have huge surface
area and extreme high surface energy and are easy to agglomerate, which
not only make uniform dispersion more difficult, but also may make their
nanometer effect lost. In order to avoid the agglomeration, the functionalization of inorganic nanoparticles is also an effective way, namely surface modification by silane coupling agent. After surface modification, the inorganic
nanoparticles are easier to disperse in asphalt and the compatibility between
them can be improved.
This chapter includes three sections: First, applications of organic layered
silicates in asphalt are discussed; secondly, applications of surface modification inorganic nanoparticles in asphalt; and lastly, applications of multidimensional nanomaterials composed of zero-dimensional surface modification
inorganic nanoparticles and two-dimensional organic layered silicates in
asphalt. The chapter also discusses likely future trends in applications of
functionalize nanomaterials in asphalt road construction materials.

27.2 Application of organic layered silicate in asphalt
27.2.1 Preparation of organic layered silicates and modified
asphalts
27.2.1.1 Preparation of organic layered silicates
A 500 mL round-bottom, three-necked flask with a mechanical stirrer, thermometer, and condenser with a drying tube is used as a reactor. Layered silicate (10 g) [e.g., expanded vermiculite (EVMT), rectorite (REC), or
montmorillonite (MMT)] is gradually dissolved in 200 mL of deionized
water and stirred for 30 min. Then a certain amount of intercalated agent
[e.g., cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) or octadecyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride (ODBA)] is added to the solution. The resulting suspension is vigorously stirred for 10 h. The treated layered silicate (LS) is
repeatedly washed with deionized water. The filtrate is titrated with 0.1N
AgNO3 until no precipitate of AgBr or AgCl is formed. This ensures the
complete removal of bromine or chloride ions. The filter cake is then placed
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in a vacuum oven at 80 C for 24 h for drying. The dried cake is ground to
obtain the OLS [e.g., organic EVMT (OEVMT), organic REC (OREC), or
organic MMT (OMMT)] with particle sizes of 300 mesh [1113].

27.2.1.2 Preparation of layered silicate or organic layered
silicate-modified asphalts
The LS- or OLS-modified asphalt is prepared as follows: asphalt is heated to
150 C 6 5 C in an oil-bath heating container until it flows fully. Then appropriate amounts of LS or OLS are added slowly at a low mixing speed. The
mixture is sheared at 5000 rpm for 60 min using a high shear mixer. The
base asphalt is also treated using the same process for preferable comparison
with the LS- or OLS-modified asphalts [1113].
27.2.2 X-ray diffraction analysis of organic layered silicates
27.2.2.1 X-ray diffraction analysis of organic layered silicates
The XRD patterns of LS and OLS are shown in Fig. 27.1. The interlayer
spacing of LS and OLS is calculated according to the Bragg equation
(λ 5 2dsinθ), which is given in Table 27.1. The basal spacing (d001) of
MMT, REC, and EVMT are 1.53, 2.25, and 1.42 nm, respectively, while the
d001 values of OMMT, OREC, and OEVMT are 2.31, 4.37, and 5.33 nm,
respectively. It can be seen that all the data values of OLS are higher than
that of LS, which indicates that the intercalated agent (ODBA) molecules
intercalate into the galleries of the LS. Compared with OREC and OMMT,
OEVMT shows the highest d001 values as well as increased interlayer spacing. This implies that the galleries of EVMT are more easily expended by
the intercalated agent (ODBA) in comparison with MMT and REC.
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FIGURE 27.1 XRD patterns of LS and OLS [15].
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TABLE 27.1 Interlayer spacing of LS and OLS [15].
Samples

2θ (degrees)

d001 (nm)

d001 variation after organic
modification (nm)

MMT

5.76

1.53



OMMT

3.81

2.31

0.78

REC

3.92

2.25



OREC

2.02

4.37

2.12

EVMT

6.23

1.42



OEVMT

1.66

5.33

3.91

Intensity (CPS)
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FIGURE 27.2 XRD patterns of MMT and OMMT with different intercalated agents [16].

The relatively higher d001 can contribute to the good interactions between
EVMT and asphalt [14,15].
The XRD patterns of MMT and OMMT with different intercalated agents
[e.g., CTAB, ODBA, or star quaternary alkylammonium chloride modifier
(SQAC)] are shown in Fig. 27.2. The interlayer spacing is given in
Table 27.2. The d001 values of MMT, CTABMMT, ODBAMMT, and
SQACMMT are 1.53, 2.20, 2.31, and 5.87 nm, respectively. The d001
values for the OMMTs are greater than that for the MMT, which indicates
that a cationic-exchange reaction occurs between the MMT and organic
intercalated agents, and that the galleries in the MMT are filled with
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TABLE 27.2 Interlayer spacing of MMT and OMMT with different
intercalated agents [16].
Samples

2θ (degrees)

d001 (nm)

MMT

5.76

1.53

CTABMMT

3.99

2.20

ODBAMMT

3.81

2.31

SQACMMT

1.51

5.87

molecules containing organic cations. The d001 value of the ODBAMMT is
slightly higher than that of CTABMMT, which may be attributed to the
different chain structures of the intercalated agents (i.e., ODBA contains an
alkyl chain and a benzyl chain that can efficiently increase the interlayer
spacing of the MMT, and CTAB contains only an alkyl chain). The
SQACMMT shows the largest d001 value, up to 5.87 nm, which is due to
the complicated molecular chain structure of SQAC, which has two long
alkyl chains [16].

27.2.2.2 XRD analysis of separated organic layered silicates from
modified asphalt
The XRD patterns of EVMT-, OEVMT-, OEVMT-modified asphalt and separated OEVMT from OEVMT-modified asphalt are shown in Fig. 27.3, and the
interlayer spacing is given in Table 27.3. It can be observed that the diffraction peak of OEVMT after compounding with asphalt disappears, which
implies either the formation of an intercalated nanocomposite with a basal
spacing larger than 17.60 nm, the formation of an exfoliated nanostructure, or
a very disorganized structure of the silicate platelets. In an effort to determine
the exact microstructure of OEVMT-modified asphalt, a dissolvingfiltrating
procedure is performed as follows: first, OEVMT-modified asphalt is dissolved in trichloroethylene, then the OEVMT is filtered from this solution.
After that, the separated OEVMT is characterized by XRD. The XRD pattern
of separated OEVMT is shown in Fig. 27.3D. As can be seen separated
OEVMT shows an obvious diffraction peak in XRD curve, with a corresponding d001 value of 4.82 nm. This implies that not all OEVMT are peeled off,
and that there are still some regular layered structures of OEVMT in modified
asphalt. Moreover, this d001 value is lower than that of OEVMT, which can be
attributed to the existing organic compounds in the EVMT interlayers. The
asphalt molecules intercalated into the interlayers of OEVMT are dissolved by
trichloroethylene, which contributes to the decreased d001 value of the separated OEVMT. The above discussion indicates that OEVMT-modified asphalt
forms a semiexfoliated nanostructure [12].
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FIGURE 27.3 XRD patterns of EVMT-, OEVMT-, OEVMT-modified asphalt and separated
OEVMT from modified asphalt [12].

TABLE 27.3 Interlayer spacing of EVMT-, OEVMT-, OEVMT-modified
asphalt and separated OEVMT from modified asphalt [12].
Samples

2θ
(degrees)

d001
(nm)

d001 variation
(nm)

EVMT

6.23

1.42



OEVMT

1.66

5.33

3.91

OEVMT in modified asphalt



. 17.60



Separated OEVMT from modified
asphalt

1.83

4.82

3.40

27.2.2.3 Microstructure of organic layered silicate-modified
asphalts
Similar to polymer/layered silicate nanocomposites, LS- and OLS-modified
asphalts have three structure types, namely phase-separated microstructure,
intercalated nanostructure, and exfoliated nanostructure, as shown in
Fig. 27.4 [11,13,17].
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FIGURE 27.4 Schematic of structures of LS- and OLS-modified asphalts: (A) phase separated
(microcomposite); (B) intercalated (nanocomposite); and (C) exfoliated (nanocomposite) [11,13].

The phase-separated microstructure means that LS and asphalt is separated, and that LS remains intact, as shown in Fig. 27.4A. In general, LSmodified asphalt forms a phase-separated structure. This is because LS layers
are hydrophilic and the spaces between them are small, which makes the
intercalation and peeling of layers harder. Thus it is not easy that the lipophilic asphalt chains enter into the gallery space between silicate layers,
which cause the compatibility between LS and asphalt is very weak [17].
The intercalated nanostructures correspond to well-ordered multilayered
structures where the asphalt chains are inserted into the gallery space
between silicate layers, while the exfoliated nanostructures correspond to
delaminating structures where the individual silicate layers are no longer
close enough to interact with the gallery, as shown in Fig. 27.4B and
Fig. 27.4C, respectively. OLS-modified asphalt usually forms an intercalated
nanostructure or exfoliated nanostructure, which mainly depends on the types
of LS and organic intercalated agent. For example, ODBAREC-modified
asphalt forms an intercalated nanostructure, whereas CTABREC-modified
asphalt forms an exfoliated nanostructure [11]. Compared to the intercalated
nanostructure, the exfoliated nanostructure is more stable.

27.2.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis of organic
layered silicate and organic layered silicate-modified asphalts
27.2.3.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis of
organic layered silicates
FTIR spectra of MMT and OMMT with hexadecyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride (HDBA) are shown in Fig. 27.5. In the spectra of OMMT,
except for the peaks in MMT, the presence of new peaks at 2925 and
2851 cm21 is seen. These are caused by CH (CH2,CH3) stretching and
bending absorptions in the organic intercalation agent. The disappearing
peak at 1636 cm21 (belonging to bending vibrations of OH) illustrates the
disappearance of inorganic water that exists in the silicate layers in MMT,
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FIGURE 27.5 FTIR spectra of MMT and OMMT [17].
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FIGURE 27.6 FTIR spectra of MMT and OMMT-modified asphalts [17].

which in turn indicates that the organic intercalated agents are intercalated in
the layers of MMT [17].

27.2.3.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis of
organic layered silicate-modified asphalts
The FTIR spectra of MMT and OMMT (HDBAMMT)-modified asphalts
are shown in Fig. 27.6. New peaks appear with the introduction of OMMT.
The peak at 1031 cm21 due to the stretching vibrations of SiO, and the
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peaks at 521 and 488 cm21 from the bending vibrations of SiOAl and
SiOSi bonds in the OMMT structure. It can be seen that the peak at
1031 cm21 in OMMT is split into two peaks, 1090 and 1031 cm21, which
can be attributed to the increase of interlayer spacing of OMMT. This in turn
implies that asphalt molecules are intercalated into the layers of OMMT during the melt blending process. However, the peaks identifying MMT are not
exhibited in MMT-modified asphalt (e.g., the peak at 1031 cm21). This is
because MMT is not dispersed homogeneously in asphalt due to the poor
compatibility between the MMT and asphalt, which contributes the small
amount of MMT in the FTIR analysis sample [17].

27.2.4 Atomic force microscopy analysis of organic layered
silicate-modified asphalts
Fig. 27.7A shows a typical topographic AFM image of asphalt, where the dispersed domains (the dark-looking regions) show a succession of pale and dark
lines, which are often called “bee-like” structures. The “bee-like” appearance is
attributed to the microcrystalline waxes ( . C40) and/or the highly aromatics and
long alkyl chain asphaltenes (denoted waxy molecules) found in asphaltenes [17].
The topographic images of unmodified asphalt, MMT-modified asphalt
and OMMT (HDBAMMT)-modified asphalt are shown in Fig. 27.7. The
corresponding phase images of unmodified asphalt, MMT-modified asphalt
and OMMT-modified asphalt are shown in Fig. 27.8. After MMT modification, the contrast between the matrix and the dispersed domains increases.

FIGURE 27.7 Topographic image of (A) unmodified asphalt, (B) MMT-modified asphalt, and
(C) OMMT-modified asphalt on a scale of 15 3 15 μm. The color contrast covers a height variation of B120 nm [17].

FIGURE 27.8 Phase image of (A) unmodified bitumen, (B) MMT-modified bitumen, and (C)
OMMT-modified bitumen on a scale of 15 3 15 μm [17].
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This is because MMT and OMMT interact in a different way with the dispersed domains and the matrix in asphalt during the melt blending process.
AFM image arises from changes in composition and stiffness across a sample surface. The greater the contrast between the domains in the friction
image, the greater the difference in stiffness and composition. In MMTmodified asphalt, the phase contrast (Fig. 27.8B) is inverted relative to
unmodified asphalt (Fig. 27.8A). This indicates a change in the tipsample
interactions, which are affected by the sample modulus, and hydrophilic/
hydrophobic interactions between the tip and the sample. In the dark-looking
regions in Fig. 27.8B, the stiffness is increased with the introduction of
MMT, so the stiffness in these areas is relatively higher than that of the other
parts. As a result, the phase contrasts are inverted [17].
However, after OMMT modification, OMMT-modified asphalt shows a
similar phase image as unmodified asphalt except with increased phase contrast due to the good compatibility between the OMMT and asphalt. This is
because MMT is modified by organic intercalated agents. The dispersed
domains containing “bee-like” structures are the aromatic compounds, and
the organic intercalated agents contain a benzyl chain. Based on the principle
of similarity, OMMT shows a better interaction with the dispersed domains
in comparison with the matrix in asphalt. Hence, the stiffness of the dispersed domains is increased [17].

27.2.5 Compatibility analysis between organic layered silicate
and asphalt
A high-temperature storage stability test is used to estimate the compatibility
between OLS and asphalt. The experimental system consists of a tube
(25.4 mm in diameter and 140 mm in height), vertically placed in an oven, at
163 C for 48 h, followed by cooling down to room temperature and being
cut into three equal sections. The softening points of the upper and lower
parts materials are then determined. If the difference between the softening
points of the top and the bottom sections (ΔS) is very small, the sample is
considered to have good compatibility. Otherwise, it is designated as
unstable.
The high-temperature storage stabilities of REC- and OREC-modified
asphalts are shown in Fig. 27.9. It can be seen that REC and OREC show
good compatibility with asphalt. The ΔS for the modified asphalts are all
lower than 1.5 C. After organic modification, the ΔS is decreased from
1.1 C to 0.8 C in CTABREC-modified asphalt. Compared with
CTABREC, the ΔS are further reduced to 0.5 C in ODBAREC-modified
asphalt since the benzyl chain in ODBA increases the adsorption effect of
asphalt molecules on individual REC layers, which contributes to the good
compatibility between the ODBAREC and asphalt [11].
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FIGURE 27.9 High-temperature storage stabilities of REC- and OREC-modified asphalts [11].

TABLE 27.4 Effect of REC and OREC on the physical properties of asphalt
[11].
Samples

Penetration/
0.1 mm

Softening
point ( C)

Ductility/
(10 C, cm)

Viscosity/
(60 C, Pa  s)

Unmodified
asphalt

60

50.5

11.5

292

REC-modified
asphalt

61

51.9

9.5

315

ODBARECmodified asphalt

62

52.1

10.1

325

CTBARECmodified asphalt

63

52.3

10.5

340

27.2.6 Physical properties of organic layered silicate-modified
asphalts
The effects of REC and OREC on the physical properties of the asphalt are
shown in Table 27.4. Compared with the unmodified asphalt, the softening
point, penetration, and viscosity of the REC- and OREC-modified asphalt
are increased, whereas the ductility at 10 C is decreased in varying degrees.
However, the ductility at 10 C of the OREC-modified asphalts is higher than
that of the REC-modified asphalt. This indicates that organic modification of
REC prevents the decreasing of ductility. The OREC-modified asphalts show
higher increases in softening point and viscosity because of the induction of
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organic intercalated agents. Compared with ODBAREC-modified asphalt, the
softening point and viscosity of CTABREC-modified asphalt is further
increased, which may be attributed to the formation of an exfoliated structure in
the modified asphalt. The individual silicate layers with high aspect ratios in the
exfoliated structure greatly obstruct the movement of asphalt molecule [11].

27.2.7 Antiaging properties of organic layered silicate-modified
asphalts
27.2.7.1 Physical properties
Generally, the aging degree of the asphalt binder can be evaluated by physical aging indexes (e.g., viscosity aging index VAI, softening point increment
SPI, ductility retention ratio DRR, and penetration retention ratio PRR).
These aging indexes are calculated by the formulas (27.1)(27.4). The higher the value of VAI and SPI, the deeper the degree of asphalt aging, while
the DRR and PRR are reversed.
VAI 5 ðAged viscosity 2 Unaged viscosityÞ=Unaged viscosity 3 100 ð27:1Þ
SPI 5 Aged softening point 2 Unaged softening point

ð27:2Þ

DRR 5 Aged ductility=Unaged ductility 3 100

ð27:3Þ

PRR 5 Aged penetration=Unaged penetration 3 100

ð27:4Þ

Fig. 27.10AD and 27.11AD show the physical aging indexes of
MMT and OMMT (ODBAMMT)-modified asphalts after thin film oven
test (TFOT) and pressure aging vessel (PAV) aging, respectively. As can be
seen, VAI and SPI values of MMT and OMMT-modified asphalts are lower
than that of the unmodified asphalt, while DRR and PRR are higher than
that of the unmodified asphalt, especially for the OMMT-modified asphalt,
which indicates the good short-term and long-term thermal oxidation aging
resistance of OMMT-modified asphalt. This is because the asphalt molecules
are intercalated into the interlayer of OMMT, and then the intercalated structure shows good barrier properties to oxygen during aging and reduces the
oxidation of asphalt. However, for MMT-modified asphalt, MMT shows
poor interactions with asphalt by forming a phase-separated structure [18].
The VAI values of LS and OLS (ODBALS)-modified asphalts before
and after TFOT and PAV aging are shown in Table 27.5. It can be seen that
the VAI values of the binders are increased after both TFOT and PAV aging,
indicating the hardening of the binders during the aging process. However,
the VAI values are decreased with the introduction of LS. In addition, these
values are further decreased for OLS-modified asphalts. This implies the
good thermal oxidation aging resistance of LS- and OLS-modified asphalts.
As should be obvious, the influence of LS and OLS on the aging properties
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FIGURE 27.10 (A) VAI, (B) SPI, (C) DRR, and (D) PRR of MMT- and OMMT-modified
asphalts after TFOT aging [18].
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FIGURE 27.11 (A) VAI, (B) SPI, (C) DRR, and (D) PRR of MMT- and OMMT-modified
asphalts after PAV aging [18].
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TABLE 27.5 VAI of LSs and OLSs-modified asphalts after TFOT and PAV
aging [15].
Sample

VAI (%)
TFOT aging

PAV aging

Unmodified asphalt

88

832

Asphalt/MMT

76

780

Asphalt/OMMT

70

760

Asphalt/REC

70

732

Asphalt/OREC

65

703

54

659

Asphalt/OEVMT

49

590
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FIGURE 27.12 (A) VAI and (B) SPI of EVMT- and OEVMT-modified asphalts after UV
aging [19].

of asphalt depends on the microstructures of the modified asphalts. OEVMTmodified asphalt with exfoliated nanostructure has the lowest VAI values
after TFOT and PAV aging. Compared with MMT-modified asphalt, RECmodified asphalt with intercalated nanostructure shows relatively lower VAI
values, similar to the results after organic modification of REC [15].
Like other polymers, asphalt molecules are easy to reach to its excited states
that are easily oxidized in the presence of oxygen by the influence of the ultraviolet (UV) radiation. The influence of UV aging on VAI and SPI of EVMT- and
OEVMT-modified asphalts is shown in Fig. 27.12A and B, respectively. As can
be seen, after UV aging, the VAI and SPI values of the asphalt are decreased to
some extent after modification. In addition, the decreased degree of OEVMTmodified asphalts relative to unmodified asphalt is more obvious than that of
EVMT-modified asphalt. This is because the diffusion of oxygen in the asphalt
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matrix is encumbered by EVMT and OEVMT silicate layers. As a result, the
UV aging resistance of asphalt is improved. However, the improved aging resistance of the binders after thermooxidative aging (e.g., PAV aging) is more obvious than that after UV aging [19].

27.2.7.2 Atomic force microscopy
The topographic images of unmodified asphalt, MMT-modified asphalt, and
OMMT (HDBAMMT)-modified asphalt after UV aging are shown in
Fig. 27.13. The corresponding phase images of unmodified asphalt, MMTmodified asphalt, and OMMT-modified asphalt after UV aging are shown in
Fig. 27.14. Compared with unaged samples (as seen in Figs. 27.7 and 27.8),
the contrast between the matrix and the dispersed domains in the aged samples is significantly decreased. In particular, for the unmodified asphalt, the
boundary between the matrix and the dispersed domains disappears. This
implies a great association of the dispersed domains in the asphalt appears
during UV aging, which can be explained by the fact that oxidation leads to
a decrease of the difference in chemical properties between the dispersed
domains and the matrix. Before aging, the domains can disperse in the
matrix steadily, but after aging, they cannot. Consequently, the difference in
stiffness between the two phases is reduced. There is also a single-phase
trend of the asphalt during UV aging (Fig. 27.14A). Based on the contrast
changes between the dispersed phase and the matrix, it is reasonable to
assume that the stiffness of the matrix in asphalt is increased, which leads to
hardening of the asphalt [17].

FIGURE 27.13 Topographic image of (A) unmodified asphalt, (B) MMT-modified asphalt,
and (C) OMMT-modified asphalt after UV aging on a scale of 15 3 15 μm. The color contrast
covers a height variation of B120 nm [17].

FIGURE 27.14 Phase image of (A) unmodified bitumen, (B) MMT-modified bitumen, and (C)
OMMT-modified bitumen after UV aging on a scale of 15 3 15 μm [17].
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Compared with unmodified asphalt, the contrast between the matrix and
the dispersed domains in MMT-modified asphalt is still obvious after UV
aging (Fig. 27.13B and C). Moreover, there are still two phases in MMTmodified asphalt (Fig. 27.14B and C). It can be observed that association of
the asphalt molecules in the dispersed domains due to various chemical and
physical interactions is prevented and the single-phase trend of the asphalt is
also obstructed by the introduction of MMT. In contrast with MMT-modified
asphalt, the phase contrast between the matrix and the dispersed domains in
OMMT-modified asphalt is more obvious after UV aging. This indicates that
the association interactions and single-phase trend of the asphalt during UV
aging can be further prevented after organic modification of MMT, indicating the good aging resistance of OMMT-modified asphalt [17].

27.3 Application of surface modification inorganic
nanoparticles in asphalt
27.3.1 Preparation of SMINs and surface modification inorganic
nanoparticles-modified asphalts
27.3.1.1 Preparation of surface modification inorganic
nanoparticles
Silane coupling agents [e.g., γ-methacryloxypropyl trimethoxy silane
(MTS), 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS), and γ-(2, 3-epoxypropoxy)
propytrimethoxy-silane (EPTMS)] are used to modify the inorganic nanoparticles (e.g., nano-ZnO, nano-SiO2, and nano-TiO2) surface. First, inorganic
nanoparticles (INs) are mixed into the ethanol water solution containing the
silane coupling agent. By using a paddle agitator, the pH value of the suspension is controlled at 6.0 using acetic acid (95 wt.%). Then the suspension
is stirred for 5 h. After that, ethanol water solution is removed by a filtration
process. The treated IN is repeatedly washed by acetone. The washed inorganic nanoparticle is then placed in a vacuum oven to dry at 120 C for 4 h
[10,20,21].
27.3.1.2 Preparation of surface modification inorganic
nanoparticle-modified asphalts
Asphalt is heated to 150 C 6 5 C in an oil-bath heating container until it
flows fully. Then a certain amount of IN or SMIN is added into asphalt, and
the mixture is blended at 5000 rpm for 60 min by using a high shear mixer.
After that, the mixture is blended using a paddle agitator at a rotation speed
of 2000 rpm for about 90 min to produce modified asphalt. The same process
is also performed on the base asphalt in order to compare it with the modified asphalt.
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27.3.2 UVvisible absorbance and reflectance spectra analysis of
INs
UVvisible diffuse reflectance spectra of the INs are obtained from drypressed disk samples with a UVvisible spectrotometer (UV2550,
Shimadzu, Japan). BaSO4 is used as a reflectance standard in the
UVvisible diffuse reflectance experiments.
Fig. 27.15 shows the UVvisible absorbance and reflectance spectra of
Ins. As can be seen, nano-SiO2 has good reflecting for UVvisible light
(200800 nm); the average reflectance is more than 50%. The average
reflectance is near 100% for UV-A (315400 nm) and UV-B
(300315 nm). Compared with nano-SiO2, nano-TiO2 and nano-ZnO show
good absorbing properties for UV-A and UV-B. Furthermore, nano-ZnO
shows better absorbing properties than nano-TiO2. The highest absorbance of
nano-ZnO is near 1.4, while the highest absorbance of nano-TiO2 is 1.2 [22].

27.3.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis of surface
modification inorganic nanoparticles
The FTIR spectra of INs before and after surface modification by 3aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS) are shown in Fig. 27.16. As shown in
Fig. 27.16A, the broad peak at 3451 cm21 is caused by asymmetrical stretching vibration of OH and the peak at 1636 cm21 is caused by bending vibration of HOH due to the physical and chemical water in nano-SiO2. The
peaks at 1096 cm21 result from asymmetrical stretching vibration of
SiOSi. In the spectra of surface-modified nano-SiO2. Except for the
peaks in untreated nano-SiO2, the new peaks at 2926, 2855, and 1468 cm21
appear, which are caused by asymmetrical stretching vibration, symmetrical
stretching vibration, and bending vibration of CH (CH2) in the APTS,
respectively. In Fig. 27.16B, the peaks at 3436 and 668 cm21 are caused by
the stretching vibration of OH and the vibration of TiOTi in nano-
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FIGURE 27.15 UVvisible absorbance and reflectance spectra of INs [22].
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FIGURE 27.17 FTIR spectra of nano-ZnO and surface-modified nano-ZnOs [20].

TiO2, respectively. Compared with untreated nano-TiO2, the new peaks at
2964 cm21 appear in surface-modified nano-TiO2, which are caused by the
asymmetrical stretching vibration of CH (CH3) in the APTS. In
Fig. 27.16C, similar to nano-SiO2 and nano-TiO2, except for the peaks in
untreated nano-ZnO, the new peaks at 2924 and 2855 cm21 in surfacemodified nano-ZnO are indicated, which are caused by the CH (CH2)
asymmetrical stretching vibration and symmetrical stretching vibration in the
APTS. All of the previous discussion indicates that APTS is successfully
bound on the surface of three INs in the form of a chemical bond [22].
The FTIR spectra of nano-ZnO before and after surface modification by
MTS, APTS, and EPTMS are shown in Fig. 27.17. The peaks at 3431 and
452 cm21 are caused by the stretching of OH and ZnO in nano-ZnO,
respectively. In the spectra of MTS-nano-ZnO, APTS-nano-ZnO, and
EPTMS-nano-ZnO, except for the peaks in nano-ZnO, the presence of new
peaks at 2924 and 2855 cm21 is indicated. These peaks are caused by CH
(CH2, CH3) stretching and bending absorptions in the MTS, APTS, or
EPTMS. This indicates that MTS, APTS, or EPTMS is successfully bound
on the surface of nano-ZnO [20].

27.3.4 Atomic force microscopy of surface modification inorganic
nanoparticle-modified asphalts
The phase images of unmodified asphalt, nano-ZnO-modified asphalt, and
EPTMS-nano-ZnO-modified asphalt are shown in Fig. 27.18. As can be seen
the unmodified asphalt shows two separate domains, a homogeneous matrix
and the dispersed domains (the dark-looking region) in that matrix. The dispersed domains show a succession of pale and dark lines, which are often
called “bee-like” structures. After nano-ZnO modification, the dimension of
“bee-like” structures is obviously decreased. The maximum dimension of
“bee-like” structures is decreased from 3.047 to 2.109 μm. The average size
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FIGURE 27.18 Phase images of (A) unmodified asphalt, (B) asphalt/nano-ZnO, and
(C) asphalt/EPTMS-nano-ZnO on a scale of 15 3 15 μm [10].

of particles in “bee-like” structures is also decreased. The appearance of
the “bee-like” structures is attributed to the crystallization of the microcrystalline waxes ( . C40) and/or waxy molecules contained in the asphaltenes,
indicating that the crystal morphology is changed with the introduction of
nano-ZnO. Compared with nano-ZnO-modified asphalt, the dimension of
“bee-like” structures is further decreased in PTMS-nano-ZnO-modified
asphalt. Moreover, the “bee-like” structures disperse in the asphalt more
homogeneously. This can be explained as follows: during cooling from high
to ambient temperature, the crystallization of microcrystalline waxes
( . C40) and waxy molecules in asphalt occurs. Nano-ZnO particles dispersed in asphalt act as nucleating agents during the crystallization process,
which contributes to the heterogeneous nucleation crystallization of asphaltenes. For nano-ZnO, its dispersion in asphalt is not homogeneous, which
leads to the relatively large size of crystallization products (“bee-like” structures). However, EPTMS-nano-ZnO disperses in asphalt more homogeneously than nano-ZnO. There are more heterogeneous nucleation
crystallization points in the asphalt. As a result, the dimension of crystals is
further decreased and its dispersion in asphalt is more homogeneous [10].

27.3.5 Compatibility analysis of surface modification inorganic
nanoparticle and asphalt
High-temperature storage stability test scan be used to evaluate the compatibility of nano-ZnO and asphalt. If the difference between the softening points
of the top and the bottom sections (ΔS) is very small, the sample is considered to have good high-temperature storage stability, indicating good compatibility between nano-ZnO and asphalt. As shown in Fig. 27.19, the ΔS is
1.3 C for untreated nano-ZnO-modified asphalt. After surface modification,
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FIGURE 27.19 High-temperature storage stability of the nano-ZnO-modified asphalts [20].
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FIGURE 27.20 Influence of surface modification on compatibility between INs and asphalt [23].

the ΔS is decreased obviously. this indicates that the compatibility between
nano-ZnO and asphalt is improved by its surface modification. However, the
influence of surface modification on the high-temperature stability of nanoZnO-modified asphalt depends on the surface modifiers.
The ΔS for APTS- and EPTMS-nano-ZnO-modified asphalts is lower
than that of MTS-nano-ZnO-modified asphalt. Compared with EPTMS-nanoZnO-modified asphalt, the ΔS for APTS-nano-ZnO-modified asphalt is further decreased [20].
The ΔS is shown for different IN-modified asphalt in Fig. 27.20. Before
surface modification, the ΔS of nano-SiO2, nano-TiO2, and nano-ZnOmodified asphalt are 0.9 C, 1.2 C, and 1.3 C, respectively, which indicates
that the compatibility between nano-SiO2 and asphalt is better than that
between nano-TiO2 or nano-ZnO and asphalt. After surface modification
(silane coupling agent is EPTMS), the compatibility between INs and asphalt
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is improved obviously compared with before surface modification.
Especially for nano-ZnO, after surface modification, the ΔS is decreased
obviously to only 0.6 C, indicating that the compatibility between nano-ZnO
and asphalt is better than that between nano-SiO2 or nano-TiO2 and asphalt
after surface modification [23].

27.3.6 Physical properties of surface modification inorganic
nanoparticle-modified asphalts
The effects of different INs before and after surface modification on penetration, softening point, viscosity (60 C), and ductility (10 C) are shown in
Figs. 27.2127.24, respectively. As shown in Fig. 27.21, before surface
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FIGURE 27.21 Effect of INs and SMINs on penetration of asphalt [23].
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FIGURE 27.24 Effect of INs and SMINs on ductility of asphalt [23].

modification, the penetration is decreased about 4B6 dmm with the addition
of INs. However, after surface modification (silane coupling agent is
EPTMS), the penetration is increased obviously compared with before surface modification, especially for nano-ZnO. This is because INs without surface modification show agglomeration phenomena in the asphalt, which
limits the movement of the molecular chains of the asphalt and increases the
consistency of the asphalt under 25 C test temperature condition. However,
surface modification can enhance the dispersion degree of INs in asphalt,
then with the addition of INs, can increase the distance between asphalt
molecules, reduce the intermolecular forces, and make the movement of
molecular chains of the asphalt easier. Impact energy can be consumed
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through the relaxation of molecular chains of asphalt when the standard
needle free falls and penetrates into asphalt. Consequently, the penetration
is increased [23].
As shown in Fig. 27.22, after adding INs, the softening point of
IN-modified asphalt is increased to some extent, but different INs have different influence on the softening point of asphalt. The relationship of the
softening points of three IN-modified asphalt is nano-ZnO . nano-TiO2 .
nano-SiO2. Compared with nano-TiO2 and nano-SiO2, the softening point
increment of nano-ZnO-modified asphalt relative to blank sample is maximum, which is 2.1 C. This is because INs added in asphalt present agglomeration phenomena, which limits the movement of the molecular segments of
asphalt. In the process of temperature programming, the softening point
shows some lag, as is shown by the increasing softening point. However, it
can be seen that the softening point of nano-SiO2-modified asphalt has little
change before and after surface modification, while the softening points of
nano-ZnO-modified asphalt and nano-TiO2-modified asphalt are decreased
obviously before and after surface modification. Especially for nano-ZnOmodified asphalt, the softening point is decreased by 2.9 C, which is closed
to that of blank sample. This is because surface modification improves dispersion between INs and asphalt. INs added in asphalt weaken the intermolecular forces. As temperature increases, the movement ability of molecular
chains of asphalt with SMINs is stronger than the movement ability of
molecular chains of asphalt with no surface-modified INs, and the softening
point is reduced accordingly. From the above discusses, the effect of surface
modification on the dispersion nano-ZnO in asphalt is the most obvious of
the three INs, followed by nano-TiO2, and nano-SiO2 is the weakest [23].
As shown in Fig. 27.23, compared with the blank sample, the viscosities
of modified asphalt with INs before and after surface modification are different. The viscosity ranking of three IN-modified asphalts is nano-SiO2 .
nano-TiO2 . nano-ZnO. Compared with nano-TiO2 and nano-ZnO, the
nano-SiO2-modified asphalts have higher viscosity, and the asphalt with
surface-modified nano-SiO2 has the highest viscosity, increased by 36 Pa  s
compared with the blank sample. This indicates that the surface modification
of nano-SiO2 further enhances the viscosity of the modified asphalt. In contrast to nano-SiO2, the viscosity of the modified asphalt with surfacemodified nano-TiO2 or nano-ZnO is lower than that of modified asphalt with
no surface-modified nano-TiO2 or nano-ZnO. The viscosity characterizes the
flow and deformation capacity of asphalt under specific test condition
(60 C). Because INs without surface modification added in asphalt present
the agglomeration phenomena, which limits the movement of molecule
chains of the asphalt and obstructs the flow and deformation of asphalt. All
the above illustrates that surface modification improves the compatibility
between INs and asphalt and the dispersion degree of INs in asphalt.
Particularly for nano-TiO2 and nano-ZnO, INs added in asphalt weaken
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intermolecular forces. The movement ability of molecular chains of modified
asphalt with SMINs is stronger than that of modified asphalt with no
surface-modified INs, and the flow and deformation capacity of modified
asphalt are strengthened accordingly, thus decreasing their viscosity [23].
As shown in Fig. 27.24, compared with the blank sample, INs without
surface modification added to asphalt make the ductility decrease to some
extent, and the effect of nano-ZnO is minimum. However, the ductility of
asphalt with SMINs increases compared with that of asphalt with
nonsurface-modified INs, and all measured ductility values of asphalt with
SMINs are bigger than that of the blank sample. This indicates that SMINs
can enhance the plastic deformability of asphalt, especially for asphalt with
surfaced-modified nano-ZnO [23].

27.3.7 Antiaging properties of surface modification inorganic
nanoparticle-modified asphalts
27.3.7.1 Physical properties
The VAI and SPI values of asphalt with different INs after UV aging are
shown in Fig. 27.25, respectively. As can be seen, all INs added in asphalt
can reduce the VAI and SPI values of asphalt after UV aging. In particular,
for nano-ZnO, the VAI and SPI values relative to the blank sample are
reduced by 39% and 0.8 C, respectively. According to the UV-Vis absorbance spectra of the three types of INs, as shown in Fig. 27.15, the longest
absorption wavelength of nano-TiO2 in the UV-Vis absorbance spectra is
300 nm, while the longest absorption wavelength of nano-ZnO is 370 nm. It
can be seen the absorption range of nano-ZnO to UV light far exceeds the
absorption range of nano-TiO2. For nano-SiO2, the shield effect on UV light
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FIGURE 27.25 VAI of INs and SMIN-modified asphalts after UV aging [23].
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FIGURE 27.26 SPI of INs and SMIN-modified asphalts after UV aging [23].

is mainly based on the reflection effect. This indicates that the absorption
effect of INs on UV is more effective than the reflection effect of INs on
UV radiation and thus provides more UV aging resistance for asphalt [23].
After surface modification, the VAI and SPI values of three IN-modified
asphalts relative to the blank sample or asphalt with no surface-modified INs
are obviously decreased. Thus surface modification significantly improves the
effect of INs on the UV aging resistance of asphalt. This is because surface
modification improves the dispersion INs in asphalt, then relatively uniform
dispersed INs have an more obvious effect on shielding UV radiation and can
effectively inhibit the effect of UV aging process on hardening of asphalt.
Compared with nano-SiO2 and nano-TiO2, the VAI and SPI values of asphalt
with surface-modified nano-ZnO are decreased by 217% and 3.9 C, indicating
that the effect of surface-modified nano-ZnO on UV aging resistance of
asphalt is better than that of surface-modified nano-SiO2 and nano-TiO2. This
is due to the fact that the dispersion of surface-modified nano-ZnO in asphalt
is more homogeneous than surface-modified nano-SiO2 or surface-modified
nano-TiO2. Consequently, surface-modified nano-ZnO can better shield UV
radiation, thus making it good for UV aging resistance [23].
Fig. 27.27 shows the VAI values of OEVMT (SQACEVMT) and
APTS-nano-ZnO-modified asphalts after PAV and UV aging. As can be
seen, the VAI values of asphalt decrease from 901% to 553% after modification by OEVMT, indicating good thermooxidative aging resistance.
Oxidation of the asphalt is prevented due to the barrier properties of the
EVMT layers that form an exfoliated nanostructure. However, nano-ZnOmodified asphalt shows similar VAI values as unmodified asphalt after PAV
aging, indicating that nano-ZnO has little influence on the thermooxidative
aging properties of asphalt [24].
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FIGURE 27.27 VAI of OLS- and SMIN-modified asphalts after PAV and UV aging [24].

FIGURE 27.28 Topographic images of (A) unmodified asphalt, (B) asphalt/nano-ZnO, and
(C) asphalt/EPTMS-nano-ZnO after UV aging on a scale of 15 3 15 μm [10].

In addition, as shown in Fig. 27.27 the OEVMT-modified asphalt has
similar VAI values as unmodified asphalt, indicating that OEVMT has little
effect on the UV aging resistance of asphalt. However, the VAI values of
asphalt decrease from 710% to 395% with the addition of nano-ZnO, indicating the good UV aging resistance of nano-ZnO-modified asphalt. Nano-ZnO
has good absorbance of UV light (the highest absorbance value reaches 1.4).
The influence of UV radiation on asphalt molecules can be effectively
reduced during UV aging, which contributes to the improved UV aging resistance of nano-ZnO-modified asphalt [24].

27.3.7.2 Atomic force microscopy
The topographic images of unmodified asphalt, nano-ZnO-modified asphalt,
and EPTMS-nano-ZnO-modified asphalt after UV aging are shown in
Fig. 27.28. The corresponding phase images of unmodified asphalt, nanoZnO-modified asphalt, and EPTMS-560-nano-ZnO-modified asphalt after
UV aging are shown in Fig. 27.29, respectively. As shown in Fig. 27.30A,
the “bee-like” structures disappear and the surface of the unmodified asphalt
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FIGURE 27.29 Phase images of (A) unmodified asphalt, (B) asphalt/nano-ZnO, and
(C) asphalt/EPTMS-nano-ZnO after UV aging on a scale of 15 3 15 μm [10].

becomes very rough after UV aging. In Fig. 27.31A, there is only one phase
for unmodified asphalt after UV aging, showing there is a single-phase trend
of unmodified asphalt during UV aging. However, the surface of nano-ZnOmodified asphalt after UV aging is relatively smooth, and the “bee-like”
structures are still obvious (Fig. 27.28B). In addition, there are still two
phases in EPTMS-nano-ZnO-modified asphalt after UV aging (Fig. 27.29C),
implying that the single-phase trend of asphalt is prevented by EPTMSnano-ZnO during UV aging [10].

27.4 Applications of multidimensional nanomaterials in
asphalt
27.4.1 Preparation of multidimensional nanomaterials-modified
asphalts
Three types of base asphalts (called 70#, 90#, and 110#) from different origins are adopted. 70#, 90#, and 110# asphalts are 60/80, 80/100, and 100/
120 penetration-grade asphalt, respectively. The MN contains EPTMS-nanoZnO and CTABOEVMT. MN-modified asphalt is prepared with the following procedure: asphalt is first heated to 150 6 5 C in an oil-bath heating
container until it flows fully. Then MN containing 1% EPTMS-nanoZnO 1 3% CTABOEVMT by weight of asphalt is interfused into the
asphalt. The mixture is sheared at 4000 r/min for 1 h using a high-speed
shear apparatus. Subsequently, it is stirred at 2000 rpm for 1.5 h using a paddle agitator. The blank sample is obtained using the same process [25].

27.4.2 Physical properties of multidimensional nanomaterialsmodified asphalts
Effects of MN on softening point, penetration (25 C), viscosity (60 C), and
ductility (15 C) are shown in Fig. 27.30AD, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 27.30A, the addition of MN enhances softening point of the three
asphalts. Furthermore, the softening point increment of 70# and 90#
asphalt are 2.5 C and 2.4 C, separately, while that of 110# asphalt is
more obvious about 2.8 C. This show that MN can effectively improve the
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FIGURE 27.31 Effect of MN on the rheological properties of different asphalts [27].

high-temperature stability of different asphalts. Moreover, the improvement
in 110# asphalt is more obvious than for 70# and 90# asphalt.
Fig. 27.30B shows that the penetration of MN-modified asphalt is smaller
than that of the blank sample. The ranking of the penetration decrement of
the three types of asphalt before and after modification with MN is 70# ,
90# , 110#, and the values are 4.0, 5.7, and 10.5 dmm, respectively. It
implies that the consistencies of three asphalts increase after adding MN and
the increment of 110# asphalt consistency is the greatest.
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As seen in Fig. 27.30C, the viscosities of the three asphalts are enhanced
by adding MN. The ranking of viscosity increment for three asphalts before
and after modification with MN is 70# , 90# , 110#, and the increments
are 25.0, 26.7, and 74.7 Pa  s, respectively. This indicates that the addition
of MN can reduce the flow and deformation capacity of asphalt (the reduction for 110# asphalt is the most obvious).
As shown in Fig. 27.30D, the influence of MN on the ductility values of
the three asphalts is different. In terms of the 70# and 90# asphalt, the ductility declines to some extent after adding MN. The ductility of 70# asphalt
drops from 150.0 to 43.1 cm and that of 90# asphalt drops from 150.0 to
79.5 cm. With regard to 110# asphalt, the ductility is unchanged and the
value still exceeds 150 cm after introducing MN. The conclusion drawn from
Fig. 27.30D is that MN can reduce the plastic deformation ability of 70# and
90# asphalts, but it has no obvious influence on 110# asphalt [26].

27.4.3 Rheological properties of multidimensional nanomaterialsmodified asphalts
The complex modulus (G ) and phase angle (δ) are usually used to characterize the dynamic shear rheological properties of asphalt. G is related to
the ability to resist shear deformation of asphalt material, while δ is generally
used to evaluate the ratio between elastic and viscous response during the
shearing process. The G and δ of all binders at whole scanning temperature
region (40 C90 C) before aging are shown in Fig. 27.31. As can be seen,
the addition of MN slightly augments the G and drops the δ of the three
types of asphalts. Thus MN introduced in these base asphalts can enhance
the shear deformation resistance and elastic behavior, while decreasing the
viscous behavior due to the movement of asphalt molecules being hindered
by adding MN, leading to the hardness of these asphalts [27].

27.4.4 Antiaging properties of multidimensional nanomaterialsmodified asphalts
27.4.4.1 Physical properties
The changes in the physical properties of the three asphalts with or without
MN before and after TFOT aging are shown in Fig. 27.32. As can be seen in
Fig. 27.32A, the SPI of the three modified asphalts declines significantly
compared to the corresponding blank sample. Additionally, the decrease
amplitude of the SPI for 110# asphalt before and after modification with MN
is more than that to 70# and 90# asphalt. The decreased value of 110#
asphalt before and after modification with MN is 6.6 C, while that of 70#
and 90# asphalts are 3.5 C.
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FIGURE 27.32 Effect of MN on the physical properties of different asphalts after TFOT aging [26].
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As described in Fig. 27.32B, the PRR of the three asphalts after TFOT
aging are obviously enhanced with the introduction of MN. The ranking of
enhanced value for three asphalts before and after modification with MN is
90# . 110# . 70# and the values are 26.6%, 15.8%, and 10.5%,
respectively.
From Fig. 27.32C, it can be seen that the VAI of the three asphalts after
TFOT aging remarkably declines with the addition of MN. The declined
amplitude ranking is 110# . 70# . 90# and the values are 590.5%, 64.7%,
and 24.1%, respectively. Finally, as presented in Fig. 27.32D, the DRR of
the three asphalts after TFOT aging increases by adding MN. Moreover, the
increased amplitude for the three asphalts is 110# . 70# . 90#, which are
53.4%, 38.6%, and 19.8%, respectively.
In summary, MN can significantly improve the physical properties of the
three asphalts after TFOT aging. This indicates that short-term thermal-oxidative aging resistance of the three asphalts is improved, which is attributed
to the exfoliated microstructure formed between OEVMT and asphalt can
prevent light components from volatilizing and oxygen from infiltrating during the aging process. At the same time, nano-ZnO scatters in asphalt can
also retard the aging process to a certain extent. These physical indexes suggest that improvement in 110# asphalt is more significant than in 70# and
90# asphalts due to the differences in the chemical compositions of the three
types of asphalt. Moreover, it is worth noting that TFOT aging has the greatest influence on the physical properties of the 110# blank sample [26].
The effect of MN on the physical properties of different asphalts after
PAV aging is shown in Fig. 27.33. As seen in Fig. 27.33A and B, after introducing MN, the SPI and VAI values of the three asphalts decline.
Comparison of SPI decrement for three asphalts before and after modification with MN, the ranking is 70# . 90# . 110#, the values are 6.1 C,
4.5 C, and 4.2 C, respectively. Additionally, comparison of VAI dropped
value to three asphalts, it can be found that 110# . 70# . 90# and the
values are 1188.3%, 956.8%, and 558.8%, respectively. This shows that the
resistance of the three asphalts to long-term thermal-oxidative aging is
improved significantly. Moreover, it can be seen that the influence of PAV
aging on the physical properties of the 110# blank sample is greater than for
the 70# and 90# blank samples [26].
It can be seen in Fig. 27.34 that the SPI and VAI values of the three
asphalts after UV aging remarkably decrease with the addition of MN.
Moreover, as presented in Fig. 27.34A, the ranking of SPI decrement for
three asphalts before and after modification with MN after UV aging is 90#
. 70# . 110#, and that the values are 3.7 C, 2.4 C, and 2.2 C, respectively. In addition, as shown in Fig. 27.34B, the VAI dropped value to three
asphalts after UV aging is 110# . 90# . 70# and the values are 590.9%,
92.5%, and 88.8%, respectively. These results suggest that MN can effectively improve UV aging resistance due to the ability of nano-ZnO to reflect
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FIGURE 27.33 Effect of MN on the physical properties of different asphalts after PAV aging [26].
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and absorb UV rays and weaken the damage of UV rays. The influence of
UV aging on the physical properties of the 110# blank sample is the most
significant [26].

27.4.4.2 Rheological properties
The effect of MN on the dynamical shear rheological properties of asphalts
after TFOT aging is shown in Fig. 27.35. As can be seen, the MN-modified
asphalts show lower G and higher δ than the corresponding blank samples.
Thus MN results in improvement of the short-term thermal oxidation aging
resistance of these asphalts due to the exfoliated nanostructures formed in
the OEVMT/asphalt compound. This nanostructure can effectively increase
the average path length of the oxygen molecule penetration and the light
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FIGURE 27.35 Effect of MN on the rheological properties of different asphalts after TFOT
aging [27].
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FIGURE 27.36 Effect of MN on the rheological properties of different asphalts after PAV
aging [27].

component volatilization during thermal oxidation aging. Accordingly, the
oxidation rate of asphalt is reduced significantly [27].
The influence of MN on the dynamic shear rheological properties of
asphalts after PAV aging is illustrated in Fig. 27.36. Adding MN leads to a
decrease in G and an increase in δ of the three types of asphalts after PAV
aging. The results demonstrate that the MN can significantly reduce the
long-term thermal oxidation aging of asphalt. This reason is the same as the
explanation in TFOT aging.
Fig. 27.37 compares the modified asphalts and unmodified asphalts, and
the decrease in G and increase in δ of the asphalts containing MN after UV
aging can be seen. This suggests that the resistance of asphalt to photooxidation aging is enhanced by the introduction of MN since nano-ZnO has good
absorbance of UV light. The highest absorbance value is 1.4, which means
that UV radiation can be effectively absorbed by nano-ZnO during UV
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FIGURE 27.37 Effect of MN on the rheological properties of different asphalts after UV aging [27].

aging. Consequently, the influence of UV radiation on asphalt molecules can
be weakened [27].

27.4.4.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
The aging of asphalt is an oxidation process that can cause oxygencontaining functional groups (e.g., carbonyl) to increase. In this research,
carbonyl index (IC5O) is used to assess the oxidation of asphalt undergoing
aging, as follows:
IC5O 5

Area of carbonyl centered around 1698 cm21
ð27:5Þ
Area of CH3 umbrella vibration centered around 1376 cm21

The infrared spectrums of asphalts with or without MN after TFOT aging
are shown in Fig. 27.38, and the corresponding IC5O is listed in Table 27.6.
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FIGURE 27.38 FTIR of asphalts with or without MN after TFOT aging [25].

TABLE 27.6 IC5O of asphalts with or without MN before and after TFOT
aging [25].
Samples

Unaged

TFOT aging

Increment

70#

0.037

0.073

0.036

70#/MN

0.032

0.051

0.019

90#

0.065

0.100

0.035

90#/MN

0.124

0.154

0.030

110#

0.224

0.321

0.097

110#/MN

0.231

0.306

0.075

As seen in Table 27.6, after TFOT aging, it is obvious that the IC5O of all
binders increases at different degrees. However, the increased amplitude of
the asphalts with MN is lower than that of the corresponding blank samples,
illustrating that the introduction of MN can prevent carbonyl formation in
asphalts undergoing TFOT aging. This is because the exfoliated nanostructure formed between the asphalt and OEVMT can increase the average path
length of the oxygen molecule infiltration in the process of thermal-oxidative
aging. Moreover, by comparing the three types of asphalt, it can be seen that
the ranking of decrement values of the IC5O increment of modified asphalt
relative to that of unmodified asphalt is 110# . 70# . 90#, namely 0.022,
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FIGURE 27.39 FTIR of asphalts with or without MN after PAV aging [25].

TABLE 27.7 IC5O of asphalts with or without MN before and after PAV
aging [25].
Samples

Unaged

PAV aging

Increment

70#

0.037

0.172

0.135

70#/MN

0.032

0.135

0.103

90#

0.065

0.284

0.219

90#/MN

0.124

0.270

0.146

110#

0.224

0.571

0.347

110#/MN

0.231

0.536

0.305

0.017, and 0.005, respectively. This show that MN has the best effect in inhibiting carbonyl formation for the 110# asphalt, followed by the 70# asphalt
and finally the 90# asphalt [25].
The FTIR of asphalts with or without MN after PAV aging is shown in
Fig. 27.39, and the corresponding IC5O is listed in Table 27.7. After PAV
aging, the IC5O values of the three asphalts further increase. Nonetheless, the
IC5O values of the three types of asphalt are decreased by adding MN.
Furthermore, the ranking of three asphalts is 90# . 110# . 70#, that is,
0.073, 0.042, and 0.032, respectively. This indicates that the addition of MN
can also effectively prevent carbonyl formation in asphalts undergoing long-
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term thermal-oxidative aging. The effect for the 90# asphalt is the most
obvious [25].
The FTIR of all binders after UV aging is presented in Fig. 27.40, and
the calculated results for IC5O are listed in Table 27.8. As can be seen in
Table 27.8, the interfusion of MN can effectively decrease the IC5O value of
asphalts after UV aging, indicating that the carbonyl formation in asphalts is
suppressed. Furthermore, the decrement value ranking of the three asphalts
before and after modification with MN is 90# . 110# . 70#, namely 0.042,
0.027, and 0.004, respectively. This also shows that MN can inhibit carbonyl

Absorbance

(A) 70#
(B) 70# with multi-dimensional nanomaterials
(C) 90#
(D) 90# with multi-dimensional nanomaterials
(E) 110#
(F) 110# with multi-dimensional nanomaterials
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FIGURE 27.40 FTIR of asphalts with or without MN after UV aging [25].

TABLE 27.8 IC5O of asphalts with or without MN before and after UV
aging [25].
Samples

Unaged

UV aging

Increment

70#

0.037

0.080

0.043

70#/MN

0.032

0.071

0.039

90#

0.065

0.189

0.125

90#/MN

0.124

0.207

0.083

110#

0.224

0.431

0.207

110#/MN

0.231

0.411

0.180
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formation of asphalts in the process of photooxidation aging. The effect for
the 90# asphalt is the most obvious [25].

27.5 Future trends in research of functionalized
nanomaterial-modified asphalt
From the above discussion it is clear that functionalized nanomaterials (e.g.,
OLS, SMIN, and MN) can improve the various properties of base asphalt,
such as physical properties, rheological properties, and aging resistance of
asphalt. However, more research on functionalized nanomaterial-modified
asphalt is still needed because of the following:
1. Current studies only relate to base asphalt, and the effects of functionalized nanomaterials on other asphalts, such as SBS, SBR, EVA, PE, and
crumb rubber-modified asphalts, are unknown. Therefore it is necessary
to apply functionalized nanomaterials to these asphalts in the future.
2. The presented studies mostly focus on the asphalt binders and less attention has been paid to asphalt mixtures. Research on asphalt mixtures containing functionalized nanomaterials will contribute to the better
understanding of the interactions between functionalized nanomaterials
and asphalt, which will also help understand the properties of asphalt
mixtures containing functionalized nanomaterials.
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28.1 Introduction
Halloysite tubes are an economically viable aluminosilicate clay with a hollow cylindrical structure 5070 nm in diameter, with 1015 nm lumen and
c. 1 μm in length. The surface of halloysite is comprised of SiO2 and its
internal lumen is Al2O3, which may be considered as a rolled sheet of kaolin
containing 1520 internal layers. The tighter wall packing with layer periodicity shifting from 1.0 to 0.7 nm can be achieved by the removal of hydrated
water via processing a raw hallosyite (mined as white stones resembling
chalk) with milling and heating to 110 C120 C. Halloysite is available in
thousands of tons at a few dollars per kilogram from companies in the
United States, New Zealand, China, and Turkey. It is possible to load the
lumen of theses clay nanotubes with chemical inhibitors such as anticorrosion, flame-retardant, and antimicrobial agents and make halloysite a functional filler for polymers [16]. The halloysite inner-loading capacity is
1520 wt.%. The loaded agents release from the tubes in hours to days if
these nanotubes are dispersed in solutions and much longer time, from
months to years, if halloysite is embedded in a polymeric matrix [712]. By
slow release from halloysite, the chemical agents protect rubber from degradation and unwanted reactions during the curing processes. The concentration of antioxidants in rubberhallosyite formulations can be increased up to
45 wt.% without causing damaging “blooming” defects. All these make
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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halloysite an accessible nanocontainer for loading protective chemicals functionalized with long-lasting sustained release.
Nanocomposites may combine the mechanical properties of a substrate
with the properties of nanoparticles to possess properties that are not available to the respective components alone [13,14]. Rubber composites with
fibrillar and tubular nanoclays have attracted a lot of attention due to their
significant reinforcing effects [7,1517]. Compared with conventional spherical fillers, for fibrillar and tubular clay we need less filler. Another important advantage of tubule halloysite as compared with platy clays like
montmorillonite, kaolin, and bentonite, which are stacked in larger crystallites, is that it does not need exfoliation, which is an energy-consuming and
expensive process [3,18]. Halloysite can be not only easily dispersed in water
or polar polymers, but also be well dispersed in low polar polymers (even in
melted polypropylene). Under the strong shearing force of the blending process, surface-silanized halloysite forms good, even dispersions in bulk rubber
[19,20]. Tight interfacial bonding and fine dispersions of the clay are crucial
factors for the best performance of the rubberhalloysite composites [21].
After endowing these tubular nanofillers with different functions, they can
be used for elastomer reinforcement exhibiting synergy in the physical/chemical properties of the matrix and filling materials.
We present in this chapter recent studies on tubule clay-based functional
rubber nanocomposites with special properties focus on halloysites as containers for loading and sustained and controlled release of antioxidant, antifouling, anticorrosion, and flame-retardant. Comparative study of these
composites with and without halloysite encapsulated are presented, revealing
its application on functional rubber composites.

28.2 Encapsulation and sustained release of chemical agents
28.2.1 Halloysite structure
Halloysite is a white mineral formed in volcanic zones (Fig. 28.1), and is
similar to rolled kaolinite with additional water between the adjacent layers
[16,22]. The most widely used is which achieved by removing hydrated
water. Dried halloysite is a roll of 1520 alumosilicate sheets with packing
periodicity of 0.72 nm and with hollow lumens (Fig. 28.1B). Dimensions of
the halloysite tubes vary depending on the deposit, but their outside diameter
is in the range of 5070 nm and the diameter of the internal lumen is
1015 nm [7,16]. The surface of halloysite is comprised of silicon-dioxide
tetrahedrons and its internal lumen is aluminum-oxide octahedrons. The
monoclinic unit cell of the halloysite crystalline structure is shown in
Fig. 28.1D.
The average hydrodynamic size of individual halloysite tubes obtained
from light scattering and reflect orientation/size averaging corresponds
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FIGURE 28.1 Halloysite images: (A) powdered clay, (B, C) TEM of halloysite including tube
cross-section, (D) halloysite crystal structuretubular morphology, side and top view where a, b,
c are crystalline directions [7,23].

FIGURE 28.2 Bimodal particle size (A) and pore volume distribution (B) of halloysite [7].

to 300400 nm, which results in good dispersion of single nanotubes.
(Fig. 28.2A). Halloysite tubes have porosity distribution extended up to
30 nm, with most pores less than 10 nm. Their specific surface area is in the
range of 50150 m2/g (depending on natural deposit and processing)
and cation exchange capability ranges from 0.1 to 0.7 mol/kg [16,22].
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FIGURE 28.3 Zeta potential for halloysite nanotubes, silica, and alumina nanoparticles
(compounds of similar size and surface chemistry) [8].

Salts (potassium, ammonium, and cesium acetates) and small organic compounds such as urea, formaldehyde, glycerol, and dimethylsulfoxide can
intercalate in the wall multilayers of halloysite, which can be demonstrated
with the XRD data [22,24,25]. When halloysite dehydrates, strong hydrogen
bonds are formed between its wall layers, which leads to the disablement of
intercalate capability and the encapsulation of chemical agents into the
lumens [16,26].
As shown in Fig. 28.3, the outer silica and inner alumina surfaces of halloysite tubes lead to different surface chemistry, which gives different ionization properties and surface charge evident from the zeta potentials of
c. 230 mV in water. The positive charge of alumina (up to pH 8.5) and negative silica (above pH 2.5) allows for the selective loading of negatively
charged molecules inside the halloysite lumen.

28.2.2 Lumen loading
Halloysite can be loaded with various substances including inorganic salts,
organic molecules, polymers, and biologically active substances (such as
drugs, enzymes, and DNA) via different methods including adsorption to the
external and internal walls of the tubes, intercalation, and loading into
lumens [1,4,22,24,2729]. Among these methods, loading into 15-nm diameter lumens is achieved by sucking concentrated chemical solution (or melt)
accompanied by condensation/crystallization of the chemicals [30,31].
Laplace’s equation estimates the capillary pressure in 15-nm halloysite
lumen to be about 180 atm in water, which is sufficiently high for pulling
solution into the empty tube lumen.
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Halloysite can work as container for loading functional chemical agents
with sustained release in solutions or polymer matrix. The halloysite lumen
loading is achieved by mixing halloysite powder with highly concentrated
chemical agent solutions with low viscosity and that can wet halloysite walls
(acetone is often used). The mixture is placed in a vacuum chamber for
1030 min, then at atmospheric pressure for 515 min. This vacuum cycle
is repeated 23 times, which removes air from the halloysite lumens. Once
the vacuum is broken, the solution enters into the tubes accompanied by condensation/crystallization of the chemicals. The loaded halloysite is washed
with deionized (DI) water to remove any unloaded chemicals/antioxidant,
followed by being placed in a vacuum oven for drying. The dried halloysite
is milled to a fine powder for doping into polymer matrix. Typically, a
successful halloysite lumen encapsulation reaches 1012 wt.%, which is
close to the theoretical estimation for the 10 nm inner and 50 nm outer diameter tubes with a density of 2.53 g/cm3, while the chemicals are close to
1.1 g/cm3. By this method, chemical agents including antioxidant, flameretardant, anticorrosion, and antifoulant/antimicrobials can be loaded into
halloysite [3234] (Scheme 28.1).

SCHEME 28.1 Loading halloysite nanotubes with antifoulant TCPM [32].

28.2.3 Sustain release of chemical agents
The release rates of chemicals loaded into halloysite lumens is much lower
than direct dissolution of these compounds in water [1,31]. The release speed
is affected by the viscosity of the medium and the tube’s opening diameter
and affinity with chemicals. The kinetics of antioxidant release in
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FIGURE 28.4 Antioxidant 4010NA release from (A) loaded halloysite in water and cyclohexane and halloysiterubber composite at (B) 90 C and (C) 25 C. The inset images are the SEM
images and the EDS spectra of the selected area [34].

cyclohexane is much faster than in water (3 and 6 h), which is attributed to
its higher solubility in cyclohexane (Fig. 28.4A). The antioxidant release
bust at the initial stage is acceptable for the rubber protection initiation. The
release in styrenebutadiene rubber is drastically slowed down as the halloysite openings are clogged with the cross-linked rubber. The release kinetics
of antioxidant from halloysite in rubber composite at 90 and room temperature (25 ) demonstrate slow and sustained release. (Fig. 28.4B and C) [34].
Extrapolation shows that 90% release will take 9 months [34]. In water,
about 50 wt.% of N-(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl) maleimide (TCPM) releases from
halloysite lumens within 24 h, while more than 90 wt.% releases in cyclohexane at the same time. The release kinetic of antifoulant TCPM from
ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA) polymer matrix with halloysite
encapsulated allowed for maleimide release into the polymer matrix and its
further migration to the composite surface. The release rate of EVA/TCPM
with direct admixture of the inhibitor was almost five times faster than that
for halloysite formulation, EVA/HNTTCPM (Fig. 28.5B). Analytical
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FIGURE 28.5 Antifoulant TCPM release from (A) halloysite in DI water and cyclohexane and
(B) EVA composite doped with antifoulant TCPM-loaded halloysite in DI water as compared to
the control sample containing no halloysite (upper curve) [32].

extrapolation shows that a 50% release in the EVA/HNTTCPM composite
will take 12 months, while no-encapsulation EVA/TCPM formulation (direct
maleimide admixing) allowed for only 3 months’ supply [32].

28.3 Functional halloysite rubber nanocomposites
28.3.1 Aging resistant halloysite SBR (styrene 2 butadiene rubber)
materials
28.3.1.1 Morphology and properties of the SBR/HNT composites
The morphology of SBR/HNT composites is shown in Fig. 28.6. The dispersion of halloysite modified with silane is excellent (Fig. 28.6BD) and is
not possible without such treatment. In the inset images, it can be seen that
the shape of nanotubes embedded into rubber matrix is preserved. Note that
with halloysite density of 2.53 g/cm3, 27 wt.% filling corresponds to c.
13 vol.%, which is evident from the visual SEM image. The TEM images of
ultrathin sections show good halloysite tube dispersion in rubber matrix.
Such excellent dispersion of single clay particles was obtained without any
additional exfoliation processing of this tubular clay.
The effect of antioxidant and HNTs on vulcanization and cross-linking
density is described in Fig. 28.7 and Table 28.1. Three controlled samples,
pure SBR rubber (SBR#1), SBR rubber with 27 wt.% of empty halloysite
filler (SBR#2), and SBR rubber without halloysite admixed with 1.0 wt.% of
4010NA antioxidant (SBR#3), were not able to provide slow nanoporecontrolled 4010NA release. Two designed functional materials contained
SBR filled with antioxidant-loaded halloysite (SBR#4) and the same material
but with 1.0 wt.% of free antioxidant added (SBR#5). Therefore in SBR#4
nanocomposite we had 2.2 wt.% of nanotube-encapsulated antioxidant and in
SBR#5 we had 2.2 wt.% of encapsulated 4010NA providing sustained
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FIGURE 28.6 SEM images of SBR/HNT composites with different formulas: (A) SBR#1 pure
rubber, (B) SBR#2 pristine halloysite composites, (C) SBR#4 with 4010NA-loaded halloysite,
and (D) SBR#5 with loaded halloysite plus admixed free antioxidant. TEM images of r SBR#2
and (F) SBR#5 ultrathin section surface [34].

release plus 1.0 wt.% of 4010NA nonencapsulated antioxidant (blooming
concentration threshold). With this formulation we tripled the amount of
antioxidant agent dispersed in the rubber without blooming defects. In the
target functional formulations (SBR#4 and SBR#5), the optimum curing time
(T90) was reduced to 45 min. The inclusion of halloysite led to significant
increase in the torque and curing rate index (CRI) of the vulcanization and
an increase in cross-link density, which can be attributed to the silanized surface taking a part of the cross-links and silane working as antireversion
agent. Cross-linking density was enhanced 4%5% with halloysite filling.
The cross-linking density of the composite with antioxidant (SBR#3, 4, 5)
was slightly lower than the one without antioxidant because of its reacting
with the free radicals; another reason could be the plasticization of
antioxidant.
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FIGURE 28.7 Vulcanization curves of the SBR/HNT compounds [34].

TABLE 28.1 Cross-linking density of SBR/HNT1040NA nanocomposites
[34].
Sample code

SBR#1

SBR#2

SBR#3

SBR#4

SBR#5

Cross-linking
density/
1025mol  cm23

14.96 6 0.36

15.61 6 0.47

14.35 6 0.11

13.51 6 0.17

14.69 6 0.20

28.3.1.2 Aging performance of SBR/HNT nanocomposite
The aging resistance of SBR/HNTs was studied by comparing the mechanical properties before and after thermal-oxidative aging. Fig. 28.8 shows the
mechanical properties of SBR/HNT nanocomposites before and after aging
at 90 C and 120 C for 24, 72, and 168 h.
Compared with the SBR#1, the higher cross-linking density of the composite filled with pristine halloysite (SBR#2) leads to higher tensile strength,
almost two times higher. The hardness increases after the filling of halloysite, which is attributed to its nanoreinforcement. The lower cross-linking
density of the composite with antioxidant (SBR#3 compared with SBR#1,
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FIGURE 28.8 Mechanical properties of SBR/HNT composites before and after aging at
(AC) 120 C and (DF) 90 C (experimental error 5%) [34].

SBR#4 compared with SBR#2, and SBR#4 compared with SBR#5) leads to
higher elongation at break and lower hardness.
After aging for 24 h at 120 C, the elongation at break of SBR#1 and with
pristine halloysite filler (SBR#2) decreases significantly. Meanwhile, the
retention rate of elongation at break of SBR#3 with the addition of antioxidant is at least 45% after aging for 72 h and the retention rate is 42% with
the addition of HNT4010NA (SBR#4). The elongation at break is more or
less the same even after aging for 168 h at 90 C for the composite with the
addition of both halloysite-encapsulated antioxidant and free antioxidant (our
best sample was SBR#5). This SBR#5 formulation demonstrates much better
mechanical properties as compared with direct loading of free antioxidant
into rubber. The increase of hardness after aging is attributed to the further
cross-linking of SBR, which leads to the loss of elasticity. SBR#5 containing
2.2 wt.% of encapsulated plus 1.0 wt.% of free antioxidant gave the least
increase in hardness after 168 h aging, indicating good aging protection due
to sustained release of the antioxidant.
The enhanced mechanical properties of SBR/HNT composite demonstrate
that HNTs4010NA can not only be used as reinforcing filler but can also
improve the aging resistance of this designed nanomaterial. Particularly good
results were seen at 168 h aging at 90 C when rubber without antioxidant
became brittle and decreased 73% in elongation break, but sample SBR#5
with halloysite-encapsulated antioxidant demonstrated only a 2% decrease in
elongation break without losing tensile strength and elasticity (Fig. 28.8E).
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FIGURE 28.9 Images of tensile fracture dogbone-shaped rubberhalloysite nanocomposite
samples: (A) before aging, (B) after aging for 24 h, and (C) 168 h at 120 C [34].

During aging, formation and degradation of cross-links occur at the same
time. If the formation is faster, the cross-linking density of the composite
will increase and the hardness will increase too, leading to a decrease in the
elasticity. The cross-linking density of the SBR sample without filler or antioxidant (SBR#1) decreases with the aging time extended and then increases.
This is because at the initial stage the cross-links perform mild thermal degradation rather than further curing, which is the typical aging performance of
polybutadiene (there is 76.5% of butadiene in the SBR we used). Thus the
tensile strength and elongation at break decrease, while the hardness
increases. The changes in the cross-linking density of SBR with antioxidant
(SBR#3, SBR#4, and SBR#5) were due to the free radical reaction with antioxidant instead of polymer molecules, which slows down further curing.
Images of tensile fracture dogbone-shaped samples before and after aging
at 120 C are shown in Fig. 28.9. Without antioxidant, SBR#1 and SBR#2
turn yellow after 24 h aging and the color gets darker with longer aging time.
For the SBR#3 sample, the gray color gets darker at the beginning of aging
and finally turns to light brown at 168 h when the antioxidant is exhausted.
The color retention of the designed samples SBR#4 and SBR#5 with tubeencapsulated 4010NA indicates that sustained release of the antioxidant allows
for long-lasting rubber protection while avoiding the blooming, which otherwise would be inevitable at such high antioxidant content (3.2 wt.%). After
aging for 24 h, the permanent set at break of SBR#5 was the same with SBR#3
but the elongation at break of SBR#5 was much larger. This indicates that the
presence of 4010NA-loaded halloysite improved the sample elasticity.

28.3.1.3 Blooming test of SBR/HNT nanocomposite as compared
with direct antioxidant addition
The control sample for blooming test was prepared with the addition of
27 wt.% of empty halloysite plus 3.2 wt.% free antioxidant, making its
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composition similar to the best sample SBR#5 but without antioxidantloaded halloysite.
Keeping samples at 90 C speeds up the blooming process. The blooming
amount of antioxidant was analyzed with the nitrogen amount on the sample
surface measured with XPS. The wide scan spectra after normalization show
much larger blooming of antioxidant on the surface of the control sample
than for the SBR#5 nanocomposite (Fig. 28.10). Quantitative analysis indicates the nitrogen amount on the surface of the control sample increases
from 3.3 to 13.7 at% after aging for 7 days then decreases to 12.0 at% in 15
days, while the nitrogen amount on the surface of SBR#5 increases from 3.0
to 8.4 at% after aging for 7 days then decreases to 4.8 wt.% in 15 days. The
results present the combined impact of the blooming and the antioxidant loss
due to oxygen reaction and the vapor of antioxidant. The half-life of antioxidant is 3.5 days at 90 C calculated with TGA data.
The SEM images of samples after the blooming test at 90 C for 15 days
are shown in Fig. 28.10. The aggregates of antioxidant (“bloom”) on the control sample surface can be observed as well as the “clean” not blooming surface of the SBR#5 halloysite composite sample. The nitrogen amount of the

FIGURE 28.10 XPS wide scan spectra and the SEM images of the control samples and SBR #
5 (A) before aging, and after aging for (B) 3 days, (C) 7 days, and (D) 15 days [34].
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FIGURE 28.11 TGA curves of SBR, halloysite, urea, and sodium dihydrogen phosphate.

aggregates is about 4 wt.% measured with EDS, which demonstrates the
aggregates are antioxidant because there is no nitrogen except other than the
antioxidant. Thus the amount of antioxidant in the composite formulation
without blooming was dramatically increased using loaded halloysite, while
rubber with the same amount of free antioxidant caused severe blooming.

28.3.2 Flame-retardant halloysite rubber composites
In air atmosphere, styrenebutadiene rubber begins its rapid decomposition
when heated to 400 C. Halloysite loses crystal water during the pyrolysis processing from 400 C to 550 C. In SBR/HNT composites, if ignited, the decomposition of halloysite and the evaporation of water can take away a lot of heat. The
release of water vapor can dilute and cool flammable gases. Additionally, formation of inorganic barrier layers of halloysite on composite surface insulates bulk
rubber from contact with oxygen in air. Urea and dihydrogen phosphate decompose below 400 C (i.e., before the decomposition of SBR during the combustion
process). This decomposition helps the flame retardancy by producing carbon
dioxide and ammonia, thus blocking oxygen. All the components matched with
the thermal decomposition of styrenebutadiene rubber, which explain the rationality of the design of the halloysite flame-retardant system (Fig. 28.11).

28.3.2.1 Mechanical property of SBR/HNTs
The tensile property and hardness of SBR filled with different amount of
halloysite are shown in Table 28.2. SBR is loaded with halloysite, sodium

TABLE 28.2 The mechanical properties of SBR/HNT compositesa.
HNTs
(phr)

HNTP
(phr)

HNTN
(phr)

HNTP/N
(phr)

Ts (MPa)

Eb (%)

Ts at 300%
(MPa)

Hardness
(Shore A)

SBR









1.5

209



49

SBR-1

40







3.5

458

2.6

62

SBR-2

100







6.7

628

3.9

76

SBR-3

150







8.7

693

4.3

79

SBR-4

200







10.6

647

7.0

83

SBR-5







40

2.9

350

2.6

61

SBR-6







100

4.4

450

3.4

75

SBR-7







150

5.8

493

3.9

80

SBR-8







200

5.7

598

3.3

83

SBR-9



29

11



2.9

367

2.5

61

SBR-10



73

27



4.5

411

3.5

76

SBR-11



109.5

40.5



5.5

574

3.7

80

SBR-12



146

54



6.5

524

4.6

85

a

phr (parts per hundred rubber).
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dihydrogen phosphate-loaded halloysite (HNTP), urea loaded halloysite
(HNTN), and urea and sodium dihydrogen phosphate-loaded halloysite
(HNTP&N). The tensile strength, breaking elongation, and hardness of
SBR gradually increase with the increase of the proportion of halloysite,
due to the reinforcement of the nanotubes of the rubber matrix. The less
increasement of tensile strength and elongation at break of SBR with the
addition of halloysite encapsulated with flame-retardant is due to a certain
amount of flame-retardant (urea and sodium dihydrogen phosphate) inevitably being absorbed on the outer surface of the nanotubes even after
washing, which affects the fillerrubber interaction and reduces the
mechanical performance of composites. The hardness of SBR with the
same proportion of halloysite with and without encapsulation are basically
the same.
The morphology of the tensile failure section of SBR/HNTs is shown in
Fig. 28.12, from which the increase of roughness with the content of halloysite can be observed. Halloysite can bear the tension and disperse the stress.
The interaction between halloysite and SBR matrix leads to the obvious
tracks of shear deformation. With the increase amount of halloysite, these
small cracks along the tortuous path on the fracture surface become more
homogeneous. This shows that the reinforcement of halloysite to SBR
increases with the amount of clay nanotubes.

FIGURE 28.12 SEM images of the tensile failure section of SBR/HNT composites with
different halloysite addition amount: (A) 40 phr, (B) 100 phr, (C) 150 phr, and (D) 200 phr.

TABLE 28.3 The flame-retardant properties of SBR/HNT composites.
HNTs

HNTP

HNTN

HNTP/N

LOI (%)

Smoke Production
(mg/g)

Extinguish
Time (s)

Combustion
Condition

SBR









20.5

9.9



Melting drips

SBR-1

40







21.8

1.6



Melting drips

SBR-2

100







23.7

1.0

56

Carbonization

SBR-3

150







25.2

0.6

36

SBR-4

200







27.6

0.4

29

SBR-5







40

22.3

1.8



Melting drips

SBR-6







100

23.9

1.3

52

SBR-7







150

25.2

0.9

33

Carbonization
Spark spatter

SBR-8







200

28.2

0.5

17

SBR-9



29

11



22.3

2.4



Melting drips

SBR-10



73

27



24.4

1.5

49

Carbonization

SBR-11



109.5

40.5



25.8

1.0

34

SBR-12



146

54



28.2

0.5

21
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28.3.2.2 Flame-retardant performance of SBR/HNT composites
In order to investigate the flame-retardant properties of SBR/HNTs, the
limiting oxygen index (LOI), vertical burning test, smoke production (SL),
and thermogravimetric analysis of SBR doped with different amount of halloysite were studied. Table 28.3 shows the LOI, smoke production, time to
self-extinguishing, and combustion condition of the SBR/HNT composite.
The LOI and smoke production of SBR rubber composites loaded with
different amounts of halloysite, halloysite encapsulated with urea, and
sodium dihydrogen phosphate were analyzed. The limiting oxygen index
of styrenebutadiene rubber without halloysite is 20.5, which is a flammable material with a large amount of smoke. The LOI of SBR is significantly improved with the increasing addition amount of halloysite, which
can reach the highest to 27.6 (as a refractory material) with 200 phr clay
nanotubes. The flame-retardant performance of SBR is greatly enhanced
with the decreased smoke production to about 5% and without melting and
dropping during combustion. The LOI of SBR has been significantly
improved with the addition of halloysite, due to the highly endothermic
halloysite pyrolysis processing during which crystal water is lost. In SBR/
HNT composites, if ignited, the decomposition of halloysite and the evaporation of water can take away a lot of heat. The release of water vapor
can dilute and cool flammable gases. The significant decrease in smoke
production is mainly due to the highly adsorption action of halloysite
caused by its specific porous tubular structure, which absorbs the smoke
generated during combustion. Smoke and toxic gases at the scene of a fire
is the biggest threat to escape and rescue. It is very important to control
the smoke of rubber in combustion. The LOI of SBR was enhanced to
28.2 with 200 phr of halloysite-encapsulated urea and sodium dihydrogen
phosphate, and the smoke amount was extremely low. During the combustion process, urea was decomposed into ammonia gas and carbon dioxide
gas, which led to the expansion of specimens. The bubbles burst and produce sound and splash. Compared to rubber with pristine halloysite, the
increased LOI of rubber composited with halloysite encapsulated with
urea and sodium dihydrogen phosphate (HNTsP, HNTsN, and
HNTsP&N) indicates synergy of these salts and halloysite on the flameretardant performance of the rubber composite.
The TGA curve of SBR filled with halloysite (HNTs), halloysite loaded
with both urea and sodium dihydrogen phosphate inside (HNTP&N), halloysite loaded with urea (HNTN), and halloysite loaded with sodium dihydrogen phosphate (HNTP) in the air atmosphere is shown in Fig. 28.13.
The major degradation step of SBR starts at 270 C, which is elevated to
400 C with the addition of halloysite. A significant reduction in the rate of
decomposition in the presence of the unmodified clay at the major degradation step was obtained. SBR loses 2.5% weight at 408 C, and after enlarging
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FIGURE 28.13 TGA curves of SBR filled with halloysite(HNTs), halloysite loaded with both
urea and sodium dihydrogen phosphate inside (HNTP&N), halloysite loaded with urea
(HNTN) and halloysite loaded with sodium dihydrogen phosphate (HNTP).
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TABLE 28.4 The combustion characteristics of SBR/HNT composites.
HRR
(kW/m2)

THR
(kJ/m2)

SEA
(m2/kg)

EHC
(MJ/kg)

MLR
(g/s)

toxicity
index

SBR

404.7

111.3

1157

33.0

0.11

0.037

SBR-1

248.3

93.1

774

30.7

0.07

0.046

SBR-5

270.1

100.0

706

31.0

0.08

0.047

SBR-9

341.2

90.4

635

20.8

0.13

0.051

the amount of halloysite to 200 phr, SBR composite loses 2.5% weight at
461 C. The temperature was 432 C, 423 C, and 428 C for SBR composite
formulated by doping with 40 phr halloysite, 40 phr HNTP&N, and 29 phr
HNTP plus 11 phr HNTN (total 40 phr) lost 2.5% weight. Including urea
and sodium dihydrogen phosphate causes the decomposition temperature
reduction of SBR composites, mainly because the decomposition temperature
of urea and sodium dihydrogen phosphate is lower. The above results indicate that the thermal decomposition temperature of SBR can be significantly
increased with the addition of halloysite.
The combustion characteristics of SBR composited with 40 phr halloysite (SBR-1), 40 phr HNTP&N (SBR-5), and 29 phr HNTP plus 11 phr
HNTN (SBR-9) are shown in Table 28.4. The maximum heat release
rate (HRR) of SBR filled with halloysite is significantly reduced, which
indicates its effect on slow thermal release in the combustion process and
avoiding intense combustion. The total heat release (THR) and effective
heat combustion (EHC) of SBR composites with HNTP and HNTN
decreased. The mass loss rate (MLR) of SBR composite was significantly
reduced after formulating with halloysite. The toxicity index refers to the
ratio of carbon monoxide release and carbon dioxide release during combustion. The presence of halloysite and flame-retardant salt slightly
increased the toxicity index. The amount of smoke produced during the
combustion process can be explained by the specific extinction area
(SEA), the higher of which indicates the larger smoke amount. In accordance with the LOI results, composite with halloysite can decrease smoke
production. A lower smoke amount can be achieved by using halloysiteloaded flame retardants as functional fillers. Thus the flame-retardant
properties can be significantly improved by compositing SBR with
halloysite-loaded flame retardants.
Photos of the combustion products are shown in Fig. 28.14. After being
burned, a carbon layer forms on the surface of SBR/HNTs composite, which
covers the rubber surface to prevent further burning of the material and
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FIGURE 28.14 Images of combustion products of (A) SBR, (B) SBR filled with 40 phr
halloysite, (C) SBR filled with 40 phr halloysite loaded with both urea and sodium dihydrogen
phosphate (HNTP&N), (D) SBR filled with 11 phr halloysite loaded with urea (HNTN), and
29 phr halloysite loaded with sodium dihydrogen phosphate (HNTP).

reduce the burning rate. Many bubble holes can be seen on the SBRHNT
composite combustion products, the inflation of which is obvious, and is
mainly due to the inflammable gas of carbon dioxide and ammonia thermal
decomposed from urea, which can prevent oxygen supplement. The thermal
conductivity of bubble holes caused by the inflammable gas escaped from
rubber composite combustion products is obviously lower than that of rubber
matrix. This can improve the flame-retardant properties of styrene
butadiene rubber composites.
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28.3.2.3 Antiblooming property of halloysite-encapsulated flame
retardants in SBR composite
The antiblooming property of halloysite-encapsulated flame retardants in
SBR composite can be studied by comparing the surface of SBR
composited with 146 phr HNTP and 54 phr HNTN (SBR-12) and SBR
doped with 167.6 phr halloysite, 18.2 phr urea and 14.2 phr sodium dihydrogen phosphate (control). The composition of the control SBR sample is
similar to the SBR-12 but without flame-retardant loading. The surface of
SBR-12 is clean and smooth, free from frost, bubble holes, and other
defects. The control sample shows a lot of bubble holes and obvious
“blooming". During the process of rubber composites, urea and sodium
dihydrogen phosphate thermal decomposes and forms gas because of the
heat produced by the strong shear force. The large amount of halloysite
used in the composite (200 phr) increases the hardness of the compound,
which makes the shear heating higher. Urea and sodium dihydrogen
phosphate also decompose in the curing process as the temperature of
vulcanization is 125 C. The gas that does escape in time leaves bubble
holes in the rubber matrix, as shown in Fig. 28.15B. The results show
that halloysite nanotubes can act as the nanometer containers so that
the flame-retardant with internal loading will not decompose during the
rubber processing and solve the “blooming” problem of small-molecule
flame retardants.

FIGURE 28.15 Images of SBR-12 filled with HNTP/N and SBR control sample filled with
HNTs and free flame-retardant.
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FIGURE 28.16 SEM micrographs of a paint scratch containing 5 wt.% of halloysite
nanotubes [4].

28.3.3 Anticorrosion halloysite elastomer composite coatings
28.3.3.1 Halloysite elastomer nanocomposite coating
In Fig. 28.16, SEM micrographs of halloysite nanotubes in a scratched paint
layer are shown. Nanotubes are exposed to the external environment at a
paint scratch or cracks. Benzotriazole-loaded halloysite will start enhanced
release of the inhibitor when a crack occurs, protecting the metal underneath
from corrosion process development.
Halloysite is readily mixed with a variety of metal protective coatings
(paints), which is an important advantage of this nanomaterial. Water-contact
angles for halloysite pressed in the tablet were found to be as low as 10 6 3
degrees, but the material was still mixing well with paint. Surprisingly, for
the paint droplet, the contact angle was even less, c. 3 degrees. The paint
droplets spontaneously spread over a halloysite tablet, which is an indication
of the good wettability of the halloysite tablet by paint. The presence of
undisclosed surfactant additives in the paint may be the reason for this good
wettability. Another reason could be due to specific chemical interactions
between halloysite surface OH groups and paint hydrocarbon molecules.
This interaction could be analogous to the interaction between water molecules and hydrocarbon chains as was described in various publications
[35,36], where polar OH groups interact with the local charges of the CH
groups formed because of the electronegativity difference between carbon
and hydrogen atoms.
Addition of nanotubes into industrial oil-based paint significantly
improved the strainstress characteristics of the coating and its adhesivity
(Fig. 28.17). A three-fold increase in paint tensile strength was observed
with addition of 5 wt.% halloysite (0.7 MPa for pure paint versus 1.9 MPa
for 5 wt.% halloysite-loaded paint). Halloysite filler also increases the hardness of the paint. Elastic modulus values of the dry paint samples were
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FIGURE 28.17 Stressstrain relationship of industrial oil-based blue paint [4].

16.3 MPa for a layer of pure paint and 23.1, 34.6, and 69.3 MPa for 2, 5, and
10 wt.% composites of halloysite with paint, respectively. However, paint
films became brittle with more than 10 wt.% halloysite loading. These data
correspond to results on halloysite clay/polymer bulk composites. For example, incorporation of 513 wt.% of halloysite in polypropylene resulted in a
30%50% strength increase [37,38]. Therefore for optimal cover strength
halloysite addition into paint should be below 10 wt.%.

28.3.3.2 Enhanced corrosion protection with benzotriazoleloaded halloysite
The initial stages of corrosion development in metal coatings and the selfhealing ability of the halloysite-doped film were analyzed by the scanning
vibrating electrode technique on 2024-Al alloy (taken as a substrate), which
contains 4 wt.% copper. Alloy plates were coated by a dip-coating procedure
with a ZrOxSiOx solgel layer and artificially scratched in a similar way.
Both samples with and without inhibitor-loaded halloysites were immersed
in corrosion solution, and corrosion development was observed over 24 h as
maps of the corrosion current.
Anodic corrosion activity on the aluminum alloy coated by a simple
solgel layer was high and rapidly increased within several hours (Fig. 28.18)
in the scratched area. This indicates a fast pitting corrosion process taking place
at the artificially introduced defect. In the case of alumina coated with solgelcontaining halloysite tubes filled with benzotriazole, the rate of corrosion at the
defect points is strongly slowed down in the first moment of corrosion and
almost no corrosion current (both cathodic and anodic) was developed. In
comparison to the pure solgel coating, the maximum current density in this
case was six times smaller (c. 3 μA/cm2 for inhibitor-containing solgel and
18 μA/cm2 for pure solgel after 24 h of immersion), which indicates a very
strong anticorrosion self-healing effect caused by controlled release of the
inhibitor from the halloysite nanotubes in the cracked area.
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FIGURE 28.18 Corrosion current densities of 2024-Al alloy coated with (A) pure solgel and
(B) solgel particles containing halloysite loaded with benzotriazole [4].

Scratched copper strips coated with industrial oil-based paint with or
without loaded halloysite were studied. Both of these strips were exposed to
a highly corrosive environment simulating seawater for 10 days. Images
show that paint containing benzotriazole-loaded nanotubes effectively slowed
down copper corrosion, because no evidence of rust is visible in the
scratched area. Elemental analysis of the reacted corrosive solution also demonstrated that 128 ppm of Cu(II) ions was dissolved for the sample B,
whereas no copper was detected for sample A with halloysite-loaded coating.
This result is an indication that entrapment of benzotriazole into paint using
halloysite nanocontainers is efficient for metal corrosion inhibition, especially when the scratched surface is exposed to a highly corrosive liquid
such as seawater. However, a longer release rate for benzotriazole may be
needed for applications, which was reached with tube stopper formation, as
described in the following section (Fig. 28.19).

28.3.4 Marine antifouling halloysiterubber composites
28.3.4.1 Morphology and properties of the EVA/HNT
nanocomposites
The dispersion of clay nanotubes in the polymer matrix has a decisive impact
on the final properties of the composite. We obtained the composites with
uniformly distributed halloysite as shown in Fig. 28.20. The addition of antifoulant TCPM has no adverse influence on the dispersion of halloysite tubes.

FIGURE 28.19 Images of scratched copper strips painted with oil-based blue paint
(A) containing halloysite nanotubes loaded with benzotriazole and (B) without these tubes,
after exposure to a corrosive environment for 10 days [4].

FIGURE 28.20 SEM images of EVA/HNT composites with different formulas: (A) pure
EVA#1, (B) EVA#2 composited with pristine halloysite, (C) EVA#3 doped with antifoulant
TCPM, and (D) EVA#4 composited with TCPM-loaded halloysite. TEM images of h EVA#2
and (F) EVA#4. Halloysite consists of 12.4 vol.% of the composite [32].
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The TEM images of the composite doped with pristine halloysite EVA#2
(Fig. 28.20E) and TCPM-loaded halloysite EVA#4 (Fig. 28.20F) show uniform dispersion of halloysite without aggregation. Such excellent dispersion of single clay particles is obtained without any additional exfoliation
processing of this tubular clay. One can estimate from the images that the
amount of the tubes in the polymer matrix corresponds to the formulation
of 28.6 wt.% 5 12.4 vol.% added halloysite.
The orientation of the halloysite nanotubes in the EVA matrix observed
in TEM images reveals the anisotropic properties of EVA/HNT nanocomposites. We assume that the tube orientation was induced by shared force during the composite film formation. The alignment of halloysite in the melted
EVA during squeezing for the pate formation produces the tubes’ orientation.
A similar halloysite orientation assisted by the Margoni flow was observed
at the edges of drying halloysite droplets [39,40]. This nanotube’s orientation
phenomenon opens possibilities for formation of the plates with anisotropic
strength and better coating smoothness.
The orientation of halloysite nanotubes in EVA matrix resulted in the anisotropic tensile property of EVA/HNT composite sheets (Fig. 28.21A). The
tensile strength and elongation at break along the halloysite alignment direction are much higher than those in the perpendicular direction. The elastic
modulus along the alignment direction is 0.79 6 0.02 MPa, and it is 1.5 times
larger than the perpendicular value of 0.54 6 0.02 Mpa. The higher yield
strength and more significant hardening shown in the stressstrain curve
along the alignment direction of halloysite may be attributed to the macromolecules’ orientation along the nanotubes. Another strengthening mechanism may be related to the clay nanotubes bridging the polymer breaks/gaps
appearing during a sample elongation. These two mechanisms are also discussed in Refs. [41,42].

FIGURE 28.21 (A) The tensile profile of EVA with the inclusion of halloysite nanotubes in
two perpendicular directions, and (B) DSC curves of EVA composite: pure EVA, EVA
composited with pristine halloysite (EVA/HNT), EVA doped with antifoulant TCPM (EVA/
TCPM), and EVA composited with TCPM-loaded halloysite (EVA/HNTTCPM) [32].
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The DSC curves of the nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 28.6B. The
inclusion of halloysite and antifoulant TCPM makes the full width at halfmaximum of fusion peaks get wider. The crystallinity can be calculated with
the equation:
wc 5

ΔHm
1
3
0
wE
ΔHm

ð28:1Þ

in which wc is the crystallinity, ΔHm is the fusion enthalpy of EVA/HNT
nanocomposites, ΔHm0 is the fusion enthalpy of 100% crystalline polyethylene, Hm0 5 293 mJ/mg, and wE is the EVA content in the nanocomposites.
The crystallinity of pure EVA is 24.7 6 0.4 wt.%, while the inclusion of halloysite improves it to 31.1 6 0.4 wt.%, which indicates that clay nanotubes
have a significant influence on the crystallization of EVA. Halloysite nanotubes may act as crystallization nucleation sites inducing the polymer crystallization along their orientation direction. The orientation of clay nanotubes in
polymeric matrix improves the composite film surface strength and smoothness as it was demonstrated for sand-resistant halloysiteepoxy solar battery
coatings. Aligning these nanotubes along the water flow direction in marine
coating may be also helpful.

28.3.4.2 Antifouling test of EVA/HNT nanocomposites
To analyze the antifouling property of EVA/HNT, the cultured marine
Vibrio natriegens on the EVA/HNT composite surfaces were fixed with ethanol followed by SEM monitoring. The images of EVA/HNTs were incubated
in the bacterial suspension (OD600 nm 5 1.0) at 30 C for 3 days before and
after shaking at 150 r/min in 100 mL of artificial seawater (replaced every 5
days) for 60 days. A few bacteria were found on the surface of EVA (pure
or loaded with antifoulant; Fig. 28.22A and E). Bacteria attached first on the
surface of EVA with empty halloysite, and V. natriegens even formed a biofilm on the surface (Fig. 28.22B). The bacteria and halloysite can be well
differentiated with their sizes: the clay tube diameter is 50 nm and V. natriegens is more than 700 nm; therefore these large ellipsoidal particles on the
surface are bacteria. The halloysite inclusion increases the surface roughness,
which leads to better proliferation of bacteria.
After exposing/shaking in artificial seawater for 60 days, the amount of
bacteria attached on the surface of EVA directly doped with TCPM increases
significantly, while there were no bacteria on the surface of EVA composites
with TCPM encapsulated in halloysite (Fig. 28.22E and F).
The amount of V. natriegens adsorbed on the plate of EVA doped with
TCPM after exposing in artificial seawater for 60 days was estimated as
c. 1.7 3 108 (with 20 SEM images analyzed), while only 2050 bacteria
were detected on the EVA with TCPMhalloysite surface. The bacteria
adsorbed on the sample surface were observed with SEM, and the amount of
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FIGURE 28.22 SEM images of EVA/HNT composites with different formulas: (A) pure
EVA#1, (B) EVA#2 composited with pristine halloysite, (C) EVA#3 doped with antifoulant
TCPM, and (D) EVA#4 composited with TCPM-loaded halloysite. TEM images of (E) EVA#2
and (F) EVA#4. Halloysite consists of 12.4 vol% of the composite [32].

these bacteria was calculated. The total amount of the EVA-loaded TCPM
was the same (3.0 6 0.1 wt.%) in both formulations. This result clearly
demonstrates excellent antibacterial protection with the halloysite formulation. The sustained release of antifoulant from halloysite nanotubes slowed
the TCPM diffusion into the external environment and prolonged its action
time, significantly improving the antifouling property of the composite. This
result was further confirmed by the marine antifouling panels tests (blank
plate and coated with halloysite formulation) exposed in shallow sea submergence. After soaking in the Sanya Bay, South China Sea, for 1 year, a
35 3 25 cm2 flat panel coated with halloysite-encapsulated TCPM remained
clean, while on the control uncoated panel many marine microorganisms colonies (spots) were observed.
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28.4 Conclusions
Natural clay nanotubes are used as containers for loading and for slow sustained release of chemical agents to prevent them from busting into rubber
matrix. The encapsulation of antioxidant into halloysite allows its concentration of 3.2 wt.% (which otherwise would cause rubber defects) without any
indication of surface blooming. After doping the tube-encapsulated antioxidant into bulk styrene 2 butadiene rubber (SBR), its release was extended to
more than 9 months (66 wt.% was released in the first 5 months). After the
incubation at 90 C for 7 days, the SBR with antioxidant-loaded halloysite
composite showed well-retained mechanical properties. Therefore we conclude that antioxidant-functionalized halloysite improves the SBR composite
aging resistance without blooming.
A long-acting antifouling ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) copolymer composite was prepared with the N-(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl) maleimide (TCPM)
using halloysite clay as tubule nanocontainer to encapsulate TCPM and
extend its release time to more than a year. Encapsulating the antifoulant
agent in the nanotubes at 3 wt.% allowed for its release over 12 months,
resulting in much longer protection as compared to TCPM directly admixed
into the copolymer. Very few bacteria were attached on the composite with
halloysiteTCPM after exposure in seawater for 2 months while control
sample was completely covered with microorganisms.
Halloysite loaded with anticorrosion agents like benzotriazole, hydroxyquinoline, and then doped to elastomers provided long-lasting anticorrosion
protection. Halloysite nanotube additions also provide fire retardancy and
smoke suppression, which is attributed to the bound water and the highly
porous surface of this nanoclay. The halloysite containers prevent loaded
flame-retardant chemicals from degradation during the blending and curing
processes. The addition of 10 wt.% halloysite loaded with sodium dihydrogen phosphate increases the limiting oxygen index (LOI) of the rubber from
20 to 28, while decreasing smoke production by 95%.
In conclusion, halloysite clay nanotubes are abundantly available,
environmentally safe, and inexpensive natural material allowing for functional rubberceramic composites with enhanced properties, and its usage
may be scaled up for industrial production.
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29.1 Introduction
The unique properties of nanomaterials have resulted in an increasing
amount of research into their use in novel or improved technologies [13],
such as the use of functionalized carbon allotrope nanomaterials in pollution
abatement [4] or in improved analytical techniques for environmental samples [5]. This is leading to an increasing volume of nanomaterials or nanoenabled products being placed on the market for use by industry and the
general public [6]. Their small size, high surface area-to-mass ratio, and
unique properties have led to concern that nanomaterials might have new or
increased hazard properties [7]. Significant research has aimed at investigating these hazard properties but there is no evidence of unique toxicological
mechanisms applicable to all nanomaterials. However, nanoforms of some
substances may display a different toxicity profile when compared to their
bulk forms. This has been linked to a number of phenomena including:
G

G

G

G

The mechanisms for cell uptake of particles are different than ionic forms
[8].
Nanosized particles can cross biological barriers that larger particles or
molecules cannot [9].
As most chemistry/biology occurs on the surface of a particle, the high
surface area-to-mass ratio of nanomaterials may lead to increased
reactivity.
The small size of a nanomaterial can lead to some surface atoms being in
a strained conformation resulting in greater reactivity [10].

As many of the physical and chemical properties of a nanomaterial can
depend on the properties of the surface, surface modification of a
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nanomaterial can be used to tune its properties to optimize their technological use. However, changing the surface properties of a nanomaterial may
also change its biological and physical properties, including toxicology, toxicokinetics and environmental fate.

29.2 Different types of surface modification
The term surface modification can be used to describe a number of different
types of functionalization of the pure core nanomaterial.

29.2.1 Covalent bonds with core substance
Some substances contain functionality that can react with other reagents to
form a covalent bond resulting in new functionality on the surface of the particle. This can be regarded as modification at a specific point on the surface
rather than application of a formal layer. The type and degree of functionalization can be controlled by the reaction conditions and stoichiometry of the
reaction.
Once this simple functionality is established, it is relatively easy to tune
the surface chemistry by reaction of the functional groups with other
reagents using standard synthetic chemistry methods. This can change the
charge, reactivity, hydrophobicity, agglomeration characteristics, and other
properties of the nanomaterial.

29.2.2 Doping of particles
Another approach to changing the properties of a nanomaterial is to intentionally dope the nanomaterial with another substance. This may be done
during the synthesis of the nanomaterial where the doping substance is
entrained within the entirety of the particle. Alternatively a small amount of
doping can be applied to the surface of an existing particle without creating
a formal coating. Although the former example is not a formal surface modification, some of the doping substance will be present at the surface of the
particle and could alter the behavior of the nanomaterial when compared to a
pristine substance [11,12]. It should be noted that unintentional doping of
nanomaterials with impurities from the manufacturing process can also
change the toxicology of a nanomaterial [13].

29.2.3 Intentional adsorption of substance onto surface
An alternative approach to surface functionalization of the nanomaterial is to
use intermolecular forces, such as electrostatic and van der Waals attraction,
to coat a nanoparticle with a different substance by adsorption. The strength
of this adsorption can vary depending on the properties of the particle and
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the reagent. A nanoparticle will have three types of electric potential, surface, Stern, and zeta potential that can be regarded as a measure of the
charge on the surface [14]. The magnitude of the charge and the properties
of the coating reagent can determine the strength of the adsorption and the
rate of degradation/substitution of the coating substance [15].

29.2.4 Adsorption of natural substances in biological or
environmental systems
Thus far we have only considered surface modification of the nanomaterial
from a planned, synthetic point of view. However, once a nanomaterial
departs from a controlled laboratory or manufacturing situation and enters a
biological or environmental media, it will become coated with substances in
the environment or itself agglomerate with other particles [6,16]. There is a
growing belief that the whole complex of particle and adsorbed substances
should be treated as the entity that drives the toxicology, toxicokinetics, and
environmental fate of the substance rather the nanomaterial in isolation [17].
The risk assessment for these structures become yet more complex as the
nanomaterial moves between different environments because the composition
of this natural coating is likely to change. For example, as the nanomaterial
passes through the body it will be exposed to different proteins in different
parts of the body [18]. In the environment, changes to pH, salinity, and natural organic material (NOM) can all change the natural coating of the nanomaterial [19]. Changes to the surface functionality of a nanomaterial can
change how the nanomaterial interacts with these natural systems. It should
be noted that toxic substances can also adsorb onto the surface of a nanomaterial and be transported across biological barriers where the nonadsorbed
substance cannot. This could lead to an adverse effect even if the core substance itself is not toxic.

29.2.5 Degradation of layers
The surface functionality of the nanomaterial can be degraded on exposure
to the environment or other biological systems. The substance adsorbed onto
a surface can be replaced by natural substances if the natural substance has a
greater affinity for the core nanomaterial or if it is present at high concentration. In addition the surface functionality can be changed or degraded by the
same mechanisms that degrade bulk substances such as biodegradation,
hydrolysis, or photolysis [20]. These mechanisms can also change the nature
of coatings bound to the nanomaterial by formal covalent bonds, either
changing or removing the surface functionality [21]. The complexity of these
interactions with biological systems can make the hazard and risk assessment
of surface-functionalized nanomaterials difficult as multiple entities need to
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FIGURE 29.1 Different methods to surface functionalize a nanomaterial. (A) Formation
of covalent bonds with atoms on the surface (shown as oxygen but may be other elements).
(B) Further functionalization on surface modification. (C) Adsorption of an intentionally added
substance using electrostatic, van der Waals, or other forces. (D) Adsorption of biological or
environmental substances after release of nanomaterial. The covalent bond formation and
adsorption of substances are shown as reversible because degradation pathways may remove a
coating to expose the core substance.

be considered rather than just one entity as would be the case with a monoconstituent organic substance (Fig. 29.1).

29.3 Effect of surface on biological mechanisms
In the research on hazard assessment of nanomaterials there is much more
in vitro data than in vivo data. In addition, there have been difficulties in
predicting in vivo outcomes from the in vitro studies. Some researchers have
highlighted problems with the identification and characterization of the nanomaterial, which may help explain this issue:
G
G

G

Poor physical and chemical characterization of the nanomaterial [1].
The pristine nanomaterial might not be the appropriate substance for the
in vitro test [19,22].
Poorly designed experiments, such as failing to account for chelation or
assay interference [23].

The suggested mechanisms for toxicity in biological and environmental
situations are many and varied. A nonexhaustive list of the more commonly
suggested mechanisms is as follows:
G
G
G

Generation of ROS (either by the surface or by dissolved ions) [24].
Disruption of cell membranes [25].
Transport of toxic adsorbed substances across biological barriers [26].
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Agglomeration of particles onto biological surfaces preventing growth or
molting (ecotoxicology) [27].
Removal of nutrients available for uptake [23].

Some researchers have postulated that a change in surface functionalization can trigger an entirely different mechanism [6]. Additionally, it is
increasingly apparent that the synthesized nanomaterial cannot be treated in
isolation when predicting any adverse outcome.

29.3.1 Impact of Adsorption of substances from the media—
protein corona and natural organic matter
As a nanomaterial is exposed to a biological system, proteins and other substances in the body will adsorb on the surface of the particle. The composition and behavior of this “protein corona” will depend on the surface
properties of the nanomaterial and where in the body that particle is. It is
this complex of particle and corona that interacts with cells and other biological systems to define its toxicokinetics. The protein corona can be divided
into the hard corona that lies adjacent to the surface of the nanoparticle and
the soft corona that consists of additional proteins that interact with the surface of the hard corona. Proteins in the hard corona are strongly bound and
may not be replaced quickly when the nanomaterial moves to a new biological environment, whereas the proteins in the soft corona are weakly bound
and will rapidly exchange in a new environment [16,28] (Fig. 29.2).
The effect of surface functionalization may also have a similar impact on
ecotoxicology and environmental fate. Instead of the protein corona formed
in the body, the substance present in the environment will adsorb on the surface of a nanoparticle. When looking at aqueous compartments, NOM, which
is the byproduct of decomposition of natural matter and algal metabolic reactions, can include humic acids, fulvic acids, proteins, and carbohydrates
[6,20]. The exact composition will depend on the characteristics of the
watershed, the season, short- and long-term meteorology, and human and
animal activity. How NOM adsorbs onto the nanoparticle can depend on the
surface functionalization of the nanomaterial, the characteristics and concentration of NOM, pH, and salinity of the water [29]. Both synthetic and natural coating may cause changes in the agglomeration behavior (both with
itself and natural colloids) and the rate of dissolution of the nanomaterial
[30,31]. In order to predict in vivo results from in vitro and in silico studies,
it may be necessary to also take into account the protein corona or ecocorona
as changes in the corona might trigger a new adverse outcome pathway
(AOP) or alter the outcome of the existing AOP. This could lead to a
change in severity of the adverse effect or even trigger a different adverse
effect[14].
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FIGURE 29.2 The hard corona of proteins or NOM is tightly adsorbed to the nanoparticle and
will not exchange rapidly. The surrounding soft corona can rapidly exchange with substances in
the surrounding medium. It will rapidly change if the structure is introduced to a different
medium. The whole structure is likely to impact on biological mechanisms.

29.3.2 Adverse outcome pathway
The adverse outcome pathway (AOP) concept is an attempt to link molecular
and cellular interactions of a substance with the apical adverse endpoint. It is
intended to predict the potential impact of simple interactions on the molecular scale through increasingly complex biological systems to the whole
organism (Fig. 29.3).
The effect of surface functionalization on the formation of protein corona in
the body is a molecular interaction that may or not place the nanomaterial on
an established AOP, meaning that correctly designed in vitro studies could
more accurately predict in vivo outcomes. Different surface functionalization of
the same core nanomaterial could place it on a different AOP giving a different
toxicological profile [32]. It must be noted that the AOP has some shortcomings that should be taken into account if the effect of surface functionalization
on the toxicology of a nanomaterial is to be thoroughly explored [33,34]:
G

G

The AOP starts from the final adverse outcome and works back to the
molecular interactions that triggered it. The molecular interactions can be
the starting point of a number of different AOPs.
The AOP does not take into account toxicokinetics, so it must be considered that the AOP can be interrupted by other factors, preventing the final
adverse outcome.
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FIGURE 29.3 A summary of the adverse outcome pathway showing the link between molecular interaction and the adverse outcome.
G

The AOP is focused on an adverse outcome. It may also be important to
identify pathways that lead to a nonadverse outcome or compensatory
mechanisms that interrupt an AOP [34].

It is hoped that the AOP concept can be used to help with the grouping
of different nanoforms of the same substance to reduce the need for extensive testing. For example, if it is shown that all nanoforms of a substance
that display a negative surface charge on their surface have similar protein
corona and hence the same AOP applies it would not be necessary to perform in vivo studies on every new nanoform with a novel coating as long as
physical characterization shows it has a negative surface charge [35].
The AOP concept is equally relevant to understanding and predicting
ecotoxicology as it is to human toxicology [36]. In complex environmental
systems, it is not necessarily the form of the substance released that triggers
adverse effects. A number of studies have linked the ecotoxicity of nanomaterials to metallic ions released during dissolution. This means that nanomaterials might have a lower acute toxicity than their ionic equivalent, but there
are still concerns over accumulation of nanomaterials slowly releasing toxic
ions over an extended period of time, although studies have shown that particulate effects should still be considered and that there are different response
mechanisms to the particulate and ionic forms [3739]. This also means that
sedimentation of nanomaterials is not necessarily a removal mechanism
when considering toxicity to the aqueous compartment [40].
Surface functionalization of a nanomaterial can change the ecotoxicity
and environmental fate in a number of ways including:
G

Surface coating can slow the rate of dissolution of the core nanomaterial,
reducing acute toxicity [41].
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Increasing the hydrophilicity of the surface can improve the dispersion of
a nanomaterial, meaning it is more likely to remain suspended in the
aqueous compartment rather than flocculating into the sediment compartment and lead to higher bioaccumulation. It may also be more susceptible
to transport away from the release site but be less likely to demonstrate
high local accumulation [42].
May change the probability of accumulation on biological surfaces such
as gills, which has been highlighted as being part of a potential AOP for
aquatic organisms [32].

29.3.3 Physical impacts
The previous section discussed the impacts of surface functionalization on
the interaction of the nanomaterial with biological systems. However, the
surface functionalization can also change the physical behavior of the nanomaterial, which will impact on the exposure of an organism to the nanomaterial. Nanomaterials are often surface functionalized to allow improved
dispersion in media. Without the treatment, the pristine nanomaterial might
agglomerate into large masses, meaning that the desired functionality is lost
or the substance cannot be easily handled. However, this stabilization of the
nanomaterial as its primary particle or small, weak agglomerates can also
increase the potential for exposure to the substance, such as by increasing
dustiness and hence exposure via inhalation.

29.4 Substance-specific examples
There are some examples of where surface functionalization has resulted in a
change to the toxicological, ecotoxicological, or environmental fate of the
substance. It is not an exhaustive review and there is a much larger body of
research available for those interested in exploring this further.

29.5 Allotropes of carbon
Many carbon allotropes consist of an aromatic matrix of fused six-membered
rings. These can be in 2D planes (graphene, reduced graphene oxide, and
graphene oxide), elongated tubes (MWCNT, SWCNT), or polyhedrons (fullerenes). The allotropes can be functionalized by oxidation or substitution
with other heteroatoms with a variety of functionalization and subsequent
reaction can develop this functionality further. The surface of carbon allotropes can also be modified by adsorption of a new substance. Unmodified
carbon allotropes are extremely hydrophobic and rapidly agglomerate in suspension, making them difficult to handle. This can be reduced by modification of the surface with oxygen or other heteroatoms, but this
functionalization can also change the behavior of carbon allotropes in
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biological and environmental systems. MWCNTs have been shown to trigger
an adverse response by oxidative stress [43] leading to an inflammatory
response [44]. Changing the degree of oxidation on the nanotubes has been
shown to change the level and mechanism of interaction with cells in the
lungs [13,45] and liver [43,46], possibly due to a change in the protein
corona formed in biological media [47]. This has been seen to lead to both a
reduction [46,47], and an increase [44] in cytotoxicity in in vitro studies,
indicating that different cells can display different responses. The cytotoxicity of MWCNT has been reduced by coating with polyethylene glycol (PEG)
[45] or carbon dots [48], and in vivo fibrotic response was reduced by functionalization with aluminum oxide [13]. Adverse effects have been seen to
increase after coating with polyetherimide [13] and with metallic impurities
arising from the manufacturing process [49].
Coating of SWCNTs with arginine [50] or albumin [51] has reduced the
cytotoxicity when compared with untreated tubes. Graphene, reduced graphene oxide, and graphene oxide differ by the oxygen content of the substance. A study investigating the cytotoxicity of lung cells and lung
inflammation in mice indicated that cytotoxicity and inflammation increases
with lower oxygen content and yet further with hydrolysis of carbonoxygen
bonds. This was associated with increasing levels of carbon radicals in the
substance after hydrolysis [52]. A similar increase in cytotoxicity was noted
after hydrogenation, although this was linked to increased adsorption of
micronutrients [53]. Fullerenes and carbon black have also shown reduced
in vitro cytotoxicity with oxidation [54] and coating with albumin [55],
although other authors have shown an increase in cytotoxicity in different
cells with oxidation [56] and in vivo studies have shown no adverse effects
[54].
In environmental media, changes in surface modification alter the interaction with NOM and degree of agglomeration [57,58]. It has been seen that
increasing the stability of MWCNT colloidal suspensions increases toxicity
to invertebrates [59].

29.6 Polymeric nanomaterials
The surface of organic polymeric nanoparticles can be functionalized to
change the surface charge. Although the unmodified nanomaterials do not
show strong adverse activity, some changes have been seen after modification. Modification of nanocellulose can slightly reduce, slightly increase, or
leave cytotoxicity unchanged in biological [60,61] and environmental scenarios [62]. In vivo studies with functionalized polystyrene have shown a correlation between surface charge and biomarkers for lung inflammation [63],
whereas modification to give polyurethane nanoparticles a negative charge
reduced the production of inflammatory markers [64].
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29.7 Quantum dots
Quantum dots are semiconductor nanomaterials that have unique optical
properties that are used in various types of electrical equipment. Quantum
dots may be a single semiconductor, often containing toxic elements such as
cadmium or selenium, or core/shell structures where the core is coated with
a different semiconductor such as zinc sulphide. The quantum dots may then
be coated with organic ligands to tune their physical properties. Toxicity of
quantum dots is postulated to be due to oxidative stress from release of toxic
ions from the core of the quantum dot. The application of layers onto the
core is thought to reduce toxicity by reducing the release of these toxic ions
[65]. In vitro studies have shown that quantum dots with a positively charged
surface have a stronger interaction with cells [66], but it is not clear whether
this results in increased toxicity as it is difficult to extrapolate in vivo toxicity from in vitro results [6769]. Other studies into modification of the surface ligands have shown that changing chirality [70] or carbon chain length
[71] can alter the toxicity of quantum dots. Investigations using zebrafish
embryos indicate that the toxicological mechanism of quantum dots in the
environment can occur via interaction of the particles with the chorion resulting in negatively charged surfaces having greater toxicity [72] and via
release of toxic ions from the core meaning that weathered quantum dots
have higher toxicity than the pristine precursors [73].

29.8 Inorganic elements and oxides
Gold nanomaterials have received a great deal of attention in the medical arena
as either anticancer treatments or as a tool to transport drugs into cells. Much
research has focused on the cytotoxicity, cell uptake, and biodistribution of the
nanoparticles. In vitro studies have indicated that gold nanomaterials with a
positive surface charge have a greater uptake in cells than other gold species,
potentially due to electrostatic attraction with negatively charged cells [74].
Other research has highlighted the importance of changes to the protein corona
with changes to surface functionalization [7577] and that gold nanoparticles
with different surface charge may use different cell uptake mechanisms
[78,79]. These complex interactions have meant that it is difficult to predict
in vivo outcomes from in vitro studies [80,81]. The shape of gold nanomaterials can be directed by the addition of surfactants such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide. It has been seen that the presence of these surfactants on the
gold nanoparticle surface can lead to increased toxicity [82]. Changes to
the surfactant used [83] or the manufacturing process to remove residues [84]
have reduced the toxicity of the nanomaterial. In environmental media, the
effect of surface functionalization and charge appears to differ between target
organisms [27,85] and concentration [86], meaning that grouping for prediction
of ecotoxicity could be difficult for functionalized gold nanomaterials.
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Silver nanomaterials are antimicrobial and could have a wide range of
uses in materials. The most common surface modifications are application of
neutral polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or negatively charged citrate coatings.
As with other nanomaterials, it is difficult to predict in vivo results from
in vitro studies [87], but Alessandrini [88] has shown that citrate-coated silver nanomaterials display a greater allergic response in the lungs than AgNP
coated with PVP. Fears over the release of silver nanomaterials from these
materials into the environment have meant that a great deal of research has
investigated the effect of surface functionalization on ecotoxicity. The mechanism for ecotoxicity is commonly believed to be due to release of toxic
silver ions, although additional mechanisms have been suggested [89].
Therefore ecotoxicity of surface-functionalized silver nanomaterials has been
linked to the rate of release of silver ions and the availability of the nanomaterial (greater with increased suspension stability). Coating has reduced toxicity when compared to uncoated silver nanoparticles [90], but the relative
toxicity of coated nanoparticles depends on the target organism [42,91,92],
NOM content in water [93,94], salinity [31,94], and soil type [95].
Inhalation exposure to silica has been linked to severe outcomes to health
(silicosis), with the inflammatory response being linked to production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Silica can have SiOH (silanol) groups on the surface that can then react to covalently bond the functionalizing agent, but it is
also possible to adsorb a coating onto the silica nanomaterial. The presence of
free silanol groups have been linked with causing the production of ROS so
coating usually reduces toxicity [9699]. Interestingly the manufacturing conditions of silica nanomaterials can influence the silanol concentration on the
surface and a lower concentration is linked to increased cytotoxicity [100].
This appears to contradict the previous statement, but it is thought that high
silanol concentration leads to increased hydrogen bonding between silanol
groups making them less likely to generate ROS when compared to isolated
silanol groups. As with other nanomaterials, changing the surface functionalization changes the protein corona which impacts on lung fibrosis [101], cell
uptake [102], and transfer of the nanomaterial from mother to fetus [103].
Titanium dioxide has also been linked to adverse effects from inhalation
exposure, meaning that it has been proposed to classify the substance as
Carcinogen 2 (by inhalation) in the EU. Coating titanium dioxide can either
increase or decrease cytotoxicity and pulmonary toxicity depending on the
identity of the coating substance. Titanium dioxide coated with aluminum
oxide or other hydrophilic substances increases toxicity whereas coating
with hydrophobic coatings such as silanes reduces toxicity [104,105].
Interestingly the opposite effect appears to apply to ecotoxicology [106,107].
Doping of the nanomaterial with other metals (e.g., silver, gold, palladium)
has increased cytotoxicity [108,109]. In their opinion on the proposal for harmonized classification of titanium dioxide, the Risk Assessment Committee
proposed a note stating, “If the substance is to be placed on the market as
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fibres (with diameter ,3 μm, length .5 μm and aspect ratio $ 3:1) or particles of the substance fulfilling the WHO fibre criteria or asparticles with
modified surface chemistry, their hazardous properties must be evaluated in
accordance with Title II of this Regulation, to assess whether a higher category (Carc. 1B or1A) and/or additional routes of exposure (oral or dermal)
should be applied,” which recognizes the potential impact of modification of
a surface on toxicity [110].
Zinc oxide nanomaterials are used in sun protection products. Although
untreated zinc oxide nanoparticles have displayed low in vivo toxicity, in vitro
studies have shown some cytotoxicity associated with release of zinc ions. The
release of zinc ions was also linked to toxicity in the environment. Studies with
coated zinc oxide nanoparticles have indicated that coating with silica can
reduce cytotoxicity, supporting this hypothesis [111], but changing the degree of
hydroxylation can also change the degree of cytotoxicity indicating that other
mechanisms may also be occurring [112]. Changing the hydrophobicity of the
coating of zinc oxide has different effects on ecotoxicity depending on the target
organism [113,114], indicating that different mechanisms may be in effect, but
doping with other metals may increase toxicity [115,116].

29.9 Regulatory and legal issues that impact surfacefunctionalized nanomaterials
The use of chemicals is governed by a myriad of different regulations across
the globe. Some regulations are based on the chemical, physical, or biological characteristics of the substance whereas others are defined by the use of
the substance. In almost all regions, nanomaterials are regarded as a form of
the chemical substance and hence fall under the remit of the regulations that
apply to all other forms of a chemical substance. The unique properties of
nanomaterials mean that there is an international drive to develop nanospecific testing protocols [117] [Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD)]. There are very few if any regulations that apply specifically to nanomaterials. If surface-modified nanomaterials are considered
in a regulation, it is usually as a member of a group of forms defined by the
chemical composition of the core particle. Probably the most detailed regulation that explicitly discusses nanomaterials is the REACH [Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals, (EC) No 1907/2006]
Regulation in force in the EU and European Economic Area (EEA) [118].

29.10 Current REACH situation with nanomaterials
REACH came into force in the EEA in 2007 and it was immediately recognized that, although the regulations could be applied to nanomaterials, some
of the requirements within the regulation would need to be amended for
nanomaterials. Three projects were initiated to identify the necessary
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modifications and allow the production of guidance documents to allow
industry to register nanomaterials. Project members were experts drawn from
regulatory, industrial, and nongovernmental organizations across the EEA
and were expected to reach a consensus on the conclusions of the projects.
These projects were the REACH Implementation Projects on Nanomaterials
(RIPoN), with RIPoN 1 covering Substance Identification [119], RIP-oN
2 focusing on Information Requirements [120], and RIPoN 3 assessing
exposure assessment and hazard/risk characterization [121]. RIPoN 2 and
RIPoN 3 were able to arrive at a common position outlined in the project
reports. However, no consensus was arrived at for the RIPoN 1 project.
One of the key areas of disagreement was how surface-treated nanomaterials
should be approached under the REACH regulations. The industry position
was that surface-treated substances were clearly covered by FAQ (Frequently
Asked Question)1 6.3.8, whereby the surface modification was only a minor
proportion of the substance as a whole so the surface-modified substance
should not be regarded as a new substance or as a mixture. Other members
of the project team did not agree with this position and insisted that the high
surface area-to-mass ratio of nanomaterials meant that the surface modification now made up a significant proportion of the substance and that the properties of the nanomaterial may often be governed by the chemistry of the
surface rather than the core of the nanomaterial. Therefore it should be
regarded as a key identifier for the identity of the substance.
The document produced by the European Chemical Agency (ECHA) to
support registrants “Guidance for identification and naming of substances
under REACH and CLP” states that surface modification may be used as an
additional identifier for a registered substance, but it is up to the registrant to
decide if it is relevant to their product or not [122].

29.11 Board of appeal review
The REACH regulation requires that an evaluation process should occur for
some registered substances to assess whether additional regulatory or technical measures should be put in place to adequately control the risk arising
from the use of the substance. The evaluation process consists of two types
of evaluation:
G

Dossier evaluation—Performed by ECHA to ensure that all the information requirements stated in REACH are included in an individual registrant’s dossier (Articles 4043).

1. A Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) is a question that has been raised repeatedly to the individual member states and has required a response from the Competent Authorities for REACH
and CLP (CARACAL) group to clarify the regulation. A FAQ response can be viewed as lying
behind only the legal text of the regulation in terms of precedence if there appear to be contradictions in the official documentation associated with the regulation.
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Substance evaluation—Performed by a Member State Competent
Authority to ensure that sufficient information of high enough quality is
contained in the dossier to be able to identify the hazard and risk associated with the use of the substance and that suitable risk management
measures have been identified to control the risk (Articles 4448).

The outcome of an evaluation may require the registrant to generate more
information by commissioning additional studies. If the registrant does not
agree with the conclusions of the evaluation, either based on technical or scientific arguments, they can lodge an appeal with the Board of Appeal. The
Board is an independent group of legal and scientific experts who will reach
a binding conclusion on the appeal.
There have been three successful or partially successful appeals made to
the Board of Appeal covering surface-treated nanomaterials by registrants
that may have influenced a change in the REACH regulation in 2020
(Table 29.1).
A common feature of the original evaluation decisions reached by ECHA
was that there was insufficient information contained in the registration dossier to allow a decision to be reached on the hazard and risk of the substance,
especially whether the data held in within the registration dossier was applicable to the substances being placed on the market. As we have seen, the
nature of the surface of a nanomaterial may impact on its toxicity and exposure behavior. Without information on surface treatment for either the tested
substance or the substance placed on the market, it was very difficult for
ECHA to reach a conclusion to the evaluation. In order to overcome this
impasse, a number of changes to REACH, including the requirement to provide information on surface treatment, have been proposed and are expected
to come into force in early 2020.

29.12 Amendments to the annexes of REACH (2019)
29.12.1 Concepts of nanoforms and similar sets of nanoforms
In order to acknowledge that the toxicity, exposure, and fate of a nanomaterial may be dependent on more parameters than simply the chemical composition of the core of the particle, the concept of nanoforms of the same
substance was formally included in REACH in 2019 [127]. The amendment
states that, “The term ‘nanoform’ should be used for the purposes of
Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 to identify any form of a substance or a distinct substance that fulfills the definition of nanomaterial.” A new nanoform
is manufactured if a product is placed on the market that intentionally differs
from another product by any physical or chemical parameter. However, unintentional interbatch variability does not result in the formation of a new
nanoform. Although it is expected that each nanoform placed on the market
should be assessed to demonstrate that their associated hazards and risks are

TABLE 29.1 A summary of the Board of Appeal decisions that have directly referred to nanomaterials.
Substance/case
number

Summary of original evaluation
decision

Summary of basis of appeal

Decision of board of
appeal

Titanium dioxide/A0112014 [123]a

Further particle characterization was
required, including identification of
surface treatment, for each grade of the
substance placed on the market.

The REACH registration allows registrants
to define how their substance is defined
and it is not an obligation to define the
substance beyond its chemical
composition.

Appeal upheld and the
requested for further
information was annulled.

Synthetic Amorphous
Silica (SAS) A0152015 [124]a

Although four types of SAS where
discussed in the dossier, no mention of
nanoforms of SAS were included. It was
suspected that some grades would be
nanomaterials. Additional particle
characterization for each grade should be
added to the dossier. Subchronic toxicity
studies by inhalation on four grades of
pyrogenic SAS differentiated by specific
surface area and surface treatment are
required.

Further testing should be based on a
justified concern regarding hazard or risk.
It was believed that the additional
information was required only because
nanoforms existed without evidence that
this would lead to increased hazard/risk.

The request for additional
physicochemical
properties on individual
forms of SAS was annulled.

Further information on the composition of
different nanoforms/grades of the
substance was requested including
information on surface treatment.

The terms nanoform and grade are not
clearly defined in the regulations and
there is no requirement to provide this
information for different products meeting
the description of nanomaterial in REACH

Appeal upheld

Silicic acid, sodium
aluminum salt A0102015 [125], A0112015 [126]
a

It should be noted that similar decisions have been reached for different appellants who registered the same substance.

The request for subchronic
inhalation toxicity data on
four forms of pyrogenic
SAS was upheld.
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known and controlled, there are some approaches defined that will reduce
the amount of new testing required, thus meeting the requirement of REACH
to minimize animal testing. If different nanoforms within a single dossier
can be demonstrated to have a similar hazard and risk profile across all endpoints stipulated within REACH, then only one set of data is required for
this set of similar nanoforms. In addition, for individual endpoints, grouping
of nanoforms and read-across to data-rich nanoforms is encouraged to fulfill
the obligations for data-poor nanoforms. Both grouping and establishing the
set of similar nanoforms will require strong scientific justification based on
comprehensive knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of each
nanoform and how these impact on the biological pathways that might lead
to toxic effects.
After publication of the proposed amendments to the regulation, comments were invited from other interested parties. The Nanotechnology
Industries Association (NIA) highlighted that it may not always be clear how
to define the boundary between one nanoform and another (or two groups of
nanomaterials and another) [128]. For example, it is straightforward to differentiate between coated and uncoated nanoforms but for surface-treated nanomaterials where there is a continuum of the surface-treatment parameter
(e.g., degree of oxygenation of a MWCNT) it may be more difficult to
define where one nanoform stops and the next one starts. The European
Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC) commented that the definition of a
nanoform would need to be improved before the revised regulation is put
into place [129]. The Center for Environmental Law (CIEL) highlighted an
uncertainty regarding requirements for environmental fate and ecotoxicology.
“Similarly, the absence of specific requirements to distinguish nanoforms
depending on their surface treatment and assess them separately (despite
Subsection 2.4.3 of guidance note that includes ‘Description of surface functionalization or treatment and identification of each agent including IUPAC
name and CAS or EC number’) is a serious gap that should be addressed in
future versions.” [130]. The proposed new regulations also appear to place
requirements on downstream users to communicate changes in nanoforms
during their use to the registrant in order for these changes to be included in
the risk assessment in the registration dossier by stating that, “A use may
modify the nanoforms of the substance, potentially changing one nanoform
into another form or generating a new nanoform. Downstream users should
provide this information up the supply chain to ensure that the use is adequately covered by the registration dossier of the manufacturer or importer,
or alternatively cover the specific use in their own chemical safety report.”
In December 2018, the amendments were formally introduced into EU
law [131]. These changes require that any registration dossiers should be
updated by January 1, 2020 to reflect the amendments. In addition to the
introduction of the terms nanoform and set of similar nanoforms to the regulation, the amendments also recognize that some of the endpoints previously
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in Annexes VIIX of REACH would need to be satisfied using different
techniques to those used for other forms. For example, as the behavior in
solution/suspension of nanomaterials in water is a kinetic phenomenon, the
thermodynamic endpoint partition coefficient is not relevant, so the dispersion behavior in water is needed instead.
Changes to the surface functionalization of a nanomaterial are explicitly
stated to result in a new nanoform, with the registrant being expected to give
details of either the new functionality and/or the reagents used to give the
surface functionalization. However, if different methods of functionalization
produce nanoforms that can be shown to have similar hazard and risk profiles across all endpoints, they can be regarded as belonging to a set of similar nanoforms and would only require one set of endpoint data. As a
hypothetical example, if it can be scientifically justified to state that any
nanoform of a given substance that has a negative surface charge has a similar hazard profile, then all nanoforms with varying degrees of carboxylate or
alkoxide functionality could be regarded as falling within one set of similar
nanoforms and thus only require one set of endpoint data in the substance
registration dossier.
There are a number of issues with the amended regulation that will
require further clarification in updated guidance document, that at the time
of writing, have not been published. These include:
G
G

What is the precise definition of similar?
What degree of scientific justification will be needed by the regulators to
define the boundaries of both a set of similar nanoforms and for
grouping?

29.12.2 Complexity of risk assessment for nanomaterials (looking
at surface modification)
The amendment to REACH requires a risk assessment of different nanoforms, both as manufactured nanoforms or new nanoforms formed during
their service life, that may lead to significantly increased complexity when
compared to a nonnano form of a substance.
A risk assessment for an organic, monoconstituent substance is outlined
in Fig. 29.4 (upper). An assessment of the life cycle of the substance will
identify all the uses of the substance, and hence all potential exposures to the
substance, both human and environmental. Once the routes of exposure are
identified, corresponding hazard data needs to be collated to calculate the
risk associated with the uses of the substance. The exposure assessment will
investigate both direct exposure to humans (workers and consumers, based
on the characteristics of the activity, containment, and risk management measures) and exposure to the environment including indirect exposure to
humans via the environment (based on release, partitioning between
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FIGURE 29.4 Upper, risk assessment across the life cycle of a “bulk” substance. Lower, risk
assessment network across the life cycle of a nanomaterial that can exist as four distinct nanoforms with different hazard profiles (note neither network includes degradation products to
reduce complexity).

environmental compartments and rates of degradation). This process is simplified by the hazard of such a substance being an intrinsic property of the
substance, meaning the same hazard data can be applied throughout the risk
assessment. It has been shown that conversion to a new nanoform of the
same substance can change the toxicological/ecotoxicological properties of
the substance. This means that the complexity of the risk assessment of a
nanomaterial can be significantly greater than other forms of a substance
(see Fig. 29.4, lower). For a surface-treated substance, knowledge of the
degree of modification and rate of degradation or changes to the surface
modification through the lifespan of the nanomaterial will be required.
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In addition, how these changes affect other parameters such as degree of
agglomeration/aggregation, solubility, and surface charge would need to be
considered.
It is clear that if testing on all nanoforms of a substance manufactured
and all the forms it might convert to through its life cycle were mandated,
the overall cost would be prohibitive to the development of nanotechnology
and the animal testing requirements would be ethically difficult to justify.
This issue has already been confronted in the risk assessment of “bulk” substances within REACH, meaning that the use of in silico, in vitro, grouping,
categorization, and read-across are all encouraged if they are scientifically
justified [132].

29.12.3 Use of grouping for the risk assessment of nanomaterials
The use of existing information to inform an assessor of the hazard, exposure, and risk parameters of a novel substance is a well-established method
to avoid excessive and expensive testing. There are a number of approaches
that can be used for the prediction of properties.
G

G

Category approach—Identification of group of substances that have similar structures, composition, or a common mechanism of toxicity. The category approach can use one set of experimental data that is applied to the
whole category. Alternatively if there is a correlation between two parameters within a category, it is possible to predict the value of one of these
parameters for a data-poor member if the other parameter is known,
which is known as a Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship
(QSAR). Both these approaches have been used for the REACH registration of a number of the oil-sourced hydrocarbon substances that are
defined by their manufacturing method but have a similar chemical
composition.
Analogue approach—Often known as read-across, this is the application
of data from a data-rich substance to a structurally similar, data-poor
substance.

Any type of grouping must be scientifically justified to be used for
REACH registrations. Although structural similarities, such as common functional groups, are often used to define a category, the basis for the category
will be based on knowledge of the toxicological mechanism for hazard endpoints. An analogous approach can be used to predict ecotoxicological and
environmental fate data. Grouping is also used for the exposure part of a risk
assessment, with the grouping being based on both the activity and simple
physical properties of the substance.
It has been seen that there is the potential for multiple nanoforms of
the same substance to be formed and that REACH may soon require each
nanoform to be assessed within a registration dossier. To avoid costly
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TABLE 29.2 Four groups of different nanomaterials postulated by DF4
nanogrouping [134].
Group definition

Potential toxicological
mechanism

Examples

Soluble nanomaterials

Ion-based mechanisms

ZnO, CuO

Biopersistent high aspect
ratio nanomaterials

Frustrated phagocytosis

MWCNT

Passive nanomaterials

Rapid metabolism or
clearance mechanisms

Low surface carbon black,
hematite

Active nanomaterials

Oxidative stress from
surface reactivity

Graphene, graphite
nanoplatelets, TiO2, CeO2

and complex testing programs, the use of groupings for nanomaterials
could be a useful strategy. Unfortunately, the shortage of information
around the toxicological mechanisms of nanomaterials means that grouping of nanomaterials is in its infancy. Arts et al. developed the DF4
nanoGrouping decision framework that identified four different groups of
nanomaterials that can be supported by common toxicological mechanisms [133]. Interestingly different forms of amorphous silica were placed
in different groups if the surface functionalization was changed [134]
(Table 29.2).
A number of EU-funded projects have investigated the use of grouping to
reduce the need for testing or to develop predictive models (nano-QSARs). It
is hoped that the recently started GRACIOUS project will pull together these
approaches, identify and fill technical gaps and produce a holistic tool that
will allow grouping of all types of nanoforms for all aspects of risk assessment, including ecotoxicology (https://www.h2020gracious.eu).
The grouping of surface-treated nanomaterials can be done in a number
of ways:
G
G

G

G

G

Grouping of surface-treated nanoforms with untreated nanoforms
Grouping of nanoforms with different surface treatment but similar physical properties (e.g., surface charge)
Grouping of surface-treated nanoforms with the bulk forms of the
substance
Grouping of nanoforms of different substances with the same surface
treatment
Definition of ranges of surface functionalization that display the same or
predictable properties (e.g., degree of oxygenation of carbon-based nanomaterials) (Fig. 29.5).
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NF4

Physical and chemical
characteristics

In vitro behaviour (e.g., dissolution in
biological fluids, cytotoxicity, ROS)

AOP

AOP

Group 1

Group 2

Predicted in
vivo effects

Predicted in
vivo effects

FIGURE 29.5 The physical and chemical characteristics of the distinct nanoforms can be used
to postulate groups. In vitro studies may then be used to confirm these groups by identifying
potential common AOPs. In vivo properties can then be predicted without the need to perform
excessive animal studies.

29.13 Other EU regulations
A number of other EU regulations of chemicals refer to nanomaterials, but
many do not specifically refer to surface-treated nanomaterials or nanoforms.
However, the structure of these regulations can be used to predict the probable requirements for a surface-treated nanomaterial.

29.13.1 Biocidal Products Regulation
The biocidal products regulation (BPR) requires that the active substance
(i.e., the component of a product that has biocidal properties) is approved
and that biocidal products (i.e., formulations placed on the market) are authorized [135]. Both active substance approval and biocidal product approval
require chemical characterization using validated analytical protocols, efficacy testing, and human/environmental risk assessment. The regulation
requires that if an active substance can exist as both bulk and a nanomaterial,
separate active substance approvals are needed [Article 4(4)]. The concept of
different nanoforms are not currently included in the regulation, so it is not
immediately obvious whether a surface-treated nanomaterial would require
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an additional active substance approval if a different nanoform had already
been approved. However, nanosilver is currently being evaluated so the outcome of this evaluation will give a clearer idea of the regulator’s approach
to different nanoforms [136].
One requirement that registrants need to fulfill is technical equivalence
with the substance used to generate the efficacy and toxicological data in the
original substance approval dossier. If a nontreated substance was used for
the active substance approval dossier, it might be difficult to prove technical
equivalence if the surface-treated nanoform was used as the active substance
in the biocidal product. The best chance of using the existing approval would
be to prove that surface treatment of the nanomaterial had no effect on the
toxicity and environmental fate, perhaps if surface treatment is only required
to improve the stability of the biocidal product.

29.13.2 Cosmetics regulation
Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009 on cosmetic products has specific requirements for ingredients that are nanomaterials unless their function in the product is as a colorant, a UV-filter or a preservative under Article 16 [137]. In
addition to the standard notification required for all cosmetic products, the
responsible person for a cosmetic product containing a nanomaterial must
notify the Commission 6 months before the product is placed on the market
unless it is in conformity with the requirements of Annex III. The notification should include “the specification of the nanomaterial including size of
particles, physical and chemical properties,” “the toxicological profile of the
nanomaterial” and “reasonable foreseeable exposure conditions” [Article 16
(3)]. The SCCS will give its opinion on the safety of the nanomaterial and
the product within 6 months, possibly after requesting further information
from the responsible person. The commission will also keep a catalog of
nanomaterials used in cosmetics in the EU [138].
The regulation does not explicitly mention surface-treated nanomaterials,
although it can be inferred that the chemical characteristics of the substance
would include surface treatment. Moreover, the catalog of nanomaterials
used in cosmetic markets does include separate entries for hydrated silica,
silica, silica dimethicone silylate, silica dimethyl silylate, and silica silylate,
all of which could be viewed as surface-functionalized silica. However, these
substances do have separate CAS numbers and as such could be viewed as
different substances as opposed to different nanoforms of the same substance. The entries for titanium dioxide and zinc oxide do not contain information on surface treatment, so it is not possible to ascertain whether
different entries are distinguished by different surface treatments. It is reasonable to assume that if the surface treatment of a nanomaterial results in a
change to the toxicological profile of the nanomaterial, a new or updated
notification would need to be submitted to the Commission.
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29.13.3 Medical devices
There are two regulations that cover medical devices in the EU, Regulation
(EU) 2017/745 on medical devices [139] and Regulation (EU) 2017/746 on
in vitro diagnostic medical devices [140]. Only the former explicitly discusses nanomaterials in its wording. If a nanomaterial is present in a medical
device, the level of risk assessment required will depend on the potential for
release of the nanomaterial and hence internal exposure. If there is a negligible chance of exposure the device would be defined as a class IIa device, a
low chance of exposure would result in classification as class IIB and a
medium or high chance of exposure would define the device as class III. The
different device classes have differing degrees of risk assessment and reporting obligations under the regulation. There is no reference to different nanoforms of a substance, so if the nanomaterial is changed from a nonsurfacetreated nanomaterial to a treated nanomaterial it would be advisable to seek
regulatory advice regarding the requirements for a change in a medical
device.

29.13.4 Various food and food contact materials
Food contact materials are regulated by an overarching regulation on materials and articles intended to come into contact with food [REGULATION
(EC) No. 1935/2004] [141] and other regulations that cover specific types of
material. The overarching regulation does not refer to nanomaterials or nanoforms but the regulation specifically covering plastic materials and articles
intended to come into contact with food [REGULATION (EU) No 10/2011]
[142] does acknowledge that “New technologies engineer substances in particle size that exhibit chemical and physical properties that significantly differ
from those at a larger scale, for example, nanoparticles. These different properties may lead to different toxicological properties and therefore these substances should be assessed on a case-by-case basis by the Authority as
regards their risk until more information is known about such new technology. Therefore it should be made clear that authorisations based on the risk
assessment of the conventional particle size of a substance do not cover engineered nanoparticles (Paragraph 23).” This means that a Union Authorisation
granted to a bulk form of a substance does not apply to the same substance
in its nanoform so a separate Authorisation would be required. The regulation
does not refer to different nanoforms of the same substance. However it
should be noted that the description of a nanoform of one substance granted
Union Authorisation, titanium nitride, does give a detailed description of its
physical parameters. In addition, “titanium dioxide, coated with a copolymer
of n-octyltrichlorosilane and [aminotris(methylenephosphonic acid), penta
sodium salt]” has a separate authorization to titanium dioxide. Although there
is no explicit description in the regulation of how to handle surface-treated
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nanomaterials, these positions could give an indication of the intention of the
regulation. However, this may need to be tested legally in a similar fashion as
has occurred for REACH.
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) recently published a draft
guidance document for public consultation for “The risk assessment of the
application of nanoscience and nanotechnologies in the food and feed chain:
Part 1, Human and Animal Health” [143]. This guidance document is
intended to cover any regulation referring to food (novel foods, food/feed
additives, biocides, pesticides, and food contact materials). It suggests that
each nanomaterial should be characterized for its size, shape aspect ratio,
surface functionalization, and other relevant parameters and that if changes
to these parameters results in a change to toxicity (primarily oral toxicity) or
toxicokinetics a separate risk assessment should be performed. The guidance
document does not recommend whether these assessments should be done as
part of a separate authorization or as an extension of an existing dossier.

29.13.5 National notification requirements in the EU
There are no common notification requirements for nanomaterial or nanoenabled products across the whole EU but some individual nations do have
obligations.
France: If a party imports, manufactures, or distributes a nanomaterial in
quantities over 100 g per year, as pure substance, a mixture or in an article
with an intended release of the substance, a notification must be made. This
notification must include a range of particle characteristics including information on surface coating [144].
Belgium: If a party places a substance intentionally manufactured as a
nanomaterial on the market, as the substance or as part of a mixture for professional use, in quantities greater than 100 g per year a notification must be
made. Along with other physical and chemical parameters, a qualitative
description of surface coating must be included [145].
Denmark: If a party places a mixture or article on the market that contains an intentionally manufactured nanomaterial that can be expected to be
released during its normal use, a notification must be made. This notification
must include, among other physicochemical parameters, information on surface treatment or coating. There a number of exemptions to the requirement
to notify, including the product being covered by other regulation and the
primary use of the substance being as a pigment [146].
Sweden: As part of the chemical products registry, any manufacturer or
importer of a chemical product in quantities over 100 kg p.a., that contains
an intentionally manufactured nanomaterial, needed to submit a notification
by February 2019. The notification should include information on any coating. There are exemptions to having to provide this information for any
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nanomaterial used as a pigment or for companies with an annual turnover of
less than 5 million SEK [147].
Norway: As part of the Norwegian Chemical Products register, if the
chemical or the mixture contains a chemical present as a nanomaterial, this
should be highlighted in the notification. There is no requirement to give any
detail on surface treatment or coating [148].

29.14 Other national regulations that impact nanomaterials
United States: The overarching regulation that applies to the import, manufacture, and placing on the market of chemical substances and mixtures is
the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) [149], which was amended in
2016 by the Frank R. Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act
(LCSA) (US Congress, [150]). The Act places substances into two groups
that define the obligations of the manufacturer, processor, or importer of the
substance;
G
G

New Chemical Substances
Existing Chemical Substances

A party wishing to place a New Chemical Substance in commerce should
submit a Pre-Manufacture Notice (PMN) to the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) 90 days before starting manufacture, import, or processing.
A New Chemical Substance is one that is not on the TSCA inventory [151].
For Existing Chemical Substances the data requirements are generally
lower, but information can be requested by the EPA for specific chemicals
or groups of chemicals. A specific reporting and recordkeeping rule has been
produced for substances manufactured or processed on a nanoscale [152]. An
affected party should include a range of physicochemical parameters, use,
exposure, and risk management practices and available human and environmental health and safety information. Information on surface treatment and
surface coating is specified as one of the key physicochemical parameters
required. Although the rule does not refer to the term nanoform, it does
require that information on separate discrete forms be included. One of the
definitions of a discrete form is where “A reportable chemical substance that
is coated with another chemical substance or mixture at the end of
manufacturing or processing has a coating that consists of a different chemical substance or mixture” [153].
Canada: The Canadian chemical regulation does not currently make an
explicit reference to nanomaterials. However, as an acknowledgment to
increasing concerns, it has issued a Notice requiring all applicable persons to
submit information on specified chemicals that exist as a nanomaterial. The
notice did not specify that information on surface treatment must be
included, although it did request “the study title(s) of any unpublished or
published data or studies on the substance with regard to physical-chemical
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properties.” This information will be used to prioritize regulatory requirements based on hazards and patterns of exposure to the nanomaterial [154].
Australia: The regulation applicable to industrial chemicals in Australia
requires a different approach to be taken for existing and new chemicals.
If the chemical is not on the Australian Inventory of Chemical Substances
(AICS) a notification must be made to the National Industrial Chemicals
Notification and Assessment Scheme (NICNAS). The data requirements
for this notification does include information on the surface chemistry of
the substance including coatings and modifications of nanomaterials. In
addition some exemptions and self-assessment options available to the
bulk form are not available to the nanomaterial [155]. Nanomaterials that
are existing chemical substances do not require notification and assessment, but if new health risks become apparent further assessment may be
started. The development of additional regulatory requirements for
nanomaterials has been deferred until the review of NICNAS has been
completed [156].
Taiwan: Industrial chemicals are regulated by the Toxic Chemical
Substance Control Act (TCSCA) in Taiwan. As with many other national
regulations, chemicals are divided into existing and new chemicals, depending on whether they appear on the Taiwan Chemical Substance Inventory
(TCSI) [157]. Existing chemical registrations only need to detail registrant
and substance identity and usage information so no information specifically
relating to a nanomaterial is needed. However, for a new substance registration, a substance that exist as a nanomaterial must have included a number
of “nanometer specifications” including surface properties in its registration.
It is not clear from the guidance document whether surface properties
includes surface treatment or coating information. Additionally, the guidance document for the regulation specifies that where a chemical substance
is surface treated, both the surface substance and the core substance should
be identified separately to assess their individual regulatory obligations
[158]. It is hoped that future guidance from the regulators will clarify the
obligations for a surface-treated nanomaterial. In addition, it is not clear
whether a nanoform of an existing substance would be regarded as the existing substance description or whether it should be treated as a new substance,
or whether two different nanoforms of a new substance would require two
separate new substance registrations or be contained within one overarching
registration.
Rest of the world: There are voluntary and obligatory notification
schemes in place in many countries for nanomaterials in certain products.
For example, nanomaterial ingredients of cosmetic products placed on the
market in Russia must be registered with Rospotrebnadzor including information on surface modification [159] and the recent update to the Chemical
Ordnance in Switzerland requires notification of nanomaterials with a high
aspect ratio [160].
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29.15 Conclusion
The nature of the surface of a nanomaterial pays an intrinsic role in all
aspects of toxicity, biodistribution, environmental fate, and ecotoxicity. The
surface can be modified to give a nanomaterial important technological
advantages but care must be taken to ensure this does not also increase the
hazard, exposure, and risk of the substance, so a “safe-by-design” approach
to research is advised. The European Union REACH regulations have the
most detailed requirements for surface-functionalized nanomaterials and the
requirements are likely to increase in the future. However, if surface functionalization changes the toxicity of the nanomaterial, other national regulatory
requirements may be required.
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30.1 Introduction
Natural nanomaterials are abundant in the environment and even though the
inhabitants of ancient civilizations in Rome, Greece, China, India, etc., used
to know the techniques to exploit and apply some of the nanoparticles in different products to achieve different purposes, the deliberate and purposeful
use of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) in different consumer and industrial
products is a trend of the 21st century. Nanotechnology1 is the catalyst and
the key enabling technology in the age of “Fourth Industrial Revolution”
[1,2], though there are some theoretical debates about whether there is anything that can be considered as the “Fourth Industrial Revolution.” This
debate should not undermine the potentials and prospects of nanotechnologies and engineered or manmade or functional nanomaterials.
With the active participation of stakeholders from different disciplines,
countries across the world have joined the race to take the lead of the
trillion-dollar market of the ENMs after the enactment of the 21st Century
Nanotechnology Research and Development Act, 2003 in the United States.
More than a hundred countries around the world have a specific program of
nanotechnology research and development. Various magical applications of
nanomaterials are already available and found on supermarket shelves.
Realizing the prospects of ENMs and nanotechnologies, the EU Commission

1. In this chapter, the terms “nanotechnology” and “nanotechnologies” are used interchangeably.
Although the word “nanotechnology” is widely used in published literature, scientists are of the
opinion that there is no such thing as “nanotechnology” as there is no single technology that can
be addressed like this and rather the word “nanotechnologies” should be used.
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-816787-8.00030-2
© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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has been considering this as one of the six “key enabling technologies”
alongside advanced materials, biotechnology, etc. Nevertheless, due to the
exceptional and unique behavior of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs), at the
nanoscale especially between 1 and 3 nm, there arise some legal and regulatory concerns since scientific research findings frequently report that some
ENMs may have adverse effects on the environment and human health.
Functional nanomaterials are very promising and have various intended
applications. Being nanoscale materials, it is believed that they will have to
face similar human health and environmental concerns and challenges. In
this context, this chapter aims to cover and review some of the human health
and environmental concerns of ENMs shared from recent studies.
Subsequently, it will highlight some of the legal and regulatory concerns and
some of the possible challenges faced by regulators in terms of implementing
relevant legal provisions. This chapter will also provide an overview of
recent developments as to how the international and municipal communities
have been working to overcome these challenges. Some suggestions and
recommendations will be shared at the end of the chapter. The issue of occupational health and safety, which is very serious, will be covered in the next
chapter.

30.2 Functional nanomaterials: an overview
The use of nanomaterials to improve different characteristics of various
industrial and consumer products is not new [3]. Apart from their historical
applications in different civilizations, nanomaterials were added to rubber to
make tires last long and enhance their grip on the ground as far back as the
end of the 19th century. But general interest in nanomaterials gained momentum only at the end of the 20th century when scientists developed techniques
to control the production methods (i.e., properties, size, characteristics, etc.)
and when they were successful to produce these on a larger scale [4].
Nanomaterials, substances in the nanoscale (i.e., between 1 and 100 nm),
are ubiquitous in nature and thus scientists have been exploring different
shapes and sources of nanomaterials from different natural things such as
animals, trees, etc. [5]. So far, scientific literature has confirmed that natural
nanomaterials are not hamrufl to human health and thus they remain free
from regulatory concerns. Accidental or unintentional nanomaterials have
been by ancient civilizations for centuries. Currently the main legal and regulatory concern is over industrial, intentional, manmade, or engineered nanomaterials (i.e., nanomaterials that are intentionally produced for specific
performance). Industrial nanomaterials are produced in huge quantities [6].
Nanomaterials are intensively used in industrial and consumer products due
to their beneficial characteristics in improving the products efficiently [7].
Functional nanomaterials are nanometer-scale compounds whose properties have been altered or augmented for a specific application. They can be
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prepared with various physical, chemical, electric, and magnetic properties.
They are different from natural and accidental nanomaterials. Functional
nanomaterials play a particularly important role in two areas: lab-on-a-chip
technology, which promises to assist in real-time monitoring of human
health; and research into clean renewable energy technologies, which is
encouraged to exploit to reduce greenhouse gases responsible for global
warming leading to climate change [8].

30.3 Functionalized nanomaterials: applications, human
health, and environmental concerns
Nanotechnology, or nanotechnologies, can be exploited for various purposes
[9,10] and as a result can be described as a “general purpose technology,”
“transformative
technology,”
“key
enabling
technology,”
etc.
Nanotechnologies have the potential to be used in agriculture [1113],
industrial wastewater treatment and water purification [14], biomedical applications [15,16], in removing pharmaceutically active compounds from water
[17], and in pharmacological applications [18]. The nanomaterial-membrane
coupling system can remove waterborne pathogenic viruses that threaten
human health [19]. Thus these systems can be used to achieve various goals
listed in the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
With all these applications, ENMs can induce reproductive and developmental toxicity that may cause microbial community variations in the environment and change biodiversity [20]. Sensitivity and exposure time have an
impact on adverse effects of nanomaterials in the environment and biodiversity [20]. A German Federal Ministry of Education and Research funded
project found that nanomaterials such as cerium oxide and barium sulfate
frequently processed in various products can be exposed to human and other
organisms. Even low doses of long-term exposure have adverse effects on
lung and lung tissue [7]. Silver nanomaterials were found to have a detrimental effect on memory and cognitive coordination processes [21], have toxic
effects on aquatic organisms [22], and can induce neurodevelopmental toxicity [23].
Nanomaterials found in the human environment have potential toxicological effects [24]. A recent study confirmed that ZnONPs are toxic to oyster
larvae under seawater conditions [25]. Nanomaterials may enter the human
body in a number of ways and then may move to the whole body through
blood circulation [26]. Inhaled gold nanoparticle can enter the blood within
15 min and can be there for at least 3 months and thus can contribute to cardiovascular disease [27]. Silica nanoparticles have effects on cardiovascular,
dermal, respiratory, neural, hepatic, genetic, immune, reproductive, and renal
systems [28]. Some ENMs may impact on plant growth, seed germination,
cell viability, and reduce microbial biodiversity [29].
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Consumers can be exposed to nanoparticles from products such as
enabled toner-based printing equipment [30], where nanomaterials are
incorporated into toner formulations and become airborne during printing
[30]. Silver nanoparticles, popular for their antimicrobial properties, and
used in commercial toothbrushes can be exposed to the consumers and be
released to the environment [31]. A study on online databases of nanoenabled consumer and personal care products revealed that up to 90% of all
nanoenabled personal care products involve intentional or unintentional dermal exposure [32].
Long-term exposure effects of silver NPs was also tested and it was
revealed that long-term exposure of AgNPs at environmentally relevant concentrations induced adverse effects on the soil microbiome, significantly
decreased the microbial biomass, an abundance of total soil bacteria, and the
soil microbes responsible for nitrogen cycling [33]. Nevertheless, the benefits
and opportunities promised by nanotechnologies outweigh the risks [34]. The
toxicity or beneficial use of nanomaterials depend on their concentration,
size, shape, ultrasonication, etc. [35]. Thus it is possible that these nanomaterials can be made safe for the consumers.
It is a matter of great concern that while companies are busy exploiting
nanomaterials, they are reluctant to share information on the quantity of
nanomaterials they produce. For policymakers, it is crucial to know the
quantity of nanomaterials produced for environmental risk assessment [6].
Therefore various countries have introduced the reporting mechanism that
was initially voluntary. However, some of these countries made it compulsory later on as the voluntary calls were not responded adequately.

30.4 Functionalized nanomaterials: legal and regulatory
aspects
The relationship between regulation and innovation is complicated and paradoxical. To some, regulations are an obstacle to innovation and for others
products are being produced on such a fast scale that regulators are incapable
of catching up. To some, regulations are an obstacle to innovation and for
others, products using emerging technologies are being produced on such a
fast scale that it is hard for the regulators to pinpoint the issues that need to
be addressed [36].
Legal and regulatory aspects of ENMs have been reported in the literature [3739]. Different factors such as the specific effects of ENMs on
human health and the environment and the absence of uniform and widely
recognized testing guidelines to assist in risk assessment and management,
etc., prevent regulators from reaching binding regulations, with some
exceptions.
Regulators and policymakers in developed countries, considering the
nanoenabled product’s cradle-to-grave life cycle, have already identified
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several legal and regulatory concerns regarding ENMs, which are also relevant for functionalized nanomaterials [40]. They have assessed the adequacy
of existing municipal legal provisions and concluded that existing laws on
chemical, environment, occupational health and safety, consumer protection,
and product liability, etc., are relevant in the discussion of legal and regulatory concerns about ENMs. Initially, the regulators of some of the developed
countries believed that the existing legal frameworks were enough, with
some required modifications only; but gradually, it is apparent that an
increasing number of regulators have been introducing some regulatory tools
such as guidelines on the reporting about ENMs manufacturing or import,
etc. While such initiatives are necessary to regulate ENMs within the
national boundary, due to the nature of ENMs, some extraterritorial impacts
of ENMs or nanoenabled products are expected and should be seriously considered. Unfortunately, there are no direct and specific international law provisions in this regard and only some broad and general provisions can be
found in international law instruments that can be used [41].
More than 30 definitions of ENMs are available in the literature. These
definitions were adopted to serve different purposes. It appears that the definition of nanomaterials is one of the main regulatory concerns and challenges. In these existing definitions, there are several ill-defined terms and
thus future applications of nanomaterials may face legal uncertainties [42].
While this issue may not be that serious to the scientific community, the regulatory bodies, both international standard-setting organizations and governmental bodies, need more clarity [3] as there is a lack of reliable scientific
data. Hence, the sharing of more data by the scientific community is desired.

30.5 Functionalized nanomaterials: highlights of legal and
regulatory initiatives
In terms of regulation of nanomaterials, empirical data shows that not governments but private actors started the process of regulation by way of selfrisk-management strategies since there were scientific uncertainties and lack
of scientific and technical knowledge [43]. Subsequently, public bodies
joined in the move. In this section, the initiatives taken by the European
Union (EU) and the United States in regulating ENMs and nanoenabled products are discussed.
The EU can be seen as leading in the regulation of nanomaterials.
Already there are both general and product-specific community legislation in
place and nanomaterials are regulated within the scope of this legislation
[44]. A number of community laws such as Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) Regulation 1907/
2006, Regulation concerning the making available on the market and use of
biocidal products (Biocidal products regulation 528/2012), Cosmetic
Products Regulation 1223/2009, Novel Food Regulation 2015/2283, Food
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Additives Regulation 1333/2008, Plastic Food Contact Materials Regulation
10/2011, Active and Intelligent Food Contact Materials Regulation 450/
2009, Provision of Food Information to Consumers Regulation 1169/2011,
and Medical Devices Regulation Proposal COM (2012) 542 contain provisions on the definition of nanomaterials or nanoform substances, approval
process, safety assessment, labeling, etc. In some cases, guidance notes/
guidelines to comply with the regulatory requirements have also been published [44].
In May 2017, the ECHA, as the administrator of REACH, published a
document titled “How to prepare registration dossiers that cover nanoforms:
best practices” containing the best practices or recommendations to assist
users to comply with the obligations under REACH. In December 2018, the
EC adopted several amendments in the REACH Annexes to clarify the information requirements for ENMs. EFSA issued the new Guidance on risk
assessment of the application of nanoscience and nanotechnologies in the
food and feed chain in May 2018.
Researchers have reported that the application of REACH is complex,
time consuming, and expensive [45]. Therefore the European Chemical
Agency (ECHA) developed the “Recommendations for nanomaterials applicable to the Guidance on QSARs and Grouping” and “Read-Across
Assessment Framework.” A group of scientists successfully applied these 19
different types of multiwalled carbon nanomaterials focusing on their genotoxicity [46].
Due to the membership of the EU, some of the member states have also
started enforcing stricter regulatory measures. European countries such as
France, Belgium, Denmark, and Sweden have already developed product
registers. However, even with the success of these measures, manufacturers
can still move to other countries with more lenient regulatory frameworks.
In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is the
main regulatory authority responsible for ensuring that ENMs do not cause
unreasonable risk to human health and the environment. The EPA has issued
an information-gathering rule effective from August 14, 2017 under section 8
(1) of the Toxic Substances Control Act, 1976. Under this new rule, manufacturers and importers of nanoscale chemicals need to inform the EPA
about the specific chemical identity, production volume, methods of manufacture, processing, use, exposure and release information, and available
health and safety data. EPA has also issued a Working Guidance on
Information Gathering Rule on Nanomaterials in Commerce.2
Once nanomaterials are used in various products, they come under the
regulatory control of the FDA, which has historically created product2. The US Environmental Protection Agency, Control of Nanoscale Materials under the Toxic
Substances Control Act, available at https://www.epa.gov/reviewing-new-chemicals-under-toxicsubstances-control-act-tsca/control-nanoscale-materials-under.
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specific science-based regulatory policy. Based on the product-specific statutory legal standards, the FDA takes an adaptative and flexible approach to
regulating nanoenabled products but does not determine whether nanotechnology is safe or not. The FDA mainly tries to understand the interactions of
ENMs with biological systems, adequacy of testing approaches for assessing
safety, effectiveness, and quality of the product during the premarket and
postmarket level. While there are premarket requirements, the FDA
encourages consultation to reduce unintended harm to human and animal
health. Most notably, the FDA imposes obligations on the industry to ensure
that their products meet all legal requirements including safety standards.
It is relevant to share here that the FDA has also issued a number of
Guidelines such as (1) Final Guidance for Industry—Considering Whether
an FDA-Regulated Product Involves the Application of Nanotechnology,
(2) Final Guidance for Industry—Safety of Nanomaterials in Cosmetic
Products, (3) Final Guidance for Industry—Assessing the Effects of
Significant Manufacturing Process Changes, Including Emerging
Technologies, on the Safety and Regulatory Status of Food Ingredients and
Food Contact Substances, Including Food Ingredients that are Color
Additives, and (4) Final Guidance for Industry—Use of Nanomaterials in
Food for Animals. The organization is in the process of developing another
Guidance for Industry—Drug Products, Including Biological Products, that
Contain Nanomaterials.3 Manufacturers and business entities working with
ENMs and functional nanomaterials must use this guidance to avoid adverse
legal and regulatory consequences.
Various international organizations such as the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), European Union have
also been working to ensure the safety of engineered nanomaterials. After 7
years of research, the OECD’s Working Party on Manufactured
Nanomaterials finally published its findings on the testing program for
ENMs and disclosed that the Test Guidelines used for regular chemical substances are, in most cases, suitable for use with manufactured nanomaterials.
However, some researchers, after in-depth analysis of the OECD research
findings, did not agree since the dossier contained an incomplete portfolio of
ENM ecotoxicological evaluations making it difficult to draw substantive
conclusions. A follow-up program and more research are suggested [47].

30.6 Discussion
The legal and regulatory challenges and uncertainties on the effects and risks
of ENMs on human health and the environment highlighted above have an
impact on the exploitation of the full potentials of ENMs [45]. Already a
3. The FDA’s Approach to Regulation of Nanotechnology Products, https://www.fda.gov/
ScienceResearch/SpecialTopics/Nanotechnology/ucm301114.htm.
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number of new tools have been proposed or are in the stage of near completion that can be used for regulatory risk assessment of nanomaterials [48]. A
tiered risk assessment approach is recommended. Even though authoritative
bodies like the OECD and the SSCI of Europe have confirmed that existing
risk assessment methods are adequate for now, no organization has actually
excluded the need to continue the risk assessment. Therefore risk assessment
should be a continuous process where rigorous toxicological research can
guide effective risk assessment and management [12].
Development of databases on nanomaterials and/or product registrations
could help the development of nanomaterial regulation. In various countries,
the majority of them are from Europe, have already developed such databases with important relevant information that can be used and considered
by the stakeholders.
Lack of consistent data is a challenge for regulators and thus may result
in regulations with unintended consequences. It has been reported that after
the EU accepted the definition of nanomaterials, some conventional materials
widely used for commercial purposes for years such as cement, rubber, and
even green tea were technically classified as nanomaterials [9]. Some nanomaterials are in use for decades, like the use of rubber in tires, nanoscale
ingredients in cosmetics without any reported adverse incident [9].
Nanomaterials should be categorized based on their properties and toxicity instead of size as this approach may facilitate toxicological risk assessment [49]. The unique characteristics of nanomaterials pose regulatory
challenges and therefore a multidisciplinary team of professionals having
expertise in different stages of the life cycle should be involved in policymaking [50,51].
For the registration of nanomaterials, blockchain technology can be considered as this technology, considered a decentralized and distributed ledger,
promises reliability, accountability, and transparency.
Under the 2011 European Regulation Concerning the Provision of Food
Information to Consumers, any ingredient containing nanomaterials must be
labeled as such, with the name if the materials followed by the word “nano”.
Several professional bodies such as the Soil Association of the United
Kingdom, Biological Farmers of Australia, and the General Standard Board
of Canada have already banned the use of ENMs in food [3]. The 5-year
Swiss National Research Programme concluded that whenever a new nanomaterial is identified or a new application of an established nanomaterial is
attempted, a risk reassessment is essential to guarantee safety [34].
Safe and sustainable development of nanotechnologies, or safety-bydesign ENMs, is the latest approach to designing nanomaterials and nanoenabled or nanoenhanced products where relevant available information on
potential adverse effects on human health and biodiversity is taken into
account [52]. In this approach, researchers and manufacturers consider
known toxicity and redesign ENMs, including functional nanomaterials, by
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redesigning the detrimental characteristics. Some guidelines for the redesign
of safer NPs have already been introduced [53].
Awareness campaigns have potential impacts on the sustainable and
responsible development of nanotechnologies [54]. Funding should be allocated and spent judiciously to conduct research on nanotoxicity. Various
non-EU countries have been regulating nanomaterials using guidance [37]
and global leader South Korea has started to regulate ENMs.

30.7 Conclusion
ENMs can be seen as part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. This chapter
has attempted to share an overview of the legal and regulatory issues, concerns, and challenges associated with ENMs and functional nanomaterials
and the need for regulation. As discussed only some developed countries
have introduced some form of regulation, and most developing countries
have not.
Good manufacturing practices should be encouraged, but some researchers believe existing legal frameworks provide significant hurdles to innovative chemical design [55]. State-based regulatory systems or command and
control regulatory systems are getting popularity in the EU and the US [56].
A hybrid governance framework involving both public and private governance mechanisms (i.e., responsible innovation, risk management, and guidelines/industry standards) may be able to address human health, safety, and
environmental risk assessment issues [57]. It is time to work on harmonization of regulations on nanomaterials and nanoenabled products.
An anticipatory and principle-based approach of regulation, coupled with
strict implementation of precautionary principles, by way of development of
a product database or product register, may be an appropriate option for regulators to ensure safe and sustainable development of ENMs and functional
nanomaterials.
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31.1 Introduction
In spite of apparent limitless potentials due to the presence of multidimensional exciting characteristics, the findings of various published scientific
research has confirmed over the last few years that human being and environmental components can be exposed to manmade engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) during their cradle-to-grave life cycle [14]. Moreover, even
though the long-term effects of these ENMs has yet to be confirmed, manufacturers of ENMs are found to be too enthusiastic to harness the benefits of
these ENMs. However, after the enactment of the 21st Century
Nanotechnology Research and Development Act, 2003 by the United States,
the issue of Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) related to the workers
and researchers who handle ENMs started to get the attention of the stakeholders within their general research agenda on nanorisk and safety. After
more than 17 years, the regulators of some developed countries have started
to treat the OHS issues of the workers and researchers of this sector with better care. Some of these regulators have conducted studies using different
methodologies, and subsequently, have either suggested the improvement of
existing guidelines and standards on OHS or issued new guiding documents
in this regard.
Recent studies have confirmed that the ENMs work better in a functionalized form where the functional group can be added on to the surface of the
ENMs. Functionalized nanomaterials can be developed in a different manner
than ENMs due to the presence of different mechanical, absorption, optical,
or chemical properties. These nanomaterials are expected to address the
drawbacks and limitations of ENMs [5] and to play an important role in
Handbook of Functionalized Nanomaterials for Industrial Applications.
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developing safe ENMs that help ensure better OHS of workers, employees,
researchers, etc. The issue of OHS in the nanotechnology industries has been
addressed by many researchers [6,7], although there are limited research
findings in relation to functionalized nanomaterials. However, there are some
new developments as will be discussed in this chapter. While various chapters of this book have covered technical aspects of functionalized nanomaterials this chapter will be an attempt to discuss OHS issues from a legal point
of view in the context of ENMs. With this aim in mind, this chapter is
divided into six parts including an introduction and conclusion. Part 2 will
provide some highlights of the findings from scientific literature regarding
OHS issues in the ENM context, including some of the challenges faced by
regulators in terms of implementing relevant municipal OSH provisions. Part
4 will discuss some of the initiatives taken by various stakeholders such as
governmental bodies and universities. We will further share how some international and municipal communities have been working to overcome these
challenges and offer our own suggestions.

31.2 ENMs and OHS concerns
The OHS and exposure of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) have been considered on a limited scale in the scientific literature. Instead, most research
has focused on the exciting features and characteristics of ENMs. Several
countries such as South Korea [8], France [9], the United States [10,11],
Spain [12], and the Netherlands [13], etc., have already conducted national
survey "on exposure and occupational health and safety aspects of nanomaterials". In some instances, international surveys were also conducted [14].
Researchers have also evaluated the OHS practices in some countries [15].
As some studies have indicated about the possibility of adverse consequences on human health due to ENP exposure and if the cradle-to-grave
product life cycle is considered, workers and researchers will be found as the
primary victims. The issue of protection of workers and researchers who
handle ENMs should be treated seriously as some ENMs (e.g., carbon nanotubes (CNT)) have a similar shape as asbestos [16]. Research has also shown
that some ENMs have serious potential impacts on human health and the
environment [17] even when these materials are embedded in consumer
goods [1821]. Functional nanomaterials (e.g., TiO2 used in medical applications) can also pose serious health risks and therefore it has been suggested
to avoid the use of such materials in healthcare settings [22]. Not only workers working in labs or manufacturing plants are at risk [23], even agricultural
workers who come in contact with pesticides can also be exposed to ENMs
[24]. ENMs inhaled by a pregnant woman can influence fetal health [25,26]
and can produce psychological deficits [27]. Moreover, inhaled nano-TiO2
can cause significant epigenetic and transcription changes in a pregnant
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woman’s fetus and can have a similar lung burden after working almost 1.5
years [28].
The countries leading in ENM research and development have municipal
legal frameworks in place regarding OHS. However, it has been reported
that investors, both public and private, are not serious about allocating
money to consider the human health and environmental implications of
ENMs [29]. While no conclusive proof has been confirmed thus far, news of
the death of two workers and illness in five others handling nanomaterials in
two Chinese paint factories can be considered as concerning evidence. In the
United States, a 26-year-old female chemist was reported to develop nickel
sensitization when she working with nickel nanoparticle powder without
using personal protective equipment [30]. These incidents have alerted stakeholders to seriously consider the OHS issues of workers and researchers
[31,32]. As a result, various regulators from developed countries have started
to assess and evaluate existing municipal legal frameworks to determine their
effectiveness.

31.3 ENMs and OHS laws: an overview
It is neither possible nor desirable to survey the municipal OHS-related laws
of all the countries in the world. Instead, this part will discuss the legal provisions in place to protect workers and researchers in their occupational settings. For example, within the European Union (EU), a good number of
community laws contain provisions to protect and ensure the OHS of workers. The list of such laws include: (1) the Directive on the introduction of
measures to encourage improvements in the safety and health of workers at
work, 1989 (Directive 89/391/EEC of 12 June 1989); (2) the Directive on
the Protection of the Health and Safety of Workers from the risks related to
chemical agents at work (Directive 98/24/EC of 7 April 1998); (3) the
Directive on the protection of workers from the risks related to exposure to
carcinogens or mutagens at work (Directive 2004/37/EC of 29 April 2004);
(4) the Regulation on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals (Regulation No. 1907/2006 of 18 December 2006);
(5) the Regulation on classification, labelling and packaging of substances
and mixtures on the classification, labelling and packaging of substances and
mixtures (Regulation No. 1272/2008 of 16 December 2008), etc. Similar
kinds of legal provisions can be found in the context of many other countries
and these include provisions on safe handling and control, assessment of
exposure, hazard and risk, use of Safety Data Sheet (SDS) or Material Safety
Data Sheet (MSDS), personal protective equipment (PPE), etc. Moreover,
available legal instruments also include provisions through which regulators
can frame a code of conduct for stakeholders.
Labeled SDS or MSDS, an important hazard communication tool
regarding the manufacturing, storage, transportation, etc., related activities
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regarding chemicals, plays an important role in making workers and
researchers aware of the chemical substances they have been handling
[33,34]. These allow the workers and researchers to use various techniques
and instruments to monitor ENMs in the workplace [35].
It is a matter of great concern that MSDS or SDS is not usually available
for ENMs [8], rather these contain information on bulk substances and thus
are not adequate or enough to serve the same purpose for ENMs. Of the
110,000 synthetic chemicals produced in industrial quantities, it was found
that adequate hazard assessment data are available only for around 6000 hazardous chemicals and occupational exposure limits have been set for only
500600 hazardous chemicals [36]. SDSs are not updated as there is no
mandatory requirement that the term “nanomaterial” be included in the SDSs
[8,33].
In a very recent study, by using one criterion, it was found that out of 67
MSDS, only 28.4% were reliable, whereas 35.8% were found to be reliable
with restrictions, and 35.8% were found to be unreliable. In the same
research, using another criterion, only 3% MSDS were found as satisfactory,
17.9% were in need of improvement, and 79% were in need of significant
improvement [37]. Even though MSDS has evidentiary value [29], it is
unfortunate that the situation has not been improved significantly; these findings are similar to those from previous research findings [33,34] conducted a
few years ago. Most of the SDSs did not include sufficient information on
the safety of nanomaterials, such as their toxicity and physicochemical properties. The reasons for this lack of information in the nanomaterial SDSs can
mainly be attributed to (1) a lack of toxicity and physicochemical property
information on nanomaterials; (2) unawareness of the effectiveness of conventional exposure controls, such as local exhaust ventilation and encapsulation, and PPE, in protecting against nanomaterial exposure; (3) a lack of
information on emergency and firefighting measures; and (4) a lack of
knowledge on how existing regulations apply to nanomaterials [34].
Moreover, in most developed countries, though provisions on PPE can be
found regarding the handling of hazardous materials, these are neither adequate to protect the workers and researchers handling ENMs as these are not
designed specifically for ENMs, nor are these strictly implemented. The
unique behavior of these substances at nanoscale, the long-term health
effects of ENMs, and the claim by the authoritative bodies that the existing
provisions on bulk substance are applicable for ENMs may be identified as
possible reasons for this. Fortunately, various regulators have changed their
views and have issued authoritative guidance documents in this regard. For
example, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), as a supplement to ISO 11014:2009 on the preparation of SDSs, has issued a technical report with a guideline on the development of SDS for manufactured
nanomaterials (MNs) and for chemical products containing MNs. The Swiss
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs has published Version 3.0 of the
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“Safety data sheet (SDS): Guidelines for synthetic nanomaterials” in
November 2016 [38]. The innovative part of this initiative is that it has also
included the relevant legal requirements that other countries can consider if
they plan to develop something similar.

31.4 Initiatives taken by the stakeholders
Relevant stakeholders have taken a good number of initiatives to protect
workers and researchers due to the prediction that ENMs may have adverse
health consequences. In 2008, the European Commission recommended a
voluntary Code of Conduct for responsible nanosciences and nanotechnologies (N & N) research. The Code provides that the Member States, N&N
research funding bodies, and organizations should encourage N&N research
where, inter alia, a priority should be given to research that will protect the
public and the environment, consumers, or workers.
Trade unions, as the representative voice of workers, are in a better position to play an influential role in the protection of interests of the workers
[39]. Unfortunately, in the case of nanotechnologies, the trade unions of
developed economies such as the United States and Australia still do not
consider this issue as serious, let alone the discussion in the other parts of
the world, where the unions are busy addressing other problems [40]. For
example, the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) adopted resolutions on nanotechnologies and nanomaterials in 2008 and 2010.
Unfortunately, nothing much has been done in recent years to update these
resolutions. Recently the ETUC has opined that the decision of European
regulators to set up an observatory of nanomaterials instead of a register will
not be able to protect workers from the possible health risks of ENMs as the
observatory will work like an observer only. The European Trade Union
Institute (ETUI), the independent training and research center of ETUC, has
made five proposals on the regulatory governance of nanomaterials and these
include making nano-related information public and visible, priorities nanoforms, mandatory safety datasheets, have the nano ID and cross-fertilization
of national registries.1 The Dutch trade union has also joined in by conducting a study [41]. Trade unions should take initiatives to educate workers
about the adverse effects of nanomaterials and should not rely on management in relation to various risks [42].
Different international organizations such as the ILO, World Health
Organization (WHO), and European Agency for Safety and Health and Work
have also been working to study the safety aspects of ENMs. In 2017, the
1. Aida Ponce Del Castillo, Proposals on the regulatory governance of nanomaterials,
Stakeholder Dialogue European Union Observatory for Nanomaterials EUON March 9th, 2018,
https://euon.echa.europa.eu/documents/23168237/23875831/090318_euon_aida_etui_en.pdf/
d9dcce65-702d-b814-69b3-8a83f19ac39a
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WHO issued Guidelines on Protecting Workers from Potential Risks of
Manufactured Nanomaterials [43]. These guidelines were developed based
on the precautionary principle and hierarchy of control measures (i.e., preference of measures like the use of personal protective equipment having closer
relation to the root of the problem; grouping of nanomaterials by toxicity,
fibrous characteristics and granular biopersistence; education and training of
workers on nanomaterials; and involvement of workers in every aspect of
assessment and control).2 Similarly, the European Agency for Safety and
Health at Work (EUOSHA) published an info sheet with an overview of
how to deal with manufactured nanomaterials in the workplace.3 Earlier in
January 2016, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) in the United States issued a draft on the health effects of occupational exposure of silver nanomaterials. This was revised in October 2018
with a recommended exposure limit for silver nanoparticles during the production or use of nanomaterials.

31.5 Evaluation
More than a hundred countries around the world have a specific program on
nanotechnology research and development. Though there are concerns that
some of the nanomaterials used in huge volumes in consumer products have
adverse effects on the environment and human health, companies have been
increasing the use of ENMs in their products since some of these consumer
products such as cosmetics have been for a long without any significant
health effects. The workers and researchers working with ENMs will be the
initial victims in case these are found to have any adverse effects. As a
result, regulators from different countries have started to make the issue of
OHS and nanosafety a priority and published material-specific or workplacespecific guidelines to protect workers from possible adverse effects of
ENMs. For example, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development’s Working Party on Manufactured Nanomaterials has recently
published dossiers on certain nanomaterials and revealed that the test guidelines used for regular chemical substances are, in most of the cases,
suitable for use on nanomaterials. However, some researchers are not convinced, and do not agree with the findings of the Working Party and have
appealed for more research [44].
Popular ENMs such as CNTs have similarities to asbestos, which was
also considered as a magic fiber when first introduced. However, the
2. WHO guidelines on protecting workers from potential risks of manufactured nanomaterials,
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/259671/9789241550048-eng.pdf
3. European Agency for Safety and Health at Work, Manufactured nanomaterials in the workplace, 2018, https://osha.europa.eu/en/tools-and-publications/publications/manufactured-nanomaterials-workplace
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devastating effects of asbestos were later identified and many companies
went bankrupt later after paying compensation injured workers. For the last
couple of years, CNTs have been suggested as possible cancer-causing
agents [4548]. This was confirmed very recently [49]. If we take the late
lessons of the early warnings given in the case of asbestos, workers will be
the first victims if ENMs are found to have adverse effects.
Nanomaterials have limitless potential and can be used in almost every
sector of human life. However, the success of exploiting these miracle materials will only be possible if their safety, both occupational and consumer,
can be ensured. Responsible development of nanotechnology requires protection of workers at all stages of the technological life cycle [50]. As ENMs
can become airborne to the environment when mixed in solution by sonication or in water containing natural organic matter, laboratory workers are at
increased risk of exposure to ENMs [51]. Workers may also be exposed to
nanometal oxides with industrial wastewater treatment processes [52]. In
workplaces that handle nanomaterials, workers have been reported to have
respiratory occupational disease [8], allergic dermatitis, and sneezing [15].
Workers are exposed to nanomaterials frequently due to handling tasks [53].
With the increased production of nanomaterials, the chances of occupational risks are increasing [54]. Potential risks relating to workers’ health
who can be potentially exposed to industrial nanomaterials is not a concern
or point of interest to manufacturers [13]. The OSHA practice in industries
handling nanomaterials should not be taken lightly. Even a few years ago,
workplace monitoring and nano-specific waste disposal were not seriously
considered [55]. Registries for nanomaterial workers including issues such as
funding, potential for legal risks, access to data, confidentiality of business
information, privacy, and worker expectations should be considered [56]. A
recent study found that 1 out of 6 international semiconductor industrial
companies maintain lists of employees working with nanomaterials but the
practice of medical follow-up was not well established [57].
Lack of sufficient data should not be considered as evidence of the safety
of ENMs [58]. Even though so far there is no clear confirmed case of harm
from ENMs, if we take into account the history of asbestos we know that it
may take around 20 years from campaigning against asbestos to start of
death with the effects continuing for 40 years [59]. This may also happen in
the case of ENMs. Therefore it is important to use engineering safeguards
and follow personal protection strategies [60]. Identification and adoption of
effect control technologies is another important step that should be adopted
to save workers from the risk of exposure to ENMs [61].
Protection of workers through an insurance policy can also be considered
actively though the insurers considered that the benefits of nanotechnology
will outweigh the risks. It may be due to the fact that insurers perception
depends on past experience and there was no reported major incident happened. The situation may be changed dramatically as it was changed in case
of terrorism risks after the 9/11 [62].
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Legally, workers have the right to know what materials they have been
handling, their associated risks and safety aspects, and the employers are
under an obligation to provide them proper training. In a recent survey
among construction industry workers, only 13% of respondents knew that
nanomaterials were used in construction materials [63]. The WHO has identified things that should be included in the training of workers [64], and similar kind of documents can be found in the context of laboratories issued by
government agencies or universities.4 Training of workers can include modules on types of nanomaterials, uses at work, risks, presence in the workplace, exposure, and experience sharing [65].
Various developed countries have taken some initiatives. France has
decided to implement an epidemiological surveillance tool of workers likely
to be exposed to ENMs [66]. An innovative approach is suggested for the
management of nanomaterials in the research environment [32]. However,
there were no studies published regarding exposure assessment between
January 2000 and January 2015 in low- and middle-income countries [53].
Switzerland adopted new disclosure rules for synthetic nanomaterials at
the beginning of 2018. In August, 2018, Safe Work Australia issued national
guidelines on the classification of hazardous chemicals to assist manufacturers and importers of substances, mixtures, and articles having duties under
the municipal laws to classify them. Moreover, the guidelines provide
advice on, inter alia, nanomaterials where it is recommended to prepare and
label an appropriate MDSD if the health hazards of ENPs are not completely
characterized.
In February 2018, the NIOSH released a poster titled “Controlling Health
Hazards When Working with Nanomaterials: Questions to Ask Before You
Start” with a visual tool containing information for those who work with
ENMs and how to prevent exposure. The poster aims to educate workers on
different control and PPE options before start of work involving ENMs.

31.6 Conclusion
According to the ILO, it was anticipated that by 2020 approximately 20% of
all goods manufactured globally will use nanotechnologies to some extent
[36]. Therefore more and more workers and researchers will be in contact
with ENMs and ENPs. In the absence of ENM-specific legal and regulatory
instruments, existing ones on hazardous substances should be strictly followed and implemented to avoid serious legal consequences. At the XXI
World Congress on Safety and Health at Work held in Singapore in
4. Deutsche Gesetzliche Unfallversicherung e.V. (DGUV), Nanomaterials in the Laboratory Tips
and Handling Information, March 2015, http://publikationen.dguv.de/dguv/pdf/10002/213-854.
pdf; USA OSHA, Working Safely with Nanomaterials, https://www.osha.gov/Publications/
OSHA_FS-3634.pdf.
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September, 2017, the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
together with the ILO presented new estimates of the cost of poor OHS
where it was revealed that worldwide work-related injury and illness result
in the loss of 3.9% of GDP, at an annual cost of roughly h2680 billion.5
Moreover, 2.78 million workers continue to die each year from work-related
injuries and illnesses and 2.4 million of these deaths can be attributed to
work-related diseases alone.6 As mentioned earlier, many successful companies dealing with asbestos were declared bankrupt after settling asbestosrelated injury, medical cost, and loss of income claims, etc. Similar events
should not be repeated in the case of ENMs.
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pesticide sensing and remediation,
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future prospects, 429
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noble metal nanocatalysts, 96
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Graphene-based catalysts, 119
Graphene-based nanocatalysts, 117118
Graphene-based nanomaterials, 117120, 124
health and safety concerns of, 121f
for pollutant removal, 487t
Graphene-based products market, 119120
Graphene fibers (GFs), 685
Graphene/grapheme oxide, 240
Graphene-multiwalled carbon nanotube (GMWCNT) hybrid, 286
Graphene nanoplatelets (GnP), 801, 853855
Graphene nanosheets (GNS), 117118
Graphene oxide (GO), 1617, 2426,
117120, 207, 240241, 486,
687689
and magnesium oxide (MgO) nanohybrid
(GOMgO), 308
preparation functionalized with iron oxide
nanoadsorbents, 303306
Graphene oxide functionalization with metal
oxide nanomaterials, 297
inorganic pollutants removal from water
using metal oxide-functionalized
GOnanosubstrates, 311320
adsorbents, regeneration of, 319320
adsorption isotherms, kinetics, and
thermodynamics, 318319
anionic pollutants, adsorption of,
311315
cationic pollutants, adsorption of,
315318
preparation of GO, 306309
functionalized with iron oxide
nanoadsorbents, 303306
using modified Hummer’s method, 302,
302f
surface modified GO metal oxides
composite nanoadsorbents, preparation
of, 310311
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Graphene oxide/TiO2 nanocomposite-coated
cotton fabrics, 652653
Graphene quantum dots (GQDs), 444,
446447
Graphene sheets (GFN), 690
Graphite foams, 852
Graphite powder, 302
Graphitic carbon nitrite (GCN), 685
Green catalyst, 114116
Green materials, 4
Green revolution, 5
Green synthesis, 355
in FNMs, 349, 351356
Groundwater remediation and
nanotechnology, 12
Gymnasiums, nanomaterials in, 818

H
Hair care, 781
Hair cosmetics, 722723
Hair follicles, 559
Halloysite elastomer nanocomposite coating,
932933
Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs), 31, 46,
418419, 421424, 426427, 429
functionalization techniques for, 418421
structure of, 418f
Halloysite structure, 912914, 913f
Halloysite tubes, 911912
Halogenation, 673
Harmful gases, separation of, 427428
Health products, nanotechnology in, 539f
Heat transfer enhancement, 831832
Heat transfer fluid (HTF), 830
Heavy metal remediation, 426427
Heavy-metal removal, adsorptive mixedmatrix membranes for, 4047
Heck coupling reaction, 351352
HeLa cells, 440
Hematite, 303
Heteroatom doping, 673675
of CNTs, 677f
of graphene, 676f
Heteroatoms doping, functionalization by, 347
Hexaferrites, 666
structures, 667f
Hexagonal nanoferrites, 666
Hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA), 30
Heyrovsky step, 86
Highly branched dendrimers, 271
High-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) studies, 61, 62f
Holospheres, 271
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Honeycomb lattice, 112113
Hordeum vulgare, 250252
Hot-melt extrusion coating, 618
HPMC gel, 779780
Huang’s group, 147149
Human factor engineering, 1112
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs),
198
Human serum albumin (HSA), 161162
Humic acid (HA), 403
Hummers’ method, 121124
preparation of GO using, 302, 302f
Huntington’s disease (HD), 549
Hyaluronic acid (HA), 543
Hybrid carbon-metal/metal oxide
nanomaterials, 675680
Hybrid NPs, 512513
Hybrid silica nanoparticles (NPs), 612
Hydrated ferric oxide (HFO) NPs, 489491
HFO-201, 489493
Hydrated manganese dioxide (HMO), 493
HMO-001, 493
Hydrogel, 559
Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) process,
8384, 85f, 8687, 96, 282
polarization curves, 283f
role of functionalized nanomaterials in,
284285
Hydrogen trititanate nanotubes (pTNT), 30
Hydrolysis-susceptible NPs, 561
Hydrophilic coatings, 221
Hydrophilicity, 16, 2324, 2729, 33
Hydrophilic substances, 561
Hydrophobicity, 680
Hydrophobic nanoparticle, 146147
Hydrothermal crystallization isotherms, 737
Hydrothermal method, 5556, 638639, 649,
655656
Hydrothermal/solvothermal process, 638639
Hydrothermal synthesis mechanism, 734737
crystal growth, 736737
induction period, 735
nucleation, 735736
Hydrous zirconium oxide (HZO), 491493
HZO-201, 491493
2-Hydroxyethyl acrylate, 651652
2-Hydroxy groups of cellulose, 168169
Hydroxypropyl-β-Cyclodextrin (HP-β-CD),
238239
Hyperglycemia, 553
Hyperthermia drugs, 242

I
Imidazole, 213214
Immobilization, functionalization by, 348
Immobilization of functionalized
nanomaterials in membranes,
217220
Implementation of functionalized
nanomaterial
air pollution remediation, 514515
soil pollution remediation, 515516
water pollution remediation, 509514
Impregnation method. See Dip coating
Incidental nanoparticles, 4
Indirect or postsynthetic functionalization
(grafting), 348349
polymer coating, 349
Indomethacin, 147
Induction period, 735
Industrial applications, 278290
electrical industry, application of
functionalized nanomaterials in,
281282
electronics industry, applications of
functionalized nanomaterials in,
278281
Industrial ecology, recent research in, 11
Industrial wastewater treatment, 67
Infab Corporation, 669
Inorganic elements and oxides, 954956
Inorganic functionalization, 347
Inorganic NPs, 538
Inorganic pollutants, 299301
Inorganic pollutants removal from water using
metal oxide-functionalized
GOnanosubstrates, 311320
adsorption isotherms, kinetics, and
thermodynamics, 318319
anionic pollutants, adsorption of, 311315
adsorption of arsenic, 313314
adsorption of Cr(VI), 314315
adsorption of fluoride, 312313
cationic pollutants, adsorption of, 315318
regeneration of adsorbents, 319320
In situ intercalative polymerization method,
799
Insoluble nanomaterials, 718
Insulin, 544545, 552553
Integrated water resource management and
human factor engineering, 1112
Intentional adsorption of substance onto
surface, 946947

Index
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the
Validation of Alternative Methods
(ICCVAM), 728
Intercalated nanocomposites, 799
Interfacial deposition. See Nanoprecipitation
technique
Intermetallic nonnoble nanocatalysts, 98100
International Council of Harmonization (ICH),
538
International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), 998999
Invertebrates and vertebrates, 409
Iodine, 690691
Ion beam lithography, 624
Ionic liquids (ILs), 213214
Ionizable groups, 541542
Iresine herbstii, 565t
Iron oxide nanoadsorbents, preparation of GO
functionalized with, 303306
Iron oxide NPs (IONP), 446, 543
Ironsilicate-based nanomaterial
nanoparticles, 734
Ironsilicate-based nanomaterials synthesis
by hydrothermal method, 734764
AvramiErofe’ev crystallization kinetic
model, 737739
hydrothermal synthesis mechanism,
734737
crystal growth, 736737
induction period, 735
nucleation, 735736
pyroxenes, 740764
hydrothermal synthesis of nanocrystalline
aegirine, 744745
low-temperature hydrothermal synthesis
of aegirine, 744
modifications to the pyroxene aegirine,
745764
pyroxene aegirine, 743
synthesis of, 742743
typical preparation procedure of aegirine,
743744
synthesis of ironsilicate materials,
739740
Ironsilicate materials, synthesis of, 739740
Irradiation time, effect of
on the photodegradation of Rhodamine-B
dye, 74
(3-Isocyanatopropyl) trimethoxysilane, 651
Isoflavones, 550551
Isolated Chicken Eye (ICE), 728
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Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), 149,
151
Isotropic etching process, 622624

K
Kafirin nanoparticles, 135136, 156158
Keggin-type phosphomolybdates, 645646
Klebsiella pneumoniae, 684
Korre’s Red Vine Hair sunscreen, 719
Kosmochlor, 742743
Krebs Cycle, 186

L
Labile nanomaterials, 718
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 213
Lactic acid, 187
Lactuca sativa, 249
Lamination, 616618
Langmuir adsorption isotherm model, 425
Langmuir adsorption mechanism, 353354
Langmuir isotherm model, 312
Langmuir model, 314, 318
Lanthanum carbonate NPs, 467
Laplace’s equation, 914
Laser ablation, 797798
Latent heat thermal energy storage (LHTES)
systems, 830, 859860
Lavandula stoechas ssp, 567t
Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly, 209, 644, 680
Layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition, 156162,
588589
nanotube formation through, 159162
spherical particle formation through,
156159
Layer by layer (LbL) technique, 214
Layered double hydroxides (LDH), 86
Layered silicate/organic layered silicatemodified asphalts, preparation of, 867
Layers, degradation of, 947948
Lectins, 193194
Legal and regulatory issues, 983
functional nanomaterials, 984985
applications, human health, and
environmental concerns, 985986
legal and regulatory aspects, 986987
legal and regulatory initiatives, highlights
of, 987989
Lemna minor, 250252
Lidocaine hydrochloride, 564t
Lifecycle assessment (LCA), 121124
Ligand exchange process, 276277
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Lime essential oil-loaded chitosan
nanoparticles, 142144
Limiting oxygen index (LOI), 927
Lindane, 364
Linear discriminate analysis (LDA), 461462
Lip care, 781
Lipid-based nanoparticles (lipid NPs),
538540, 560
Lipiddrug conjugates (LDCs), 538
Lipid NPs, 538
Lipidpolymer hybrid nanoparticles (LPNs),
199
Lipids, 545546
Lipoic acid, 553
Lipophilic bioactive molecules, 554
Lipophilic substances, 561
Liposomes, 538540, 561562, 777
defined, 719
Lipsticks, 723
Liquid hourly space velocity (LHSV),
493495
Liquid lipid NPs (LLNs), 554
Liquid-phase processes, 663
Listeria monocytogenes, 142144
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), 285286
Lithography, 622625
Living microorganisms, 657
Local thermal equilibrium (LTE), 847848
Local thermal nonequilibrium (LTNE),
847848
Lolium perenne L., 250252
Loosely bound (LB) proteins, 2425
L-sulforaphane isothiocyanate, 549550
Lumen loading, 914915
Lutein, 567t
Luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone
(LHRH) receptor, 185186
Lycopene, 546, 550552
Lycopersicon esculentum, 249

M
Macromolecules coatings, influence of
on dissolution, 403404
Maghemite, 303
Magnesium oxide NPs, 446
Magnetic and functionalized NPs, 512f
Magnetic graphene hybrids, 303304
Magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, 304305
Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), 236,
759760
for biomedical applications, 243245
functionalization of, 236

Magnetic property of nanomaterials, 273
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 243
Magnetite, 303
Magnetite NPs, 512513
Magneto-fluorescent carbon QDs, 238239
Maltodextrin, 146147
Maltodextrin nanoparticles, 146147
Manganese dioxide/iron oxide/graphene-based
magnetic nanocomposites, 305
Manufactured nanomaterials (MNs), 998999
Marine antifouling halloysiterubber
composites, 934938
antifouling test of EVA/HNT
nanocomposites, 937938
morphology and properties of the EVA/
HNT nanocomposites, 934937
Marquibo, 547, 547t
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS), 997998
MaxwellGarnetts model, 848
MCM-41, 39
Mechanical property of nanomaterials, 273
Medicago sativa, 250252
Medical devices, 967
Medicines, nanotechnology in, 528548
approved nanopharmaceuticals containing
natural products, 546548
lipid-based nanoparticles (lipid NPs),
538540
metallic NPs, 542543
natural products, examples of NPs made
from, 544545
natural products encapsulated in NPs,
545546
polymeric nanoparticles, 540542
targeting and sustained release, 543544
Melt intercalation method, 799800
Melt spinning, 631632
Membrane-based technology, 15
Membranes, immobilization of functionalized
nanomaterials in, 217220
Mercaptoacetic acid (MMA), 407
2-Mercaptoethanol, 140141
Mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), 209210,
400
Mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane, 418419
3-Mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane (SH-PTES),
212213
3-Mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane, 428429
Mercaptosuccinic acid, 460461
Mesoporous silica, 3639
Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN),
211213

Index
Mesoporous SiO2 NPs, 644
Messenger RNA (mRNA), 195196
Metal-based nanoparticles (metal-NPs),
208211
Metal ferrites, 306
Metal hexacyanoferrate nanoparticles, 353
Metal ions, 459462
Metallic carrier systems, 207
Metallic nanomaterials, 271, 446
Metallic NPs, 542543
Metal/metal oxide nanoparticle, 271, 668
Metal nanoparticles, 210, 241242, 641642,
654661, 654f
for biomedical applications, 241242
-coated textiles, 657661
production processes, 654657
Metalorganic frameworks (MOFs), 3336,
455456
Metal-oxide nanoparticle, 4445, 486489
on textiles, 668670
Metal oxides, 301302, 315
Metal oxides functionalized GO
nanocomposites, preparation of,
302311
functionalization of GO with metal oxides
nanomaterials, 303309
preparation of GO functionalized with
iron oxide nanoadsorbents, 303306
preparation of GO functionalized with
other metal oxide nanoadsorbents,
306309
preparation of GO using modified
Hummer’s method, 302, 302f
preparation of surface modified GO metal
oxides composite nanoadsorbents,
310311
Metal oxides nanomaterials, functionalization
of GO with, 303309
GO preparation functionalized with iron
oxide nanoadsorbents, 303306
Metal powder, 668669
Metformin, 757
3-Methacryloxypropyl trimethoxysilane, 275,
275f
Methanol, 141144
Method-based functionalization of
nanographene, 114
Methotrexane, 564t
Methotrexate, 564t
3-Methoxypropionitrile, 690691
Methylene blue, 144146
Methylene blue stain, 652
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1-Methylimidazole, 213214
Methyl orange (MO), 480483
2’-O-Methyl-RNA-chitosan-PLGA
nanoparticles, 196197
N-(Methylsulfonic acid), 144
Methyltriethoxysilane (Me-TES), 212213
Microemulsion method, 665
Microorganisms, 467468
Microporous UF membranes, 47
Micro-Raman spectroscopy, 64, 65f
Microsponges, 779
Microwave-assisted synthesis, 665
Microwave radiation, 670
Minoxidil, 564t
Mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs), 16,
427428
adsorptive mixed-matrix membranes for
heavy-metal removal, 4047
AMD-CNT-incorporated MMMs, 1718
incorporated with carbon-based
nanomaterials, 1626, 19t
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), 1724
graphene oxide (GO), 2426
incorporated with other nanomaterials,
3340
incorporated with titania-based
nanomaterials, 2633
Mn-modulated cobalt selenide nanosheets
(CoMnSe2), 95
Mo-based electrocatalysts, 90
Moisturizer, 781
Molecular imprinting, 589590
Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs), 457
Monoclonal antibodies (mAb), 194
Monocrotophos, 365366
Montmorillonite (MMT) clay particles,
281282
Morinda tinctoria, 352
Mucilage-to-caseinate ratio, 155
Mucin 1 (MUC1) aptamer, 198199
Multidimensional nanomaterials-modified
asphalts, 892906
antiaging properties of, 895906
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,
902906
physical properties, 895900
rheological properties, 900902
physical properties of, 892895
preparation of, 892
rheological properties of, 895
Multifunctional mesoporous core-shell SiO2
NP, 642f
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Multifunctional SiO2 NPs, 641642
Multiple sclerosis (MS), 549
Multistep postsynthetic functionalization
methods, 639640
Multiwalled-carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs),
1618, 4142, 238240, 248249,
464, 680, 683, 805, 952953
MWCNT/polyaniline (PANI) fibers,
690691
MWCNTs functionalized with
polyethylenimine (MWCNTPEI),
680
Multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs), 332
Myocet, 547t

N
Nafion, 683
Nail care, 782
Nanoaegirine, ionic surface modification of,
759764
batch adsorptive removal of the TOC from
industrial effluent, 760761
continuous adsorption in a field test
experiments using rotary drum filter,
761764
continuous adsorptive removal of TOC at in
a fixed-bed column, 761
Nanocapsules, 721
Nanocarbon enhancer, 852858
melting process, 853855
practical applications, 857858
preparation of nanocarbon-enhanced PCMs,
852853
solidification process, 855856
Nanocarriers, 537, 641642
Nanocatalysts, 495496
intermetallic nonnoble, 98100
noble-metal, 9293, 96
nonnoble metal, 9498
Nanocellulose, 174
Nanoclay polymer composite, 798800
polymerclay nanocomposites, preparation
method of, 799800
in situ intercalative polymerization
method, 799
intercalation of polymer from solution,
799
melt intercalation method, 799800
Nanoclays, 805, 809t
Nanocoatings/paints, 815
Nanocomposite adsorbents, 480493
carbon-based nanocomposites, 480486

polymer-based nanocomposites, 486493
Nanocomposite catalysts, 495497
Nanocomposite membranes for water
purification, 493495
Nanocomposites, 272, 796, 912
Nanocosmeceuticals
classification of, 781782
antiaging products, 781
hair care, 781
lip care, 781
nail care, 782
skin care, 781
regulations of, 784788
safety of, 782784
toxicity of, 782
Nanocosmetics, 718, 722723
antiaging creams, 723
hair cosmetics, 722723
lipsticks, 723
sunscreen creams, 723
toothpastes, 722
Nanocosmetics, classification of
on the basis of formulation technologies,
718722
cubosomes, 722
dendrimers, 721
nanocapsules, 721
nanocrystals, 720721
nanoemulsions, 719
nanopigments, 721
nanosponges and microsponges, 720
nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs), 720
solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs), 720
vesicular delivery systems, 719
Nanocrystalline aegirine, hydrothermal
synthesis of, 744745
Nanocrystals, 720721
Nanoemulsions, 719, 777
Nanoencapsulation, 142144
Nanoengineered textiles, 611
active textiles, 645646
functional carbon-based nanomaterials,
670691
applications of carbon-based
nanomaterials on textiles, 680684
emerging applications, 684691
functionalization, 670673
heteroatom doping, 673675
hybrid carbon-metal/metal oxide
nanomaterials, 675680
functionalization processes, 614635
advanced processes, 619635

Index
conventional processes, 614618
functional silica nanoparticles, 636647
functionalization, 639643
nanosilica-coated textiles: applications,
643647
production processes, 636639
functional TiO2 nanoparticles, 647654
functionalization/doping, 651
nano-TiO2-coated textiles: applications,
651654
production processes, 647650
future trends and prospects, 691692
life cycle of, 613f
nanotechnology on textiles, 611614, 612f
noble metal nanoparticles, 654661, 654f
metal nanoparticle-coated textiles:
applications, 657661
production processes, 654657
transition metal oxide nanoparticles,
661670
applications of metal oxide nanoparticles
on textiles, 668670
production processes, 661668
Nanoengineering, 3, 528
Nanoenhanced PCM (NePCM), 832833,
844, 858860
Nanofibers, 802
Nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC), 174
Nanoform, 958961
Nanofunctionalization of water-splitting
electrocatalysts, 102
Nanogels, 554555
Nanographene, 111114, 112f, 119124
applications, 114
biocompatibility, 121124
characterization tools, 113114
chemistry of, 112113
functionalization of, 114
industrial issues, 119120
interest in, 112
sustainability, 124
synthetic methods, 113
toxicity, 120
Nanographene functionalization, 115f, 124
Nano-hydroxyapatite (nano-HA), 722
Nanolipidic carriers (NLCs), 718719
Nanolithography, 624
Nanomaterial Registry, 221
Nanomaterials, defined, 718
Nanomedicine, 528
Nanometal enhancer, 833844
melting process, 839840
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practical applications, 842844
preparation of nanometal-enhanced PCMs,
833839
solidification process, 840842
Nanometal oxide enhancer, 844852
melting process, 847849
practical applications, 851852
preparation of nanometal oxide-enhanced
PCMs, 845847
solidification process, 849850
Nanometer-size monodispersed water droplets,
638
Nanopaints, 818
Nanoparticles (NPs), 172, 537
Nanopeeling Renovator Microdermoblazing
and VitActive Activator nanoemulsion,
781
Nanopharmaceuticals, 528, 538
containing natural products, 546548
Nanopigments, 721, 725726, 780
Nanoplatelets, 801
Nanoprecipitated chitosan nanoparticles, 144
Nanoprecipitation technique, 134, 140144,
187
Nanoproducts in food supplements, 548555
cancer, 552
cardiovascular diseases, 550551
diabetes, 552553
food supplement and its clinical usage, 549
nanotechnology and food supplements,
553555, 556t
neurodegenerative diseases, 549550
Nanopyroxene aegirine, 745747
Nanosilica-coated textiles, 643647
Nanosized materials, 669670
Nano-sized titanium oxide, 722
Nanosphere, 811
Nanosponges, 779
Nanosponges and microsponges, 720
Nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs), 538,
540, 720, 778
Nanostructured solid lubricant, 814
Nanotechnology, 3, 810, 269270,
479480, 682
and food supplements, 553555, 556t
future research trends in nanotechnology
and nanomaterials, 12
in health products, 539f
in medicines, 528548
approved nanopharmaceuticals
containing natural products,
546548
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Nanotechnology (Continued)
examples of NPs made from natural
products, 544545
lipid-based nanoparticles (lipid NPs),
538540
metallic NPs, 542543
natural products encapsulated in NPs,
545546
polymeric nanoparticles, 540542
targeting and sustained release, 543544
performance enhancement using, 718
for UV protection, 723
Nanotechnology Industries Association (NIA),
960
Nano-TiO2-coated textiles: applications,
651654
Nanotrends in industrial development, 4
Nanotube formation through layer-by-layer
deposition, 159162
Nanozero-valent iron (nZVI), 332, 334346
1,8-Naphthalimide derivative, 459
Naphthenic acid model molecules, 755
Naphthenic acids (NA), 754755
Naphthol Green B dye, 425
National Industrial Chemicals Notification and
Assessment Scheme (NICNAS), 970
National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH), 9991000
National notification requirements in the EU,
968969
Belgium, 968
Denmark, 968
France, 968
Norway, 969
Sweden, 968969
Natural-based consumer health nanoproducts,
525
nanoproducts in food supplements,
548555
cancer, 552
cardiovascular diseases, 550551
diabetes, 552553
food supplement and its clinical usage,
549
nanotechnology and food supplements,
553555, 556t
neurodegenerative diseases, 549550
nanotechnology in medicines, 528548
approved nanopharmaceuticals
containing natural products, 546548
examples of NPs made from natural
products, 544545

lipid-based nanoparticles (lipid NPs),
538540
metallic NPs, 542543
natural products encapsulated in NPs,
545546
polymeric nanoparticles, 540542
targeting and sustained release, 543544
natural products, nanotechnology, and skin,
555564
Natural hydrophilic polymers, 540541
Natural inorganic nanomaterials, 4
Naturally derived pyroxene nanomaterials,
731
AvramiErofe’ev crystallization kinetic
model, 737739
hydrothermal synthesis mechanism,
734737
crystal growth, 736737
induction period, 735
nucleation, 735736
hydrothermal synthesis of nanocrystalline
aegirine, 744745
low-temperature hydrothermal synthesis of
aegirine, 744
pyroxene aegirine, 743
pyroxene aegirine, modifications to,
745764
nanoaegirine, ionic surface modification
of, 759764
structural isomorphous modification for
the bulk and surface, 745747
structural isomorphous modification for
the surface only, 748
structural surface modification by
polymer grafting, 748759
synthesis of ironsilicate materials,
739740
synthesis of pyroxenes, 742743
typical preparation procedure of aegirine,
743744
Natural materials, 173174
Natural organic material (NOM), 949
Natural organic matters (NOMs), 2425, 400
Natural polymers, 133134
Natural products
approved nanopharmaceuticals containing,
546548
encapsulated in NPs, 545546
examples of NPs made from, 544545
Natural substances, adsorption of
in biological or environmental systems, 947
N-doping, 674675
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Negative photoresist, 624625
Nernstian potential, 87
Neurodegenerative diseases, 549550
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 213, 447
Nickel, 745748
Nicotiana tabacum, 250252
Nicotiana tabacum cv petite Havana,
250252
Nicotiana xanthi, 250252
Ni-doped aegirine, 745747
Niosomal gallidermin gel, 779780
Niosomes, 561, 779780
-based formulations, 561
Nitric acid, 216
Nitrogen-doped TiO2 nanotubes (N-TNT), 30
Nitrogen-doped ultrathin Mo2C nanosheets,
90
Nitrogen-rich emeraldine salt (ES), 94
NM functionalization, methods of, 334
Noble-metal nanocatalysts, 9293, 96
Noble metal nanoclusters, 660
Noble metal nanoparticles, 271, 612,
654661, 654f
metal nanoparticle-coated textiles,
657661
production processes, 654657
Noble metals, 330331
Noncontact printing, 619
Noncovalent functionalization, 234, 347
Noncovalent functionalization of PLGA
nanoparticles, 189195
antibody-directed PLGA nanoparticles,
194195
cell target ligands coupled on the surface of
PLGA nanoparticles, 193194
PEGylated PLGA nanoparticle, 190191
polyelectrolytePLGA nanoparticles,
192193
surfactant PLGA nanoparticles, 191192
Noncovalent surface functionalization,
216217
Noncovalent surface modification, 189190
Nonmetal nanomaterials, 236
Nonnoble metal carbides and oxides, 90
Nonnoble metal dichalcagonides and
phosphides, 9092
Nonnoble metal nanocatalysts, 9498
Nonwoven cellulose acetate fibers, 646647
Norwegian Chemical Products, 969
Nucleation, 735736
Nucleic acid-functionalized PLGA, 195200
Nylon nanocomposites, 809t
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O
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS), 995
engineered nanomaterials (ENMs),
996999
evaluation, 10001002
stakeholders, initiatives taken by,
9991000
Octadecyl amine (ODA), 834
Octadecyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium
chloride (ODBA), 866867
OECD (Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development),
784788
Oil extraction wastewater-organic contaminant
removal, 754757
interaction of β-CD with naphthenic acids,
755757
naphthenic acid model molecules, 755
Oil sand process-affected water (OSPW),
754755, 757
Oilwateroil emulsion (o/w/o), 188
Olea europaea, 565t
Oleic acid (OA), 276
Oleylamine (OAm), 276
Oligonucleotides, 241242
Olsen’s group, 147149
Omega-3 fatty acid, 550551
One-dimensional nanostructures, 271
One-pot synthesis. See Cocondensation
Open reading frame (ORF), 197
Optical property of nanomaterials, 273
Optisol, 724
Organic armor, 276
Organic contaminants (OCs), 299301,
359360
necessity of functionalization of NMs for
remediation of, 350
Organic dyes, 356364
degradation of pesticides by functionalized
NMs, 362364
Organic EVMT (OEVMT), 866867,
902904
Organic layered silicate in asphalt, 866880
compatibility analysis between organic
layered silicate and asphalt, 874
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
analysis of, 871872
preparation of, 866867
X-ray diffraction analysis of organic
layered silicates, 867869
Organic layered silicate-modified asphalts
antiaging properties of, 876880
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Organic layered silicate-modified asphalts
(Continued)
atomic force microscopy, 879880
physical properties, 876879
atomic force microscopy analysis of,
873874
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
analysis of, 872873
microstructure of, 870871
physical properties of, 875876
preparation of, 867
XRD analysis of, 869
Organic layered silicates, X-ray diffraction
analysis of, 867871
microstructure of organic layered silicatemodified asphalts, 870871
X-ray diffraction analysis of organic
layered silicates, 867869
XRD analysis of separated organic layered
silicates from modified asphalt, 869
Organic MMT (OMMT), 866869, 874
Organic NPs, 538
Organic pollutants, 509510
catalytic degradation of, 496
simple molecules and, 462466
Organic pollutants remediation by potential
functionalized nanomaterials, 327
degradation of OP pesticides by FNMs,
365371
degradation of PAHs by FNMs, 371
degradation of phenols and BPA by
FNMs, 366371
direct functionalization, 334348
covalent functionalization, 334347
functionalization by heteroatoms doping,
347
functionalization by immobilization, 348
inorganic functionalization, 347
noncovalent functionalization, 347
future perspectives, 377
green synthesis in FNMs, 349
importance of green synthesis in FNMs,
351356
indirect/postsynthetic functionalization
(grafting), 348349
polymer coating, 349
necessity of functionalization of NMs for
remediation of organic contaminants,
350
organic dyes, 356364
degradation of pesticides by
functionalized NMs, 362364

toxicity and functionalized nanoparticles,
371377
working mechanism of FNPs, 350351
Organic REC (OREC), 866867
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), 7, 727728
Organofullerenes, 560
Organofunctionalization, 640641
Organophosphorus (OP) pesticides,
degradation of, 365371
degradation of PAHs by FNMs, 371
degradation of phenols and BPA by FNMs,
366371
Organosilanes, 418419
Organotrialkoxysilanes, 640641
Orthopyroxene, 741
Orthorhombic pyroxene, 741
Oryza sativa, 250252
Ovalbumin (OVA), 136137, 564t
(1,3)-Oxazine ring, 459
Oxygen-containing functional groups, 486
Oxygen evolution reaction (OER), 8384, 88,
9296, 282283
noble-metal nanocatalysts, 9293
nonnoble metal nanocatalysts, 9496
polarization curves, 283f
Oxygen evolution reaction, role of
functionalized nanomaterials in,
282284
Oxygen groups, 216
Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), 290

P
P. phosphoreum, 407
Paclitaxel, 564t
Paclitaxel-loaded chitosan NPs, 544545
Paclitaxel-protein bound NP formulation,
547548
Padding process, 615616
Pad-dry-cure method, 652
Palladium (Pd) NPs, 465466
Palmitic acid (PA), 845846
Palm-mill effluent (POME) treatment, 18
Paraffin, 852
Paraoxon, 464
Parkinson’s disease (PD), 549
Parvifloron D (PvD), 546
Pathogenic bacteria, 509510
p-doping, 674
Pectin, 153154, 552
PEGylated PLGA nanoparticle, 190191
PEGylation, 208209
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Penetration retention ratio (PRR), 876
Pentachlorophenol (PCP), 515516
1,5-Pentanediol, 656
1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-Perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane
(FTES), 2930
Personal protective equipment (PPE), 997
Pesticides, 327329, 333, 509510
degradation of, by functionalized NMs,
362364
sensing and remediation, 422425
pH levels, 458459
Pharmaceutical active compounds removal
from water, 757
Pharmaceutically active compounds (PhACs),
757
Phase change materials (PCMs), 811, 830
pH effect on the photodegradation of
Rhodamine-B dye, 7374
Phenanthrene, 371
Phenolic compounds, 509510
Phenols, 327329, 333
Phenols and BPA, degradation of
by FNMs, 366371
Phenyltriethoxysilane (Ph-TES), 212
Phenyltrimethoxysilane, 651
Phosphoric acid fuel cells, 288290
Phosphorus, 674
Photocatalytic degradation (PCD), 5657,
7576
Photocatalytic oxidation, 495496
Photocatalytic oxygen evolution reaction, 53
CeO2/CdO nanostructures, structural
investigation of, 5758
degradation of Rhodamine-B using CeO2/
CdO heterogeneous catalyst, 6971
diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS)
studies, 6164, 63f
effect of catalyst dose on photodegradation
of Rhodamine-B dye, 7475
effect of initial concentration of
Rhodamine-B dye, 7576
effect of irradiation time on
photodegradation of Rhodamine-B
dye, 74
effect of pH on the photodegradation of
Rhodamine-B dye, 7374
field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) studies, 5961
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,
5859
high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) studies, 61, 62f
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micro-Raman spectroscopy, 64, 65f
photocatalysis, mechanism of, 7778
photocatalytic activity, 69
photocatalytic degradation of Rhodamine-B
dye using CeO2/CdO heterogeneous
catalyst, 7172
photoluminescence (PL) spectra, 6467,
66f
removal of Rhodamine-B from urban
wastewater, 76
thermogravimetric (TG) analysis, 6869
visible lightinduced decomposition of
Rhodamine-B using CeO2/CdO
heterogeneous catalyst, 72
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
studies, 6768, 67f
Photochromic hybrid nanomaterial, 645646
Photochromic nanomaterials, 645646
Photolithography, 624625
Photoluminescence (PL) spectra, 6467, 66f
Photothermal therapy (PTT), 242
Photovoltaic solar cells, 6
Physcomitrella patens, 409
Physical vapor deposition (PVD), 587, 649
Phytocompounds, 536t
Phytoestrogens, 552553
Phytosomes, 561562
Phytosterols, 550551
π-bonds, 112113
Piezo ceramic materials, 816
Pilot Test Unit, 745747
Pimephales promelas, 409410
Pinus roxburghii, 515516
Piperinepronanolipospheres (PPNs), 546
Pistacia integerrima, 565t
Pisum sativum, 250252
Plasmid DNA (pDNA), 195196
pDNAPEIPLGA nanocomplexes, 198
Plasmonic properties of NPs, 232
Plectranthus amboinicus, 565t
PMEL34, 564t
Podophyllotoxin, 564t
Pollutant remediation, 417
Pollutant treatment, 507t
Poloxamer 188, 141142
Poloxamer 407, 141142
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT),
670
Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)
nanoparticles, 185186, 186f
active targeting by surface functionalization
of, 188189
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Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)
nanoparticles (Continued)
noncovalent functionalization of PLGA
nanoparticles, 189195
antibody-directed PLGA nanoparticles,
194195
cell target ligands coupled on the surface
of PLGA nanoparticles, 193194
PEGylated PLGA nanoparticle, 190191
polyelectrolytePLGA nanoparticles,
192193
surfactant PLGA nanoparticles, 191192
nucleic acid-functionalized PLGA,
195200
production techniques, 187188
structure and properties of, 186187
Poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL), 540541
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), 346
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)-spunbond
nonwoven fabrics, 683
Poly(propylene glycol) (PPG), 191192
Poly(pyridobisimidazole)-grafted-poly
(dimethyl diallyl ammonium chloride)
(PIPD-g-PDDA), 661
Poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (PSBMA), 36
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), 1822, 187188
Poly(vinylidene fluoride-cohexafluoropropene), 690691
Poly(vinylpirrolidone) (PVP), 187188
Poly-3-aminobenzenesulfonic, 249
Polyacrylicacid (PAA) surface coating, 41
Polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH), 214,
400
degradation of, by FNMs, 371
Polyaniline (PANi), 43
Polyanion, 214
Polyaspartate (PAA), 452453
Poly-butylacrylate modified MWCNTs, 680
Poly butylene adipate, 419
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), 512513,
515516
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
327, 329330
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), 279280,
280f
Polydispersity index (PI), 197
Poly-D-lysine (PDL), 151
Polydopamine (PDA) nanoparticles, 46
PolyelectrolytePLGA nanoparticles,
192193
Polyetherimide (PEI) membrane, 30
Polyethersulfone (PES), 2223

Polyethylene glycol (PEG), 444, 543544
Polyethyleneimine (PEI), 195, 419
PEIPLGA nanoparticles, 197198
Polyethylene oxide (PEO), 2627
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), 682
Polyethylenimine (PEI), 161162, 444,
452453, 644, 759760
Polygonum Hydropiper, 352
Polylactic acid (PLA), 540541
Polymer-based nanocomposites, 486493
Polymer-based solid lubricant coatings, 814
Polymerclay nanocomposites, preparation
method of, 799800
in situ intercalative polymerization method,
799
intercalation of polymer from solution, 799
melt intercalation method, 799800
Polymer coating, 349, 543544
Polymer glass, 816
Polymer grafting, structural surface
modification by, 748759
applications of β-CD grafted nanopyroxene
in wastewater treatment, 754759
enhanced settling of fine particles,
757759
oil extraction wastewater-organic
contaminant removal, 754757
removal of pharmaceutical active
compounds from water, 757
β-cyclodextrins grafted nanopyroxenes,
preparation of, 752754
interaction of epoxy hybrid with the
aegirine surface, 752753
interaction of β-CD with the aegirine
surface, 754
coupling agents, 749750
polymers, 750751
β-cyclodextrin, 750751
Polymeric micelles (PMs), 246248
Polymeric nanomaterials, 953
Polymeric nanoparticles, 540542, 559
encapsulating bioactive drugs in, 133
Polymeric resin, 281
Polymer/nanocomposite NFs, 584585
Polymer nanocomposites, 172
Polymer NFs, surface modification and
functionalization of, 586589
using biotechnology, 589
using chemical technologies, 587
using nanotechnologies, 587589
using physical technologies, 587
Polymer NPs, 562
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Polymers, 479480, 750751
β-cyclodextrin, 750751
used in electrospun NFs, 583584
wrapping, 672673
Polymethyl methacrylate, 419
Polyolefin nanocomposites, 809t
Polyol method, 666
Polyol process, 656
Polyol synthesis, 656
Polyoxyethylated castor oil, 547548
Polyphenols, 353354, 419421
Polypropylene (PP), 645646
Polypropylene oxide (PPO), 2627
Polypyrrole-zinc oxide-single-walled carbon
nanotube (ppy/ZnO/SWCNT)
composite, 680682
Polysaccharide, 146147
Polysorbate 20, 141142
Polysorbate 80, 141142
Polystyrene sulfonate (PSS), 214
Polystyrene-supported nanocomposites, 490t
Polysulfone (PSF) membrane, 1822
Polysulfone (PSf) microporous substrate,
493495
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), 685
Polyurethane foam (PUF), 680
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), 276
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 616618
Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane,
1718, 2526, 645646
c-PVDF membranes, 39
g-PVDF membranes, 39
Polyvinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropyle
(PVDF-HFP) electrospun membranes,
2930
Polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), 276, 655656,
955
Porous nanocomposites for water treatment,
479
nanocomposite adsorbents, 480493
carbon-based nanocomposites, 480486
polymer-based nanocomposites,
486493
nanocomposite catalysts, 495497
nanocomposite membranes for water
purification, 493495
Porous TiO2 foams (PTFs), 846847
Positive photoresist, 624625
Postgrafting, 641. See also Postsynthetic
functionalization methods
Postsynthetic functionalization methods,
639641
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Postsynthetic grafting, 639640
Potential of nanomaterials, 4
Pre-Manufacture Notice (PMN), 969
Pressure aging vessel (PAV), 876
Printing processes, 619
Pristine kafirin nanoparticles, 135136
Pristine maltodextrin nanoparticles,
146147
Production of inorganic NFs with different
styles and various functions, 585
Propellant materials, nanomaterials for,
813814
Properties and functions of nanomaterials,
172
Properties of nanomaterials, 272273
electronic property, 273
magnetic property, 273
mechanical property, 273
optical property, 273
structural property, 272273
thermal property, 272
1-Propyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide (PMII),
690691
Propylene glycol, 656
Prosopis cineraria, 351352
Prostaglandins, 550551
Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA),
191
Protein corona, 949
Protein functionalized carbon nanomaterials,
910
Protein NPs, 541542
Proteins, nanoprecipitation/desolvation of,
134142
Protein utilization, 133134
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells,
288290
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 513514
Psidium guajava, 351352
Psoralen, 564t
Psyllium, 553
Pt-based HER catalysts, 8889
Pullulan, 147
Pullulan-g-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), 147
Pyrolysis process, 655656
Pyroxene, 745747
Pyroxene aegirine, 743
Pyroxene aegirine, modifications to, 745764
ionic surface modification of nanoaegirine,
759764
batch adsorptive removal of the TOC
from industrial effluent, 760761
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Pyroxene aegirine, modifications to
(Continued)
continuous adsorption in a field test
experiments using rotary drum filter,
761764
continuous adsorptive removal of TOC at
in a fixed-bed column, 761
structural isomorphous modification
for the bulk and surface, 745747
for the surface only, 748
structural surface modification by polymer
grafting, 748759
applications of β-CD grafted
nanopyroxene in wastewater treatment,
754759
β-cyclodextrins grafted nanopyroxenes,
preparation of, 752754
coupling agents, 749750
polymers, 750751
Pyroxenes, 740764
hydrothermal synthesis of nanocrystalline
aegirine, 744745
low-temperature hydrothermal synthesis of
aegirine, 744
modifications to the pyroxene aegirine,
745764
ionic surface modification of
nanoaegirine, 759764
structural isomorphous modification for
the bulk and surface, 745747
structural isomorphous modification for
the surface only, 748
structural surface modification by
polymer grafting, 748759
pyroxene aegirine, 743
synthesis of, 742743
typical preparation procedure of aegirine,
743744

Q
Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship
(QSAR), 963
Quantum dots (QDs), 271272, 407,
438439, 441f, 443444, 453454,
459, 954
Quantum size effect (QSE), 6164
Quercetin, 546
Quercus macdougallii, 250252
Quinalphos, 365366

R
Radiation Shield Technologies, 669

Radiofrequency (RF), 670
Ralstonia solanacearum, 513514
Raman spectroscopy, 113114
Raphanus sativus, 250252
Rare earth metal oxides, 5556
Raspberry-like NPs, 642
Rayleigh numbers, 848
REACH regulation, 956957
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), 72, 407, 549,
955
Recent scientific research in the field of
functionalized nanomaterials, 811
Redox reactions, 117118
Reduced graphene oxide (rGO), 120,
286287, 486, 689
Reduced graphene oxide-based (rGO) textile
SC, 687689
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation, and
Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)
Regulation, 987988
Reinforced fillers, 173174
Renewable biopolymers, 168
Research on nanomaterials, 67
Resveratrol, 545546, 550551, 567t
Reticulo-endothelial system (RES), 188
Retinol, 564t
Reverse micelles, 638
Reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RTPCR), 197198
Reynolds number, 848, 856
Rhodamine-B (RhB) dye, 5657
effect of catalyst dose on the
photodegradation of, 7475
effect of initial concentration of, 7576
effect of irradiation time on the
photodegradation of, 74
effect of pH on the photodegradation of,
7374
visible lightinduced decomposition of,
using CeO2/CdO heterogeneous
catalyst, 72
Rhodamine-B, degradation of
using CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst,
6971
Rhodamine-B dye, photocatalytic degradation
of
using CeO2/CdO heterogeneous catalyst,
7172
Ricinus communis, 250252
Rose Bengal, 424425
Rosmarinus officinalis, 567t
Rotary drum filter (RDF), 761764, 763f
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continuous adsorption in a field test
experiments using, 761764
Rothband, 669
Round-to-round method, 620
Royal Society of Sciences, 725726
Running tracks, application of nanomaterials
in, 818
RuO2-based electrocatalysts, 96
Ruta graveolens, 351352

S
Sabatier principle, 87
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 352
Safety Data Sheet (SDS), 997998
Salmonella typhi, 176
Salmonella typhimurium, 467468
Sambucus nigra, 565t
Saponin, 353354, 552
Scanning probe lithography, 624
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
113114
Schiff base, 514515
Scientific Committee on Consumer Products
(SCCP), 784788
Scientific research in the field of
functionalized nanomaterials, 811
Scratch resistance, nanovarnishes for, 816
Screenprinting, 619622, 620f
Selective laser sintering, 625629
Selenium, 549550
Selenoprotein P, 549550
Self-assembled monolayer (SAMs), 209210
Self-assembly, 450454
Self-cleaning, 811
Self-fabricated GO-embedded membrane, 24
Sensing applications, 457468
biomarkers and biomolecules, 466467
metal ions, 459462
microorganisms, 467468
pH, 458459
simple molecules and organic pollutants,
462466
Sensor electrodes, 687
Sertraline hydrochloride, 564t
Shape-stabilized composite PCMs (ssCPCMs), 834
Sharp and Hancock method, 738
Shewanella oneidensis, 351352, 400,
405407
Shigella dysenteriae, 142144
Ship in the bottle polymerization, 799
σ-bonds, 112113
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Silane coupling agents, 749, 880
Silica-based nanomaterials, 8
Silica-based NMs, functionalization of,
346347
Silica-coated maghemite, 515516
Silica-coated magnetite NPs, 510
Silica-coated metal-NPs, 210211
Silica nanoparticles (Si-NPs), 211214,
286287, 479480, 636, 642643
functional, 636647
functionalization, 639643
nanosilica-coated textiles, 643647
production processes, 636639
Silicates, 479480
Silicon alkoxides, 212
Silicone rubber (SR), 668669
Silver, 721
Silver-coated starch, 175
Silver nanoparticles, 208, 242, 351352, 542,
780, 810
Silylation of SiO2 NPs, 641
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs),
1617, 236239, 248249, 682683,
687689, 805, 952953
Sintered activated carbon (SAC), 483
SiO2 NPs, 636646, 643f
silylation of, 641
Sips model, 760761
Sitophilus species, 250
Size-controlled copper nanoparticles, 279
Size effect, 272
Skimmia laureola, 513514
Skin care, 781
Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), 195196
Smart drug delivery systems, 231
Smart textiles, 611
SNLs, 540
Sodium alginate, 149151
Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose
polyelectrolyte, 689
Sodium dodecanoate, 419420
Sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate, 683
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 191192,
402403
Sodium hypophosphite (SHP), 680682
Sodium-ion batteries (SIBs), 285286
Sodium lignosulfonate (SLS), 2223
Sodium nitrate, 302
Softening point increment (SPI), 876,
878879, 889890
Soil pollution remediation, 515516
Solanum lycopersicum, 249252
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Solar-light-driven thermocatalysis, 515f
Solgel method, 587588, 636638,
656657, 664665, 680682, 724
Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs), 158, 538,
554, 560561, 720, 725726,
777778
Solid-oxide fuel cells, 288290
Solid-phase methods, 663
Solid-state methods, 663
Solution-mediated model, 734735
Solution-phase methods, 663
Solution spinning, 631634
Solvent, 134
Solvent displacement. See Nanoprecipitation
technique
Solvent-to-nonsolvent ratio, 146147
Soy, 550551
SP2 hybridization, 112113
Space-confined synthesis, 745
Specific extinction area (SEA), 929
Spherical nanoparticles, 144146
Spherical particle formation through layer-bylayer deposition, 156159
Spherical polycrystalline anatase particles,
649
Spinel nanoferrites, 666
Spinel-type nanoferrites, 662663
Spinning technologies, 631
Spirodela polyrhiza, 250252
Sport material properties of functional
nanomaterials, 809812
antibacterial, 810
extreme weather (heat/cold), protection
from, 811
multifunctional properties, 811812
self-cleaning, 811
ultraviolet protection, 810811
waterproof resistance, 810
Sports industry applications of functional
nanomaterials, 816818
golf shafts, nanomaterials in, 818
running tracks, application of nanomaterials
in, 818
sport clothing and shoes, nanomaterials in,
817
sports stadiums and gymnasiums,
nanomaterials in, 818
tennis rackets, nanomaterials in, 817818
Sports stadiums and gymnasiums,
nanomaterials in, 818
Stadiums, nanomaterials in, 818
Stakeholders, initiatives taken by, 9991000

Standard ceramic method, 667
Staphylococcus aureus, 142144, 176,
513514, 644, 646, 652654, 659,
684, 810
Starch, 168, 171, 175
Starch nanoparticles, 142
Stefan number, 856
Stereolithography, 625629
Strategies for functionalization of
nanomaterials, 232236
Stratum corneum, 555, 559, 561562
Streptavidin, 453454
Stretchable self-powered fiber-based strain
sensor (AFSS), 685
Strontium titanate NPs, 510511
Structural isomorphous modification
for the bulk and surface, 745747
for the surface only, 748
Structural property of nanomaterials,
272273
Stöber process, 210211, 636638
Sulfate and chloride processes, 647648
Sulforaphane, 550551
Sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)
cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (sulfoSMCC), 449
Sulfuric acid, 302
Sun protection factor (SPF), 724
Sunscreen creams, 723
Sunscreens, 723724
Supercapacitors, role of functionalized
nanomaterials in, 287288
Superoleophilic graphene nanosheets, 853
Superparamagnetic IONPs (SPIONPs), 543
Superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO), 175
Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
(SPION), 175, 244
Superparamagnetic property of nanomaterials,
273
Surface coatings on engineered nanomaterials
for environmental systems, 399
agglomeration, 404405
dissolution, 402404
influence of engineered coatings on
dissolution, 402403
influence of macromolecules coatings on
dissolution, 403404
engineered nanomaterial coatings, 405409
cellular organisms, 405408
invertebrates and vertebrates, 409
engineered nanomaterials, molecular
approaches to toxicity of, 409410
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Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),
458, 659660
Surface functionalization, 562, 651
Surface functionalization of PLGA
nanoparticles, 188189
Surface-functionalized MWNCTs, 4041
Surface functionalized nanomaterials, 943
allotropes of carbon, 952953
biological mechanisms, effect of surface on,
948952
adsorption of substances from media—
protein corona and natural organic
matter, 949
adverse outcome pathway (AOP),
950952
physical impacts, 952
Board of Appeal review, 957958
current REACH situation with
nanomaterials, 956957
different types of surface modification,
946948
adsorption of natural substances in
biological or environmental systems,
947
covalent bonds with core substance, 946
degradation of layers, 947948
doping of particles, 946
intentional adsorption of substance onto
surface, 946947
EU regulations, 965969
biocidal products regulation (BPR),
965966
cosmetics regulation, 966
food and food contact materials,
967968
medical devices, 967
inorganic elements and oxides, 954956
national notification requirements in the
EU, 968969
Belgium, 968
Denmark, 968
France, 968
Norway, 969
Sweden, 968969
national regulations that impact
nanomaterials, 969970
Australia, 970
Canada, 969970
Taiwan, 970
United States, 969
polymeric nanomaterials, 953
quantum dots, 954
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REACH (2019), amendments to the
annexes of, 958964
complexity of risk assessment for
nanomaterials, 961963
concepts of nanoforms and similar sets of
nanoforms, 958961
use of grouping for the risk assessment
of nanomaterials, 963964
regulatory and legal issues that impact
surface-functionalized nanomaterials,
956
substance-specific examples, 952
Surface-functionalized nanotubes, 425
Surface modification inorganic nanoparticlemodified asphalts, 880892
antiaging properties of, 889892
atomic force microscopy, 891892
physical properties, 889891
atomic force microscopy of, 883884
physical properties of, 886889
preparation of, 880
UVvisible absorbance and reflectance
spectra analysis of INs, 881
Surface modification inorganic nanoparticles
and asphalt
compatibility analysis of, 884886
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
analysis of, 881883
preparation of, 880
Surface oxidation, 216, 672
Surface-plasmon-resonant (SPR) effect, 442,
458
Surfactant PLGA nanoparticles, 191192
Surfactants, 211212
Sustainability, 11
Synthesized nanocomposites, 512513
Synthesized nanographene- and graphenebased nanocatalysts, 113114
Synthetic dyes, 333
Synthetic polymers, 133, 540541
grafting of, 277278
Synthetic wastewater (SW), 1822
Systems engineering, 1112

T
Tafel equation, 8485
Tafel step, 86
Taiwan Chemical Substance Inventory
(TCSI), 970
Tamoxifen-loaded chitosan NPs, 544545
Tannins, 552
Taxol, 547t
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Taylor cone, 634635, 635f
Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave,
306308
Tennis rackets, nanomaterials in, 817818
Ternary magnetic composite polypyrrolemodified rGOFe3O4 nanoparticles,
310311
Testosterone, 564t
Tetrabutyl titanate (TBT), 2627
Tetradecanol (TD), 836
Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), 211
Tetraethylenepentamine (TEPA), 30
Tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), 636638,
644646
Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), 546
Tetrakis(5-hexyn-oxy) Fe(II) phthalocyanine,
447449
Tetraoctylammonium bromide, 655
Textile dyeing, 614616
Textiles, nanoengineered. See Nanoengineered
textiles
Thermal and fire resistance properties, 805
Thermal conductivity enhancement of PCMs,
832
Thermal decomposition, 665666
Thermal energy storage (TES), 827, 829830
nanocarbon enhancer, 852858
melting process, 853855
practical applications, 857858
preparation of nanocarbon-enhanced
PCMs, 852853
solidification process, 855856
nanometal enhancer, 833844
melting process, 839840
practical applications, 842844
preparation of nanometal-enhanced
PCMs, 833839
solidification process, 840842
nanometal oxide enhancer, 844852
melting process, 847849
practical applications, 851852
preparation of nanometal oxide-enhanced
PCMs, 845847
solidification process, 849850
Thermal property of nanomaterials, 272
Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis, 6869,
153154
measurements, 838839
Thermogravimetry (TG) tests, 836
Thin film nanocomposite (TFN) membrane,
493495
Thin film oven test (TFOT), 876, 902904

Thiol functionalization, 209
Three-dimensional nanostructures, 270
3D printed textile, 629
3D printing, 625629
Tightly bound (TB) proteins, 2425
TiO2 nanoparticles, 651652
functional, 647654
functionalization/doping, 651
nano-TiO2-coated textiles: applications,
651654
production processes, 647650
Tires, 816
Tirrell’s group, 147149
Titania-based nanomaterials, mixed-matrix
membranes incorporated with, 2633
Titania nanotubes (TNTs), 30
TNTs-SO3H, 32
Titanium(IV) butoxide, 649
Titanium(IV) chloride, 648
Titanium (IV) isopropoxide (TIP) solution, 31
Titanium dioxide, 424425, 612, 647, 721,
723724, 955956
Titanium-dioxide halloysite nanotube (TiO2HNTs) composites, 31
Toluene, 655
Toluidine, 327329
Toothpastes, 722
Total organic carbon (TOC), 759760,
763764
Toxic Chemical Substance Control Act
(TCSCA), 970
Toxic dyes, remediation of, 425426
Toxicity testing, 727728
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), 969,
988
Toyota Research Group, 798799
Transdermal drug delivery, 559
Transfer coating process, 618
Transferosomes, 719
Transfersomes, 561
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